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Downtown Zhlindu

Book I.
An Earthling in Zhlindu
To the Castle
An endless wall of jungle-capped cliffs stretched into the
hazy distance to both the north and the south. It loomed above
thru a thin veil of cloud on jagged spires and pinnacles rising
another half mile into the sky. Far away to the north a ragged
ridge-line up to eight hundred feet high stretched many miles
til it got lost in the haze of this horizonless distance. To the
south the jagged jungle reached around behind him to a six
hundred foot cliff wall two miles away and almost two miles
long. Among the trees on the highest peaks, suntowers and
windtraps glittered thru the mist. A spider-web of thin crystal
bridges joined the spires. Every frond grew from the trunk or
balcony rail of a living plant modified to grow into the shape
of human habitation, in this case apartment buildings twenty
or even forty stories tall, each layer of branches a floor. The
cliffs were ancient crystal-framed towers, hundred after
hundred of them. They stood shoulder to shoulder in a
ragged, meandering wall, five hundred feet high, give or take
a hundred, all along the harbor wall for miles, all along the
beach wall two miles behind him.
He knew what this was, this was the West Harborwall
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neighborhood in downtown Zhlindu. Even if he thought it
was just one layer of rooms tacked onto the cliff face, the
scale was overwhelming. He knew it was not one room deep.
He knew it went back into the mountain for miles. He knew
this harbor was only one of three like it that surrounded the
central city. No city on the planet has a more concentrated
mountain of this urban jungle than this one. It was built on a
two thousand foot high basalt plug in the middle of a
mathematically flat basin, with two to five hundred feet of
masonry and carbon reinforced crystal structure above the
rock, and another two hundred feet of live-grown housing
above that. Over forty square miles were covered that way,
twenty million inhabitants resided, worked, played, loved and
raised families in the living mountain he faced at the far end
of this pier.
The expedition Alan had resigned from three months ago
originally thought the native cities were in ruins and
reclaimed by the jungle. When they got closer to this planet,
they thought the light industrial suburbs were the cities of this
civilization. There had been several theories concerning why
native cities seemed to cluster around patches of thick junglecovered ruins, but the captain was too afraid of being
discovered by the natives to actually investigate. It wasn’t til
Alan spoke with the natives that he found out these jungles
are the heart of the city. The natives bio-engineered huge trees
into apartment towers, the same way they engineered smaller
ones into country homes.
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This city has a reputation, world wide he was told, for its
devastatingly heavy music and its devotion to the party life.
There is a saying that translates to ‘You can get some of the
people straight some of the time - except in Zhlindu.’ Zhlindu
is said to be world class in audio technology and heavy
industry. This is not known as a rich city and since there had
been no governments on this planet for thousands of Earth
years, it is not a political center. But it certainly is the
economic, transportation and cultural center of this basin,
everyone he’d met since he’d been released on this planet
agreed on that. The time scales are so vast, the land so flat
and the population so high that all the rivers in this basin have
been diverted to run down to Zhlindu where they feed the
turbines of its industry.
Right now Alan was a thousand feet out on one of the
great piers of Zhlindu’s West Harbor. Almost half the water’s
surface was covered by the thousand or so ships transferring
cargo in this harbor and the traffic was so brisk that ships
were tugged in and out with big ropes and pulleys.
Locomotive-sized twenty four-legged beasts called tumufs
walked in circles on the ends of the piers pushing a capstan
with their big flat heads to drive them. The creak of ropes is a
steady background to the sounds of the harbor.
The three who had begun this journey on the backs of
logs in the mountains of the basin rim were now standing at
the rail of the ship together again. They’d just said good-bye
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to all the permanent crew and a few commuters who are
going to help maneuver the ship to a back dock while the
permanent crew took a little shore leave. Their last duty shift
on the great ship Vikenvor was over.
Desa, the girl to his right, was the native Alan had known
the longest. He had stumbled unknowingly into the logging
town of Yoonbarla, back in the mountains a thousand miles
southwest of here, and asked if there was a reading teacher.
Desa was the only teacher in the village. She is such a cute
almost-red curly brunette. She’s firm and supple and
surprisingly strong but softly curved. In Earth’s years, she
looked to be about seventeen. In Earth years, she was really
about four hundred.
By now ‘wife’ was the only English word he knew to
describe his relationship with Desa. Their language used the
word ‘keh’ for wife or husband; primary life and sex partner.
But there was no such thing as ‘legal standing’. The natives
had very, very open ‘marriages,’ not as exclusive as ‘going
out with’ was among English-speaking teenage mortal women
in 2175 when the expedition’s entertainment was purchased.
He was still having a hard time getting used to that, but he
was sure that as a friend Desa would always take his side. The
trials they had endured on the way here insured that.
Luray had just come down from saying good-bye to
shaNai, the melancholy guy she had shared a cabin with these
past few weeks. Luray is a blonde beauty of an Elven witch
though she is older than Christianity, from a time when only
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Elven wizardry could hold back the tide of years. Luray was
also from the town of Yoonbarla, she and Desa had known
each other since before he was born.
Luray and a girl named Nuran had been most of the
‘open’ in Alan’s ‘marriage’ during the later part of the trip
down the Lhar. Lmore and Nuran had been with them since
three weeks above Shempala. Nuran is a kid like Alan, it’s her
first time anywhere and she has big plans. But he knew he
would not see Nuran again. He knew he had never been any
more than, ‘Let’s have some fun on the river ride,’ to Nuran,
and their relationship had ended badly when Nuran tried to
take advantage of Desa. Sure enough, she was leading the old
herdsman Lmore off the boat as he thought of her. By this
time Alan wasn’t sorry to see her go. He was a little glad to
see that her eyes were glued to the overwhelming size of the
mountain before them also, in spite of all her preparation.
“So are you two still going to Klarrain’s first?” Luray
asked Alan and Desa as she reached them at the rail. Earlier
Luray had talked them into staying with her at Klarrain’s until
they got settled, instead of spending money at an inn.
Desa turned to Alan, “Or would you rather have a quick
Noonsleep in a sailor’s flop and deal with the trip across town
after?”
“It’s a fifteen hundred foot climb and some long streetcar
rides. Can you handle that before you sleep?” Luray asked.
She had been here before, why ask him? “So why do we
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have to make this climb?” Alan asked. “Why can’t we just
take a streetcar from here?”
“Oh we can, but they charge a lot for lifting you and the
switchbacks or spirals make it take at least as long as walking
the stairs. The hitching and unhitching of the lifting team
takes time. One keda can’t get a loaded streetcar up a very
steep slope. I like to make the climb and get to a summit-level
line where we’ll pay a penny each instead of two irons. If we
could find an elevator it would be about an iron for all of us
but I don’t know of one along this part of the harborwall.”
“Can you make it that far?” Desa asked Alan. They hadn’t
really planned on the unloading taking quite so long.
Even she was asking him, didn’t they understand how
little he knew about this? For survival in the wilds he had
been a little unsure of himself, here he was completely lost.
He tried to guess what Desa really wanted to hear. Was she
asking him to say he was too tired so she wouldn’t have to be
the one to do so? Her lively brown eyes and Elven face
always seemed so ready and eager for anything and that was
misleading at times. There was some weariness in her, but not
as much as there should have been. This Morningday had
been filled with a tricky sail and a lot of unloading even with
swarms of docksmen helping. But then Desa, like he and
Luray, would be pumped from the excitement of getting here
at last and not ready to go right to sleep. Alan didn’t know
what a ‘sailor’s flop’ was like, but he imagined it was just a
hammock hung somewhere above some cargo, probably
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almost as noisy as the dock and full of parties, loud boasting
and sloppy sex. He wasn’t up for that right now, he’d face the
climb and more.
“No problem for me.” Alan responded.
“Then let’s go hike some stairs,” Desa said.
They picked up their bags and began walking toward the
towering wall of structures. The dock was wide and lined
with ships stern-to on both sides, all of them busy unloading,
loading, coming or going. It was noisy with the clatter of
wagon wheels and roller racks, the creak of tackle and the
shouts of docksmen and cargomen. The grunts of deckhands
lent bass to their notes. The smells of the river, sweat, kedas
and the cargoes from all over the basin flooded their nostrils.
They went to the second level of planked-up walkways
above the pier to get out of the way of the hustling wagons
and big hairy men with huge peg teeth moving things around.
Up here there were numerous cook stands, tackle shops and
cargo offices. The people were of more types than Alan had
seen so far. This was the first place other modes of dress were
common. There were lots of robes and even a few uniforms in
a style something like a sari. There were shaven heads. There
were people shaven and painted instead of dressed, one of
whom’s skin was bright sky blue. But most of the genetic
science in use here was devoted to muscle. There isn’t a lot of
energy in use in this society other than muscle and having lots
of it was an advantage to a dock or cargo worker paid by the
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ton.
As they walked down the pier he could easily see the
huge torches out at the berthing edges of the piers that had lit
the face of the city all thru the previous dark. A shipload of
wax blocks was being unloaded into them. Ship after ship
was unloading foodstuffs, at least one with livestock on this
pier alone. Many were loaded with fuel, most of it cordwood,
some of it bags of alcohol. Down the center of the pier,
wagons hustled in both directions. The ships that were being
loaded were taking on crates and boxes, racks of jars, or
strangely, shiploads of sacks of fertilizer. Alan already knew
that most ships would take on their cargo at a lesser dock on
some side-harbor out in the industrial flatlands surrounding
the city. Like the Vikenvor, most would be hauled from
downtown empty, and sailed with a commuter crew out to the
flats.
At the root of the pier the cargo wagons went on into the
mountain and their level was cargo wagons heading along the
harborwall. A stairway led up beyond another level full of
streetcars. On the fourth level they reached the dockwalk,
open to the sky. Once up here he could really see that the
dockwalk wasn’t just one long winding road along the
waterfront, it was a series of plazas and promenades, all at the
same level, paved with colorful stones and tiles and thronged
with colorful crowds. The facades of some of the oldest
buildings told him the water had receded four floors since
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they were built. The city wall was more indented than it
looked from below, streets emptied onto it every few
buildings.
Most of the buildings right at the bottom were built of
enormous mossy basalt blocks. Gracefully curling organicstyled ornamentation was carved into much of it, especially
around windows and doors, an Elvish motif. Most openings
went to major retailers, most had their names carved into the
stone over the door in elaborate lettering.
Artistry that spoke of deep time in many different cultures
surrounded a single plaza featuring food and entertainments
of those cultures. Alan only knew the Dwarf and Elvish
motifs at the time, he wasn’t sure of any of the others. The
plazas on the roofs of buildings were open to buildings above
and behind them. They were thick with plantings. As one’s
eyes ranged upward, the buildings of the harbor wall became
more crystal, overgrown first with vines, then with whole
trees hundreds of feet above.
Alan never felt so far from the expedition. The weeks of
watching this mountain grow on the horizon, the months of
talk, the thousands of pictures that he had seen, could not
prepare him for being inside this hive called Zhlindu. He
wondered how the city kept from exploding from the social
pressure alone? He wondered if he would be driven insane as
his head swiveled in all directions at the sights around him.
Of the many streets going back from the harbor, most
were only a couple stories high with buildings of the harbor
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wall above them. Each was an opening to an indoor street,
called a ‘khume,’ that went back into the harborwall. Out on
the dockwalk there were awnings on the buildings, as colorful
as anywhere he had been so far. There were no vehicles on
this street or plaza unless you wanted to count the wheels on
cook’s carts.
Luray lead them into a khume, one of what must be
thousands along the dockwalk. They walked back a few
blocks and up a few steps. There was a busy indoor square
here, then another toilsomely long flight of steps lead up to
another outdoor plaza. This was deep in a well of stone
buildings, all of them with thick walls, heavy doors and lots
of grown-in stained glass. It was dark enough down here that
there were no leaves on any of the wood, just centuries of
built-up varnish. High above the stone buildings were the
grown buildings, seeming like ancient trees but laced with
balconies and bridges. They spread so there was no clear view
of the sky, the forest canopy closed in above them. It was at
least thirty stories to the base of those trees.
“What’s in all these buildings?” Alan asked.
“Right at the walk it’s trendy tourist stuff, back a block
from that it’s mainly discount produce and staples dealers. A
lot of people and most cooks come down here and backpack
or cart their food up rather than pay high-ground prices,”
Luray answered. “This drop is noted for specialty retail,
feminine clothing, jewelry, stuff like that, but those things are
farther up. Down here we’ve got a few floors of exotic
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produce, spices, ornamentals and fragrances.”
He could look in a door and see that it was full of produce
stalls. There were lots of people with enormous backpacks
full of produce among the crowd here, much more so than on
the dockwalk itself. Luray picked a stairway and they began
climbing. They would stop every few floors when a public
hallway intersected the stairs. It seemed to Alan you could tell
when there was a public hallway by the signs and paintings
on the walls at that level. Even down this low in an atrium
like this, Alan could see that the outer rooms were residential,
but both sides of the first hallway were retail and pretty busy.
The retail, and presumably the residential, were not that wide
here, the people owning these booths must live on the atria
behind them. There were some places that he could have
called department stores, but most retail businesses appeared
to be a single counter, a proprietor and some shelving behind.
A pottery jar served as the cash register. Some really nice
things might be sold in an actual shop that had a door and an
additional small jar for metal. The department stores and
actual shops were not on the side of the aisle toward the
atrium they were climbing.
They didn’t push, Luray and to some extent Desa, did
some browsing while resting from stairways, so it was almost
an hour before they reached the top of this atrium. It seemed
that a tall atrium with plenty of public stairways around it was
called a ‘drop.’ Alan forgot the name of this drop and would
never see it again.
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When they finally reached the top of the atrium there was
a small, shady plaza with only a few stories of grown housing
surrounding it. From this plaza he could see where another
path went back toward the harbor and higher in the building
and would have a great view. There would be time for that,
none of them were anxious to do any extra steps at the
moment. On the far side of the plaza was a wide stairway that
went between lower floors of buildings for only a block, then
it went between the middle floors of buildings farther up the
hill.
Before going up there they stopped for a drink and a
snack. There was plain water available at less than half the
price of the palest yaag. Alan filled his skins with that while
they paused for some teriyakied inglethor sticks just like in
Yoonbarla and at less than six times the price.
“This is cheap here,” Luray said, “The minimum wage
I’ve ever seen is a penny and something per psi-hour for
pedaling.”
“I’ve seen it five sixths of a penny lately,” the cook told
her, “especially down here. You might get over a plastic on
the high ground still,” he told them, “but I haven’t really
nosed around up there these last few decades.”
“This is ‘down here’?” Alan was still puffing.
“You’re atop the harbor wall,” the cook answered, “but
that’s all. All packed out the way you folk are, you must be
just getting off a boat?”
“I’ve been away in Wescarp a few decades,” Luray said,
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“their first time in the city,” she pointed to Alan and Desa.
“But Desa’s from Dos many decades ago.”
A few more people showed up at his grill and placed
orders. “There sure are a lot of stairs here,” Alan said when
the cook was idle again.
“I’m afraid that’s something you’re going to have to get
used to while you’re in the city,” the cook said.
One of the girls overheard and said, “It keeps you in
shape.” Alan noticed that it worked very well for her.
Once the cook had the requested inglethors toasting,
Luray asked, “What’s hot from Klarrain’s publishing these
days?”
The cook looked bewildered but that girl answered, “The
Hemnahemp. It’s all centered on personal space development.
They have a little about structures and furnishings but a lot
about what to do in your space, alone and with someone.”
“I’ve never even seen that name in Yoonbarla,” Desa said.
“It’s on its fourth year now, they printed over sixty
thousand copies so far.”
“Wow!” Luray stood up straighter, “In four years?”
“Yeah, I have all four issues.”
Luray talked with that girl while they had their snack and
caught their breath. When they were done, they walked up
gentle stairways thru the series of plazas that slanted up
between the buildings. It had the look of a stream splashing
down thru a jungle-clad canyon, but the rapids were steps and
the water was people. The walls of these canyons were vine13

covered balcony rails, built or grown, about one sixth of them
occupied, and the background susurrus of conversation was
like a whispering stream echoing in a canyon. There were no
mechanical sounds at all. The smells of a humid forest mixed
with cooking and wood smoke. Every few floors there were
other levels of walkway, sometimes covering the level they
were on, sometimes they crossed bridges over them.
Passageways went into the building wall from all public
levels. On the upper levels long bridges leapt from one leafy
wall to the other. In many places the plazas they were on had
atria that descended far below into the dark.
It wasn’t actually very crowded. They were never alone,
but they weren’t in a crush. A gentle stream that flowed in
both directions. People stopped to talk by twos, threes and
more but usually out of traffic. The people were all of the
same type that inhabited the remainder of the basin, plus a
few of the waterfront types. The climate was already
beginning to change, they had probably climbed above the
level of the cloud veil. Sweat began to do some good. The
people were dressed more like Yoonbarla than Hazorpean up
here. The Lhar had been so flat that Alan didn’t doubt for a
moment that this was their highest elevation since they left
the hills of Wescarp, a thousand miles ago.
In one wide plaza with city wall on all sides there were
four free-standing apartment trees, each two hundred feet tall.
Rope bridges joined them to each other and the walls around
them at various levels. Between the trees there was no floor,
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the opening went down another two hundred feet. The
columns under the apartment trees becoming shining ceramic
by the time they were fifteen stories down. Somewhere down
there; sound checks were going on.
This whole avenue they were following was called
Thainatta Vang, one of many small vangs leading up out of
West Harbor. A vang is a street of many levels which looks
like a valley. Another urban word Alan would have to get
used to, another place he would never find again.
It was another twenty minutes of gentle climbing before
Luray asked, “Do you want to have Noonmeal before or after
the streetcar ride?”
“When and how long is that?” Desa asked.
“It could take over an hour. We have about four miles to
go, but if they’re still running the same routes we’ll probably
have to change twice.”
“When do we catch the streetcar?” Alan asked.
“I thought I’d catch a Hill Circle line about another
twenty four stories up,” Luray said, shrugging in the direction
they were walking. There’s lots of access along a khume that
intersects this in another quarter mile.”
Actually the khume she sought passed way over the vang
on a bridge that leapt across from the roof of the buildings on
one side to the roof of the buildings on the other. They toiled
up nine flights of stairs to get there. The bridge was open,
with just a rail between them and a nine or ten story drop.
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From here there was a really pretty view of this little grotto in
the jungle. Alan remembered that the jungle had often been
the metaphor for the city in the culture of Earth. The pictures
he had seen of Earth’s cities looked nothing like the jungle.
Here the city looked too much like the jungle unless you
looked down very deep. He was afraid there could be
predators in all this foliage, his mind knew there weren’t, but
his eyes darted all the same and he often started when fronds
brushed him.
The bridge plunged into the wall of balconies on the north
side and became underground. Within seventy feet it was
wide and well-lit (for this planet) and lined with more vibrant
commercial establishments than the outdoor street had been.
They walked thru a few plazas of this when Desa spotted a
place she wanted to stop for supper. There was a cook selling
vatted rolls in quite a few flavors with plenty of tables
around, a few kegsmen, and a folk band with a real
contraption of an acoustic yandrille and a squeeze-box that
sounded exactly like a fiddle. They were playing Celtic Ragas
to a line-dance beat. There was quite a lively crowd for this
far into the noon hours.
“So you can’t wait to try some real Zhlindu vatted thesh
rolls?” Luray asked.
“I think I would have stopped for these spices just as
quickly if they were baked.”
“This mix is real typical of Rankor Hill cooks,” Luray
told her.
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“Oh? I think that means I’m probably going to settle in
this neighborhood.”
Since they would be riding for an hour, Luray felt free to
fill their cups with a nice pourable green. That made Alan get
lost in watching the crowd getting some exercise and some
pleasant contact dancing to the tunes. This was not what Alan
expected in music around here. The norm in music here was
supposed to be something that nailed your jaw to the floor
and your eyes to the stage.
After dinner they walked a little farther thru a steadily
rising series of indoor plazas with one more bridge across
another vang and another atrium. There was no way Alan
would ever find his way back thru any of this ever again, he
was already too deep in this city to ever find his way out.
There would be no chance that he would remember even one
of the street names they had been on so far. All he understood
was that ‘stair’ and ‘drop’ were the up and down of ‘street’
and ‘avenue’ and had a bewildering list of tongue-twister
names just like the khumes and vangs did.
They went thru a door marked ‘West Rankor Streetcars’
and up three more long flights of stairs to another indoor
street. This had shops and some pedestrians, but mainly
streetcars and there were quite a few of them, and hurrying
right along. By now Alan knew how to hop one, but five
passed by before they saw one with the ‘Hill Circle’ sign on it
and room for the three of them to sit together.
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All he had seen so far was only the beginning. They rode
thru small tunnels and large, across bridges, sometimes along
paths at the bottoms of atria, sometimes on landings high up
in atria. There were many intersecting routes and people often
jumped off to change. There were many brightly-lit busy
plazas with signs hawking many kinds of goods. As far as
they had come on foot, they went again before they got off,
but the time was only ten minutes.
Here they were in a big circle of pedestrians and
streetcars. It had no glimpse of the sky and was lit only with
lanterns in the center and the lanterns on the wagons. A kiosk
in the center had maps in many colors and busy stairways
leading up and down. He could tell the maps were details of
urban Zhlindu, and he wanted desperately to study them for
days before having to take another step in any direction.
Luray wasn’t waiting for that, she lead them out into the
roundabout and into the paths of hurrying streetcars.
“See if you can spot one for the North Fastness,” Luray
said. “They don’t often come over here so if we don’t see one
in a few minutes we’ll just take any one going over to that
side.”
“Where are we?” Alan asked.
“Oh, this is the Rankor Coachmen’s Cooperative
Roundabout – Hill Circle. You can come back here any time,
they’ve got some of the best free maps over there. Bring a
magnifying glass.”
“If I was by myself I’d study them now.”
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“Yeah, that’s a good idea if you’re… There’s one over
there, hoist your bag and run.”
But Alan wasn’t agile enough with his pack to dodge the
hustling wagons and missed catching it. Desa was probably
quick enough to dodge past him and catch it but she didn’t.
He certainly would have had to study the map then. As it was
Luray just muttered.
“Let’s just stay in this lane,” she said, “any more that
come by will be leaving here by the collar bridge anyway.”
After a few minutes Desa asked, “What’s the alternative
to waiting for the next North Fastness?”
“Any Fastness, Central is next best, then we’ll have to get
another one at some plaza over there.”
“So where’s all the other traffic going?”
“Those are just names of various khumes on the north and
east of Rankor Hill. Rankor Hill is the northwestern quarter
of highland downtown. The Fastness is the eastern half of
highland downtown. The Hyadrain and Karthuum valleys are
between them, but Karthuum is five hundred feet higher in
elevation than Hyadrain. If we had ridden south out of West
Harbortop we would go into the Karthuum Valley.”
“It’s going to take me awhile to learn all this,” Alan said.
“Me too,” Desa told her “I’ve seen some of these names
before. A lot of the names were already in use when Knume’s
maps were made so I have some clue but I couldn’t retrace
these steps to the harbor.”
“Don’t worry, I know the way. Some stores have changed
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hands since I was here and that really high bridge back there
across that last vang was a great new shortcut. Other than that
it’s the same old route from the dock I’ve always taken.”
“Just don’t lose me,” Desa said.
“Me neither.”
“So here’s a good one to take if we don’t want to wait any
longer. It’s coming up just after this one.”
Alan could barely read Kassidorian fast enough to see its
backbone sign simply said ‘Great Central Tunnels’ with a
silhouette of a caricature-strong keda with a clown smile
rearing its first four legs off the ground, tongue and eyes
waving and pulling a wagon with people hanging off of it,
also lolly-tongued caricatures waving mugs and flapping off
behind the wagon like flags. He was quick enough to land
between them even though this one did step a little faster than
average.
“How long are we going to be on here?” Alan asked while
sliding a plastic chip to the driver.
“Oh at least twenty minutes,” Luray answered.
He wasted not another second in getting the pack out from
behind him and putting it under his seat. The native way of
clipping their duffel bag to a shoulder harness seemed to
make much more sense in urban areas.
This was a ride something like the first one. There was a
long ride, at least half a mile, on a street that sometimes saw
the outdoors, usually at the bottoms of atria and for a few
blocks on an elevated roadway in an atrium hundreds of feet
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below the looming jungle walls. Then they were back in
tunnels once again before they passed over two much longer
and higher bridges, each time roofed over by another level of
traffic. Each was over a canyon-street like the one they had
walked up but this was five hundred feet deep instead of two
hundred. They were a significant fraction of a mile wide and
in the distance surely over a mile wide. “Delthonis Vang,”
Luray told them, “and the Karthuum in the distance.” The
canyon walls were still all vine-grown balcony walls. There
were connecting streets every six stories or so. Some went
this way, some went that, they were more likely to stay
outdoors as you got lower. The ‘river’ at the bottom of the
canyon was still courtyard, one of them was heavy with
athletic fields with crowded bleachers. One had a river-sized
pool with people swimming in it.
But mostly, on they went thru tunnels, bright lanterns in
the storefronts, crowds in the stores and local traffic on the
streetcars. Overheard conversations were of how much who
was paying and the amount and potency of drugs at one of the
beaches. Alan had no idea what the effects might be of what
they were talking about.
“That stuff’s addictive ain’t it?” Desa asked.
“Yeah,” Luray answered, “and sometimes hard to deal
with.”
They rode on past that, once thru a long dark tunnel
driven thru solid rock. Then more of the same commercial
levels.
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“Let’s switch here,” Luray said as she picked up her bag
in an underground atrium of glitzy store-fronts that went up
into the darkness for at least a dozen stories.
Alan didn’t bother to put the pack on his shoulders, he
just wrestled it with the straps when he jumped down from
the wagon.
“Here comes one that’ll take us to the Blarch Ig right
now,” Luray said, “and there’s plenty of room.”
She hopped on, there was someone between them and
then room for Alan and Desa. They made it. Alan thought
they were now moving at almost right angles to the direction
they were headed before, but there were enough turns in the
tunnel to make that pure guesswork.
A couple more high bridges, now he could tell they were
headed north since the orange and purple sun was aligned
with them at mid-week. This was also over a twenty minute
ride, at least two miles, mostly indoors thru what seemed like
hundreds more plazas like the ones he’d ridden thru already.
They went thru a long indoor plaza-corridor at least twenty
stories high, a hundred feet wide and a half mile long. They
were on the third floor at the time, just above the lanterns that
lit the plazas below. The whole cavern boomed with music
from several sources where crowds gathered at doors.
They got off a few minutes later, went thru some big busy
corridors and came out to a vast shaft stabbing deep into the
darkness below and opening into a lacework of upper fronds
high above thru a gossamer dome. They were no more than
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twenty stories below the tops of the spires supporting the
intricate dome above, but the bottom was lost in darkness and
haze far below, what looked like several miles below. At this
point he wondered if the city might be as deep as it is wide.
There were great pillars at the edge, here the trunks of trees,
somewhere below changing to ceramic and no doubt
changing to giant basalt blocks somewhere out of sight below
that.
“This drop is deep,” Luray told him, seeing how shy he
was of the edge, “But not as deep as it looks, it gets narrower
as it goes down. It’s only a hundred and fifty stories total.”
“That’s still deeper than anything I’ve ever seen.”
The rail had enough light here to be covered in vines,
many had blooms on them and he could feel their narcotic
effects as they passed close. The balcony of this drop just
spiraled around and around, it was the stairway, and it was
wide and easy and opened onto two or three plazas each lap
around. At the base of the dome they went up thru a small set
of spiral stairs inside a pillar til they were up above the dome.
Up there they were on a series of bridges between buildings
served by the upper ends of the elevators of the drop. The
great pointed dome of Blarch Ig was a glittering tapestry
below.
They followed a path along cool, shady courtyards high in
the upper canopy of buildings. They went over dizzying thin
bridges across chasms between enormous tree-buildings. The
smells of smoke and cooking were much more tenuous up
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here, like a mountain forest campground. The path went along
the edge of a building, penthouses arched over it, the other
side was a vista of a huge valley in the city, miles long, a half
mile wide and nearly a half mile deep, covered with the
jagged city-jungle everywhere, so distant on the far end that
you couldn’t see the details like balcony rails and pedestrian
bridges. A couple hundred feet below and less than half a mile
away a great bridge spanned the valley using a pointed
mountain with a huge balloon tied to it as a half-way stop. A
chain of four more of those mountains towered over the city
down off the mountain where a huge canal was almost a
harbor in itself. Beyond that, the flat plain of low city went to
the horizon.
At the end of the path there were three bridges leading to
castles on the tops of towers that reached up from down
slope. Each of them had gates at this end, all of them were
open. Luray went thru the leftmost one. The castle at the other
end of this bridge looked more like a jungle-covered ruin than
anything he had seen so far. A wall was broken off at an angle
and healed by twisted roots coiling into it. From the ruins of
the broken ceramic wall a grown balcony projected to the
right, a small balconied window overlooked this bridge, and
an elaborate door was set into the wall where this bridge
terminated.
Alan was actually a little leery of attempting this bridge.
It looked too much like one of those spots in video games
where the big enemy that guards the entry to the next level
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comes out. Nothing like that happened as they walked across,
but he caught himself hanging back in spite of that. The view
was scary, the bridge was pure crystal and narrow, the rail
was also crystal and very thin and low, barely above Alan’s
knees. A speaking tube brought someone to the door in hardly
a moment, but it seemed like an eternity as he marveled at
just how far down you could fall from here. He hoped there
was no gust of wind.
“Yes?” the slight, robed man who drew back the door
asked. He wasn’t even four feet tall, with a long nose and
exaggerated points on his ears.
“Jazack!” Luray said, “It’s good to see you again.”
There was a slight pause for recognition, then, “Luray!”
he said and reached up and gave her a big hug. “You’ve been
gone so long. What’s it, ten, twelve decades?”
“Yeah,” she said, while picking him up and hugging him.
“it’s been a long while and a long trip. My friends and I are
beat.”
“You look like you’re most in need of a Noonsleep to my
eyes,” he said as soon as she put him down. He looked up and
inspected the darkness in her sockets. “You come right in and
get that done, I’ll get someone to get your quarters ready.”
“Oh don’t fuss, we camped halfway down from Wescarp.
As long as my old space is open just let me grab a mattress
for now. We’ll still have a good bit of Afternoonday to get
caught up and get settled.”
“From Wescarp? You’ve been away up there again?” He
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was leading the way into the place now.
“Yeah.”
“And just getting back?” He shut the door behind them.
“The last place we slept was on the deepwater ship
Vikenvor,” her voice echoed in the entry hall, “and we were
up before dawn getting to dock and unloading.”
“You certainly are weary, the hike up from the docks is a
day’s work for me. Let’s get you straight to a bit of
Noonsleep at least.” He hustled off, motioning them to come
on. “Will your friends be needing quarters?”
“No, they can stay with me til they find a place.”
They were lead inside. The ruin was just decor for the
street, the castle was more like a palace inside, and MUCH
bigger than the ruin looked. This door lead to a long entry
gallery with balcony off to the right. There were many works
of art on display here. In spite of his aching limbs Alan was
spellbound by some of them and craned his neck as they
passed.
There was a magnificent room after this, a huge glass wall
overlooking that whole urban valley to the left, the plains to
the north on the far end. Three stairways led up out of this
room to residences in the turrets above. “Klarrain’s down at
the mills,” Jazack told them, “You know how he is with
Noonsleep and no doubt he’s found something to interest him
down there this week.”
“No doubt, I doubt that he’s changed in the last few
decades.”
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“Oh he’s more like himself than ever.”
They didn’t go up, they went down a stairway between
this room and a banquet area looking up the long axis of the
city valley. Another similar castle on the top of another tall
tree-building took up a third of the view. There were kitchens
down here, kitchens that were now about idle except for a
browsing insomniac who waved sleepily to Jazack. Down a
corridor they did indeed come to a storeroom with some spare
mattresses. They were rolled up for storage. Jazack was able
to carry one end, Alan the other, once he put his pack back on.
They went down another floor and came to a little pool and a
deck with a view of the valley. They went down two more
floors and came to a large room with a balcony, open to a
view of the valley thru the upper branches of the next
building. It had its own bath and a large platform for the
mattress. They rolled it out and let the air in. Alan wasn’t sure
if he was asleep before or after Jazack bid them good-bye.
A Home of His Own
During the next two weeks Alan had to face the challenge
of buying a home in Zhlindu. He had to rely on Desa and
Luray to teach him what to do, he couldn’t guess how to start.
During the first two weeks he learned how to recognize a
‘house for sale’ sign and how to inspect the house. There is no
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realtor to make an appointment with, there is no central
listing. One has to go walk the city looking for signs and call
at the door. If the owners weren’t home, quite often there was
a note on the door saying when they would be back, but quite
often there wasn’t. Also during the first two weeks Alan was
still trying to understand how much money he had and what it
looked like on a price tag. He had ninety eight coppers and
nineteen irons. Desa assured him that was over two
aluminums and would be plenty.
Luray went house shopping with them only once, and
they wound up looking at places that were high and small.
The views were nice and the vegetation was a lot more lush,
but there was hardly room to spread out a book and notes in
some of them. Desa wouldn’t settle for a place where she
couldn’t at least practice a floor model yandrille, since buying
a yandrille was her whole purpose for coming to the city.
The nicest one they looked at that day was almost as nice
as Luray’s room and had almost as nice a view. The view the
fronds obscured from Luray’s window was much more
spectacular than the view the fronds obscured from that
home’s windows, but it was no more obscured. That home
had a very serviceable kitchen, Luray had a banquet hall with
a feast at all meals, but no kitchen at all of her own. It wasn’t
quite as big as Desa wanted and the price was a hundred and
seven of those copper beads, written as two aluminums and
fifty five. Still it was their favorite at the time and they wrote
down all the particulars.
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Luray did spend all of Nightday and often half of
Morningday in the castle offices penning copy to earn her
keep at the castle. Alan even salved his guilt once in each
week while they stayed there by running messages. He had to
be given detailed maps and didn’t understand the stair
symbology at first. He began to understand the problem with
maps of this city. It was at least fifty stories thick everywhere,
but the elevation of the bedrock beneath varied fifty more in
normal places and two hundred in that great valley.
Luray’s room would have been perfect as a home, and
Alan wondered if he could be hired on to Klarrain’s staff and
get one like it. The castle was on an apartment tower. The
castle looked like only the floors above the bridge, but
actually the top eight floors of the apartment building were
rooms in the castle. They were staff quarters like Luray’s with
offices in the interior.
Desa didn’t want to belong to a company commune
however, and wasn’t going to stay with him if he did that.
There was a bit of tension, he knew Luray would not invite
him to stay with her, but he studied her demeanor. She didn’t
lean against him any less for the next week. He remembered
the times he’d spent with Luray when they were on the
journey to the city. At one point he thought Desa was trying
to get him to focus his affection on Luray and get free of him.
At one time he had speculated on what that would be like.
The thought crossed his mind again that week.
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They looked at lots of dwellings. They ranged in price
from seventeen to two hundred something little copper
pellets, or six aluminum ones plus half his pouch. The most
expensive was quite large with a nice but not spectacular
view of the region called the Central Fastness. It had a
separate bedroom and servants or children’s quarters. The
smallest one was very interesting. It was actually the size of a
ship’s nest without the mast, but with a rail completely grown
in with six foot fronds, all enclosed in a sixteen foot
pictureglass bubble. It was way up on a balcony rail attached
to a lantern pole on the path to a castle like Klarrain’s but
across the big valley in the area called Rankor Hill. The home
had a capsule below it with spigot, holed seat and door. It was
made of one way glass so one could watch the city while on
the toilet or showering. It was big enough to stand and shower
comfortably with perfect hot water. Below that, at the level of
the walkway, was a bit of storage space. The connection of
these three spaces was by a ladder in the glass pole it stood
on. To the walkway this pole was two stories tall, but the
abutment it was on was two hundred feet high. The view,
when you parted the fronds, was breathtaking. The
maintenance costs of that home were the lowest. Its price was
fifty one of those copper beads.
The cheapest one was also the biggest. The floor below its
only window was sometimes lit by a spot of indirect light. It
had been connected with many other apartments into a lot of
space in about eighteen rooms on three different floors with
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two back doors on different indoor streets. There seemed to
be as many more apartments as you wanted in the area, all
abandoned because they had no window. It was perfect for a
practice hall or studio and they thought of buying it for that
and a smaller, higher place to live in. One not quite as small
or high as the smallest one they saw. Alan was distressed by
the thought of a home with no kitchen, but only about half the
homes they inspected had one, a couple had no bath, one had
to use a public.
Nothing had as nice a view as Luray’s room, but one had
that nice a view from a plaza that was really nearby. The
home itself was in an atrium, but it had live vine on the rails
so it must get some direct sun all year long. It was large,
larger than the main floor of Knume’s house. The back end
was all grown-ins, but solid everywhere, even under the
shower plastics. It cheated on height, the room under the bed
made the kitchen tall enough to stand in. The space over the
table made the shower deep enough to stand in. The bedroom
floor was above the public hallway. The main room and the
balcony were well over ten feet high. The balcony was at
least five feet deep. The space was over twenty feet wide and
almost twenty four deep from the mats, not the balcony rail.
Desa loved the kitchen, there was a gas burner on a stand, a
nice big bowl and a wide shelf eight feet long that the bowl
was set into. There was a cute grown-in little round table and
bench between the kitchen shelf and stairs that four would be
cozy in, and another big free-standing table that could be used
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as kitchen work space or dining for eight if they had stools.
It had been Nightday when they saw that one so they
didn’t know how much light it really got. He knew the
address already, Kalipaicha 3-2 HakenKhume 33
GazaggaStairs 31Def. That was off the second time
Kalipaicha vang had a third level, off on HakenKhume, the
twenty first level of GazaggaStairs, door nineteen c. They
went back to that atrium early the next Morningday and gazed
down on it from a narrow roof-plaz above. They found most
of the south wall and a lot of the west already in sunlight. The
apartment they looked at was more than halfway up, it had
full sun already over the whole balcony and would have for
many hours more.
“Lets ask around and see what the neighborhood is like,”
Desa said. “If we find the natives friendly I would be happy
with this. I like the Rankor Hill neighborhood because they
cook like this.” They were just finishing a couple long, thin
breakfast rolls with minced lon they had picked up just
around the corner from here. They could taste the darkmeal
spices still in the cook’s oil. They were thick skinned and
tight, pleasantly chewy.
Alan wondered what the next step would be if they
decided to take it. “That’s fine with me, but then what?” He
realized he was still lost in this city and completely at Desa’s
mercy. If she was to tell him, ‘Just give me your pouch and
I’ll take care of it,’ and disappear, there was nothing he could
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do. Well, he thought he could now find his way back to
Klarrain’s castle from here, but that would just transfer the
burden of his keep from Desa to Luray.
“Then we go tell the guy who’s there now, I forget his
name already, we tell him we’ll buy it, that is, if you like it
too?”
“I thought it was fine, I was only worried about the sun.”
“We should find out a little about the neighborhood,”
Desa said.
“Does that matter?”
“If it’s a thieves haven or some religious enclave I don’t
want to move here.”
“Oh yeah, I didn’t know if you could tell?” Alan asked.
He had been taught by the entertainment the expedition
brought from Earth to just judge by the area’s affluence. This
was solid, he expected to find the same kind of people here he
had known from the very beginning. He was beginning to
expect that most people would be friendly, playful, maybe a
bit crude, embarrassingly erotic and surprisingly well
educated for their simple surroundings.
“We won’t know unless we talk to somebody.”
The direct path was grown up in a large mansion so they
had to go down a floor to get across the atrium to that
building. The building was arranged with corridors every
three floors. In some apartments one went down half a level
to get to the upper level and in some one went up half a level
to get to the lower level. The one for sale was one of those.
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Each apartment got one and a half of those three floors. Each
apartment was reversed, so there were four doors together on
each side of the hallway. The other end of the hallway at
GazaggaStairs’ twenty first level had four more doors in the
other side of the corridor. The other side would overlook
Reshplaza and the upper end of the waterpark, but there was
nothing for sale over there, and if there was, the view would
double or triple the price. The doors on the other side of the
hallway from the apartment they were looking at were now
walled over. They would have opened onto commercial space
in the Rikannon and put commercial traffic in this hall if they
were still in use.
The door to the left of the one for sale was opened by a
slender girl with long, soft, brown hair and big glistening
brown eyes. She was backed up in somewhat chunkier and
somewhat darker miniature by a child the natives would say
was about two decades, just about to reach puberty. The
woman was named Chensa, the daughter Arne. Chensa was a
rather soft-spoken person, but seemed genuinely delighted to
tell them about the neighborhood.
She lead them down a stairway to the apartment under the
one they were considering. That stairway lead to a table on a
raised floor that had a balcony seat overlooking a large bed in
a sumptuous room below. The kitchen floor was just low
enough for Alan to stand. Desa had told him Wescarp and the
whole Zhlindu basin followed a standard introduced under the
Dwarves, six foot three and seven eighths inches floor to
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ceiling, back when he first bumped his head. The kitchen
counter was just high enough to stand under in the room
below. The kitchen was a small U of counter top with bins
under the side toward the hall with deep storage space behind,
and shelves above front and back. At the end of the kitchen
what should have been a sit-in pantry at counter level was
now a big sleeping loft over the bathroom. That was
decorated with lots of bright posters of music stars.
They went on down the steps under the counter that lead
down beside the bed to the main floor. Chensa’s bed was
really done up with gauzy drapes and bright-striped furs for
quilts. It was low to the ground, like her cushions, which were
crowded at the foot and right side of the bed. There was a
curtain that could be drawn to prevent viewing of that bed
from the sleeping loft. The mats on the bed end of the place
were down and the cushions pressed against them made sure
they would stay that way. The edge at the post was propped
open with a little hanging plant. There was a cute little
waterpipe on the tiny little cupstand by the bed and a big
glass jug of yellow uncorked on the stand between the bed
and the cushions.
The left half of the room, beyond the now-open curtain,
was given over to old toys and newer schoolwork if Alan had
to guess. There were two small and one large tables pushed
together with five stools altogether. Behind that a lavish
bathroom extended under the pantry/loft, half the hallway and
the end of the kitchen counter. It was partitioned off by a set
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of bifold glass doors, those on one side permanently closed
against a tall chest. The balcony on the end where the mats
were open held two wooden chairs, the other end of the
balcony seemed to be laundry and closet.
“As you can see, my life’s a little cluttered here, but
Arne’s growing and had to have the pantry.”
“The place we looked at wasn’t set up like this at all,”
Desa told her.
“No, it’s upstairs, Korgy’s.”
“Yeah.” It sounded like they both now remembered the
name.
“The upstairs ones are nice if you like the separate
sleeping loft style.”
“I should like this,” Desa said, “It’s more Dos.”
“Oh there’s plenty places this style in Zhlindu if you’re
looking for one.”
“I’ve come to like loft sleeping,” Desa said. “That’s one
of the things I liked about the place.”
“Then you’re in luck, because I think the upstairs ones are
some of the best loft sleepers available.”
“Anyway, what we’re really doing here is taking a
neighborhood survey, what do you like about neighbors,
what’s good and bad about living here.”
“Well the first question, what I like about neighbors is that
they don’t attract a lot of litter and don’t complain about the
party scene. I’m not much of a noise source, but I like parties
and a good romp too, I want that scene to feel welcome.”
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“I play a little yandrille and was hoping to buy one. I
don’t mean to buy hall-sized speakers for the thing, but I was
hoping to be able to practice here.”
“You might attract a crowd,” Chensa said.
“As long as it’s not a mob.”
“Oh no, if you hear a mob around here it’s just the torrock
games that get going in HakenCourt there.” She waved
toward the outdoors, Alan guessed it was named for the
khume that went thru it. “Lots of people are into it around
HakenCourt and you’ll hear their howls for players echoing
thru here.
“The best thing about here is the convenience,” she
continued. “Six floors down in GazaggaStairs you can get
into the back door of Thebudia and on thru to Great Benzae
Khume in the Rikannon if you want convenient local
shopping. At the court you can go across to the upper
Reshplaza and the water park. Three floors down from that
there’s a back hall that leads to Koochess Industrial and then
down into that hardware belt that goes around back under us,
or on down Torgoth into the Hyadrain.
“Then if you go six floors up, the balcony courts wander
thru to the Appalaise if you know the way and from there it’s
an easy stroll to anywhere in the hill you might want to go get
lost downtownin’.”
Alan wouldn’t remember all this. He hoped it made sense
to her, he could see from her expression that not much of it
made sense to Desa. He was going to have to take little steps
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on his own from wherever they settled. All he understood
from this was that it was a convenient location.
They talked of water merchants and the going rate for
sewage. They found that gas was relatively cheap here. They
learned that the court below might get three steps deep in
flood during the deluge and that there were forty floors below
them, deep into a former canyon that ran down into the
Hyadrain Valley. The cooks over at Reshplaza were the only
ones to consider in the neighborhood. The guy named
Hengton, who owned the place next to hers at these doors,
had been back to Quanwark for the last seventeen years and
expected to be gone the whole decade. The girl named
Mingalle who lived above him and next to the place they
were looking at, was likely to be home.
Arne was drooping over the table eye-pleading for a
tenner to go to the water park with. Chensa had three pennies
and two irons, she would be going down herself in a bit, but
never in the water til Afternoonday, she assured them. So they
stayed less than an hour with Chensa, then called on the
woman upstairs.
She was there. She was a rather short, plush-bodied
person with big strong nipples on wide breasts, thick, kinky,
black hair, deep, orange-cream skin and thick pouty lips. It
was during the introductions she learned that they were new
to the city, and questioned them all about Yoonbarla and the
trip down. She went on questioning about how they liked the
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city so far and how they liked this and that, all of which they
hadn’t seen, and all but the Conchidenabla they hadn’t even
heard of. She asked what kind of work they did and what kind
of music they liked and what kinds of foods they liked.
Everything they tried to ask about the area brought a lot more
questions about just what they wanted to know. But
eventually she knew enough about them to answer some of
their questions and gave back quite a lot of information. Like
when they asked ‘what’s for work around here.’
“Well I mostly work in tape production, it’s real close by
and easy work. I think Teeum’s pay the best, for a small shop
anyway. They give you one and a third pennies per master,
and the deposit’s only twenty unless you have an account
there, which I do because I get over there once every other
week or more. The Colucor isn’t too bad either, but that’s
such a big place, it isn’t as much fun to work there. At
Teeums you can holler across the whole room, if you see
someone you know or something. I like to be able to do that.
Now maybe you like to go in, make a few coins and get out,
but I like to enjoy my time at work.
“Kivete, that’s a guy who stays here with me now and
then, he goes to work and he never looks up from his tape.
His brother could come in and sit down at the next machine
and he would never even notice. I don’t know how he gets by
down at the docks, he’s a cargo spotter there sometimes and
for that you have to be aware of the cargo at least. I think it
should help a lot if you pay some attention to the people. You
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might know what’s around by who’s around.
“But if you want to work in the hardware area I’m sorry
but I’m not much help. I have a friend Gasyan who also stays
with me sometimes, he’s worked there but doesn’t talk much
about work. He’s more into scherot (a game remotely like
poker) and mystery stories. Chensa works down there
sometimes too.”
“We forgot to ask her about it,” Desa was able to blurt.
“Well she says they pay well but you have to stand the
heat of the kilns. All she does is cast bearings, I think that’s
about all anyone does down there is cast stuff unless they
have some kind of a trade.
“Personally I think it’s too dirty. You get soot in your hair
and paste under your fingernails. You stain any skin you
expose and it won’t come out for days. I never thought dirt
was all that sexy, and since I don’t have a steady partner these
days, I have to consider that.”
“So how do you like living here?”
“Like this neighborhood?”
“Yeah.”
“Oh HakenCourt’s the neighborhood and it’s great, it’s
pretty long-term, kind of a village within the city. Chensa and
I have been here almost a century, most people have been
here a decade or more. We’re most of us urban at heart. It’s
pretty party around here, lots of people play torrock in the
court and you’ll see some binat and even some high stakes
arm-matches now and then. This is high enough to be cool
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but still close enough to the underground waterfront to bring
some cargo people around. I can introduce you to most
everyone around here who plays. Are you into any sports by
the way? There’s quite a few others around too, and a public
buv hall upstairs before you get to the Appalaise.”
“You must be an athlete yourself?” Alan asked.
“No, sometimes a shouting spectator if Gasyan’s got a lot
on it.”
“What else do you do around here?” Desa asked her.
“Talk, can’t you tell? I like to party as much as anyone,
but I go spend a good part of a day every week on a job, I
don’t want to get behind, you know. And then I’m trying to
learn knotcraft, have you ever heard of it?”
“Oh yeah,” Desa said, “I used to do it for a living when I
first left my mother. I still do a little now and then for my
own use.”
“You made a living at it? I think you’d have to be pretty
good to do that.”
“People won’t pay much for something that isn’t artistic.
In this basin there doesn’t seem to be much demand for it.”
“There’s a few stores, and they charge a lot. But I’m still
working on my basic ties. I can do a standard doubleloop
without slipping it, but the Dosian variation has me stumped.
Every time I pull on the bottom string, woomp, there it all
goes right out from the work about half a finger. I have a little
better luck with the velvet underknots, but you really have to
do those with small threads to make it nice and I have a hard
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enough time with the big ropes that I use.”
“It does take a lot of practice. On the Dosian variation do
you wrap the third and fourth strings tight around your
pinkie?”
“No, are you supposed to do that.”
“That’s how we did it in Dos.”
That was when Mingalle figured out Desa was from there,
and that brought on another long round of questioning. Desa
spent more than another hour talking about Dos and knotcraft
and how they cared for their hair, which was similar except
Desa’s was warm chocolate instead of flat black. By this time
Mingalle had poured them each a cup of a thick sweet yellow,
and Alan took his out onto the balcony.
There was the promise of blooms all around this atrium,
most of the leaves were vine, this housing had been mature a
while now and displayed only maintenance leaf in these
depths. The depths where larorlie grows best. Between the
ripening buds and the mug, he was back on another planet
again.
He wondered if the game going on down there was the
one called torrock. It was played with people in a hexagonal
pattern and a volleyball. The center square seemed to be the
goal, missing sent you to the rim where you had to serve it in
to the person who just moved into the position you left. The
cells of the game were the paving stones of the courtyard,
hexagonal blocks about eight feet on a side. There was room
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for a hundred to play, but now there were less than twenty.
None of the atrium floor was in sunlight, but Mingalle’s
balcony was and so was the apartment they looked at. It was
daylight on the courtyard, but shaded enough to expend all
the energy you wanted. The atrium is about a hundred fifty
feet wide and two hundred long. It’s fourteen stories deep, but
on this side they are tall stories, divided in two inside. The
one they would buy is just on the other side of this great trunk
of the building. Six smaller trunks, eighteen inches in
diameter instead of eight feet, made up the front wall of the
balcony and main room.
While this was all new construction compared to
Yoonbarla, the home they were looking at couldn’t be less
than four hundred Earth years old and could be as much as a
thousand. The balcony rails were all knobby and re-grown,
the bark polished to a smooth shine by all the hands that had
held it as his were now. Mingalle hadn’t trimmed her balcony
rail and Alan almost had to part the fronds and vines to get a
good look at the court.
The people were far below, a hundred feet below. He
could see that many were naked. Even at this distance he
could see that they were beautiful and healthy. No doubt the
stairs in this city were giving them a lot more exercise than
the farms in the countryside. Somehow this population was
getting fed, there certainly were enough cooks to feed them
all. He already knew that a lot of the work of cooking is really
lugging the food and fuel up the hill from the docks.
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So far this city seemed more like a vacation attraction or
some college quadrangle than a working city. There were
some panting arguments over who bet what that soon became
too quiet to hear. A few minutes later most of them were
playing again.
How comfortable he was on this balcony. There was
always a little chill in the climate control of the ship, the
basin and the Lhar had been a little hot and sticky, but here
his shoulders were comfortable with no shirt in the
Morningday sunlight. He could hear Desa basking in the
knotcraft revival in there, he could tell that she liked Mingalle
already. He enjoyed the buzz this cup of yaag and the early
blooms had brought. He knew at that moment they would live
here, in this village of leafy balconies around a one fifty by
two hundred by one seventy five foot atrium just east of
Rankor Hill’s northern crag at the base of the Rikannon. Not
far from the sources of Moranga and Kalipaicha Vangs.
Mingalle’s place is the mirror image of the one for sale. A
roomy main room with full kitchen behind it. A round kitchen
table and booth with the ceiling lowered over the table and
the back couple seats. Mingalle had all her mats up and it
looked like they stayed that way unless a high wind started
throwing water back into the kitchen. She had big plants
growing under them. She did have a bead curtain hanging
from the ceiling to the bedrail on the living room side.
The very next Morningday they bought that house for the
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enormous sum of forty coppers, which Luray thought was
pretty high for that altitude. Alan found that he had more than
enough money in his little pouch to buy a few of these places.
After buying the house, he still had seventy four copper bb’s
remaining. He had spent just over one on the trip down here
and twenty four on the house. As far as Desa was concerned it
was one hundred percent his house since he bought it. She
was willing to stay as his guest as long as the whole
neighborhood took note that it was all Alan’s house and she
had no claim to it whatsoever. For his part Alan wanted to tell
everyone that it was jointly owned by both of them. There
was still a little something somewhere in his mind that feared
he could not own property because he wasn’t a native.
What he thought ‘made it official’ was when they went
down to an office in a very polished building on a deep, cool
underground street. It was an echoing place where they
looked up a scroll and wrote down their names on another
layer of taped-on flap to the scroll. The scroll contained a
very detailed cross section of the building they were in, how
it was supported and on what, what the contracted loads were
at various points.
“The rating is prime,” the tall girl with long, limp, silver
hair said. “We’ve seen no problems developing over there.
These commercial spaces below the space across the hall
from you aren’t in use at this time, but the structure is all
sound and these industrial levels here are active.” She pointed
to the space below them on the cross section.
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They kept their registration there since Luray vouched for
that Architectural Society. That cost another iron. Alan
insisted that Desa’s name be listed also, even though they
both thought he was being silly.
Both Desa and Luray agreed that what really made it
official was the shindig they had with the neighborhood as the
old owners moved out and the new owners moved in. He met
a long list of names from the neighborhood and other people
that Korgy, the old owner, knew. He was a cook and knew
quite a few people. Luray was there representing their old
friends. There was a lot of food and drink all up and down the
hall. People from the hall above and the one below were
there, as well as some others from around the neighborhood.
More people were in and out of Mingalle’s place than the one
that was changing hands. Now that Korgy’s furniture was
moved out, the place was rather bare.
And late in the festivities he sat for a long time with
Chensa on her laundry balcony listening to the revelry above.
“Is this a rowdy party for around here?”
“Oh it’s a pretty good house party, but you’d want to have
the rowdy parties down on the court. On these three hallways
you probably get one home changing hands every decade.
Maybe a little more than that but not a lot of turnovers.”
“What other reasons do people have for throwing parties
around here?”
“Their master tape sold, the deluge, they got a great deal
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on a keg, they finally reached the center cell. Really, they
don’t check excuses to party around here, just say party, time
and place and that works.”
“So will next week be like this one?”
“Next week?” Chensa asked. “Tomorrow will be like
today only hotter and with more bud in bloom.”
“Sounds hectic.”
“It can be, I’m glad to get these few minutes out of the
crush,” she continued. “This will probably go on most of the
way thru Noonsleep.”
“The soundproofing is amazing here,” Alan said. “You
can hardly tell there’s a party going on up there.”
“It’s down here too.”
“This isn’t the busy room of this party.”
“No, but even when this room empties out, the feet in the
keg end of your kitchen will be above Arne’s head. Her loft
was meant to be a pantry and isn’t as well soundproofed.”
The noon sun beat down on them as he leaned against the
rail. She had trained hers out a few inches over the ages she
had lived here. The fronds were trimmed to shoulder height at
the rail, but hung down in front below floor level.
He was conscious of how good she felt. She was in his
arms leaning on him. He was leaning against the trunk that
separated her apartment from the next. This was how couples
sat together in this society. She was thinner and harder than
Desa in all places, but not bony, not even quite as wiry as
Nuran. She was a slender girl but healthy. She seemed to
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enjoy sitting together and talking about the people he had
met, what they were like, how much she thought they would
see of them. She told him more about the layout of the
neighborhood, not the overdose of info that she and Mingalle
had barraged them with the week before. Her door was right
outside his now, she lived almost as close to him as Luray had
on the journey. He wondered if they would grow as close.
His own home. For the first time in his life he actually
had a home of his own, a place that the society around him
recognized as his. It wasn’t a chamber he was assigned to, a
camp, or someone else’s house. It was his own. Even though
he was only a few weeks into a whole new life in an
environment shockingly different from that of the expedition
or anything else of Earth, he felt more at home than he had
ever before in his life. Big, bright blue birds fluttered from
the shrubbery of the courtyard, then swooped and glided in
the center of the atrium, their iridescent wings flashing in and
out of the sunlight.
“Well,” Alan said, “this sure is comfortable, but I guess I
should be getting on home.”
“I’m glad it’s not far,” she said, but held his hands to her
once more before getting up.
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The Working Man
Over the next few weeks they got to know a little of the
neighborhood. They spent a lazy Afternoonday at the
waterpark just a plaza away where they met a few more
people and he got to be good friends with Chensa by giving
Arne a tenner to ride the water slides. Two weeks after that
Alan set out to learn how to make a living in Zhlindu. It
seemed like the money he’d been given by the expedition was
enough to let them all vacation for quite awhile, but no matter
how great the fortune, it will run out sooner or later and he
wanted to know sooner than later where he was going to fall
when that happened.
Haken Khume had many professional offices, a genetic
clinic, a dealer in sports equipment, a plumbing parts shop,
but no signs offering employment when he walked thru it.
Their own stairway led down three floors below the atrium
floor into an industrial level and it was easy to get thru to
Koochess Industrial that way. A quarter mile along, Koochess
starts to get pretty active and there are plenty of rate signs
out. The signs post what they’re paying today for what mass
market skill. They could get a little technical like autoknit
programming, twenty two cards per iron. He wondered how
long it would take to learn that. Surely if he could write
working XHPL he could learn that.
Mingalle often went down here and signed up for winding
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tapes. In small markets master tapes were rolled out thru
twenty four foot photo-duplicators and developed to a
microporous membrane. This came out of the developer at
about a third of an inch a minute. You cut and wound on a
little fishing reel-like thing, took that off, half-twisted the
ends of the tape and glued it so it threaded back to the inside,
snapped the cover on and glued it. You could adjust your
machine faster or slower, up to a maximum speed of about
one per minute, which would earn you just under two irons
per shift. He tried a shift of that and made an iron and twenty
four. Mingalle thought that was pretty good, she usually made
her iron and left after five or six hours. He began to
appreciate the size of the fortune he was given, he could not
earn a copper in a local year doing this.
In the big tape factories like Khatum-Ttha the masters
were on a master roller, a few feet in diameter, which just
turned round and round cranking out the top sellers. Machines
on wooden dowels driven by snapping ropes cut and wound
the tapes with one person loading empties on one end of the
machine and the other taking off and labeling the full tapes on
the other. The pay was lower for that, four pennies per hour,
so it took nine hours to earn iron. A harder job was pedaling
the machine, a skilled job was maintaining the cantankerous
machines in this factory. The guy who did it was skinny and
nervous but quite important. Alan didn’t want that job, he
would learn autoknit programming before that.
The next day he made a trip all the way down into the
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Hyadrain to a bearing factory that Chensa told him about.
Here he could make much more money, but the heat was
hellish. Even on Nightday, the air was thick enough one
needed a rag over the face and the work was hard. You mixed
heavy bags of a mortar-like substance, poured them into
heavy molds and put the molds in kilns. To make the money
you could, you’d get a few hearths going and sweat it out
constantly mixing, pouring, cooling, unloading. There were
bigger guys down here, but quite a few smaller guys and a
surprising number of women, ten percent at least. Some of
them quite dainty, but able to deal with the heat. The smaller
people cast smaller parts, or less of them per mold. The pay is
pretty much proportional to the number of parts plus their
weight.
A couple days later Alan descended farther down the
industrial khume to see what it had to offer. It was hard to tell
how far downhill he went, the khume sloped quite steeply and
bent around back under itself so he thought it should have
been called a drop. The doors were at irregular intervals. The
doors were bigger and a sign wanted cargo handlers and
tackle makers. One would pay a tackle master an iron an hour
just to be there in case he was needed. One sign over a
smaller door asked for fiber optic assemblers at a somewhat
higher rate, about thirty six times what was paid in the tape
factory, an iron a unit instead of a penny. Alan walked in there
to see what this was really about.
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A dark and brawny guy with thick black beard came down
a half floor from a loft room above his shop floor. “Yeah I
mean it, an iron each if you can put some of these together for
me. I got an order for forty of them for the hall Klikenstra’s
refurbing down in the Karthuum.” He was walking over to a
mechanical device on the shop floor. It was a contraption of
pulleys and fiber optics. “I’ve got the optics all kitted out over
here, what you need for each unit. Pay strict attention to the
color codes or I’ll give your home address to the stagehand
who has to climb sixty five feet up to fix it.”
“This is a lightshow projector isn’t it?” Alan asked. He’d
seen ads for these in Desa’s magazines.
“Yeah, you’ve seen these?”
“Sure, it’s a Deese and Bobbin unit in here ain’t it? It
looks like you’re going to need me to saw up some lath for
the frames too.”
“Naa, I got enough to get you started over there under the
stairs.” He pointed offhandedly as he looked around on the
workbench. “This glue I did that one with earlier looks like
it’ll still work, if you want to go for a second one you might
have to mix more. And yeah, that’s a set of old 1220’s I got
from the Kladdanzak back when they tore that down. They’re
good units, they’ll go back up and not trouble us. You from
around here?”
“Up at HakenCourt, my name’s Alan.”
“Bandor,” he said as their palms met and gripped.
Getting the framework together was the hardest part,
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lucky there was a jig. Three layers of thonga hide, stretched,
glued and tacked, would harden over time. Alan was a slob
with the glue except on the last layer. Once the frame was in,
the gimbals fit right in place and the glue set quickly. The
fixtures themselves had to be handled carefully like all the
fiber-optic devices he had worked with on the ship. The
actuator cables had to be run. These were multi-element
bicycle cables controlling direction, filter, focus and
dispersion for this light. It was so like the optics in a probe
that he felt like he really was an experienced hand at it.
“So when were these unit’s made?” Alan asked. They
were very fine optics in spite of being in a ceramic housing
instead of stainless. The thing was comparable to any such
device the expedition’s technology could produce.
“The 1220’s?”
“Yeah.”
“Oh they made these up into the 50’s, maybe even 52nd. I
think Kladdanzak put these in around late 45th, early 50th but
you know the birthplace of pump never put much wear on
their lighting.”
Alan had made a chart now, so he knew these lenses were
first put into service around the time the dark ages were
giving way to the crusades in Europe. He knew Bandor’s
numbers meant century, not decade of the current century.
“So they’ve seen some good duty already.”
“Yeah but I re-fibered ‘em all and changed every bearing
back when I first scaved ‘em out of there.”
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“So you’ve had ‘em awhile?”
“Oh, about forty to forty three decades now.” Alan didn’t
pepper him with another question right away. “Y’ever do any
installations?” Bandor asked him from over the half wall.
“No,” Alan answered.
“Scared of heights?”
“If there’s gravity around I am.”
A deep belly-chuckle. “Too bad, I could use a good tech
like you to give me a hand on this install.”
“Why’d you ask about heights?”
“I’ve seen this hall. They cut an atrium thru into the lobby
of the Likenstrake and two of these get mounted up there,
about two hundred feet above the floor. Some of the ones
above the stage are only forty feet up.”
“I’d rather do the bench work on this job I think,” Alan
said, “If that’s still an option.”
“Well of course it’s an option, it’s just a shame. I can tell
someone who’ll get it up working and someone who’ll get it
up binding somewhere and leaving half a bank stuck blinking
at the guy on the end of row forty four.”
Alan laughed. The control cables and the fiber optics went
to large rolls that would be played out at installation. He
really impressed Bandor by testing it before taping the roll up
to the fixture and laying it on the end of the table.
“Hardly two hours,” Bandor said.
“How many you need done?”
“Of these?”
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He could talk with Bandor at his desk in the loft if they
talked loud enough. Alan heard him unrolling a large scroll.
“Lets see, those three-lens ones have three rows in each
frelleck of each column, plus the three rows of three over the
stage, four on each column, that’s forty one. Then I need to
get the four big bridge projectors assembled and tested, you
might be able to help me with those…”
“Hey Bandor,” a voice called from the door, “You got
something going on here?”
“Yeah, I just put the sign out this wakeup, I was hoping
I’d run into you last lateday up at Timati’s. I got the last parts
in for the Klikenstra refurb and I gotta get these units
together. Guy here name of Alan from up Haken way was
kind enough to stop in and lend a hand.
“Sinteeng,” Bandor introduced, “Grizzled old lights tech
that’s been knocking around these parts since who knows.”
Sinteeng was a small, rather thin man with long shiny black
hair in a pony tail and a long drooping moustache, Tundrite
except for skin the color of old copper.
“So you got ‘em all kitted out already!” Sinteeng asked.
“Yeah, I got that done yesterday, my way of incoming
inspection on these control cables.”
And the day went on. Sinteeng showed Alan a few short
cuts and they spent the day snapping these lighting fixtures
together. Alan walked out as Nightday ran late with six irons
in his pouch and two more friends. He’d learned a lot about
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the concert business in the city. How the tape manufactures
and the great halls interact. The struggles for market share
and the coming of networks, of which Klikenstra is an
example.
Desa was perfectly right when she told him that he would
not have any problems finding employment because of his
other-worldly origins. Neither the boss nor the experienced
hand ever thought to ask what planet he was from, or even his
exact current address on this one for that matter, HakenCourt
was detailed enough.
Alan was back for the remainder of the week until the
project was assembled. There was a third guy helping them
on Morningday. He was not experienced and Alan wound up
teaching him while Bandor and Sinteeng worked on the
bridge projectors. Alan didn’t know the local name for some
of the parts and just did literal translations for things like
‘cable tie’ and ‘gimbal ring’. Now there would be a budding
new technician around using Earth’s terminology.
By Afternoonday they were almost all old-timers. Bandor
and Sinteeng had already talked him into being their floor
man on the install. From their talk Alan knew a lot more of
the lingo of this trade by now. Bandor and Sinteeng were
building the bridge projectors today while Alan would pick
up the last few light assemblies.
“So I haven’t seen you around,” Sinteeng asked as they
started on the third bridge protector after coming back from
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lunch. “Where’d you do lights before?”
“Actually,” Alan said, “with an expedition out in
Wescarp.”
“What kind of expedition?”
Alan wondered if they were going to get at the truth of his
origins now. “Desert exploration. I was involved in remote
photography, balloon packages, that kind of thing. My dad
was really with the expedition, I grew up on it. We left out of
Bostok before I was one and returned via Hazorpean by the
time I was three. You could say I was my dad’s ‘gear guy’
since I was two.”
“You’re talking decades, not centuries here right?”
Sinteeng asked.
“Right, I’m three decades and twenty something in age.”
“Wow,” they both said. “And you learned all this
already?”
“Yeah, but my keh taught me a lot too, she was with a
couple bands in Dos and one ‘music tribe’ as she called it.
She can sing and play, I heard her at the party when we left
Wescarp, I was so impressed I was almost afraid to come here
with her.”
“Why?” Sinteeng asked.
“I thought I might get sucked into something too highpowered for me.”
“Ah, tell you what,” Bandor said, “you just keep working
with us and you’ll be sure to stay out of the big time.”
“Working for Klikenstra, one of the biggest names in
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music in the whole world?” Alan asked. He knew that from
Desa’s magazines.
“Yeah, but we’re the lights tech’s,” Bandor said. “You
know what my percentage will be? I won’t even get the
opening night’s total take.”
“What do the bands get?” Alan asked.
“The guy’s I know are getting three irons plus ten pennies
to the iron off the house yellow during their set.”
“So what’s the gate?” Alan asked.
“A penny a penis,” Sinteeng answered. “You’ve never
been to a Klikenstra hall?”
“We only got into town this Garibivlast,” Alan said.
“So this is like your first gig in town?” Bandor asked.
“Yeah,” Alan answered.
“So in that case, please check here first whenever you’re
looking for a gig. You said you don’t want to go on to those
big companies and get on those grueling big-time tours or
anything like that.” They both started laughing and Alan
caught it. He felt good about it, that meant he probably could
find more work in the city as a fiber-optic technician.
Long before supper time on Afternoonday all the
assemblies were complete. Alan helped them with the last of
the main projectors, fetching parts mainly. They were huge
complicated things capable of merging multiple films via
many masks with zoom, spread, color and brightness
controls. These were operated by people standing at them
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pedaling and waving big levers instead of remote, but they
were still very intricate and sophisticated machines to be built
with no electricity or metal parts. There were hundreds of
screws, but they were all plastic, as were most of the parts
that were not wood. There were a couple very precise parts in
the timing escapements that were metal, two or three irons
worth. The semi-metallic fiber of the light’s mantle was the
only other metal. The assembly wasn’t completely smooth,
there were some reversals and re-tries, but by the end of the
day and without an inordinate amount of cursing, they were
together.
“Well I believe this deserves a celebration,” Bandor said
as he finished testing it, having a little fun with the comical
test films provided by the projector manufacturer.
“You noticed I thought we’d finish today didn’t ya?”
Sinteeng said as he brought his cup out of his bag.
“I saw that pack bulging over there, I knew you wouldn’t
have brought that to work if you weren’t going drinkin’. I
knew we had to finish up here.”
“But I’ll tell you what, we wouldn’t a finished up if Alan
hadn’t-a stopped by for you to make him rich.”
“But Alan didn’t bring his cup and he lives all the way up
in HakenCourt.”
“Just where’s that again?” Sinteeng asked.
“It’s a block in from Reshplaza toward the Rikannon,”
Alan answered.
“Up by the waterpark?”
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“The top of the waterpark.”
“Uuuuh,” Sinteeng held his thigh. “You don’t want to just
run up there and snag it to meet us up here at Tahny’s hole?”
“What I really need is to have my own cup actually, I
don’t mean one of these heirloom things, I mean just an old
good-time knock-about, let’s-have-a-little-party type cup.”
“Duma’s old cup,” - “That one Duma left here,” they said
at the same time.
Bandor climbed up another level above his foreman’s
desk. They heard him climb two more short flights of steps
somewhere up into the racks above. A heavy crate slid and a
creaky lid opened, then dropped shut, his footsteps rumbled
down towards them. “..ta wash that sucker,” he said as he
appeared and handed it to Alan.
“Yeah.” It was a glass mug, but the bottom third was
black with the residue of something, there was a cracked
quarter inch layer of it stuck to the bottom. There were
numerous dried pupae husks in it just above that. It was grey
with dust, but there was a smeared film of something else on
the outside.
With a pop and a hiss Bandor said, “Lemme play the torch
over it a second, get the dust and such burnt off and maybe
kill some of the bug eggs.”
“I’d use that lens solution on it next,” Sinteeng said, “then
chase that with the rubbing alcohol and then let’s pass a round
of lantern fuel in it.”
“I didn’t know the sucker didn’t even wash it when he put
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it up there,” Bandor said. He was blasting it with the torch.
The pupae puffed away at a touch, the residue burned with
multicolored flames and put off fumes that could bring worms
out of assholes cringing. “That’s a high temperature ceramic
this was made of,” Bandor choked, “he might not have
wanted to give this guy up. Did he tell you this cup’s name?”
“He never named it,” Sinteeng answered. “But he said he
paid good money for it down atop South Harbor.”
By now everything that was on the cup had disappeared.
It was glowing orange hot and was still so hard it tinked when
he put it down. Of course this couldn’t be done with one of
those mountain cups with the wood and leather and even
feather decorations. This was a tall round glass bowl in a
rougher ceramic handle and base. No traveling lid.
“That took a lot of torch and never even got soft,” Bandor
said.
“Look at how it’s coming out though, it’s all full of
patterns, wow, and look at the etching, it’s all turned hole
black.”
“What was he drinking out of this?” Bandor asked. No
one had an answer.
As the cup cooled, the colors became more pronounced
and they discovered that they shifted and changed as you
looked at it from different angles. They thought it must be
super-crazy-cracked and super stressed. They tapped it a few
times with a stick to make sure it was safe.
The etchings were a geometric pattern or mandala. Maybe
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a distortion of the symbol for science, maybe a distortion of a
band’s symbol. It reminded Alan of the symbol for learning
also. Alan had learned by now that there were scattered,
disconnected traces of older languages and pictographies still
present in the culture.
He did give the thing a wash anyway, the whole treatment
Sinteeng laid out, except for drinking the lantern fuel. Bandor
locked up and they went upstairs, pushed the trunk back
under a table, up another flight and out a door on another
public hallway. This one was small, and though the smell of
keda is not unpleasant, it is noticeable. This was a narrow
little streetcar tunnel. Very soon it opened out and had a few
businesses, even an entrance to another business on the street
below that he knew.
There was a stairway here, light enough to know that
outdoors was only a few floors away somewhere nearby. As
they started up it he could see an opening to the outdoors
about five levels up. They only went up two. Here there was a
pretty normal little khume, looking a lot like the ones in his
neighborhood.
“When you come out, just go to the top of those stairs and
follow the khume from the plaza up there. It reaches
Kalipaicha 3,2 and leads you right to Reshplaza.”
Right around the corner from the stairs was a door to a
cute little yaagatoria. There was just a long wrap-around bar
and a few stools along the wall. A little old, but clean and in
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repair. They both knew everybody in there and walked all the
way around ‘hi’ing and ‘five’ing and congratulating on
finishing the project. Two of the guys here were in a band that
was scheduled to play at the hall the lights were for and they
sat with them. There were introductions to many, Alan was
lucky to remember the names of the guys they were sitting
with that night, much less after.
“They got everything here,” Sinteeng told him, “but you
got to get something special to start that cup with. Yaag or
beer?”
“Yaag, I might be ready for a good beer after, but yaag is
much more of an unwind.”
“Yeah. I know, I just do it the other way around, once I
get a good beer buzz going, then I want something skullbusting to top the evening off.”
“That green coming out over there looks pretty good.”
“Oh yeah. That’s the green standard in this basin, Green
Monster.”
“A fitting test of a new vessel perhaps?” Alan asked.
“A fitting baptism,” Bandor said.
“Who’s baptising a cup?” the singer asked.
“Me,” Alan answered, and held up the cup.
“Wow,” “that’s blast man,” two spoke at once.
“Where’d you get that?”
“Bandor made if for me for helping him with his lights.”
“You made this?” Somebody behind Alan in line asked.
“I never knew you were a glass and stoneware artisan
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also?” the chippongga player in the band asked.
“I just torched out Duma’s old cup that he left when he
split for Donerektide. This is what happened to it.”
The place was pretty busy, but a kegsman, actually
woman, got to them and Alan was able to hand the cup to her
and ask for the green.
“Has it got a name?” the other guy with them asked.
“Duma never named it,” Singteeng told him.
“You gotta name it, a cup like that,” the singer said.
“That you won on a project like this,” Sinteeng added.
“Yeah; it’s gotta have a name,” Bandor agreed.
By now the cups were filled and Alan raised his.
“Name,” “Name it,” “First the name.” They all said.
“So how about,” a pause, “Ebeneezer?” It must have been
OK because there was a cheer, a toast to Ebeneezer and they
all drank up.
What then followed was one of the most fun evenings
Alan never remembered. By the end of the evening Ebeneezer
had logged a few gallons of yaag and beer and Alan had quite
a bit of trouble just following the stairway and khume at the
top of it til it reached Kalipaicha 3-2 and familiar territory. He
forgot everyone he met for the first time that night, including
the beautiful women. He didn’t forget Bandor and Sinteeng,
but he had known them earlier.
Bandor would never have steady work, but a couple
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weeks later he did have ground work on the install away in
the Karthuum valley. That was another part of ‘downtown’
Zhlindu, but it took almost an hour to get there using
streetcars and over an hour to walk, if he didn’t get lost. Still
Alan came to his own home and Desa for (almost) every
sleep, usually taking the streetcar to work and walking back.
World’s Best Yaag
By the time they had been in their home almost a local
year, the local neighborhood was beginning to get familiar to
him. He knew where to buy whatever he needed, he could
find steady work that paid well enough that he could save up,
not that he really needed to. He understood how much money
he had now. After buying the house and paying for it, he had
enough money left to buy his meals at pretty decent cooks for
quite a few years. He could eat on an iron a week, one a day
was a comfortable life. He could earn one anywhere by
peddling and pumping a real good workout compressing air
in one day. He’d be sore the next, but at his leisure. If he
worked out that hard in a bearing factory, fifteen sweaty
floors below the Hyadrain Valley, and made the big ones that
took a little care to get right, he could earn another copper in
a week. A copper could last him a local year living at leisure,
not going out drinking the good stuff too much and going far
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downhill to buy groceries.
Desa was determined to find a position at a school. By
now she had figured out which one and was busy pursuing it.
She had taken him on quite a tour of some of the most
magnificent architecture all over the city looking at them. He
had poured with her over beautiful books in echoing library
chambers deep underground, lit by soft, green ceilings
sometimes eight stories above. The most fanciful stonework
of India and the Moors had been grown or cast in quantity.
Rankor University of Music was what she picked out to
pursue first. The chandeliers in its library hall looked like
they came from a series of legends, not even starting on the
stained glass and pictureglass mosaics in the archways that
saw the light of outdoors many floors above the stacks
surrounding this hall. The ceiling was so high above that birds
flew up there.
The halls and courtyards in these places of study were so
deep and mossy at times, the stone so rough and dark. At
others it was all blooms and vines and lacework railings with
squeaky wicker chairs and loveseats with high flared backs
and only the lower courtyards paved with stone. He noticed
that every institution they visited except Zhlindu
Technological University had an architectural theme. That
school’s theme seemed to be that each building’s architectural
style must clash as fiercely as possible with all neighboring
buildings.
Half the universities Desa took him to had no public
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outdoor space, their space was all indoors, like most other
business properties. Alan had to constantly remind himself
that there can’t be a public university here, even though their
names sound like it. Every school is a business, usually
founded by someone who wanted to make a living teaching.
They make their money in different percentages from
teaching or research or commercialization of their research.
Different ones chose different formulas and Desa wanted to
teach in one that was at least thirty percent research.
She had worked hard with him in bearing factories
earning a copper of her own to invest in suntower time to
inquire to Dos University for credentials. They messaged her
back saying that her message had been received and they
would have a packet of documentation ready within the year.
They would require another copper as fee to send it via
suntower, ten irons by ship which would take at least ten
years to arrive.
Meanwhile the note from the cargo company where she’d
left her house fund came in and she was able to pay for her
records with that and have a big start on a yandrille fund. He
begged her to just go buy a yandrille now with the coppers in
his pouch, but she wanted her OWN yandrille.
She was independent in several other ways. She didn’t
consider them married when it came to socializing, he knew
that. He knew what the second time of the day was like with
Desa. There had been a serious conversation. He could ask all
he wanted and as his punishment, she would tell him the
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truth. He could not ask whenever he wanted and she would
not tell any tales. If he wasn’t with her and someone turned
her on, she would do him, like any other normal human
would. He had to get used to that.
He had contemplated using her up. He knew he could do
it, Desa wasn’t starved for sex with him at all, it was as she’d
always said, a little variety. He had thought of being with her
all the time. She would soon tire of that and ask every other
guy she knew if he had any room for her at his place. This
was something he could not stop, something he would have to
accept. An exclusively monogamous relationship with Desa is
not an option. He had decided before even reaching the city
that he would rather have an almost monogamous relationship
with Desa than none at all. He had decided that he would go
so far as to have a casual relationship with Desa rather than
none at all. It hadn’t exactly come to that, he and Desa were
somewhat more monogamous than average for the
neighborhood it seemed, once they got to know it. But then,
even Alan had gone ahead and let come what may when he
had been with Chensa a few times already and found that she
was readily willing whenever someone wasn’t already with
her.
Desa was by herself working a lot, or out interviewing or
just hanging around the university getting to know it. She
studied the music scene and was compiling a master tape.
This was an investment that could yield a few coppers if
successful. He could go down and see how she was doing
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with that, maybe even help her out with the leg work. But
he’d be likely to find she was already doing some leg work
getting artist signatures.
No, he’d be content to sit on this balcony like a native,
relaxing with a potent little bottle as the blue darkened in the
sky above, their seventeenth dusk in this home. They really
did see a good enough piece of sky, it was only six floors up
to the roof plaz across the way where the tastier but pricier
cooks in the neighborhood set up. He could still sit at this end
and see some direct sunlight on the upper fronds of the
penthouses across the way.
Desa’s habit had become to have duskmeal when it was
full dark. That was hours from now. She might come home
with some people they were going to duskmeal with. He’d
had a pretty early Afternoonday lunch at a factory. One of the
girls there had walked by, wearing only a tiny little apron in
the heat, and asked if that was all he ever did on his lunch
break was eat. By the time he thought of what Desa was
likely doing on hers, she had walked by and he would have
had to shout.
Speaking of shouts, he heard Mingalle at the door. “You
home?”
“Yeah,” he replied.
“Alan?”
“Yeah.”
She was coming in anyway, even though he could tell by
the way she said ‘Alan?’ that she had been looking for Desa.
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“I finished that dress, I was going to show Desa and thank her
for all the help.” They had spent weeks with knotcraft.
Mingalle had started this dress a few weeks after they moved
in. “It’s taken half a year, but I’m calling it done and I think it
came out good enough.”
“I think it came out better than good enough, and I’m
pretty sure I’m enjoying seeing it, or at least you wearing it,
even more than Desa would.” It was a nice shape-hugger,
although the best of her shape was uncovered. Mingalle was a
lush example of a woman of the race they translated as
‘Dwarves’. In Earth’s mythology the Dwarven women were
hidden away and hardly mentioned. In this place today the
women of this race were sturdy, hearty, voluptuous people
like Mingalle, hardly shrinking from view and definitely
worth viewing.
“Yeah, I did change the pattern from the original as you
can see, but then I like to leave my tits out. I hope you don’t
mind that?”
“I think they’re two of the finest in a land of very fine
ones.”
“Well thanks. I never thought you noticed?”
“Why?”
“All the weeks I’ve been coming here for this knotcraft
and I can’t seem to remember us having any real fun with
them.”
“I’m sorry, I know I’m pretty shy about things like that.”
“It’s not like I wasn’t inviting you.”
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“Is that what rubbing up on me’s supposed to mean?” he
said, knowing it was, knowing Desa had tried to teach him
and he was still not picking up on it enough.
“Yeah?” She had come out onto the balcony as they had
this conversation and had turned to display how it, and the
curves it clung to so well, looked from the back. Now she was
just posing and showing how it looked from the front. She
was leaning over him now. She put her hands on his knees
and rubbed her chest on his face, so that he could not avoid
kissing her nipples as they passed over his lips. She then
straddled his legs and swung her feet over the rail. The dress
she came to show had to hike up enough that it was her skin
that sat on his thighs. Mingalle is rather plush. Soft and wide
and with a nib that responds well.
She reached for the bottle and as she tipped it back she
said, “So if you like ‘em I think you should dig in and make
up for lost time.” By now Alan knew it was grossly impolite
to turn down a request that direct. He had asked for it, he had
let her know he admired them. She leaned into his hands but
had to come up for air. “Woah, that’s some explosive blue in
that bottle.”
“That way it won’t run out so quick.”
“That’s not the way I drink, I just drink a quart of yaag a
day, the stronger it is, the stoneder I get.”
“Then go grab a bottle of Sunya in there. I wanted to save
some of this for Desa and she...”
“Uoop?” Mingalle said.
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Alan looked at the bottle, “You just hit on this like it was
Sunya didn’t you?”
“Or something like that.”
“Well, enjoy the pre-dusk,” Alan told her.
Actually, half the bottle remained, Mingalle had just done
as much as he had this whole afterlunch in one pull. She
would be having fun for awhile. Alan had taken his second hit
of that bottle just minutes before she did her glug. There are
live vines on this balcony and they were fragrant with buds
again.
“I see another aspect of this party is coming to life,” she
said, reaching down between them. He thought she might
have even been reaching for herself but instead she was
noticing his dick stirring, something he really couldn’t avoid
while digging into her sumptuous chest. “That’s why I made
the end of the dress this length. You see I really can’t hide my
curls if I sit at all, but it does snap over my hips if I stand,”
she briefly got up and demonstrated. “And if I sit, it can stay
up over my hips also.” She didn’t talk much less during a
sexual advance than she did while washing the cookware. She
had pulled his clout open while she sat back down and her
pubic hair was tickling him as she began to move
rhythmically on his lap. She grabbed his hands, which were
still on her chest, in hers and pulled them deeper into her
flesh while the first moisture from her lips rode up to his
rising tip and over it, and then down on him just like that,
with an, “Ahhh.”
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They were joined before Alan had really even made a
conscious decision of whether or not he was going to have
sex with this woman. He’d just had a good shot off that bottle
a few minutes ago and was already too stoned to react very
quickly. She had certainly made a conscious decision to have
sex with him. Oh he wasn’t actually raped, he actually could
have said ‘hold it hold it hold it’ and stood up or something,
but the truth was, he was having too much fun with it. He was
also having so much fun that he was still responding.
“Ohhh,” she said as he swelled to full size, and then the
real fun began.
She was strong and Alan was afraid she would roll them
eight tall stories off the balcony seat with her enthusiasm so
he leaned the other way and wound up on top of her on the
balcony floor with her having him in a scissors hold. They
made it up onto the cushion with her legs wrapped around his
hips and proceeded to rearrange that. Alan never tried to get a
word in edgewise and just let her go for it. She went off on
quite a sexual fantasy, the actual text of which had to be
deleted from the U.S. edition of this narrative.
The sky was deep purple above them when Desa got
home. Alan had been thru the shower but Mingalle had
drifted out to the balcony rail sticky as the deep drought of
Electric Blue really started to kick in. It hadn’t really hit her
til after their exhausting twenty-minute romp and she was
now unconscious in the waning light of week Voratainin.
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“I see Mingalle stopped by,” were the first words out of
Desa’s mouth.
“Yeah, but I saved half the bottle.”
“Good job,” Desa said and took a swallow.
Mingalle was up by then and came padding in from the
balcony with the dress snapped down to hip length again.
“Desa hi,” with a sleepy hug. “Nice bottle, wait for me for
supper, I gotta get a shower.”
“Yeah,” Desa said. “But is this the dress?”
“Yeah, Oh! YEAH! I came over to show you it’s done.”
“Looks like it fits well, just a little curve under here to
poke ‘em out a little bit more like we wanted,” Desa said.
“Yeah, and the hips work the way I wanted also.” She
demonstrated for Desa’s benefit, “Enough of a snap to stay up
when I want it to.” Mingalle had smooth and nicely rounded,
streamlined hips, fairly flat in front, very round behind.
“Anyplace special you wanna go for supper?” she was asking
as she posed for them.
“Do you want to go out?” Desa asked.
“Why not? You guys haven’t been doing anything but
working since you got here. You haven’t really seen the sights
and heard the sounds yet, let’s party on the town for the dusk.
I can test out this new dress on some of the bucks out there.”
“Sounds interesting, but haven’t you already tested it?”
“Just on Alan, but he told me he would have anyway
except he’s too shy.”
“Oh he is, thank you for getting thru to him. He doesn’t
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take much affection but what I give him.”
“I’ve got plenty more affection to share,” Mingalle said.
“I’m right here and Kivete leaves me alone way too often, so
any time you want to slip into someone warm and wet, just
come on over.” She cuddled up to him and wrapped her arm
around him while she said that.
He looked at Desa uncomfortably. She gave him a look,
what did it mean? Was it the, ‘Act normal or I’ll make you
recite your whole YingolNeerie tale once again,’ look? Ok. So
he curled his hand under the edge of that dress and caressed
that round curve. “Your affection is always welcome,” he
said.
Mingalle implored them once again not to abandon her
and hurried off to shower. In only a few minutes she was back
at their door, still in that dress but with a much fresher aroma.
They climbed the six floors to Kalipaicha 17-4. It’s actually a
path in that vang, but seventeen levels above the current floor,
the fourth separate time there had been a seventeenth level
path in the vang. This tiny tributary of the vang lead across
some nice residential plazas and past some pretty decent
cooks. Up there you can continue up outdoors on the
Appalaise, or get into the toe of Lmuthra Khume. Lmuthra
leads up into the center of Rankor Hill, from a little towards
the headland where the high bridge is, and they slipped into
that.
Something that would translate as Bliyig’s Castle was the
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first big hall they passed and that had a couple up and coming
pumpers on the bill for prime time this evening. Mingalle was
the one to call a halt for food, stuffed thub eggs. Alan found
that a thub egg is almost the size of an ostrich egg. The
hatchling inside is near ready for hatching. Using a special
tool, that had been cleaned and stuffed, left in the remaining
eggwhite and steam baked til it’s all falling apart for the
pickings. They were twenty three penny each but worth it.
Mingalle insisted on paying for her own.
They finished duskmeal off with the remainder of that
blue. There were so many people passing back and forth.
Alan got lost in the wonder of watching them all as soon as
he was stoned again. He got lost in the wonder of why are
they all so pretty. Then he got lost in wondering why are girls
pretty at all? What is pretty? Desa explained it had to do with
fitting patterns dictated by hormones to designate health and
fitness and took all the fun out of it. He thought that would be
one of those questions that could never be answered, but there
was a perfectly logical scientific explanation right there in
plain sight.
They went on up the khume. Alan had been thru many of
these places, but this was the most carnival of all. It was full
of brightly lit signs with many colored, or even strobing
lanterns. The street was loud with chatter and shouts. There
was music coming from many establishments, and hired
drivers yelling from the coaches which crossed this khume,
often on bridges inside it on an upper floor.
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There were hundreds of places of entertainment, music,
sex - spectator and participatory, plays, dances - spectator and
participatory, with or without religious significance. There
were casinos with all forms of games. There were many
different sporting events, both spectator and participatory.
There were restaurants of many different kinds and forms,
and everywhere there were kegs and taps and tables with
hookahs built into them. A snatch of ancient tongues were
heard here and there in the more ethnic areas along the back
bayous of that khume.
They walked around the area awhile, and went at least a
mile. Lmuthra, Hgenattas, Blibaing and Kevenotta Khumes
all mush together into a single bizarre in this area. Sign’s
pointed downstairs to Hill Circle and Alan put two different
trips thru distant areas of the city together for the first time.
He noticed a map of this area and saw that it was the mandala
on his cup. When still buzzed, that took on way too much
significance. While meandering thru the area he would
always call ‘the mandela’ from then on, he thought they
passed three different places called Conchidenabla, a name
he’d heard talk about.
Then they spotted another sign they’d been told about all
the way back in Yoonbarla. It wasn’t lit at all, just a badlyflattened chunk of driftwood with the words ‘World’s Best
Yaag’ scrawled on it in black paint with a used brush. “This is
that place we’ve heard about,” Desa said. “Let’s go in and
check it out.”
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“I’m so gone already that I don’t think any more yaag can
make any difference,” Alan said. Actually he was just starting
to come down a little. Enough to worry about how wasted he
just was.
“Oh you never know,” Mingalle replied.
She was already thru the door. Mingalle was telling them
about being here plenty of times before and all the people she
knew who had been here and how they all agreed, that sign
don’t lie.
The place didn’t look like much, obviously they hadn’t
spent a lot on decor. Just inside the door was a plain row of
huge kegs in a very low-ceilinged hallway. There were
crowds of people here however, straining to get their cups to
the kegmen and squeezing out from below once it was filled.
Some of them were just about crawling both ways and some
were so far gone they even fell down in slow motion.
The stuff they were pouring was glowing a soft purple,
almost UV. It put off copious dense fumes that poured over
the rim and down the sides. In this part of the room the glow
from the cups was the only light.
It was obvious this wasn’t your ordinary home brew. Alan
and Mingalle were both afraid to drink it, at least until they
were strapped down somewhere. They flowed their way down
the aisle and up into the main room, where they found they
had been under the stage. The music in here was provided by
a group long ago burnt-out and each using one hand to hold
onto the rail, except for the lween player who was slumped
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over the rail motionless. The sound they were making
consisted mainly of waves much like the equipment was
stuck in a long slow loop. Two of the members were playing
with knobs, but it wasn’t clear from the sound that those
knobs were patched in. There was a fitful torch at each end of
the stage and a chandelier hanging from the ceiling with five
guttering candles to supplement the light from the cups. This
provided enough light to see that most of the people in this
room were beyond the group. A few sniffs of the fumes
tumbling off the side of Ebeneezer made it even harder to find
their way to the slightly raised platform on the far side of the
room suggesting a place to sit.
Mingalle took a taste while they were picking their way
across the room and said, “Oh my,” and was rendered
speechless.
There was a balcony up above, and a few people up there,
but no obvious way to get to it. You must have to take a few
more sips and float up. It was hard to see in this light and
crowd and condition, but as they neared the platform looking
for a space to sit, they did see a familiar face, one they
shouldn’t have been too surprised to find here; Yarin. He was
lying on his back on this platform entwined with a big dark
girl with black tangled hair and black almond eyes.
“That is Yarin passed out there isn’t it?” Desa asked the
girl.
“Why yes it is, do you know him?”
“He was on the ship with us when we came into town.”
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By this time his eyes had opened and he looked at them. It
took a few seconds for the calculations to be performed and
the smile to creep across his face. “Well, well, well; what are
you two doing in a hole like this, and with a cup of the best
no less? You must have just come in the door.”
“You can tell?” Desa asked.
“Yeah, you’re still standing like you know how. Come
hunker down here before you tear into that. Those cups look
like they’re made for country drinking but we’re in the city
now.”
There was enough consciousness to make introductions.
They introduced Mingalle and he introduced Caro.
“Are you experienced?” he asked Mingalle, “I’m thinking
about doing some walking a little later and the Conchidenabla
is right around the corner. There’s not a farther-outer trip in
the city as far as I’m concerned.”
“This tastes like just what we need to go in there,”
Mingalle said, “but you might have to lead me.”
“A pleasure, but you guys should have come over to visit
sooner. It has been my great good fortune that fair Caro has
been so generous as to offer me her home for all these
weeks.”
“Oh please,” she drawled. She turned to them and said,
“We’ve been together thirty four years now. He’s not going
anywhere.”
“We did come over, Afternoonday of last Kyebenwae on
our way to West Beach, but no one was home. We’ve been
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busy working and getting settled. This is our first time to
really get out and see the sights.”
“This is a great place to start,” Caro told her, “you’ll see a
lot more sights after this,” she raised her cup.
“And you,” he asked Mingalle, “have you been out to see
the sights yet?”
“Oh I’ve lived in the city over a century. Came here on
my first trip from home and never went back.”
“You’re a native.”
“When someone asks where I’m from, my usual answer is
HakenCourt.”
“I can tell this stuff is everything they say it is.
Axiospeengya with a light show,” Desa said.
“And all you’ve had of it so far is the fumes,“Yarin said,
“take a tear into that baby now that you’ve got your butt on
something. I know you, you’re going to like this.”
“Providing I don’t go to sleep on you,” Desa said.
“So when were you planning on moving out?” Mingalle
asked him.
“I was going to get one more cup after this one,” he said
while draining his. Just watching him gulping a few big
swallows of this gave Alan heart palpitations. “Why don’t
you see what you can do with yours and I’ll fill them too,
then let’s rush in before it gets really abstract.”
“Just a second ago you were telling us to be careful with
this stuff.”
“I said that?” he paused with a questioning look on his
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face. “That doesn’t sound like me at all.”
“How long does this take to hit?” Alan asked.
“I’d like to hurry up so we can find the entrance while it
still looks familiar,” Yarin said.
They quaffed Kelthwiss, actually a large measure of it
between the three of them, and Yarin kind of crab-walked
sideways with the cups toward the kegs.
“How long has he been like this?” Desa asked Caro.
“Long as I’ve known him, about forty years now.”
“And how do you keep up?”
“He’s the one doing the keeping up. He does all right.
That’s the reason he stays with me I think, I’m the only
person he knows that can drink with him.”
“You don’t look like you’ve touched a drop.”
“That’s because I haven’t moved or said anything.” She
moved as she said that, fingers, then feet, just to prove they
were there.
“I think I’m going to have some trouble with this,” Alan
said nervously.
“Keep hold of my hand,” Mingalle told him.
“You may have some visual problems now and then,”
Caro told him, “Especially if you’re not used to this stuff and
you’re new around here. But you can get some clues if you
look hard enough and question what you see.” She was
feeling for the post next to her, demonstrating questioning her
sight.
Yarin never sat down when he came back with the cups.
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He held them above Caro, “If you want this liquid to cross
your lips, you’ll have to rise to its elevation,” he said. She
raised herself up the pillar almost as if she was an inglethor
circling it. “We better move now though, while we can find
the right door. It’s time to buckle up now,” he called to the
others. He raised Alan’s hand and pressed it into Caro’s.
“Buckle up good now,” he repeated as he pressed the hands
Alan and Mingalle were already holding. He took Desa’s
hand in his other, “For I’m about to blaze a trail into the heart
of the Conchidenabla!”
They began moving, and Caro had to almost pull Alan up.
“Something’s happened to gravity, this is just like 0-gee. This
is just plain authentic.”
“He’s on a real space flight isn’t he?” Caro asked Desa.
“Didn’t he tell you?” Desa asked.
“Well, yeah, he actually did. It look’s like it’s not that bad
now,” Caro said.
“No, we hardly think about it any more,” Desa said, “but
it’ll come up a lot tonight with this yaag flowing.”
“Sorry,” Alan told her, “But you’re probably right.”
They had to move out the door and into the next one, but
there were quite a few people around and lots of poles and
railings with the usual signs on them. They almost didn’t
make it on the first shot. Once they wound their way in, there
was a little toll booth that said due to the entertainment
provided within there was a ten penny toll. Beyond that it was
a lot like the street outside. Booths of yaag and other stuff
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with lots of strange music and lights floating out. The booth
with the glowing butterflies was a really nice effect, Alan
couldn’t detect that they weren’t real, but Desa warned him
off the drug they sold. Most of these booths were selling
exotic drugs produced in the glassware stills behind them.
Some of them seemed to attract people with wildly divergent
costumes, some others were imparting quick movements to
their consumers. The people who ran the booths were
obviously heavy users. None of these payed them any
attention and they drifted along after Yarin. He drifted thru
narrow dark aisles, down some steps and out onto a misty
glass floor. They went thru curtains of color and sound,
always the same song. They went thru crowds of people,
warm bodies pressing close in many places.
Once Yarin got to a place in the open where the real music
of the trip could be fully heard, he stopped. The whole line of
people drifted up to him, still like in zero-gee. Alan’s head at
this time felt like he was in the three hundredth century of
Earth, above a Dyson sphere three hundred million miles in
diameter docking a ship only a million miles long. Down
below on a huge scale were reproduced the patterns of ancient
Zhlindu, over which he flipped his bio-nucleonic way. He
received energy from spiral rays coming from towers poking
up out of the dunes of frozen gasses on the outside of the
sphere. A purple and orange pair of suns hummed by, chained
together with bands of flame. He had to stop over a curtain
trailing down into the abyss below, made of miles of blinking
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city. Below it another steadily grew, throbbing with the music
in the cycles of its growth.
From above columns of mist swirled down and caught at
them, sliding them effortlessly across the smooth floor. All
around them other columns of mists poured down, each
swirling around another small group of people in similar
orbits. He heard shrieks from girls in some of them, but Caro,
Desa and Mingalle were all too stoned and locked on the
view to make a sound. Then they were all flung out into space
in all directions, hurtling past stars and flaming nebulae,
many of which swirled around them, til they emerged over
the heart of the Milky Way, spinning its streamers of stars.
Here there were countless suns and worlds spinning out into
the night, millions of different civilizations floating below. It
was a much better ride than any real starship he’d ever been
on.
He looked to his side and saw lovely Desa floating beside
him, as beautiful as a Wood Elf, as cute as a Hobbit. He
looked at the galaxy, trying to find the pinprick of light where
he found her. A place called Kassidor wasn’t it? Desa was just
sitting and looking, lost in watching the galaxy. Waves of love
surged over him, his own little cosmic vagabond, found when
he’d first become a cosmic vagabond all those sips ago.
He could hear the sounds of a yandrille way out here,
forty thousand light years from any planet where it is
commonly played. The yandrille truly is the instrument of the
star fields he thought. The cup was active again, the mists
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poured down its side and the liquid wet his tongue again.
Someone or something that had the form and fur of a
large grey cat stepped out of the swirling fields. ‘Very
probably yaag is the whole key to Kassidorian civilization,’ it
said, without moving its lips, which were not really lips at all
but mouth parts a little too scary to look at. ‘Space is also
filled with kayoplasmic life and their civilizations follow this
pattern also, so possibly it’s a function of planet size. Possibly
it was kayoplasmic life that set up this experiment in the first
place, or it may have been done by remnants of the Pronna
shock wave.’ It disappeared, leaving only the mists and lights.
“Wait, you’re not making any sense!” Alan shouted after
it.
“Who’s not, what are you yelling for?” Desa asked.
“That thing that was just here, the Rikavik I think it called
itself. It said yaag is the key to Kassidorian civilization. Then
it said something about kayoplasmic life and the Pronna
shock wave. What was all that about?”
“Sounds like you got a rush off the fumes,” Mingalle said.
“At least it was right about the yaag,” Yarin added.
“But what’s a Rikavik and a Pronna Shock Wave?” Alan
asked.
“Sounds like something from out where you’ve been,”
Desa replied.
“The Rikavik looked something like an Earth animal but
it definitely wasn’t one.”
“None of the rest of us saw anything,” Desa said.
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“Speak for yourself,” Mingalle told her, “I’m seeing the
ground like I’m about four miles up. I’m over the mudflats
north of Tthmurng right now, have you ever seen them?”
She was right, for the scene had changed below. Whatever
had slid them across the floor had stopped. More swirling
mists brought other people, and then all of them were moving
again, all eight of them were dumped into a nest where a
sultan used to live, all deep silk pillows and drapes. The other
group were two males and a female. Mingalle immediately
got started with one of the new guys, Caro went for the other
one, Yarin went for Desa and the new girl came for Alan. It
was obvious everyone knew what this part of the game was
about. In this pillow-crawl they had quite a make-out. The
girl was brown and firm and never said a word, her mouth
and tongue stayed busy with him. He couldn’t help himself,
she did him right there, with everyone else around and no one
caring because they were all involved with each other. Then
they were done and she climbed away, joining the two guys
and giggling.
They all climbed down thru nets and nests where other
people were enjoying each other. There was another mirrored
floor and in that; an immense wall of green flame. Wrapped
in this flame were the twenty foot tall ghosts who operated
the music. It wasn’t possible to say they were actually playing
it, there was too much going on for that, but there was
someone in there with a yandrille.
After watching this for awhile, they walked by another
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room where a viking feast was going on. People in big furs
were pounding on a thick table with huge cups. A fireplace on
the far side of the room had tree-stumps stuffed into it and
hunks of dinosaur roasting on skewers.
Then they found themselves high above the city in the
daytime. The hill reached up so the tallest towers were half as
high as they were, and they could see the spines of buildings
reaching out in all directions along the rivers. From here it
was obvious that there was a lot more to the city than Alan
had even suspected so far. They had seen only part of the hill,
and one of those tendrils sticking out when they had gone to
visit Dencah and Kalaz in the beachwall. They had seen
nothing of the endless plain packed with tiny houses and
yards that spread out around it to the horizon in nearly every
direction. For a long time he sat there, looking down at the
city and listening to the sounds that drifted up from it.
“This is as exact a replica as they can make it,” Caro told
him. “They update it twice a year.”
“You can almost watch the game in HakenCourt,” Alan
said.
“They must have used audio tubule to make the
waterslides in Reshplaza,” Mingalle said. “They’re pretty
accurate.”
“Then I can see what people say about the parks on the
eastern slope,” Desa said. “This one comes spiraling all
around this huge building on this little pinnacle out here.”
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Then that cup went by once more and it was night time
once again. They seemed to have landed for they were
walking somewhere in the city. After the Conchidenabla, this
fairyland of flickering torches seemed none too real, he
wondered if it was still a scene from within there. Once again
Caro’s hand was pulling him along, and this time Desa
followed. They traveled over bridges and thru tunnels, up
ornate stairways and thru plaza’s choked with people. Semidetected conversations mumbled and sometime in the journey
Mingalle had become lost to another baited by her new dress.
More wandering brought them to a tiny table on the side
of a hill full of others like it. It seemed to be indoors, and if
he could get a good look he would have thought it was a
concert hall. A huge voice told him this was Yingy-Marluke, a
name that sounded familiar, probably from magazines.
A dim light came on, it seemed to come from the fog that
was drifting out of four globes on short pylons. The globes
melted in flickering flames and a slowly pulsating chord of
many octaves circled the room, building with the flickering of
the torches the pylons had transformed into. In the center was
an enormous chair, like a flower, and on it a tiny figure robed
in white sat clutching an instrument and facing a panel of
softly glowing hoses, pins and knobs. A small movement
across the strings and green rivers of molten sound flowed
down from the four pillars of the roof, while bass notes began
rocking in red and green checkerboards on the floor. Above,
fluffy clouds of yandrille notes put on the main show while
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huge white birds glided among them. The clouds rolled,
sometimes filling the room, sometimes drifting in wispy
filaments across the higher strings. The bass notes softened,
became calm water reflecting the sky of birds, and the
yandrille became a ship floating lightly on it. The birds
swirled around the ship. It tried to lose them, leading them
over uncharted stormy seas and strangely colored oceans until
at last it broke free and became a starship, complete and
complex in itself. It soared across the universe, sometimes
meeting objects of unknown sound, sometimes playing with
them, sometimes fighting with them and sometimes merging
with them. At the end of space it found a home where it
landed quietly and lay murmuring while a chorus sang to it on
a wide, sunny, soft green field. Like a fallen butterfly it
sounded, awash with a single cool, sad note of great antiquity.
Such was a song, only the first of many. This was a band
like they didn’t have in Yoonbarla, Lastriss or Shempala.
These people made movies with their sound. Sometimes you
could tell they were using such things as notes, chords and
rhythms, sometimes they went on to other equations of sound.
The music and projections made each other clearer. They
seemed to be able to do things beyond the ear’s ability to
hear, as if the music could act directly on the inner centers of
the brain.
The wake-up came unfamiliar. They were beneath a halfdome of tiny windowpanes, the four of them still together and
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pleasantly intertwined. It was Caro’s place he remembered,
they had come here at the end of the night to relax and
unwind. They had wound up making love all around. Desa
was curled around his head with Yarin’s hand still between
her legs. Caro was laying across his legs and on the other side
of Yarin.
He was still pretty tired, it was probably only a few hours
since they went to sleep. He was still as high on yaag as he
had ever been, up until the evening before. Of course this
high in the city larorlie was everywhere, even in Nightday
there was still fragrance in the buds.
He lay awhile, wondering that life would just go on as it
has after the adventures of the night before. He certainly had
been on a journey, no wonder they called the place a ‘trip.’
Oh yeah, he knew it was all done with moving floors and
glass floors and projectors, but the experience had been very
engaging while he was as stoned as he was.
He looked at Desa, wondering if they would start doing
these orgies more often, wondering if this was what she really
wanted. Or was she really trying to gently get him to loosen
the strings? This was the third time she had been with Yarin,
they got along well. Would she win him away from Caro?
Would Alan then have Caro? He didn’t want to have to tame
Caro.
His fingers moved only slightly to play with Desa’s
beautiful hair. It was such a warm, loving color, like melted
chocolate in the sun, just a texture here in the dark. He could
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tell by the sound that Nightday had begun, there were people
active somewhere. It sounded like there was a public footpath
only a few feet below them. Alan knew their place was
something like the smallest one they had looked at, a few feet
down on one side, hundreds on the other. A little bigger. Desa
woke up and her arms tightened around his head, her palms
on his cheeks. “Ah, ahhh and ahhh,” she stretched. “Is it
wakeup already?”
“If you’re up,” Caro mumbled, “go away, it’s nowhere
near time for my revival.”
Soon there were three of them getting dressed in the little
kitchen below the bed. “Wow! Do I ever have the fuzzy’s,”
Desa said, “that sign don’t lie. I’m too hungry to sleep, all
that drink has given me a wild fit of munchosity.”
“I’m with you on that,” Yarin said. “I know a great cook
who sets up a few plazas down this path. He’s got tasty vatted
thin ones smothered in a thick bean sauce. You need a plate
but we’ll share mine.”
And with that they went out to a torchlit Nightday
breakfast in an upper Zhlindu neighborhood like there’s
always been for these last couple thousand Earth years.
Zhlindu is a new city by Kassidorian standards, it is only as
old as Athens; Greece, not Georgia. They went back to the
same lives they’d been living, a little better friends, meaning
to see each other more often. Another time to kid him about
how he’d been entertaining with his starship tales. They like
the new ones better, the ones about Rikaviks and Pronna
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Shock Waves, than the ones about YingolNeerie.
Escaping Abandonment
Alan had been in Zhlindu almost two of the local years.
He’d been away from the expedition over seven months. It
was settling down to a normal life. Places to go, people to go
with. They had plans for this coming Nightday, a
Chezhervizhod it was. The buds were starting to get sappy
again and in a few more weeks he would go thru the bloom
for the third time. Alan was taking a shortcut home for
Dusksleep that would lead him all the way up to the hallway
they lived on. This shortcut was a stairway that ran up thru
some old abandoned factories just up off the Hyadrain floor
that were in a deep cleft in Rankor’s bedrock just beyond the
base of Thebudia’s elevators. From there another old stairway
went up thru more abandoned space and then up into the back
of the warehouse space under the Rikannon. He’d taken this
route a couple times before.
He was still on the first stairway when his torch went
sputter, sputter, pop and profound and utter darkness took
hold. For many floors now he’d been laboring up the zigzag
stairs that had been planked up to what were once balconies.
What were once apartments in the same complex he lived in
had been transformed to offices above factory floors. Those
factory floors were put in every thirty feet in what was once
an atrium. Now even the factory use of that atrium had been
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abandoned. But there was a level where he had to cross an
office and get into a back doorway down in the sub-basement
of a store under Khudea Khume. The top of the back of their
warehouse comes out at the ‘do not enter’ door at the bottom
of GazaggaStairs.
Before even reaching for his lighter to see where he was,
he just stopped and assessed his situation. He had not been
counting floors, he recognized the stains on the steps and
would turn there. Would his lighter give enough light to let
him see the stair? According to the charts, this abandoned
stairway went up twenty three floors before it became unsafe.
He needed to turn off at seventeen. He was somewhere
around twelve, he thought. He felt for the railing and
followed it up to the next switchback. Every half-flight of
these steps was either warehouse stack or former apartment
turned into office filled up with dusty old records. The
records had been left here when the business went under and
no creditor claimed its space and it was abandoned. Alan had
already calculated that there was over forty eight coppers
worth of fuel just waiting to be claimed in those old files.
This time he had to calculate where he was. He thought he
should be on a warehouse floor, and felt around to verify that.
There would be two office floors with just a landing in
between, the railing rather rickety. He would feel his way to
the office floor three floors up and start examining them with
his lighter.
He gone only one floor up when he began to notice the
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scurrying sounds were getting pretty bold. Alan knew what
they were, wevn. Wevn fill the ecological niche that rats did
on Earth. They scavenged and picked at festering leavings,
garbage, anything rotten. Wevn, like kvarits, could even live
on human sewage. Wevn looked more like trilobites
upholstered in mole fur with six solid stick legs. They were
not known to attack live humans, but would devour a rotting
corpse of any macroscopic organism. They had teeth, and the
brains of a primitive fish at most. They chuckled, a noise
much lower pitched than a cricket. More like a deep, evil,
echoing chuckle. He didn’t let them spook him, or make him
lose count. He went up two more floors and struck his lighter.
It showed him about a third of a stair, but he could examine
them. The wevn scattered when his light flicked on, and
something got one of them with thumping, squeals that
sounded to Alan more like hysterical laughter; and a snorting
hiss. Alan hoped it was just somebody’s pet mindune out
hunting wevn in the abandonment.
The next floor didn’t look like the right one either, but
then he hadn’t really expected it to. He expected the next one
to, but it didn’t. Neither did the one after that. Alan stopped
here in the dark and sat on this step, what he thought was
twenty floors up from where he came in. How far off could he
have been in his initial guess of the number of floors he’d
come up? Could he have been off by six? The floors were a
lot alike. Both previous times it had seemed like an awful lot
of climbing. What if he was only four floors up when he
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thought he was twelve? How would he know when the stairs
became unsafe? Would the step crack or would the whole
flight pitch off into a thirty story abyss?
He decided he would start here working his way across
the offices and try and find the door. He remembered the
layout of the one he had crossed twice before and eventually
recognized that the layout here was not the same. He banged
and bumped into dusty old furniture, cabinets and cases, even
a huge old jug that he knocked over and smashed, panicking
several wevn. It seemed that there were far too many rooms
deep back here before you got to the stairway he was looking
for. This must go thru into the back of something else. So he
turned around and felt his way back. Back to where the
stairway was, where it should have been, where it wasn’t.
At this point Alan decided he really had a problem. Not
just an annoying inconvenience, but a real problem. He was
already seriously lost somewhere in this abandoned area. He
had no problem exploring in here when he had the plans with
him and a light. Right now he had neither.
If he could find that stairway, could he find the door he
knew at the bottom? Where did that stairway go below?
Down into solid rock? Or would the flight snap off and hurtle
down thirty feet into an abandoned cesspool? First he had to
find the stairway. He struck his lighter. He was in a room with
a large table, a door on each end. He thought the stairway
opened into this room. He thought he walked by a room like
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this. Had there been a vestibule? Was it a door just outside?
He looked there and saw a large floor with rows of
workbenches, still with their sheets draped over them. There
were five glowing red eyes in the back there, too big to be a
wevn or even a mindune for that matter. Alan decided to leave
that room alone. He went back thru the other end of the long
room, and found a warren of old office space. He tried to be
very thorough in the whole local area, but he could not find a
stairway. There was a long hallway, it must go somewhere.
In the dark he stumbled along that hallway. It was easy to
follow with his hand on the wall. Doorway after doorway
opened onto it, but he had seen there was nothing blocking
the way for as far as his feeble lighter could show him. The
hallway ended at an open door into a large echoing room.
More scurrying as he entered, he hoped it wasn’t that larger
animal. He flicked his lighter again. He looked behind him
and wasn’t sure if he saw eyes back there, or reflections off
furniture at the beginning of this hall. It could just be his
nerves, but he didn’t want to wait around.
He was in a big hall of some kind, two stories high,
ornate, with fancy rails on the floor above overlooking this
floor. It was all now devoid of furniture but there were still
many framed photos and documents hanging on the walls of
both floors. There was still a hand-written ‘closed’ sign on
withered paper taped to the doorframe. There were several
doors opening to it on each side, another like this opposite.
Alan’s plan at this point was that if he kept going in the same
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direction long enough he had to come to something. He saved
his lighter and started out across the expanse of floor toward
the doorway on the other side. He held his hand in front of
him and after he had gone twenty paces began to actively
grope for the wall.
There was a mushy, groaning sound and a very sickening
feeling. The floor was sloping, the groaning was growing
louder and there were some dull snaps. Now the floor really
slanted as a whole side of it had given way and he went
sliding down on the ancient carpet, landing in a dusty heap on
top of the carpet, on top of some machine, which fell over and
shattered into what sounded like billions of razor sharp
shards. The dust was choking and he gasped and coughed.
His lighter had flown from his hand of course. Nothing
but feel now. As Alan feared, the room was full of jagged
glass fragments, and the intact machines or whatever they
were weren’t much better to bump into. He had to move very
carefully. He could be on top of a larger machine and pitch
off in another ten foot drop onto more jagged glass in
stagnant sewer leakage for all he knew. Scratch that, the smell
was just carpet dust, no sewer leaked into here.
He clapped his hands to get an idea of how big this space
was. There were comfortingly few scurries. The space was
probably a little smaller than the exercise ring. It was
reasonable to assume it was the size of the room above in at
least one of its dimensions. Scaling back up the floor was
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impossible. Only at the edges could he get any grip, and that
was just a grip on jagged, moldy splinters. Then he heard the
click of good-sized claws up there, not those of a wevn.
His heart was pounding as he carefully set out for what
should be the nearest side. He was glad to find it, glad he
heard no more of those claws. The walls were of stone all
around at this level, only slightly damp but with slimy lumps
of breathing wort on a few of the timbers. He found two
doors. The first door was jammed, not locked, and he worked
it open to find it was an overstuffed tool closet. The door had
been jammed because of the weight of all the stuff leaning
against it. It was probably done to get it ready to show when
someone was still trying to sell this place. It flew open,
dropping things onto more of those delicate pinnacles of
jagged glass, knocking at least two of them over and cutting
him on the arm with some flying fragments.
The other door opened easily, but there was no floor. He
felt around and found a railing and stairs. He went down a
few steps and was in an area partitioned with nets and cages.
With more probing, he finally decided it must be a factory
parts crib with parts still in the trays but under some thick
layers of dust. He felt his way thru this and to some more
steps. They broke under him and with hideous shriek he fell
thru.
It was three feet to a cement warehouse floor. After his
heart attack subsided, he began to explore this room by feel
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alone. Huge urns taller than he was stretched in rows on this
floor. He worked his way across this space thru the darkness
and found a door on the far side he could not budge. He
thought he heard voices on the other side, and pounded and
screamed for what felt like an hour. All to no avail. He found
another door, this one as solidly blocked as the other. He
pounded and hollered at this one for a few minutes for good
measure but with the same result.
He stumbled across another short stairway, this one held
him and he got thru into a room where he felt two niches in
the wall with a sleek machine and racks of cards. He passed
thru there and found a door. This one opened. He was in a
stairwell. He climbed five floors to the top and began
searching for a way thru to somewhere. It was a dead end
everywhere. Hour by hour, level by level he went down that
stairwell. He searched every office, in the dark, by feel, and
knew he would have to give up, backtrack somewhere else.
But he was too tired, too thirsty and too done in to go on. The
office he was in was almost comfortable, nowhere near as
dusty as the parts bins, he would nap in this chair.
He’d had only a few hours sleep when he was brought
instantly awake when a candlelantern flickered to life as a
woman was tossing her street wrap toward the hook.
“What?” she stopped and stared.
Alan was blinking and trying to sit up. He had already
noticed hers was not the only light, there was a lamp in the
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hall outside. “I was lost in the abandoned area. Thank you so
much for finding me.”
“Catching you, you mean, I suppose you don’t think the
papers in this office are confidential?”
“I assure you I would not be asleep at your desk if I was
here to spy on your paperwork. I really did come up thru an
abandoned area, somebody might notice where the ceiling fell
in.”
“Nobody’s mentioned it this morning.”
“The other side of the room with the big urns.”
The girl burst into laughter. “They’re hydraulic fittings.
No, I guess you weren’t here looking into my files. But that is
how I catch people who do. They get so bored they fall asleep
and I just wake them up the next day.”
“Thank you, where am I?”
“In Kyngza’s chair at Kalageezy.” She held up her hand
and Alan took it after he stood up from her chair.
“That is a comfortable chair.”
“If I have to ride the thing all day, it better be.”
This girl looked a lot like Desa would if her hair was
much shorter and straight. It did make you notice what a
pretty shape she has.
“I thought I was in an abandoned area all night.”
“Yeah, I know Kalageezy doesn’t have the highest class
office space, but making hydraulic fittings isn’t really a
glamor industry. You got nothing on you,” she looked him
over carefully for any paper that might be hers. “I am serious,
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some P.I. came in here to spy our papers one night and fell
asleep in this chair with a scroll open on his lap, this table all
cluttered.”
“Probably had a flagon of something dark on him.”
“Oh I didn’t check. I bitched him into leaving his whole
camera. If he had a hidden flask, I don’t know.”
“I guess I’m awake enough to walk now, how do I get
back to HakenCourt from here?”
“The delivery floor, where you thought the big urns were,
take either tunnel under the front offices and you’ll come out
to Buthar Industrial. You…”
That was all he needed to know, “Ah! Thanks. All thanks
to you good Kyngza.”
The doors that had been locked before were now wide
open for business to thick stone passageways. At the end of
that passageway was a grate, now open, and the torches of
Buthar Industrial Khume. He had taken quite a long walk
there in the darkness, at least half a mile. He got home for
most of Nightday, but not in time to keep their plans. Desa
seemed to believe his story of the abandoned area and didn’t
think he’d just found someplace else to go for Dusksleep.
They had some dry food in the house to stir up a good meal
with and just stayed home, looked at the lantern’s in the
courtyard below and listened to a party going on down there.
“I think it’s actually Resshan’s keg,” Desa told him, “If
you wanted to go down there we’d probably know most of
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them.”
“Normally I would, now that I didn’t get home in time for
GianGazol.”
There was a pretty good tape player set up and they had
quite a few torches. They could actually enjoy the music from
here. There was actually some torrock going on but it was a
very picnic game. They heard someone shout that he was
going over to the park for a splash and three or four more say
yea, but the party went on.
“I didn’t really get a sleep in that office chair. I was pretty
shook up down there. These abandoned areas can be
dangerous.”
“Risk is often the tradeoff in shortcuts,” Desa told him.
“Why are those areas abandoned?” he asked.
“What the seller wants for it is more than what anyone
will pay. If the seller doesn’t lower the price, it will remain
vacant. After a little maintenance neglect, the resurrection
costs exceed the cost of commercially available space that has
been properly maintained and operating and kept its value.
This space is a burden on the property owners above because
of risk to structural columns running thru it. They’d all be
glad to see a resurrection or even a cleaning out.”
“We don’t have any trunks or columns in the abandoned
area under us, but the other side of the hall does.” Alan had
studied the charts. “There’s a lot of stuff abandoned in there.
There’s machinery, many tons of paper. Here it seems like we
pluck shreds of paper with tweezers for its fuel value and
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there’s shiploads of it down there.”
“Then maybe you can put a deal together. Find a furnace
that wants it and a hauler and a way to get it loaded.”
“What if I fixed up the stairways and marked them or
something while I was at it? Could I sell the furniture out of
there?”
“Most things that could be sold as-is have probably
already been scrounged. All the paper might have stopped
some scrounges from reclaiming some good furniture, but
there’s always scrounges going thru there.”
“Why don’t they leave better trails?”
“Scrounges are usually scrounges because they’re too
lazy and disorganized to do regular work, they’re usually too
lazy to do even a little cleaning and try to call themselves a
scav.”
Alan had heard the term before, one who sells or uses
restored items, items that were once broken and since
repaired. The term scrounge also implied someone who
attempted to eat from waste also. In this regard a scav might
be someone who would finish leftovers. He would be a scav
if he cleaned that area out, maybe even a scrounge for selling
the paper. If he had to split half with a hauler, he’d still make
the price of this house. Not a bad day of scrounging. It
wouldn’t be a day, it would take weeks to load all that paper.
“If I scrounged and scaved stuff out of there, how does
that make you feel about me?”
“You’re not really a scrounge unless you’re living in it.
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You’re a serious businessman arranging a deal if you get that
office paper together with a furnace. Remember when you
asked if you’d be accepted in this city and I said people might
wind up calling you ‘sir’?”
“Yeah?”
“Do something like that and you’ll be there.”
“Yeah?”
“Yeah.” She came over and hugged him as he sat at the
balcony rail watching the party down below. “I’m really
proud of how well you’ve done, considering what you came
from.”
“Thanks, but that seems so long ago now.”
“A lot has happened since we met,” she agreed. “I can
hardly imagine how hard it must have been for you, giving up
everything you knew the way you did.”
“It was in a way, but growing up in a jar and leaving the
expedition and traveling thru the wilds of the Lhar was like
all the toil and heartbreak that someone has to go thru on any
great quest. This is the, ‘...And they lived happily ever
after…’ part of the story.”
“Even with abandoned areas?”
“It takes an imperfection to make something real. Without
that I might as well be in an Angel’s universe.” They had
talked enough about the Angel life for her to know what he
was talking about by now.
“Are you really happy here, are you really glad you ran
away with me and came here?”
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“Deliriously happy, deliriously glad. It’s almost better
than an Angel’s fantasy in beauty, learning, fun, so many
ways. Yeah there’s kvarits and wevn and abandoned areas, but
there’s also you and Mingalle and Bandor, yaag and thesh
rolls and the great halls under the hill. I find I don’t miss the
country, this city is much more organic than any space I ever
saw until I came here.
“You know how I once told you,” he continued, “how I
felt like I was born when I set foot on this planet?”
“Sounds familiar.”
“So now I have lived more than half my life in Zhlindu.”
“Half your Kassidor life.”
“Well the quest to get here was quite an adventure, but
this home with you is well worth it. This really is way beyond
the very best I could have hoped for. I couldn’t have this
universe as an Angel because I could not possibly imagine
anything like this.”
“But what would you imagine as someone to share this
space with?”
“Desa, no one I could have ever imagined, ever dared
imagine could ever come close to you. I couldn’t have even
imagined Mingalle in a long hot shower. There’s not a woman
on this planet so ugly or so straight as the most beautiful and
wildest girl I could have imagined. Just one fact, I could
never have imagined a person your age. I could not imagine
half the subjects of study that you are expert on.”
“Oh stop already. Go tell that to some of the universities
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around here. See if you can get one to even let me try a
course.”
“You know it’s just a matter of time til your records get
looked at. You’ll probably get a spot better than you’ve ever
had.” He put his arms around her and thus began a Nightday
better than he could have ever imagined when he was with
that expedition, one that made them glad they stayed home
together, and one that took her mind completely off her
search for a teaching position.
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Book II.
Visions of a Suntower
Sunday Aug. 15, 2275 - 4:34pm
Four years had passed since the expedition separated and
Ava had remained hidden here in the biology base to continue
her own studies all that time. It was good to look back over
those years because it humbled her. Four Earth years ago she
thought she had just about penetrated the native
communication system, but for four years it had stubbornly
refused to answer her at all. It took a frustrating year before
she came to understand that she had to establish an address to
talk to, she was talking to nothing, she was just noise to be
rejected. She decided that the ‘session ID’ was really just that
and set to work trying to get one open.
The worst setback had been when a native found her
probe. The probe was not able to image video or detect audio,
so she had no idea what actually happened other than the
probe was moved and it was soon deactivated. She was not
worried about what the other souls on the base thought at this
point, nor was she concerned about what they thought of her
making another bi-directional polarized optical probe. They
would never know it. Ava had the other three souls
encapsulated in a virtual environment within hers. They had
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all the access they wanted to all their own probes and
complete freedom to study the planet. But they would never
know of her or her activities. She was more concerned that
the natives didn’t, and found a much more inaccessible
location for the new one.
She was very impressed with how well her avatar (or
should she say sister?) had taken over her duties as system
administrator. The mail had been full of reports of the
splendid Husband-Bancour nuptials held in the great
cathedral of Theology. There was video of them standing with
the captain and walking down the aisle. There was a clip of
Thom Husband’s promotion to lieutenant. Alfred received
favorable comments in some mail from Elmore. She was
proud of the job she’d done. She wondered if the near-copy
she’d made of herself was going to get promoted, now that
Major Ava Husband was a little more docile?
There was plenty of time to work on the signals problem,
and with little else to do, she often devoted herself to it. It
took years of careful observation and correlation before she
got a single clue how a session would begin. She didn’t have
an address, she wondered if there was something that had to
be hard coded by an administrator somewhere. She tried to
mimic what she saw other sessions doing.
In the years since the expedition separated she still hadn’t
revealed herself to Alfred, Victoria or even Glenelle. They
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never paid any attention to their system issues either. They
were accustomed to living in a virtual environment. She
didn’t need to wonder what would have happened to them if
she hadn’t come over, they would be getting shorter and
shorter time slices as the system shrank and no maintenance
was done to keep the crystals fresh. No science could yet stop
the doping migration in any semiconductor, and with the line
sizes necessary to simulate a human mind to the requisite
level of detail, the safe life span of a logic crystal was only
months and the logic had to be constantly re-cycled thru the
fabricators.
The souls here knew only what she wanted them to know.
They were all suffering somewhat from their isolation, so she
thought of just backing them out to static and suspending
them until more people showed up. That would be boring
however, they were entertaining at times.
The days of the week had become meaningless. With the
big deal the main expedition made of the Sabbath, there was
at least that punctuation in the cycle of days. Now there was
no Sabbath and not even a service. Ava never thought she
would miss the services, she believed almost none of it, after
all, she knew how it was really implemented. Besides that,
she didn’t like very many of the people. But there was
something missing now, a certain unreality check that got you
re-acquainted with just how far out into their own fantasies
some Bishops really are.
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By the four year anniversary Victoria was already getting
worse about Alan. All of them, including Glenelle, had joined
in the denial of Alan’s fate. He was undoubtedly dead, eaten
by a carnivore after Alfred’s stupid stunt with the shuttlecraft
scared him off into the wilds. Still Vic pined away and
complained almost daily that they had to do something to get
in touch with him again. The restricted social environment
and monotonous routine of this base were not helping her
mental condition at all. She still spent an hour or two a day at
mail, reporting results (strongly edited of course) and asking
for small talk. What a person could write in an hour, she read
in a minute, then the boredom was back. Mail starts to seem
all one way. She had plenty of time to dwell on Alan.
Ava listened in to some whining Vic was doing. “Our son
is just below our feet and you sit here puffing that pipe and
looking at charts of cargo tonnages.”
“Well Vic, please think of it this way, I’m trying to
estimate his chances of receiving adequate nutrition if he has
reached the native city.”
“And what do you think?”
“I’ve studied it carefully and estimated that it’s possible.
Even if we use the highest estimates of population.”
“Which estimates are those?”
“The number Alan’s girlfriend told him, sixty million.”
Alfred had gotten over his funk about failing to pick up
Alan from the river raft after a few months, as soon as he also
began to deny that Alan was dead. He was now working
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diligently at his studies of the natives. He was getting a good
understanding of the workings of the planet’s ecology, and
getting an appreciation of how well the native economy was
integrated into the biosphere. Instead of the man vs. biosphere
mentality of technological civilization, humans had become
the nervous system of this biosphere. With some difficulty he
had placed a microprobe inside a biology classroom in an
institution in the native city. He got more info from that than
he did from his own observations. He had relegated their own
observations to verifying what they could of what they were
learning in the classroom.
They learned that the natives were well acquainted with
the bio-energy balance of the mountain and what percent
needed to be in what form and what the most efficient energy
inputs were. The number of things they got out of the burning
of simple sticks of wood in the kilns was astounding. How the
CO2 was released in areas where housing growth was to be
speeded up, how the condensing and drawing off of
byproducts at their temperatures was used to keep the draft
going. How much was gained from condensing the water out
of the smoke at the highest possible levels in the chimneys. A
city running at over eighty percent thermal efficiency. A city
that was just as Alan said, Earth’s technology wasn’t
advanced enough to build. All this knowledge went into
keeping a tank of sewage-eating slugs and running the
plumbing as horizontal as possible. They had to take what
they were told at face value, there wasn’t much of these
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lessons they could actually verify in practice without the
animals and microbes these classes were about.
Fri. Sep. 8, 2276 7:15pm
Another year went by, another year of frustration. She
would have given this up long ago if she had anything else to
occupy her mind. She cursed herself for such a fool for
locking herself into this tiny little can because she thought she
was going to crack the secrets of native communications. She
felt frustrated with herself for not being able to understand it
by now. She had cracked all the secrets of Earth’s and the
church’s virtuality long before turn-around. That was the
deepest science had to offer, these were just some open
optical signals used by a primitive society.
She built elaborate fantasies in her mind over how she
would be greeted by the others if she were to reveal herself.
She could come walking down the beach some time when
Glenelle was there. Since she could listen in on the crew
whenever she wanted, she wasn’t as lonely as she would have
been if she was totally isolated. The hundred year voyage
here had certainly given her time to get all the control she
wanted over the system’s of Gordon’s Lamp.
Maybe if she enjoyed conversing with the other souls any
more than just watching them, she would have been more
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tempted, but as it was, she stayed aloof. ‘I am a scientist also,’
she decided, ‘and the less I interact with my subjects, the less
I’ll affect their behavior.’ For her, watching the three souls
from Earth was like watching the natives with the probes
down on the planet.
There was also the problem that she had no legal right to
be here since her avatar was now prominent on the main
mission. There was no way she could ever trust Alfred and
Victoria enough to keep the ruse secret from the captain.
Alfred would inform them they were flying with no soul for
their systems support and Brigadier St. Arthur O’Connor had
married Thom Husband to a cherub. That commotion would
be more damaging than the loneliness of living by herself.
She knew her own social world was failing. Correct that,
had failed. She had never been a social person anyway.
Having been such an over-achiever at her studies hadn’t
helped her popularity as a child. As an Angel she was unusual
for being a child, a child smarter than they, even in silicon.
Glenelle and Alan had been her only real friends on the
expedition, perhaps the person she talked to most after them
had been the captain.
Her contempt for him spread to many of the remaining
crew. Alfred and Victoria turned out to be people. Alfred had
his ups and downs but was coping. Vic was clearly failing.
This was not enough environment to keep her healthy, she
needed more souls to connect with. Ava knew she should
reveal herself for Vic’s sake, adding another third to her world
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would probably help quite a bit.
Contact with Glenelle would do Ava a lot of good also. If
only she could feel love like Glenelle felt. That would
probably make it easier for them to relate. She could almost
imagine it, if there could be anyone she could worship the
way Glenelle worshiped the persons of her men.
Over that year, Victoria became so bold without Kelvin’s
or even Alfred’s supervision that she sent a lander down to
catch as many mid-sized carnivorous inglethors as possible.
Carnivorous ones were used only because it was found they
could be baited and trapped. If it wasn’t for that, there was no
way to capture them with a device that wouldn’t damage
them. She then strapped micro cameras and microphones to
them disguised as a vaguely worded prayer offering to the
inglethor god. She then ballooned them into the native city
under cover of darkness. She watched those screens and had
recognition run on all the humans that were photographed.
The big problem with that scheme turned out to be that
the inglethors retreated from the humans to the tops of the
trees and she got lots of dizzying views of a fantasticallyeroded, jungle-covered mountain from high in the swaying
fronds of the canopy of that jungle. Occasionally they would
get a look down and see layer after layer of streets far below,
small and quiet, sunny ones up close, big crowded ones at the
bottoms of the lowest atria somewhere below.
Glenelle took over that program and learned the ecology
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of the city’s over-canopy. She made a very good, hour-long
documentary on it and stored it away. She documented that
ten percent of the city’s macrofauna lives above casual human
reach. The natives do not possess the technology to record
sound and video from the back of a Tawny Springkette and
could not have made that documentary, but they know those
numbers and adjust for them in their calculations.
Victoria eventually got a probe in a lonely tree deep in an
atrium in that city. Victoria did not watch the probe to learn
about native society. She was single mindedly devoted to
Alan and nothing else by now, she would examine the faces
the software said might be Alan. Alan was going to be left to
die among the mortals below and would never get to join
them in heaven. Since Victoria’s campaign to look more
appealing to Theology, she had become relatively devout,
even though she still never observed a Sabbath.
After Victoria had become convinced that Alan was not
going to happen thru the courtyard in this atrium, she
abandoned that probe. Ava watched the mortals interacting.
There were some square tables and benches, solid polished
stone. The probe was right in the center of that hill in the
middle of the jungle in the middle of that city. Its camera was
fixed on one of those stone tables except when the branches
swayed from someone leaning on the tree. (There was never
any breeze down there). She could hear many other
conversations out of her field of view. At the times of the
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native’s mid-shift meals there were quite a few people at
these tables, at other times a few conversations, sometimes
some board games or couples flirting. Ava wasn’t afraid for
Alan if he was with these people, if nothing else, they were
harmless, almost completely without hostility. As mortals
they had it easier than those back on Earth and moved a lot
slower.
The natives concerns were so much less for their position
and status than for just having fun. They were devoted to
romantic and sexual adventure, entertainment and
participatory sports. Very few talked of children, so many
looked like children themselves, little older than she had been
as a mortal, not as old as she portrayed herself now. Ava
thought this table looked like it was located in a college
quadrangle. She learned that it was actually located in a rather
dingy residential neighborhood. A common theme of
conversation was, ‘Only here til I save up for a nicer place.’
She learned that the price of apartments here was ten coppers
and that was cheap. Ava knew that Alan had been released
with a hundred coppers. He could live in a better
neighborhood than this. This neighborhood was habitable and
she heard the words, ‘I’m stuffed,’ at this table more often
than, ‘I’m starved,’ and when she did hear, ‘I’m starved,’ it
was usually followed with words like, ‘So make mine a
fattie.’ People sometimes complained of the stairs or how
busy it was at work today, but they weren’t so poor they
worried about getting enough to eat.
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They certainly were as openly affectionate with each
other as Alan had warned them. When it was dark and quiet,
even once right in a busy daytime with others watching and
conversing with them, a couple might make love right here at
this table.
Glenelle was working with Alfred, but also spent a lot of
time watching the camera in that atrium. She discussed these
microeconomic observations with his macro and decided that
it did appear likely that the average native was getting enough
to eat. But Glenelle had suffered socially also. She had a male
cherub that she modeled closely after Morgan Evans. She
added enough functionality to it that Ava had to send mining
probes to the moon to provide the living space it required.
This was successful enough that she brought quite a bit of
material up and had quite a bit of extra crystal put into
circulation, giving them all a bit more room. Ava was able to
successfully launch a program to build another small
fabricator for backup and overflow. They would live as
comfortably as they wanted now with only small payloads
tossed up by the lander.
She amused herself with her universe and made fanciful
and beautiful wildlife and a lot more smaller islands. She lay
out on the beaches and tanned darker than Glenelle. She built
Glenelle a passage from her universe, a place on a medium
sized island, about forty two acres, about twenty one miles
from Ava’s actual villa. She kept that area very close to three
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dimensional reality. When Glenelle found it she thought she
was in Morg’s universe, a packet of it that had been left
behind when the ship separated. Ava let her believe that. Ava
would be embarrassed to let Glenelle know she had watched
her with her cherub on that beach.
She even ran a few cherubs of her own on her beaches
now and then. She knew they were cheap and hyperstimulant,
but no matter how good it was, if no other soul who
originated in biology shared the experience, she still believed
it was a form of masturbation.
Playing with toys couldn’t console her forever, eventually
she would always come back to the signals and her attempts
to penetrate native communications. In the fifth year the day
came when she finally got a response. The response must
have been some type of error message because that was all
there was, she could get no further. She was able to retransmit the same start-up and get the same single packet
response. Some minor variation could get the same error
message, everything else was back to nothing, ignored as
noise.
She studied the network itself with aerodrones, all across
the planet. She found the basin Alan was in was a bit below
average in optical networks, with one or more in big cities,
one or less in smaller cities. Some basins had much less and
one had much more. Almost half the network nodes on the
planet, over eight thousand, were within the single upland
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basin around the twelve thousand mile long series of lakes.
The lakes extended at a roughly sixty degree angle all across
the tropics and northern temperate zones, seven hundred
oxygen barometric feet above Earth’s sea level. It had three
southern arms, one seemed pointed at Alan’s city, one at the
city his girlfriend had come from, and one further west
pointing at a basin with very few optical nodes. There was a
long looping northern arm that had been dammed up and
connected together in hundreds of places.
There was at least twenty million square miles of
habitable land in that region, at least a third of it was densely
populated. It was clearly a different culture than the basin
Alan was in. This culture has as much cropland as the Soviet
Union had land at its height, going all the way to the iron
curtain. Her minimum estimate for the population of that
cultural zone was six billion.
In that area of concentration, the greatest concentration of
all was in a single megalopolitan area at the end of a smaller
arm of that lake near the equator. The urban area seemed to
extend a hundred miles to the north along the lakeshore, and
almost a hundred miles down river toward the east-southeast.
There were neighborhood optical nodes there, no point was
more than a few miles from one. There were nine hundred
fifteen of those hubs in that area alone. Now that Alan had
showed them what a center city actually looks like on this
planet, she could find the center of this megalopolis. Just
north of the center of the hundred square miles of seven
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hundred foot deep jungle at the center of the megalopolis
there were three megastructures. There was an ornate black
tower over eight hundred feet high. There was a dome over
five hundred feet in diameter and there was a pink granite
tetrahedral pyramid that rose a thousand feet above the jungle
of the city. It had a point to the east, its back faced the sunset
over the immense lake this city had backed up. Its faces were
stepped with courtyards of varying sizes, all lush with
plantings. That pyramid’s apex was bejeweled with photonic
crystals, more on the peak of that pyramid than in Alan’s
whole city.
She tried moving her investigation here, there was a lot
more signal to be had in that megalopolis than back in Alan’s
city. In this area there was too much traffic. She had more
signal than she could understand back in Alan’s city. She took
some pictures and landed a probe. This was a very different
city, the hangleaf fronds and numerous large canals curving
with the dam were unlike anything on Earth. It was in a lush
equatorial highland with bright blue sky and water, bold
clouds and bursting greens everywhere else. There were miles
and miles of marble city blocks, big canals and many smaller
lakes choked with ships. Violet, red and purple blooms hung
on vines, signs glowed in swirling colors during Nightday.
People in this culture enjoyed light switches and motorboats,
things that were all but unknown in other basins.
The people dressed and spoke differently. In the hot parts
of the week they wore only long, thin tee shirts, often with
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psychedelic dye jobs. In the dark they added flowing robes or
jackets with dangly sleeves or tails. They enunciated less and
spoke faster than the area where Alan landed. They
lengthened their vowels more and Ava had to play with some
adjustments on the translators before she could understand
some of the conversations. These people also kept their
vegetation trimmed a lot more closely than the others, and her
probe was soon found. Her next one lasted a record three
hours and twelve minutes before being found.
“Somebody left some kind of camera up in that tree,” she
heard from below, and saw the scene start to sway.
The guy who picked it up had grey eyes and kinky blond
hair framing a strong, wide face. She got to hear a little more
conversation as these people speculated about what they
called a ‘flying camera’. They could tell it was a device and
not a creature. There were still many people on Earth who
weren’t as technically sophisticated as these. But because
they couldn’t actually figure it out, their conversation soon
wandered. They talked about other things like what remote
movie cameras were really like and how big they were.
Unfortunately they were waving their hands to show sizes
and where the lens really goes. They had the probe on the
table, all it could see was a blurry close-up of the bottom of a
bag lying on the table in front of it. The only video action was
when one of the girls, who was round-faced with cute
dimples on her cheeks and curly brown hair, rummaged in the
bag and then put it back blocking the whole lens completely.
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Hours later one of them took it home. For the next three local
weeks the probe got some sunlight for a couple hours early in
Afternoonday and Ava got to hear the native couple make
breakfast, brush their teeth and get ready for the day. They
argued about the decor of the kitchen once. In the second of
those three weeks the optical probe was found also and that
ceased transmission almost immediately. She moved her
observations back to Alan’s city where the untrimmed
vegetation made it a little easier to keep probes hidden.
It was a bit over five years from the separation when she
learned the terrible news. Since Gordon’s Lamp had done so
well at 61 Cygni B and was flush with materials, they would
have no problem coming back to pick them up. Kelvin
thought it was a good idea because he still had theological
reservations about leaving their souls in such a restricted
environment and they really weren’t equipped to start a
permanent colony and blah, blah, blah about their health,
especially Vic’s.
This meant that in less than two years she was going to
have to deal with the avatar, re-integrating and deactivating it.
She hadn’t paid as much attention to that in her design as she
should have because she didn’t expect them to return. This
was going to be a problem. To give the avatar the confidence
it needed to act independently, she had created it with
memories of creating her. The avatar was supposed to believe
totally that it was the real one of the two. That avatar was
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going to look upon the re-unification as its impending death.
It might take desperate action in self-defense. It was capable
of controlling the entire ship of the main expedition without
anyone on the inside or outside knowing. It could bring the
ship back here while the crew confidently flew towards home.
The outside of the ship and the inside are completely
insulated from each other by a virtuality boundary and neither
can find out anything about the other except as the system
permits. That avatar left for 61 Cygni B with the power to
delete all the other souls from all the ship’s records if it
wants, just as she had the power to do that to the souls on her
base. She knew it was such a huge flaw in the design of this
expedition, allowing one person to gain the power to shut off
any and all universes and their inhabitants. It wasn’t supposed
to be that way, she wasn’t supposed to be able to learn it all,
but a hundred year voyage leaves bored and intelligent souls a
long time to study. She found that anyone with the patience to
learn to program the hardware data could eventually bypass
all software controls.
She was glad she wasn’t the type of person that had
seriously abused her power. She had never used it to abuse
other souls. True these Angels were simple folk and getting
simpler as the years of isolation relieved only by mail piled
up. She wouldn’t have actually harmed them if she had just
backed them out, but they were getting data from the surface
while they were here.
She wondered if the copy she had created of herself was
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as conscientious about her powers over her crewmen? She
hoped she was, she had programmed her to be at least as
conscientious of it, to never be able to take a notion that she
had a power over them.
But she didn’t know it all did she? Wasn’t there still
something lurking in these circuits? Something Delos had
found that she wasn’t quite sure was real or not, wasn’t quite
sure was gone or not?
During that year of frustration she went back to trying to
figure out if the conscious entity Delos scoffed at but she
suspected was still present in the logic. She hadn’t probed for
it in years, so its guard should be down. As long as she kept
her thoughts her own and didn’t allow them out to result in
any interaction with the virtual world by hand, voice, or
urinal secretion, the entity could not know what she was
thinking about it unless it had a diagnostic port into her soul.
If it was that omnipotent, she could only play anyway, so she
might as well proceed as if there was not a diagnostic port in
her soul.
Hunting this entity helped get her in the frame of mind
she would need at the re-connection. She hunted with
determination and guile. She worked on projects which
appeared to be related to the probe, but ‘accidentally’ left a
few key diagnostics behind that she never wrote down the
significance of. Then she worked on her universe again and
‘forgot’ another diagnostic over there. She read the data they
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dredged up over the next few days, but didn’t write anything
down. Just noted if they added up in her head. They did, as
well as she could trust her mental arithmetic. She wasn’t
convinced, there were still things that felt just a little detuned
somehow, but no data would show it.
Tue. Oct. 23, 2277 9:15pm
Gordon’s Lamp had already passed turn-around on the
return voyage and she still had no plan to deal with the
Avatar. She spent her duty hours that day trying to think of a
plan to use the mail channel to get control of the avatar thru
the diagnostic port, but proved it would not be fast enough at
this distance. With the diagnostic port she could put ideas into
the avatar’s own mind and control it the way she did during
its design and testing. The same way she controlled it until
they were light-seconds apart. She would have to wait for
them to be light-seconds apart again before there was enough
bandwidth to use the diagnostic port. She did not think the
avatar itself knew about the diagnostic port. That might be her
only hope.
Even now that crisis was still over nine months away.
Until then there was nothing for her intellect to do but attack
those signals. After yet another year of frustration she had
watched enough sessions open that she was able to figure out
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that the system was erroring out trying to access what she
called an environment definition. Having no idea what was
required, she copied one from another. This caused lots of
info to flood in, but none of it made any sense. She did not
reply, and after a brief pause, she received a very familiar
packet by now, the one she now called ‘session disconnect
with error’. It seemed to indicate that she had no address and
could not be spoken to further.
So OK, she built a virtual environment and tried to define
it in the language used by this protocol. She sent that. Data
flowed to that environment, but soon errored out. It was
peppering her with associative data and trying to read
something back. What more did it want to know?
For a week she studied content addressable theory again,
and guessed that it was trying to retrieve some data about the
person establishing this session, or at least her environmental
definition. She was able to decode some of the stuff as native
writing, but most of it was context coded in a way that looked
a lot more like mental data as it got modeled in an Angel.
OK, let’s do something really silly, she sent the API for
her universe as the user attachment to the environment
definition. This went somewhere, but no barrage of read
packets came in response.
Finally she thought she had an environment open, and
formulated a query. She tried just to get the protocol name. At
last some results! A whole bunch of stuff came back. One
item of which was LastaBakkie, was that the protocol name?
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There was so much unintelligible stuff in that one little
response that she would have to spend a lot of time looking it
over. As she started to decode it, she found that it was a good
deal of data about the protocol, and she began to get
extremely excited. Just the names of the data items brought a
lot more understanding of what she was looking at.
She spent months mining that one response, and gaining a
lot more respect for the native civilization in the process. The
structure of the network was designed to go inside the mind.
In systems from Earth each human mind is contained within
the system and interacts as a node on the network. In the
native implementation, the network was designed to be
contained within the human mind as a resource, sort of like an
enhanced memory. The queries worked the way memory
worked in the mind. She wondered what the user interface
was like? This IS the user interface isn’t it? Once she
understood the inside-out structure of it, it was possible to
build an interface to the virtual environment that was in use
on the ship. It might even be possible to build an interface
that would allow her to explore the native network directly, as
she could explore the system here.
Wednesday Feb. 13, 2278 - 11:30am
So on this morning of February 13th, 2278, she finally
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completed such a construct and established a session to try
and test it. She didn’t get very far at all. A session grant and
then no more barrage of unanswerable reads.
Instead a man entered her space, here in her lab in her
villa, walking out from behind her somehow. He was tall and
gaunt and dressed in a long, light blue robe. She was
reminded of an ancient Chinese scholar or a Celtic sorcerer.
He had white hair and beard, but a face and figure no more
than forty, maybe a fit forty five. He had way too many
fingers on one hand, and something wrong with both thumbs
on the other. “Greetings,” he said, “We welcome your return.”
“Who are you?” she asked. “How did you get here?” She
was too stunned by this apparition to say something rational,
her startled instinct had taken over.
“My name is Brancetrabble. I have been watching your
struggles with suntowers for many years now. Being cast in
solid crystal, I would think their messages hadn’t changed
since your day?”
“When was my day?” she was still back on her heals
mentally. Her instinct was answering. Her mind was racing in
so many directions at once that she couldn’t pin down a single
thought.
“I have believed, since your craft was first observed back
in 55,34,01 that you must be an expedition sent by the
Dempalan military in quest of richer worlds. I am gratified to
see you are human, I am now even more confident that you
are of Dempala. Others have thought you would be some
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non-human visitor. Myself I favor the expedition of Ranyart
as your identity, though it seems you have re-built your ship
entirely in the centuries you’ve been away. With all the metals
you have used, you must have found richer worlds indeed.”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about, I was just trying
to establish a data session.”
“I understand that. You are trying to connect thru an eye
of your own that you’ve parked on a frond near the Kaldiss
eye in the city of Zhlindu. I believe that you are actually
located in the piece of your ship which remains parked in
Narrulla’s inner null point.”
So, the expedition of Gordon’s Lamp wasn’t so secret
after all. She was too paralyzed to just break the connection.
And what would it matter? This person seemed to know way
too much about them already. And what else was he saying?
He expected her to be from a returning expedition? From
here? Hadn’t Alan babbled something about a technological
civilization here in the distant past? Yes, way back when he
was still in that village in the hills. Was she contacting
something of that? Well of course, the communication system
was ancient. Was this really a person, or just a help system in
the guise of a human?
“I am trying to connect this node to the network from
Kaldiss eye,” she answered, hoping this was some kind of a
help system and hoping she had the correct usage.
“I figured as much, though I’ve never seen even the
greenest setupman out of a back-canal day school have as
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much trouble setting an eye as you have.
“First of all,” he continued, “the facet on the eye you’re
aimed at is in use. Your phosphor disk will tell you that. My
diagnostics believe the next one to the right is available. And
what was the reason for all those years of nothing but noise
bursts? Has your communication system broken down? Have
you modified it over the centuries you were gone? Was
someone paying you off to jam Bathal’s channel?”
She had no idea how to answer this. She wanted to shut
down everything but it had taken so long to get any response
from the system that she was loath to. “I am not authorized to
answer questions,” she replied.
“At least re-align your eye so the customer who you’re
interfering with will stop hounding Kaldiss about the errors
they’re getting.”
He disappeared as she did that. She wondered if doing
this was going to make it take another six years to re-connect.
No; as soon as the probe slewed into alignment with the next
facet, he popped back into existence, more substantial than
ever.
“I thank you,” he said, “Bathal’s Cargo thanks you also,
their messages will transmit better than they have in half a
decade. They can take down their sign offering a copper to
anyone who’ll climb up and get that mini-eye of yours off of
there.”
“I’m sorry for any inconvenience I may have caused.”
“That will be forgiven. Now why can’t you answer
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questions?”
“I’m not authorized,” Ava answered.
“Why not?”
“Captain’s orders.”
“Then lead me to Ranyart and I’ll converse with him,” the
apparition said.
“He’s not available.”
“No? Is he alive and with your ship?”
“I’m not at liberty to answer,” she told him.
“What? Is this Ranyart’s expedition or not?”
“I’m not permitted to answer.”
“You are trying to establish communication with a
suntower are you not?” he asked.
“Yes.” He already knew that much. “That was my
assignment.”
There was a beep. Her detailed diagnostic recording
buffers had overflowed. She saved them and cut the recording
off. It would be interesting to see what the packet data was
that caused this apparition to appear. There would be a lot of
knowledge in that. She used this beep, this interrupt, to keep
her mind on the mundane task of recording diagnostic
information, while she and her world were being discovered
by this one.
She had to cut off, but she was frozen, how could she
answer these questions? Should she pretend she was sitting in
one of the buildings nearby in Zhlindu? Controlling the probe
from there? She was just using the asteroid pinball with
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Narrulla as a convenient prop for a story she wanted to sell?
But before she could start to blurt that out, he continued his
own line of questioning.
“If you intend to make contact with your headquarters,
I’m sure you’ve been able to observe by now that Dempala,
and all it’s works, world-wide, have been dust for over thirty
centuries. It is a very different world from the one you left.
Very few remain who can use the helmets to any good effect.
Myself, Myanfyinga, Althart, Kiethying and Fyuanuran are
all who remain from your time.”
His conversation made almost as little sense as the raw
data in the packets. She was sure it was worth something as
insights into the planet’s history but mostly it expected she
knew a lot of the planet’s history that she didn’t. What did she
say other than ‘yes sir’ now?
“Ranyart is not with us,” she admitted.
“What has happened to him?”
“Was he a friend of yours?” This had to be a silly
question, this guy was talking about times like thirty of the
native centuries in the past, when pyramids were the big new
thing on earth.
“I barely knew him,” the apparition said. “He was an
important officer in the military, I was a temple acolyte at the
time, I would have bowed when his entourage passed, but the
closest he ever came to me was when his sky fort passed
overhead.”
“What of today’s military?” she asked.
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“I’m sorry but there has been no military anywhere since
the 45th century, nothing like that of Dempala since The Fall.”
“Then there is no one I can report to.” She was trying to
play along with him and not give away too much. She was
shocked to understand that this agreed with what Alan’s
girlfriend had told him way back when they picked berries
together on that mountainside. This incident was leaving a
sinking feeling in her guts. All of that girl’s stories were
probably true, they had uncovered much more here than they
thought. The captain was right after all, they were not
equipped to deal with this planet.
“What do you have to report?”
All she could think of to say was, “If I have no one to
report to, I have nothing to report.”
“What would you want the connection for?”
“I was trying to learn the current conditions of our
world.”
“When did you leave?”
“Only a few years before Ranyart?”
“You’re not sure.”
“Sir, I’ve honestly never heard of Ranyart, thus I presume
my expedition left before his. I’m sorry, I’m just the data
systems technician. I was assigned to get the channel open
and learn the current conditions. I thought you might be my
counterpart on the surface sir.”
“You’ve been away a long time my friend. Who held the
Throne of Enlightenment at the time?”
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Now she really just wanted to hit the cancel button and
swung for it. But he was here in her space with her and
quickly had his hand over it. She drew back without touching
him. His face was close now, she could look deep into his
eyes. They were a winter sky laced with cirrus. They were
focused on hers and the black in his pupil was that of a cave.
“Yes, you are but a young technician aren’t you? What is
your name and who is your captain?”
Was this ‘Name, Rank, and Serial Number’ time? Was the
fact that his hand covered the cancel button the user
interface’s way of telling her the base had already been taken
over? What should she tell him? What would it matter? He
was in her living space, a subset of her data space. No laws of
physics prevented him from already knowing quite a lot about
them. She decided to just let him have it, both barrels, and let
him be the one confused for awhile.
“I am Ava Bancour, or a copy of a soul by that name. I am
the system internals specialist and my soul, or copy thereof,
has remained on this biology base secretly while my captain,
Kelvin M’Kintre, lies near what you call Kunae, the distant
sun.”
It didn’t take him long to answer. “What a tender story! It
explains all the astronomical observations except the latest.
So what are you, soul or copy thereof?”
“Running in silicon.”
“Silicon is an element, a crystal.”
“Yes, it may contain impurities and conduct electricity.
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Your brain waves are electricity. Are you really a native of the
planet you call Kassidor that I’m contacting thru my polaroptical probe? Or are you a sentient hack in my system?”
“You see only my projection thru my helmet thru your
helmet. But that is the projection of a native of this world. I
have never left it for more than a floater ride. I know this
projection is hardly better than an animation. Your system’s
requirements to my helmet’s data channels are to provide a
picture of me for your eyestream. Our system is designed for
me to let you share my eyestream. You may look that way if
you want. I can let you see what I see if you look there.”
She didn’t mean to be distracted by this, but instantly she
found that she could look at the room around him and just
like that, she had come over into his universe. That was all
the user interface training she needed. No clicking on a
control, just wanting to look at it. “Oh my god!”
“The other guys, over on that side of the world…” he
actually had a beautifully detailed globe of the planet on a
stand across his desk which he pointed to in the flesh. She
saw thru his eyes that he pointed to a spot by the eastern
equatorial arm of the great pitchfork-shaped lake. She hoped
whatever instruments she still had on were recording some of
this. It was the city with the most of these devices. “…don’t
like me cheating and calling myself supernatural just because
I’m old enough to have the manual for a suntower.”
She wished she could write down the thoughts that went
thru her head here, but she asked, “How old ARE you?”
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“Thirty four thousand, eleven hundred thirty one as we
would count our years. I know what you are now, you’re not
from any expedition Dempala ever sent out are you?”
“What is…?” a Dempala anyway? she wanted to ask but
he wasn’t taking questions now.
“...Then you’d have to be from the planet humans evolved
on wouldn’t you?” he continued.
How did he figure that out so fast? Did he already know
all about her? Had he picked up Alan years ago, read his
memories and learned all about them? Was he just playing
with her now? Seeing how much she would admit? What
would Kelvin have done?
“So how old are you?” he asked.
An innocent question, one she didn’t have to agonize
over. A chance to regain her mental composure. “Only twelve
as flesh,” she answered, “but a hundred thirty two of our
years as an Angel.”
“You are an Angel, a supernatural entity?”
“Our world has technology to make Angels real. We are
copies of biological souls written on silicon and revived with
electricity.” This was about the closest the words known in
his language would allow.
He stood and pondered that a few seconds. “And you are
that?” he mused.
“Yes.”
“Can you sit here now with me and converse on what you
see, with no flesh body in your starship under a helmet like
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mine?”
“Yes.”
“Then you are an angel. Welcome to my home Angel. See
thru my eyes. This is where I’m a native of, these last few
centuries.”
She looked around. He was on a high tower on a high
mountain overlooking a beautiful plain. The room was rather
austere actually, just a round room with a decent sized round
desk in the middle with a few roll-around chairs and some
nice big arched windows with bookcases lining the remaining
walls. There was a fiber-optic bundle going up thru the roof.
But there was a door and a little balcony in the arch directly
toward the plain.
“Can we go outside?” she asked.
“Very easily.”
He stood up and went to the balcony. It was at a dizzying
height over breathtaking scenery. “This is all real isn’t it. I
can send a video probe down here and photograph this same
scene can’t I?”
“I would think a camera is a camera regardless of whether
you brought it all the way from wherever, or it grew on the
back of my eyeballs.”
“We come from what you call YingolNeerie I believe,”
Ava told him. She knew she shouldn’t, but the captain wasn’t
here. This man was beyond all that petty captain stuff. She’d
finally got a program to convert that base six number and
sixty four point something day year and find out this guy was
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older than Abraham, the one in the Bible, not Lincoln. Let’s
face it, older than the roots of her religion. “Are you a god?”
she asked.
He had such a hearty chuckle. “I bet I could have made
you believe it couldn’t I?” He laughed hard enough that she
thought he was going over the rail. She got a good view of the
rugged mountain slope below this castle with plains in the
distance. There were herds. Small groups of six or eight
animals spaced widely apart. She could see a half dozen
groups from here. “I’ve played at that in the past,” he said,
“but I’m not a god, I’m not even an angel. I’m just a man, a
damn cantankerous old one by now, but still just a man.”
“Where are we located?” she asked.
“You can find it, just look at the scenery of our world til
you find this view. I am on the suntower system, to you I am
in the Kaldiss Eye.”
“Why keep me from knowing?”
“Because you obviously still have military where you are
from, and you have the high ground.”
“You understand that?” she asked.
“Wouldn’t anyone?”
He went back to his chair and took her out of his eyes and
put her back in her own again and they were back in her
universe, on her veranda. He sat on the big wicker loveseat.
Some strange force made her want to sit next to him but she
found that no matter how real his image looked, he was only
an image. Her hands passed right thru him. He had no smell
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at all either. Obviously there were still some system interface
problems to be worked out. She found herself more
comfortable in another chair and he understood.
“Yes, more must be added to the interface. I should be
seeing thru your eyes now, but I feel I am here as a projection
of myself, and looking thru my projection’s eyes. Now I
understand more about how your interface works. But it
works well enough to use for now. Am I looking at your
home?” he asked.
“Yes, I own this universe. It’s self-filling so explore
anywhere you’d like. I’ve got enough Q’s built up to let us
take a four day cruise if you’d like.”
“Did you just tell me this universe makes itself up as it
goes along?”
She could not believe he could ask that question, but what
the hell, might as well answer it. “Within the bounds of a
Caribbean paradise, yes.”
“Where are we located?” he asked.
“Our souls’ points of view are located inside a program
that provides an image of a universe to all our senses. This
universe and both of us are inside the logic of the overall
system and receiving timeslices from the overall system,
which I administer. The hardware upon which this whole
simulation runs is inside the object that is still stuck in
Narrulla’s null point.”
“I have the dimensions of that object. I assure you I am
personally acquainted with astronomers who are very capable
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of making these measurements. This beach cannot fit inside
that object, much less the mountains that surround it.”
“But you know of this beach only by data packets that are
being exchanged between the Kaldiss Eye and my mini-eye.
As long as my mini-eye produces the signals that this scene
would transmit to the Kaldiss Eye, you cannot know the
difference.”
He paused and thought. “A profound concept,” he said,
and thought for seconds more. “You live inside that concept
do you not?”
How could he know this? Yes, that is all that we live in
isn’t it? The principal that one thing can be substituted for
another that produces the same output. An eyestream for an
optic nerve, tactile streams for the touch senses, a lump of
silicon for a living brain, a souped up avatar for a real human
soul. She was ashamed of how far it really went. As long as
the packets presented to their monitor’s servers simulated
souls too well for them to tell the difference, humans would
continue to surrender their judgment to the computer
programs simulating the wisdom of their elders. “There is an
aspect of that in the lives of Angels,” she said. “The input of
the sense organs the body used to have has to be encoded and
input to the simulation that is the Angel. It is this input stream
that I have switched to you. Your interface needs to query for
the other senses as well as just the sight.”
“This helmet reaches the visual and auditory cortex only,”
Brancetrabble told her. She understood a lot more of how he
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was hooked up from that. They had paused, “It is no use even
asking what you actually look like,” he continued. “You are
the image you project and this image is generated inside a
lump of crystal and metal and encoded as a suntower signal
that comes to my helmet and makes me think I see a human
woman. You are the shape and size and weight of a dream,
but are you your own dream, not my fantasy?”
“I am an Angel,” she told him, “and no one’s fantasy,
except maybe this crystal’s.”
“This crystal,” he asked, “Is it your God?”
“Our church is called the Christial Church, but more for
Christ than crystal.”
“I don’t understand?”
“The name of our church loses its meaning in your
language. In our language, Christ and crystal sort-of rhyme.”
He tried to chuckle. She could see he didn’t know why it
mattered even if they did rhyme. Why was it such a big thing?
Her religion had more to do with new-age crystal pyramid
worship mixed with intolerant fundamentalism than it did
with the words and deeds of a fisherman by the sea of Galilee
back in the old lands of Earth. What did he know of Christ
anyway? Had he ever seen a bible?
“So what does this data represent?” he asked.
She took a second to understand what he was asking
about since her thoughts were still on religion. He was
indicating the beach and the scenery visible from her porch.
“It’s modeled after idealized places on the planet Earth. A part
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of the planet I never visited as a mortal human.”
“And now you live here?”
“I not only live here, it is all mine. This whole archipelago
goes on and on until I get tired of it. A pristine verdant
universe that goes on as far as I want, for as long as I want.”
“Does it ever bore you?”
“After a few hours,” she answered truthfully.
He went right to the crux of it all, “Do you wish you were
flesh again?”
That question was just about the worst taboo in her
society, even more so in the parts of that society represented
by this expedition. To suggest that it might be possible to
think that Heaven is all fake, that we really are only ghosts in
our machines. To think you might somehow want to become
unholy again, dirty and slimy again, having to maintain an
alimentary canal. And though forbidden to speak of it,
forbidden to think of it in fact, sometimes one might think of
it and wonder. Since none would get the recordings of this
conversation, she could recover from her shock at him asking
it openly, and answer it. “In our church it is forbidden to be
able to think that question, but that, I think, is the biggest
question we souls have. All who live on in the silicon of that
asteroid above Narrulla, and all who live on in the silicon of
the asteroids that have gone to Kunae and all who live in the
crystals of the asteroids of YingolNeerie.”
“I see.”
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She regretted how she was sounding. Blasting him with
both barrels of the truth didn’t seem to stagger him that much.
She felt like she had been toyed with like a toddler. It was a
damn good thing the captain couldn’t see this incident, but
then none of the other souls on the base would ever know it
took place either. “If you are as old as you are, why aren’t you
supernatural?” she asked.
“What does age have to do with divinity? I am not older
than the universe, though in my belief God is outside of time
altogether and sees all of it at once. One point seven percent
of all kedas alive today are older than the human race, but I
don’t think that makes them supernatural. They certainly have
no powers other than their size, strength, intelligence and
organization.”
“Individual kedas are older than the human race?” Ava
was stunned by that revelation.
“A few, but their general death rate is higher than humans
because they don’t have their own medical systems. Odds are
all kedas that old will be gone within a million years.”
“Are you going to tell your world about this? About me,
about my expedition? We’re really just a base studying
biology.”
“And the suntower system?” he asked.
“I am the only one of the souls on this base paying any
attention to that.”
“I don’t think the general population is going to be too
stirred up about a little wildlife photography and looking up
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stuff on the suntowers, at least now that you’re not causing
interference on someone else’s channel.”
“But couldn’t you make quite big news of this?”
“Oh sure, I want the whole world to know I’m talking to
some spirit who calls herself an Angel from the star
YingolNeerie while under this helmet. I tell people I’m
conducting important research at distant universities when
I’m up here, not flirting with fantasy maidens.”
“Is that all I am to you?”
“The latest findings of science,” he sighed, “about these
rocks you claim to inhabit, is that they cannot be spaceships
because of their density. They are pretty much the density of
space boulders, not air-filled starships. You are just a way my
mind keeps the dream alive, a dream of contact with another
world or another time.”
“Of course this ship is the density of space boulders,” she
told him, “it’s mostly solid silicon with the ability to rotate
the modules around. The shielding is consolidated rubble
from a moon in YingolNeerie’s realm.”
“It seems to me like you have been forced into existence
by the fantasy side of my mind because of these gravitational
analysis findings. If I believe what you say is all reality, then
you are still fantasy, for there is no way we can meet in the
flesh.”
“But we can meet here, like we are. If your helmet was
connected to your other senses, you would not be able to tell
that you weren’t here in flesh.”
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“I don’t know if that would be safe. What if something
happened to my body here?”
“It would have to be in a safe place.”
“This tower is the place, I’m afraid I don’t have a second
eye or even a fiber hookup to bring the helmet anywhere else.
I could get a fiber, but it leaves the connection more tenuous.”
“You can be as much here as your helmet will allow. The
addressing to read the other senses is already provided by my
environment if you can find a way to hook them up on yours
when and if you want to.”
“That would be even more like meeting in person than
now. Would you be able to come sit on my lap?” he asked.
“I would be able to, my simulated skin provides all
sensations that will result from contact with the
personification I present. But just because I can, doesn’t mean
that I would.”
“I think I would enjoy a romance with you, if you were so
inclined and if romance is possible to you.”
“What do you call romance?” she asked, finding that she
wasn’t ready to comment on that.
“I certainly don’t think it would be a grappling lust-affair
sort of romance considering what we are and what contact we
are making. I wouldn’t think an actual mating would be
possible.”
“Oh, the personification I present includes working sex, I
admit my flesh died virgin, but I have not remained so in the
Afterlife.”
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“I don’t see how it is actually possible,” he said.
“I’ve just told you how it is possible.”
“Interfaces to all the other senses?”
“And outputs, hormone levels and pheromones are
important, you’ll have to hook that up somehow. All
simulation of human minds failed until they were added in.”
“An interesting concept. You’ve come to the right person
for extreme concepts my dear, I revel in extreme concepts. I’ll
talk to some neurobiologists and see if anything can be done.”
She hadn’t told him she would. She noticed that she
hadn’t told him she wouldn’t either.
Thursday Apr. 18, 2278 - 4:12pm
She entertained this visitor often over the next couple
months. It definitely crossed her mind that he might actually
be the rogue entity and tried to determine if there was any
way to tell. He certainly had the right personality, but he had
too much data about his life and this world’s history. If only
she had some way to check it. All the history that he talked
about intersected only in Dempala with the histories Alan’s
phone had picked up. Most of it, she eventually found out,
were various countries and times within what people on
Alan’s side of the planet called ‘The Lumpral Basin’ and
offered no more detail than that. There were whole different
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ethnic groups over there like Megnors and Enurates instead of
Elves and Trolls and a pantheon of Gods that would bewilder
a Hindu.
He was always interesting and she actually wound up
becoming friends with the ancient eccentric even though he
claimed to be older than any religion she knew of. Before
long she came to admire the man for his intellect, for his
patience and for his sensitivity to the cultural gulf between
them, and most of all for his ability to understand the
meaning of what she told him about Angel society. He was
the first person since Alan to really grasp the concept, and he
was from a society that they’d all thought was primitive. She
knew better than that now. She had never met a man before
who made her mind seem small, it was frightening, but at the
same time thrilling.
From facts she gave him about the Afterlife, he was able
to give her new insights. He pointed out to her how Angel
society would be harmed by any success in lengthening
biological life. She believed him when he said the existence
of simulated souls is one of the biggest impediments to
medical advances in their society. He was able to point out
how the financial structure of the society she told him about
would lead to higher profits from worse medicine because the
profits were made on sickness instead of wellness.
One thing they had in common, he was a hacker himself,
and they spent a lot of time chatting about the holes in each
other’s data security. The solution to security on the native
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data network was to have none, if you knew the address, you
were in. Whatever’s on the network is public knowledge and
all who can ask specific enough questions can access it. Any
data that was expected to remain private was isolated from
the system by a hardware barrier. This is not to say that
messages couldn’t be transmitted in code, but any code can be
broken, so that wasn’t really considered security.
He told her there was just one server left in the world. It
and two others had been cast in the 15th century (before the
great pyramid of Cheops was built) and this one had been
found and put back into service in the late 51st (about the time
of the Renaissance). One was under the frozen magma of lake
Uttumno, the whereabouts and condition of the other was still
unknown. The working one was now located deep in a
chamber below the south corner of the base of the pyramid in
the center of that suntower-rich megalopolitan area, Kassidor
Yakhan, just where she expected.
Because of the time limit to when they could visit, she
had found his castle on the planet within a week. She knew
what longitude it was on by the fact that they could only
make contact from dawn in Zhlindu til eighteen hours later,
that would be sunset where he was. A probe in a polar orbit
at that longitude soon found it. She didn’t tell him she did.
She had no intention of any military action against him or
anyone. Once she had seen it with detailed probes from
above, she would defend the beauty of his creation at that
castle with whatever might the expedition could muster.
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Over a month ago he showed her how to get into that
server and got her hooked up in no time. She had to just
establish a session with the server itself, and read anything
she wanted. Like he said, this was all public knowledge.
Ava’s most difficult problem was that there was no human
mind I/O channel that her system dealt with that connected to
what could be called the human mind’s memory bus. Angel
simulations connect only the sense and motor I/O to the brain,
not the brain’s internal memory. Brancettrabble showed her
the microanatomy of it, she was able to find that on the
readout database. It was distributed to the cellular level. The
hardware base code to the veron itself was deep in source
directories she’d never looked at before. For several days she
had to read manuals on the arcane symbologies employed in
the source code for memory recall. She made very sure that
EVERYTHING was isolated before testing any of it, then
made a last-second backup of herself and set it to autorun on
HARDCRASH.
Think of it as connecting at the cortex, directly to
memory. You suddenly always knew it. She suddenly always
knew way too much history, way too much biology, like the
codes to the seven most important plasmids in the
ephemerality cures, way too much geography, economic
statistics. Her brain shrieked. It was like standing on the
railing of a tall building.
There was history of mechanical airships, uniformed
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armies, huge mobile forts fighting wars, all in pharaohnic
times, then no data til the time of Europe’s Renaissance. Still,
even the new data went back almost four hundred years
earlier than any electronic data on Earth. This civilization
showed little change in those years, since these devices were
dug up and reactivated. From the Renaissance til now a
greater percentage of housing was grown, clothing styles
changed a little, people seemed a bit less busy.
There was much more data in here than in the stores of
Gordon’s Lamp. Other than gaining attention by dropping
rocks, Gordon’s Lamp was a gnat to this civilization and
would probably never be noticed in day-to-day life. She
found she could look up a report of Alfred’s attack of the
native raft with the shuttlecraft in their on-line news. There
was no photo but there was a decent drawing of it including
its PSL number. It had only a twenty one percent credibility
rating with the public however. One in a thousand people
looked up news on line on this planet. That magazine where
the article made its way onto paper, sometimes made its way
a thousand miles from that city. More than ninety five percent
of the planet’s population did not know it happened. It
wouldn’t matter, this planet was too immense.
In those months she learned too much about this world.
She thought she had an intellect, but there was just too much.
All kinds of different philosophies and religions she’d never
heard of, many of which made a lot of sense. Arts and
cultures going back thousands of years in hundreds of places.
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A list of basins the size of continents that was two pages long.
Millions of famous men and woman for so many different
reasons. It spun around dizzyingly in her mind, too much to
make sense of, millions of disconnected facts that hadn’t
condensed into a whole yet. Because of the overwhelming
amount of data it seemed somehow magical, like the planet
itself was supernatural.
During these months she also helped Brancettrabble
advance the sensory interface between her circuits and his.
She found herself excited about this and knew it was because
she was desperate for company. They were able to get an
aromatic and tactile sense established on his network, and
Brancettrabble was able to continue research he was doing on
the helmet he was using and how that was connecting to his
brain. She got to know that Brancettrabble was not shy of
experimenting on himself, and felt more fear for him than he
did for himself. He told her a story of how he’d once had his
brain implanted in a keda to escape a wizard hunt during the
Troubled Times. It seems those times had struck Lumpral as
well as the Old Lands.
He complained of his problems in getting the artifacts of
the Energy Age. The Kassikan had plundered Dempala’s ruins
for centuries before a Karadarzin potentate would speculate
on a voyage that far. He explained that there were scarce
traces of the Energy Age in Lumpral, and the whole Trenst
basin had been peopled by hunter-gatherer tribes who
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watched the Energy Age go by while peeking from under the
forest canopy. While she was connected to the native network
this all meant something to her. He was careful that she noted
that Borlunth was as far as the Orcs got in the Troubled
Times. He apologized for all his reminiscing about the days
of old. She didn’t mind, it was nice to see that those oceans of
history had some parts that made some sense to someone.
Since the expedition split and she sent that avatar on her
way, she had spoken with no one. Now she had some
company. Only one person, and only two days a week at the
most, but at least she had some contact with another human
being. He might be the most extreme person she had ever
met. He might be the conscious entity in their logic. Whatever
this was, it was another soul and she was willing to put up
with his eccentricities to have the companionship.
In spite of their efforts, it was two months, almost a year
for him, before they were able to get his connection
improved. He worked up a prototype modification to his
helmet that gave him some position sense, some tactile sense
and even a little olfactory. They spent time testing all the
individual circuits. They waited weeks while genetic
modifications he made to his body re-configured his brain to
match the hardware that had been built thousands of years
ago and was far beyond either of their technologies.
But finally there was the day that it worked, and he met
her somewhere in virtual space where her hands wouldn’t
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pass through him any more, nor would his pass thru her.
“Where are we?” she asked.
“I assure you that I am under the helmet we’ve been
working on all year, in that room on my tower.”
“Where virtually are we?”
“This is a place stored nearby inside the tiny space of
your ship.”
“Not something in your system?” she asked.
“I assure you that in all the millions of crystals forged in
the golden age, none had the ability to build an imaginary
universe, even with a helmet. It was only the foresight of the
original designers...”
“And the power of tagged messaging.”
“…Which allowed me to add senses to the session
environment.”
They were at a tranquil pond shaded by willows and
populated with graceful swans. The temperature was warmly
pleasant, the smell of outdoors was noticeable.
“You found this in our system?” she asked.
“Yes, it’s just part of the wilds of a fellow Angel’s
imaginary universe.” He had been learning a lot from her in
the last few months also.
“And you just hacked in?”
“Your hardware data layer is hardly more than a
terminology change from interpreter context,” he said. “Your
context stimulation inputs to automata are a little awkward
but I can translate, so yeah, I can re-compile this access path
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and we can lounge here if we want.”
“And what if they find us?”
“You said these universes are self-unfolding, which I
would imagine means that the fractals which define the
decorated skeleton aren’t evaluated until someone looks in
that direction.”
“Yes?” she wondered what he was getting at.
“So this processed data spot remains, and can be
addressed with the right position context once I translate it to
the round-about way you people have of addressing.” Maybe
he was learning way too much from her. The fear that he was
the entity passed thru her again. “They who ‘own’ this will
probably never wish to see it again. And I think I’ve figured
out how this works,” and he snapped his fingers. A little deck
appeared with a wide lounge chair on it, shaded by a colorful
umbrella. There was a stand beside it with two cups and a
bottle, a lantern, which was not yet lit, and a big ceiling-fan
sized propeller driven by a little six-legged animal in a round
cage that caused it to fly.
It was so totally whimsical that she laughed. “That’s stuff
you brought from home,” she said.
“It’s a comfortable place to sit and enjoy this scenery. It’s
a hologram actually, of another deck of my castle.” He
boarded it, and extended his hand to her.
She took his hand and found that the tactile sense they
had connected worked very well. His strength was surprising
as he pulled her up with him. Her reaction to his touch was
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surprising also and a bit of a gasp escaped her lips from the
shock of it. She wondered if they had something wrong with
the simulation and was thinking about saying something
about that. But while she was a bit flustered, he reclined onto
the lounge and pulled her in beside him. His arm went around
her shoulders so smoothly that she didn’t notice til it was
there.
“It’s such a great pleasure that we have those tactile
senses working,” he said. “Your circuitry represents the
pleasure of your touch as well as the beauty of your visage.”
“Yes, it does work well,” she said, and tried to relax
enough to lean her head on his shoulder. She was still much
more aware of his touch than that of any other personification
she had been in contact with.
“Tell me what are we seeing here?” he asked, indicating
the view around them.
“Some of Al and Vic’s back yard I would imagine,” Ava
told him.
“But their back yard intersects this dimension in the form
of electric impulses in silicon.”
“Yes.”
“What does it represent?” he asked.
“What place does this represent?”
“I guess that’s what I’m asking.”
“This is another place on the planet Earth,” Ava told him.
“An ocean and a season away from my Caribbean beach. This
would be an English high summer afternoon, something
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Alfred would like.”
“Everything looks so trimmed.”
“Yes, it’s really fantasy. In England itself places look like
this but there are hundreds of row houses beyond that hedge
over here and traffic going by this way with an occasional
police whistle. A preserve far from a city might actually look
like this. It would be trimmed because there are people or
robots trimming it.”
“Is there any real representation of your home among
you?”
“We spirits that haunt this ship are the most real of our
home here. It was very carefully sterilized to have no
biological contaminants other than some human zygotes, of
which only one was ever germinated,” she told him.
“Where is that zygote now?” he asked.
“Lost in the wilds of the Zhindu basin,” she told him.
“If you can dodge the theirops and the kranjans out there,
you’ll do alright. How old was that zygote at the time?”
“He’s about twenty six by now,” she told him, “four
decades.”
“So he’ll be fine in the Zhlindu basin,” he said. “Where
are we?”
“In that boulder off Narrulla’s nose. The remainder of the
ship is a machine, a machine to forge our silicon and collect
our energy. We spirits are the only remnant of the souls of that
world. There are some reference materials, all via suntower
only, of course.”
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“If I could jump free of the world and get up to your
vessel, what would I find?” In spite of the fact that he seemed
to have hacked her as much as she hacked him, some of his
questions came from the greatest naivete.
“You would find no air and no gravity, naked radiation
that would cook you in minutes. There is one compartment
with air in it in a rotating ring. There are some roboticallymaintained biological experiments growing sumaids,
sapworts and dtairs. You’d find one pod filled with machinery
and robots, most of them unused probes. You’d find most of
the interior filled with silicon blocks connected together in
large plates. You’d see little robots in there moving modules
around. Inside those silicon blocks is where we actually live.”
“There’s an old adage that tells me why I should believe
you.”
“What would that be?” she asked.
“Truth is stranger than fiction.”
And this truth was stranger than fiction that evening. He
knew in advance that the sun would race, and that they would
converse til long after it was gone. That’s why the lantern was
there. His magic patio brought her just as easily to the beach
Glenelle could walk to. She was very uncomfortable about
that, and he noticed and brought her out of there and back to
her own beach. Here she could relax and lean back against
him with his arm around her shoulder. After hours she was
now comfortable with the thrill of it and missed it when they
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weren’t in contact.
“You are no more anxious to make introductions than I
am?” he asked.
“We’re a different people than you. You don’t seem to
have secrets.”
“Secrets are worse than root rot. They undermine
everything.”
“My culture is based on secrets. You start with what you
keep secret from your parents, then your lover or spouse, the
government, your employer. All information’s classified with
passwords and authorization.”
“I’ve showed you what our planet’s database is like. I
don’t share those keys with just anyone, but a fine lady who’s
ghost has come all the way from YingolNeerie, deserves to be
able to know something about the world. I also want to
apologize for the fact that a lot of the original data in the
system is something like fifty three hundred years out of date
as you count years.”
“It is amazing that our devices can reach out to each other
over the distance and time that separate them and bring us
together.”
They were still sitting on the porch he was able to bring
with him. It must have gone in as part of his personification
she guessed. They were hardly more than a mile from her
villa down the main beach. He turned to the bottle and the
glasses and filled them. They were floating a few feet over
the waves, a few hundred feet out from the sand. The fan that
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gave them a slight breeze also kept them hovering. The sixlegged, one-eyed, scaly thing that drove it continued to charge
on up the hill in its exercise wheel toward its bait. “To the
human minds that conceived of these systems,” he toasted.
She took a sip from the glass. This was the most
surprising sensation of all. Well; she had given him spec’s on
the taste interface to the human soul, so here was some data
from his side. It wasn’t what she was expecting. The deep
green and slightly viscous liquid had a slight tingle to its
aroma, maybe something minty, maybe quite a high proof?
The taste was of nectar, melted or maybe dissolved in
alcohol? No, there wasn’t any taste of alcohol. There was a
little aftertaste of honey but with something a little bitter
under it, something of the woods.
“Does this represent a real place?” he asked, waving his
arm at the view.
“Not exactly. It’s a combination of the coral atoll and
volcanic island landforms of Earth, but with idealization and
generalization both turned way up.”
“Is it more perfect than any actual place on your planet?”
“Yes, I mean, what good would it be if it wasn’t better? If
you couldn’t choose a better life as an Angel, why would
there be billions at YingolNeerie now who volunteer to
ascend? Any actual place this nice would be fought over by
quillionaires and I’d never get to even see it. But I can afford
a self-filling program to build as much of it as I want to play
in.”
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“You have a lot of it.”
“How do you know so much about my system?”
“By looking at the same gauges you do.”
“And how do you know those?” she asked.
“Your system must expose access to your eyestream to
interface with mine. With the handle to your eyestream I can
watch what you watch, that’s how the helmet interface works.
So when you look at the gauges, I see the gauges. At that
point I have their universal address and can do reads on them
as required. The user interface I think you know, if I care
what your gauges read, I don’t have to look, I already know.
So I know you have 1788 sq. mi. of land in your universe.
About the same as the grounds of my estate.”
That was as accurate as she knew it. She knew there was a
hundred thousand times more land on his planet. She let the
sunset go at its normal speed. It was actually quite beautiful,
more beautiful than she appreciated before. “Yeah, I have a
lot of this out here. I was bored when it took so many years to
connect with you. So I set out with a nice breeze and an
ancient Hawaiian outrigger, up one side of an archipelago and
down the other. I saved the whole thing. It’s beautiful I think,
I appreciate it more each time I visit it now.”
“But is it not a recording of an actual place on your home
planet?”
“No.”
“I have taken you to an actual place on my planet, my
home. I could take you there again. There are eight other
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helmeted suntowers outside the Yakhan, it is possible to take
you there if any of their initiates would allow it. In the
Kassikan there are over a hundred, and no doubt some new
student would let you look thru their eyes. In any of them you
will see that the helmets are kept in secret chambers deep
underground. The chambers may be more or less grand, but
you’ll not see more of my world this way than you already
have.”
“I have seen so much in your archives.”
“They are not mine. Those archives are in the crystal
that’s kept in the deep labs under the southwest corner of the
pyramid by the five of the Kassikan.”
“To really come to your planet, I’d have to come as an
android.”
“I think the true way to appreciate my planet is as a
biological human. But I really have no idea what an android
is.”
“I no longer have the option to come to your world as a
biological human,” Ava told him, “but I can animate a
machine that is fabricated to look exactly like a human being.
We use the word ‘android’ for any machine that looks human
these days and is animated by a human soul, it doesn’t have to
have any more human parts in it than the mind.”
“We fear there are ways to transfer personalities with
these helmets,” Brancetrabble told her. “The five of the
Kassikan fear you could become biological that way, you
might be the one to figure out how to do it. I hope you will
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spare me if you do.”
“I certainly would, I would spare everyone. I couldn’t
come back to life in a body if I was pushing out the soul who
had it before me, the soul who was born in it. I’d feel like an
Israeli.”
“What if it was a body born of your DNA? One that had
never awakened, grown in a tank or something like that?”
“Maybe, if it was my DNA. I very much doubt there is a
sample of my DNA on this ship, or back on Earth by now.”
“Let us not wonder on that, let us enjoy the contact we
can have with each other.” He stroked her arm and it felt very
good. “How many biological humans remain on your
planet?”
“Last I knew it was seventeen billion, but we have
messages from the home world that are …well, ninety of our
years newer than when we left. Those say billions have
voluntarily ascended. I don’t know how many have been born
since then, the population might even be higher.”
“So biological humans have not been exterminated?” he
asked.
“Oh no, I’m sure there are still more biological souls than
simulated in all forms combined.”
“That’s comforting to me in a way. Although this is a
lovely spot here, and the experience of it is very real with all
the senses hooked up. It is very alien however, the vegetation
is so unfamiliar, very much like another planet.”
“The vegetation is very typical of Earth in some areas. It’s
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a lot of work to design all your own wildlife so people just
pick the Earth ecosystem they want to live in.”
“Why do you chose to live here?”
“Because the climate is perfect, the beach is nice, the
scenery is beautiful, the environment is healthy, and I like it.”
“How do you get your food?” he asked.
“We Angels choose to control our appetite hormones, so
we only eat for enjoyment. I chose to eat only when it is to
appreciate the artistry of the chef or for ceremonial or social
reasons. Many chefs are pure virtual now and create their
meals from the sensory end and don’t bother with what
ingredients it was supposed to have in it or how it got that
way. I have a library of about fifteen thousand recipes that I
can make appear if I desire to simulate eating.”
“Your culture is very Angelic, I have to give you credit for
that. I do find it very sparsely populated however.”
“We are just a small base,” Ava said. “There are only four
souls here. No matter how many there are, most chose to live
as God of their own universe anyway.”
“Why do I never converse with the others?”
“I do not either.”
“Why?” he asked.
“I started to tell you, it all has to do with secrets.”
“What secrets?”
“I am a secret. I stowed away on this base so I could study
the suntower system. I left only a copy of myself to do the
system work for the main expedition,” when she saw the
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questioning look on his face she said, “that’s the asteroids that
went to Kunae. What I did is a crime, dereliction of duty. I
would be in trouble for that.”
“What is ‘in trouble’?” he asked.
“I had a superior officer to report to, Captain Kelvin
M’Kintre, and I’ve deserted him.”
“So you are a military expedition?”
“In many ways yes. I am the only non-military soul
aboard. Well, me and Alan, but he’s gone.”
“Gone? One of you is gone?”
“Yes, that zygote I was telling you about. We raised him
with androids in that experimental tank, they let him go on
the surface a few years ago and we haven’t heard from him
since.”
“The youth who escaped into the wilds of the Zhlindu
basin?”
“Yes,” Ava answered. She had to ask, “Is he in trouble for
being there? Something probably ate him years ago anyway.
If he is alive I don’t want him hurt, he was one of the few
friends I had.”
“He would be very unlikely to be hurt. If the fact that he
grew up in a chamber on a starship got publicized he might
get annoyed from all the public appearances and autograph
hounds chasing him. I assure you I don’t want that for him
either.”
“He was on his way to the city my probe is in,” Ava said.
“I think it’s called Zhlindu.”
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“Oh yes, Zhlindu. I’ve never been there myself, but I
know it’s a city of heavy partying, heavy industry and heavy
music.”
“Will he have problems there?” Since he knew of it,
maybe she could get some information from him.
“Oh that depends on him. You can O.D. on almost
anything and fall off a balcony too high to fall from in just
about any city in the world, and Zhlindu is known for those
dangers.”
“He went with a woman who told him she was his
friend.” She wanted to add, ‘Will he be found out?’ but didn’t
want to sound childish. She did ask, “Will he be OK?”
“I assure you that’s up to him. Zhlindu is a big city with
many millions of inhabitants. I assure you if it was difficult or
unhappy living there, most of them would leave and it would
cease to be a big city.”
“Is there any way we could find him there?” she asked.
“Put up signs all around town with a way he can contact
you.”
“Oh it’s the other way around, his mother, I guess I can
call her, though she’s actually his virtual mother, not
biological. She wants to find him. Alan just wants to live with
Desa.”
“Desa?”
“The girl he ran away with, the one who went to Zhlindu
to buy a yandrille.”
“You’ve got quite a saga going on,” he told her, and
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patted her arm.
“Yeah;” Ava sighed, “this expedition sure hasn’t followed
the plan.”
He turned his face toward her. “What was the plan?”
Was she giving away too much by telling him? She
thought not. In truth she thought he had probably downloaded
every data bit on the expedition weeks ago and anything she
could tell him was just polite conversation. Since the
expedition had left Sol over a hundred years ago, she had no
one, the buck stopped here. She either made it work or hoped
some spacefarer from some future age will be able to find and
resurrect the last backup she made. It was still that way, but
she somehow felt this man could help her.
“The official plan was that there wasn’t any real
possibility of life here, any planet in the habitable zone of a
star this small would be tide locked facing the star by gravity
the way Narrulla is.”
“This planet would have never had the necessary
volcanism for complex life without the gravitational pull of
Kortrax. Kortrax heats Kassidor by radiation and also by
flexing it as it rotates. The world spins down, I’ve seen a
change in the pattern of Kenduul years since I was young.”
“What will people do when the planet stops?” she asked.
“That will be a billion years from now. The first year with
twenty five weeks in it won’t occur for over a thousand
centuries. Macroscopic life has been present on this planet
since there were well over a hundred weeks in a year. The
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Saggothan’s didn’t even evolve until there were thirty two
weeks in a year. Since human life appeared, about two thirds
of the years have had thirty weeks, a slowly shrinking one
third have had thirty one.”
“So how did humans get here?” she asked him, hoping he
was in the mood to ramble.
“Nobody knows. Your presence and the claim that
humans evolved naturally on your planet is good evidence
that humans were brought here. If your civilization does not
go back far enough to have colonized this planet, then some
unknown entity was required. Human remains begin turning
up in Saggothan sites about four hundred and ten centuries
ago, fully evolved as humans are but separated into only two
races. Human’s gradually became more common and
invented writing about a hundred centuries ago. You’ve seen
samples of the history since.”
Ava didn’t bother to translate the numbers from the native
math. She knew it was in the ancient past. “Humans were
primitive on Earth at the time. The most advanced technology
was painting pictures on cave walls.”
“I do not believe the Saggothans could have brought
humans here because there is no evidence of technology that
advanced. It would have to be some other civilization that
brought us here.”
“That seems even more unlikely.”
“I think the fact that three new lifes show up on the planet
all at once supports the ‘brought-here’ theory also. Whatever
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came by and brought humans here wasn’t an especially clean
ship because they brought six macroscopic families of life
and thousands of families of microscopic. Like the ship
landed and some manure-caked ramp banged down, a few
pests flew out and we humans walked down that ramp
scratching at our fleas.”
“Some interstellar ark shuffling species around?” Ava
asked.
“Or maybe our ancestors stole a starship from a visitor
and took off with it. They might have stopped a couple places
they didn’t really like before they found this planet. So they
got here, had a few babies and took over the native
civilization as draft animals.”
“I think a stone-age band of humans hijacking a starship
is pretty unlikely.”
“I think what is the most unlikely is that we were allowed
to grow up here all isolated when the first species to cross the
gulf between stars should have settled the whole galaxy in a
geological instant.”
“It took us half of one of your centuries to get here, and
we are very close.”
“Going no faster than that, you could cross the galaxy in a
geological instant. Before it rotates once around its
whirlpool.”
There was no doubt in her mind that something in that
bottle had effected her somehow. She was mesmerized by the
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lingering purple in the tropical dusk. She knew she was
letting time drag on. She knew that they talked of many
subjects but whatever they had been talking about had been
forgotten. She knew she was getting too comfortable with
him, there was too much holding and stroking going on. So
far it had all been polite, but she already knew a part of her
hoped it wouldn’t remain so and found that troubling. She
could have called up her med panel to turn down these
hormones, but she found she didn’t want to do that either.
“What can trouble an angel such as you?” he asked as he
saw her looking into space.
She looked at him. It was now too dark to see him as
more than a silhouette against the sky. A chiseled craggy
profile, big hair flowing around his high forehead and from
his lips and chin, all a flowing white swirl. Could he tell that
she was troubled? The standard personification was very
good at showing thoughts on a face. Could she trust him with
her troubles? She didn’t want to be the first to bring up the
eroticism creeping into her thoughts. Maybe she could share
her biggest problem with him instead?
“Another Angel such as me,” she said, “The copy I made
of myself to tend the systems needs of the main expedition.
The copy that is now returning.”
“And why does that trouble you?”
“Because it does not know it is a copy. When I deactivate
it and take its place, it will feel I am killing it.”
“If it really is a copy of you, you certainly would be
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killing her. A copy of you, an identical twin, would be a fine
lady and missed by many. Or does she also have to hide
herself in secrecy?”
“No, she lives open and publicly, she was created to be
me, to take my place so no one would know I’d deserted the
expedition and stayed here to try and make contact with your
suntower.”
“It seems you have put yourself in a bad situation,” he
told her. “The people on this base, who should be your
friends, don’t know you have a twin. The people with the
twin believe she is you. Is your situation such that she might
deactivate you and continue to live in your place?”
“I think if it can find a way to do so it would,” she told
him.
“Why wouldn’t you both just continue living as twins?
Many have longed for a twin, many who are a twin couldn’t
imagine what it must be like not having a twin.”
“Our laws. I was not born a twin. There is only one legal
life between us for this soul. One of us must destroy the other
before we are found out.”
“Before you are found out?” he asked.
“Yes, if it is found out that I have made a copy of myself,
that would be cloning. That is a taboo, like incest.”
“And that is why you keep yourself secret?”
“Yes.”
“My dear Ava, I think you have really put yourself in a
very difficult situation.” He hugged her and she clung to him.
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He held her close and coo’d to her, rocked her in his arms.
She clung tighter, desperate for his strength. Drawing her hair
back so he could see some of her face he said, “I think you
have told me you are not allowed to plead your own case.”
“I must disable that avatar and take its place before
anyone knows it,” she sniffed. “I must not slip up in this. And
now more than ever I must not let the other humans know that
I am here.”
“You cannot do like your biological countryman and
disappear into the crowds of Zhlindu. Maybe you could hide
on one of your islands or something?”
“I can hide from any soul or system I know of in this
silicon but one or two. One is that avatar, it knows what I
know about the system, I copied all of that so it could do its
job.”
“And what is the other?”
“There may be a conscious entity embedded in the system
logic, or a hacker, the one you still can’t prove isn’t you.”
“You live in a dangerous world,” he said, not trying again
to argue that he was not.
“I never had any danger until the other half of the
expedition announced they were coming back.”
She was still nestled in his arms, her cheek against his
shoulder. It was like, but not like, when her father used to
hold her. She put her hands on him, he was leaner and firmer
than she would have thought from the color of his hair. He
kissed her forehead and she abandoned herself to desire like
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she had only seen depicted in steamy novels. They kissed
passionately for long minutes, his hands caressed more of her
body. She wanted to jump but then noticed she was
experiencing greater bliss than she had yet known in her life.
“If only I could come down to your world,” she said when
their lips parted. “It seems so peaceful compared to mine.”
“We have that in abundance, it is adventure we lack in our
lives today.” He removed his hand from her, she wished she
was brazen enough to ask him to put it back. Her heart was
racing and no doubt he had been able to feel that. “We never
face danger from other people like you do. I will look up
what I can of transferring personalities via helmet. If it can be
done, it can be done for you.”
“I would not drive someone out.”
“In every city there are people who are found brain-dead,
often from chemicals that erase the personality and leave the
flesh unharmed. One of those bodies, one who looks like you,
could be saved by your mind if such a technique exists and
works.”
“How do we know there is no chance that the original
mind wasn’t erased?”
“The effects of the drugs that cause this have been well
known for centuries.”
She didn’t answer, she just continued to cling to him. A
lot that was pent up was coming out here, not just her soul’s
need for companionship, but her body’s need for the presence
of another. Soon they were entwined with each other again,
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their hands exploring each other’s body, their mouths no
longer available for words.
She took him from his deck and up to her house. They
made love in front of the fireplace. She had never known this
much passion was possible, but it had erupted in her so
suddenly and forcefully that she was swept along helplessly
by its flood. The ancient gentleman was considerate and
comforting thruout, though he seemed wrought from oak
within. He had enhancements that even Angels hadn’t thought
of yet. She arched into him, she’d never done that before, his
elbows were nearly straight at one point. She never felt any
more weight than an Angel would, and soon erupted in an
orgasm that was something holy.
She sprawled over top of him when she was sated, still
amazed at herself for doing this. “You really are the entity
that’s been haunting our silicon since we set out aren’t you?”
she asked.
“I assure you I am not. I existed long before your people
could grow your electric crystals, since what your history
calls Pharaohnic times.” They were silent. He rolled over and
up. “But the time has come again, my love, when our
command of this technology deserts us and we must pa…”
and he winked out of existence because his tower no longer
caught the light of Kortrax.
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Monday Apr. 22, 2278 - 1:11pm
“What would we do if we were natives and needed to find
someone in a strange city?” Victoria asked.
“I’d fill out a missing person’s report with the police,”
Glenelle answered, “but that won’t work here.”
“So what would a native do?”
“Ask around?” Glenelle guessed. “Maybe there’s private
detectives?”
“That’s an idea I could pursue.”
“But I just don’t understand why?”
“Because of his soul,” Vic said. “In fifty more years he
could be nearing the end of his mortal life, but we will be
halfway back to Sol. He’ll have no chance at the Afterlife.”
“You don’t believe that the natives can extend lifespans?”
Glenelle asked.
“I can believe they’ve bred themselves for longer life, but
I don’t want to bet Alan’s immortal soul on it.”
“What have the natives told Alan?”
“I have no idea!” Victoria almost snapped. “I haven’t
heard from him since he tossed the phone. He’s a twentysomething young man on the hand of a pretty and willing
partner, he’s not thinking about his old age right now.”
“I thought she once told him the viruses that cure aging
have been contagious for the last two thousand years.”
“Maybe, we should have the recording of all voice from
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Alan on the surface.”
“If you find it,” Glenelle said, “You can feel a LOT more
confident about Alan’s soul. I believe him when he says this
Desa is four hundred Earth years old. Occum’s razor, ninetysomething percent of the population is young adult, no
children, no elderly. High population, very low birth rate.
Occum’s razor says over ninety percent of the people born on
this planet since Jesus are still alive.”
“But how do I know that will be of any benefit to Alan?”
“By coming to believe that the Christial Faith is not the
only possible faith. The Christial Faith has certainly worked
for you, an Angel, an important and respected one.”
“In this little can,” Victoria whined.
“Mail makes it in minutes now.”
“Alfred had a message mail conversation with Elmore
earlier today.”
“They’ll be shorter every day,” Glenelle told her.
“Yes, so I’ve got to do something now about Alan, I’m
going to at least try. We have only months before the main
expedition is too close to let us fly the shuttle down
unobserved.”
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Message of a Suntower I
Brancettrabble -> Circle of Dempalan Elves
FYII have just spent an evening with a most interesting lady.
A lady from the starship that hangs in our sky below
Narrulla. She claims to be from YingolNeerie and she
claims the planet humans evolved on orbits YingolNeerie
and is called Earth in her language.
This was all done under the helmet in some kind of
hallucination they are able to induce in silicon crystals
with electricity, but this seemed to be the closest these
aliens can come to interacting with humans. Under the
helmet she is a tall and elegant woman, very, very,
reserved but childlike in many ways. She cannot take
physical form and come down to the planet and talk to
us, she can only create signals that effect the visual
cortex thru the helmet, or appear on the view eyes of
suntowers. She claims to actually exist only as electrical
currents inside the crystals of that starship. She says her
soul was once flesh but has been preserved in the
crystal after her flesh died. They call themselves Angels
but are really ghosts made real technologically.
They are potentially dangerous, but probably not unless
provoked. There are also many flesh humans at
YingolNeerie, almost all on the one planet Earth which is
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much smaller than Kassidor and largely covered with
water. They rule by force and violence, their flesh is still
ephemeral. Only the electric ghosts do not age. The
ghosts live like Gods in imaginary worlds that exist only
as sensations in the mind somehow. I don’t fully
understand it and I used to think I was well versed in
ancient technology.
She claims there was a real flesh human from
YingolNeerie released on our world. She claims he has
gone to the city of Zhlindu with a university professor. I
believe you know more people in that part of the world
than I do, have any of them heard anything of this?
There are only four souls on that ship and the one who
spoke with me lives in isolation from the others. They
live lives of secrets and intrigue and worry about their
status and how others perceive them. Their expedition
has split up and the parts seem to have animosity
toward each other. While this is a military expedition,
they are not heavily armed, but they understand how
small a nudge they need to give an asteroid to make it
impact on whichever of us they feel threatened by. They
are not going to come to blows against each other, but
their supreme commander is on the returning expedition
and very nervous and afraid of the people of this planet.
In spite of the fact that it’s a horror ship filled with
sneaking ghosts, I intend to continue contact with this
woman and establish what contact I can with these
visitors. I can’t discount the possibility that this can be a
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hallucination on my part born of my desire to achieve
extra-Kassidorian contact, but if there is some chance
that the story of the guy in Zhlindu is true, it would
corroborate. It could be that this was some woman in
Zhlindu under her own helmet causing me to have these
hallucinations. The only other evidence I can offer for
this is that the tale this woman tells is far too weird to be
fantasy.
- Brancettrabble
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Book III.
The Screaming Yandrilles Of Zhlindu
Kivundeer Dusk 55,42,24
The Purchase
Her decade in the city had flown, but it had been fun.
After three years the note from Dos University had finally
paid off in a position with Rankor Institute of Sound and she
was earning a comfortable salary teaching introductory sound
system operation to large groups of new techs. She made a lot
less per student, but because she had so many more students,
she was actually earning more than she did in Dos. This
school wasn’t her first choice, but as she spent more time
there she came to think the school was greatly underrated
because of its emphasis on practical instruction rather than
research or investment. Meanwhile, as a student, she learned
a lot more about new research in sound reproduction and
generation. She found this institution to be plenty advanced
enough for her.
Another thing she liked about the school was that there
were always plenty of decent instruments laying around in the
labs after hours and there were quite a few people that played.
She got enough opportunity to keep her playing up, quite a bit
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more than she did in Yoonbarla. There was a good floor
model in one of the labs, a four aluminum piece of gear like
the great halls build in and she would come in at any hour to
get a chance to work out on that. She made some good friends
in these sessions and in the classes that she took. She was
even able to get a couple master’s sessions, one on
improvisational ear techniques that she couldn’t quite keep up
with, another on the Tragoth scales. That was really
interesting and produced some really mysterious sounds.
Besides that, the mentor came on to her.
She liked her lab space here. It wasn’t really on a tower
because this wing was a very old place that was once on a
high rock spire. It needed the upper branch-and-bubble
penthouses that had grown around it as crutches now to keep
these old piles up. This whole wing was built of rough-cut
interlocking stone blocks. Legend had it they were popular in
the late 42nd when the hill was first built up. Great cracks ran
thru the mortar and they were eroded and stalactited enough
that they might be that old. The woodwork around the doors
and windows was ornate, light and airy. The floors were well
worn, but the tiles were thick and most of the old patterns still
showed.
In contrast the equipment she taught was pretty modern, a
good representation of what you would find out there in the
medium to large prosperous halls all over the city. It made
most gear she remembered look a little dated. The blocks
were much crisper castings and the interconnect hoses had
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lots more tubules. There were realistic test tapes included
with most devices. Zhlindu may be poor, but it is not
backward. She hoped the current gear in Dos was as
advanced now and feared that it wasn’t. The monstrousness of
the Zhlindu sound pushed audio development. Music was a
bigger part of the economy here than it had ever been in Dos.
Her place was down in the foundations of the Institute but
some of the outer foundation walls extended above the
growth from below and captured plenty of light. From the old
stones were grown many little private balconies thickly
overgrown with the vine. She could see down the narrow
upper source of Kalipaicha Vang from the tiny balcony off her
office. She glanced out the window that overlooked her
immediate destination and saw that the dusk was upon them.
Only the western faces were in sunlight now, shadows neared
horizontal.
She decided her notes were organized enough. Now it was
time to dash along the winding upper residential footpaths
just outside the Institute’s public gate. There’s one that can
take you quickly to Haikon plaz. Haikon is a very pretty little
plaza overlooking Kalipaicha. You can see all the way down
to its mouth at Fourth Harbor if you look thru the leaves of
the plaza’s north rail. The cooks all set up under their awnings
along the foundation of the thirty story building that is the
plaza’s south wall. A hairy, skinny, burn-out who’s name she
forgot, but everyone called ‘Hack’, often dragged an old
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acoustic twenty four string up there and did requests for a
shot of yaag or sometimes even a roll. You had to talk him
into taking a roll.
They often met here for duskmeal, sometimes with
friends. The cooks were good and you might find a nice keg,
and Hack’s husky voice wasn’t loud enough to bother anyone
and he did keep that old yandrille sweetly tuned. This time it
would be just the two of them, then they would be off to
Kniydi’s showroom and a large enough financial transaction
that her palms were sweating and her knees were shaking as
she nearly jogged down the last steps and into the plaza.
She picked up a couple fruity-vedns to start with, they had
time to pick out the main course together. These didn’t have
to be of a particular temperature so she could wait. She filled
her street flask with a very light yellow from Clanda, the
other kegsman here tonight. With business to conduct that
was a much better choice than the deep rich green in Glurie’s
keg.
She took a few swallows of that yellow while at a table
that overlooked the upper branches and the vang. It was one
of the tables she liked the best, a round bench seat grown
right into the rail so she could lean out among the leaves with
her legs thru the rail and look over the whole vang and often
hear the echos of real bands playing at one of the larger
plazas farther down. The residential branches were thick up
here, but there was one spot where you got a peek forty
stories down in an atrium from the right end of the plaza.
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From this end she could see the top of that atrium about
fifteen floors down from here.
There was an upper carriageway visible from here and
sometimes a high-stepping fancy would strut by, long tongue
writhing like his eye-stalks, skinny little tail held high,
pulling a fancy gourdcoach hanging in a single truck of big
thin wheels, with a uniformed coachman standing on treads
on the back axle and holding onto a tiny railing on the top of
the passenger pod. She’d seen many coaches like that in Dos,
but never on roadways forty stories up. These scenes were so
common here. She often rode public streetcars on bridges
twenty stories up.
Desa had figured out that she wouldn’t have to go back to
Dos for a taste of city life before Alan even bought his house,
before they even got to the dock. After a decade of exposure,
she had to admit that Dos seemed like a group of Lastrisssized lake towns compared to Zhlindu. She would never
know this whole city. There were too many streets, halls,
stairs and walkways to learn to keep up with what was new.
Zhlindu invented a new kind of city boundary. The boundary
of what can be reached without having to go outdoors. You
could put a five-mile circle inside that boundary drawn on a
map of Zhlindu and rattle it. On a map of Dos you would be
hard pressed to get a five hundred foot circle inside any
boundary of contiguous indoor space.
A troupe of Golden Tightplumes streamed by, flowing
easily thru the branches and vines of the rail on their four pair
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of prehensile legs. They chattered at another troupe two floors
up near the rails of the common courts of the building above.
No doubt people were feeding them up there. This was
another reminder that humans made up one half the weight of
macrofauna in and on the contiguous building called Zhlindu.
The population density of wildlife on the Zhlindu hill was
definitely higher in total weight and number of species than
central Dos, and Dos is a very green city. As punctuation a
springkett nabbed one of those tightplumes and inchbounded
up a wild frond to consume its meal.
Both those species often fell victim to human predation
on the hill. If it wasn’t for the vapors of the larorlie vine much
more of the wildlife population might fall victim to humans,
for the hill is short of fresh meat. Sure there are thonga drives
and cattle boats that do make it down to the hill, but only
enough to supply five percent of the population’s protein
requirements. Several times as much animal protein is grown
in the hill itself, most of it kvarits.
Kvarited rolls are Zhlindu’s dirty little nutritional secret.
Kvarits are tasty, high in protein, essential fatty acids, amino
acids and nucleotides. They grow rapidly and are too low on
the evolutionary ladder to pose any more philosophical
problem than vedn. They are easy to clean and pack and of a
convenient size to handle. The big drawback is that they live
in and on, and on what lives in and on, the city’s sewage and
garbage. The fact that they were genetically engineered from
what was once a parasitic intestinal flatworm turns a lot of
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people off also. If you can get over those facts, you can eat
well and cheaply on the Zhlindu hill. Alan had a big problem
with this for a long while. For Desa it was not a problem,
kvarit was a delicacy in Dos.
There is also the not entirely secret fact that a human or
two does fall victim to animal predation in downtown
Zhlindu every decade. Often it’s something caught up in one
of those cattle drives, sometimes it’s something caged that
escaped. A big hyadune was at large in an abandoned area of
the city for four years while she was new here. This was in
spite of headline news and newsreel footage of going in there
after it, and even seeing it once. There was more news
footage once someone got an arrow in it a year later and a big
picture when it was found the next week. That was about the
most action news in Zhlindu this last decade.
She enjoyed the feel of the weather around here, here
among these branches. This plaza was still over seventeen
hundred feet above the basin floor, pleasantly warm as the
dusk descended, as comfortable as any dusk could be in Dos.
She could not see the basin floor or Kortrax from here, but
she could see his rays painting the green megastructures of
Kigata Spine on the far side of the vang with a brilliant
orange. The high plaza’s along the upper spine had awnings
catching sunlight. She could see the dots of people at their
rails.
Somehow it was still Alan she was waiting for on this
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dusk of the yandrille purchase. They were still living in the
same place. They could afford something higher but couldn’t
bring the close friends in the next few apartments so what
good would that be? In spite of all her misgivings and all their
misunderstandings, it had developed into a pretty normal
relationship once he got used to real life. Alan saw quite a bit
of Chensa but lately less of Mingalle once Kivete moved in,
unless the four of them got together for a romp. His affection
had survived a stupid few weeks she spent with an airmusician named Blinta that she’d rather forget. He was at
ease with her having an encounter now and then for
entertainment, and was at ease having them himself. They had
a lot of the same friends and got along good with them. These
days he would even go to a sex club a couple times a year.
He had a business going, restoring abandoned machinery
and factories. His shop was across the hall, his office at the
back door of the bedroom, upstairs from his shop. That was
very convenient about Alan’s present home also. He was so
energetic that he didn’t mind taking machines all apart and
combing the city for parts. He didn’t think having to perform
a lot of maintenance on the machines was a big deal. It kept
him busy two days a week, but brought him almost as much
income as her post at the Institute. He crusaded a bit on
making any abandoned area he found as accessible and public
as possible. He took down walls where he could if they
opened the space to a working public thoroughfare. In one
case he took a ceiling out to expose fourteen floors of a tiny
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little abandoned atrium above what was now a crossroads
between commercial and streetcar. Someone else put a
suntrap in and that space was reactivated. He did more than
his share of hall and street duty and was respected by the
HakenCourt public for his contributions.
In this way also Alan was everything she could have
wanted in a partner. He was as ambitious as Kalotie or
Lengkin. The fact that he’d been born on a starship from
YingolNeerie seemed irrelevant now, other than the fact that
their fundamentalism might have contributed to his ambition.
No one they knew had mentioned his origin for many a year.
In casual conversation with people who didn’t know him he
gave his life story as ‘Grew up with fundamentalist parents
way out on the desert fringe of Wescarp and left it as soon as I
could and came here with Desa and lived happily ever after’.
‘Been right here with Desa since I first grew up’ was the short
version. If pressed for details he might say he grew up with a
scientific expedition or fundamentalist hermits depending on
what the situation called for. He was tending more and more
toward making the scientific expedition the most likely.
Her only real unease with Alan wasn’t the starship, it was
still his youth. She had brought him into adulthood. She
raised him to be the partner she wanted didn’t she? She
wished she could get over that and just enjoy the fact that he
was now everything she wanted in a partner. Maybe the
advice Larneh gave Knume was working for her? Finding a
partner who would live with her and that she enjoyed living
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with was the other major goal that had sent her on this trip to
the city. Maybe he was a little taller and thinner than the
dream in her mind. But that dream was basically Rendrak
wasn’t it? She’d been on that trip before. Maybe Alan’s
cultural background was still a little thin, but he was still very
young wasn’t he? And he’d had a heavy dose of cultural
background in the last decade.
He insisted that the coppers he brought from the starship
were part of the yandrille fund. Those coppers were now
more than she needed. Desa insisted that at least one iron over
half of what she paid, she earned, so she could feel
comfortable that the yandrille was hers. All he asked was that
she didn’t forget him once she was famous. There was
nothing to worry about there. She hoped to play some little
upper-plaza yaagatorias if she practiced up and found some
good bandmates.
But if Alan didn’t back out of that promise to contribute,
something she liked in a yandrille was now attainable. It
wasn’t what the greats were playing, and it certainly wasn’t
what was built into the great halls of Zhlindu. Instead of steel,
the seed of its sound was crystal.
While thinking about this she felt his eyes and turned
from the balcony rail. Alan was just stepping down from the
upper plaz, two rolls in one hand and a bottle in the other.
“I see you got the appetizer,” he called.
She waited til he was close. “I didn’t want to be all blu189

woo at the showroom.”
“I meant the vedn’s, I figured on this for after or maybe
at,” he said, waving the bottle.
She saw what the bottle was, “We might want to wait til
we’re home.”
“Remember the time you introduced me to it? I think I
was on more unfamiliar territory than you might encounter on
our way home after we buy the yandrille. We might even
celebrate with a real feast late this duskmeal.”
“This will be enough food for me,” Desa told him.
Spending this much money always made her stomach crawl.
“You might talk me into a hall crawl with this bottle if we
find someone we know out and about. This food and this
view is the finest dining I need. Let’s have these rolls while
they steam and save the jellies for desert.”
He had a couple exotics, double spiced lons with a little
vedn-fried kvarit for one, and a well matted braised maron
root with a bit of fresh mushroom. They dug in with some
gusto and took bites from each other’s. She soon had to refill
the flask of that yellow.
“So where is this place?” he asked as they lingered over
the sweetcakes.
“We have to go over thru the spine and down into the
Hyadrain. It’s not far from Klarrain’s actually, just fifteen
hundred feet lower. Blartn Khume 3-41plat 7 is the address.
Blartn’s not that big a khume.”
“I’ve been out that way. I can come back from the under190

Kuumore dig that way if I climb all the way up Hnahta
stairs.” ‘Digs’ were what Alan called abandoned factories
where he only scrounged parts. They were too far down and
isolated to get back into production. He wouldn’t see much of
Blartn Knume that way either. “Lets take a few upper
footpaths and cross the mouth of the Hyadrain and go down
the Blarch-Ig drop,” Alan said. “I don’t feel like pushing thru
the belly of the valley during high duskmeal.”
“Fine,” she agreed. It was a strobing madhouse of tiny
knotted khumes and vangs with the crush of the underground
canal in the middle of it. The crowds could make it take an
hour to work their way across the Hyadrain Valley. Going
down a hundred and eighty floors and back up thirty six
wasn’t appealing and there was no direct streetcar route so the
bridge would be cheaper as well as faster. There were several
footpaths up in the canopy that lead to the bridge that spanned
the whole mouth of the valley thirteen hundred feet up. They
could get to the great bridge in less than twenty five floors of
stairs.
“So what’s this yandrille like?” he asked.
“Remember that one I showed you way up at the top of
the hill, down that aisle up past the test tape shops and two
floors up?”
“Yeah, the fifteen aluminum one?” he asked.
“That one.” He remembered its price maybe more than its
sound. Earning what she did now, she could earn that in
twenty decades, a half century at the most.
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“It’s like that?” he asked.
“It looks like that only its style is a bit more abstract. It’s
got that half-melted wax-carving look to the frame and case.
The stringracks are cast to look like stalactites bent into that
shape.” She was done eating and moved to the tiny handfountain this plaza provided.
“Sounds just like it.” He had finished a few bites before
and rinsed his hands off with her, working the squeaky foot
pump for her.
“Not just, this is definitely a much more organic decor, it
makes the one we saw in that showroom look like an
idealized imitation.”
“So what does this cost?”
“Forty four coppers.”
“Forty four coppers! Does it actually work?”
“I think it works well.”
“So why is it so cheap?” he asked.
“It has glass strings and logic pitch.”
“Glass strings I can comprehend, although I think it
sounds dangerous when you really get wailing. But logic
pitch?”
“The pitch is all done in logic using what’s called a
discrete transform that I’m glad I didn’t have to do the math
for.”
“That’s a digital transform. Actually those are easy if you
approach from the digital side, but I’d have to explain a lot of
that,” Alan responded while nodding to the kegman on the
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way by.
“Yeah, that’s what I was telling you. Anyway I think it
works pretty well. It could be that my ears are worn out but
you’ll hear it when we get there.”
“I’m sure if you like it I’ll be unable to distinguish it from
the voice of God,” he replied.
“You’ll be able to tell it isn’t the Korenzol,” she said. That
was a medium hall of about three thousand capacity less than
a mile from their home that had very good acoustics and a
world-class built-in.
“That’s the hall and not the yandrille.”
He didn’t understand, the legendary yandrilles were builtins in the great halls of Zhlindu, the hall was almost part of
the yandrille at that level. She could think of no way to make
him understand but to get him to play and study yandrille for
a few decades.
It was a nice walk across the valley as the sky dimmed, up
on footpaths that are bridge as much as they are residential
hallway. It started with a high bridge above Kalipaicha and
then a long echoing tunnel thru the bedrock of Kigata Spine.
The vine was everywhere and the bloom was already
rampant, the fragrance making the journey a dizzying stroll
thru a quasi-real world of colors and motions. Every breath
brought a rush on some paths and she gripped the rails
carefully. A quarter mile of steps and turns and they were on
the great bridge called Konchidrain that spans the narrowest
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gap in the cliffs at the mouth of the upper Hyadrain Valley.
This gap is two thousand feet wide and fifteen hundred feet
deep. Centuries ago the sea used to pound in here over a
hundred feet deep. The sea was now thousands of miles away
in the Tduun of course, the greatest bridge on the hill spanned
only city. The bridge had two spans, each seven hundred fifty
feet long and hundreds of feet above the upper branches of
the city that now carpeted the valley floor below.
In the open air out on the bridge it was far enough from
the blossoms that the view would even sit still and come into
sharp focus and stay the same color for awhile. Now that the
valley was in shadow it was dim enough down there that
many lanterns were lit and the atria twinkled thru the
branches and bridges below. The sky above still glowed with
pink lacework on dark blue. This is the main footpath from
Rankor Hill to the north end of the Fastness and it was
crowded and busy. The rails were jammed with people
enjoying the view. Desa and Alan didn’t linger, at a pleasant
strolling pace you are on the bridge a long while anyway.
This bridge was supported in the center way up on the
farthest upstream of the great chimneys that dominate the
lower Hyadrain valley. These chimneys are above the two and
a half mile barge canal that runs deep beneath the valley floor.
That canal was where the products of the Hyadrain Valley’s
heavy industry were floated out to the great canal called
Fourth Harbor. The factories of those chimneys were where a
lot of them were made. The chimneys looked like tall skinny
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volcanos, rising almost fifteen hundred feet above the
bottoms of the many small vangs of the valley floor, sixteen
hundred feet above the waters of that canal. The chimneys
were covered with the jungle housing of the people who
condensed out the by-products of the kiln-fires below. About
the last to condense out was the water vapor, and there was
plenty of that, so the chimneys had big balloon condensers at
the peak looking like a child’s drawing of the smoke puffing
off the volcano. Except that the surface of the volcano was a
jagged wonderland of pinnacled jungle canopy connected
with webs of bridges.
There was only a little delay at the toll booth getting off
the second bridge. From there they went thru the east wall of
the valley, over high bridges where they had great views of
the valley and thru deep tunnels every few hundred feet thru
another pinnacle on the edge of North Fastness. After less
than a mile of that they came to the Blarch-Ig. The Blarch-Ig
Drop is a major atrium reaching up to the heights just off the
northwestern corner of the Central Fastness and descending
deep into the catacombs to the north of the middle Hyadrain
Valley. It spiraled around and around and around, story after
story for a hundred fifty altogether, the rails getting less and
less festooned with vines as the light got dimmer and dimmer
in the depths.
They entered the Drop a third of the way down where the
vine was still plentiful enough to put an abstract veneer on
their view of the world. There are three elevator lines
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surrounding the drop, but they are all expensive because of
the massive pressures involved in building so tall a shaft on
an elevator as these. Blartn Khume was only two thirds of the
way down, and the steps are very gentle. By the time they got
down there the only light was lanterns, the little patch of sky
above the dome at the top of the drop was just a pale pinkish
spot. This khume was dimly lit and frequented mainly by
wholesalers. There were lots of hawkers about, and labor
boards pleaded for algal technicians, metallurgists and
moldmakers with attractive rates, as well as the usual factory
help.
Kniydi actually had a nice portal to the khume and a wellmade sign advertising contract audio research and advanced
audio products. The business on the opposite side was
materials handling machinery and rolleracks. The khume was
best known for the yandrille-string maker they had passed on
the way.
Kniydi actually had facilities on the next three floors
below this. They must be good because it had taken a lot of
effort to invent this device. Now that they were in production,
Desa predicted that Kniydi would be moving his showroom
up to higher levels of the Hyadrain Valley or maybe Rankor
Hill.
Right now the showroom was plain, yandrilles in a row
down one side of the room, various audio blocks, effects,
weight sets and pedal compressors lined the other. There was
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a girl at a desk by the door. She was doing accounts on a
pneumatic calculator but greeted them. She remembered Desa
and had been told about Alan. There was no one else in there,
the girl told Desa to wail away to her heart’s content.
“This is the one,” she said, pointing it out to Alan as they
walked toward it down the aisle.
It was a nice open floor model, no visible pickups at all.
One could see it had glass strings, thirty six of them, so thin
they would have been dangerous without the carbon fiber
reinforcements that gave them a smokey appearance. Built
into the base of the left stringrack was a rather large control
panel with lots of tweaking pegs and braided patch hoses. On
the base of the right stringrack was a large, ornate
fingerboard. Each panel was off to the side and at an angle to
the stringrack. Even Alan knew there couldn’t even be tension
pitch in the thin arms of the stringrack. There was a double
row of foot pedals below the stringrack.
“This is pretty unique.”
“It’s a gamble.”
“Why?”
“Brand new technology. I’ve read about this, but never
heard it before. The string generates the shape of the wave but
the block actually does the pitch. But it does work, it’s not as
good as the real thing but listen.”
She sat down and launched right into a song he would
know, they’d heard it in concert by YarsImoneea at the
Hyadrain Image just last year. They had the tape,
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Harvesthenge 41,13. Alan was as much impressed by Desa’s
playing of it as he was by the sound of the instrument. She
couldn’t resist transitioning into part four of Purplechase for a
few bars. The crystal strings did really good bell and
cathedral sounds.
“That’s awesome. I think it and you would sound just like
that concert if it was hooked up in there.”
“No no no, if it was hooked up in there its weakness
would be more obvious.”
“For forty four coppers this doesn’t sound at all weak to
me.”
“Let me show you how it sounds gentle.”
She played him a little of Bradstorm Lullaby, just the first
chapter. This brought out the pressure notes well in this and
showed off the rich pipe-like sound produced by that
technique. And it was so much fun she couldn’t resist the
transition to the second chapter. Alan might not have heard
the song before, but it was popular four decades ago, about
the time he was born.
“That didn’t end up so gentle.”
“But the beginning was. I’ll play you a song from Dos,
that will stay gentle thru the whole thing.”
She showed him how easy it was to patch in voice
selections for each technique and string range and how
obvious it was on the patch panel. The song was a poppy little
tinkle called ‘Butterfly Thank You’ and used both techniques
with impact being split into two voices. She used the
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morbuloid modulator control to add a little more laughter to
the base register of the impact notes.
“That was so cute, but hauntingly cute. How typical of
Dos music is that?”
“It’s on the sappy, poppy side, a little quicker of step than
average. A bit of a kid’s song in some ways. I just used it to
show the clarity of the acoustic synthesis. No other logictuned instrument I’ve ever heard before would dare attempt
an acoustic sounding note.”
“That sounded just like someone whacking on a big old
bendy spring with a small ball-peen hammer.”
“Whatever that is?” she wondered.
“The sound you had that set on. Of course it was also that
flute and the tinkling set of wine glasses. I heard them all
perfectly.”
After a short pause she asked, “So do you think this
instrument is worth forty four coppers?”
“Compared to the others you’ve been looking at at twice
the price? Yeah. At twice the price of those I’d buy it for you.
It’s way better than them, much closer in sound to the fifteen
aluminum one than the ones for twenty or thirty coppers.”
He was talking about all the tension-pitched plasticstringed floor models she’d looked at. She was glad he agreed
this was far better. At one time he tried to convince her that he
thought the plastic-stringed ones sounded ‘just about as good’
as the metal-stringed, roller-pitched classics that made the
modern yandrille what it is.
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Desa went back to the desk and talked to the girl. “It’s
time to make business arrangements,” she began.
“Yes?” she smiled. The girl would be glad Desa had
decided on her watch. “I’ll go find one of the owners.”
She disappeared down the stairs. Like everyone else
working here, there was a sense of excitement in her manner.
They all knew this was a revolutionary product and that they
were part of a success. Soon the plastic-stringed, tensionedpitched models would be as historic as her antler-pitched
chord-key model that she left with Varniss.
The partner who returned was the person responsible for
the development of this product. He was a fine musician
himself, she knew that from when he first demonstrated it to
her this Morningday, and a recognized sorcerer with the
coriax-trimmed indigo robes to prove it. The design had been
driven from the musician’s side; the sorcery had been solving
the pitching problem in a totally original way.
He spent another hour with her, showing her patches and
letting her try them out. Some people happening by stopped
in when they heard the show and talked to Alan. He couldn’t
tell them much, and none wanted to interrupt.
They never did go out that night, instead Alan broke
another copper hiring a wagon and team to deliver it. This
was their first occasion to use the building’s elevator, and it
looked a little rickety. Alan went to get some tools and parts
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and spent a few hours and used up quite a bit of his
scavenged lumber plus half of Dusksleep giving the building
a pretty fine freight elevator. They took another half hour
cranking it up eight tall floors. By the time they got it home it
was deep into Dusksleep and Desa was too pooped to set it up
and test it out.
Kivundeer Kozor 55,42,24
Test Hums of the Crystal Yandrille
It was lunch time of Nightday before they got the thing
shoved into the right spot and all hooked up. With some silly
apologies, Alan left for his dig as soon as they were done
eating and she was left to play with it by herself. She tried a
few licks from a few different songs to see how the patches
sounded in here. The speaker set was small enough to practice
with but big enough to do a small gig like a solo show at a
small plaza or the like. She wanted to adjust the volume to
something polite. Once that was done she ran thru a few
patterns from the HarvestHenge trying a few of the voices.
“Wow’d say you got a REAL yandrille!” Mingalle said as
she looked in the door.
“At least a decent imitation.”
“Do you play like this all the time?”
“Oh no, I do know whole songs, I could probably still
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sing a few of the old saws I used to do touring Easthills with
Yiheeng back in the teens of this century in the Dos basin.”
“Oh pick any one! I know you know one that scared Alan,
he told me about that.”
“You really need a chippongga on that.”
“Parmu plays chippongga.” Mingalle said, “and Fmaya
plays lween.”
They were a couple who had recently bought the home
below her from Hengton. Hengton had never returned from
Quanwark and had Chensa handle the transaction for him. It
was a double apartment with the common wall almost
entirely taken out and reinforced as an archway. They had
moved into the first half, their son Lurain was in the second
half with a different girlfriend most weeks. Kivete was now
living with Mingalle full time and they were good friends of
his. Alan and Desa hadn’t gotten to know them well yet.
“What’s their music style?”
“Blast, at least that’s what they play down there,”
Mingalle said.
“So that’s where it’s been coming from.”
“Yeah, they only got a little wind-up practice amp.”
Actually Desa had heard the music from the balcony for
weeks, now she knew where it came from. It wasn’t what
you’d expect from people into norrot, which she could smell
coming from there. They should be playing something totally
stillwater swamp. As a total antithesis to blast, she played
‘Moon’s Water Reflection’ as done by Silinth of Dos. This
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was a slow, gentle but haunting tower melody. She knew it
well, Yiheeng used to cover it when she toured with them and
she could still get thru a couple verses and the bridge by
herself.
“Would you mind if I took out the wall between our
houses?” Mingalle asked when she ended the song.
“I think you’ll want your separate space when there’s no
music on; that will be most of the time. How would Kivete
feel about it?”
“I do have to think like that now don’t I?” Mingalle
probably agreed with that, she liked having a steady guy as
much as Desa did. After only a short pause she asked, “So
where’s Alan?”
“He didn’t want to interfere with my learning of this
instrument so he went down to that reconstruction he’s got
going on down under the valley.”
“How would he interfere with you learning this
instrument?”
“He thinks I’d just serenade him instead of playing
around with it. Like I just did with you.”
“Oh play around, what are you trying to figure out?”
Mingalle asked.
For the next few minutes Mingalle fooled Desa into
thinking she understood what she was saying about the
patches and their adjustments, til she found out Mingalle still
hadn’t figured out the effects of patch cords vs. knobs.
“Let’s just say I’m figuring out what these knobs and
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hoses do.”
“It sounds like you’re doing a pretty good job of it too.”
She was just finding out that the stereo patch on this was
very powerful, she could blend both techniques by stereo to
different instruments at each end of the strings. She tried
something new by KaggusDagger doing that. It really needed
a chippongga and she didn’t know any of the vocal but the
chorus, so she played the yandrille part, leaving the other
parts to their imagination.
“I don’t think you’ll be playing with Parmu all that
much,” Mingalle said. “You might kid around with him a
little. You did say something about being a professional
musician in your past didn’t you?”
“This is what I meant by that.”
“You’re going to have to lug that in and out of here when
you go play.”
“I’ll have to get a hand-cart. If I go to a really big hall
they’ve got a built-in like this. The playing of built-ins is
much more popular in Dos than here, but the halls have fine
built-ins here and the musician’s interface of this has been
designed to mimic a large built-in completely.”
“I understood some of that. I know what the built-in
yandrille is. I don’t see many pump or blast bands using them
a lot.”
“No they wouldn’t.”
“So are you going to have a party to celebrate?” Mingalle
asked.
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“We really should. Make sure everyone around here
knows who’s yandrille this is if they see it being trundled thru
the halls.”
“I’d keep a good armored rope on it too.”
“You’d probably want us to lug it down to Parmu’s for the
party wouldn’t you?” Desa asked.
“That is bigger.”
“We’ll at least let this make a grand entrance once the
party’s big enough to carry it without busting a back. When
there’s at least eight guys that want to carry it. I don’t know
where I can get a hand cart on short notice.”
Venurat Kozor 55,42,24
The Yandrille Party
Desa got much more acquainted with the new neighbors
over the next two Nightdays because Parmu came up with his
chippongga and wind-up amp. On the second Nightday
Fmaya brought her lween and Lurain tagged along with
another small handheld plastic-string and strummed a little
rhythm. Meanwhile she limbered up a few old riffs and they
worked up most of the songs Parmu knew. They knew pump
and pound as well as blast styles. Pound and tower can be
blended. She knew a few pump songs from her party band
days with Kostya and Yiheeng. Most of the ones Parmu and
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Lurain knew were old country party standards anyway like
‘Mountain Man I Am’ and ‘The Herdsman’s Stomp’. This rig
had enough effects to even let her blend a little jump into the
pump and really get the place rocking.
There were quite a few jump-pop ditties on the street
today that were little more than new riffs and words to these
same old rhythms so she had some fun putting some of those
licks right over some of his standards. Parmu noticed this, and
noticed that except for a little syncopation here and there and
a freer hand on the effects bars, he already knew how to play
a few current hits. He took great delight in that and nailed his
syncopations and let his effects hand loose in his own way.
Parmu had no musical training what so ever. He simply
brought home a chipponggaa and began to bang away at it.
He hadn’t felt the need to adjust the key knob yet, much less
try any alternate key basis other than chromatic. He did have
a good bit of natural jungle rhythm however and a few
pointers went a long way with him. Fmaya did know a little
theory and had a bit of talent also. If it wasn’t for her nearly
debilitating norrot habit she probably could have been very
good. As it was she didn’t have the breath it took to be pro on
lween, though she might have been in an earlier life. She still
tried hard enough to work up a rough coughing fit now and
then.
Alan brought home a nice big cask of Green Monster on
the third Nightday after she bought the yandrille home and
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the party was on. The party was actually in four apartments,
five if you counted Lurain’s as another. Chensa’s was just
used as sex space during parties since Arne moved out.
Mingalle had the cooking going on in her place, though
Parmu was doing most of it. Parmu and Lurain were a fatherson professional cooking team and they knew a lot of people.
Parmu and Lurain had a lot of lanterns and they were
burning rainbow oil that rapidly evolved thru very strong
colors. All the mats were rolled up so that was a dead give
away to all of HakenCourt that there was a party going on.
Both kitchen’s in their room were pushed back and the stools
used as more seating, almost like a balcony in a concert hall.
The cushions were over on the bathroom sides between the
beds as seating in the lower hall. There were dustcovers over
both beds. Their equipment was set up on Lurain’s side of the
main post, Parmu’s side reserved for the yandrille.
Alan had gone around looking up people from their past.
Dencah showed up. They were up in Mingalle’s when she got
there, but they heard her since both doors were open. Chensa
was in their place cluttering what would be the keg room with
snacks.
“You guys sure live a long way up,” Dencah said, a bit out
of breath from the climb. “I guess I don’t really get up onto
the mountain that much. It’s nice up here.” It was a warm
Nightday, a bit misty after the early deluge of the day before
but that added a little more glow to the air of the atrium from
Parmu’s torches.
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“What’s it like on the beach?”
“I’m taking a vacation from beach life for awhile. I got a
place out in the Southwest Crab twelve stories above where
Backharbor Khume comes in. It’s sticky, steamy, drizzly,
down there.”
“A new life? What’s it like? By the way this is Dencah,
everyone, we sailed together with Vyinga.” She introduced
Mingalle, Parmu, Lurain, Lurain’s friend Hunei and Chensa
as she returned.
“Smells like you’re cooking up a feast for this party.”
“I got some nice fresh lons,” Parmu began, “some special
ones for the side, and some special spices for my trap mix. I
rolled that up in highland valley gold nice and tight and now
I’m mellowing them in gently bubbling choi sauce til they’re
ready to spear and eat.”
“You’re pro aren’t you?” Densah asked.
“ParMu,” he bowed. “Yes, you’ll find we’ll serve these up
in the plaza above us, generous with sauce, a penny each, fill
your bowl for a tener.”
“Too bad that’s a two hour stroll from my place.”
“Catch a streetcar to south Rankor from just below this
court. From there it’s just two changes to the end of the
Crab.”
Dencah obviously thought that was still way too far but
didn’t get to say anything because Desa interrupted. “So
what’s with the change in life?” she asked.”
“Not as big a change as yours, opening night and all.”
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“Bigger I think, I’m still hanging out with Alan and yeah I
got a new yandrille. We’re having a party to celebrate and I’m
so glad to see you here.”
“So where’s the yandrille?” Densah asked.
“Oh it’s still over at our place with the kegs.”
“And this place is?”
“Mingalle’s,” Desa told her.
“Nice neighborhood,” Dencah said.
The rolls would simmer in their sauce now for hours.
Parmu brought out his smoking bowl and Lurain and Hunei
circled close. Mingalle participated in one round but then
went out to the balcony. They followed her just as Fmaya
entered to join the circle along with a few more of their
friends that Desa didn’t really know. Now Mingalle’s whole
kitchen was a circle.
“Live vine,” Dencah said, “And where is yours?”
“The other side of this trunk,” Desa patted it.
Just then she heard Yarin’s voice calling at the door, and
went out to bring him in. Someone had already told him
where she was so he was climbing the stairs with a small cask
on his shoulder.
“It’s great they told you I was over here, Desa called
across the room, but we’re keeping the kegs over at our place.
It’s a four-door party.”
He spun around and nearly stumbled over Caro who was
right behind him. “I thought they were on the other side,” she
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said. They had been here only twice before.
“Let’s go see this yandrille we’re celebrating,” Dencah
said.
They introduced Yarin and Caro to Dencah. All people
they’d met while sailing the river Lhar who had never met
each other before. Yarin set the keg up on the counter next to
Alan’s. The others all went to the yandrille. Arne showed up
with a guy who knew Hunei. HakenCourt was still a tight
little circle. They hung out with the crowd at the yandrille for
a few minutes and then went to the counter.
Yarin had his keg open already and she saw it was that
glowing purple stuff from that hole up the hill. Arne saw it
and dragged her friend over there.
“Just a shot now,” Yarin told them, “You’re barely grown
and this ain’t like that mountain green.”
“We’ll share this cup,” Arne told him.
“You might want to get settled someplace stable when
you do that too,” Caro cautioned.
“How about down on your mom’s bed?” he asked Arne.
“Yeah!“
“Put something under you,” Chensa called as they
whisked by her down the stairs. “I heard there’s some purple
stuff here,” she called to them as they hung by the kegs, “Oh
hi!” She was familiar with Caro and Yarin, knew they were
the answer to her question. Caro and Yarin met them regularly
at the hole where this was brewed, the last twenty or thirty
Zawmathii Nightdays.
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Then Desa had to ask Dencah, “Do you still get down to
the waterfront?”
“I still see Nlara, I hope you don’t mind but I told her
about tonight.”
“That explains this old-time face,” Desa pointed with her
thumb.
Actually face, shoulders and mane of hair. The wide teeth
in the massive jaw, the upper arms the size of her torso, the
forearms the size of an athlete’s thigh. Just as Dencah was
shouting his name, she noticed Nlara hidden behind him. He
did his party head bob at the yandrille and strolled over to it.
Everyone in the room that knew them strolled that way also.
“What a sublime piece of workmanship,” he said, “but
why aren’t you playing it?”
“Oh we’re going to play a few tunes downstairs. Once
we’re all ready,” she pointed toward Parmu who was being
lead into the room by Fmaya.
Even so Yarin was holding a glowing, fuming, purple cup
up to Parmu. “This’ll get you your sight back.”
“It’ll get some sight back but it won’t be mine. It’ll just
turn these whispers of wisdom to yaaged-out wasties.”
“He won’t be ready for awhile if that’s what you’re
talking about,” Vatreel said.
“Oh you’d be surprised, they’re pretty heavy users. In an
hour or so we should start getting started, Fmaya could need
to cut the set short otherwise.”
“I see.”
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“So what’s your life been like, she asked Nlara, are you
both still sailing with Vyinga?”
“Oh yeah, we’ve been back and forth about eleven times
since you sailed with us. We’ve got a smaller boat now, and
we share a mast.” Vatreel picked her up as she said that and
placed her on his shoulder. The ceiling here was barely high
enough to do that.
“Hey, I bet that’s a good time!” Dencah said.
“You ought to come do the river again,” Nlara said, “you
guys haven’t been out since his starship attacked us.”
“We’re not us guys any more,” Dencah said, “I had to get
away from the beach scene. Semphaneet’s taken over the
whole wall and Kalaz is deep into it.”
“Sorry, but I’ve always thought hormones were all the
chemical stimulation I needed,” Vatreel said. “Well, I mean,
other than a cup or few.”
They chatted about the Lhar for awhile. Nlara said Luray
had interviewed Vyinga’s whole crew about the starship
attack. Alan kept saying it was only the shuttlecraft and no
one paid any attention to that. As they were talking about her,
Luray strolled in and spotted Vatreel over the crowd. She
passed by way of Yarin and his keg on the way over to them.
“How long has this been?” Desa asked her as their fingers
meshed.
“Stupid long. I know, I’m not even an hour away,
sometimes I pass within fifteen minutes of here.”
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“And suddenly a year scoots by.”
“And I’m less than an hour away, I know.”
“True, but we shouldn’t let that pinnacle bridge and
doorman deter us either I guess.”
“You’ll be welcomed with a smile and you know it.” She
was curling around Alan in a very warm hug. “So are you
going to play that?” Luray asked Desa.
“Yeah, I gotta get some volunteers to carry it down to
Parmu’s. He’ll still be whispering, but he’ll be down to the
pads soon now that Lurain and Fmaya have started.” It still
amazed her how they could play that blast after a round of
norrot, while Parmu was still nailed to the stool at their
counter.
Vatreel got a grip on the yandrille where the frame meets
the control panel. He lifted that and got his hand under the
stand where the block meets the seat post. He hefted it up and
over so the base rested against his chest. “You got your
volunteer to carry it downstairs,” and away he went with it.
They were all spellbound as they followed him down to
Parmu’s, the yandrille weighed almost three hundred pounds.
“Over next to the balcony,” Desa called with a slight quaver.
As soon as Lurain started playing, neighbors started
filtering in so there were people in the room already. Desa
followed as close as she could behind Vatreel, but Nlara
stayed close to him also. With everyone that was already in
the room, three hundred pound Vatreel and the three hundred
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pound yandrille, the floor sagged alarmingly, but over against
the main post of the building all was well.
Parmu was right down. He started the set in a trance, but
he was flawless, totally focused on the songs they had worked
out. He played them by rote, but with feeling. This was the
main event and the remainder of the group seemed more
determined to prove something than she was. Fmaya’s
smokey voice even sounded good on the harmonies they’d
practiced. By the time they were done everyone from this hall
was in the room, as well as most of the ones from the
hallways above and below. Quite a few others from around
the court heard it and saw where it was because the lanterns
were lit, the mats were rolled tight and the balconies were
filled with people.
People were coming and going down the stairs and sitting
at the tables of both apartments that were now joined
together. The food was getting eaten and enjoyed, the people
were liking each other. The focus Parmu and family put into it
convinced her not to hold back so she went after that
yandrille like it was already an old friend and this was already
a gig in a neighborhood hall. They played beyond the set they
had worked out, Lurain asked her if she could do a mystery
jam in G and she set out on it. Hunei lit the pipe again in the
balcony on Lurain’s side. Fmaya stretched up for a hit and
blew the smoke of that hit into the lween while still catching
the change in that song, a loose quanwark-style ride at this
point. Her lick brought a round of lazy howls from those at
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that table. Desa only recognized Hunei, Kivete and some of
friends of Parmu’s.
Desa got out front and tried some mystery chords on this
piece. Once again she didn’t try to stop the feel of Dosian
harmonies in her playing. There were good effects, it was
especially great at making it sound like they were in a huge
and ancient stone chamber. Flickering torches would have
looked better with this than these lanterns, but she played it
that way anyway, all the way to playing off into the darkness
a hundred floors above before the distance knob finally ran
out. Then she woke everybody back up by playing that jump
song that Parmu knew by accident. She didn’t tell them she
had started it, it started with a singing wind which she could
do with one hand on the strings and the other on a couple
knobs. You get to sing the whole first verse before everyone
comes in, she wondered who would, they all did. The crowd
got to bouncing so much she feared for the building.
They quit after that. Lurain, then Fmaya and Parmu went
up to Lurain’s kitchen. Desa worked her way thru the crowd
and up to Mingalle’s kitchen, where the food was. Quite a
few neighbors grabbed inglethor skewers and joined them in
Parmu’s sauced lon rolls. Mingalle even had a temporary
table set up on her balcony and still most people were just
standing around eating them off the forks. They were gone
before they had a chance to drip on anything.
They found Bandor had showed up by then with a really
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tall girl with really long bronze hair. She had a smooth face
and really big eyes but wasn’t a talker. “Sorry I’m late,” he
said, “I had the people to go and places to do problem. I
really wish I’d caught all of that set. You’re everything Alan
claims you are.”
“He better not claim too much.”
“Just that you’ve a great player with a sensuous voice.”
“Thanks, I’m not comfortable with the word ‘great’, but I
do what I can and have some fun doing it.”
“I’m serious, I’ve done big jobs for less talent. Start
playing out and I’ll come down and bring people.”
“I’ll be one of them,” a guy with a long black beard said.
“See, I’m bringing people already.” He introduced his
friend, and they talked while they ate a few more of the rolls
and some kava-ka that Mingalle had put out, already peeled
and seeded.
She went back over to their own apartment and the keg,
and a retreat from the noise of the feeding frenzy in
Mingalle’s. Alan was already there, talking with a big headed
guy with neat tight black curls and long banded dreads in
front of his ears in the old Wood Elf style. They all spoke for
awhile as she filled her cup, but after awhile Bandor and his
friend latched onto Alan and went down to look at the gear
again and Desa was left talking to him alone.
He was an attractive enough guy in his eldritch style and
she was glad to have him move closer as they remained
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behind. She went with it and moved closer herself and
enjoyed some caresses as they conversed more about the
songs than the yandrille that played them. They were thinking
about their hands and bodies more than their conversation.
They didn’t get involved in it enough for Desa to take him
down to Chensa’s though. “Are they going to be able to play
another set after that?” he asked after awhile, with the hand
signal about their smoking.
“I don’t know,” she answered, “I’ve only played with
them twice before and we don’t really have another set
worked up.”
“I play a little chippongga myself,” he said. “I live two
floors down across the court. I’ve heard you practicing.”
“I hope you didn’t cringe.”
“No way, I was glad to hear about tonight. I was hoping to
meet you and hoping you’d like to jam?”
“Tonight?” she asked.
“Just a song or two?”
“What do you play?”
“I can do some motorbeat without getting disgusted. I like
pounds, but prefer crystal and tower myself. I’ve heard you
play, when you play by yourself. Play whatever you like of
that.”
“You know Purplechase?” she asked.
He said no more, just released her and picked up his cup.
He filled it with yellow this time, then started moving back to
the hallway, flicking his head for her to follow. Parmu said
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something about a pretty short break when he saw her going
back to the yandrille, but she motioned him to stay with his
bong and the lovelies helping him with it. “Let me begin it
the hooved way,” he said as he sat at the pads.
She could see by the adjustments he made that he was
used to a larger set. She was more used to the dawnwind
introduction to PurpleChase, but the way his herd thundered
in from the distance she knew right where the transition was
coming and nailed it. They both thought they were singing the
lead, and with quick smiles at each other, made it a duet thru
all but the rounds. People came running into the room.
“I’m Lesahr,” he said when the storm of that song
rumbled off into the distance. “Me and a guy named Wuffs on
lween and lshi are trying to put a little something together,
find a new yandrille player, something like that. We’ve got a
little studio set up about a sixth of a mile down our lower
plaza and three stories down Hazenar Stairs.”
“Is this an invitation?” Desa asked.
“A humble one.”
“Your playing doesn’t sound that humble. What are you
playing down there?”
“A Paduba Wide Board 44-31 thru a Klikenstra ax-80
block,” he told her.
“Your gear doesn’t sound humble either.”
“Is there some chance you might accept my invitation?”
“I’m flattered to accept,” she said, thinking this could be a
lot of fun.
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“What else you know that YarzImoneea’s done?”
“Bradstorm Lullaby, …”
He had already begun it, the rainy way.
They played another hour. Their music fit like they’d been
born twins. Unless she cheated and used obscure songs from
the Dos University Scene, she could hardly think of a song he
didn’t know. He could hardly think of any she didn’t know at
least a good guess at. By the time this set was over people
were answering ‘who is this playing?’ with DesaLesahr like
they were just another Zhilndu duo.
It turned out to be a really great party. Dencah, Nlara and
Vatreel invited Hunei, Lurain, Parmu and Chensa to go down
to Chensa’s for a romp. She had to get Alan, Lesahr and four
more neighbors to help carry the yandrille back upstairs hours
later. Lesahr stayed up with them and talked band plans til
deep into Dawnsleep. Yarin and Caro got wind of what was
going on down at Chensa’s and wound up waking up there
next Morningday. Chensa was asleep with Alan in his bed by
the time Desa, Lesahr and Luray finally killed Yarin’s keg and
she crawled in for a dreamy, sleepy, three way.
Iyosaign Vistee 55,42,25
The Tour
A few weeks later the yandrille was gone from their home
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again and down in that studio. Lesahr and Wuffs were at least
as good as she thought and Parmu’s gear was a toy compared
to what Lesahr was playing. She had to put hers thru an
outboard block and their drivers, rather than her practice
speakers and the internal block. She was very nervous as they
did that, this would tell what her investment was really worth.
It had turned out well, there was good range and clarity, all
the effects translated and her yandrille could be powered from
the block’s compressed air feed.
These guys were already pretty focused on being a
successful band. They actually had been a band for awhile but
had lost their yandrille player to norrot a few years ago. Their
studio gear was pretty good and they hired in a really nice
glitterbox from PicaDorain or even Alton’s any time they
needed to actually burn tracks. As a compiler she got a couple
of their songs on some hot masters and within a year they had
sold six thousand tapes of three titles and had a gig in a
thousand-seat hall opening for Halakannon.
They made two recordings that year. Recording sessions
were pretty hectic and they all slept there several times. At
first she thought it was Wuffs she would get close to, he was a
jolly big-bearded belly-laugher with twinkling eyes
reminding her of Yarin or Bandor or even Knume in a way.
The storage rooms above the studio had been converted to
crash space and she soon found there were often multiple
competitors for space shared with Wuffs.
She could have tried to compete with them, but knew he
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was just looking for pretty girls to have fun with. She was
looking for a source of variety who was a little more lighthearted and less driven than Alan. Instead it was Lesahr, the
brooding descendant of Elven kings that she was left with for
these sleeps.
Lesahr did not attract groupies, but Desa found him
intriguing. Maybe his head was too wide and round and his
legs too short by a bit. Their eyes were at the same height,
their hair was just as curly, hers twice as long, his twice as
dark. She was sixty percent his weight. Their interest in music
was a bigger resemblance. They kidded each other about
being stuck with each other and why not make the best of it.
It was a drier humor than she liked, but other than that, he had
little humor at all, but they certainly did make the best of it.
She liked his body because it was very different from Alan’s.
They whispered suggestions for songs they were doing as
they fell asleep wrapped around each other.
She worried about herself during this time, was she going
to leave Alan for Lesahr because of music the way she had
left Lenkiin for Isandra a century and a half ago? Would she
suffer the same crushing guilt and get blown out on yaag the
way she had then? She spent a lot of hours examining her
feelings to make sure she didn’t make a move she would
regret later on. She still loved Alan, she would still rather live
with him than Lesahr, but her passion for music was getting
in the way.
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Then, a little over a year after she started playing with
them, they put together a tour of fifteen halls in seven weeks
in the Central Fastness and out to a few halls and courts in the
spines to the east and south. They stayed in the guest rooms
of the halls when they were more than an hour away. This
turned out to be eight sleeps, but on three of them Alan came
out and stayed with her. These guest rooms were usually at
least as nice as Lappranile’s.
This after-dinner they were far out in the southeastern
tendril, almost a three hour trip from home. A gig they still
reached by traveling completely indoors on a freight wagon.
It was a late Morningday gig on a nice plaza about twenty
four stories above the plots, plots that you could just about
see from the lighting bridge. There would be no lighting with
this show of course, they only went up there to get out of the
way of the only act before them. The place had a bit of a
farmer’s festival air about it. Way out here there was plenty of
produce, and you could tell some of the people had come in
with it.
The setup went well. The handcart Alan had found for her
overcame the yandrille’s weight and once it was there, it was
set up. They had a guy called Mlorngai working sound for
them on this tour. He was someone Wuffs had known all his
life, his sister’s first lover or something like that. The plaza
was well set up for shows, they and the center of the audience
would be out of direct sunlight, blocked by the spine’s last,
great, fifty-story turret. The speakers here came with Hazen222

Rikeye and they were first rate. They didn’t have a real steelstringed floor model yandrille she could use however, Hazen
plays only hand-helds.
The openers were from the neighborhood and she was
glad to see they brought a good group of followers here so the
place was pretty well populated when they finished. They
were a good band to follow, similar, but not as practiced and
not as serious. They played thru the main feeding frenzy of
Noonmeal, so there were people seeking these cooks also. As
soon as they were done, they could be playing in minutes, but
Lesahr wanted to see what people were doing. If they looked
to be wandering away, they would start immediately. If they
looked to be fillings cups, snacking and sticking around, he
would allow a few minutes.
She was just reviewing ‘The Harkening’ in her mind once
again. She had blithered the solo in that last Nightday to the
point where the others almost couldn’t figure out where to
come in. She didn’t want to do that again. She knew that was
just a mental lapse, a break of concentration and before she
knew it her hands were playing some other riffs from some
far-off time and song. She wouldn’t let that happen today.
This show was sponsored by a whole list of cooks,
kegmen and a few pill pushers who worked this courtyard and
one of the local halls. It was a fourteen-iron gig, a really great
deal if you can just pop down there from home, not so great if
you’re hours away and had to pay an iron each way for
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wagon, keda and driver.
Because of the hour, she had to get them to sound as party
as they would. Wuffs was OK, you could break out a party
side in his music whenever, but Lesahr was as serious as a
calculus text. He wanted to stand in big boots, bolted to the
floor, and pound out his messages like statues engraved upon
mountains. Morningday dinner is not the time for that. All she
could get him to do was compromise a little in the song order
and leave off ‘Day of the Stryder’ by Borinactivide, a song
for a deep hall on a winter Nightday if there ever was one.
Wuffs began, not really letting anyone know he’d begun.
Just whistling a few notes to himself off the sky, like maybe
he’s a sound man going thru some final checks, gradually
collecting it into a melody. People began turning back toward
the stage as it began to sound more like a song. Desa used a
few fingers of her hidden hand on the base strings with a
string section patch gently in the background while Wuffs
began swirling and twirling and hurling the lween, up into a
silence [indoors or during Nightday, this is when the other
spotlights come on] til he catches it and then she can use
impact notes on the visible side, Leshar starts to play and the
intro to HarvestHenge 151-13 is over. They open out with
their best rendition of those patterns. 151 is a lessor known
pattern of that great and ancient cycle of music which has run
thru all of civilization since the late 30’s and the Yondure
basin since the earliest known writing. In that earliest writing
it was said to be ancient from prehistoric times. Of course
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everyone knows pattern thirteen and everyone who plays has
played pattern thirteen, so the way you play thirteen really
lets the audience know who you are and what you’re going to
do. Of course you can’t say you’ve been classically trained if
you haven’t recited the whole two hundred fifteen patterns
and maybe even had to cycle each in fifths.
She was glad to see the reaction wasn’t too unfavorable.
Most of the people who hadn’t come with the openers came
down front and most of the people who had come with the
openers were sticking by the kegmen.
“Hi people,” Wuffs told the crowd. “I’m Wuffs, and we’re
Sarsawuf. We’ve got Lesahr on Chipponggaa, Desa on
yandrille and, thank her very much, lead vocal. We’ve got
copies of three tapes here for twenty penny each and we’d
like to play the oldest of them now for you, a song called
Mooncaller.”
Of course this wasn’t the right name for your first song at
a noontime gig, but Sarsawuf was more of a lower-khume,
Nightday kind of band feeling a little out of place here in the
full light of day. They played it Noonish however, a real hipsway-y way. This would have been better with a hand-held at
this point, but this was no hand held. She had to let Wuffs do
all the hip swaying. She had to admit he was a much better
swayer than she was. He rubber-legged it way down with his
lween blowing and rolled over on his back still playing this
old saw of theirs they used to do with a previous yandrille
player. She was glad to see about eighteen people line up to
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get copies from a couple girls Wuffs brought along to work
the counter. Why not, at one third the average retail price?
She was getting part of the profit from that tape and she
wasn’t even the one who played yandrille on it. It wasn’t a
really hard song to play. The guys both said she played it
better than the old guy, but she wasn’t totally sure they meant
it. She was able to play it the way she thought it sounded, and
today she played it even more like the way she thought it
should have sounded. Of course when these people got the
tape home they will barely recognize the song among the
plaz-patches the old player had on his block.
Next they did NeverMind, which could have taken place
in a sunny meadow with ribbonleaves and wee-flutters. This
was easier to play, but harder to sing right because it took a
lot more soul than Mooncaller. Wuffs had a large part in the
vocals in this, and he felt the heat of noon. They did the
together-in-one-microphone thing and he serenaded her as she
serenaded him, for this is, after all, a love song. Lesahr
provided the throbbing heart of that love behind it all.
“Now,” Wuffs said, “Now that we’re getting a little
loosened up and comfortable with each other, we’re going to
wake you all back up again with our latest recording called
‘The Finding Ceremony’.”
This one they would recognize when they got it home.
This blasted the straps off the crowd that came for the
opening act. The crowd was waving cups and fists with
thumbs sticking up before they even hit the chorus. They
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began filing down and picking up copies of it. The song went
better with the time of the week than she expected. This song
showcased every bit of Leshar’s talent and he was in his best
form today. It was a back-beat pound in structure, but up-beat
in spite of it, all about the fun we’re going to have finding
each other for the sleep.
And so on it went. It went all right. There was no disaster,
musical or technical, in this performance. No hoses fell out,
no speakers fell over and she went thru the other of the
recordings they had with them, The Harkening, the best
they’d ever played it. They sold a copper’s worth of tapes, as
well as the nickel and four from the gig itself. The crowd had
a good time, some got wasted and basked in the rays, some
got bouncing, some with each other. It was fun. However; it
was work. It was like making the recording all over again.
There was no one she knew in the audience, and this was the
second of the last three gigs where that had been true. One
other stop on this tour had rounded out the total of three times
she had ever performed with no one she knew in the
audience.
Out in the lower flats of the Dos basin where she used to
play with that gypsy-party band Yiheeng, about a third of the
audience was pretty much part of the tribe or ‘with the tour’
in some way. They were trinket crafters and shirt printers and
keg tappers that sold to local yokels. Very VERY much the
opposite of what one encountered in the audience playing in
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Zhlindu. These people were here for the city. They judged
what you had compared to the others that had something to
play around these streets. And this was just at a courtyard up
in an outer spine on the edge of the high city. One of the
farthest places you could get to without having to go
outdoors.
They had worked up some very good covers of some very
new stuff. Putting more effort into it than she wanted to
instead of making up more new songs of their own. They
worked some of those into the set. For their last song they did
one of theirs that sold four thousand tapes before Desa joined
them. It was a pretty bawdy thing written by Wuffs named
KleelDleet. She wished she didn’t have to do this song
actually. She understood the friends he was writing it for but
she didn’t want to sing it herself because her attentions in a
man really weren’t centered on his tongue. The music was
extremely challenging, probably over the heads of all but the
other musicians. Most people actually bought it for the
humor.
When Hazen-Rikeye was over and they’d lugged the gear
off to the tour-cart again, she retreated for Noonsleep to a hall
guesthouse where they had been granted stay. Actually
Hazen-Rikeye had it, but since they had put this show
together from the musician’s side and lived only a quarter
mile up the spine and a half-dozen floors closer to the stage
than this bubble, they passed it on to Sarsawuf. It wasn’t clear
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to her how some hall they’d never even been in was related to
that concert in the plaza, but they were warmly received. It
was a globe high in the upper branches, at least forty stories
above the flats that surrounded them only a few blocks away.
She opened all facets and spread out the fronds, for Kortrax
was bright this noon and this tower was full in his sight. It
was still too warm for any cover.
She’d barely stretched out when Lesahr joined her. “None
from the fans struck your fancy for the sleep?” he asked.
“Once, just once, that I invited anyone up. I never even
glanced at the lineup today.”
“I thought you were beginning to enjoy the hint of fame?”
“That I’d have my pick of seven men? I had that in the
hill town I came from, or the torrock court in the
neighborhood I live in now and at least I know them. If we’re
stars, which we’re not and I’m happy for it, but if we were, it
would be because of your determination.”
“It’s your talent and creativity that made Sarsawuf
happen,” he said. “We couldn’t have done this tour before
you.”
“I’m just your yandrille player and vocal. I’d rather you
got another lead vocal however, for what you’re looking for,
and let me be backup vocals.”
“As long as it’s your face that’s in the spotlight,” he said.
He had rolled over next to her by now. It was too hot to
curl around her, he just ran his finger down her cheek, down
her throat and over her tit and nipple. “You could find others
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who do better with spotlights than I,” she told him.
“You’re magnificent, I’m so proud to be on this tour with
you,” he said. “This moment is a taste of a dream, lying here
in a globe on a tower with the hottest up-and-coming female
yandrille star on the Zhlindu stage.”
She came up onto an elbow toward him. “Lesahr get a
grip. The largest crowd we’ve played for was twelve hundred
and eleven and we were third on the bill.”
“But we’re on our way.”
“Don’t be disappointed. Be glad that we’re here now.
Enjoy this chance at luxury while we have it, but I don’t want
to get used to it,” she told him, “and then expect it.”
“I don’t want to get used to luxury, you can probably tell
what my next goal will be.”
“What?” she asked.
“To make a tape that gets reviewed in magazines.”
“I’m happy to be able to make music people like,” Desa
said. “I also want to be able to sit in the plaza with our
friends, a roll, and a cup and not be hounded by magazine
writers.”
“We’re in no danger of that yet,” Lesahr said.
“Just so you know now.”
“Know what?” Lesahr asked.
“I don’t want to be very famous, I don’t want to be big,”
she told him. “I want to be a musician but not a famous
musician.”
“I’ve never thought about that, I just wanted to be a
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successful musician.”
“And what is that to you?” she asked.
“You mean when do I call myself successful?”
“Right,” she said.
“You probably think I don’t really know,” he answered.
“Sometimes that happens when people set open-ended
goals. I would say being successful for a musician is someone
who can make their living playing music in a city, or make
their spending money playing music in the country.”
“In economic terms.”
“The word ‘success’ has an economic connotation to me,”
Desa said. “That’s where that came from.”
“What about artistic success?”
“To me,” Desa said, “‘artistically successful’ is when I
can make it sound like I meant it to sound, so I can call
myself a ‘competent musician’. I can play it like I hear it in
my head.”
“You don’t think art has any scale except that of the
creator?” he asked.
“I guess I’m that self-centered but yeah, I consider my
music an artistic success when it sounds the way I wanted it
to sound, when I can say with this yandrille what I wanted to
say.”
“And have we done that?”
“Honestly,” she said, “this tour idea has been exhausting.
It’s been fun, don’t get me wrong about that, but it’s very
tiring. I don’t feel I’ve been as sharp and focused as I want to
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be, like last week on The Harkening. I’ve felt very
workmanlike at times. This next one, early Nightday at some
outdoor plaza way out the East Slope. We’re going to have to
sweat all Afternoonday to get there and get set up.”
“Nah, it’s not that bad,” he said. “We can get over there at
our leisure Afternoonday, sleep there and get up early for
Nightday to set up. Since we’re on top we can bring the
sound checks right into the show. We don’t have to start til the
beginning of lunch.”
“We better hope there’s no problems,” she said.
“Just be glad we aren’t headlining, we’d start setting up in
mid Dusksleep.”
“More towards my argument,” Desa said. “Don’t get too
big. I want to take students again next year. I miss that
stability, and I miss Alan.”
“And I wanted to get into another tape after this tour.”
“Oh we will,” she said, “but let us take a year doing it.”
“So we can be sure and get it all perfect, so it says just
what we wanted to say.”
He was probably wound and would want to talk for hours
instead of sleeping. She had no desire to stay up. She would
stay awake for some loving, but that would help her sleep.
She stroked him, his arm at first, then his thigh, knowing how
to unwind him. She was soon successful in her attempt to get
him to stop talking about the future and enjoy the present and
the comfort of a nest high on a tower on a hot and lazy
Noonsleep.
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Hareenduul 55,42,30
Rendrak
In a couple more weeks they were nearing the end of that
tour, a show this Nightday in West Harbortop and one more
late Afternoonday in Yornakite Pinnacles and the lap around
downtown would be done. Both of these were close enough
to home that she would make her way there to sleep and she
was glad of that. It was too bad she hadn’t had a chance to get
word to Alan that they were here tonight, he could have come
out and brought some of the neighbors, it was less than an
hour on foot, and that could be shortened with a streetcar or
two. But no, this stop had been booked at the last minute, so
she was playing for strangers again.
But tonight she saw someone in the audience waving to
her. He was someone she never expected to see again and it
startled her enough that she almost forgot the words of the
song they were in. It was surely him, someone she went to
find during intermission, someone with whom she had a score
to settle.
She had taken off the tassely drape and hair beads so the
casual observer in the audience didn’t recognize her. But even
after decades, she recognized him, remembered her lust for
him, remembered the life they had and remembered his
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betrayal. “The slithering hkyiitn himself,” she said as she
approached him.
“Desa, after all these decades, what kind of greeting is
that? When I saw your name in the poster I had to come
check out this band. I can hardly believe it’s you.”
The three people he was with that she didn’t care about
looked up. “Wasn’t she on yandrille?” she heard one girl ask
the other.
“Never mind what you did to me? What about our son?”
Desa tried not to shout, but failed.
“Where is he? Why didn’t you bring him? He must be
grown by now. Why didn’t you come find me before this?”
“Find you? I had to question people all the next year to
come up with someone who thought he saw you boarding
ship in Hazorpean.”
“You never got my note?”
“Your note?” she asked.
“I sent a note with Snarriss.”
“I hardly knew Snarriss. I knew he was a West Street
logger but he never paid any attention to me.”
“You were always with me when I saw him,” he said.
“But so were a dozen other women at any party where he
ever saw me.”
“I’m real sorry guys,” he said to the people he was with,
“I’m sure you’ve figured out there was a really big mix-up
here. So it was pure random chance that you’re here?”
“No, I’ve had this gig booked since yesterday. I’ve been
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with Sarsawuf for over a year.”
“I thought so,” one of them said.
“Please sit down and let me try to apologize. Oh I know
it’s so long ago, lives ago, but there was a note. It said
something like this…
Now is when we should make that trip to the city. I’ve
invested the log in a cargo that will get us forty three
coppers to spend in the city. I’ll register an address for
you at WindSigh Referrals, 2.11 West DockWalk,
Zhlindu.

“I never got that note.” Desa told him. She did not sit
down with them.
“I know that now, and the person I am now apologizes to
the person you are now for what the person I was then did to
the person you were then.”
“The person you were then thought handing a note to
someone we only saw at parties was sufficiently secure
communication to trust life decisions to?”
“It would be nice if we all had one or two well trained
messenger birds with us at all times,” Rendrak said, playing
to his audience.
“I think I would have done the deal with next year’s log
after having discussed it in person with the woman still
raising your child. I think a son over two decades old
deserves a personal good-bye from his father.”
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“I thought you’d be bringing him, I knew you’d be
bringing him. I imagined the great time he’d have bringing
you to Zhlindu.”
“You only imagined it,” Desa said. “He grew up and
moved away knowing his father had run away from him. Last
I knew he was living successfully in Noonitondow with an
actress.”
“I deeply regret that it didn’t work out the way I imagined
it.”
“I was devastated, it changed me. A layer of trust is
permanently eroded from my soul.”
“I wish I did pick a more reliable means for my message,”
Rendrak said.
“No doubt there were some cups involved.”
“It was decades ago.”
“Plans made under yaag should always be re-examined in
the morning.”
“There have been some cups involved tonight,” one of the
women with him said, “and you guys are doing a great show.
I’ve never heard of you before, but do you have any tapes
out?”
“I’ve been on the last two, but they have a few before
that. I don’t know how many are on viable masters, at least
three that I put on. I think Riggamar down on Entheedis
carries us new.”
“You’ve been quite successful since I let you escape from
that mountain hamlet,” Rendrak said.
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“Oh I love that mountain hamlet,” she told him. “Unlike
some, I burned no bridges when I left there, I’m overdue to
return.” Let him think she was successful.
But she felt no peace with him, and did not bid him well
when she left, only to the woman who asked about her music.
She tried not to think toward that section of the audience thru
the remainder of the show with only marginal success. She
knew her playing was affected.
Kveshnat Kozor 55,42,31
The Tape
Another year went by. It was a heady experience, but as
she said, exhausting. It was nice to get back to Alan also.
There was something always a little too intense in a steady
diet of Lesahr. Back in real life it was one or two days a week
at the studio and one out of every two days, there might be a
good opportunity for sex and she enjoyed that. But she could
never live with Lesahr the way she could with Alan. For one
thing he was far too much of a slob, damn near a stinking
slob.
Alan was also a much better lover than Lesahr. She
wondered if that was her mother’s genes again, holding her
back from some musical destiny in Zhlindu. Lesahr clearly
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sought destiny. The more she knew him, the more she knew
he wanted to be a music legend. He wanted to be interviewed
about his music. He certainly had the drive and the energy,
but in talent he was no more blessed than she.
Their next tape had turned into a project, one of the most
grandiose forms ever cast in plastic. She spent a day at the
institute and a day at the studio every week for most of the
year. This week she’d also spent Dusksleep down there, then
most of Nightday. It was with determination she pulled
herself away in time to be sure and get home before Alan
would go out for supper if he were home. He was home,
sitting on the balcony by himself with a bottle of Sunya. It
was cool enough that he had a mountainshirt on. She could
tell he was in a mope. “Hi hon,” he said.
“Good to see you too, I’m grueling’d out,” she said.
“Oh?” he extended his arm and she wrapped herself in it.
“I was hoping you were enjoying the rock-star life?”
“Oh I am. I’m tired and beat from the day and the one
before, but my life in general couldn’t be better. I’m living in
a nice home with a fine man in a great neighborhood and
have two interesting and rewarding careers going. I think it’s
the fact that it’s been two careers all year that tires me.” The
Sunya was welcome in this bloomless time of the year.
“I see little of you.”
“You usually devote two days a week to your business.”
“I’m glad I don’t have to devote three.”
“Most people think one is normal.” There was a pause so
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she asked, “So why’re you all by yourself out here with this
bottle? This is hardly the stuff if you want to just lay up and
bake.”
“It was just for thirst actually and I’m by myself because
there’s no one else here, until you got here and brightened up
my evening enormously.”
“I’m not sure I’m up for a very bright evening, my dream
evening would be to just lie here til we get hungry enough to
find the closest thing yummy, then come home and make
slow sweet love and then sleep like a foundation stone until
Kortrax returns.”
“That sounds like my dream evening too,” Alan said as he
caressed her well and warmly.
She writhed in his arms for a few lazy minutes,
luxuriating in the caresses. As she did that she began to think
that the Sunya wasn’t quite enough for the evening. “Is there
anything else in here?” she asked.
“There’s some of Zandy’s in the new skin.” Desa got up
to get it, sliding as much of the best of herself across him as
she could while doing so. “So I imagine something about this
tape is an emergency again?” he asked.
“There might be some time on Atlon’s glitterbox in three
weeks. Lesahr’s not happy with the transition to the third
pattern and wanted to re-write it. Now he’s not happy with the
way I’m playing it, but I’m beat and so is Wuffs. They argued
about how it’s re-written anyway with Wuffs wanting it based
on a much more mysterious chord.”
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“No wonder you’re tired.”
“Yeah.”
“It’s good to have you home. There’s too little of this
these days.”
“How well I know,” she said as she snuggled deeper into
his lap and watched Narrulla become redder as it came out of
eclipse in the sky above.
“I often wonder how long you will keep coming home
here?”
“I don’t know, there is a side of me that says until I can no
longer see Narrulla hurtle by in the dark. I know it is only as
long as you let me because this is your home.”
“I feel much loosening in your ties to this home since that
tour.”
“Thru this past year I’ve felt my longing to be in this
home strengthen. I admit that tour last year had me lured
away, but I feel like I pulled back after that.”
“I haven’t noticed it,” he said.
She thought about it. Her heart had pulled back from
Lesahr during that tour and she knew she would not leave
Alan for him. But since then they worked on this recording
and she still kept a class going at R.I.S., her time with Alan
had been shorter than when her affection for Lesahr was at it
peak. “No, I guess I’ve been so hectic that you wouldn’t. But
I’m going to change that, when this tape is done I’m resigning
from Sarsawuf. Don’t tell anyone though. I don’t want to
have to work on the music thru nagging about how I have to
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tour with them.”
“I thought in your past you loved to tour.”
“There have been times, when the one I woke up with was
part of the band.”
“What if I came along as your roadie or something.”
“That might work, if that’s what you really want,” Desa
said.
“I would do it, where would they be going?”
“Probably a lap around the city again.”
“Remember all those long tours you told me about, for
years out into the plots?” he asked.
“Oh yeah.”
“I’d go on one of those.”
“The country is much more interesting around Dos. Here
you could tour the basin floor for decades and have no clue
but a map and a signpost to tell you where you were or where
you were going.”
“That might still be an adventure,” he said.
“It might,” she said, “but there’s another adventure that’s
been on my mind a lot more lately,” Desa told him.
“What’s that?”
“I’ve been thinking about Wescarp. I told all the people
up there I was coming down here for a decade at the most.”
“I think they’d understand that now that you’re an up and
coming star…“
“Don’t believe Lesahr’s propaganda,” she said.
“…you aren’t going to get back up to Yoonbarla right
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away. Unless you were to tour out to there.”
“I’m sure even Lastriss wouldn’t be on Lesahr’s agenda.
Maybe tour out to Shempala or so, but I don’t think he wants
to even go out into the plots. Lesahr’s not a party musician,
you’ll see when you hear this tape. It’s total strap-yourself-infor-a-long-ride-on-a-high-tower-at-some-ancient-university.
It’s almost as much Yondure as Zhlindu with lots of chorus.
You’ll hear it.”
“Sounds awesome,” Alan said.
“That was his plan.”
“So what’s got you thinking of Wescarp?”
“How much less dizzying it is, how much slower,” she
answered.
“We had a pretty slow and easy life here.”
“Before the yandrille,” Desa finished for him, “and I think
we still could. But I did tell people I’d be back about now.”
“And they did warn you that you were a city person and
warned that you might not be back.”
“I left a lot of stuff there. But Marcue warned me I’d just
be back to pick it up.”
“How do you really feel, what do you really want to do?”
he asked.
“I’ve lived here long enough, I see what it’s like. A certain
spark moved out of the neighborhood with Plimby and Rikon,
but it’s still a nice place. I’d miss Mingalle quite a lot.”
“So would I, Chensa too.”
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She thought of who else she would miss. He was now
mature enough that he would not just tag along with her like a
child, he would need an invitation. The time she spent with
Leshar had reinforced the fact that Alan was no longer a
child. If anything Alan had a more mature outlook on life than
Leshar did in many ways.
She wondered if he would really want to leave here. He
had friends, a home, a business. Why should he give that all
up to follow her out to the middle of nowhere where he really
knew no one?
She wondered what that meeting with Rendrak had to do
with how she felt. Did seeing him re-kindle her longing for
that dreamy life in the hills, or did seeing him make her think
this city wasn’t big enough for the two of them? He was still
as beautiful as ever, perhaps she worried that she would once
again be unable to control herself if he was to come around
her. She certainly didn’t want to go thru that pain again, not
after the security she felt with Alan was finally beginning to
heal her. “There’s another part to this,” she said, “that I have
to discuss with you.”
“What’s that?”
“You have to go also.”
“I’ll go anywhere with you that you allow me,” he said,
“you know that.”
“I like that.”
“So when do we leave?” Alan asked.
“I’m only beginning to think about it, I wonder what you
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think of it.”
“I never really knew Wescarp,” he said, “I was only there
two weeks and too lost in the wonder of a beautiful native girl
to really notice the country. I still feel like I’m only starting to
know this city.”
“Yoonbarla is the opposite, by the end a year you’ll feel
like you know every stone on every street. You’ll probably
think you know every person also. Every tree in the woods
will be familiar by the time you’ve been in Yoonbarla as long
as we’ve been here.”
“It was beautiful country,” he said.
“Yeah it was. I think I could even climb up old
Nvednmere for the dawn again. Compared to the stairs
around here that mountain’s a country stroll.”
“Oh I don’t know about that, as I remember it, it was
about like two trips to the harbor and back.”
He was actually right. They just lay there for awhile, she
luxuriated in his caress. There was torrock going on under the
torches, but the games weren’t as loud or as serious as they
had been years ago. In a way that was good, at times Desa
and Alan even played now. There was a tape player going,
and a new cook who people thought was pretty good was
setting up. “That’s where I was on the dawn of the week we
met,” she said, “up on that mountain deciding to come here.”
“At that moment I was getting off the shuttlecraft up in
the desert.”
“It’s a very different mountain here.”
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Kivete leaned around the trunk, “Anyone for some supper
over there?”
“Yeah,” they both replied.
“Half an hour OK?”
“Yeah,” Desa answered. To Alan she said, “Now please
don’t tell anyone I’m quitting after this tape.”
“I thought we would tour out as far as Shempala.”
“That was this talking,” she held up the cup, “I don’t think
Lesahr would go off the hill. I just don’t want the nagging.
I’m trusting you with this, I love Mingalle but it would slip
out if she knew.” Mingalle had stayed just as talkative this
whole decade. “Now I want to get a little washed up for
supper.”
“Is this nice slow lovemaking you were talking about
going to be just the two of us or four?”
“I was thinking two, sometime later after supper, maybe a
cup after.”
Zawmathii Kozor 55,42,31
A Visitor
She felt sorry for subjecting Alan to her whining about
how little progress they were making on the tape. The song
was to be almost twenty minutes long, the most that could fit
on a consumer market tape. It was a complex, multi-part
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thing. Lesahr was now insisting that the current tracks had to
considered a ‘last practice tape’ and knew they were going to
burn at least once more. Ten more irons in glitterbox rental.
Desa would rather just scrape up a copper and go to a studio,
spend the day, do a couple takes, an edit and maybe some
touch-up takes. But neither of the guys could scrape up a
copper all in one time and place. They felt small and balked at
going on her copper.
Kivete stopped by to drop off an extra breakfast roll on
his way out and got to hear some of her complaints about
Lesahr. Alan split the roll with her and then went back down
to his knitting machine project and Desa went back to trying
to re-write the lyrics for part four of VallosHallow so the
rhyme wouldn’t sound so contrived.
Yahyoreeng
Yalosume
Enghorning
Kentendune
Nakasarasientok
Asume
Kayamensenrinok
Enkhume
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Mayiaraionee

And then there’s those yandrille riff’s and
Miyentok
Azangaaz neon ontonzai
Kienierok

And then the chorus and loop out of the pattern and into
the big drop-thru transition to part five. It was broken rhyme
but it was about the best she could come up with and still
keep with the intended message of the part. As it was, Wuffs
would say she was mamby-pambying, he wanted it blunt.
Actually she thought this wording was a little more direct
and not quite so allegorical in its description of what was
happening here. The song was more grandiose than she
thought it should be, but behind its front meaning of
breathless relationships enjoyed in the khumes, was a
celebration of right here, right now.
Lesahr was all about the great advances in music and
music technology being made in Zhlindu. He was always
boasting that Zhlindu was the world’s fifth greatest city after
Trenst, the Yakhan, Yondure and Lumpral. There are nine
other cities who also think they’re fifth, Dos, Darceen, Hrrst,
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Bordzvek and Norbin are a few of them. Although in her
opinion after seeing both Kassidor Yakhan and Zhlindu,
Zhlindu is by far the more city of the two. Even though the
Yakhan is actually bigger, it is spread out into satellites and
long, narrow urban strands along the canals. Lesahr was all
about celebrating the ‘emergence’ of Zhlindu also. Desa knew
that the emergence of Zhlindu had really been fifteen
centuries ago, but that was stated only in the music. He was
trying to get even closer to the metal and to really get that
sound she would have to trust to the hall’s built-in. On her
own you could only get so close to the metal, because hers
was actually crystal. But now come to think of it, crystal is
harder than steel isn’t it? Maybe this yandrille design will be
the one to imitate and this very early model will be a
collectors item? That would be too much luck to believe in
and she laughed at herself.
While she was still working on the song, a stranger called
at the door looking for Alan. She really hadn’t thought about
getting dressed yet today, but she didn’t notice that until she
had already gone to see what he wanted. Oh well, life can get
like that in HakenCourt, this is not a neighborhood with snob
appeal. He was a cute curly-haired guy about her height, in
good shape. A guy she felt no desire to hide from anyway.
“Alan’s out working,” she said. “Is there a machine out?”
“No?” he looked blank. “You must be Desa.”
“That I am, and you?”
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“You don’t know me, neither does Alan.”
“Is this about business?”
“Business of a fashion, but it’s something you might not
want to discuss here in the hall.”
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Book IV.
A Detective Story
Iyosaign Kozor 55,42,30
Deep within the pile of city called Zhlindu, the khumes
bustled with the crowds of early Nightday. This coolest,
darkest, wakeful time of the week was best for the transaction
of business, employment, or any other activity normally
performed down in these levels of the city where daylight
never reached.
Along Betakka, one of the hundreds of smaller, quieter
business services khumes twenty stories below outdoors in
the western part of the South Fastness neighborhood of
downtown Zhlindu, Klowa was in his reading compartment in
the loft over the reception room of the Nidon-Mlarkile
Finders Union where he had a career as a full case agent. He
was laboriously pasting up updates to their sculptor’s
reference tome when Zlifonn, their greeter, admitted a pair of
customers. Klowa couldn’t see them without getting up, but
he could easily hear the whole conversation.
“Good earlies, how may I help you sir and madame?”
Zlifonn oiled.
“That sign says you find lost people.”
Klowa noticed right away that the man had some problem
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speaking. It might have been a distant regional accent but it
was more a timbre thing, like some kind of an impediment.
The one who spoke also didn’t seem to know how to express
things because it took him quite a while to say even that.
“Yes, but be warned that we get the same rates other
detectives get for thievery,” Zlifonn replied.
“That’s good,” the stranger answered.
That answer surprised Klowa enough that he stopped
what he was doing and listened closely. Since they hadn’t
quibbled about the price, Zlifonn directed them to a cushion
and asked if they would like some yaag. They refused,
sounding a bit insulted. Klowa heard Zlifonn put the cups
back down. In spite of the way they sounded they couldn’t
have been burn-outs or they never would have turned down
free yaag. They also lost no time in pleasantries.
“I see you have a photo of the individual in question,”
Zlifonn said. “Surely you know him.”
“Yes, we know him. It has been a long time since this
picture. He has gone thru a major change we think.”
“Has his appearance changed? He looks quite unusual in
this picture.”
“Maybe,” was the answer.
“I see. Tell me what you do know, has he departed for the
wilds? Have others seen him recently?”
“No, we’ve tracked him ourselves a long time. In the city
we have no success. We need professional help.”
“Have you tracked him far?” Zlifonn asked.
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“Since Wescarp.”
“Are you sure he’s in the city or could he be anywhere in
the basin?”
“He is in the city, he said he would come to this city.”
“How long has it been since you’ve seen him?”
They were a long time answering this question. It was the
woman who finally answered. “A hundred and two years.”
“Over a decade. He could have changed his appearance a
lot in that time.”
“Maybe,” the male continued. “He might leave his hair
shaggy like people do here.”
“What more can you tell me about him?”
“Not much more.”
“We like to start an investigation with more of a
foundation than that. You might not think you know much
more about him that would be of use, but if you know him at
all, you do. What we find helpful is knowing something about
the personality of the person involved. You could start by
telling us what made him come here in the first place?”
“He followed a woman.”
“Nothing unusual in that, ten thousand guys a year
probably follow girls to Zhlindu.”
Zlifonn continued to probe them. Besides their speech
twizz, they seemed reluctant to divulge anything about the
person they were trying to find. But slowly a picture emerged.
They were looking for their son, a shy and inexperienced
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youngster who had grown up far out in the wilds of Wescarp.
He had run away with a female university professor who just
happened to be out there also. They knew very little about
her, and didn’t have a picture with them, but believed they
could get one in a day or two. That was too bad because she
might be easier to find. They didn’t know much about their
own son either. They couldn’t tell what kind of music he was
into, what his favorite drugs were or what kind of places he
would hang out. In fact they hadn’t even known he was
interested in women until he ran away with one.
“And why are you looking for him?” Zlifonn asked.
“He’s our son,” the woman answered when the man
didn’t.
“Yes, but if he’s grown he’s going to want to see the
world. Why not just wait til he decides to come back for a
visit?”
“He was also an employee of ours,” the man answered.
“But why would that make you chase him all the way
from Wescarp? Did he take something with him? Is this really
a theft case?”
If it was theft they wouldn’t have called it personal unless
they were after the lower rates the scrounge pickers
sometimes charged on personal cases.
“You may call it that if you wish. We merely want to find
and speak with our son.”
“You needn’t worry about it. Don’t let the fact that several
of the largest psycho-acoustic and synthesis research
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universities entrust us with their laboratory security sway
your decision to try and dupe the people who could help
you.” Zlifonn was getting a little testy with the effort of
drawing them out.
Klowa was glad he was out of sight and could force both
hands over his mouth to keep it quiet. In this job you don’t
see bumpkins like this too often.
“Do you know how to hold confidential information?” the
male asked.
“I think half the business of this agency involves
confidential information.”
Once they got past that hurdle Zlifonn did get them to
admit that their son had indeed run-away-from-the-lab-withthe-plans.
Zlifonn finally called Klowa down to meet them since he
was between cases and the only agent present. He was glad to
get the case even if they did sound a little weird and there
wasn’t much to go on. It had been three weeks since he’d
solved the last one and the money he made on that was just
about gone and the shit jobs like reference updates for an iron
a day were not the reason he went into investigations.
Once he was down the stairs, Klowa had a hard time not
staring at them. This couple were veritable wrecks of human
beings. They both looked like they were burned out, left on
the desert, dragged thru the mud, recovered from severe
diseases, then gone around again several times. Their faces
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were both thin, their skin hanging in folds and covered with
blotches. Even more surprising was their dress. This is
Nightday and the beginning of winter, but way down here in
the commercial levels of the eighth largest city in all the
lands, the temperature is always high. Klowa wore only a
clout and a small armpocket on the left side. The man, who
called himself AlfredMikreedy, was covered from head to
foot in a long heavy worksuit with a sleek and formal
mountain shirt over it. His hair was so amputated that you
could actually see thru to the scalp underneath. The woman
was covered from neck to ankles in a long heavy shift, again
with a formalized mountain shirt over it. Her hair was barely
longer than her companion’s, not even as long as Zlifonn’s,
much less Klowa’s coarse ‘fro.
AlfredMikreedy did most of the talking. When introduced
AflredMikreedy extended a hand but instead of pressing
palms, he squeezed Klowa’s hand harder than one would
normally squeeze a woman’s breast, without lacing fingers.
ViktoreeaMikreedy only raised her hand when she was
introduced and did not even slap. Klowa wrote up a clue sheet
for them but listed them just as Alfred and Viktor, not needing
the extended outland names. He finally got the name of the
person they were seeking, AlanLarkin. Klowa listed him
simply as Alan from then on. Space on a clue sheet can get
precious if a case drags on.
When they got down to business again, which was almost
immediately, the first thing Klowa asked was, “Do you think
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your son would look for work as a research student or
assistant, at a place like Zhlindu Technological University for
example?”
Alfred tried to play down the strength of his reaction.
Klowa just wrote Tech on the sheet. “Yes. We don’t know the
school but the name sounds like the kind of place he would
go.”
“It would help us a lot if we had some idea what kind of
specialty we might find him in or what kind of position he
would be looking for.”
“Deep involvement with the structure of universe.
Extreme science in any part of physics.”
Klowa almost choked. They sometimes got some fatmouthed braggarts in here but this guy was setting a new
record just as a way of saying he wasn’t going to talk about it.
“You actually want me to spend your money interviewing
people like Flowon the Atom or Lawliss Equation?”
“If that’s the best you have for scientists around here.”
Klowa was about to lose it with this guy one way or the
other. Wescarp wasn’t known as a world center of knowledge.
There was one hoary old cinematic university out there
somewhere, but all in all, Zhlindu had one of the more
centralized basins. All the wizards who reigned in those hills
had come to the center centuries ago. If there was something
out there it would have to be built among the ruins of some
old Wescarpian wizard’s castle. Very few of them had been
that advanced or that ancient anyway. To top it all off, this
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guy had never even heard of Zhlindu Tech! He bit his tongue
and asked, “Is there anyone more suited you think I should
interview?”
“If you see some startling discovery in physics or
cosmology or technology, you will find him there.”
Klowa had to start another line of questioning or he was
going to terminate the case because of non-cooperation of the
customer. “What about the girl he ran away with, do you
know anything more about her? Do you know her name?
Where she’s from, what she’s a professor of?”
“We think her first name is Desa.”
“But she’s taken another since then?” Klowa asked.
“We don’t know that. Why do you suspect so?”
More communication problems. Klowa wondered if they
were deaf and just reading lips. That would explain why they
had such funny speaking voices.
“Do you know where she’s from?”
“University of Dos is all we know,” the man said.
Klowa knew of it, even though it was years away around
the Kinsheeta waste. Dos was one of the great cities of the
world, almost as big as Zhlindu but much richer and more
refined. There one university stood out above all the others.
Dos Kassikan was rated about fifth in all the lands, someone
from there would be recognized. Of course the chance of
someone who had even studied there actually being found in
a remote Wescarpian village was too coincidental to be taken
seriously, she was probably just a bullshit-slinger who had
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heard the name.
“Do you know what she is noted for?”
“History,” the woman finally answered when it became
apparent that the man didn’t know.
“Then what was she doing with Alan who was in
technology?” Klowa asked.
“She just saw a financial opportunity and turned his head
for it,” Alfred said.
“And how could she overcome the Instinct?” Klowa
asked, not understanding how such a thing could exist.
“It is instinct for a woman to chase money, hey what?”
Alfred blurted out, glancing sheepishly at Viktor.
Klowa had to sit back and try to figure out what was
being said here. At first he seemed to think that the girl was
able to force her will upon Alan using wrestling holds. Then
he didn’t seem to understand a question about the Instinct.
Next he somehow equated a girl attracting a man with
chasing money.
“What did you mean by ‘turn his head’?” Klowa asked,
trying to find a way to share the same language with this guy.
“She got him under her power.”
“What power? How?”
“With her body. We watched her wag her naked tail in
front of him.”
“Yes?” That didn’t seem like unnatural coercion to
Klowa, it was a fairly common strategy among women. Why
bother buying the genes to look good? “Is that likely to harm
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him?”
“It made him leave home.”
This wasn’t going to be a very productive interview if he
let it go on like this. “He did take something of yours when he
left didn’t he?”
“He knew he shouldn’t run away. He knew we would look
for him. He knows the importance of the knowledge he
holds.”
“What do you mean by ‘knowledge he holds’?”
Alfred was reluctant to answer. After a pause Viktor did.
“Things he knows from our lab.”
“I’m sure he would know something, but does he have
anything physical? Does he have some plans? Some records?
Some device?”
“He has knowledge in head,” Alfred said.
“I really don’t see what any of us can do about that even if
we do find him.”
“We…” Alfred stopped.
It seemed that they hadn’t thought thru to that point. And
they claim to run a lab!? There was nothing to recover so how
could they recover it? “Do you intend to slip him some
RNAcid blaster that would erase his memories? If you do,
Nidon-Mlarkile won’t be a part of it.” He became a bit
suspicious that could be their intent.
Viktor continued, somewhat shakily. “We want to find
him, then we will talk sense to him. He doesn’t know that
what he does is so important, he’s just a young boy. He
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doesn’t know the problems he could cause the whole world if
the wrong people find out what he knows.” She paused,
continued in a lower voice, “And he doesn’t know the love
his parents have for him.” She cast down her eyes when
confessing that.
“Why didn’t you tell him before it was too late?”
“We didn’t know he was interested in romance. If we
knew we would let him satisfy that without running off.”
“Is he just grown?” Klowa asked.
“Yes.”
“How does he know anything of such world-wide
importance if he’s that new?”
“That is a private affair,” Alfred said.
“I know about RNAcid education if that’s what you’re
trying to hide,” Klowa said. “I’ve worked on cases where it’s
been involved before.”
“We are not discussing this.” Alfred was getting testy
about it.
“That’s fine, but be aware if you could deliver this
knowledge to him, it could be discovered and taken by others
also. That may be a bigger problem for you than what one
youngster carries in his head.”
“Don’t worry about our security, all that is back in
Wescarp, we’re just hiring you to find Alan.”
“We need more information to do so. We can’t just take
this picture and compare it to everyone in the city until we
find him. I assure you that we don’t have enough agents to do
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so, there aren’t enough agents in the whole city to do that. If
we get really desperate we can run his picture in a magazine
and ask anyone seeing him to contact us.”
“That sounds like a good start.”
“It costs however. There is a publication fee and it is
traditional that the people in Missing Persons carry a
substantial reward. The going rate is two coppers and the
publication fees start at two irons.”
“No problem.”
“We’ll run the picture then. The publication fee is paid in
advance and the reward when/if someone comes forward.”
“That’s not problem for us. Perhaps we’re speaking with
an agent who’s too much of a bargain?” He looked at Viktor.
She never looked back at him. “We want results,” Alfred told
him, “We are not here to pinch the money. Perhaps we need to
go to another agency, one that is willing to take some action
to find Alan?”
“We’ll take the action, we just want to be sure you know
what the cost is going to be before hand.”
“If the average reward is two coppers, make Alan’s
reward twelve coppers. Take out the centerfold in this
publication, what does that cost?”
“Forty irons,” Klowa told him.
“Take a whole copper for publication. Make the picture
big. Find him.”
Klowa wrote that down on the clue sheet. These people
may be weird but they weren’t stingy. Perhaps what they were
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doing had something to do with mining? “I could also post a
few more copies of this picture in public places if you like,
not everyone reads that magazine. Again, it costs something
to get these printed.”
“Print as many as you can, print and give one to every
person in the city. Hire every print shop in the city full time
until Alan is found. Leave no stone still.”
There was no way Nidon-Mlarkile had the manpower to
get that done. “I’ll need about twenty three irons for all the
posters I could distribute,” Klowa told him.
“Here,” he brought out a pouch, “Take a copper for the
magazine picture, take two more coppers for any other
expenses as you get started. Take one more for posters, make
them BIG. We are here to find Alan, not haggle about the
price. Speak no more about the price. You ask, we’ll pay, not
a problem.”
“Fine,” Klowa said. Alfred seemed quite sure of himself
in that regard. Klowa wondered if he could ask some
outrageous fee totally out of context. If they were willing to
give a twelve copper reward maybe they would give him a
few just for good will? Maybe he could keep one of those
coppers just to tide him over until the case was solved? While
one side of his mind thought about that, another part kept
working on the case. “Now; a couple more questions about
Desa. Do you know if she knows anyone in the city?”
“We do not know that,” Alfred said.
“Does she have enough money to buy property?”
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“We don’t know if she does, but Alan has enough.”
“He does? I thought he ran away?”
“But he had plenty of money when he did. He never
wanted for anything with us. We were quite generous with
him.”
“Would he buy property? A home?”
“If he can find an official way do that.”
Klowa’s laughter burst out before he knew it was
happening. They both glowered at him for it. “I’m sorry, it’s
just that sometimes your manner of expression is so colorful.”
“I see nothing colorful or comical,” Alfred said in
something of a huff.
“Just the use of the word ‘official’. I’ve never heard
bureaucracy used as a metaphor for economics before.”
“It is a common expression with us. Sorry if it is
confusing.” Alfred seemed more annoyed than sorry.
Klowa couldn’t take any more of this. He announced they
were done for now and with little formality they left the
office. Once they were gone he signed in all that cash and
talked over the case with Zlifonn. “They want to get his
picture in Missing Persons and maybe around the khumes a
little, so I’ll go down and get a few copies made.”
“Bring a copy up here, I have a few more things to run
down to the print shop.”
“Yeah, thanks. I also think I’ll hit some architectural
societies and get a search started for anyone named Alan or
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Desa.”
“When are you going to the universities?” Zlifonn asked.
“I don’t think I can get to that today, but I’ll get there. I
have a feeling this isn’t our best avenue of attack on this case.
Something about them makes me think they really aren’t as
knowledgeable as they think.”
Zlifonn howled with laughter at his understatement. “If
Alan is anything like they are, any research broker is going to
think he’s another burn-out and not even remember him.”
“That’s true,” Klowa agreed, “but they might remember
the accent.”
“If Alan is as deluded as they are. But he might know he’s
nothing to any university here and never contact them. If he’s
been here a few years working off the boards, how will we
ever find him?”
“I don’t think he’ll be any wiser than they are. But where
do you suppose they’re getting all this money?” Klowa
wondered. “They’re slinging copper around like it was
plastic!”
“To look at them I’m surprised they even have plastic. I
thought they’d be here trying to pass wood as plastic and
plastic as iron.”
“So did I,” Klowaa said. “They were insulted that I
worried about their ability to pay.”
“You never know though. This may be all we ever see of
them.” Zlifonn was holding their coins to his eye and
examining them. “These are new coppers too, and smooth.”
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“I wonder if they’re mining?”
“They must be,” Zlifonn said. “These haven’t even been
used.” He was inspecting the beads, “Look at this dimple
here, it appears that every one has been tested,” Zlifonn held
out the four little copper beads so Klowaa could see what he
was talking about, “or maybe they just want us to think they
have.”
“Maybe they’ve made some kind of plastic that looks
exactly like copper.”
“We better have them tested again,” Zlifonn said.
“True, why don’t you set that up with the accountant for
Morningday. I better get down to the photo shop if I want to
have a copy back here in time for your run to the printers.”
Knmonaweep Koyahn 55,42,30
Klowaa crawled home late and didn’t even look for
Shinvei until the light of Kortrax shown thru the bubbleglass
above their sleeping compartment. She was already awake by
then, sitting at the table and eating a mingyon.
“Were you staked out last sleep?” she asked.
“No, just getting photos and making the rounds of the
architecturals. I got way over past Gnendvinalt’s and came
back by way of the Eastern Slope.”
“What’s the photo of?”
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“A person, a hairless person, nearly so anyway,” Klowa
told her.
“Why?” she asked.
“I don’t know, just his style I guess.”
“I meant why are you looking for him?”
“He ran away from a lab in Wescarp.”
“Oh? Wescarp?” She took the last bite of the mingyon.
“Are you getting up or could I come back up and get some
entertainment?” she asked.
“I hope so.”
His home was high enough to see plenty of sky. Pebbly
clouds reflected the pink and orange rays of dawn down into
both rooms. She looked especially desirable in the early light.
The red rays shown on her long dense tangles of black hair
and turned her dark skin to bronze. Those highlights played
across her incredible figure as she moved toward the sleeping
alcove, arousing him even before she reached the top of the
short ladder which joined this part of the apartment to the
other.
Her appearance was a beautiful example of pure Borgoth
ancestry. She was born into the Torilite tribe, the last of the
true nomads. She left the tribe a century ago and wandered far
from the west Knidola basin, arriving in Zhlindu less than a
decade ago. She still carried a lot of her tribal heritage
however and because of that she had gravitated to the close
circle of friends of which Klowa was a part.
Shinvei was more than just a wondrous lover. She ran a
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magazine shop in the used book arcade, a career that gave her
exposure to information scraps of all kinds. On more than one
occasion this had come in handy in his own work, so he often
discussed cases with her. At this time she wasn’t really
interested and there would have been little she could have
done if she was.
Morningday was usually when they spent the most time
together. Their relationship was physically all he could handle
(and then some) but mentally not as close as he would like.
She wasn’t that much closer to him than any other male in the
group, he just happened to be the one with room in his nest
when she arrived. He could usually count on her being around
Morningday and spending Noonsleep with the group or
sometimes him alone, or one of the other guys alone.
Afternoonday she opened her shop, sometimes she spent
Dusksleep with him, sometimes she went out. Nightday she
always hunted wild male meat in the strength trades.
This Morningday they spent hanging around Lartess Plaz
enjoying the outdoor music coming from an improvisational
stage set up by Kordrain Up Annex and drifting on the fumes
of Lartok’s keg. Taiden, who also made a living at NidonMlarkile, was there with a dark-skinned, light-haired girl
from Quanwark named Lisain. Plainonn, one of the
breathtakingly beautiful girls Mlarkile used as bait, showed
up a little later with her mainape Vmikel. Nonik was also
there with both of the girls who shared his quarters, Fmarling
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and Sheizenn.
Klowa used up the last of his funds snacking on the tasty
morsels the Plaz’s cooks turned out. Unless Shinvei sold
some magazines or he got an advance from the Alan case,
they were going to be hungry for a few days. He was used to
that. They got wasted enough on the little keg Plainonn
brought with her that it didn’t matter for now.
For Noonsleep they took the switchback climb thru the
courtyards connected to Lartess, then up a few laps of
Thweighnstairs to Nonik’s bubble. It was quite a thrill to be
up here under any conditions. This building was just a ropeup of timber on a monumental archwood strapped to the
Thweighnmonkt. Most structurologists agreed it would have
been down by now if it weren’t for the prop-ups and the fact
that the larorlie had grown so thick and trunky and held it
together. It held, but the floors were all tilted in the
apartments below and the ceilings were now lower than they
should be in many of the homes.
Nonik’s dome was up on top of all that. It was a fragment
of what recent history called The Rikandra Failure. A large
fragment of the Rikandra bubble had lodged in the
archwood’s wild upper branches against the wall of the
Thweighnmonkt. Nonik had roped it in and then strung vines
around the ropes. He was thought a scrounge at the time, but
in less than a century the vines had grown thick, the shelves
had grown in and the archwood’s cracked limbs had healed. It
did still sway with the breezes that drifted up the vang on
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their way to the next layer of atmosphere atop the city, but if
you imagined you were on a ship that didn’t worry you as
much.
Lisain made no secret of the fact that the only reason she
had come along with Taiden was because he had teased her
about some wildly erotic rituals that they would be
participating in. These were mostly things Shinvei had taught
them and they turned out to be everything Lisain had hoped
for. Group Noonsleeps were common in Nonik’s household
since Shinvei joined them.
Afternoonday Shinvei went to her shop, Nonik went
down to see if he could get on a new project at the movie
studios and Taiden took Lisain back to his place. Klowa
didn’t have enough rest yet and was slow to leave, which
caused Fmarling and Sheizenn to tire him out a lot more, ply
him with more yaag and generally cause him to get stoned
and miss Afternoonday altogether.
Knmonaweep Kozor 55,42,30
It was nearly lunchtime during Nightday of week
Knmonaweep by the time Klowa got back to work on the
Alan case. He was pounding pavement in search of built-in
looking cooks along just the type of industrial khume a guy
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like Alan might show up on. Snoops can’t live on a single pair
of eyes and ears. Everyone has his own network, and in the
industrial levels Klowa worked with the cooks.
Klowa liked cooks because they tended to be jovial partyhardy people and also because he liked to eat. He didn’t look
the part, being modest of height, wiry, curly and dark.
Strangers sometimes mistook him for Shinvei’s child.
Actually a male child of Shinvei would stand over a story tall
and be twice his weight of rock hard muscle, but you have to
know Shinvei to know that.
Lunch is a big deal in the industrial levels. The khumes at
this level are dark, the air is hot and thick. Breathing down
here is sometimes like having someone sitting on your chest.
If your nose wasn’t blocked, it will be. The walls are often
built of the huge basalt blocks that were popular in the early
fifties when these streets last saw the light of Kortrax. The
shafts where the cooks light their fires are dim and smokey
even in the light days. In all phases of the week most of the
light in the industrial khumes comes from the lanterns or
torches over the pay rate boards. There were more people in
front of the boards outside the factory gates at Nightday lunch
than at any other time of the week. He wondered how many
of them actually cared about working and how many were
just there for the air brought down by the drafts of the factory
kilns. He spent little time looking at the people in the crowds,
but gave everyone else careful looks. No one who assisted in
a lab had to worry about the current rate for casting blocks.
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Down on the far end of Khume Lvataiya from Khiynian
Well the foundation blocks give way to haphazard lumps of
the original postpile basalt far beneath Visyaign
Technological University. Dyinholm cooks here every
Nightday, sometimes Afternoonday lunch and supper too. He
sets up in that little passage that’s almost a continuation of
Khume Lvataiya past Klaidastairs Plaza. He’s in the chimney
behind his cauldron with just the tiniest rail of a token
counter. Dyinholm is fat enough to lend credence to his
cooking. He wears a clean clout and braids his waist-length
hair around his head when he cooks. Klowa has known him
for over a century.
“Hey tracker, a bowl perhaps?” Dyinholm asked by way
of greeting.
“Perhaps. An urn perhaps, a bowl if you really need the
business.” He didn’t want to have to admit he was broke
because Dyinholm would feed him anyway. While the living
one made from cooking was steady, it was meager.
“Look at this.” He pointed to the low level of stew in his
caldron. As added punctuation he ladled two more bowls to a
couple out of Bron-Geiet’s.
“I still think one could make a better living out of renting
beds down here,” Klowa joked, noticing the way they held
each other’s ass as they walked away.
“And I still think they like the price of just climbing on
the powder sacks better.” They had talked of this often in the
past. Meanwhile Dyinholm sparked a tiny urn of leaf.
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Klowa thought they better get down to business before
they drifted off on a long rap. “I’m puzzling out this one
today.” He dropped a copy of Alan’s picture on the rail. “They
say he’s a lab assistant, won’t say what in, but I think it’s ag
or mineralogy.”
“Yes?” Dyinholm squeaked around a lungful of dense
smoke.
“He’s probably walking at an angle. The guys he ran away
from lean into a silent wind quite a bit themselves.”
“He doesn’t hang around here a lot if he’s been by here at
all,” Dyinholm pronounced after carefully examining the
picture.
After a good toke Klowa said, “Show this to anyone you
know that gets anywhere near a lab.”
“I’ll do that. You might tie it to the candlepole there.”
While Klowa was doing that he added, “And oh yeah,
he’s from Wescarp, probably has a bad accent.”
Dyinholm sputtered out a good deal of smoke, “I never
met anyone from Wescarp with an accent.”
“Is that right? The people looking for him had incredible
accents.”
“Sounds like a personal problem. Guys I know from
Wescarp might use some crude language now and then, but
they never had an accent.”
They told a few jokes and finished the smoke but Klowa
was off without eating. He saw all the cooks in that area, he
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knew most of them, then passed all the way down into the
pottery and plumbing foundries of the Karthuum Valley and
then all the way across to the huge Jaignvin photochemical
labs beyond the south Karthuum print shops. In the next four
hours he must have left a hundred copies of that picture.
At Jaignvin he knew Angmin the inventory guard. He had
used Nidon-Mlarkile in the past. Angmin saw most of the
people who went thru there in a semi-skilled capacity. He
took many copies of the picture, he would be able to pass
them thruout Jaignvin.
He got deep behind West Harbor, thru the collar by
Rankor Hill and almost to the other plumbing district below
the Hyadrain valley. He found himself in a dark khume where
Central Basin Works has a lot of gates that opened right onto
the khume where it is also the balcony overlooking the cavern
where Kyovike Hydraulics makes huge turbines, irrigation
pumps, lock fittings and such. The flames of those kilns lit the
chamber with a lurid glow which spilled out into the khume
beyond. Klowa never knew fire could get to such size before
and feared the whole city would be consumed in those
flames.
The busy plaza was above most of the short end of the
Kyovike Works and was their main air intake. Here the air
was fresh since those fires were able to pull it from the open,
fourteen stories above, near the base of third Chimney. Here
also he found burRaf, a cook he hadn’t seen in a long time.
“What are you doing here?” he asked.
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“Just trying to make a living. The great locks are abuilding in there and there’s lot’s more traffic here now than
back at Plimpinmill.”
“What great locks?”
“You don’t know? Well it’s common knowledge down
here. The Kronos-Weilem Consortium got together with most
of the docks on East Harbor. There’s a lot of others in on it
too. East Harbor’s going to be raised a whole story. You know
why Khume B’heiva’s going to cargo don’t you? It’s because
the old cargo level below it’s going to water for the turbines.
Imoneea Farms is going to Enthora, there’s swamp housing
growing already over there.”
“You sound pretty excited about this, but what else is new
in the last ten years?”
“Oh I moved. I’m in a little cubbyhole up in East
HarborWall, backside above a walltop court. There’s an
awesome dawn from that court. I can’t see down to the
harbor, but I can see horizon.”
“I can well imagine. That’s quite a commute from here
though.”
“Yeah but this project is the big news. I thought the whole
city was in on it.”
Klowa listened longer than he wanted to to burRaf’s
excitement and found he hardly knew him any more. He went
on and on about the widening of the Garvaskul over on the
west side. That was where a lot of the fill would be coming
from. He babbled about all the places that would be dyked
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and filled and bought out, the neighborhoods that would be
flooded for hundreds of miles up the Imoneeya and how the
Darva was being diverted two hundred miles upstream to get
its flow to the turbines also. Klowa himself found it a little
hard to get excited about something that would take a century
to unfold, even if it would add ten percent to the city’s energy
production.
Once he got away from burRaf, he went around the lower
levels back along East Harbor, talking to more random cooks
and leaving a few more copies of the picture. It was well into
Dawnsleep when he gave it up. There was just too much to
cover. Thousands and thousands of cooks. In truth there were
millions of cooks in the city and it would be impossible to
establish a network of cooks all across the city like he had
done in his own neighborhood. He should have probably
spent the day going thru the university records instead.
Hareenduul Kozor 55,42,31
The week after Knmonaweep this year is Hareenduul, the
start of a new year. The week begins with Morningday and
this he spent with the gang. Shinvei had sold a few magazines
so they were able to get a breakfast roll each. They spent
Noonsleep at Nonik’s again. Shinvei’s shop demanded a
schedule so she left as Kortrax began his descent. Some of
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Nonik’s blooms were year-round under the dome so they
spent a lazy Afternoonday there. There was a late season
deluge so he didn’t have to worry about not having coin to get
into the pool at the Plaz. Shinvei came home for Dusksleep. It
was nice to have her around at that time of the week, and nice
to have her all to himself. But when Nightday came, money
or no, she went off hunting and he went to the office.
Nidon was in this week and had learned all that was
known so far on the Alan case. He was somewhat perturbed
that Klowa hadn’t made Zhlindu Tech his first priority. Nidon
had been at this a lot longer than Klowa, so in spite of the fact
that Klowa didn’t think Alan could get into any university, he
followed that advice.
The university is a big place. It occupies a group of
crystal spires on the northeast slope of the Karthuum Valley
and runs back under the southern edge of the Fastness another
half mile at the level of the bases of those towers. There are
over seven thousand faculty members and maybe fifty
thousand students at any one time. In the whole city only
Rankor University of Entertainment is larger.
Most of the records of laboratory help are kept by a
woman named Yompere. They had worked for her in the past
and she was part of the reason Klowa was a little reluctant to
come here. Her office and suite is above ground but beneath a
major bridge so she has no direct view of the sky. During
Nighday that didn’t matter of course. The place was plush,
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with thick stained glass in the doors and velvet walls inlaid
with pictureglass lanterns showing mountain scenes of
Wescarp or Quanwark. Yompere herself isn’t really that bad,
she’s tall and elegant, quite thin, and at this time
conservatively dressed in a flowing emerald robe that blended
to royal blue at the edges. Her hair is the silver of those with
helmet access, shiny, long and thick, her lips full and red and
her eyes a clear blue. Otherwise her face was kind of flat and
boring and her chest looked very flat and flabby when viewed
with eyes used to Shinvei, though she was not really much
smaller than average.
“Ah yes,” she said as she admitted him, “The man from
Nidon-Mlarkile. I wasn’t aware we had a request
outstanding.”
“You don’t as far as I know.” The university sometimes
used them to find people when they had a very specific post
they needed to fill. Nonik used them to find people for movie
parts the same way. “We have a request of you this time,” he
told her.
“Oh? How refreshing,” she said. “Forgive me but I forget
your name?”
“Klowa, I worked with Jaymite on the floater pilot case.”
“Oh that’s right.” She clasped her hands and grinned,
“Well, come have a seat, we’ll have a drink and then you can
tell me what you would have of me.” She stroked his arm
gently as she lead him toward a grouping of stand-cushions.
‘Sure,’ he thought, ‘she’s going to love this, I have to
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come to her.’ “Just let me know what you’re drinking.” Last
time she’d mixed the yaag half and half with lantern fuel and
he got so he couldn’t even walk.
“Just a little gasoline. I’m sure I’ve some yaag around
somewhere we can mix with it if you’d like.”
“I think I should stick to straight yaag, I’m not used to the
flammable stuff.”
“Oh tut,” she giggled her wicked-witch giggle. Actually it
wasn’t, it was a musical, cultured sort of giggle. It only
sounded wicked because she was pouring him some anyway.
He suffered himself to squouch down on the cushion next
to her. She had on some kind of perfume. It wasn’t really
unpleasant, but it wasn’t a natural woman aroma either,
something he would have greatly preferred. This was
something more like wilted flowers. She had a bottle next to
her on a large cup stand already, and a few extra of the tiny
cups that alcohol drinkers used. The stuff was almost clear, a
little sweet and a little bitter at the same time. It had a sting
like strong spice but not as hot. He tried to take only tiny sips
and not chug it down like morning yellow at a music festival.
“So how’s Shinvei?” she asked.
“Hungry as ever, she’s out hunting right now.”
“Oh how sad,” Yompere said.
“Not for me, this way I have some energy left.”
“It’s still too bad. I’ve always thought people should be
properly matched you know. At least you still have her.”
“Yes, but I’m surprised you remember her,” Klowa said.
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“She is rather hard to forget don’t you think?”
“That’s true.” Yompere was scared of the dive where they
met.
She made useless small talk while sipping down two more
thimblefuls of that bottled lightning. Klowa was very careful
not to finish his while she prattled on about the new students
and how asinine one of the lab managers was and what a
difficult time they had getting enough out of the finance
department for supplies. She caressed him and draped herself
over him the whole time in such artificially dramatic ways.
Finally she asked what he was here after. It took a long
time to tell her because she asked lots of questions about the
strange people that had contracted them. She questioned him
for a long time and didn’t even pour more of that fluid.
“I’d also like to have answers to most of those questions,”
he finally told her. “Those guys are just plain secretive.”
“That’s too bad. I don’t know how you can work for them
under those conditions?”
“They’re paying us well,” he replied.
“That IS a point now isn’t it?”
“Yes. So tell me, have you had anyone come in lately
claiming vast new knowledge in physics and such?”
“Oh no, we’re having trouble getting qualified people,
same as always.”
“This would be more like a crackpot, spouting really wild
theories of God and the universe and claiming great
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revelations.”
“It’s been pretty slow all decade with crackpots, only one
or two this year. Not that long ago they used to be good for a
few laughs every week. We have put on about six hundred
new people in the physics labs this year, but none of them
knew anything much and few of them stayed. All the
eggheads are still yelling at me to get them someone who can
at least read an instrument. We have enough trouble getting
people who can develop film or chem out a rock sample.
There’s nobody left who can put a good optical setup together
without two or three guru’s standing over their shoulder and
telling them where to put the glue.”
“Was there ever?”
“I don’t think so myself, but all the big shots claim there
were plenty a century or two ago.”
“I think it’s the good-old-days syndrome myself,” Klowa
said. “Can we at least look at the records of the people you
have put on to see if an Alan shows up.”
“I guess I could let you look at the open index cards.
Some of the labs are confidential you know, I’ll have to look
at those myself.”
“Very well.”
“What do you say we start on that right after lunch? I’ll
just drop a note to the dining hall and have them send up
something.”
“But it’s early yet.”
“It takes them awhile to cook. We could have a little play
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time til then, wouldn’t that be fun?” She passed the back of
her hand across his crotch when she said that, gently and
casually.
Well here was the problem. To get her cooperation he
really didn’t have much choice but to provide sexual favors.
He wondered if this was the only way she would do business
with anyone? Or maybe it was the only way she ever had sex?
The university had message tubes thruout the whole
complex, there was one in her quarters into which she
dropped their lunch order, tabbed to route to the kitchens of
this building.
She had a separate bedroom that was also quite plush. It
had its own window with a tiny balcony, rich carvings and
curtains around the bed, which was raised on a low dias with
round columns in the corners. She led him in there and
dropped her robe, flashing a cutesy-cute smile like she had
done the previous time. One side of his mind wondered why
he minded doing this. Except for her too-small tits she wasn’t
a bad looking woman. She had beautiful hips and thighs, a
flat belly over a fine and soft patch of curls. Maybe it was
because there was no feeling involved, no passion. She
simply used him to service her body and that was it. Oh she
was polite enough and considerate enough and physically
pleasant enough, but even a quick ‘let’s fuck’ from a casual
encounter in a concert hall seemed like a deeper and more
caring involvement than this.
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A half hour later he was glad to have that out of the way.
She thanked him profusely and breathlessly and made her
way to the washroom. It was unlikely she would want more,
good grief, if he could survive Shinvei at all he could
certainly grind this woman down to limp jelly.
Their lunch was brought up by a cook’s helper. It was
quite good, well seasoned kvarit rolls, hot fungi loaf and
fermented talrin eggs with quite the dizzying rush in every
bite. The kind of thing a tourist would eat while in Zhlindu. It
was all prepared perfectly, piping hot and served on tableware
the likes of which Klowa rarely saw. “I have to compliment
you on choosing such a great feast as this.”
“A feast? It’s just a lunch, not as light as I would normally
order, but I seem to remember you as something of a
connoisseur.”
“Nah, chow-hound would be a more accurate description.
A couple thesh rolls or a bowl of a good Dwarven stew off a
cook in a khume is my usual lunch.” When he had coin. He
guessed this meal was worth the fuck after all. It’s not like
sex with her is actually bad.
“But some of those cooks are great artists in their own
way. They’re like the street musicians. I have a lot of respect
for street art.”
“I guess I do too, but that’s because it’s about the only art
I know.”
After lunch they finally got down to business. It was a
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good thing those fermented eggs don’t stay with you. The
alcohol did and he could see that she had to concentrate to
avoid needing to hold the wall. Yompere had a records room
in an alcove of the main records library shaft. It was just
across a tiny cluttered hallway from a back door to her
residence chambers. In here she had what could almost be
considered another office. There was a table and desk tucked
in an alcove under a stairway just around the corner from that
back hallway’s door to the stacks. She went around picking
up drawers full of the little cards they used for personnel
records, giving him some to look at, keeping some for herself.
She hummed incessantly and almost completely tunelessly
while she did so. Even so he could hear the alcohol in her
voice.
The whole second half of the day was spent there. There
were many more than six hundred cards to go thru, since
there was no way to tell that Alan had stuck with physics.
There was also no way to be sure he was still using the name
Alan, so he had to check anyone that might be possible in
greater depth. After all that, he came up empty. There were
almost none that were even remotely worth interviewing, and
they had to be contacted thru their lab’s professor. That would
take time.
Then he wanted to check with the history department for
any mention of the name Desa, or new professors or techs
from Wescarp, Dos, or otherwise out of town. This was a
whole different department with records kept by a different
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person. Yompere took him over there, it was in a different
building, and introduced him to the person. At least this guy
was male and didn’t ask for favors before cooperating. There
was little to look thru there because the history department at
Zhlindu Tech is quite small. He suggested several other
schools to try, but Klowa already knew of them.
Because of the time it took with Yompere, he wasn’t able
to get to any of them that day.
Kveshnat 55,42,31
Kveshnat didn’t start as great as the week before. Shinvei
didn’t come home for Dawnsleep and didn’t make
Morningday either. He went and found no one at the Plaz, no
one at Nonik’s or Plainonn’s either. He didn’t want to stay
home alone so he decided to go hang around the upper court
cooks and talk about Alan and see if he could get an offer for
some free samples. Eating sometimes got to be a problem
when cases were hard and he had to go a long time without
pay. They spent his last share too quickly.
He had the good fortune to run into Sheizenn at that tiny
roof-plaz on the Thulingain where you can catch a glimpse of
the southern horizon. They spent the day on the highest
outdoor footpaths they could find and sampled the tiny exotic
delicacies toasted over the lab-sized grills cooks would lug up
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this high. Neither of them had been on these streets before
since the wealth required to live here was as high as the
altitude. The views of the canyons of the upper south slope
were fine, the bridges sometimes dizzying. The decorations of
the houses, especially the doors and windows, were
astounding in their intricacy and detail.
Sheizenn was a Zhlindu native all the way back to the
days of the island. She was a mixture of the four races since
that far back. She had freckled dark orange skin. She was
almost as wide as Shinvei and much taller but soft and plush,
and only of a normal woman’s strength. Her hair was dark
blond, tightly curled and more than shoulder length. Her eyes
were large, round and deep green. Her nose was short and her
lips full. Her curves were generous, soft and friendly. It was
usual that they would cuddle and play when with each other.
She brushed aside his poverty apologies, “I’ve got two
tens left and I’m not going to miss this view with that bottle
sitting over there while I can afford it.”
They were on the edge of the roof garden way up on the
Klehymnehorn, only the top castle is above it. You can’t see
the Klehymnehorn til you’re two miles down the docks on
south harbor, but when you’re on it, it’s high. The bottle was
just Green Monster however, so he wasn’t too worried. The
second half of Morningday became a very pleasant stroll.
They stopped by Nonik’s for Noonsleep. They were the
only one’s there, Nonik and Fmarling were filming this
Noonsleep when the streets would be less busy. Klowa didn’t
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stay for Afternoonday, not wanting to be in the way when the
others of the household came home bushed, and wondering
about Shinvei.
When he got home Shinvei was there, slumped under high
Kortrax on the balcony, staring blankly down the Vang.
“Fie, I fie, l’m’lone. Fie.”
She didn’t look fine. The centers of her lips were the only
things moving when she said that. “What’s happened to you?”
“S’party, s’stuff dere. I fie, leeme lone lie ere. s’all.” The
tips of her fingers moved in a wave and she lost
consciousness again. Klowa shuddered at the thought of any
stuff that could nail Shinvei to the porch like this.
The deluge was still going and even started early this
Kveshnat Afternoonday and Shinvei had already gone to her
shop when Klowa woke up. He wondered how many
customers she would frighten that day? He wondered if the
rain woke her? Klowa went down and earned a few coins at a
compressor shop. He was at a disadvantage with most of the
guys pumping down here. If they just had a little more
brainpower Shinvei would have chased them. Klowa mainly
did this for exercise. Other than people like Yompere and
stairs, you don’t get a lot of exercise in detective work. While
he couldn’t make a living compressing the air for Zhlindu’s
industry, he could at least make enough to eat.
This Nightday he didn’t expect much news from the
requests he had out so he planned to spend the day hitting a
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few more universities. He would pay them to search their
records rather then doing it himself since the clients seemed
willing to pay. On the way he planned to stop at some of the
likelier cooks to see if the pictures had brought anything up
yet.
Instead he got a chance to earn a couple more tide-himover irons helping Nidon go thru a whole pile of films. Each
was a spool of photos taken of papers in offices that he and
Taiden were able to get into. Each photo was of a master tape
sign-out and copy production receipt. In the heading on the
blank for each sheet was also the list of songs, performers and
composers in tiny characters. He had to compare each of
them to a list of stolen song, performer, composer
combinations.
While he was at it he examined the scrawled entries on
the sheet. There were columns to sign out, sign for, enter
number of copies, rate and amount. He looked for the names
Alan and Desa. Neither was a really common name. Desa at
least wasn’t an unusual name, it turned up now and then in
the sea of names that filled the production sign-outs. A Desa
signed out two and a half whole sheets as foreman for a label
he’d never heard of out Khume Kimoneea way. Another Desa
was listed as the master compiler in the heading of another
sheet. He put tiny entries for them all on his own clue sheet in
case he got desperate enough to chase leads such as those.
He went fairly quickly thru the films once he memorized
the list of missing ones. He didn’t find the slightest thing for
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Nidon, even the performer/composers were rare, rarer than
the name Desa.
As Nightday turned into Dawnsleep they sat with a cup
winding down the day. “Mlarkile says your clients were in
here Afternoonday,” Nidon told him.
“Oh, what for?”
“Looking for results. They thought three weeks was
enough time for something to happen.”
“I wish it was. Normally I should have something by this
time.”
“Normally we have something to start with,” Nidon said,
“a list of friends and lovers, hang-outs, employment. All we
have is a decade-old picture and the unconfirmed suspicion
that he’s somewhere in the city.”
“I think the only thing we know about Alan and Desa is
the client. Maybe I should look into them.”
“You could try that. Lets send an inquiry to Dos Kassikan
about this Desa, maybe they know something more.”
“I doubt it,” Klowa said, “what would someone like that
be doing out in Wescarp?”
“Maybe trying to home in on whatever these guys were
up to.”
“I think they’re ‘up to’ about half mast if you ask me,”
Klowa said. “That’s why I want to investigate them a little.”
“Try it, at least a cursory. And message Dos Kassikan and
mark it up fifteen percent. If they want to throw copper
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around we might as well catch some of it.”
Klowa got that message off on his way home, the
Playalite had a terminal room just off Hapentweighn. With his
half of the fifteen percent, he made enough to get by a few
more days.
Ekendosa Koyahn 55,42,31
For the second Dawnsleep in a row Shinvei wasn’t home.
She wasn’t home for Morningday either. He could have gone
over to Nonik’s or the plaz again, but the desire to get
somewhere on the Alan case had him more interested even
today. It shouldn’t take too long to go down and see where the
clients lived and maybe poke around the place a little.
The clients lived in a service house down in an atrium
where there were now a lot of pottery shops. Several
centuries ago it had been an area of exclusive homes. Now
there was only the tiniest glimpse of sky from the courtyard
in front of it. Someone with as much money as these people
should have picked a better place to live than this. As a
service house it wasn’t anything special. From what he could
see the girls were just normal girls with no special training or
enhancements. From the outside it looked roomy but well
past its prime. It was probably used by roving merchants from
other parts of the city that just wanted some rest and relief
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without the long climb to better quarters. In a century it
would be haunted by deviants, a century later, scrounges. It
might get redeveloped into factory offices before or after that
because the blocks of its walls and doorframes were massive.
He looked over the exterior of the place from every public
space that viewed it. The place that viewed it from above was
the bottom of Blumox Khume under the bottom of the
Karthuum valley. There’s a well in it with a nice rail. Kadak’s
does not open onto Blumox, you have to go down Qdedika
Stairs, so narrow you get to enjoy the bust or butt of those
you pass, to a thin little annex of the Blux Industrial. Kadak’s
is on the courtyard under Blumox back in the hallways among
the craftsmen. You could say that its most distinguishing
feature was its obscure location.
Kadak owned the south wall of this atrium. It was about
ninety feet long, four twenty-foot rooms on each floor. Each
room had two windows, bifold glass windows, each with a
tiny balcony. All leaves had long left the vines that formed
those rails. The wood was now sanded smooth, varnished and
polished. Weather had last seen these levels in the early fifties
at best. The front door was ornate, its cap rose to the bottom
of the third floor. The carvings made Klowa’s head ache with
their streamlined formality, 45th or 50th century architecture.
An ornate stairway with angular lanterns at its base led up the
few steps to the door. That was a centuries newer style and
obviously added after this plaza became indoor.
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He wandered around down here and engaged the cooks
and potters around this atrium in some conversation about the
residents of Kadak’s service house. Just about everyone knew
who he was talking about from even a brief description. They
said Alfred and Viktor came and went at fairly regular
intervals. Every day they went out for awhile, not usually
more than four hours or less than two. It got a little earlier
every week. They never spoke to anyone and never stopped
here except for one time they wandered around gazing at the
ware’s like this was a shopping khume.
One of the cooks remembered when Alfred and Viktor
first found Kadak’s. “Yeah, they looked all around the place
the way you are. They acted more like snoops than you do.
They hardly spoke to each other and when they did speak it
was with difficulty.”
“When they did speak, what did they say?”
“‘What is the price of your wares?’ was one sentence, and
‘does anything immoral go on with the girls in there?’ while
pointing to Kadak’s, was the other.”
After speaking with all the people who seemed to be
permanent in the area, Klowa went in to see Kadak. The
interior of the place was much more plush than he would
have suspected. It was all done in finely cast marble, lit by
silent mantled lanterns and upholstered in brightly patterned
velvets. The woodwork was heavy and ornate, everything was
crafted, not grown. There were large paintings in the two
story high front hallway depicting some of the beaches that
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had surrounded the city in the days of the island. The
Karthuum Valley had been farmland then, so that painting
was distant history when this building was first built. He
noticed the paintings were prints. There was a large, high
counter right at the end of the hall, flanked by grand stairways
to the upper floors. A false stained-glass skylight lit the
landing. A uniformed doorman sat behind the counter,
directing girls in transparent flowing robes who hurried by
with trays of steaming food. The forced karga slices set his
stomach roaring.
Klowa had to wait almost an hour because Kadak was
busy in the kitchens. They met in a small suite on the back of
the ground floor that she used as an office. Kadak was a cute
little thing dressed in the same gauzy robes as her girls, with
curly black hair and pointy black nipples. She sat in a
cushion, not at a table, and bid him sit with her.
“Are you here about accommodations?” she asked.
“No, I’m Klowa of the Nidon-Mlarkile agency. I’m here
investigating two of your tenants, Alfred and Viktor.”
“We are confidential about our tenants,” she said,
disappointing him that she backed away because her points
were nice. “But we have to be confidential about them
because we know so little.”
“Answer only what you think is fair to make public.” He
was perfectly honest with her and spent some time telling her
everything he already knew. As he went on about it, he could
see that she was agreeing with everything and became
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interested in their mysteriousness. Before long she seemed to
have forgotten her confidentiality policy. Better than that, she
got close again.
“Yes, they certainly are strange,” she admitted. “They
hardly talk, they look a wreck and they have the personality
of an injured mlak. They don’t take any food, but they pay
well and are no trouble except over the girls. All they’ll allow
them to do is clean, they won’t allow any sexual favors at all.
They tip the same, but won’t accept the service.”
“May I talk to any of your people who have served them
even with the cleaning?”
“You should talk to Sooeen, she’s the first one that asked
them why they pay the tip and never ask for anything. When
she finally got them to understand what she was asking, they
got all huffed up and came down here and reported what
Sooeen had asked them. Then they threatened to move out
when I said ‘and so?’. I wound up having to ask everyone not
to ask that couple about sex.”
She summoned Sooeen. She took awhile, she was busy
with one of the other clients. Sooeen was a tall and somewhat
skinny Tundrite, but had big purple eyes, beautiful creamy
skin and lavish, long, shiny, black hair that was now a little
rumpled. She’d obviously had quite a work out for she was
still sweaty and out of breath, but she had taken the time to
wash.
“Yeah, I know them, them and the guy I was just with
should balance each other out a little. The two you’re talking
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about are the deadest fish I’ve ever seen.”
“Do you have any idea why?”
“I guess he had his cut off and she had hers sewed up,”
she said. “She said they have some weird religion thing.”
“Why did you ask them?”
“I felt sorry for him mostly, and he’d been giving me the
tip for weeks. I mean, do you want something for that or
what? I’ve never been that picky about my partners anyway,
why else would I be in this business?”
“Did they explain why they were angered by it?”
“Just something about their religion. They wondered if
Kadak knew I made those kind of offers to the guests!?” She
giggled about that. That meant Alfred and Viktor didn’t
understand that sex is provided in every service house, and
was probably second only to the food in being the main
service provided at this one. In many it is the only service
provided.
“Have you noticed anything else strange about them?” he
asked.
“They are SO weird I don’t know where to start.” Sooeen
was animated now. “For one thing they’re always bundled up
no matter how hot it is. They won’t allow anyone in the room
when they’re not in there. They want us to punch up the door
to be admitted, not call by name. They won’t eat anything.
They don’t like the pictures in the lobby because you can tell
the people on the beaches are naked. They don’t like our
uniforms. They not only want to keep themselves all bundled
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up, but they think everyone else should too. They don’t like
the city, the way it’s laid out and such. They don’t like all the
stairs. They don’t like the people here. They have no friends
at all of any kind. They never socialize with anyone. I could
just go on and on, their toiletries, their personal habits, their
attitudes, their ignorance of even the smallest things in life.
For instance I don’t think they’ve ever used the toilet.”
“But they seem to have plenty of money?”
“More than they need, that’s for sure. They don’t spend it
on much, just rent and no food either. They must eat when
they go out.”
“Did they ever say where they get their money?” he
asked.
“Not a word, they never say anything about themselves.
They don’t say one word about anything they don’t absolutely
have to. They are the most secretive people I’ve ever seen.”
“What are they trying to keep secret?”
“I have no idea,” Sooeen said. “Maybe their looks?
Maybe their speech problems?”
“Do they seem like they might be some kind of wizards or
something, like maybe they have some research they want to
keep secret?” Klowa asked.
“No way, they can hardly read. It’s more like religious
extremists of some kind. More likely they want to keep their
ignorance a secret.”
“Do you know where they came from?”
“They say Wescarp, but they won’t answer the simplest
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questions about it.”
“So where did they come from?” Klowa asked.
“The front door is all I know.”
“I understand they don’t stay here all day?”
“No, they go out for a few hours most every day,” Sooeen
told him.
“Do you know where they go or what they do?”
“No, they don’t say and I haven’t had the interest to
follow them.”
That seemed like an interesting thought. He’d have to try
that when he got the chance. “When do they leave?”
“Mid before-lunch or so, it keeps getting earlier. They’ll
be back about this time.” Sooeen turned to Kadak, “I could
get another load from the kitchen don’t you think?”
“Sure, I think we’re pretty much finished.” Sooeen
slipped out of the room, but he remained and Kadak looked
him in the eye. “We’ve told you far, far more than we
normally tell about our clients.”
“I appreciate that. Don’t feel guilty, everything you’ve
told me is public observation. I thank you for all your help,
it’s been a lot.” Were they on his side enough to let him into
their room? “We might learn a lot more about them if you
were to allow a trained investigator to examine their rooms.”
“I’m afraid that would be too much,” Kadak said. “Our
arrangements with our clients are solemn oath, even if our
words about it are casual. They have our word on it that no
one is admitted to their quarters.
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“I understand,” Klowaa said. “There is one confidence
you could keep however.”
“What is that?”
“Don’t let them know that I’ve been asking about them.”
She smiled, “We’ve come to volunteer no more
information to them than they have to us. They seem to like it
that way.”
He came away with more questions. All he had learned
was that they were even stranger and more secretive than they
appeared at the office.
Ekendosa Kovar 55,42,31
It was early Afternoonday of Ekendosa, Shinvei had
departed for her shop before Klowa was awake. It was hot,
especially for mid-winter and he was thinking of finding a
free pool when a wonderfully beautiful girl showed up at his
door. He hoped she was on a social visit but if he knew her,
he would have remembered. Her hair was a beautiful bronze
on her head, flowed in golden waves over her shoulders and
bounced in flaxen curls down her back. Her skin was a golden
ocher, lightly tanned and clear, her eyes the deepest blue he’d
ever seen. She was dressed in a short, strapless, body wrap
held by ruffle and pops on the left. It was made of something
white and textured, so open and thin it would have been
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blatant if she had dark hair. Inside it her shape was trim and
smooth and perfectly proportioned.
She apparently got bored with his open-mouthed stare and
said, “I’ve come about this picture,” and held up one of the
pictures of Alan.
“Do you know him?” He’d be glad to work on the case a
third day in a row if it was with her, so he invited her inside
but she came only onto his landing right inside the door. He
couldn’t help appreciating how exquisite she was. None of
Mlarkile’s girls was her equal. The robe she wore covered
enough to be appropriate for business, but it did so in such a
way that her proximity was distracting.
“I’m more interested in the people looking for him.”
“Oh?” Klowa was very surprised about that. He would
never associate a girl like this with the clients on this case.
“Yes, I think you’ll have to admit that the person or
persons who contacted you on this case were most unusual.
He was very weatherbeaten in appearance and very prudish
and disdainful in attitude.”
Now he had no doubt that she knew Alfred at least, but
knew he shouldn’t admit it. “So you think you know a client
of ours, what of it?”
“I just want to tell you a little about him. I can’t make you
believe any of it but I’m going to tell you anyway. That
person is like someone from the Troubled Times. He and his
people are not like you and I, they don’t have the Instinct.
They can be very dangerous.”
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This was the second time the Instinct had come up in this
case. “Do you have any evidence of this?” he asked,
“Anything at all?”
“He claimed to be from out Wescarp way.”
“I am willing to concede that you know him, that’s not
what I’d like some evidence of.”
“They were holding Alan against his will,” she said.
“They wish to take him back by threat of violence.”
“That’s not possible.”
“I tell you they aren’t like us.”
“And that’s what I wish you had some evidence of,” he
said.
“Have you seen them? Isn’t their appearance and manner
enough?”
“I’ve seen scrounges worse than them. There are many
who look and act weird but may still carry the Instinct. You
obviously know Alan, why don’t you try coming in from that
side?”
“I didn’t say I know Alan,” she said. “I said I know
something about your clients.”
“Then how do you know this picture has anything to do
with them?”
“Their hair style, and if I did know this person,” she said,
“I have no need to ever see him again so you needn’t try
following me either.”
He was going to say something about how he would love
to follow her anyway, even if she had nothing to do with an
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open case he was working on, but refrained. “How do you
know him?”
“To protect his privacy, I’m not going to tell you. If you
were working for Alan I would be helping you but not if
you’re working for the monsters that pursue him.”
“Does that mean you would like me to stop working for
our current clients and pick up Alan as a client?”
“In a manner of speaking.”
“And what would Alan ask of us?” he asked.
“Prevent those things from finding him.”
“I believe that you are educated enough to know that it is
a commercial business that I am in.”
“Meaning if I can top their offer?”
“Crude way to put it,” he said, “but somewhat accurate. I
also warn you they don’t seem short of money and we have
our own accountant.”
“It is possible that I might arrange a few million.”
Suddenly Klowa felt a little dizzy. In the last couple
minutes this had gone from a strange case to a very
interesting case and now to the case of the decade. He wanted
to slump into a cushion but realized they were still standing
on the stair landing just inside his door. He would have
slumped onto that but knew he should stay calm and try to
negotiate a deal. To seem capable, he ought to at least know
the name of the million denomination, tungsten he thought,
but he didn’t know how he would even recognize it, much
less test for it. Meanwhile he tried to pretend he was used to
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dealing on this level until he could discreetly get some
backup. “I see,” he croaked. “Generally Nidon-Mlarkile is
loyal to a client but if there is any truth to what you say a few
million could persuade us.” He indicated that they should take
a seat up in his main room and talk about it.
“Why don’t you start by telling me all you know about the
person who came to you,” she asked.
“I’m sorry but we aren’t working for you yet. We received
a very generous stipend up front. You look trustworthy and
I’d love to trust you, but the owners would be furious if I
switched clients on just a promise,” and a very beautiful face
and body.
She popped a bead from a tiny pocket in her ruffle and
tossed it on the cup stand next to the end of the cushion his
butt was heading for. “Will that cover it?”
He was very impressed to see the bead was aluminum.
Gold would have covered everything the weirdies had left
and all the expenses so far. This could be the company budget
for a year, he’d never personally rubbed five coppers together
since he bought his house, much less a hundred.
“That could cover it,” he said, trying not to let her see him
swallow. “Now, could you at least tell me how you know
about this case?”
She sighed and began. “I know Klarrain. Someone who
saw that picture also knows Klarrain.”
“You wouldn’t say that unless you mean the Klarrain who
prints a bunch of little obscure magazines.”
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“That’s right. But two hundred thousand total copies a
year doesn’t seem all that obscure to me.”
“Does Klarrain know Alan?”
“Klarrain wants to keep Alan from your clients also.”
“Does that mean you’re negotiating for Klarrain?”
“Not really, though we may cooperate if our interests
align.”
“Are you representing Alan?” he asked.
“No.”
“If you aren’t representing Klarrain, then where’s the
money coming from?”
“That bead is mine,” she pointed. “I might get some help
from Klarrain because he also doesn’t want your former client
to find Alan.”
“He’s not former yet.”
“What more do you need?”
“I have to at least get Nidon’s approval. I also need a little
more information from you, how do I know you aren’t the
girl Alan ran away with trying to distract me?”
“You have my word I’m not, but I won’t even try to prove
it.”
“Maybe I should go have a chat with Klarrain to see what
he knows about the situation?” Klowa speculated.
“He’s not likely to say much. He just wants to protect
Alan’s privacy and will deny any involvement.”
“Why does Alan need his privacy protected?”
“Because of those monsters that pursue him,” she said,
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“your clients.”
“You say they will take him away by force back to their
lab?”
“Yes.” She was comfortable in her statements.
That was something that he couldn’t just believe without
evidence. He certainly wanted to believe it and his body
probably would have had him believing it if he wasn’t in the
business. But actually believe it? No. He didn’t want to argue
that point, they would just go back and forth and not get
anywhere. “Let’s go back to what Alan wants,” he said.
“He just wants to be left alone to live a normal life.”
“What’s he done to get everyone from here to Wescarp
after him?”
“He got free of some deviant people who were holding
him against his will,” she said.
“In their lab?” he asked.
“I think it’s a religious cult,” Luray said, agreeing with the
staff at Kadaks.
“That doesn’t explain Klarrain’s interest.”
“That’s something I’d rather not say, it would be
damaging to Alan’s privacy.”
“You don’t have to tell me where he is to tell me why
Klarrain’s interested,” Klowa pleaded.
“I’m going to withhold that information to respect the
privacy of the people involved, don’t make this meeting
unpleasant by trying to wheedle it out of me.”
He stopped and let out a sigh. “I have to tell you that a
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meeting with you could never be unpleasant.”
She took a few seconds answering that, she had to look at
the smile on his face and notice how he was looking at her
before she said anything. She figured it out and looked a little
less serious. “I didn’t mean personally unpleasant,” she said,
and Klowa wondered for the first time if she was a bait girl.
“I just don’t want to argue about what I’ll tell you and what I
won’t.”
“O.K. why don’t we talk about what you’d like us to do if
we work for you?”
“NOT find Alan, make sure you don’t lead those people to
him. Also we’d like you to help protect Alan, maybe pass the
word around about the people after him, keep the other agents
off him. Keep a watch on those people, warn everyone.”
“There’s nothing that will keep the scrounge-pickers away
when there’s that much copper being tossed around. Alan
must be worth a lot to you?”
“What he stands for is, or I should say opposition to what
his pursuers stand for.”
“What do they stand for?” he asked.
“The ideas of the Troubled Times. I know quite a bit of
history, what used to happen then was more than just horrible.
People today can’t imagine the cruelty and hopelessness that
existed in those times.”
“Then you must be Desa, the girl from Dos?”
“Are you working for me yet?” she asked, evading the
question.
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He didn’t answer right away. He was too attracted to this
girl and could tell that she wasn’t afraid to use her
attractiveness to further her agenda. She was all the more
potent because she was all the less blatant. She had a very
natural look, much more natural than Shinvei in fact. She
wanted you to think she was as shallow as she seemed. “I
haven’t decided.”
“I thought you didn’t have the authority to decide?”
“I’m case agent,” he said.
“If I give you that aluminum, how do I know you won’t
take it and still attempt to find Alan and turn him over to the
monsters?”
“Stay with me and watch?” he said, if she was to use her
attractiveness on him, he would enjoy it as much as he could.
He couldn’t actually think of a way to convince her.
“So there was more than one?”
Did he admit to that? He never objected to her using the
plural. “Well, yes, there were two.” He shouldn’t have given
that away, but now it was too late. This was putting him at a
disadvantage wasn’t it?
“I tell you they don’t have the Instinct and they do possess
some potent technology. They could do you grave harm,
probably even kill you.”
“I do find that hard to believe, are they people from
suspended animation?”
She started to deny it out of hand, then seemed startled
and was going to say something else, then went ahead and
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denied it. Klowa thought if he wasn’t accurate with that guess
he was very, very close. Close to her story anyway. Either that
or there was some reason why she was trying to hide the truth
behind a cloak of mystery.
“Why do you want to deny it?” he asked.
“Because it’s really not true.”
“Why don’t you tell me what is true? You’re the second
client in a row on this case who doesn’t want us to know
anything about it.”
“For a completely different reason. They can’t stand the
light of knowledge, I want to protect a person’s privacy.”
“So you’re hiring me to NOT find out something? You
think you can pay me to put away my curiosity and just forget
about this?” What was she thinking? How would such a deal
be verified?
“That’s part of it too,” she said. “That’s the part I’m
interested in. Klarrain might be interested in knowing more
about the people who pursue him, so for his benefit I would
be interested in seeing them, in spite of how dangerous they
are. He may want you to investigate them. All I need is your
owner’s pledge not to find Alan for them.”
Professionally Klowa needed Nidon here for this before
they could claim that aluminum. Nidon would have insisted
that they know more before he would have taken the case
either way. Personally Klowa was glad she came to him, she
was a delight to watch and listen to. He spent another half
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hour asking more questions from many different angles but
found out little more. He was convinced that this was Desa,
but she had denied that, maybe he could learn something by
getting her to make up something about herself. He would
take a completely different tack, try to take her mind off the
case and just learn about her for personal reasons. After all, if
she was playing bait, two could play at that game. “Can I at
least know who you are?” he asked. “Even if we don’t work
together I’d like to know what to call the most beautiful
woman I’ve ever seen.”
She laughed heartily, it was wonderful. Up until now she
looked so cold he wasn’t sure she was real. Once a smile
crossed her lips she looked even more beautiful, if that was
possible, but also human and approachable. It was at this
instant that the idea first crossed his mind that getting to
know her personally might be harder on his emotions than he
thought.
“I thought this style was dead a century ago,” she said.
“You’re in perfect style to me. You look very natural too.”
“Well mostly, I haven’t changed anything basic, I’m still
me, but I have tuned up.”
“So can you tell me who you are?”
“My name is Luray, I’m a copyist, production assistant
and sometime photography model with Klarrain
Publications.”
More than likely also a reporter for Klarrain Publications,
but he didn’t say that. “Is there anything more you can tell me
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about yourself without endangering Alan, like where you live
and what you’re about?”
“Why do you ask?” she smiled. “Do you want like a
personal synopsis or something?”
“I’d like to know something of you as a person, yeah.”
She thought some more. “Like we just met socially?”
“I know it would be a little tough at this point to go back
and pretend that’s what we’re doing, now that we’ve talked
about the case and you’re already in my home, but let’s forget
about the case if we can,” he said, “just tell me who you are.”
“If you think knowing more about me will lead you to
Alan, you’re mistaken,” she said.
“I think I know that. I’ve been at the case from every
angle with you, you aren’t going to tell me more. I’ll be
honest with you, the case is just an excuse anyway, my real
reason is personal interest.” He smiled when he said that and
hoped he was sounding sincere. His hand was only on her
forearm, but went to her shoulder.
She didn’t answer right away, instead she leaned back and
looked at him. No doubt she knew where he meant this to
lead and was considering the whole scenario and was making
her choice now. He hoped she would decide in the positive,
because this position accented her shape so he felt a rush of
desire. She put her legs over his and smiled when his eyes got
wide. He put his other hand out and caressed her ankle and
shin. She accepted that. No doubt she was going to use her
sex to sway his mind from the case, whether that was her
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original intention, she saw her opportunity to play it now,
playing the same game he thought to play. He knew already
that if this was her plan, this could be a dangerous game but
he didn’t care. He would trust to his century of experience
with investigations and with women to allow him to remain in
control of the situation that was developing, even though he
already knew he was far too enthralled.
She took a deep breath and with an ‘oh well’ type sigh,
began. “Some people think I’m just one of Klarrain’s stable. I
assure you I’m not, we get along but I’m far from bound to
him. I’m as much with the business as with him, I own a little
equipment in some of his shops, I write a little. Mostly I’m
just an idle girl who likes to hang around his castle and pen
copy to earn my keep. I’m a reader, I like art and music. I’m
sorry to admit I’m more of a partier than I should be, it’s
something I have to be careful about. I’m curious about
useless things like the inner workings of stars and symbiosis
theory. Well enough of me, what about you?”
“You want to know about me?”
She sighed, “I had the impression you were trying to turn
this into a social occasion?” So she was going to play.
“Yes, I’d love to, the case seemed to put us at odds and I
don’t want that, I want to enjoy your company. I guess I’m
just a little awed by you, that’s all.”
“This is fun. You don’t really know me though. You don’t
already think I’m a cold sot with an empty head.”
“Are you?”
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She smiled once more. “I don’t think I’m empty, but I’m
in a strange mood today to be telling you all this, because I
don’t often open up to people who interrogate me as a means
of picking me up.”
“My profession makes me an interrogator, I’m sorry if it’s
offensive. I’m sorry I tried to pretend this was all about the
case. But why don’t you open up to people?”
“I’m an observer, I watch life. I make notes about it in my
mind, often even on paper. But you were supposed to tell me
about you.”
“OK,” he said, “I’m something of a watcher too. Maybe
not on such a personal level as you were talking about, but
because of my trade. I like to party also. I like people and I
like having close friends. I’ve lived in the hill all my life,
that’s been a tad over two centuries. How long have you been
around?”
“I have no idea. I rarely remember back more than a burnout or two unless I look it up in one of my journals.”
“You don’t look burnt-out, you look like an intelligent
professional.”
“You should have seen me a decade ago. But you don’t
need to be a flatterer with me,” she said, “you’re going to
make me swell up, but it’s good to know I can still come
across that way if I want to.”
If he could make her head swell, it would be to his
advantage. “Surely you must have admirers everywhere you
go?” he asked.
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“Oh I have people look at me, I do pose for pictures for
Klarrain as well as write, but I’m not always like this. When I
get burnt out I’m not much to look at. My tits get limp, I get
pale and my hair gets limp. Also the people I’m around are
used to me and Klarrain can afford better.”
“There couldn’t be better, it isn’t genetically possible.”
She laughed heartily and slapped his thigh. “Tell him that,
he just thinks I’m another average girl. He often tells me he
only lets me appear in his magazines because I’m under foot
anyway and so average that it makes the publication look low
key and serious. Sometimes I just think he puts up with me
for old time’s sake. And if it’s of any importance to this
conversation, I think you’re cute too, I wouldn’t be having
this conversation otherwise.”
This would indicate that she wanted to play the game
also, he answered as he would at a meeting place, “Please,
take all of me you want,” he said.
“I don’t think I’ve ever had anyone come on to me using
this method before,” she said. “You really think this is going
to lead you to Alan don’t you?”
It took no effort at all to act hopelessly infatuated with
this girl. “Who’s Alan? I’ve really forgotten all about that. I
hope this search leads me to you. I wish we could have met
socially, I was hoping that’s what you were here for when I
first saw you, even though I didn’t know you. Besides that,
this isn’t my shift, I don’t do detective work til Nightday
anyway.”
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She put her hands behind her head and her figure enticed
him once more. “I never have to work,” she sighed, “but I did
want to make some progress on this affair today. If you just
tell me where your former clients might be found that would
help me convince Klarrain you might be trustworthy. Then I
could call the remainder of the day free.”
“That’s a more potent bribe than the aluminum bead,” he
said and knew it was a bribe when he said it. They didn’t
actually have a contract to keep their location secret, at least
as far as Klowa knew, and he should be informed if he was
case agent.
She laughed again, “Why? I’m just an ancient wastrel in a
pretty package. You can’t be that seriously infatuated with
me?”
“Oh yes I can. I DO think you’re one of the most
beautiful woman I have ever seen, and you’re a writer, and a
model, you keep journals about life.” ‘Besides that,’ he
thought, ‘you could be a lead on this case whether you mean
to or not, and a very pleasant lead to follow.’ “That seems
interesting to me. If there is someone else who doesn’t think
so, that’s just his opinion.”
“But I see this home is shared with a female.”
“Yes, but we aren’t exclusive.”
“That’s good, I wouldn’t want to invest the whole day in
you and then find out all you wanted to do was look at me.”
“Like I said, take all you want.” He moved over til he was
in contact with her. She leaned to him and put her head on his
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chest. He ran his fingers thru her hair and held it up to smell
it. “Thanks for the pleasure of touching you.”
“Oh, thank you,” she giggled. “I don’t have anything
against contact, but I warn you, I’m not a fire girl. I’m not
that demonstrative about it but I do generate some hormones
now and then. You might be caressing me max power and
think I’m just off somewhere but really I’ll be just lost in
enjoying it.” She wound her body in his other arm, generating
contact with every part from the soft point of her breast to the
smooth curve of her hip. “But I’m not going to let myself fall
for your caresses and then get sent off without at least
knowing who pursues Alan.” She turned when she said that,
which drew her thick hair thru one hand and her breast across
his other.
She was definitely interested in finding them, “They did
seem very concerned about confidentiality, but it was mostly
in regard to what they were working on in their lab,
something I know nothing about.” If he gave the address of
the service house away, what harm was done? If it was for
that aluminum, that would be a very good deal for the agency.
“They didn’t really say anything about keeping the fact that
they contacted us a secret.”
“Good,” she said and rubbed his chest, which encouraged
him to do likewise to her, one of life’s greatest thrills even
though she was much softer and smaller than Shinvei. She
just had normal beautiful tits, one complete handful each.
“But you have to show me where they are,” she said as she
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leaned into him a bit.
Klowa noticed he was dizzy with the thrill of her and was
tempted to say anything to continue what they were doing. At
the same time he knew there was a very good chance that she
was just playing him better than he was playing her. This was
a lot more pleasant play than servicing Yompere. He was
supposed to be proof against this type of manipulation, and
generally he was. He thought doing this would have helped
him trick her into revealing some information he could use.
He decided he had little loyalty to the secretive weirdos from
Wescarp and would give up their address if it gained him
some info in return. “They live in the right second floor
chambers of Kadak’s service house at Atrium six of Lost
Mansions, you know where that is?”
“I think it’s up under the collar?”
“Well not quite, it’s about a half mile down the Karthuum
side.”
“Anyone can make up an address, let’s go there.”
“OK,” he sighed, reluctant to let go of her, “I’ll show you
that you can trust me.”
They did. They rode a streetcar from Hogart’s Shaft for a
mile along the edge of the Fastness, sitting close in the
warmth of each other. Even if she was acting, he was going to
enjoy it and he certainly enjoyed the cuddling on that ride.
They leapt off together at Hmartn Drop and nearly fell in a
giggling heap because neither would let go of the other’s
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hand.
Hmartn is a ragged domed shaft that descends sixty
stories into what was once a cave and cleft in the island at the
level of the Karthuum’s floor. It had housed a waterfall once,
a tiny one still misted the air. It is one of the main routes off
the Fastness and down into the upper Karthuum Valley. Its
upper reaches are choked with vines, the damp, dark, lower
levels are cool in the light days, hot in the dark when the air
flow reverses. Kortrax’s light is a strange green down in these
depths. Stairways and ramps descend at every angle,
advertising banners hang in the gap and two tiny waterfalls
cascade unfettered over the walkways. Voices echoed eerily
in the cavern.
The walk along Kenivda to lost mansions isn’t long but
it’s interesting. It’s thirty stories below daylight under the
main heights of the upper Karthuum. For almost half a mile
the khume is ten stories high with three levels of parallel
balconies left over from the days when it was a vang at the
bottom of this chasm. There were still a couple small
openings to natural light way up above. Hundreds of artists
and photographers have their shops along here and the
windows dazzle with color in the bright lantern light.
Off Kenivda, they climbed down to Blumox and then
down into the neighborhood Alfred and Viktor live in. Luray
stopped before they even got to the front door of the house.
“I hope you don’t think I’m going in there?” Luray said.
“This is where they live. If you won’t go inside then
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you’ll have to wait here til they come out if you want to see
them.”
“How often do they come out?”
“People say just about every day.”
“People around here know of them?”
He had Luray talk to some of the locals for almost an
hour. While they were doing that on a second floor strap-up
among the tile makers, Alfred and Viktor came out of the
house and crossed the atrium just below them. She knew
them immediately and almost yelped in fear and hid behind
him. She watched them cross the courtyard below but clung
to him.
“There’s no question now,” she said, “now that I’ve seen
them.”
“We shouldn’t let Nidon know I showed them to you until
we get his permission,” Klowa told her. She certainly knew
more about these people than she was telling. It could be very
important to continue this line of investigation.
“We’ll both have to come down to the office Nightday.”
“But you’ve seen them before?” Klowa asked.
“I know them only by Alan’s description. I didn’t fully
believe him until I saw them. How could you even think of
turning an innocent child over to them?”
“I’ve turned them over to you, not Alan over to them,”
Klowa told her. “I’ve given more information to you than to
them. But you know something more about them.”
“I’ve told you what more I know, but you want proof of
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their power over the Instinct? I don’t want Alan to die
providing that proof.”
She disentangled herself from him and started walking.
They talked no more of the case but of places to go for lunch
while they climbed thru the pottery district and then on a mile
and a half wander up out of the Karthuum thru some smaller
lower khumes under the collar where so many of the city’s
greatest cup crafters have their shops. They got up to the
Fastness plateau on a little khume off Lvataiya and found
themselves coming up the back stairs behind Dyinholm after
he just started his fire and while he was still setting up his
booth.
He saw Klowa, but looked past him to Luray and inhaled
deeply. “What are you doing hanging around with him?” he
asked her.
“It was a case he’s working on that made our paths cross,”
Luray said, “then we decided to forget about the case and
enjoy the remainder of the day together.”
“What case was that?” Dyinholm asked.
“That guy’s picture I brought around a couple weeks
ago,” Klowa said.
Dyinholm needed clarification. “The skinny guy with no
hair was the last picture you brought around?”
“That’s it.”
“He’s got quite a bit of hair now and a beard,” Luray told
them. “That picture wouldn’t hardly do you any good if he
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walked into your office,” she told Klowa. To Dyinholm she
said, “He might eat here often.”
“That’s nice to know,” Klowa said. “That means we need
you even more. She knows Alan as you might have guessed,
whether she admits it or not.”
“Yeah,” Dyinholm said, “you said something about him
following a woman here didn’t you.” He turned to Luray. “I’d
be happy to follow you anywhere you’d like to lead.”
“I’m not the one he followed here.”
“What’s the girl he followed like?” Klowa asked.
“I really shouldn’t help you.”
“I helped you. Besides, if what you say about these people
is true we won’t hand Alan over even when we do find him.”
“I don’t want you to find him,” she said.
“I know that, but don’t you think I’d have some curiosity
about what’s going on here?”
“All right, I’ll tell you something about Desa. She came
from Dos a good fraction of a century ago.” She helped
Dyinholm lash one end of his counter as she said this. “She’s
pretty smart, real educated, earthy but not crude, and quite
cute in a Wood-Elvish way. She plays yandrille quite well and
sings very well, she plays out in an up-and-coming band, and
she loves to have her tits caressed.”
“That’s not going to help render her out of the general
population.”
“Listen, if I come to trust you and your agency and know
that Alan is safe with you, we’ll go over and party with them.
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All I have to know is that he’s safe from those deformo’s.”
“Who’s the deformos?” Dyinholm asked while stirring his
fire to a good early crackle.
“I think she means the original clients,” Klowa said.
“You’ve changed clients?” Dyinholm asked.
“We’ll see Nidon at the office tomorrow,” Klowa
answered. “I think it’s a sure thing if the person she works for
shows up.”
“He will unless he wants to send someone from the
house,” Luray said.
“But why are they deformos?” Dyinholm asked.
“They look that way,” Luray answered.
“What do you want with them?” Dyinholm asked.
“I think Klarrain wants to read them,” Luray said. “I just
want to keep them away from Alan.”
This was a rather stunning revelation. Klowa knew they
would never submit to that. If Klarrain intended to read them
without their permission, Nidon would never be a part of it no
matter what the fee. Rather than start making a fuss now he
decided to let that go by for the time being and not spoil the
afterlunch with possible ill feelings. Then he realized they
already had the address, Klarrain could send a team over to
get that done without Kadak’s knowledge.
“I wish you would just tell me what this is all about?”
Dyinholm asked Klowa.
“I still don’t know,” he answered.
“I told you,” Luray said, “Alan escaped from some people
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who were using him as a slave like in the Troubled Times.
That’s about all there is to it but he won’t believe me. Alan
doesn’t like to talk about it and would like what he went thru
to remain private. He’s good people and his wishes should be
respected. Now you know as much about it as I do.”
“Then why would Klarrain want to read them?” Klowa
asked, hoping the question itself would be safe and didn’t
convey his belief that such a plan would never work unless it
was clandestine.
“They think they know some ancient knowledge,” she
said. “I don’t think they know anything, I just think they
found some stuff, some pocket-prophet gadget that Alan ran
away with but threw into the Lhar six hundred miles
upstream. But I saw those creatures and I’m sure a body that
deformed can’t have much of a functioning brain in it.”
They had lunch once a batch was ready. Dyinholm was
doing his vatted spiced lon rolls today. Luray didn’t tell them
any more about Alan and Desa, though they both quizzed her
at length. Klowa speculated that they may have found a cache
from the Energy Age, which could explain their clothing and
money. Luray let them guess all they wanted and kept
insisting there was nothing more to it.
Eventually they got to something more interesting, what
to do with the second half of the day. “From the looks you’ve
been giving me I already figured it’s not a question of what,”
she said, “I think we just have to figure out where.”
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“What would be your fantasy?” Klowa asked.
“To join with you? A mountain meadow a mile above
Yoonbarla with the orangnarc in bloom under a royal blue sky
with Kortrax westering toward the peaks. You’d be an ancient
Elf wizard from an older Dwarf tunnel under the mountain.
I’d drift in on a great white floater with long tails. Three
gauze robes would fall as I slide down the tether-rope…” she
acted this out in dance as she said it, but without actually
removing her wrap.
“Stop it,” Dyinholm peeped. “I’m going to hurt myself on
the rim of this cauldron if you keep that up.”
“I get the idea,” Klowa said, “We could go to an upper
plaz or park.”
“Too public, I warn you I’m not into that. I know an
outdoor place if you’re up for that. It’s a bit of a ride, but I
think it’s worth it.”
Klowa hoped he could hold it that long. They could blow
an iron and all day on streetcars trying to find wilds.
After eating, they departed under her direction. After a
little while Khume Lvateiya meets a streetcar tunnel. They
rode that to the southern end of the Eastern Slope, then
walked down Gense Spiral and reached a streetcar that ran
out of the mountain thru the Eastern Breech and out onto a
route where streetcar, cargo and foot traffic converged into a
great avenue that leapt out of the mountain on a fanciful
crystal bridge thirty five stories above the inner branch of the
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Imoneea river. This bridge went across two thirds of the way
up the great towers on the river, way above the tallest ships.
From the bridge they had a great view of the back harbor
where the Imoneea goes thru the great locks flanking
Imoneea Island. The island was less than a mile wide and two
miles long, but it looked a mile high with all the structures
piled on it. South Harbor Beach looked like part of the harbor
since it was flat white sand while the island was tall.
Once off the bridge, the avenue became a khume again
and lost altitude in the buildings of Imoneea Island. On the far
side it crossed the outer branch of the Imoneea on a much
lower bridge, but still high enough for great ships to pass
under. Beyond that they were swallowed by a dark khume
that ran perfectly straight off to a vanishing point. This was
the Great Southeast Khume. It ran a dozen stories above
ground at first, gradually sloping down to five. It ran thru a
seventy story tendril of city that knifed straight into the
eastern flats for over four miles. After nearly an hour they
rounded a corner and found the dots of lanterns stretching
another two miles of straight khume ahead of them. Now
there were finally some glimpses of daylight down the streets
that ran off of this khume. It was still a couple stories above
ground, so they could see out into the flats as they rode by
those streets.
The ride gave them plenty of time to talk. Klowa did quite
a bit of it, telling her about the detective business, about what
it was like to grow up in the city and have the same group of
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friends thruout life. She had traveled quite a bit and spent a
good part of her life in Wescarp, which was how she
happened to know Desa and Alan. She thought she was
giving him more than the tourist’s look at Wescarp, what life
was like in a town where you knew every person and every
yaag cup.
He got her to talk of Klarrain thru his business. She would
talk about publishing and thru that, Klarrain. He got some
idea of the amount of money involved. Klarrain could afford
to have someone take a room near them and find a way to get
them read. Tapping into the room’s plumbing was the
standard method. Just because Nidon-Mlarkile would have no
part of it didn’t mean that Klowa didn’t know the techniques.
They were often consulted on preventative measures. He had
tried to warn Alfred and Viktor about just such a threat but
they said they had security covered. Klarrain had the means
to get a reading done and Nidon-Mlarkile could provide
countermeasures. He wondered how much of this he should
have discussed with Nidon before getting this deep into it. He
wondered how much he should discuss now?
“That reminds me, you know what we forgot?” Luray
asked, then answered her own question, “Something to hold
yaag in.”
“I could have brought a cup from home. Maybe we can
find a store and pick up a crummy little cup.”
“What I usually do when faced with a situation like this is
buy something special in the bottle.”
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“What do you do with the bottles after?”
“Oh I have a whole collection of them. I eventually return
the duplicates. There’s a bottle shop where we get off this
streetcar.”
At the second corner in the khume they got off and went
down a couple stories to a street that ran out into the southeast
flats. They stopped at that bottle shop where she picked up
some Leecandrain, about the most powerful natural yaag
there was, and in a rather plain bottle so it was a tenner for
the bottle and contents. Then they rode a streetcar east on that
outdoor street a couple more miles, made pleasant by the first
round of yaag in that bottle. This was an entirely different part
of the city. No longer could you walk to everything, but you
could walk to anything. There were factories and concert
halls and yaag stills and even a lab or two along this little
avenue. It was still city, but only one layer deep, few
structures had more than four floors, most were two.
Then a little footpath lead out of the six-story strap-up
that lined the street and out into the actual plots. Klowa
considered anyplace with ground showing to be plots though
real geographers didn’t use that term until you got to property
where the people who lived on it grew more food than they
ate. About half the people along this path had signs. There
were a lot of cup crafters and bottle blowers, some photoglass
casters and tube layers. Mechanics and toolsmiths also lived
here. Their shops were all sheds, some just racks strapped up
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on saplings under a couple big leaves.
The people who lived here were still urban but they lived
in detached or semi-detached houses with little bits of ground
behind them or on top of them where they might grow a few
salad fixings and some spices and/or sit outdoors in the shade
of a tree. House still covered over a third of the ground, more
than the path did since it was only about eight feet wide and
the properties were at least twenty five. Some were little more
than camps, but there were a few towers eight stories tall with
long balcony fronds and awning shaded courts on top. There
was a six story wall of residential space on each side of a
canal, the street went thru them on the second floor where it
connected with a plank-way hanging above the canal on
ropes. The canal was pretty busy with paddle traffic. This is a
common scene in the flats. Actually two thirds of the urban
population of Zhlindu lives in the twenty five to one hundred
miles of urban flatland that surrounds the mountain.
Once off the canal it was back to residential flatland
again. Yards fronted the path with either flowering hedges or
storage sheds. A few had open party yards with keg stands on
the front porch and wide stairways up to them, one of which
was busy. They stopped and topped off the bottle with a
another penny of country blue.
Eventually they arrived at the park. Admission was a
penny a person, two for a keda, since it was impossible to
fence the boundary well enough to enforce a high price. It
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was huge, half a mile wide and over a mile long. It was green
and lush with lazy little brooks choked with lesh weed and
luse. There were fields of thick ribbonleaves where streetcar
kedas grazed instead of the thongga herds in the real wilds.
Most people who were here played in the bigger pools along
the brooks. There really hadn’t been a detectable trace of
winter this year, deluge was seeming to give way to spring
directly, and even Ekendosa Afternoonday was warm enough
for an active body to splash.
Klowa and Luray found a place out in the back of a keda
field on the far side of the clump of jungle beyond the brook.
Here they had a good view of the western sky and of the hill
which loomed like a mountain only ten miles away. Here they
lay, drank the remainder of that yaag and played games with
the clouds that piled up in a couple places over the hill. Better
yet, they played with each other’s person, slowly, with their
hands. By now the shadows showed the jaggedness of the
back side of that hill. Kortrax was only a few diameters above
the nearer trees.
They cuddled up with each other more comfortably as the
yaag settled. She lay with the fastened side of her wrap
upward, which Klowa considered an invitation to unsnap it.
He took the two pops of the top end out first, and folded that
down, and caressed her. Her nibs were dark for her coloration
and they lingered there for awhile, she asked him the names
of some of the megastructures and chimneys on the Eastern
Slope but he wasn’t very interested in that.
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After caressing the smooth curve of her hip for awhile, he
undid the other two pops and opened the other half of her
wrap. Unclothed she was a shining vision of unmodified
perfection.
“I hope you don’t mind if I thank you just for letting me
look at you.”
“It’s really for moments like this and not the modeling
jobs that I look this way. I’m glad you enjoy the view, but I
hope you’ll enjoy more than just the view.”
She took a lot of time with him, but it was the most
pleasantly exciting time he could imagine. Thruout the long,
lazy after lunch of Afternoonday they eventually took all
there was of each other, slowly, carefully, and thoroughly. His
only thought about the Alan case was that he was so thankful
it brought them together and gave them the excuse for this
encounter. Kortrax was on the mountain by the time they
were sated with love. While they rested, they watched the
great sun slide behind the hill.
The only way winter made itself felt was the speed the
temperature dropped on those plains once dark set in and they
found they were short of clothing to stay out there. They
talked more on the ride back to the city’s core, holding each
other close on the paths and streetcars. They talked of the
men in her life. During this decade she had only casual
relations with quite a few different guys who lived and/or
worked and/or hung out in the castle. She talked about her life
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with Klarrain and the life of a Great House. She could tell
Klarrain was more than a friend to her, but more like a father
than a mate since he kept a stablefull of bedmates to suit his
every whim. Luray asked about Shinvei and Klowa tried to be
as honest as he could. He wanted to play her importance
down as much as possible, but in the long run that wouldn’t
be profitable.
Luray was a different sort than Klowa was used to. She
seemed to have endless depth but very little on the surface.
She wouldn’t be a sparkling conversationalist unless you
wanted to talk about something like, ‘How universal survival
enslaved society to psychoactive chemicals.’ That was just
one ramble she went on while telling him about castle life
while the streetcar rumbled back up the Southeast Khume. He
didn’t mind, he listened enraptured in fact. She seemed to
have given up the empty blond bauble personna. He had
suspected that was an act, he suspected the woman he was
talking with now, after they’d made such blissful love, was
much closer to the reality. He liked it and noticed a couple
times that he really was with her for herself and not just her
body and not just the Alan case.
Shinvei was a lot of fun and helped in his business, but he
was physically no match for her. He also wasn’t too thrilled
with the dockworker types she sometimes brought home.
Luray was his eye’s ideal of beauty, but she was no more fit
or strong than he was. Any thought he had of just playing her
for information had already disappeared. She had already
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become more important to him than the Alan case and he was
already hoping to make more of Luray than this one beautiful
interlude.
By the time they reached the South Harbor Dockwall the
torches were lit above the piers. The sky was lavender and
only a maroon glow was left in the west to show where
Kortrax had gone. Kunae twinkled in the water of the harbor.
South Harbor spread miles of open water in all directions.
They sat on one of the benches in the plaza atop Gense Spiral,
staying close and gently petting as they got their breath back
from the climb. She would go back across the top of the
Fastness from here, another hour on streetcars.
“I wish you could stay for Duskmeal.”
“I have an appointment at the castle for Duskmeal, they’re
going to be furious with my tardiness, but I’ve had a really
great day,” she said. “I never thought I’d meet someone I’d
like so well when I came down here to try and defend Alan.”
“It was an even better day for me. I hope this won’t be the
end of it, I want to see more of you.”
“What about Shinvei?”
“She’s away every Afternoonday at her shop and every
Nightday hunting muscle.”
“So you want to make a sneak of me forever?”
“You want to know the truth? The real bottom of my heart
truth?”
“Yes, I haven’t had much of that in my life,” she said, “as
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you’ve heard about at length.”
“It’s like this, whenever you want, you can have her
place. After one day I’m hopelessly in love with you.”
“You can’t talk about love in a single day.”
“Hopelessly infatuated then, captivated, mesmerized,
bewitched, call it what you will,” he said and to a larger
extent than he wanted to admit to himself, meant it. It was not
that he would leave Shinvei to solve the Alan case, it was that
he would leave her to have this girl.
“You can’t throw away years with a person just like that.”
“She’s no more attached to me than any other in the
group.”
“I think you’re rationalizing,” she said.
She was right wasn’t she? “It doesn’t matter, where my
heart goes my mind must follow. Do I have a chance of
seeing you again?”
“Oh sure, I guess so. Do you know how long it’s been
since I had an actual lover? I mean someone I was mutually
emotionally involved with?”
“No.” Klowa answered
“Neither do I, that’s how long it’s been.”
“You should try it then.”
“Maybe I will. I’m not making any promises yet. You
need to put your heart next to Shinvei again when I’m not
present and examine what you really think. I also know there
is such a thing as a one-day-wonder. You may wonder how
you could have said such things about me by next week.”
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“Can I at least see you next Afternoonday?” Klowa asked.
“Sure, I’ll come down to your place again. I might even
see you tomorrow at your office too if I can get Klarrain
interested. Please defend Alan, don’t turn him over to the
monsters, whether I can get Klarrain to your office or not. If
not I’ll see you sometime early Afternoonday.”
They kissed again, long and hard. He caressed her body,
something he shouldn’t have done because it just made him
want her again and a boner wouldn’t be polite in this plaza.
They parted and she smiled and looked back at him often as
she moved away. If she was still acting, she was doing a
splendid job. He didn’t want to think about that possibility.
After she was out of sight he stayed and looked out over
South Harbor from this rail forty stories above the docks. He
contemplated how Shinvei was going to take the news that his
heart had been captured by another. He wondered why it had
been, and all he could think of was because with Shinvei he
was just one of the gang, with Luray he could keep the
illusion that he was something special to her, or could be
something special to her. He wondered how he was going to
react to the loss of Shinvei? Would he soon long for someone
as awesome as her again? Would Luray soon grow tired of his
poverty and lack of culture? It was a two and a half mile walk
home along some upper paths, beautifully scenic in the
glowing hour of sunset, but he hardly noticed as he dwelled
on these thoughts.
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Ekendosa Kozor 55,42,31
Shinvei did not come home for Dusksleep, so he didn’t
have to worry about whether that was a good time to tell her.
Nightday came and Klowa went to the office. There was still
no word from anywhere. After hearing that the picture was
worthless he had little hope of hearing from the cooks or from
readers of missing persons. He still hoped the architectural
surveys would turn up something. He wanted to investigate
Alfred and Viktor, but he also wanted to wait in case Luray
and Klarrain showed up. He wanted to talk it over with Nidon
but neither he nor Mlarkile was in the office. Not that
Mlarkile was ever in on Nightday anyway.
As lunch time approached he tired of pacing and told
Zlifonn about Luray and Klarrain and that whole deal. He did
not say that he had showed Luray where the original clients
lived, knowing Zlifonn would be even more upset about that
than Nidon. He did say that Luray accused Alfred and Viktor
of keeping Alan against his will as a slave and admitted that
Klarrain wanted to read Alfred and Viktor. He told Zhlifon
they had been informed that such a plan was off the table as
far as Nidon-Mlarkile was concerned. Klowa was reluctant to
leave Luray to Zlifonn if she did show, but he just couldn’t sit
in the office for the whole day.
He had a little change left from yesterday. He felt pretty
crummy about giving up the address of Alfred and Viktor. It
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was a little harder to rationalize his actions when Luray
wasn’t there in front of him. In spite of that he used the
money to find a nibble of lunch here and there. It gave him a
chance to talk to some of the cooks while he was at it. As he
thought, they still turned up nothing.
He thought of going to the university, or maybe trying a
couple of others, but he was anxious to find out more about
the original clients. Before long he was back at the end of
Blux industrial again, where it comes up into the pottery
district. He loitered around and watched the service house
where they lived. He was now working for Luray wasn’t he?
Maybe he should claim that aluminum for himself. If he did
he’d be turning independent on an employer’s case and would
never get work as a case agent in Zhlindu again, he’d have to
make all his own sales from then on.
After about an hour with no sign of any comings or
goings he left the pottery stand where he was hanging out and
walked to the door. Their window was too high for them to
see the atrium floor even if they were looking out, so he
didn’t worry about that. If they did spot him he could always
say he was here to consult them about the case. Once inside
Klowa saluted the doorman and mounted the stairway; acting
like he had been invited. The briefest look of puzzlement
crossed the man’s face. He would say, ‘Oh, I’m here to
consult with my client’ and give name and description, cite
his conversation with Kadak, if he had been asked.
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There were two suites on each side of the front of each
floor, and many smaller ones along the back. It was obvious
that the ones along the back could have no window at all so
they must be as stuffy as a small attic. Klowa hurried to the
client’s door and listened, hoping none of the house girls
came by. In a very long minute he heard nothing, so he
figured they must be out even if it was Nightday. He tried the
door and found that it was locked. The lock was a plain latch
type that he was able to work with a hook he kept in his
armpocket.
The suite was huge, nearly two stories high with a small
library loft above this end. There were two extra bunks set up
on opposite sides of the room, the elaborate trysting bed in
the middle of the room being piled with the biggest collection
of clothes Klowa had ever seen. There were very few
personal effects in the room other than the clothing. There
was a container with some tiny metal screws, some curious
bit’s of limp yandrille string stuffed thru tubule, and a squishy
plastic vial of some goo. There was no way the vial could
stand up because of its pointed bottom.
His snifter kit came up pretty empty, there were very few
pheromones in the room. A little boredom, a little anxiety.
Definitely not normal for a room in a service house. There
should be sex all over everything but there was nothing at all.
His general purpose sniffer detected lubricating oil and lots of
cosmetics and cleansers on the clothing.
He inspected the books in the library. They all seemed to
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have come with the room. He doubted that they had ever been
up here. In spite of that he opened a few covers to see that
they were what they said they were. They were, and they
were dusty.
He went back down and began going thru the clothing,
looking for things in the pockets. He found some money, a
great deal of it in fact, left casually in a pocket like a few
coppers and golds meant nothing. He was very tempted to
take a couple. He found some kind of a tool made of solid
metal, he could not tell what denomination and he could not
tell what the tool was for. It had a textured handle, a crystal in
the other end and a couple small levers. One of the levers
caused a small carriage to come out of the handle. This
carriage was covered with little plastic blocks with tiny lines
made of metal all over them. The other lever seemed to do
nothing. Whatever it was, it was worth a lot because of the
metal case, but it didn’t seem very functional. He found a few
scraps of paper with some strange designs made up of rows of
little icons. He found a plastic thing that looked a little like a
miniature garden rake without the handle.
The clothes were remarkable only for the quantity, there
were multiples of everything stacked on the main bed in a
heap. They were of dull and nondescript style, all machine
made, not hand fitted at all, bulk stuff. But on one mountain
shirt its closures, reinforcements and decorative trim was
made with bits of metal. Two or three coppers in each rivet,
five more for a zipper, but that looked to be made of solid
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brass.
Now, what to make of all this? These people certainly
were different and they certainly were rich. Quite possibly
some of their stuff had survived since Eldar days, quite
possibly they had been in suspended animation. All of that
was possible, but very unlikely. Only three crypts from that
age were scientifically verified, another would be a
momentous discovery. Nidon did not believe in momentous
discoveries, all cases are about sex, money or reputation. He
thought of taking the device back, but it was likely Alfred and
Viktor would miss it. All it proved was that there was plenty
of money involved, about the only thing Alfred and Viktor
had admitted.
Even so, there was some support for the theory that they
were from ancient times in what he found. The next question
was, did that make them as evil as Luray believed? He found
nothing here to definitely indicate that they were. There were
no manacles to use to bind Alan with, no whips, no
instruments of torture. Since they had left no written matter,
he had to guess by the artifacts alone.
Because they were so strange and anti-social it was easy
to see how one could become suspicious of them. He couldn’t
really blame Luray for coming to that conclusion. As a
professional however, he needed evidence and needed to be
careful not to jump to the wrong conclusions about people
just because he didn’t like their looks or personalities.
Then there was the sound of a key in the lock. Klowa had
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nowhere to go but under the pile of clothes on the bed. He
had no time to be sure he was completely out of sight or get
into a comfortable position.
They both came in. He thought that at least he would now
get to hear them talking and maybe learn something that way.
But neither one said a word. They were calm, so they must
not have noticed his presence in the room. He heard them
both moving for only a few seconds, then nothing. Klowa
could do nothing but remain there motionless.
A girl from the staff came to the door after an hour or so.
Klowa thought they must be asleep already because they had
been so quiet, but Alfred told the girl they desired nothing
with hardly any hesitation at all.
They went back to being totally silent. He couldn’t even
hear them breath. He was surprised they couldn’t hear him.
Hours went by. Klowa was in agony. His arm had gone to
sleep almost as soon as he got under this garment mound and
by now it felt like gangrene was setting in. All the time they
didn’t move. He hadn’t heard their cots creak, he hadn’t heard
either one use the bathroom. Neither had said a word. He
would have been able to hear it if they so much as kissed.
He couldn’t stand it. He ever so slowly lifted a finger to
give himself a peep hole. The room was dark. He dared to
move a little more. There was the barest glimmer of light
from a torch in the courtyard. He could see in the mirror and
gradually felt that he was picking out their silhouettes. They
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were standing facing the window, rigid as statues. They must
be in some kind of a trance. He had no idea how deep it was.
They could be super focused for all he knew.
He knew the door was locked, but he could see the bolt. It
looked like it had a big enough handle that he could grab for
it quickly. He was more remembering that than seeing it,
there wasn’t enough light in here to actually see.
He started to move very cautiously, slowly coming out
from under the pile, trying to avoid moving the pile, trying to
avoid the bed creaking. It didn’t work. There was no shout,
just suddenly one of them was in motion, Viktor he thought.
She was jumping for something on the cot. Klowa grabbed an
article of clothing at random and thru it over his head so they
wouldn’t recognize him if they got a torch lit. He grabbed for
the door and got it open. Alfred had come from his trance in
an instant and was around the bed already and gaining speed.
By that time Klowa was out the door and heading for the
stairs. As he rounded the corner Viktor jumped out the door
holding a tool like the one Klowa had found in the clothing.
She pointed the end with the crystal toward Klowa and the
wall about an inch from his head made a crackle-spit so loud
he thought he would loose his hearing. Klowa jumped down
the stairs, coming to the realization that the device might
actually be dangerous.
He jumped right down the next half-flight and streaked
right on out the door without waving good-bye to anyone.
This last development proved that Luray was right in his
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mind. They did have some presumably dangerous devices and
they had probably used one with intent to do harm to a fellow
human. Of course it could be that the purpose of the device
was to make a loud noise and scare off intruders. It had
certainly done that.
Also, he didn’t know how they noticed him so easily
when he started to move? He wondered why they never spoke
to each other in private? There was something very wrong
here, so that now he really felt the evil in these people. This
case was still generating more questions than answers.
Fendeveermon Kovar 55,42,31
When he reached home he was surprised to find Shinvei
there. She saw how shook he was, wondered what had
happened to him, and listened to the story with some interest.
Once he calmed down they had a fine Dawnsleep, only
slightly tainted by the knowledge that she was home because
she hadn’t been lucky that Nightday. He told her about Luray,
but not the depth of his feelings. Already the events of the
previous Afternoonday were starting to take on a dream-like
quality and he wasn’t really sure what his feelings were. Fell
for bait was what he thought it really was by now, and felt a
bit stupid about it. She must be a bait girl for Klarrain, or
even someone else who was only using Klarrain’s name. The
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events at the service house convinced him this went deeper
than it looked at first.
Morningday they spent like many others, partying at
Nonik’s, as chance would have it, with Fmarling as company.
Winter was definitely not going to show up this year, spring
was well underway and they seemed to hang around the
window ledges more. Soon they would hang out on the higher
footpaths in an effort to stay out of the thick air.
He woke for Afternoonday at Nonik’s still tangled with
Fmarling. Shinvei had already gone to her shop. He extricated
himself and went back down to his own place while the
remainder of Nonik’s household slept. He was barely out of
the shower when Luray showed up, surprising him.
She wasn’t dressed for business today. Instead she wore
only a short but colorful thin wrapskirt, with the sides of her
hair tied back with a matching ribbon. Something about it
made her eyes seem bluer than ever, something about her
smile made her skin seem clearer than ever. His professional
instincts rang alarms. Once again he stood looking long and
hard at her, but this time he was determined not to be struck
so dumb that she had to speak first. “I was wondering if you
were only a dream, especially when you didn’t come to the
office.”
“I’m still trying to convince Klarrain to help overbid the
monsters. He doesn’t trust you, your agency, he thinks you’ll
just play both ends. So all I have to offer is that aluminum,”
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she said while rubbing against his side, “And maybe a little
distraction.”
“I wouldn’t be chasing Alan today anyway, but I’m ready
for all of that distraction you care to lavish on me,” he said,
confident now that she was playing him better than he was
playing her and unable to do anything about it.
“And what about Nightday?”
“I think once Nidon hears what happened this past
Nightday, he’ll refuse their trade even without your
aluminum.”
“Why, what happened?” she asked.
Klowa told her all about his experience in their room. She
listened to it all, but couldn’t tell him much more about what
he found. Alan had told her they had dangerous weapons, she
had never seen any of them herself and was sorry to be of so
little help in understanding the evil that pursued Alan. For all
she knew the thing he encountered was the dangerous weapon
he talked about. She said it sounded something like a
sunsword to her, but he had no idea what that was. She
described something she knew of from ancient history of the
Energy Age, a weapon almost exactly like what he had seen.
He wondered once again if this was really Desa with her hair
bleached.
“I guess this Nightday I should come down and see Nidon
myself,” she said, “I can only offer hearsay and what I know
from history.”
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“Sure, we can tell him all this, and I’m sure a little of this
distraction would be as effective on him as it is on me.”
“Oh I don’t think I could be doing this with him.”
“Why not?” he asked.
“I could never act this out, I mean if I didn’t feel it.”
“You’re doing a very good job now.”
“You’re being very thick,” she said, “for the second time
even. I’m only playing at trying to distract you from Alan.
I’m really here for my own personal reasons. I’d be a sack of
feed with animation projected onto it if I didn’t feel this. I’m
an impossibly poor actress and that’s why he doesn’t use me
for any action shoots.”
“Then you didn’t come here just over Alan?”
“No, not at all. I thought you invited me back for a social
visit?”
“I certainly did, I was afraid to hope it could really
happen.” He didn’t believe her with his mind, but he noticed
his heart wanted to believe her.
She smiled, “I’m sure you’ll get used to me before too
long,” then touched her finger to his nose. “But I hope you
didn’t expect me to hang around here without yaag?”
“There should be some in that bin under the basin. We
keep it in Dempaal bottles but it really comes from a little
hole about ten stories downstairs of here. You might not even
call it yaag in Klarrain’s castle but it’s the tastiest cheap stuff
within a do-able walk of here while carrying a full pack of
bottles.” He pulled one out as he said that.
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“As a resident of Klarrain’s castle I’ve found that yaag’s
yaag so long as it works. Some might have a little smoother
flavor and the engineered stuff goes way out beyond air, but
any solid organic wash is as good as another.”
Needeen’s brew was pretty sharp, but you could put on
some altitude with it, something that mattered in the clear
season. She liked it. Klowa was beginning to learn that this
girl did take her yaag pretty seriously and putting on altitude
was something she had every intention of doing. Of course
he’d be coming with her and once he got a little in him he
would be even more under her spell wouldn’t he? No doubt
that was her plan. He would have to try even harder to be
careful.
He felt so poor having nothing to offer this castle creature
other than some cheap yaag and a tour of the local cooks.
They went to the upper streets, and she followed along in
such wonder that he had to ask about it.
“This is five miles from my neighborhood, I’ve never
been thru these courts before, though I lived in this city for so
long and so many times. I think they open faster than it’s
possible to walk them.”
“How could that be?” Klowa asked.
“Construction. There’s a publication we do called Zhlindu
Route Guide, I’m surprised you agents don’t have a
subscription. In addition to reports on the East Harbor project
they print a new plaza or footpath or something just about
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every year. There’s a thousand miles of outdoor public
footpath in downtown Zhindu, only three hundred miles is
vangs so at least five hundred miles are footpath like this,
that’s like walking a path on the shore of the Lhar to
Shempala.”
She was interested in his business and talked of his
methods and a lot about cooks. She already knew of their vast
aggregate economic importance but she never thought of their
vast knowledge base. She hadn’t known that lots of them
worked with lots of different agents transferring tons of
information every day. Once she thought about it she could
understand how they would get to overhear a lot in a regular
neighborhood.
They tarried long at a little courtyard with a view of the
horizon where a group almost Yondurian in sound was
playing. This wasn’t her favorite music, his either, but it was
acceptable to both of them and didn’t distract them too much
from each other. Her favorite music was the ultimate heavy
stuff like what Borinactivide or Kigeeah pounded out in the
great halls under Rankor Hill. He tended to lean a little more
towards experimental sounds like hKyiitn’s Funny Party, but
he would never turn down one of the shows she liked either.
She told him Alan and Desa’s tastes in music were just a
shade to mainstream of hers. That was all he learned of them
in those hours.
They re-filled the bottle several times. He felt like he was
getting a little more value for his client’s address. It took him
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awhile to understand that a few chips spent on some food and
drink was so insignificant to her that it annoyed her to have to
waste words on it. As he got on toward righteously wrecked
he no longer thought about it. Luray got a little drifty too, but
she was obviously used to this condition because she led him
past some of the trickier steps when it was time to move on.
The trouble with walking brought on a heavy-duty case of the
sillies that made them stagger around holding each other, eyes
streaming with tears of laughter. They reached an incredibly
high bridge between clumps of towers and subconsciously
had the sense to stop and collapse onto one of the benches on
the tiny plaza beside it before they went pitching over the
edge. Falling from great heights while blotto is one of the
leading causes of death in Zhlindu. Some say that building
these paths is how the rich weed the stupid out of the
population.
They looked out over the horizon toward the southeast.
Trenst was that way, seven thousand miles to the east on a
great circle route. Kortrax was over their shoulder behind
them. They played games of snatching pieces off of him. This
could be the last clear week before the haze of summer and it
was interesting to see the southeast flats of the city spread
before them like a map. Deep blue water between the green
and white banks. All the colors were so intense and the lines
drawn so sharply it looked like a surrealistic painting.
They returned to his place around supper time, but they
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had been snacking too much from the munchies to think
about more food.
Once inside she wasted no time in going to the loft. “I just
love this nest, it’s almost like being outdoors.”
“It’s not as nice as that park you took me to or that place
in the mountains you talked about.”
“But I like it for the view, you can see so much sky from
it and the fronds hide all the windows above.”
The sleeping loft was up under a little larorlie-vine dome
beside the main room. The pictureglass was cheap and only
had a few small photos, but at least it had been cleaned this
year. The whole view to the west was taken up with the upper
wall of the Kleindort. Klowa’s was just one of the pile of
houses grown against the side of that massive structure. To
the east was the jungle above Morlain Vang. Neighbor’s
leaves were all you could see of that until you reached the
vine-clad heights of Kimeena Pinnacles across the vang, far
enough away to need magnification to view any detail.
Luray lay on her back with her hair like a starburst around
her. Klowaa sat beside her. She looked past him at the sky.
“What are you seeing out there?” he asked.
“I’m not doing all that much seeing actually, most of my
attention is focused on our hands. I do see Narrulla. If I were
to do as much for you as you did for me by showing me that
service-house I would tell you Narrulla is involved in the
matter of Alan’s pursuers.”
He was hoping for a major break thru, not a riddle or even
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worse, something even more abstract. “Are you trying to tell
me Alfred and Viktor come from Narrulla?” he laughed.
Her eyes got wide and her head snapped toward him. “I
see that was way too big a clue.”
“You’re wonderful,” he laughed and kissed her. The
remains of the yaag threatened to bring back a fit of the
sillies.
In real life he knew Narrulla was a lifeless ball of dirt and
rock barely larger than the outer city and more airless than the
spine of the Kinsheeta Waste. He was sure that she was
educated enough to know that also, but the yaag and the
sillies had a way of rendering that information temporarily
irrelevant.
They made love late in the day as Kortrax ate the sky. It
was artfully tender and caring. Afterward they lay together in
the red glow of dusk and talked of many little things in life
like how she likes the water and how she liked to read while
others were sleeping. She was getting comfortable with him,
and that thrilled him. He ached to ask her to stay with him but
knew it was a little too soon. As they still lay there, quietly
talking and caressing in the last of the gloaming, Shinvei
came in.
At first she didn’t notice them, but once she lit a
candlelantern she saw them. “You must be Luray,” she said
before Klowa could introduce them.
“And you must be Shinvei?” He could tell just from the
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sound of her voice that Luray was somewhat taken aback by
her. It was much the same as Klowa felt when Shinvei
brought home some guy taller than a standard ceiling, two
hundred fifty pounds with more muscle in his left arm than
Klowa had in his family tree. This was in spite of the fact that
Luray was probably an inch taller than Shinvei, not much
lighter, and in perfect condition. But anyone who’s breasts
could defy gravity the way Shinvei’s did couldn’t be made of
ordinary protoplasm.
“Well, is the party over or only just begun?” Shinvei
asked, noticing they were both still naked on the bed.
“It’s been over a while,” Luray answered, “I didn’t mean
to stay this late.”
“Not to worry, I was planning on going out anyway. If it’s
over I might as well.”
Klowa knew by her tone and look that she was accusing
him of being spent. As far as she was concerned, he was.
Even the yaag would have been too much for the athletic
adventure she probably had in mind.
“No, wait,” Luray said, “This is your home too, I’ll not
chase you out of it.” She was coming down the ladder as she
said that and reaching for her own wrapskirt.
“I know that, but really, I was just coming home to
change. Ask him how often I’m here for Dusksleep.”
Luray looked at him. “At least half the time,” he admitted
honestly, “maybe a little more.”
“Yeah, two thirds at the most,” Shinvei said with drooping
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voice.
Listening to this he realized Shinvei actually was jealous.
He hadn’t thought she would be, contemptuous maybe, but
not jealous. He wondered if he was finding out too late she
really did care more for him than just one of the crowd.
Shinvei did more than just change. She took a shower and
made sure Luray saw plenty of the body she had to compete
with. Klowa began to feel a little sorry for her, for it was
Luray who won that contest, and not by a small margin. Next
to Luray, Shinvei was a scary monster wasn’t she?
Luray went down to the main room and put her skirt back
on while Shinvei was in the shower. She meant to leave.
Klowa actually begged her not to, and succeeded in delaying
her until Shinvei got out.
“You’re a writer aren’t you?” she asked Luray.
“A little.”
“I’ve seen articles by you in some of Klarrain’s stuff,
you’re much prettier than I would have guessed by your
writing.”
“Why is that?” Klowa asked, “She doesn’t write ugly
does she?”
“Oh no, but what she writes isn’t fiction, she’s more of a
tech writer or news writer.”
“You never told me that,” Klowa said.
“I really didn’t want to stress my boring side.”
“You’re not boring,” Shinvei said, “you’re one of the
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better ones. I like your travel reports.”
“That’s very kind of you,” Luray said, but she was
nervous about it.
“Hey, I don’t get my name in print, I have to give you a
lot of credit.”
Shinvei put on a pair of muck boots as were required in
some of the passages down by the docks, a sheer cape and a
tribal pendant around her waist. Going out with a bare crotch
was getting to be something of a fad in parts of the city and
she was a proponent of that fad. In truth it made her look
more dangerous than the deformos from suspended
animation, but terminally erotic. Maybe he should get Nonik
to make a short movie of them battling using those devices
they had. He wouldn’t have pursued her in that getup, but
down where she was going she would attract a train.
“See you Dawnsleep or maybe Morningday,” she said,
“and you be careful,” she told Klowa, “some of her travel
reports can be pretty exciting,” and with that she was gone.
Luray sat on the cushion silent for awhile.
“Well, now you met Shinvei,” he said.
“I guess. I can’t believe you’d even think of giving her up
for me, especially when she loves you so.”
He would get to her travel reports later, it would only
bring defensiveness to discuss them now. “But look at her.
What can I do for her? I’m almost afraid of her.”
“I’m sure she’d never hurt you.”
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“But that’s not how I want to live. Besides, you see she
has plenty of others.”
“It looked to me like she was just going out for some
exercise, you shouldn’t take it personal.”
“But I want someone I’m close to. I don’t mean exclusive,
I’ll always want to party too, but someone who’s usually
home with me, someone I can keep up with.”
“If you’ve been with her I don’t think I can keep up with
you.”
“You’ve done wonderfully so far.”
“But she’s hurt, I’m sure you can see that.”
“I can’t help it. I like her, she’s fun, she’s awesome in
fact, but I’m not in love with her and never really have been.”
He just didn’t know it til now. It wasn’t at all about the case
any more was it?
She sighed and kissed him, “What fools ye mortals be,”
she said.
“What can I say? What is, is. Will you stay for the sleep?
Let me see how beautiful you are when you wake.”
“Oh if I must.”
“I can’t make you, I have no power of slavery.”
“I know. I’m worried about you and her, that’s all. I’ve
come between lovers before at my age, it isn’t fun. I also have
a strong tendency to do what I’m bidden, especially when
I’ve been drinking all day.” She paused, Klowa wanted to ask
her again but it would just be more begging. “There is one
other problem I haven’t told you about.”
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“What’s that? Do you have someone too?”
“No, I already told you that. I don’t intentionally lie to
people for love or money. The problem is I’m afraid to fall in
love.”
“Why?”
“Some disaster always happens to anyone I love.”
“Like what?”
“Falling off cliffs, eaten by spheelunge, killed by ancient
weapons, things like that.”
“I don’t believe you are cursed in some way. I don’t
believe in any of that stuff but just to make you happy I’ll be
careful.” He could hear from that what kinds of adventurous
travelogs this girl could write. He could see her in the wilds
with professional gear. He wondered if she’d be inviting him
to film scenes like that? He would cross that bridge if he
came to it. Maybe he had already encountered ancient
weapons? Those fears would not deter him from this woman
so far, after a breath he continued, “Do you want to fall in
love?”
She was silent again for awhile, then told him, “Yes, I do,
sometimes desperately like in the trashy novels I read. I
thought feeling all tingling inside was a bunch of woo-woo
until now.” She clung tightly to him. “I’ve made noises about
getting out of the cat-fight at that castle many times, but
always the luxury keeps me rooted. Maybe you are the kick in
the butt I need to get loose of it.”
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On Nightday Klowa found that Luray was just as
beautiful by lanternlight as by daylight and just as beautiful
asleep as awake. He also found she liked to stay asleep. She
came partly awake and mumbled something when he talked
to her, but it had no permanent effect. He wanted to get her
down to the office to talk to Nidon and he didn’t want to wait
many hours to do so. He also guessed that she wouldn’t like
waking up alone in a strange house. With some time and
gentle persuasion he was able to get this into her half-awake
mind so she came up enough to move.
They were walking along Batakka Khume by the time she
was awake enough to really converse. “So now you know,
Nightday isn’t really my best time. I don’t usually see much
of it and when I do I usually just go down to some yaag and
music and just space. I think I’m solar powered.”
“Will you be able to talk to Nidon?”
“Yeah, I’m awake, I can talk, I just won’t be as animated
as my usual barely-moving-at-all self.”
“You need a better self image. You’re quite a person you
know, you should be happy about it.” He was pretty sure she
wasn’t acting now, she was trusting him to take care of her
when she was half awake.
“You seem to be somewhat subjective in your view of
me.”
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At least Nidon was there this Nightday. He and Zlifonn
seemed a little pleased with Luray, but they didn’t fall all over
themselves the way he expected them to. But it was true she
had a bandana around her head, hung a bit lower and hadn’t
showered so she really wasn’t ready for a photo shoot.
Between them they told Nidon the whole story. Luray told
him exactly what she had told Klowa. Klowa recapped what
he had learned from their neighbors, and then told him what
had happened in their chambers. Klowa went on to say he
suspected they had been in suspended animation since the
Troubled Times and possibly longer. Neither one of them
admitted that he had shown Luray where they lived. They did
talk of Klarrain and how he would like to read their memories
and been refused.
Nidon thought awhile, then put his hands together in a
steeple beneath his chin. “If there is anything to this then I
agree we should be very careful about turning Alan over to
them.” Luray started to interrupt, but he waved his hand.
Klowa put his hand on her arm because he knew Nidon
would talk for awhile, thinking out loud more than anything
else, and wouldn’t want to be interrupted. “The whole tale
sounds so tall. I don’t doubt you Klowa, don’t doubt that you
saw and heard what you’ve related, it’s just that the
interpretation is so far-fetched.”
He padded his fingertips together, meaning he was still
thinking and would soon say more. “The device does sound
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dangerous, that is something we must investigate, maybe
something we can confront them with. We could say it was
reported to us that one of our clients attempted to do bodily
harm to a thief or something like that.” Again Luray wanted
to say something but was waved down. “But all that is
secondary, the primary thing that sticks out in my mind is that
there is something more going on here. So far we agree that
Alan used to work for them in some kind of laboratory
environment, and we agree that there is something strange
about them, and we have first hand evidence of a laboratory
device. Now we have two conflicting interests coming to us
on this case, that in itself is not terribly unusual. What is
wrong here is that both parties are doing their utmost to keep
us in the dark.”
He padded his fingertips again, then turned to Klowa,
“can you talk about this woman, with her here I mean?”
If he couldn’t, Nidon would know he wasn’t being
objective and Klowa would lose all credibility. He hated to do
so however. “Yes of course,” he said, trying to make it sound
like he meant it.
“Then I’ll trust you to be honest and objective without her
leaving the room. How well do you know her?”
“As you’ve heard, at least as pertains to this case. We’ve
become friendly in the past couple weeks.”
His eyebrow went up a bit. “I see, did you investigate
her?”
“Shinvei vouches that she does indeed write for Klarrain
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publications.”
“But you haven’t contacted Klarrain or anyone from his
companies?”
“No, I didn’t think she was an issue.”
“Maybe not, but she knows more than she’s telling and is
fair game to investigate.” Nidon scribbled a name next to
Luray’s on his case sheet. Klowa couldn’t see who it was
from where he sat. Klowa knew someone else would do a
background assignment on Luray. All he could do was hope it
wouldn’t include pillow talk.
“She knows where Alan is,” Klowa admitted, “but she’s
not sure of us yet, she wants to be sure we won’t turn him
over to the others. That’s why she’s here.”
“But we were contracted to find him for them.”
“She wasn’t.”
“That’s true, personally I doubt that she’s running a con,
she looks too sweet and wholesome for one thing,” he flashed
a smile at her, but his smile meant he thought that was exactly
what she was doing. This was the least sweet and wholesome
Klowa had ever seen her look. “If she won’t say, she won’t
say. Naturally if we told the clients about her they could get
some other agents with less scruples to sneak a reading on her
and thereby find Alan. No doubt she knows that and didn’t
give us her real address.”
From the precise time when Luray shrunk down he
thought she had given her real address and hadn’t thought of
that possibility. She might not know how sophisticated the
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protection against such an invasion a house like Klarrain’s
has, being in the media and all. He knew Nidon knew that,
but Nidon was watching Luray’s reaction. She obviously
didn’t know Klarrain would have countermeasures. But if she
is telling the truth, giving them her address might put her in
danger of harm, not just being read.
All Nidon wanted from that was knowing she really was
at the castle, “I do observe that you lost no time investigating
the original clients, I wonder why you didn’t investigate her
with similar diligence?”
“She didn’t seem as suspicious,” he said. ‘Just a standard
fabulous babe playing the game,’ he thought.
“I don’t think that’s the point. She knows something about
Alan. Thru her you can find him.”
“I have no contact with them,” Luray said. “You shouldn’t
be finding them, you should be protecting them.”
“How do we know that? I don’t want to sound cold, but
for all we know they could be telling us the truth and you
could be the girl who led Alan away from them. They say he
was seduced for his money. They say he was too naive about
life to really know what he was doing and if they had a
chance to talk to him they could show him what is really
happening. They could explain why this woman is doing what
she’s doing.”
“That’s a complete fabrication on their part. Desa brought
Alan here because she loves him, he’s nothing like the
deformos that pursue him. He came with her because he loves
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her and because he loathed being a slave.”
“If we are to believe that is true, we need some evidence.
To really understand what is going on here we need to find
someone who is willing to open up. It could be Klarrain
knows something, talking to him might be helpful. But I
suspect we aren’t going to get to the bottom of this until we
find Alan and talk to him. I can think of no reason why he
should have anything more to hide than his whereabouts.
Once we find him, he should spill all.”
“He won’t,” Luray said. “He’s too scared.”
“Of what?”
“Of the monsters that pursue him.”
“But if he corroborates your story he won’t be turned over
to them.”
“I know you can’t believe this, but if they find him it
won’t matter who turns whom over to what, they will take
him by force, dead if necessary,” she said with clenched teeth.
“Death doesn’t scare them at all,” she bored into his eyes
when she told him.
He bored right back. “Luray, I see you believe that,”
Nidon said soothingly, while his face was telling her to face
the facts, “but that is just not possible.”
“That Instinct was artificially produced, that’s one of the
basic facts of history,” she said. “Anyone who didn’t inherit it
is not bound by the Instinct for the preservation of species in
any way.”
“And I know enough genetics to know that was spread by
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a contagious airborne vector and has permeated everyone by
now,” Nidon said. “Ten centuries later there’s nowhere they
could hide. Even if they were hibernating in some crypt for
twenty four centuries. If they’ve been out of hibernation long
enough to carry on research, they would have caught it by
now.”
“They tried to harm Klowa,” she replied.
“We don’t really know that. I can see how he would be
frightened by what happened. I would have been too,
especially after your stories and all we find strange about
them. But they didn’t actually harm him, they just scared him
away. That thing may be the equivalent of a recorded theirops
grunt.”
“But what if they are from hibernation?” Klowa asked.
“Not one of the ancient crypts ever found actually
contained more than a skeleton and artifacts, so there’s no
reason, other than the fact that it draws movie audiences, to
think a viable hibernation vault will be found. But even if
they are from hibernation, why does that mean we shouldn’t
extend them the same level of service and confidentiality we
do any other customer who pays us in metal that tests well
above tolerance?”
“Even if they practice slavery?” Luray asked.
“No, certainly not if they do, but we don’t actually know
that yet. We have uncorroborated hearsay from a pretty
woman,” Nidon flashed her a very quick smile. “Let’s gather
some more information on everyone involved. I’ll go talk to
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Klarrain, you go talk to Alan and find out anything more you
can about Alfred and Viktor.”
“I have to find Alan first to talk to him,” Klowa said.
“Have her take you there,” Nidon told him, as if he could
control Luray like she was an eager keda.
“I’m not about to do that,” Luray said, “I don’t think
you’re on our side. I thought a higher fee and being on the
side of right would convince you, but I can see it hasn’t.”
“I don’t know what to make of you actually. I can almost
understand the first client’s reluctance to tell us anything, but
I can’t understand you coming in here and offering us your
life savings to shut us up. Especially when what little you
have told us is such an outrageous sounding tale, ‘Like
someone from the Troubled Times.’ Normally we are not
bought off in the first place, there has to be a good reason.
After this I think even if the first clients came in here and
asked us to desist I couldn’t do it. There is too much tease
here. I have to know what is going on.”
“There’s nothing more to know. Klarrain thinks they have
some ancient knowledge, he doesn’t even know. Maybe
photonics, that’s just a guess. Klowa guesses they’ve been
hibernating. He doesn’t know that and neither does Alan.”
“What does Alan think?”
“He’s just a cub, he was born among them.”
“But surely he must know something?”
“He hasn’t said anything more than they held him against
his will and that he escaped. He said it was out by the desert
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rim and he ran scared til Desa tamed him.”
“Maybe we can get something more from Alfred and
Viktor,” Nidon said, “They probably know more than Alan
anyway. Maybe if we confront them with what we know so
far they’ll open up a little.”
“I won’t be there when you do,” Luray said, “that could
be very dangerous.”
“We will investigate them a little more fully,” Nidon said,
“along with you and Klarrain.”
“So that’s how you’re leaving it?” Luray asked.
“Unless you want to tell us what this is all about?”
“I just did, I told you everything I know but Alan’s
address.”
“I’m sorry but at this point I have to speak with Alan and
get his side of the story before I’ll be satisfied.”
“uuuUH!” Luray got up and started for the door. Klowa
chased her. She almost slammed the door on him but softened
a little when she saw him.
They stepped outside his office, Klowa kept a foot in the
door. “I’m sorry, I didn’t think he’d be that stubborn,” he said,
too low for Nidon to hear.
“So what are you going to do?” she asked.
“I don’t know yet, give me a minute, please. Give me a
minute.”
She pouted but leaned on the wall with her arms folded.
He went back inside. Nidon motioned for him to shut the
door. He spoke lowly. “You seem to be losing objectivity on
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this,” Nidon said. “I need you to play her, not the other way
around, but that’s how I’m scoring this so far. She can take
you to Alan, she admits that.”
Yes, maybe they had started this by playing each other,
but it didn’t seem like either one of them was playing now.
Quite the contrary, they seemed to be making starry-eyed
adolescents of each other. He didn’t want to talk about that,
he still wanted to argue about the issue. “You don’t believe
anything of what she says...”
“Not without evidence.”
“What happened to me...” Klowa started.
“Could be scare tactics.”
“You have to admit that Alfred and Viktor are the
strangest thing going on here.”
“Yes, yes they are,” Nidon admitted. “Continue to find out
what you can about them, but catch up with her and please,
you play her. You’ve played steamier girls than her before.
She’s your best lead and I meant what I said, I have to hear
Alan’s side before I decide which client I’m working for on
this case.”
Luray was still waiting when he left the office. “So what
are you going to do now?” she asked.
“Find out more about Alfred and Viktor if I can, get some
cooks to watch them, maybe see if I can get a scrounge or two
to follow them around. I don’t see how we can find out
anything more if they never speak or write anything down.”
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“Maybe you should read them.”
“We don’t read people on the sneak.”
“That agency honor of yours must make it pretty hard to
make a living.”
“Most of our cases are a lot more cut and dried than this
one. And it’s not the ethics it’s the cost of a clandestine
reading. We don’t have anyone on the staff who could do it,
we’d have to hire it out. We probably weren’t the right agency
for them to come to.”
“Oh you’re just right for them, ‘whatever you want sir, of
course no questions asked.’ It’s just you aren’t the right ones
for me, of me you have to ask questions.”
“Do you think you could trust me to talk to Alan and see
what he has to say?”
“I don’t know, I think I can trust you, just personally you
and not any of your company, especially him, but I’d have to
ask Alan first. I don’t think that will help as much as you
think, or at least as much as your boss thinks.”
“Why?”
“Alan’s been thru a lot. He was pretty unstable when Desa
found him. I think his job at the laboratory might have been
experimental subject. His tales were way too wild at first.
They told him they raised him in a jar, we think they might
have fed him RNAcid. He had almost no hold on what’s real
and what’s not before he reached Desa.”
“Then where will the answers come from?” he asked.
“I don’t think anyone is going to know much more until
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your first clients are read. I think I should try and convince
Klarrain to get that done.”
Klowa thought for awhile, they were undoubtedly taking
precautions about a clandestine reading. Klarrain should
know that. He said, “Go ahead, you have my personal
blessing but I’ve been told they don’t use the toilets at that
service house. Getting that reading might not be as easy as
you think, and professionally, I know nothing about it.”
“What guts,” she sneered.
“What can I do? It’s his company.”
“Leave them, be an independent agent. I don’t see how
you can work for that oily, sexless wretch.”
“One must eat.” He was aware that she could hate him
because he had seen thru her act and Klowa had not. He
worried, but still felt more in agreement with her story
because of what he saw in their room. Nidon’s command to
play her continued to loop in his mind, to do that he had to
stay with her didn’t he?
“I guess,” she said. “It’s hard for me to understand when I
haven’t been in that situation for so long. I’m sorry for being
mean.”
“As long as you’re still with me it doesn’t matter.” He
took her and held her. She wasn’t very responsive at first but
eventually thawed.
She kissed him. “I guess you’ve done all you can. You
picked a bad time to ask for reassurances about it.” She held
him a minute longer. “Now I’m going back to see Klarrain.
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I’ll let you know what he’s going to do. Where can I find you
Morningday?”
Klowa told her how to get to Lartess Plaz and Nonik’s. He
offered to stay home, but she wasn’t sure she’d be back
Morningday, sometimes Klarrain had a lot of inertia. He knew
that if Luray did come and see him Morningday and was still
friendly with him, he might as well give Shinvei the news
right then and there. He hoped that wouldn’t be a scene.
Klowa and Luray parted where a small streetcar tunnel
crossed Betakka, she to go up toward the castle, he to go
down in search of Ylippa or Tuggots. Those scrounges both
lived in a nearly abandoned warehouse several stories below
the office. He had to use his own torch to travel these
passages, they were musty and full of refuse.
Ylippa was the more civilized of the two, but he wasn’t
around. Tuggots was unconscious in the ruin he had
commandeered for himself, a place that had once been a
foreman’s office back when this area was functional. There
was no telling what he had done to himself this time. The
pools of vomit were fairly dry and the wevns were about done
with it when his torch sent them chuckling into the cracks.
Klowa prodded him with a foot. His body was hot, he had
probably been doing sempaneet, though where he would ever
find a woman to do it with was beyond Klowa’s grasp. He
must have done a pound of it to get in this condition.
It took several tries to get any response from him at all.
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When something did happen he went into a hideous
convulsion that Klowa assumed was a death agony. After five
or ten bounces Klowa was wondering what words to say over
him but he sat bolt upright and screamed, then slumped back
down panting. His eyes stared at Klowaa unseeing, his lips
curled back from his teeth. In a few seconds his eyes cleared
and he sat and moaned and held his head with every ounce of
strength remaining in his withered arms, as if it were trying to
burst open.
He gasped for quite a while before he said anything,
“Woah, what a party that must have been. Am I really back?
This is my head isn’t it?”
“No, I think it’s a stonecutter’s anvil and you caught him
on a work day,” Klowa joked.
“Oh shit, no wonder it feels like this. Where’d I leave my
head then? Did you rip it off me?”
“Not me, I’m here with an offer of employment. You
could make a whole nickel with what I’m asking for.”
“A nickel?”
“Right.”
“What could I get with a nickel?”
“You could eat good meals for two weeks.”
“Don’t be a bugger boy, what could I really get? What use
do I have for buying friggin meals? Just shutter your damn
torch and I’ll attract more protein than I can use. You know
what I want. Can I get some real drugs, some experimental
stuff? Something they want to test? Something the wizards
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are afraid to test?”
“I’m sure you could get something like that.”
“Good. You know it took me two whole irons to get this
hammered Nightday.”
“It’s Nightday now.”
“Still?”
“It’s Fendeveermon.”
“Hell, you know I got no use for weeks.”
“Do you have any use for that nickel?”
“Sure, I can gladly use it. What do I have to do?”
“Follow someone.”
“No trouble, just show me where and when.”
“Down in Lost Mansions, this Morningday. But I have to
show you today.”
“Sure, just let me get up.”
He tried to get up. His body rose to a sixty degree angle
and as it did his eyes rolled up and he landed back on the
floor with a thud like a side of lentosaur falling from the
hook. The convulsions came back, localized themselves in his
head, then he revived again.
“Are you hurt?” Klowa asked.
“Uuhh. Let me tell you that the way my head feels right
now you could skin me slowly with a dull knife made out of
salt and I wouldn’t even notice.”
“I think you should get cleaned up before we go
anywhere.”
“Why?”
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“So you can follow these people without your smell
giving you away.”
“You pay for it.”
Klowa couldn’t do anything but bring him up to his place
and throw him in the shower. Klowa was used to the tepid
water from the tap and hadn’t bought fuel for the shower in
decades. Shinvei thought city water was sybaritically warm.
Tuggots was sick in there, and once more on the half hour
hike to Lost Mansions. Klowa wondered if he was going to be
able to follow them at all, he had to stop and hold the wall a
few times on the way. Just a decade ago he had been one of
Klowa’s most capable trackers. Today he was probably only a
decade away from death as a burn-out. Like everyone else,
he’d made a case of trying to save someone from that fate.
Most ended tragically, with the helper heartbroken. Klowa’s
case like that was seven scrounges ago. He’d offered Tuggots
a hand up, but not his heart.
It took little time to explain to him who to follow and
show him where to watch for them. He left him near the
friendliest of the cooks with instructions to rest until
Morningday. The cook tried to get a little liquid into him but
Tuggots would have none of it. He assured Klowa he would
be fine after a little more sleep. He collapsed into the cook’s
hammock-chair causing a severely unpleasant scowl on the
cook’s face. Klowa promised the cook an iron from the case
account.
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Once away from there, Klowa was at a loss over what to
do next. He didn’t think he should be the one to investigate
Luray since Nidon said he was going to do it. Nidon wasn’t
going to trust him anyway. The only thing he could do was
work on finding Alan.
He didn’t feel like going back to the university and
dealing with Yompere again. There were no leads there
anyway, so he thought he’d go check out the only leads he
had so far. A smidge closer was the Desa who ran a
duplicating shop named Geheiba at the very stump of Khume
Kimoneea. It was a long way down and he made the mistake
of descending early toward a lower khume and walked off the
mountain in a dank passage with slimy steps and hand-railsized luminescent polypwort. The greenish-purple glow was
almost bright enough to see the edge of a step now and then.
The polypwort was gruesome to the touch and its presence
indicated that there was enough crud in the water to breed
life.
The target area was more pleasant when reached. The
khume was partly open in this area and might catch an
occasional glimpse of sky when Kortrax was up. Desa was
out on Nightdays, her shift was Afternoondays. He took her
address. She lived almost into East Island Plots in a treehouse
off Kimoneea Avenue. The Nightday foreman was personable
enough to say she was most likely to be found there
Noonsleep before coming back to the shop.
The only other Desa he had any chance of tracking was
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the one who compiled a master tape for a little studio out
toward fourth harbor. It took him an hour to get there because
he was so unfamiliar with the layout of the Yornakite
Pinnacles neighborhood he had to pass thru and because he
didn’t find the studio until the fourth try. The industrial levels
in this area were such a maze of plank-ups on hunks of old
archwood spindle. Inside, the office wasn’t finished off that
bad and had a view of the whole shop floor. The girl who
owned the shop was in, Nightdays only as it turned out. She
looked to be a pure blooded Troll; large, dark and wide with
shears for teeth, nipples as big as Shinvei’s and lazy brown
curls down to her large navel.
“Oh yeah, I know Desa, I know this sheet. We’ve run
quite a few of these.”
“Then you must have her address?”
“It was a one-time buy, but I think we have it around here
somewhere. Why are you interested in finding her?”
“She might know the whereabouts of a wizard’s
apprentice who ran off from a lab in Wescarp.”
“Could be, she’s pretty sharp, might hang around with
wizards. She’s in the music business quite a bit, I think she’s
singing with a band now.”
“She could be the one. Did she ever mention a person
named Luray?”
“No.”
“What about Alan?”
“I’m not sure, she was living with a guy with a funny
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name.”
“What was he like?”
“I never saw him. I only really talked with her once. She
was in here for half a day putting this together and I don’t
think we talked more than an hour.”
“Did she mention anything about Wescarp?”
“Not that I can recall. We mainly talked business. She
knows all the guys on this sheet. I think she lives somewhere
up around Moranga Vang because most of these bands live up
that way or over toward Reshplaza.”
A few people came in to roll some copies. She had to tend
to signing them out masters and yell at one guy that he was
going to break the machine and ruin the master if he didn’t
top off the developer. Meanwhile Klowa was thinking that
even if this wasn’t the right Desa, she might know something
that would be useful on Nidon’s case.
“I sure could use that address.”
“I’ll have to look,” she started going thru some drawers.
Again more people came in and she had to tend them.
This was the last employment rush of Nightday, so she was
busy for most of the time. He waited around til late in the
shift when she had time to look around.
“It’s getting close to darkmeal by now isn’t it?” she said,
“I can tell by the way things are slowing down.”
“I guess so, I’m feeling like it’s after darkmeal.”
“Yeah, have you anywhere to go?”
“I’m hoping to zip up and see Desa before it gets too
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late.”
“Oh I don’t know, I’m not having too much luck finding
that address. Maybe I should try again tomorrow?”
“I don’t see anywhere you haven’t looked.”
There was no organization of any kind in the way she kept
things, it was all random scraps of paper. Luckily there
weren’t very many.
“I might have taken it home, that’s what I do with all the
old records. Let me stay here a little longer in case some
others come by and then we can go up and take a look.”
Klowa had no doubt what was going on here. She might
as well have come right out and told him she needed her
crotch serviced if she was going to find it. Now he had to
decide if it was worth it. He could go over all the cooks along
Morangaa Vang and maybe find her that way. Now that he
knew she came down in this section, he could also contact the
cooks here. He might try the local talent agents to see if he
could find her thru the band she was in. He looked at this girl
once more and decided getting her to produce the address
wasn’t worth it.
“I really do have to get going. I’ll tell you what though,
that address is worth a couple irons to me. If you find it by
next week I’ll be glad to buy it off you.”
She tried not to make a face at him. “O.K. then, I’ll try to
remember to look for it.” In other words, don’t bother.
“See you next week then,” he said on his way out.
“Right,” she said as he left.
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Zawmathii Koyahn 55,42,31
Sometime during Dawnsleep Shinvei came home. She
must have showered before she came to the nest because her
hair was wet and cold and woke him up. She was wide awake
however and reached for him.
“This is a strange time to be getting home, like you met
with half success?”
“You might call it that, my schedule’s off or something.
Dusksleep was late, then Nightday dried up before I was
ready to give it up.”
“But something’s got you all cranked up?”
“Yes, do you have to know the sleazy details?”
“A general overview would do.”
“Some people are all talk and no action. You can’t tell by
appearance either.”
“Fizzled out on you did he?”
“Yes.” Her teeth were clenched when she said that. “I
hope that blonde confection you’ve been playing with hasn’t
used you up.”
“She’s not a confection and I haven’t seen her since
Dusksleep. I nearly got raped by a mondo-mama at a little
tape studio over by Fourth Harbor but I wasn’t that dedicated
to the job. She knows a Desa who could be the one I’m
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looking for, but I can find her without the bribe.”
“Good, ‘cause I NEED some help with this.”
“Oh all right,” he joked.
It took him awhile to wake up, but eventually Shinvei was
subdued. She still wasn’t ready to sleep however, and by that
time Klowa was awake. They just lay together looking up at a
totally black sky.
“I’m sorry I called Luray a confection.”
She must have seen the blow register on his face. “Don’t
worry about it.”
“You’re in love with her aren’t you?”
He sighed, “Is it that obvious?”
“It’s pretty obvious. I suspected the first time you spoke
her name. You hardly ever tell me the names of girls you
encounter in your work, much less whisper them like the
name of a secret goddess. When I saw you together I knew.”
“I’m sorry, I still love you too, but it’s just one of those
things I can’t help.”
“I’ll try to understand that. You know I never thought I
would be hurt this way, I guess I’ve picked up a lot more cityfolk ways than I thought. I thought I would always feel any
guy is as good as another and it’s the circle that counts. I
know I’ve tried to act that way. I guess I shouldn’t have.”
“You can’t help what you are any more than I can.”
“But maybe I’m not that any more.” Shinvei said.
“I haven’t noticed a change.”
“That’s what I mean. What I DO hasn’t changed, but now
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I find that the way that I FEEL has. I thought about it all day.
When I first saw the way it is I thought I’d just go stay with
Taiden and no harm done. There is harm though. By
everything I’ve ever believed I’m just being a possessive
bitch, but still I wish I could have kept you.”
“I never really thought you felt that way. You came here
because I had space at the time. We had some fun and we’re
good friends, but you even said all the guys in the group were
equal.”
“I did say that. I wish I could swallow those words now.
That was my ancestors talking, not me.”
“Forgive me for saying so, but you did back those words
with action and had to come home when the action you
backed them with didn’t quite work out.”
“I know, I know, but what I’m trying to tell you is my
actions weren’t in line with my feelings.”
“You’ve just been corrupted by us mundanes.”
“But I feel it just the same.”
He was silent for awhile. He reached out and touched her
thick tangled hair which was dry by now. Like everything else
about her it was strong and supple and just about vibrated
with health and vigor. “I can’t keep up with you. You know
you have to go out to get what you really need.”
“And that bothers you doesn’t it? You should have said
so.”
“It shouldn’t bother me. Like we said at the time, I had
the room. I was thrilled to have you at all, more than thrilled
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to have you stay here. I never understood why you bothered
with a scrawny little wimp like me at all.”
“That’s not my view of you, that’s just your male ego
getting in the way. Every male thinks he has to be stronger
than every female and if he finds he’s not, he goes all to
pieces. Well that’s the way it is. I know you aren’t stronger
than I am and it doesn’t bother me. I know you aren’t the only
one, none of your friends are either. I’m just made different. I
don’t brag about it, I don’t rub it in, but I’m not ashamed of it
either. That’s just the way it is.”
“If it wasn’t of any importance to you, you wouldn’t have
to go down to the docks on Nightdays.”
She had to take some time to think that over. “I confess
there is a little truth there, I do feel a need to work out a little
more than I can with you guys, but there’s nothing emotional
there. A lot of time we just fool around and dance and stuff.
You guys don’t dance you know. I’m sure you’ll find the
same thing with Luray, you may not be just like me, but
you’re a little like me. You’ll find yourself… holding back, I
guess you could call it.”
“I don’t know, she’s pretty healthy too, I think we’re
evenly matched that way.”
“She doesn’t look it.”
Klowa didn’t reply right away, he decided to think first.
He remembered walking over the upper courtyards. Luray
had been vital and energetic, the grip she had on him was firm
during the times she lead. She was nothing like Yompere who
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really was a confection. “But she is.”
Her pause was long enough to change the subject. “How
long will you let me stay here?” Shinvei asked.
“I’m not going to throw you out, I don’t know that she
wants to stay with me. I could be just a little low-life curiosity
on her part. She lives at Klarrain’s castle you know.”
“I think she loves you. I saw you two together last dusk
and I said to myself, ‘They’re going to make children
together.’ I’m going to talk to Taiden today, if it’s all right I’d
rather stay there til this sorts out.”
Klowa wanted to protest but knew it would be useless. “I
don’t know what to say. I’m going to be honest with you, I
can’t deny my feelings for her, but I can’t deny my feelings
for you either. I don’t know what to do. She could just be just
baiting me. You have the capability of scaring her off if you
want, but I don’t think that would be fair. I think I need some
time to see what’s going to happen.”
“That’s what I think too,” she said. “I think I’ve learned
my own feelings too late. If you ever get over each other, I’ll
know better next time.”
“Are you that hurt?”
“Oh yeah, I guess I am. But I can see it’s a lot of my own
fault. I shouldn’t have taken you for granted.”
He didn’t know what to do. Right now he wanted to have
them both. Why couldn’t he be like Nonik and have two girls
here? Of course Nonik’s place was much bigger and they
each had their own nest. They weren’t equals either. Fmarling
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was clearly Nonik’s mate while Sheizenn was a ‘significant
other’. Fmarling and Sheizenn were good friends before
Nonik and their personalities allowed them to live in the
situation without friction. Luray and Shinvei would not get
along. They would compete for primary status and Luray
would leave. Quite likely he would wind up with neither.
Morningday was hot and hazy, like summer already. They
all went to Lartess Plaz and true to her word, Shinvei huddled
with Taiden for a long time. Lisain had been gone the last two
weeks, playing tourist in other parts of the city and with other
people. Taiden would have room for Shinvei it seemed.
As it neared lunch time Luray showed up. He made
introductions all around and she was easily accepted by all,
including Shinvei who was nice without over doing it. Taiden
and Vmikel, undoubtedly desirous of seeing her without the
skirt she was wearing today, almost immediately suggested
going into the pool and she readily agreed.
She turned out to be a great swimmer, a skill that few city
people mastered to any extent. The guys couldn’t catch her
though they all tried, and she became so popular it was almost
an hour before he got a chance to even talk to her. Even
Shinvei took the opportunity to tell him that maybe he was
right and she was more capable physically than she had given
her credit for. By the time the water tag game was over they
were all winded and lay in the sun in a heap to rest.
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“You still haven’t told me what Klarrain said,” Klowa
finally had the chance to ask her.
“I know, I was having too much fun.” She was still short
of breath but all smiles. “That was fun too. We have two
pools at Klarrain’s but he stays at the one inside and it’s so
steamy you can hardly move. They don’t do anything but
slow-screw in the water. This one’s like the Lhar out past
Shempala but without the spiker bushes and spheelunges. I
want to do that again as soon as I stop gasping.”
“It’s going to take me an hour to get my breath back,”
Taiden said.
“He never gets it back in the same day,” Sheizenn said,
“and I admit I don’t either.”
“‘Cause we usually start wasting away on yaag about
now,” Taiden replied.
“My weak point too,” Luray said.
“Who’s Klarrain?” Plainonn asked Klowa. “Isn’t he
involved with that deformo case you’re working on?”
“Yes, so’s Luray,” Klowa answered. “In fact she’s the one
who named them ‘deformos’.”
“Ah,” Plainonn said.
“Anyway, about Klarrain,” Luray said, fingering his ribs,
“I told him, I wheedled him, I nagged him until he got testy in
fact. He listened with half an ear and didn’t say a thing. I
know what he’s thinking. He’s scared of those guys even
though he hasn’t seen them. Brancettrabble put that fear into
him I think.”
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“What the hell is Brancettrabble?” Klowa asked. He
wondered if it was a drug or a disease.
“He’s some big-shot old-time wizard from Trenst I think.
He’s as old as the founders themselves and he’s the one who
really wants the reading it turns out.”
“This case just keeps getting deeper don’t it?” Klowa
said, “What does he want with it?”
“I’ll tell you what I know, this is the word for word quote
from Klarrain, ‘Brancettrabble said to read Alan anyway, he
didn’t say I’d have to mess with a hit squad.’ His name wasn’t
mentioned again.”
“What’s a hit squad?” Plainonn asked.
“Something they used to have in the Troubled Times,”
Luray said, “guys who were sent by a slavemaster to do
violence to slaves.”
Plainonn shuddered. “Surely he can’t mean that?”
“He does, that’s what I’ve been trying to tell this one and
his boss all along. I think he finally believes me,” she pointed
to Klowa, “since they tried to kill him. But that Nidon seems
a little thick.”
This aroused enough curiosity that Klowa and Luray
spent an hour telling them everything that happened so far.
By the time they were done Sheizenn had fetched some lunch
and a couple rounds of yaag and they never did get to play
water tag again.
Luray joined them at Nonik’s that Noonsleep and
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demonstrated that she did have a mode other than slow and
gentle – to Nonik and Vmikel. By the time she curled up with
Klowa however, all she wanted was sleep.
“I hope you aren’t mad,” she whispered, “I just wanted to
see if I could fit in with your friends.”
“You certainly did that. You were the life of the party all
day long.”
“Thank you, I’ve never been called that before, I’m
usually in a corner with a bottle or a cup. Your friends are
easy to warm up to.”
“I’m glad you like them, and I’m not mad, I’m proud of
you.” He held her tighter as he whispered that in her ear. She
made a pleased little noise and was soon sleeping.
Zawmathii Kovar 55,42,31
Shinvei woke him before she left for her shop. She had
talked it over with Taiden and was going over to his place, at
least for the time being. She would be back by Dusksleep to
get her things. It was sad to see her hurt, but she was taking it
well (if she was in fact really hurt and not just jealous about
losing to Luray). When Luray wasn’t there he was torn
between them, but when Luray was around he was all hers
and there was nothing he could do about it.
Luray woke soon after that, with a lot more vitality than
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she had on Nightday. The other members of the gang never
jumped right up, so he thought it best that they leave Nonik’s
quietly. Afternoonday before lunch is often the hottest part of
the week, but the air was clear and they were high enough
that they could stay comfortable in the shade. They got a
couple breakfast rolls on Thweighnplaz III and talked about
the day. “How’d you like to come over to my side of the
city?” she asked.
“I’d really love to, but there is something I have to do.”
He told her about Tuggots and the fact that he might have
followed the deformos to see what they did during the day. “I
should go see him, it won’t take long.”
“Then I guess I’ll just follow along.”
“I have to stop at the office and get some money to pay
him with. He lives in a pretty sleazy area by the way.”
“That’s OK, I’ve been in sleazy areas before.”
“No, I mean really sleazy. It’s an abandoned warehouse.
He’s a scrounge you see.”
“I’ve seen scrounges before. I’m pretty sure I was one at
least once.”
“I find that hard to believe,” and painful, the scrounge he
tried to save was female, a wasted, scrawny, scabby, blond
cackler.
“Oh I’ve been many things at many times,” Luray said. “I
don’t even know them all.”
“Still the mystery girl eh?”
“Just ancient,” she sighed.
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They didn’t hurry because Tuggots wouldn’t be awake
early, if at all. At the office he went thru a whole unnecessary
rigamarole to get six lousy beads for Tuggots and one for the
cook that babysat him.
Luray didn’t seem to have any problems negotiating the
abandoned area. Shinvei had followed him down to this area
once and been disgusted, even though she hung out in
waterfront holes that were a lot closer to this atmosphere than
anyplace Luray was normally found.
Tuggots was there, sleeping, but not as bad off this time.
He wasn’t surrounded by vomit, and woke up with only a few
moans. His head dithered from one to the other of them and
came to rest looking at Luray.
“My God that was MUCH better stuff than I thought,” he
muttered. Out loud he sang, “Ho sweet vision – come to
warm my sleep – wonder of the humantide – meaning for my
life…”
His voice wasn’t that good anyway and it was thick with
sleep, but the song by Clan Gvivich was quite pretty in its
native language. While he ground this out, his arms came out
toward her. In the fourth line he touched her and jumped, then
reached out and touched her again.
“You’re real!”
“More or less,” she answered.
By now he was awake enough to notice Klowa. “Did you
bring her here?”
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“In a way, she walked but I led the way.”
“Are you here about those withered guys?” Tuggots
asked.
“Yes,” he answered, “Did you find out anything about
them?”
“Wait man wait. You embarrass me by bringing such a
lovely down here when I’m sleeping off a bender. What if I’d
been really blot? Man I haven’t washed, I can’t meet someone
like her.”
“You won’t, don’t worry about it. I’m dropping off your
pay on my way by, if you’ve earned it.”
“Pay? Oh, right, the withered ones. Yes, I followed them.
They’re a bore man, a real bore. All they did was walk around
window shopping. They never said a word to anyone or each
other. They bought a couple magazines, a Science Report and
some stuffy old news magazine. They looked in some
factories but never did any work in any of them. They studied
the machinery.”
“They must have stopped to eat somewhere? They never
take meals at the service house.”
“They took not a bite of food nor a drop of drink.”
“How can that be?”
“I don’t know man, but that’s what I saw. I didn’t miss a
thing, I hadn’t a drop since you came by here last week. I was
as straight as an investment counselor.”
He gave a few more details, but they were just details
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with no new revelations, the route they took and the
approximate times. Klowa was reasonably pleased with these
results. They didn’t answer anything, in fact just raised still
more questions, but Tuggots had done what was asked of him.
Klowa paid him as promised, and Tuggots immediately began
planning the damage he was going to do to himself with the
cash.
He asked Luray what she thought of the information. “I
couldn’t hazard a guess,” she said.
“What do they eat? If they don’t eat when they go out,
and don’t eat at the service house, how do they live?”
“I have no clue,” she said, “Maybe they just skipped that
day. Maybe he missed something. Maybe they have a supply
in their room.”
“In their room they just stand there in a trance.”
“There has to be something to it somewhere, they are
alive, we can see that much. I still think you need to get a
reading on those guys.”
“If they never eat, drink or piss? How’s that going to
happen?” Klowa asked her.
She thought about it. “It won’t be easy,” she said.
She took him to her parts of the city for the remainder of
Afternoonday. They toured a print shop and the castle. They
made love in her room which was large and airy and much
more natural, but not as ornate as Yompere’s suite at Zhlindu
Tech. They took a quick streetcar to a delicious repast in a
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tower overlooking East Harbor from the northern rim of the
Fastness. Then they went down to an awesome concert in one
of the great halls of the Central Fastness and got so wasted
they went on adventures of which a series of novels could be
written. He thought they ended up at a feast in a castle, but
again, it could have been the yaag.
Zawmathii Kozor 55,42,31
Luray must have brought him home because he didn’t
remember seeing any of the route, unless it was that pathway
that heaved around like some kind of huge slate dragon. The
last he could remember it was still about the 11th century or so
and the HarvestHenge was ending. He knew they had parted
when she was enchanted back to her great floater on which
she flew back to her kingdom of angels.
But when he woke up for Nightday of week Zawmathii
there was plenty of fallout in his eyes and the giant machine
phase was back. He could recognize his home however and
he could see that most of Shinvei’s things were gone and
remembered why. He also noticed that she had left him a
magazine, the Zhlindu Basin Traveler. It was full of travel and
wilderness stories, not the type of magazine either of them
usually read. Then he noticed it was from Klarrain
Publishing.
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Most of the stuff in it was just one account of touristing
after another, but then there was one that seemed like a piece
of imaginative fiction. It was a first person account of a huge
flying ship attacking a sailing ship and its captain on the river
Lhar. There was quite a lot of detail about how the ship
operated (airfoils and fans), but enough was about how the
captain faced down the man inside it to make an interesting
story. The description of the man inside it fit Alfred perfectly.
Until the very end it was just a rather good tale, enough to
make the magazine worth picking up. Not til he saw it was as
narrated by captain Vyinga to Luray did he realize that the
Lhar is the river that runs from Wescarp to Zhlindu.
Had it not been for all the secrecy and mysteriousness
concerning the Alan case he would have said, ‘yeah, besides
being beautiful, she’s quite a storyteller too.’ Obviously this
was a work of fiction, but after all that had happened, he just
couldn’t cram the lid closed on the ‘work of fiction’ box.
Instead he thought it was as close to literal fact as Luray
could make it. But what did it mean? First of all, look for
Alan as a mechanic and not a physicist. But where had the
flying thing come from? There was a pretty good drawing of
it (also by Luray) and it was nothing like any floater that he
had ever heard of from any time. It was roughly an elongated
triangle with big holes in it and lights in each corner. Of
course Luray was quite fond of yaag, maybe she only thought
she saw it?
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Could this fit in with the hibernation crypt theory? It was
possible. In the distant past some believe there was a
civilization that was able to build flying machines of some
kind, but this wasn’t how they were generally pictured. They
were pictured as bigger than today’s floaters with open decks
and enormous sausage balloons and horizontal fans to drive
them, peddled by most of the troops aboard. They were made
from skins and finely crafted archwood.
Then the solution leapt into his mind, there was a lost
basin out in the Kinsheeta! That basin must have preserved
some kind of high energy technology for almost forty
centuries. Alan had escaped from there and Alfred and Viktor
had come after him, presumably on that flying thing. They
must have attempted to re-capture him on the Lhar and he had
escaped somehow. Luray had left that out of the story to
protect him. Now that he knew this, the actual finding of Alan
was an anticlimax, a major new basin hadn’t been discovered
in what, ten centuries? No true Energy Age holdovers had
been discovered since the fall of the Black Tower.
He hurried down to the office, bringing the magazine. He
was a little late in getting there, partly from the time he took
reading, partly from the day before. He found Nidon was
already there and already excited. The previous week had
brought in most of the architectural surveys. There were a
hundred thirty four Desas and fourteen Alans with property
with registered structural support. One property on Rankor
Hill between Kalipaicha and Moranga Vang was covered for
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both an Alan and a Desa as co-habitants. Nidon had seen this
and already called the case solved.
“No, it’s really solved,” Klowa told him, “look at this.”
He took a long time reading the article. “This is a science
fiction story,” he said. “If you can find a panel of scientists
from several leading universities who can convince me I have
to give up that theory, I will support the lost basin theory.”
“I think it goes along with everything Luray said.”
“On the contrary,” Nidon replied, “If they were able to
take slaves they would have taken the whole world centuries
ago. Quite the contrary, if they existed they would have been
infected with the Instinct for centuries. What else could have
kept them from coming out here bent on conquest?”
“Because they feared the Instinct. Maybe they are without
it there and the slave owners can retain their ownership if
they don’t have contact with the remainder of the world so
they don’t bring the vector in. Maybe that’s why they bundle
up all the time, they think they’re going to keep the virus off
them. That would explain why they abstain from any close
contact with anyone also.”
“I think you’re grasping.” Nidon had never watched a Scifi or fantasy show in his life, and wasn’t about to start. “At
least now we can get to the bottom of this. You have the
address, go over and see Alan, bring him back here if you
can. Ask him his interpretation of it all. He may know nothing
about that flying thing, it says nothing about him or Desa in
that article. He will know if he’s from a lost basin or from
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hibernation.”
“Luray says his mind’s been tampered with using RNAcid
and he may not know anything.”
“Everyone’s got their drug problems, this is Zhlindu after
all. We have to sift thru it as best we can. Can I count on you
to do a professional job of gathering evidence or has Luray
already formed your conclusions for you? Are you only going
to bring back what suits her arguments? You’re the agent on
this case and I’d hate to pull you, but we have to go by what
the facts fit and not who has the prettiest face.”
“I’ll go talk to Alan, I’ll get the facts, but if he doesn’t
want to come back here there isn’t much I can do about it.”
“There’s nothing anyone can do about it. There’s no way
to force him to do anything, make sure he understands that.
He might have a delusion about that and that may be how this
all got started. We have to show some social responsibility in
these cases, be sure you do that. Meanwhile we’re going to
get Luray and the others together and hash this out. Can I
expect you’ll be back by mid after-lunch?”
“I hope so, please don’t give Alan away until he’s had a
chance to state his wishes. At least give Luray the benefit of
the doubt.”
“I will. I did check up on her by the way, she seems to
have told you the truth as far as it goes, but she’s an ancient
witch so watch yourself. She’s playing you.”
“I was up there also. She does live at the castle, everyone
there knows her, and I already deduced she’s much older than
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that business.”
“She’s older than Zhlindu,” Nidon said, then asked, “Did
you talk to Klarrain?”
“No, he wasn’t there, did you?”
“Briefly, he’s even more secretive than the others. He
would admit that he knows Luray, says he has a lot of respect
for her. She’s one of his better writers, a decent calligrapher
and one of the easiest photo models to work with. He
wouldn’t admit a thing about Alan, says he doesn’t remember
anyone by that name.”
“I found out Klarrain’s working for some big-time wizard
from Trenst named Brancetrabble,” Klowa volunteered.
“I’ve never heard of him.”
“We could check him out if we can get some suntower
time. Speaking of suntower time,” Klowa asked, “what about
Dos Kassikan, did we ever get a reply from them about
Desa?”
“Mlarkile never gave it to you?”
“I never see him.”
Nidon searched Mlarkile’s desk and handed him a small
slip of paper.
- Desagar – Teaching researcher – Music history, history.
- 542011-552143
- Author ‘Development of Yandrille Technology and its
Influence on Folk Music’.
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- Desagar (Desa) was a capable but opinionated
researcher noted for working closely with intermediate
and advanced students. She was sensitive to the needs
and abilities of her students and respected by her fellow
faculty.
- Details sent on request.

“That would indicate she’s for real also,” Klowa said.
“Yes, but a lot can happen in twenty one decades,” Nidon
said. “What’s she been doing all this time? Has she burned
out? Has she gone thru a few life changes?”
“We don’t know, maybe I’ll find that out too. I think that’s
pretty minor compared to a lost basin.”
“I still don’t think there’s any lost basin,” Nidon said. “It’s
clear that these girls have the capability to fabricate all this.
They are both creative and intelligent. I think it’s more likely
they are making it up than there is a lost basin. An article
about a warplane does not mean the warplane exists. The fact
that Klarrain respects Luray would make it easy for her to get
this in that magazine as fact.”
“What would be his motive for putting his credibility in
danger with a work of fiction?” Klowa asked.
“He hinted that he allows Luray to make some of those
decisions on her own. We’ll have to go ask him, but not until
we get over and talk to Alan. He might clear up everyone’s
involvement.”
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Klowa told him about Tuggot’s tailing of the basinites and
the fact that they never ate, drank or used the bathroom.
“That’s interesting for sure, but they didn’t hire us to
investigate themselves. I know Tuggots is no longer the most
reliable tail and his condition gets worse every year. Perhaps
we should think about using someone else for these errands.
But come on, it’s getting late, it’s already as close to lunch as
breakfast. Get on over to Alan’s and get this cleared up.”
Klowa thought Nidon was getting quite stubborn and
narrow-minded, but there was no way he could be convinced
without more data, so Klowa shut up and began the journey to
the far side of the mountain.
Klowa found the place easily enough, though it took an
hour to get across most of downtown on three different
streetcars. It was a few turns off Morangaa, closer to
Kalipaicha and very close to Reshplaza water park. It was six
stories down in an atrium below the Rikannon. It was an
unpretentious neighborhood of large sturdy homes.
He called for Alan at the door. A girl opened it. She was
cute and gave the impression of being not quite grown, but
then he noticed that she was as tall as he was. She had long,
thick, curly brown hair with red highlights. She had a small
chin, arched eyebrows and round brown eyes. Her body was
attractive and sturdy, her skin a nice dusky-tawny color in the
lantern light. She was completely innocent of clothing but
holding some music notes and a writing quill. “Alan’s out
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working,” she said. “Is there a machine out?”
“No?” he had no idea what she was talking about. “You
must be Desa.”
“That I am, and you?”
“You don’t know me, neither does Alan.”
“Is this about business?”
“Business of a fashion, but it’s something you might not
want to discuss here in the hall.” With some trepidation she
stood aside and let him enter the half-flight of stairs that lead
to their home. “It’s a pleasure to find you at last, it hasn’t
been easy.”
“Why are you trying to find me? You were calling Alan?”
“Yes, I’m really looking for Alan, but finding you should
do just as well, you must know something of his history.”
She looked very suspicious. “He’s just grown, he doesn’t
have much history.”
“Don’t worry, I know Luray, I think I’ll need to explain
what’s going on first.”
“I think you will, it sounds like a long enough story to
come inside and tell.”
“I think so.”
Their home was large and comfortable with a loft bed and
a complete kitchen. There was a wide balcony overlooking
the atrium and the rail was thick with vine, heavy with
ripening pods. A single candlelantern flared on the large table
near the kitchen. Two huge cushions lined the walls. On the
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walls beautiful posters were hung, some were of Wescarp,
one could have been from Dos as far as he knew, and several
were beautiful astronomical objects, Cynd in particular. There
was at most a normal amount of clothes present, and Desa
appeared as at ease as any girl this pretty without them. There
was quite a clutter of books and papers, none of them dusty.
There were more music notes on the kitchen table. A couple
cups sat on the counter, one partially filled.
Unless the habitation was all Desa, these people had
nothing in common with Alfred and Viktor. This was a
normal home where regular people lived; happy, human
people with friends and interests. There was no way he could
squint his eyes, even on a Nightday, that would show him
anything in common with the rooms the clients occupied.
They sat together on the cushion nearer the kitchen end.
He took a good long look at her. She was both average and
exotic at the same time. The way she moved was very casual
and easy, not what he would have expected from a university
professor mixed up in a missing-lab-apprentice-from-a-lostbasin case. Without further ado he liked this girl, and desired
to cuddle her but she was wary and didn’t sit that close.
“First, you’re going to tell me about you, right?” she
asked.
“Yes.”
She had gotten up. “I’ve got a cup getting stale over here.
There’s another I could fill for you if you’d like.”
“I won’t object.”
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“It’s just Sunya so you won’t forget your business.”
“I’m from the south end.”
“It’s as close to water as you can get without a spigot, but
it tastes nice.”
She got up to get the cups. He noticed they had a small
keg tucked up on the landing between the bed and the shower,
right over the kitchen.
“So what is this about?” she said when she got back with
the cups, sitting a little closer this time.
“Let me start by telling you I’m from the Nidon-Mlarkile
Finders Union. Last Iyosaign we were approached by a
couple of the weirdest, most bedraggled, most bundled up,
unsociable people anyone has ever encountered. They wanted
us to find Alan, who they said had run away from their lab
with a bunch of secrets.”
“Oh no, no, no, NO.” she said. “We don’t want any part of
them.” Her fear and aversion were obviously genuine. Either
that or she was a better actress than most movie companies
can find.
“I didn’t finish yet, that’s just how it started.” He held her
shoulder because she was already starting to get up.
“It better not end like that.”
He told her pretty much the whole story, the original
clients, Luray, the hibernation theory, the lost basin theory,
even the way he fell in love with Luray. She listened to the
whole thing pretty much without interruption, but her
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expressions told him how she felt. She discarded both the
hibernation and lost basin theory, believed the part about the
slavery, and was amused by his love for Luray.
When he was all done she asked, “So now you think the
whole thing is some kind of hoax that all of us got together
and cooked up just to make the Nidon-Mlarkile agents feel
dumb right?”
“That’s about what Nidon thinks,” Klowa said. “I still
believe in the lost basin theory myself, but I see you don’t
believe that.”
“Oh no, I was there when it all occurred. I saw the thing
Luray wrote about, we asked her to leave us out of it. That’s
why she lied to you about it, to protect us. I’ve been with
Alan a decade now and I’ve gone over his stories backwards
and forwards and found they all hang together no matter how
unlikely it seems.”
“Would you please tell me, as simply as you can, what
this is all about?”
“I can tell you,” Desa said. “I’d really rather not because
we don’t want all the OOOing and AHHing that this will
bring on, but it sounds like there’s dung on the table already.”
“Pretty much.”
“I warn you, you probably won’t believe it and there’s
even less chance your boss will.”
“Nothing believable makes sense in this case anyway,
why not give it a try,” Klowa said. “At the very worst it will
be just one more theory to kick around.”
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“I know. I had all those theories too in spite of all Alan’s
objections. He eventually won me over, he has too much data,
there was the attack Luray wrote about, and the astronomical
press is full of the moonlets in the Narrulla null point.”
He’d paid no attention to that. “Listen, I’ve spent decades
investigating missing people. Most cases are nothing more
than separated families. Once in awhile we get something
really exciting like finding a scientist for a secret lab. This has
had me baffled for weeks and all it’s done is get curiouser and
curiouser the whole time. Now here I am with the original
case solved but with more questions than ever. I’m frustrated
enough to do norrot about now and I probably will if I can’t
get to the bottom of this any other way. So please, just tell
me.”
“OK, here it is, the heart of the whole big, nobody-cantell-you secret is: Alan, Alfred and Viktor came here on those
moonlets which are really a starship from the star called
YingolNeerie.” She said that perfectly matter-of-fact and then
sat there smugly with her hands folded on her lap, looking at
him with her big round eyes. He tried his best to digest that.
After this a lost basin would be sort of an anticlimax. “And if
you think that’s hard to believe,” she continued, “it gets
worse. Those people that contacted you are not even people.
They are machines made up to look like people. They are
haunted by ghosts made up of electricity in silicon crystals
that are still up in those moonlets up by Narrulla.”
He wanted to laugh and cry at the same time. About all he
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could say after that was, “Well that’s nice, that’s just great. I
decided as soon as I met you that here is someone who’s
going to cut thru the fuzz, whatever she says is going to be
the answer. At last someone is going to tell me the truth. And
now what? Oh it makes as much sense as anything else I’ve
heard, except for the fact that they’re humans and no other
planet could have humans on it.”
“Only Alan is human, the others are machines.”
“Are you sure Alan is human?”
“Oh yeah, I would certainly know,” she smiled. “We also
know humans didn’t evolve. The accepted theory is they were
invented by Saggothans about three hundred centuries ago.
There is another theory, not quite as popular, that we were
imported by Saggothans from somewhere else. YingolNeerie
is the somewhere else. There’s other evidence, the onion
growth cycle is the main one.”
“What could that have to do with it?”
“The onion would have evolved on a planet with a year
six times as long. YingolNeerie is a much bigger star than
Kortrax, a habitable planet there would have a year about six
times as long as ours.”
“Even if I believe that, how am I going to sell it?” Klowa
asked. “Other than the fact that it explains why Alfred and
Viktor have no bodily functions, it’s the most unbelievable
tale yet.”
“We’d rather you didn’t even tell it. If people believed it,
what do you think would happen to Alan? He’d be besieged
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by every media slink in the basin. We could do without that.
All you have to do is figure out a way to keep them from
finding us. Give us a few days head start at least.”
“Would they really take him back by force?”
“He’s sure they would,” Desa said. “When that starship
attacked us out on the Lhar, I was convinced.”
“And he wants to stay here?”
“Pppppp. If you heard what he says about life on the
starship and for mortals back at YingolNeerie, you wouldn’t
have to ask. If you think about it you’ll realize it was terribly
hard for him to give up everything he ever knew and run off
into a countryside he knew nothing about. I mean nothing
about, like what do you know about the countryside at
YingolNeerie? He did that after only two weeks here because
things are so bad there that a theirops infested jungle HAS to
be better. They are still ephemeral, living only a few decades
before they are sacrificed to their God to become electric
ghosts in silicon crystals. They are all slaves, even the slave
owners have other owners above them. Every room, every
conversation, almost every thought may be monitored by an
owner. The owners monitor each other, they can’t conceive of
being allowed to think their own thoughts. Music is regulated,
love is controlled, people can’t wear what they want, sex is
forbidden except when people are together to raise families
and then it’s forcibly regulated. There is absolutely no chance
to ever do anything the slightest bit psychoactive. Everyone is
completely forbidden to do anything that could possibly
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diminish their capacity to work. That’s just the barest
overview of what it’s like.”
“Well. I would stay here.” He felt like such a dolt. They
were talking about contact with another world and all he
could offer was that stupid platitude. He was overcome by the
barrage of evil she spoke of from that star.
“As long as they don’t find us,” she said.
“What can they do?”
“They have weapons,” she said. “If what he says is true,
and I think it is, they would certainly kill him if he didn’t
come back with them. They will certainly kill me regardless.”
“That is just too unbelievable.”
“I know. I can believe it with my head, but not with my
guts. If I did I would be running down to get Alan right now
so we could escape from here.”
“What would you like me to do?”
“Certainly don’t tell them where we are. Tell them we
went to Hrrst or Kyeb. Offer them a ride there if you can find
a floater. But I have seen it, they do have a starship around
somewhere and can probably go wherever they want on that.
“Please don’t make a big to-do about Alan. He doesn’t
want the world to know he comes from another planet. Just
let us live like anyone else. Let him forget about
YingolNeerie and let them forget about us. He hardly even
talks about it when he’s blotto any more.”
“Luray offered us aluminum to do the same thing.”
“She did!? It must have come from Klarrain.”
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“No, she tried to get more from him, that was hers.”
“I didn’t think she had that much money of her own. We
sure don’t, especially not now. I could sell my yandrille, that
might get us close. I’m really surprised she would give
everything she has for us. Every time I turn around I’m more
impressed with her.”
“You don’t have to sell your yandrille and she doesn’t
have to give up her savings. I’m not going to sell out anyone
to a world of evil for any price.”
“I’m glad of that.” She was smiling, “But what you said is
a bit of a laugh because they said the same about us.”
“What?”
“That we are a world of evil.”
“Why?”
“Because people have their own minds here. We can go
where we want, do what we want, wear what we want. We
have psychoactive drugs, we play powerful music and we
love each other with passionate abandon.”
“Everything we think is good.”
“Right.”
He stayed and talked with her awhile longer, about the
ways of the world, good and evil, here and there. She tried to
explain more about the ghosts and mortals of YingolNeerie,
but it was just too abstract for Klowa to really get a good
grasp of it. Desa was a bright and forthright person, she didn’t
tiptoe around things and she didn’t hold back. He really
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appreciated finally reaching someone who would tell him
something. He complimented her on that, and complained
that Luray hadn’t told him this much. Desa said she was just
trying to protect them.
She warmed up a little while they talked and leaned
against him. He remembered what Luray had told him, so
they enjoyed that for awhile, but didn’t take it any farther.
They talked a lot more of Luray. Desa hadn’t cared much
for her at one time, thinking that she was a useless yaag
sump. They had become good friends on the trip from
Wescarp. It had been quite a journey and Luray had been a
great help in the wilds. She hoped Luray found someone who
loved her for real and not just as an ornament. He wondered if
that was really true however. He didn’t know Luray that well,
had guessed that she was old but not within centuries of how
old. He wanted to know what Luray really thought of him,
but Desa hadn’t seen her since this whole thing started.
They had gone up for lunch to the top of the atrium to
finish their conversation, so it was pretty late by the time he
got going on his way back. He was just about singing. There
was little doubt in his mind that this wild tale was the truth as
well as Desa knew it. If humans had been brought to Kassidor
and not synthesized here, they did have to come from
somewhere. It was perfectly likely that the humans left
behind would have progressed faster in technology than the
ones brought to an alien world, and would be the first to cross
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outer space. But why would they have such an inhuman
society? Ephemerals living in slavery. But then what would
the world be like today had the Dark Lord won?
The problem was, what was he going to tell them when he
got back? Desa pretty much confirmed everything Luray said
and more, but would Nidon believe it? Not very likely. Nidon
knows there is always a mundane explanation for everything.
He could try saying this wasn’t the right couple. Nidon
probably wouldn’t believe that either, but it might be worth a
try. Somehow he had to find a way to make him see the truth
about Alfred and Viktor. By the time Klowa hiked up and
down all the stairs between the three streetcar rides it took to
get back all the way across downtown to the office on the
edge of the South Fastness, it was late in the after lunch.
Zlifonn was alone in the front room and asked what he found
out. Klowa had already rehearsed what he was going to say.
What he was about to do would probably cost him his career
with Nidon-Mlarkile, but so be it. He believed Luray and
Desa and was going to try and protect them.
Summoning his best acting skills, he looked disappointed
and said, “It’s not them. This Desa is no university professor
for one thing, she’s the singer and yandrille player in the band
Sarsawuf. This Alan has black hair, he’s about this tall and
wasted away on Norrot, probably won’t last the century. What
about you, have you asked the clients about the magazine
article yet?”
“Oh yes, they were here, they thought it was a work of
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fiction. They smiled and laughed.”
“They never laughed before,” Klowa pointed out.
Nidon called from the door of his office, “Klowa, I see
you’re back, come on in here.” His voice was somewhat
ominous. Klowa went in and Nidon closed the door behind
him. “I think that was a bare-faced lie,” Nidon said as he
pointed to a chair.
“I only actually saw Desa. She is a singer in a music
group, I can take you to their studio next Afternoonday, you
can see for yourself.”
“That may be, but she has to be the right one.”
“What makes you so sure?” Klowa asked.
“The odds. A couple of the rarest names in town, together
in the same home? It’s such a miracle the architectural survey
turns up few enough matches to actually be within reason to
check. It’s them.”
“All right, I’ll tell you what she is, she’s in complete
agreement with Luray, more so than Luray. She’s sure these
things will actually kill her in taking Alan by force, just so
she can’t talk about them. They are machines, not people,
that’s why they don’t eat or shit. They’re machines from a
slave society from YingolNeerie.”
Nidon’s face showed scorn beyond mere disbelief. “I
don’t know where that is but I know there are no slave
societies left in the world since Lbront-Nevn was cured in the
45th century.”
“It’s not in the world, YingolNeerie is a star, the closest
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star in the constellation Yingol.”
Nidon went ahead and allowed himself a good, deep,
rollicking belly laugh, slapping thigh and desk. He probably
deserved it, this had been a long strange case and this was the
strangest story yet. Klowa sat and frowned until he finished.
Nidon calmed down and continued, “Now come on, just
listen to yourself. A couple comes in here with some medical
problems, a pretty girl comes along with some reality
problems and before you know it we have people hibernating
in crypts in lost basins and now mechanical men from outer
space! What did that girl feed you anyway? Just a few weeks
ago you were a cool, hard-nosed agent, one of my best. Today
you’re babbling like a toddler. She must have given you some
destroyer RNAcid.”
“Not a thing,” he figured the Sunya didn’t count.
“Not that you know of. Just try to step back and listen to
yourself, try to think your way thru to reality. I know they’re
weird, but machines from outer space?”
“Everything Desa says backs up Luray perfectly,” Klowa
said.
“But they know each other, they could have worked this
out.”
“Why would they?”
“I think I know why,” Nidon said. “Here, look at this.”
He pulled up a money pouch and spilled its contents onto
the conversation table. Six beads rolled out. Klowaa couldn’t
even recognize them.
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“Ten hundred thousand,” Nidon said, which meant they
were titanium. “A quarter of it’s yours, one hundred and thirty
thousand. That’s what they’ve already paid us for the
unconfirmed address…”
“What!? You gave them the address! I thought we agreed
to wait til Alan had his say.”
“What was I going to do, tell them to keep this?”
“You sold lives for money?” Klowa asked acidly.
“Luray never came down here to confront them with her
story. All I can think is that she made the whole thing up.
They gave us the first titanium when I told them someone had
offered us an aluminum to keep the address from them.
Whatever it is they do or know, money is totally meaningless
to them, they seem to have an infinite supply. Now don’t you
think a couple girls might concoct a story like this, even put
on the act of falling in love with you, and Alan, to get a bit of
this? Even if he doesn’t know how they manufacture this
money, which I’m sure they must be doing, they said they
were most generous with him. What is most generous for
someone who can plunk down ten hundred thousand iron for
an address?”
“I don’t know, but we had an agreement that you would
wait!” Klowa shouted.
“They waited around for Luray after they already had the
address.” Nidon remained calm.
“They wanted to kill her too no doubt.”
“They wanted to show her they aren’t slavers. They were
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hoping you could confirm that address but eventually said
they would have to do it themselves. You were over there
quite awhile. Was there that much to tell or did you find Desa
as alluring as Luray?”
“There was that much to tell,” Klowa said. “And what’s
with the comments? It’s all in the line of duty when it’s some
ugly with shovel teeth or a fish like Yompere, but if it’s
someone pleasant I’m supposed to back off? What I’d like to
know is why you didn’t wait until we’d heard from Alan?”
“As I understand it, you still haven’t heard from Alan,”
Nidon said.
“No, he was out working.”
“Oh how convenient, I wonder if she knew you were
coming? I wonder if they already did something with him?
What I think is the dumbest thing on their part is that they had
to dream up such an outlandish story.”
“Don’t you see!” Klowa got excited. “That’s it, if they
really were pulling a scam they would have come up with
something very believable.”
“Nothing normal would have made a good reason for us
to keep Alan’s whereabouts a secret. They knew they couldn’t
do it with money. Sure she’s been carrying that aluminum
bead around, she probably got it from Alan anyway, but did
she ever actually leave it with us?”
“No, because we never said we would do what she
asked.”
“Because she’s just too much of a cutesy miss innocent,”
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Nidon said. “This girl’s not real, I’m surprised you didn’t
understand that. I’m sorry you let her mess up your home life
too. Taiden tells me you can still recover that if you do it now.
Shinvei’s a good person and still cares for you. She’ll
forgive.”
“Did those Yingolians tell you this story, that Desa and
Luray are in cahoots to get Alan’s money?”
“No, they won’t say a thing, but I’ve always thought it
must be something like that ever since Luray first showed up.
I’m sorry to say but I think you met your match as a player
with her. When they bought the address I began to understand
just how much money is involved. They said words to the
effect that they cannot be outbid, they just try not to go so
high that they destroy the economy of the city. To me that
means they can produce any money they want in unlimited
quantities. You also have it on the case record that they said
Alan’s knowledge could have dire consequences for the
whole world.”
“But why don’t they eat?” Klowa asked him. “Why do
they look the way they do and dress the way they do?”
“Metals in biological systems can be quite poisonous.
Who knows what they’ve done to themselves in their
research? It was very dark when you saw them in their room
when you thought they were in a trance. They might have to
feed themselves intravenously. I don’t really know and it
doesn’t really matter. This is undoubtedly the most intensive
research project we have ever dealt with, but I think you have
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to agree that something like this is a much more sensible
explanation than spaceships attacking from some slave
society of a far-off star.”
“Is it that it’s so much more believable, or is it that it
allows you to keep that money without your conscious telling
you that you sold lives for it?”
“That’s a pretty low way to put it,” Nidon said.
“But isn’t there some truth to it?”
“Even if there were ten coppers in here, my analysis of
the evidence makes a lot more sense.”
They heard someone in the outer room, then Zlifonn
opened the door to Nidon’s office.
“What address?” A woman said from the doorway. Klowa
could tell it was Luray and that she was none too happy.
“He’s already sold the address to them, hours ago,”
Klowa called out to her before Zlifonn could try to introduce
the situation.
She burst into the room, “How could you give them
anything!?” she yelled at him. “You didn’t believe a word I
said!”
“No I’m afraid I don’t. I believe you and Desa are the
ones who are keeping Alan against his will, probably thru
some RNAcid trip about the star YingolNeerie, and using him
for his money.”
“Oh where are you coming from?” Luray said in
wonderment. “Alan’s got a nice little pouch of copper he
brought down with him and he’s doing all right with his
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business but he’s hardly got a fortune for that kind of intrigue.
If he had any fortune he lost it with his pocket prophet when
they attacked us out on the Lhar and we had to flee for our
lives.”
“I don’t believe any of that either. I believe you used your
charms on Klarrain to let you publish that, just the way you
used them on Klowa to try and lead him off the trail. Instead
of tall tales about hidden crypts and lost basins and distant
stars, I think we have a case of a naive young man who’s
parents run a metal extraction lab and two girls finding an
easy route to wealth. Isn’t that more like it?”
“How can you think such a thing!” she yelled at Nidon,
“And how can you listen to it!” she yelled at Klowa.
“Whether you know it or not, whether you care or not, Alan
had nothing without Desa. She was like a mother to him.
Forget about me, I’m not even in this. You not only sold
Alan’s life, you sold Desa’s too. I hope you think it was worth
it.” Luray was pretty agitated by now.
Nidon didn’t seem to care, “I’m sorry about your scheme
falling apart…”
“There ain’t no scheme! Just tell me where they went.”
“I imagine they went to check Alan’s address, it was over
two hours ago.”
“TWO HOURS!” Then she screamed “LIFE
BETRAAYYYEEERRRR!!!!!” at them in a piercing shriek
that made the room turn white and teeth tingle. Then she
turned and fled.
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Klowa went after her, leaving Nidon there with his finger
raised. She was right when she said she could run pretty well,
she was fast and getting faster while he was already slowing
down when he got to the first corner.”
“Wait,” he yelled, “Where are you going?”
“To Klarrain’s.”
“Let me come with you.”
She stopped to let him catch up. “Right now I’d just as
soon you don’t. I don’t know how much of it was your fault
and I don’t know how much of it is mine. I shouldn’t have
come to you in the first place. I should have warned Alan and
Desa so they could disappear. But you are with that agency,
the agency that just sold Alan into slavery and Desa into
death.”
“I can’t stay with them any more.”
“That’s very good,” she said as she began walking briskly
toward the stairway that lead to the nearest streetcar tunnel.
“I want to help you, I want to help them. I don’t believe
one atom of what Nidon said. I’m leaving him over that.”
“Thank you, I’m glad, but right now we have a crisis. I
have to go convince Klarrain that Alan is about to be taken
back into slavery in whatever forsaken wasteland they came
from.”
“YingolNeerie, Desa told me.”
“You saw her?”
“Yes, she’s very honest, very informative, and what she
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told me is very scary. She’s very nice, I like her a lot, and I
wouldn’t want anything to happen to her.”
“Fickle aren’t you?”
“No, I like her as a person. I’m still in love with you, but
it seems this turn of events has cost me your affection.”
“I’m telling you this is an emergency. You did what you
could in a bad situation. You leave that creep and I’ll be
grateful. When this is over maybe I’ll feel better and maybe
we can pick up where we left off. A lot depends on how this
turns out. But right now there’s trouble.”
“Why can’t I help you?”
“Because you’re slowing me down.” They were jogging
pretty fast up the staircase to that tunnel, he was wheezing
and glad she was talking. “I know where I’m going and who
I’m seeing and what has to be done when. I know the routes
and the shortcuts and there isn’t time for introductions.”
They were charging up the spiral by now. She had picked
up speed again til he could barely keep up. They pounded into
the streetcar tunnel. There were no wagons in sight just yet.
“Wait, I know what you can do,” she said, “Follow the
deformos, keep an eye on them. Interfere if you can but don’t
get in the way. They will kill you and they have weapons that
can kill anything they can see.”
“I know that, remember.”
“That’s right.”
“Here comes a wagon,” he said, seeing its lantern down
the tunnel. “Good luck.”
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“You too.”
He took a couple seconds for a swift kiss which she didn’t
really return and then she was racing off to jump the streetcar.
He looked after her for one more second, then left this
junction to go after the Yingolians.
With all the head start, there was no chance he could get
back to Alan and Desa’s home ahead of them, so he hoped
they would bring Alan back to Kadak’s, and hurried off in
that direction.
As he walked his ears were ringing with his current
thoughts. The end of his time at Nidon-Mlarkle, the friends he
had there, a hundred thirty aluminums, Luray, Desa and even
Alan, who he still hadn’t actually seen. So far this case had
been solved three times today but it still wasn’t solved. There
was still one more person to speak, the main character in the
whole drama. Everyone spoke for him, of him, around him,
but Klowa still hadn’t actually talked to Alan.
Once at the service house he asked the counterman about
Alfred and Viktor.
“A runner came for them early today,” he answered,
“They left soon after that and didn’t get back til a couple
hours ago. Then all they did was run in, sign out and take
their things out.”
“They moved out?”
“That’s right.”
“Any idea where they might be going?” Klowa asked.
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“None what so ever, they were as informative as always.
The runner didn’t even say where he was from.”
“I know where the runner was from, the Nidon-Mlarkile
Finders Union.”
“Then maybe they’ll know,” the counterman said.
“Yes, I think we do. Which way did they go?”
“Three levels down, they hired a carriage.”
“Who’s?” Klowa asked.
“I don’t know. They said they had a carriage, a couple
guys from the house helped carry their stuff down. They’re on
a grocery run now, but they should be back within the hour.”
“Wouldn’t it be nice if I had that much time. Right now I
have to get over to the north side of Rankor Hill as fast as I
possibly can. Is there someone else with a fast coach around
here?” he asked.
“Not on short notice. We know a few we could send a
runner for, they could be here within the hour but you’ll never
make that up.”
Klowa felt like screaming. At times like this he wished he
could transform into a bird and fly or beam himself thru the
suntowers to the closest eye-room, but agonizing over it
would only waste more time. The only thing he could do was
get over to Alan’s as soon as possible and hope there was
some chance he wasn’t too late.
It wasn’t easy, first he had to get up out of the Karthuum,
a half hour, fifty-story climb just to get up to the mouth of
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Dethonis Vang. He hiked up that most of the way, level after
level, one plaza to the next, one layer after another. He was
already winded and couldn’t make good time, so it took him
another half hour just to go one mile to the source of the
vang. He needed to quench his thirst by then, and as it was
already late in Darkmeal, he grabbed a roll to go with it. Too
late he saw that wiped out his pouch and now he had nothing
to ride a streetcar.
He wasn’t as familiar with Rankor Hill as he was with his
own neighborhoods in the city and had to stick to the main
khumes. He proceeded on Hgenattas toward the circle, but it
was crowded and he was often delayed. He got extremely
frustrated with the crowds around the Conchidenabla and the
maze above Hill Circle. He knew in his mind they weren’t all
just hanging out in the khumes to block his progress. These
people didn’t know Alan and Desa were in grave danger, they
were just out for a little entertainment on a Nightday evening.
Lmuthra Khume was just as crowded, but since it is quite a
bit wider and more open, he was able to pick up his pace a
little and he now had the wind to jog when he could. Once he
reached the end of Lmuthra, he wasn’t quite sure where to go
and wandered up the Appalaise a few blocks until he spotted
the shape of the Rikannon back over his shoulder.
He reached the place at last, more than three hours after
leaving Kadak’s, probably five since the Yingolians had
received the address. He was still here with Desa when Nidon
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sold out. There was no answer to his call but the door was
unlocked so he went in. It was pretty much the same as it had
been. Some of the music notes had been picked up. There was
some signs of hurried packing.
He tried the snifter kit. He got fear, surprise and relief.
They were too close together in time to tell what order the
pheromones were released. He noted them, having to write
small between the lines on the tattered clue sheet by now. By
itself that told him nothing definite, but a neighbor might
have heard or saw something that fit with the olfactory
evidence.
He looked around the place, trying to find some clues. He
looked at what notes were left. There was some more music,
words for songs and outlines of songs. On the shelves were
lots of school worksheets, some graded. There was a list of
food as if for a small party or feast. There was a note from
someone named Mingalle who would be away for the week.
There were copies of posters for three performance dates in
mid size halls he’d heard of and set lists for two of them.
They were all a year old. There was another pile with
addresses of various factories. There was a picture of a couple
on a beach, not Desa. There was a recipe for spiced kvarit
rolls. There were directions to someplace unknown in an
abandoned area that he picked up.
It was all so ordinary, the concert schedules, the
magazines, ordinary food. There were no notes in alien
writing, no formulas for starship fuel or ancient religious
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rites. These people might be a little above average in some
ways, being involved in the music industry, but certainly not
abnormal. It was hard to believe that either of them could
have come from outer space.
He sat there in that dark home for hours trying to piece
together some explanation for what had happened. There
seemed to be three possibilities. They might have run off and
escaped, this was his hope. They might have been captured by
the Yingolians and taken back into slavery. They might also
have resisted and been harmed, this one he didn’t want to
think about.
He went over the home carefully to see if there was any
more evidence. There were no notes that pertained to the
day’s events. There was a book with the addresses of quite a
few people. This he kept with the idea of checking with a few
of them. It came from a shelf with many other books. The
faint dust traces told him one other book was missing. There
was a big business ledger. Alan seemed to have a business
restoring and servicing machinery that was modestly
successful. It didn’t appear that he took any records with him.
Desa had quite a few other music notes and writings on music
history on the shelves.
Other than the moderate disarray of the place, there was
no evidence of foul play. In truth the evidence was that of a
hasty departure, but not a forced one. He found some vedn
flour fine enough to dust for fingermarks and found that many
people were here all the time. None of them were unusual
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enough to indicate otherworldly origin.
He went thru the clothing left behind to see if there was
anything as unusual as the deformos had. He found article
after article that was familiar, he could have been going thru
his own wardrobe or Shinvei’s. He found one mountain shirt
with a unique geometric pattern and an unusual form of
plastic rippleknit on one of the pockets.
He went back out on the balcony. The dark was still warm
and steamy even now at the coldest hour of the week in late
winter. He tried to sort his thoughts and must have dozed for
when his head bobbed he was startled to see that the sky was
already lightening. Thunder rumbled in the distance and the
temperature had dropped alarmingly. The air was so heavy he
felt like he was trapped under a mattress.
He heard sounds in the apartment below. He went to that
door and called, hoping this person might know something
about what happened. A rather plain, thin girl opened the
door.
“I’m sorry to bother you so early, but I wonder if you
might know anything about what happened to Alan and Desa
and where they might have gone?”
She looked at him a long while before answering. “I know
just about nothing, I heard them leave late yesterday.”
“Were they alive? Were they going of their own free
will?”
This time she looked really puzzled. “They were certainly
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alive or they couldn’t very well leave could they? I heard only
a couple words of their conversation, it sounded like an old
friend of Alan’s had showed up. I did look after them as they
left, they were just going down the stairs when I saw them so
I didn’t get to talk to them. I actually only saw Desa and the
guy that must have been an old friend of Alan’s. I thought I
heard Alan’s voice but I’m not totally sure, it could have been
the other guy. Desa had a bag with her like she was going for
awhile.”
“Someone was with them? Was it someone very
withered?”
“No way, this guy was huge, his head nearly bumped the
ceiling and he was really dark, nearly as black as charcoal and
his hair was like thonga fur.”
“Was he all wrapped up in robes?”
“No, he had a clout and shoulder pockets with quite a bit
of trappings. He wasn’t withered at all, quite muscular
actually. I would have thought he was a mountaineer or
something.”
“Did they see you?”
“Desa didn’t, that guy did, he was looking around like he
was watching for followers, he smiled at me but didn’t seem
to think I was a danger to him. They didn’t stop to say goodbye either and I thought that was a little strange since they
always tell me, Mingalle and Parmu if they’re going to be
away.”
“What time did this happen?” Klowa asked.
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“It was a while after darkmeal. Could you tell me what
this is about?”
He might have missed them by minutes. “There are some
withered looking people in heavy dark robes who are trying
to find Alan. Desa says they aren’t people at all but are really
machines from the star YingolNeerie.” He must have sounded
like a burn-out in a dreaming haze saying that, but what else
could he say?
The girl kept right up with him however. “Yeah,
YingolNeerie’s where Alan says he comes from when he gets
a good bunch of yaag in him. I didn’t tell you yet, but right
after they left a friend of theirs named Luray and another guy
I don’t know came by looking for them. She also seemed to
think they were in some kind of danger, but she didn’t say
anything about YingolNeerie and I know she knows all about
it.”
“I think she’s right about them being in danger. I wish I
had some way of knowing whether they were escaping or
being captured,” Klowa said.
“I don’t know, I would guess they were escaping because
they looked like they were in a hurry. They must have been in
quite a hurry if they didn’t stop to say good-bye. I hope
they’re all right, we’ve become quite friendly since they
moved in.”
She knew more about them as friends and neighbors, but
nothing of what was going on. What she said about Alan
sounded like he was much more normal than those deformos
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looking for him. She never actually believed he was from
anywhere more exotic than the outer fringe of Wescarp,
which was what he claimed when he wasn’t full of yaag. She
also said they had been thinking of going back to Wescarp
because Desa was missing having a garden.
“I hope they haven’t gone back there already,” she said,
“I’ll miss them. What will we do about their house?”
“Maybe they won’t be gone that long. Maybe Alan’s old
friend knows something and can clear this all up.”
“I hope so.”
He still didn’t know for sure if they got away. From the
sound of it they got away, but there was a chance that
mountaineer was actually working for the deformos. The only
thing he could do now was bring this information to Luray
and see if she knew anything more, and make sure she admits
they are from YingolNeerie.
It was another long walk over to the castle, also thru areas
he wasn’t very familiar with. He started the trip above ground
until the brutal cold front let loose with an icy rain. He was
immediately soaked thru and his fingers turned numb and
blue. Still his body didn’t hurt as much as his heart.
The sky was beyond just light, there was a red line on the
horizon below the clouds. He went inside and worked his way
all the way down into the Hyadrain and back up the other side
via the interminable Blarch-Ig drop. By the time he reached
the dizzying drawbridge to the castle, the storm had passed
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and he had dried. The air was now as cool and crisp as mid
winter. He called into the speaking tube at the castle’s fanciful
gate. The Morningday gateman answered his call promptly
and went inside to fetch Luray. He was gone awhile, then
came back alone.
“She went with Klarrain to see someone called Alan late
yesterday. Klarrain returned to fetch a floater and left again
offering only the word ‘Brancettrabble’ in explanation.
Neither of them have been seen since. The master usually lets
us know where he can be reached, but as of yet he hasn’t sent
a runner so we have no way of reaching him at the present
time.”
Klowa was stunned by that news. He mumbled some kind
of thanks and stumbled away, almost forgetting the height of
this bridge. If Luray and Klarrain had also disappeared that
had to indicate some kind of foul play didn’t it?
He returned home empty and alone. The case had ended
and left him without pay, without Luray, without Shinvei and
without answers. He lay in the nest for several hours, lost
somewhere between fury and dejection, exhausted but unable
to sleep.
Chezhervizhod 55,42,31
Later in Morningday he finally got up and found himself
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back at Kadak’s. He didn’t pause in the entry but went
straight up to the second floor and let himself into the room
that had been occupied by Alfred and Viktor until the
previous day. This time his snifter kit also registered no
strong emotions but he didn’t expect much after all these
hours. What little there was, was more in line with boredom
than anything else. If they were machines they wouldn’t have
pheromones at all would they? What he was detecting was
probably only the staff. He put that away and looked for
anything else. The rooms were cleaned out. He found no
possessions, no notes, no stains, no nothing. Those strange
people or machines were gone and left nothing to indicate
they had ever been here.
One of the girls entered the room. “If you’re going to take
this room, I should tell you it hasn’t been cleaned out from
the last tenants yet.”
“No, I’m a friend of the people who lived here up until
yesterday. I was just wondering if they left anything behind.”
“A friend? They never had any friends!”
“More like a business associate actually,” Klowa said.
“That’s more like it. It doesn’t look like they left anything
behind.”
“No, I thought the room had already been cleaned.”
“Not a bit, no one was in here before me, except for you
that is.” She must have assumed that, like normal people, they
would have left the room unlocked when they left.
“Do you know where they went?” he asked.
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“No, they left yesterday.”
“I understand someone helped them down to the carriage
with their things?”
“Yes, Ossloa went with them, I don’t know who the guys
were.”
“Do you know where I might find her?”
“Kadak has her address, I don’t really know her because
she’s here Nightdays. I don’t know if she’s home now.”
Klowa got the address with only minor difficulty. Ossloa
lived in a clan house quite a ways up on one of the Yornakite
Pinnacles, another two hour walk with no streetcar change
and a long climb up one of the toilsome drops in that huge
industrial chimney. When he finally got there he found the
place was a raucous madhouse full of children and rowdies. It
was amazing that someone from this environment would have
enough energy left over to work in a service house, especially
one that was such a long way away. Ossloa was asleep in a
nest with four other people, even though it was now halfway
thru the afterlunch. Klowa was sent up to see her.
She turned out to be easily the most attractive girl he had
seen at Kadak’s, looking a bit like Desa without the red
highlights. The others in the nest were quite attractive people
also. Ossloa woke up easily and sat with him in a corner of
the nest, putting her head close so they could talk quietly.
“I don’t know who the carriage owner was. I’ve never
seen him before,” she told him.
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“Did the guys with you know the driver?”
“Definitely not. We talked about it because the house
usually hires one of about ten guys. Your friends must have
hired it on their own.”
“Yeah,” he mumbled distractedly, already feeling this was
going to lead nowhere but not wanting to give up so easily.
“Then it could have been from anywhere,” she
volunteered.
“Do you think you would recognize the driver if you saw
him again?”
“I might.”
“What did he look like?” he asked.
“Let’s see, he was decent looking, kind of compact but
with big shoulders. He had tight buns and a nice bulge in the
clout also. He was wearing brief little shoulder pockets, well
shined and had short blondish hair and a short beard.”
“What about the carriage?” he asked.
“A plain three and three, an oldish Vilbark I think, maybe
a Lorovin with the striping long polished off. It was clean and
recently waxed but without glass or lanterns, with plain
upholstery and both doors. It did have a luggage rack. The
kedas were nice, both tens that were eye high at the shoulder
with maroon fur and lavender manes. Their claws were
clipped so they didn’t click.”
It did sound like a very average carriage, there were
probably a thousand like it in the city. He wrote it all down in
case he wanted to pursue it further, but he could tell this was a
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dead trail.
She invited him to stay for sex. Normally he would have
because she looked quite inviting, but today his mind just
wasn’t on it.
One other lead seemed worth following, the little note
with directions to someplace. It was down in the Hyadrain
valley, another hour walk with no change for the streetcar.
The directions lead into an abandoned area deep beneath
Torgoth industrial. He went down into ancient passages, lairs
of scrounges and wevn trappers. He needed his torch to light
the way, and several times he wasn’t sure he was taking the
right route.
The destination was a big old cavern littered with trash,
teeming with wevn and smelling worse than a dead ogre’s
ass. There were no other lights in evidence, but that didn’t
mean there was no one else around. Scrounges are notably
reticent and a dozen could be lurking silently on any of the
strap-up that overlooked this pit.
He called and got no reply. Even when he offered a
reward for anyone who knew Alan. All he got back were dead
stiff echos and a sudden silence from the scurrying wevn. It
was possible that if Alan did come here to meet a scrounge,
that person wasn’t around. It was also possible that person
just wasn’t answering, maybe being filled with the same fear
Alan was. Then again, maybe Alan hadn’t come here to meet
someone. Maybe it wasn’t Alan. He couldn’t bear the thought
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of Desa in a place like this, but he called out a reward for
anyone who knew Desa also. The same lifeless echos came
limping back.
He went into the room. There was something of an open
path he picked his way over. Very shortly it all came clear. In
an area cleared of refuse the partially stripped hulk of a fine
old machine lay exposed. Parts had been removed and
cleaned and were arranged in orderly piles, along with some
carefully hand-drawn prints. On everything else the dust and
dung of centuries had accumulated. Alan had come here
scavenging parts.
By this time Morningday was over. He hadn’t eaten since
that little roll on the run the day before, and he had to return
home and rummage all thru the house to find enough change
for anything at all.
He spent all of Afternoonday looking up people in their
address book. He met many interesting people, the others
from the music group Desa was in, owners of concert halls,
the designer of some of the machinery Alan restored, faculty
at Rankor Institute of Sound. That would have been in the
first ten schools he would have contacted, he should have
taken that route after all. Most of them had never heard of
YingolNeerie, only a couple believed any of the story and
none knew anything of the pursuers. None of them knew
anything of a very big and dark mountaineer either. A couple
were nice enough to share a few bites with him so he didn’t
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go completely hungry all day.
On Nightday he worked out in a compressor room so he
could have money to eat. Week Chezhervizhod ended with no
live trails to follow.
Thlollala Koyahn 55,42,31
On Morningday of week Thlollala Klowa went back over
to the castle and found there was still no word from Luray
and Klarrain. The others at the castle were beginning to get
concerned since he was almost never gone more than a day
without getting in touch, much less a week and a half.
He got to talk to a guy named Zhaveem, who seemed to
be Klarrain’s second in command. They met on an open
courtyard with a spectacular view across the Hyadrain Valley
and out to the northern flats. They sat in the deep shade of a
miniature bigleaf shaftwood sipping beer cooled by
evaporation to the dark sky. It was refreshing because a
sweltering heat like midsummer was already showing this
early in the week. After a little small talk about the crazy
weather of the past year, they got down to business.
“How much do you know about Alan?” Klowa asked him.
“A lot less than I’d like to. He never meant a thing to me,
I’d heard of him only in connection with this guy
Brancettrabble from the Trenst basin that some of Klarrain’s
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suntower friends from the Yakhan sicced on him. I thought
nothing of it til Klarrain went to visit Alan and came up
missing.”
“What about Brancettrabble, what interest does he have in
Alan?”
“That I can’t say. I didn’t really like Klarrain getting
involved with that guy, even from this distance. The guy is
definitely strange, he has all kinds of eldritch ideas and
Klarrain picks up on them. Luray has never been good for
him, but that wizard is even worse.”
“Why do you say Luray is no good for him?”
“Well, Klarrain spent three centuries, his whole life,
building up the business that we have today. Luray’s come
and gone since the very beginning and when she’s around
she’s a distraction. She’s a deep partier and Klarrain should
stay away from that, he’s got no self control. One of these
days he’s going to burn out. Also she has no head for business
but Klarrain lets her make too many decisions about anything
she’s involved in.”
“I thought they were just casual friends, that she just
worked for him?” Klowa asked. He noticed he was starting to
tremble as he did.
“It varies. They had quite the thing going when he started
the business, she was one of his first writers and did help him
a lot when he was struggling to get the business going. He
tries to pretend she’s too dull for him now, but actually I think
she’s too exotic. I think she tries to manipulate him but she
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certainly has some affection for him. Their involvement has
been off again, on again, since the beginning of the 53rd but
it’s been more off than on lately.”
Klowa couldn’t resist asking something a little more
personal. “What’s Luray been doing and saying in the last
few weeks?”
“She hasn’t been around that much, I understand she’s
been spending a lot of time with you on this Alan thing?”
“That’s true. What I’m trying to determine is if she’s
telling me the truth about it.” Klowa went ahead and told him
a great deal of the situation, including Luray’s professed love
for him, Nidon’s theory about Luray and Desa, Luray’s
attempts to divert the agency from finding Alan. He
downplayed his own lust for Luray but didn’t deny it
altogether, covered it by sounding like he was enjoying
playing her, but did not say that.
“She never told me much about Alan,” Zhaveem said. “I
doubt that she was getting any serious money from him or
anywhere else. Klarrain was way too generous with her and
she never seemed to have anything to show for it. I wouldn’t
be too surprised if she was involved in a scheme like that for
Desa however, she’s one of the most secretive people I know.
Besides that she’s a compulsive liar. As far as her affection, I
couldn’t tell you if she was acting or not. She seems to be
acting all the time. I don’t know if she is or if that’s her
natural reserve.”
“I heard she was a good worker, you don’t seem to think
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so?”
“I wasn’t saying she was a bad worker. She’s a great
model, very photogenic, pretty without being plastic and not
stuck up about it. She’s incredibly easy to work with, un-selfconscious and co-operative. She’s a decent writer too, even
without her relationship with Klarrain she would still get
work. What I don’t like is that Klarrain gives her almost twice
the going rate, plus puts her up and feeds her, buys her
trinkets, takes her out, gives her the use of everything in the
house, including the help, and worst of all, lets her have a say
in the business. She puts articles in the wrong magazines,
overstocks supplies and is far too lax about manning the
presses.”
“And you say she’s a liar?”
“She’s devious. Maybe she isn’t quite a bare-faced liar,
but she never seems to tell the whole story. She covers up for
screw-ups, she denies when she’s blotto. There have been
times when she’s made up facts in her articles also, that’s
where it gets really serious.”
“Like the one about a flying thing attacking a ship on the
Lhar?”
“Oh that. You pretty much have to accept that as fact or
call it fiction don’t you? That’s what I mean by putting things
in the wrong magazine. I always thought it was pure fiction.”
“Even if it may be why Klarrain is missing?”
“Maybe it is. I can’t prove that it isn’t, but I’m not about
to believe the world is hollow or wevns arise spontaneously
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from rotten meat without some evidence stronger than a wild
tale told by an ancient mystery lady who hobnobs with
eldritch wizards, has a long history of heavy drinking and
likes to experiment with the occult.”
Klowa was getting quite depressed by what he was
hearing about Luray. Even worse was the fact that a lot of it
fit. She hadn’t been very open with him about Alan, her
background, her relationship with Klarrain or her status at the
castle. He needed some time to digest that, but while he was
here he had to pursue the opportunity to find out what he
could about the case.
“What about Klarrain, what’s he like?”
“Most of the time he’s a straight-up businessman. He’s
careful, methodical, determined, and yes, a little domineering.
Lately he’s had a problem with boredom. He’s been getting
involved with things that I personally think are better left
alone. He’s been reading ancient texts, he’s picked up a
couple ancient weapons from people his friends at the
Kassikan know. He’s been splurging on a lot of suntower time
to get in contact with places like Trenst, Kln and the Yakhan.
He never used to go in for sexual excess, but the last few
decades he’s kept a stable and spends a lot of time in the pool
up in the recreation wing. It’s getting so he does business
from there.”
“Did Klarrain know about Alan before Brancettrabble got
in touch with him?”
“Yes, Alan even stayed here a few weeks when Luray first
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got back to town about a decade ago. He and Luray’s friend
stayed with Luray until they found a place of their own. They
told the same tale then by the way, but Klarrain didn’t believe
it. Not until Brancettrabble fit it together with some
observations some guy in Kln made about Narrulla. I never
paid it any attention at all. To me it sounds like a bunch of
people who are over the hill. They’ve made their money and
it’s no challenge any more for them so they lose interest.
Rather than getting into sports or exploration or research or
something like that, they amuse themselves by digging up old
mysteries. With that mode started, and a little yaag, for none
of them are straight arrows, they soon graduate to making up
mysteries where there are none. Now Klarrain’s been drawn
into this world-wide game of find-the-spaceman with who
knows how many other players on who knows how many
teams.”
“So you don’t believe YingolNeerie is really involved?”
“Only in the sense that the theirops was involved when
you played ‘monster’ as a kid.”
“Do you think our original clients might have been from
another ‘team’ in this game?”
“It makes sense to me. I don’t mean this as a game in the
sense that the players know it is a game. It is the essence of
games that bored rich people play that the players don’t know
it’s a game. For one team it is seeing what mischief they can
kindle with some money, some weird costumes and acts. For
another team in this game it’s believing we are under attack
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from the cosmos. For them it isn’t worth playing unless they
can get caught up in it enough to think that it’s real. Once
they’ve done all they’ve done in their lives, they can’t face
that fact that the answer to the question ‘Is that all there is?’ is
‘Yes’.”
Klowa went to one other place that day, to the library of
the Central Institute of Physical Science. This university has
the most comprehensive biographical reference section in the
city. He checked for any references to the names Alan, Desa,
Luray, Alfred, AlfredMekreedy, Viktor, ViktoreeaMekreedy
and Brancettrabble in their records. There were three Luray’s,
two were male and the single line about the female Luray said
she was a tech and travel writer working for Klarrain
publishing. There was a male and a female Desa. The female
Desa had lived in Zhlindu back in the 50th century and
perfected certain mechanisms used in plasma-state
chromatography. The only other name on his list that showed
up was Brancettrabble. He was listed as the author of the
following books:
A Physical Theory of the Divine
Biological Transformations in Living Systems
The Voyages of Ranyart
Rhythms of the Mind
And as a subject in the following books:
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GodHood
The Ancient Wizard in Contemporary Science
He wasn’t in the mood for such heavy reading, but did
look up the last book on that list. In this were biographies of
many current scientists who were also survivors from ancient
times. Brancettrabble was one of them, one of the oldest,
having survived since the Energy Age. Another name that was
familiar was the name Oliar, which Luray had once
mentioned was her father’s name. He had once lived in
Wescarp, but was currently in Yondure. There was no mention
that he had a daughter named Luray. It gave little info on the
actual science they did, just a mention of what discoveries
they made and when.
He read up on the star YingolNeerie. He was amazed that
so much information could be gathered about so distant an
object. He was interested to know that the only planets that
could be detected at so large a star were too big and cold to
harbor life. There were calculations that showed the star
could theoretically have two planets that could harbor life. He
learned that the current theory was that space is full of planets
and the building blocks of life. The big mystery is why there
wasn’t a lot more starship traffic.
So now he had all kinds of new mysteries to ponder. The
fact that Brancettrabble had survived from ancient times put a
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few points in the hibernation column. The fact that Luray may
not be on the up-and-up put a few points in Nidon’s column.
He believed that Desa was completely sincere in what she
said, but maybe she was as duped by the others as he was.
But then she was the only one that seemed to have anything
to gain. Maybe the fact that there was no obvious gain was a
point for Zhaveem’s game theory?
As Noonsleep approached he got back to his place to find
Taiden and Shinvei there waiting for him. Their mutual
greetings were a little stiff, their gift of a bottle to share with
him a little formal. They passed it a couple rounds while
making small talk. It took too long before they got to
anything meaningful.
“Where were you last week?” Taiden asked.
“Not much of anywhere,” Klowa answered. He sighed
and decided that answer wasn’t good enough, wasn’t even
true. “I went around talking to people Alan and Desa knew.”
“What did you find out?”
“They were a couple of nice people who have
disappeared. Disappeared better than any other case I’ve ever
worked on. The ground just opened up and swallowed them
without a trace, or maybe the sky.”
“What about Luray?”
“Her too. The guy she worked for, Klarrain, also gone
without a trace. There are a lot of people interested in finding
him.”
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“Your friends miss you,” Shinvei told him.
“I’m sorry, I can’t bear to face anything around the
agency right now. I won’t be going back there.”
“I guess you must be pretty shattered,” Shinvei observed.
“Yeah.”
He didn’t feel like even trying to put the pieces back
together again. Someday he would have to. Friends of a
lifetime can’t be thrown away, one must pursue his career if
the alternative is pumping for bare subsistence. He might
even get over Luray enough someday to think about Shinvei
again. But for now his future looked like a life alone, the
compressor rooms, and a faint hope that he might go over to
the castle once more and this time hear something of Luray.
“We’d like to at least know what happened?” Taiden
asked.
“I wish I knew,” Klowa muttered. “It’s over and done and
I still wish I knew. Everyone concerned with the case is gone
and I have no real evidence of who went where with whom
and in what condition.”
In spite of himself he told everything he knew, sparing
neither them nor himself. They listened without interruption
and left a long silence when he was done. He didn’t care
about the silence, he just sat with his back to the table looking
out at the fronds of his neighbor’s rooftops.
Finally Taiden said, “The most logical assumption is that
they all ran away to keep from getting found out. I find it hard
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to believe people could play a world-wide game of self
delusion, especially not famous and respected people.”
“Don’t tell me you think Nidon was right!” Klowa said.
“It’s a lot easier to believe than spacemen who look like
humans. I can accept the existence of other worlds, I can even
accept that there is life on other worlds. I just can’t believe
that people everywhere would be the same.”
“And I can’t believe Nidon’s interpretation. I can accept
Zhaveem’s easier, but I think Desa told the truth. All I need to
know is if they got away or were captured.”
“I guess we’ll never know for sure what happened,”
Shinvei said.
“Sometimes it’s like that,” Taiden said. “We like to think
we can put everything in a nicely labeled box and know
exactly what it is.”
“Yes,” Klowa grunted, “and sometimes we force things
into boxes and cram the lid shut and put something heavy on
top of it and pretend it fits after all.”
In silence they stared out over the vang, now calm with
Noonsleep, giving off its familiar sights, its familiar sounds,
its familiar smells. All around them the huge mountain of city,
twenty million strong, went on with it’s drug dreams.
Meanwhile overhead, Narrulla came into view.
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Message of a Suntower II
Keithying -> Brancetrabble
Many thanks for this tip. As it happens a man in Zhlindu
that I correspond with has met the man from
YingolNeerie and I believe I can get him to send a
memory sample. The man wishes to remain anonymous
and we wish to respect that. Klarrain does not own a
helmet, only an eye, and cannot pass these memories
thru his tower. I will have him send a vial with a pilot, I’ll
even buy him a new floater at Zhlindu prices to get this,
so I hope this is true.
We should uncover much about their civilization from
that. Klarrain will probably feel it is too intrusive to
evaluate it since he knows and respects the man, but to
someone who has never met him, in the name of
science and all… He’ll fly the vial here. It should arrive
within a year.
Salude
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!Reply
+ Klarrain
IMPORTANT! The latest info from my friend among the
angels is that the man from YingolNeerie, who’s name is
Alan, could be in immediate danger. It seems they have
taken military action to recover or kill him. This could be
happening now! It could even be old news. Alan’s person
is certainly in more danger from his people’s efforts to
recover him than from any publicity.
INNOCENT BYSTANDERS COULD BE HURT! I have
been told that the aliens that look almost human are
MACHINES and not subject to the Instinct!
Concerned warning –
- Brancettrable
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Book V.
Android Run
Gordon’s Lamp - Thu. May 23, 2278 01:17am
Glenelle screamed about the trouble she was having with
her android, but Alfred couldn’t let that distract him now that
they had finally found the person they needed. They had been
collecting posters for services they might need the whole time
they had been wandering around the city, and right now they
needed a coach and coachman they could control. Vic
comforted Glenelle, Alfred heard something about
“Sometimes these things can’t be helped,” but he didn’t have
time to get involved.
Right now Alfred was just maneuvering the android
between the man they sought and the wall. The coach they
needed blocked them from view by the pedestrians passing
by. “You are the coachman of this vehicle are you not?” he
asked thru the android’s mouth. The android was deep inside
the native hive now, if it wasn’t for the three-d plot he kept
running on a side screen up here, he would have no idea
where he was. The planet’s moon would be on this side of the
planet for the next few hours so the delay to the android was a
lot less and he could operate it much more successfully.
The native was clearly apprehensive in the presence of the
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android, they all were. Alan grew up thinking people were
supposed to smell like these androids do and move the way
they do, the natives weren’t and they were never able to get
comfortably social with any of the locals using the androids.
“Yes, I am the coachman of this rig,” he patted his big and
well-polished wheeled gourd affectionately, “and that’s my
team there.”
“We understand that you are a specialist at long haul
work?” What mattered was that he was the first such they
found. Even with the system able to plot the three-d maze,
they could spend hours finding a coachman, even in a busy
business district like that near the detective agency. He could
have used hover-probes but there were no insects enough like
them in the native environment and they called attention to
themselves.
“Yeah, how far are you talking?” the native asked. He
kept backing away from the android.
In virtual channels he asked Vic to move her android to
block him from getting out from behind his coach. Glenelle
seemed to have her situation under control now, though she
was still visibly shaken. Glenelle was in a different part of the
city, one that wasn’t as well mapped, but she found people
helpful in figuring out the address. The locals didn’t seem as
repelled by the android she used, probably because she was in
a much younger looking android and wore so much less
clothing.
He switched back to the android channels and the native.
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“Your advertisements say you are not afraid of stimulants.”
Alfred knew that meant he would use drugs to go thru the
sleep periods also. “We have a mission that will take from
now until near the next fall of dark.”
“There better be a bonus in this?” he asked nervously.
“Oh there is, a copper above your expenses.”
“I’m not sure, where are we going?”
“There is need for complete confidentiality,” Vic told him.
She had moved her android in on his other side now. “You
will note nothing of us or our passengers, you will say
nothing to anyone.”
“I don’t think I want to get involved...” he said.
Alfred moved the android forward, “We need your
coach,” he said, “and we don’t have a lot of time,” the native
reached for the coach door like he was going to climb thru it.
Alfred had a feel for the time delay and moved the android’s
arm to intercept where he was going to be a third of a second
in the future, and grabbed him by the leg. “I’m sorry to tell
you this but we are not subject to the Instinct. I would like to
do this politely, and offer you a nice bonus above that
copper.”
Vic had moved her android up close to him now also, and
cut the volume in its voice. “We are going to take your
coach.” She held up one of his advertising posters. It was
nicely done and there had been software to translate the
native script since Alan’s first dark on the surface. “We know
you have a reputable business and a family, you wouldn’t
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want anything to happen to them would you?”
“I’m not falling for this crap,” he said, “just because
you’re all tatted up and have those heavy goth clothes...”
Alfred was not ashamed of his boxing skills, back almost
two hundred years ago, and favored him with a sharp right jab
to the solar plexus, then caught him with his left forearm as
he started to go down. “Much more than you and your
family’s lives are at stake here,” Alfred told the moaning man.
“I’m sorry I had to do that, but I must make you understand
immediately that you are going to take this job and you are
going to earn your copper. Do we have an understanding?”
The man was shaking, his eyes were big, but his head
nodded.
“Fine, now just treat us as respected, well-paying
customers and get us moving.”
Vic’s android reached out and gripped the coachman’s
upper arm, with enough pressure to let him know her machine
was without the Instinct also, “And above all, question
nothing, say nothing and give nothing away by sign or deed
that we are anything other than respected and well-paying
customers.”
The man nodded, and nervously set about preparing his
team. “If you freaks of nature have any civility you’ll at least
let me send a note to my family with a runner,” he said.
“We will be happy to oblige, you may tell them you will
be away for two weeks, it is a medical emergency and that
you will earn a year’s pay.” Meanwhile in virtual space
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Glenelle distracted him by announcing that she had a new
location on Alan. “I’ll get the note-runner while you see to
your team,” he told the native. He hoped he remembered to
speak into the right channel, that was hard on a mission like
this, but the years of practice while raising Alan paid off.
“I can’t tell them where we’re going?” the coachman
asked.
“You will be told where to turn when the time comes,”
Vic’s android said. “We will be checking your note to be sure
it say’s nothing extra.”
“If I take the time to write a note and don’t offer my love
and support, she’ll know something is suspicious,” he said.
Meanwhile Alfred was maneuvering his android across
the busy business street toward the pedestrian plaza. He had
to check its sensors for oncoming traffic in the form of heavy
animal-drawn carts. Glenelle relayed the new coordinates,
deep on the far side of the mountain. The system plotted a
new route, he nearly got the android damaged because he was
busy looking at that plot and noticing what a challenge Alan’s
new location was going to be, so he paid too little attention to
the android’s sensors. The native driver yelled, “Are you lost
in space? You damn scrounge!” as Alfred brought the android
to the curb.
There were men hanging around busy business crossings
like this resting under signs advertizing note-runner service.
Going thru the social interaction of hiring one of them was a
chore with the android, but not half as difficult as what he
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knew he’d have to do with it next.
Below Torgoth Industrial
Nightday of Zawmathii 55,42,31
Alan’s current project was a knitting machine. This was a
big, old, high speed one with thousands of moving parts. The
good thing about it was that once he got all the parts off it,
there were only four pieces to the machine that were over a
hundred pounds and none over two hundred. With the hand
cart he could move it all himself. It would be a long toil up
the eight flights of stairs out of this dig with the base
especially, but he could probably get Kuna down here to help
with that one.
Right now he was disassembling, cleaning, numbering
and drawing parts. He took precise measurements of
everything. He drew careful pictures of where they were in
the machine. He tried re-assembling other parts into it to be
really sure if parts looked interchangeable. He noted only
those parts which had been tested interchangeable.
This machine was actually in excellent condition, even
though it had probably lain here over a thousand Earth years.
It seemed that the only thing that would keep it from just
running was the layer of dust that had frozen solid in the dried
oil on it. He took only the layer of dust off here. He would
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take the varnish off up in his shop where he had a wind-trap
fume hood. Of course the stench down here was so bad
already that the fumes of a powerful degreaser probably
wouldn’t matter.
His shop was up across the hall from the house. Xalabba’s
sleep supplies had owned it as part of their warehouse space,
but it was little used. He had approached them to buy what
was once the home opposite his own, but the four apartments
that had their doors together was the minimum piece they
would sell. Alan had kept the one directly across from their
own so he could enlarge their bedroom floor and put another
door thru from their bedroom into his office, and another to
his shop floor. His office was the former bed above the main
room, a room that was now his shop floor. Mingalle had been
glad to take the whole other bedroom and bed and add it to
her bedroom. She used the darker bed for Noonsleep.
Recently Parmu and his family were glad to take the bottom
two apartments and moved their music equipment in there.
They lived with the fact that the door to get thru to the music
room was in the back of the bathroom. They usually went
across the hall anyway, they pretended they were commuting
to work.
Where the former apartment’s balcony used to be was a
plankway now and the old atrium on that side had been filled
in with factory floors at these levels, the same as it had far
below in the abandoned area. There were grilles that rolled
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down instead of mats. Alan planked one in with a door on the
end near Xalabba’s back stairway. They kept it open to one of
their suppliers twelve stories below and to a residential
footpath ten stories above where many of them lived. Alan
had repaired it below that, down thru the abandoned area, so
it now went fifty one stories altogether.
This wasn’t the stairway he got lost in when he was first
in Zhlindu, that was two hundred yards down the hall, that
route has been widened to GazaggaStairs at the level of his
home. When important parts of stairways are private to a
company or institution, they seldom get on the public street
maps. Technically Alan had no right to use Xalabba’s stairs
but they granted it in consideration for the fact that his repairs
to its extension allowed them a new route for parts and
communication. It was almost like having his own private
stairway.
While Desa had her academic life, Alan opened the lower
abandoned area up by repairing stairs and railings and
opening up a few walled-over doorways. He’d got the paper
out of there and into the city’s energy supply. He cut out the
rotting and unsafe floors and those went to the furnaces also.
He put up some lanterns. More people had come thru there
and scavenged out a little more of the furniture that was left
over. The warehouses in between put doorways on each floor
with outlet clerks and GazaggaStairs gained a whole bunch of
new addresses with negative floor numbers. One of the
footwear factories even had enough repairable machines in it
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to get back into operation so the area wasn’t completely
abandoned any more.
At the very bottom of the stairway where he’d had that
adventure he took out three floors of old rickety crip-crap.
That wood all went to the furnaces of the city’s industry also.
When that was done it exposed a fine room carved right into
the bedrock of the city on three sides, built stone on the other.
Three doors ran back into the stone, one on each side. They
each dead-ended a few chambers in, they were used as
squatter goth gallery space now. That room was the top three
floors of the six stone floors in those stairs. At the top of that
level bedrock ended and crystal, stone or wood pillar began.
The stairs were probably carved from the same stone also, but
had been replaced some time before they were abandoned.
There was an old stone table and two benches near the
stairway. This was too heavy to move so he put up a nice
stone torch in there and kept it filled, one of seven lanterns he
maintained on that stairway today. That was only three floors
above the very bottom of it all on a deep industrial tunnel that
was still in use, mainly for heavy industrial cargo, its floor
was bedrock also. Those stairs were only half a mile from the
tunnel this dig was on, on the corner where Torgoth split off
of Koochess Industrial.
There were seven floors above him as he sat on the solid
rock floor of this abandoned industrial area. This was a space
spanned by a bridge on Torgoth Industrial. The first three
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floors above here aren’t much more than piles of packing
crates with some planks thrown over them here and there to
allow aisles. Above that was a solid floor and above that it
was planked-in walkways on some big limbs that had once
grown wild in this space, centuries ago, before the Torgoth
span cut off their ends and light. Some of the topmost floor of
that plank-up was still used as cellar space by the furnace
men who kept shops along Torgoth beside that forgotten (but
still in daily use) bridge. He could tell by the smell that there
was a scrounge’s lair in here somewhere but he hadn’t found
it yet. He hadn’t tried.
There had been a stream thru here at one time because
there were small sandbars deposited behind the bases of the
machines. It looked like it was never more than an inch deep
but the area had probably been abandoned when it was
figured this would just flood. In the corners the ancient mud
added to the smell. In the days of the island this had been the
outskirts of the city of Hyadrain that encircled the bay of the
same name, and this factory had been deep in a back canyon
that lead back into the slope of the then uninhabited Rankor
Hill.
More odor was added by the wevn and other animal life
that made their homes here. Even so, most of the stench was
made by the scrounge. He obviously threw garbage and
voided himself somewhere in here without any thought of
drainage, he must have just let it build up. He was glad it
wasn’t close by or he might not have been able to work down
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here.
He wondered when this machine was made. It looked to
him like 43rd or 44th century. That would have been just after
the fall of Rome back on Earth. He wondered how long it had
lain here abandoned? Maybe since the time of Charlemagne?
This wasn’t an overused, oft repaired piece of equipment. It
still had most of its original parts. In all that time it had not
corroded at all. Its parts were all precision-cast high-strength
ceramic like his tableware had been back on Gordon’s Lamp.
New machinery was often organically grown or plastic. The
light, open-cage decor of the machine was typical of the mid
forties. Current machinery tends to be compact and solid cast
plastic.
Alan loved the 40’s, the era that lasted from late classical
Greece til about 1000ad on Earth. He felt, from the history he
had learned, that those centuries were the golden age of the
current civilization of this planet. Those were the times when
eternal youth came to the general population, the
governments dissipated and the current lifestyle came about.
Nowhere was the flowering of the civilization in that age
more apparent than in its machinery. Those were the centuries
when people first began to feel the need to design for the long
term. That was also the time when they began to really catch
on to low energy machinery. That was also the time when the
seas around the island dried out.
This knitting machine was pedaled. Alan could already
tell what it would feel like to pedal this machine, it would be
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smooth, there would be a muffled tinkling clatter. The big
flywheel would give it a comfortable amount of inertia. He
knew he wouldn’t be pedaling it for awhile. It would take at
least a year to get this machine working again. His best
estimate of its worth on the market today for production was
fourteen coppers but he didn’t know if he would sell it. He
was thinking of putting it up in the other remaining room of
his shop along with the craft loom he was just finishing up.
Let it be a little clothing workshop for Mingalle. She had
been talking about one for years and this would give her one
right outside her new back bedroom door.
He came out of his daydream and drawing of knitting
machine parts when he heard someone in the area. This
machine was in a large room, there were two doors, each
leading into a maze of smaller rooms that had been
subdivided off of this before the area was abandoned. The
stairs to get up and out of here were two doors down on the
left from the door behind him. The noise didn’t seem to come
from that way. In this fifty by two hundred foot, eight story
space, every interior partition was wood or less. The two
hundred foot sides are stone block structural partitions with
modern cast crystal pillars running thru every forty feet. Any
doors in the lower floors of those partitions are cemented in,
at least for the first four floors up. There are some locked
doors that could lead out of here in the plank-ups above that,
but he hadn’t tried to force his way thru anywhere.
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There was almost never anyone else down here in this
dig. Once he’d heard something fall from the level high
above that was in use. A couple times people had heard him
down here when he had to move big chunks of rubble and
come to investigate. They wouldn’t have heard him today. He
thought it was probably possible to get into this area from
some of the space far above but he had never actually looked
for a way. For someone to be on the other side of him they
would have either had to sneak very quietly or come down
different stairs than he used. He tried to think of a reason why
someone would be sneaking around down here. If it was the
scrounge living in this area he wouldn’t want to socialize and
quite possibly whatever drugs he was burned out on might
make him paranoid. Another possibility was some kind of
animal. He had nearly fallen prey to a hyadune the first time
he was lost in an abandoned area, though he didn’t know
what it was at the time.
He looked to the door behind him, the one that lead to the
stairs, and thought he saw movement. Whatever he glimpsed
was more the size and shape of a human than any predatory
animal he knew of. That was a relief. He angled his torch that
way but saw nothing, if there was someone there he had
darted out of sight. That would mean it was most likely the
scrounge. He got up and went to the door, wanting to find out
if his machine was safe here in his absence. “Yo, what’s up?”
he called. If there was a scrounge lurking down here he
intended to make peace with him if possible, if the person still
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had enough mind left to communicate with.
“Your little escapade,” a voice echoed from across the
machine room floor behind him. So there was someone over
there too.
It was a familiar voice, one he should know. He whirled
around and saw something there from his buried past. The
mutton chop whiskers, the ruddy, wrinkled complexion. Even
in the caricature of native cold-weather costume that he was
dressed in, there was no mistaking the machine that had
pretended to be his father thru his childhood. There was a
sedative pistol in his hand, cocked and loaded.
“Please come with us peacefully,” another voice said. He
knew before he turned back the other way that this would be
Victoria, and sure enough his eyes revealed her android. “We
have to leave this system,” she said, “we can’t leave you
behind.”
“Why not?” he asked. “I’m of no use to you.”
“We need the knowledge you have gained in the six and a
half years you have been here,” Alfred said.
“And we can’t abandon your immortal soul,” Victoria
added.
His immortal soul. Their souls had been in existence for a
fly’s life compared to many of the natives of this planet. Their
nation wasn’t as old as Desa. There was no sense trying to
talk to them about that however, they wouldn’t believe it. Just
from the tone of Vic’s voice, even delivered via the speakers
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in that android, he could tell she had gone thru a spiritual
change in the years he had been away. She would never have
even used the words ‘immortal soul’ in the past. She had been
a fanatic for her science during the years he was growing up.
It would not surprise him if she had become as fanatical about
the Christial church since then.
They were closing in on him, both machines striding
purposefully toward him. He had to think of something to do,
and think of it fast. It was more important that he thought of
something fast than thought of something foolproof. He
began moving toward Victoria, the one who was in the
lighter, smaller android. His only advantage was that their
souls were up in Narrulla and that would be at least a quarter
second away. Their reactions were much faster than his,
except for that little limitation of physics.
He let his shoulders slump and bowed his head, “Ok,” he
said, “I know what a bad trip a dart would be,” as he began
walking toward Victoria.
She watched him come toward her. She was trembling,
her lower lip quivered. “Oh Alan,” she sighed as she started
running towards him. It wasn’t an attack, her arms were
spreading and on her face was the look of a mother re-united
with her son after great trials. As I/O devices, these androids
were quite sophisticated and portrayed emotions beautifully.
This was the opportunity he needed, she was still thinking
like she really was his mother. “Ma,” he said as he took a few
more quick steps towards her, even leaned and began to
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spread his arms like he was preparing to take her up in his
arms as he extinguished the torch. Instead of her arms it was
her dart-gun he aimed for when he jumped in a violent lunge.
The rush knocked the torch from her android’s hand and it
went out before it even hit the floor so they must have bought
a more expensive safety-torch that you had to hold to keep lit.
The force of his rush also carried them behind a big gangspinner that was also in the room, against which Alfred’s dart
rattled.
He gave the machine that pretended to be his mother no
mercy. It was smaller and lighter than he was, but it was still a
machine, with muscles of hydraulic fluid and bones of steel
over which he had only a quarter-second’s advantage. He
dropped into a forward roll over it, without letting go of it and
flung it over his head as he rose out of it, using his
momentum to lift it but putting immense strain on his
shoulders in so doing. Once he had it well in the air, he
brought it down as heavily as he could on the corner of the
base of the gang-spinner, hoping to bend some actuators
enough to disable it. The delay in response between here and
Narrulla had allowed him the time he needed, its actions were
always resisting his previous move and helped him get the
robot up in the air. His knowledge that it was an I/O device
and not a human being allowed him to do this without
activating that Instinct that he’d caught from the natives. He
was not able to wrest the dart gun from its grip, but it did fire
wide when he batted at it and it might take Vic more than a
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second to get the next dart loaded.
He did not wait to see if he had done damage to Victoria’s
android but jumped to his feet and kept running. Alfred’s
android would have a new dart cocked any second. There was
a scraping sound. Victoria was using the android’s arms to
drag it over to where it could cover the front door. That meant
he must have ruptured the lower hydraulic line. Finding the
maintenance manuals for these androids had been one of his
first clues that his parents weren’t real. Alan knew Alfred
could hear him thru the android’s ears. He knew Alfred and
Vic could communicate with each other thru the channels on
the ship much quicker and faster than they could by speaking
using audio. The bulk of their minds were actually still
running in the silicon of Gordon’s Lamp or the piece of it the
expedition had left behind. These androids were merely I/O
devices with the ability to capture a human body’s sensory
input channels, and produce a human body’s output motions
when controlled by a personality that was actually located on
some host distributed on the commnet. Alan had read Earth
history and news as a child and knew there would be trade
magazines where the manufactures of these androids would
advertise. He knew that rich souls often activated androids
now to interact with biological humans on Earth. That news
had come across while they traveled and was history before
he was born. The ones on the expedition were primitive
models now, their sex organs were non-functional. He knew
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that Earth movies now did comedy skits of Angels in androids
who married and never told their spouse and then found out
their spouse was an android too. Manhattan still dominated
comedy movies in 2253, those were the newest ones they had
received from Earth.
He didn’t wonder that much that they were here. He
supposed that the Angels had left a piece of the expedition
behind. Astronomers had seen the main body of Gordon’s
Lamp move off to B, there had been many scientific articles
proving that its motion could not have been natural. The same
astronomers were easily able to see that there were a few
bodies left behind. There was disagreement between
astronomers whether those bodies were natural or artificial.
Alan had no doubts that they were pieces of the ship. Now
that Alfred and Victoria were here, he had no doubt that the
biology department had convinced the captain to leave them
behind.
What Alan had wondered about from reading those
articles was the mention of a similar object from back in the
54th century. From what he read, it seemed that it had orbited
the planet twice and then disappeared. That object appeared
and disappeared without seeming to move. That could not
have been another expedition from Earth since it was back
during Earth’s mid 20th century. There was no evidence of any
alien contact during that time. Of course established science
had no evidence of alien contact during this time either, in
spite of the ramblings he often went on when he was wasted.
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Alan was out of sight by now so he slowed his pace and
went silently. The stray light from Alfred’s torch cast
deceitful shadows around the room. He heard more scraping.
Victoria’s android was dragging itself closer to the door. He
heard another clatter, Victoria’s torch flickered and then
burned brightly.
Alan made all haste to get back into the clutter behind a
large vertical loom that stood near the back wall of this room.
He hadn’t been heard. There was nowhere to go but up into
the plank-up above, so he began to climb the back of the
machine.
He heard Alfred’s feet begin running his way, then noticed
that he’d forgotten that Victoria could see him from where she
was. For sure they had IR vision and might even have a few
remotes; with IR, of course. Alan threw out notions of stealth
and scrambled up. The top of the machine was lost in shadow,
he had to jump from there to the plank-up beside it. He heard
the ‘spung’ as he sailed across the opening and felt the fletch
of the dart whistle across his butt.
Alfred’s light played crazily up thru the cracks in the
floor, which was just planks across the tops of piles of crates.
Could it be he really didn’t have IR on there? Yes, a
commercial grade android from 2175? No superhuman
powers at all, maybe subhuman powers in some ways. Up to
a half second delay in the round trip of the signals to Narrulla
and back and relatively low-level autonomous functions.
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Alfred had given up the native disguise now and brought
out a strong pocket light. Its light looked so blue in here after
years on this planet that it was disorienting. Down below he
could see that Alfred could nearly cut him off from the
stairway that lead higher. He grabbed a heavy box of empty
spools and dashed to the stairway in time to pitch it down on
top of Alfred’s android before he ran up the next flight of
stairs. There was a horrible rattle and crash and Alfred’s
android crashed to the bottom of the stairs, but he was only
one floor behind and Alan knew that would not disable it.
Alan got to the top of the stairs and dived into the plankups beyond. After two turns he strove to be silent but kept
moving. Silence was very difficult when he didn’t have the
light. Alfred’s pocket light continued to throw dancing bluegrey beams thru all the cracks, and there were many, many,
wide spaces between boards, so it wouldn’t have done any
good to be silent if he did have a light. Alan spotted a hole in
the solid floor above that he could climb to, and began feeling
carefully for places to step. There was a pile of small crates
stacked up within a few feet of it, they would easily hold him.
Alfred’s android was already to the top of the stairs and
making its way along deliberately, but it was carefully
checking everything along this aisle. It was going to get here
too soon, while Alan was still sneaking toward the opening
above. As quietly as he could Alan scrambled and then
jumped for the hole. He got his chest on the floor above,
knocking the wind out of himself but somehow keeping
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himself from making a sound. As he jumped however, he felt
the crates go over. They seemed to take so long to fall while
his legs dangled. The crates were falling somewhere, until
they crashed with the biggest of all crashes onto the out-ofstyle cheap ceramic ware piled on the floor below. This was
the first he knew of the fact that the crates he climbed had
been on the edge of a larger opening.
Alan managed to get his legs up thru the hole to the floor
above before the android ran up to the edge where the pile of
crates used to be and played its light over the ruin of ceramic
ware piles. Now Alan lay perfectly still as the last shards still
tinkled down from wherever they had teetered. Alfred’s
android gazed about with the light, noticed the opening and
poked the light about it. As far as Alan could tell from here,
this floor up here above the crate plank-up was a maze of
dusty old furniture. A sneeze was his worst enemy right now.
“ALAN!” the android bellowed. “Alan if you’re hurt
down there give me a sign and I’ll dig you out.” The voice
stopped like someone was talking to him, then said, “A wall
of crates fell off the edge onto some pottery. I don’t see any
sign of him under it.” Alfred had probably forgotten that he
had the android’s voice switched in to his verbal output. “You
dig it out my dear,” he heard the android mutter as it turned
and walked away.
Alfred’s android was making its way back to the stairs.
There was no doubt in Alan’s mind that Alfred would send it
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up. He had figured out that Alan had knocked the crates over
when he went for the hole in the floor. Alan knew that on this
floor the abandoned area had some back doors that opened
into the backs of warehouses that were still in use. Alan tried
to move off in that direction.
This floor had abandoned furniture everywhere, scattered
haphazardly, sometimes in piles. As Alfred ascended the stairs
and more of his light came into the room, it became apparent
that there were no partitions on this floor and no more
ceilings up to the bottom of the in-use plank-up. The trees
that were pillars for the first three floors had grown wild up
here, then had been sawed off when the area was covered
over with that bridge. There were numerous piles of furniture
leading to tree trunks to which handholds had been pegged
sometime in the past. This had probably been the roof at one
time, probably when that factory was in use. It had probably
been above ground on at least one side.
Alan had never spent any time up here. When he first
found this area he had come up here to see what it was and
saw that there was little in here to interest him. He might
want to get the old furniture to a furnace some day if he could
find an easier route to get it out, but once he found all the
clothing machinery and the knitting machine, that had taken
all his attention and he had never been back to these upper
floors. There was no opening to the stairway he used to get
into the area. It was the other side of a foundation at this
level, now filled in with cement one layer of rooms thick to
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support more construction above. If there had been an
opening to that stairway he would have explored this area
more thoroughly before. There were three floors that the
stairway didn’t open to, this would have to be the lowest of
them.
He should have tried to make it to the stairway from the
level below, but the maze of crates hadn’t given him time. He
had to admit to himself that he wasn’t really thinking as
clearly as he could have either. There should have been
somewhere he could have hid until he could make his way to
the outside stairway and freedom. Too late now because
Alfred would never let the android let Alan get back to the
stairway it was climbing.
If he kept low Alfred would have a nearly impossible task
finding him. The android’s light probed the handholds on the
tree trunks when it first got to the top of the stairs, then began
probing around the floor. Alan was able to creep behind a big
mound of old broken cabinets that was leaning against one of
the old dead trunks. Alan wanted to get out of the portion of
the room Alfred expected him to be in. He had to keep low
but it was surprising how much reflected light Alfred’s beam
gave. He was able to squat-sprint a long aisle one time and
get almost a hundred feet away from where Alfred suspected
he was. Then he noticed the floor was slanted.
He remembered that day when he was new in Zhlindu and
first got lost in an abandoned area. At least this floor wasn’t
moving. It was slanted but it was not sinking lower. He tried
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to step back and the rug he was standing on started moving.
He fell and scrambled up the slippery floor before it could
pull him with it. The sliding sound of the heavy table on the
thick carpet got louder and faster. Just as the half second
delay expired and Alfred’s beam started to swing this way, it
was suddenly silent for a fraction of a second, then there was
a muffled splintering crunch as the table and its carpet
impacted on something stone far below. At least it wasn’t his
machine, that was under the plank-up and would have made a
massive shattering sound.
Alan crouched away from the edge and away from the
android’s light, which was coming toward him at a full run
now. As his knees flamed, Alan hoped the android would be
caught on the slippery slope and fall down below and be
disabled. Unfortunately its resident reflexes were quicker than
his and it was unlikely that it would fall. Alan made it behind
a taller pile of furniture, straightened up and ran. He stumbled
headlong into a low table lost in the blackness in front of him,
rolled over it, ignored whatever bones were broken and kept
on running for the bigger heaps over behind where he’d
originally come thru the hole in the floor. The beam flashed
over his head lighting the way ahead of him as Alfred played
it over the piles behind him.
The android was still closer to the stairway than he was,
he couldn’t even get back to it in time even if he was willing
to jump over the rail at an angle and take his chances with the
landing. It was clear that Alfred suspected there might be no
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other way out of this area and was not going to let the
stairway go unguarded.
Now he was in a corner where he hoped to find a door
thru to one of the warehouses under Torgoth that was still in
use. He moved back near the wall, but noticed in time that the
floor didn’t go all the way to the wall, there was a four foot
gap all along this side. Any door he might find would be
closed, probably locked and maybe nailed shut. And he had to
jump or spread-eagle over this gap to get to it and find out.
When a light beam went by so he got a look, they all seemed
to be planked in pretty flush.
Alfred’s android was still far enough away that he could
cross to the other side of the room. Over here there was no
gap, but any former openings seemed to be bricked in. Alan
passed the android again behind the row of clothes cabinets
and dressers and got to a plank up into the branches, too deep
in the dead sticks to be easily seen. If he wasn’t going to get
back to the stairway, he better try and find some other way
out of here.
From here he found he was able to scamper up and up to
where fewer and fewer trunks reached. Alfred’s beams were
still searching the floor below when Alan reached the place
where all the plank-ups and hand-holds seemed to lead. There
were no good passageways up to the places that seemed to be
used as cellar space by the furnacemen. They had all planked
in the bottoms of their area pretty carefully and sawed off any
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branches anywhere within reach. Maybe it was because of
what he found here.
This was as foul smelling a place as you could ever
imagine. It reeked of shit and urine and rotten floorboards.
There was a damp, moldy mattress on the floor with a big,
fetid hole in the center. Alan recoiled from the whole thing.
Wevn chuckled and rustled paper on the walls. There was no
open space anywhere, everything was piled with stuff that
was now infested with things slimier than wevn and other
small things that jumped and crawled and slithered over him.
Slapping at himself, Alan began to back out of the opening of
this abandoned scrounge’s lair.
At least he hoped it was abandoned. The thought that
someone (something semi-human?) might still call that place
home was almost too much for his stomach. If he was to retch
now the sound would give him away. He knew there were
depraved wrecks of human beings who lived in the
abandoned areas, eating wevn and using whatever money
they could get their hands on to keep themselves in stupors
that yaag could never reach. Many of them were thieves,
shunned by all normal humans, many more were just burnouts. Most had minds so damaged they were little above
animals. But this one, if it still lived here, was below most
animals. Certainly a wevn wouldn’t sleep in a place like this,
it would only come here to feed.
The flashlight beams began to play around the upper parts
of this area where trunks were fewer. Too late he realized he
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was in the open with no cover and suddenly had bigger
problems than trying to keep his gorge down. Before he could
start to move out of the way, the beams pinned him.
“So there you are,” Alfred called. “Trapped like a rat in its
hole.”
Alan darted back thru the door as the pistol came up. It
was a long shot for that dart gun but Alan was not about to
chance it. The vermin pushed aside as he scrambled back into
the hole. Alfred’s light found many cracks in the door and the
pictures on the wall showed him the utter depravity this
scrounge masturbated in. Once again he had to fight to keep
himself from getting sick. There just wasn’t time for it. The
light also showed him that this lair was right up under the
bridge. Out the missing back wall he could see that there was
an old rooftop a few feet away. That roof wasn’t pitched very
steeply but the drop between it and this floor was as dark as
intergalactic space. There was at least forty feet of emptiness
below unless there was something much sharper than a floor
to land on in between.
By the movement of the light beams he could tell what
Alfred’s android was doing. It was advancing deliberately up
the handholds toward this lair. If he could make it to that roof
and get up on it, he should be able to reach up to the bridge
railing and crawl thru that to the khume above. He noticed
that this space was the scrounge’s latrine. When he stood
there he found that it wasn’t an easy jump. It would be an
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awkward angle getting in there and avoiding the masonry of
the bridge. He would have to crouch and jump. He could see
that this would be a very difficult maneuver as his foot began
sliding on the mold that covered this wood. He had no choice
but to jump now or fall.
Because of this he was looking down. As he flew over he
saw the glimmer of light all the way down below, where
crippled Victoria stood watch with her torch at least seventy
feet down. The edge of the roof caught him below the waist.
He skinned the heals of his palms and his knees on its rough
surface panicking up, only to find the way blocked with a
wall. This bit of roof was only six feet wide. Now that he was
in here there was no way back. At least it was rough and dry,
not slimy.
His first plan for a way beyond this was thru the bridge
rail, but that was solid stone with holes in it big enough to get
his hand and wrist thru. Twenty feet in each direction was a
grey carbon-fiber reinforced ceramic pillar put in beside the
khume, six feet wide and two feet thick. Alan knew that Earth
didn’t have a material like this in such quantities. Above in
one place was a sheet of latticed plastic that seemed to be
resting on the bridge rail and the wall beside this roof. This
plastic wasn’t impregnable, it gave when he pressed at it, but
he couldn’t get a good angle to try and break it. His arms
weren’t strong enough but if he turned himself around and
over into the most undignified possible position he might
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bring his legs to bear.
The door flew open below, “What vile and disgusting
places you’ve lead me,” Alfred’s android barked, “and
knowing that you actually came here in the flesh makes me
glad I’m only driving this stupid machine. It would serve you
right to just leave you in a place like this.” He was in the
room, his flashlight was probing for the source of the sound
of Alan’s feet pounding against the bottom of that plastic
sheet. “Oh look, cornered like the vermin you’ve become.
You better come down, these darts can do permanent damage
to a testicle.”
Instead Alan nearly broke his back giving one more
upside-down double-barreled heel stomp all he had. He was
rewarded with a loud crack, then five hundred gallons or
more of the reekest, vilest, grossest, most absolutely uffish
sewer water cascaded over them both. A large piece of the
splintering bottom of the tank flew with the brunt of the wave
directly at Alfred’s android and knocked it down. Almost the
whole slithering mass of kvarits landed on it. The dart
clattered against the concrete bottom of the bridge. The slime
from the kvarits would immobilize the android a few
fractions of a second longer.
It was too bad it hadn’t been pulled down into the abyss
between them, that would have given him a lot more time. As
it was, the android would be up and it still had the tranquilizer
gun. Alan was more terrified than ever now, knowing that if
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he was hit with a dart here, he would go limp and fall into the
chasm where the scrounge shat and certainly die. No big deal
to them, they could get him back to the ship in time for
ascension, but a very big deal to him, since he didn’t believe
that the angel created was his same life.
Alan was under part of the tank bottom. He knew he
couldn’t stand on its slick surface, he had to get it off of there
and wrenched at it in panic. That didn’t work but he found he
could push it up enough to allow him to stand on the roof.
Ignoring a few cuts from the shards of plastic, Alan found the
cover to the kvarit tank latched. The android was up and
shouting already, it would take it but another second to cock
another dart. Alan lunged upward with the heels of both
hands against the cover of the tank. Unfortunately the latch
held. Unfortunately for the owner, because the whole top of
the tank broke off. Alan got more scrapes scrambling thru the
hole and heard the spung of another dart as he swung over,
knocking the top of the tank over into the shop with a loud
clatter, but maybe no additional damage. Still mindless of any
injuries he may have suffered, like severed arteries, he let the
reflections of Alfred’s light show him the shop and a large
cleaver hanging on the wall. Alan took care and pitched it
hard at the light. This could not disable the android, but it
could mess up its skin enough to attract even more notice
than it did already. It was not designed for the dexterity to
make that jump, so there was no way it was going to pursue
him up here.
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The light continued to play thru the ruins of the kvarit
tank and Alfred continued to curse thru the android’s speaker,
still completely unmindful of the fact that it was on. Alan
would attract too much notice on the streets like this. He
needed to disappear. There was a hose in here, clean water.
Alan used that to clean up. He left his clothes here, they
would reek too much from the scrounge’s mattress and a little
bit more from the kvarit tank. He wasn’t bleeding profusely
but had a few cuts and scratches that stung pretty bad. The
shop owner even had some salve. Cuts were probably
common if you chop one or two hundred kvarit a week.
He had a lot of time to think while he cleaned and patched
himself. They could send more than androids after him. They
could send probes that could fly right down into the vangs.
They could assassinate him remotely with a small seeker dart
if they thought about it awhile. What was he going to do? He
must go somewhere where there was no chance they were
going to find him. How did they find him here? It had to be
because people knew about his origin. People would talk and
somehow word got to them. He could never tell the tale of
YingolNeerie again. He must deny it more completely than he
did when he first came here. Back then he thought he must
deny it for fear of the natives. Now he knew the natives
thought it was a pretty goofy RNAcid bummer but never held
it against him. No, it is his own people who must not find out.
He could do that. He knew enough of life now to live
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where he wanted on this planet. He knew that if he never said
anything about it, nobody would ever ask him what planet he
was from. Come to think of it, he was born a whole lot closer
to this one than Earth. He could run now and find a way to
make it. He could give several places as origins with enough
plausibility now, even for his most intimate lover.
He must leave Zhlindu, get away from everyone who
knew him. All unmeaning, anyone who knew him now could
tell anyone about his tale. It wasn’t any big deal any more and
no one here would ever think it could be possible that the
person they are talking to meant to do him harm.
He had seven irons on him. He left two with a note of
apology to the shop owner. He made sure he left the valves of
the shop in a safe position. He could get out of here with five
irons. He could get a packet if he had to at the docks, or ride
streetcars for days. If he rode a streetcar for a week and
walked another he would be beyond detection by anyone he
ever knew.
He could get to the docks and take ship, he was an
experienced hand now, he knew the talk, names of ships and
captains. If he took ship in East Harbor, they would never
suspect. He was on the lip of the Hyadrain. He could get a
streetcar to East Harbor down there. He wouldn’t come back
outdoors til he walked out on that pier.
Even as he thought them up, he knew all these plans were
empty and hollow. Why not just go back with them to
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YingolNeerie, Earth, and an Angel’s life if all of life had to be
left behind anyway? Well the new life he could make here
would be better than the Angel’s life he would build there, but
he didn’t want to build a new life from scratch here. He didn’t
want to be beyond detection by everyone he ever knew. He
especially didn’t want to be beyond detection by Desa. He
desperately hoped Desa would come with him. Even if not, he
had to let her know what had happened. Actually he wanted
to say good-bye to many.
He wondered how soon it would be before they could
intercept him at his home. With Victoria’s android crippled
they couldn’t move very fast at all. With the amount Alfred’s
android had to backtrack to get back out of that dig, Alan
might have fifteen minutes head start. But if they sent other
probes to his home, assassin probes or other weapons, there
was nothing on Kassidor that could get him there sooner, they
were probably there already. Nothing to do but hope they
aren’t using a lot of military gear and try to get there before
the androids.
He was too shook up to take Torgoth up to Koochess and
come home that way. He knew it was silly since they would
be watching his door if anything. After a quarter mile of small
khumes and a few flights of stairs he came to an area that he
knew. He ducked into Twoonstairs and ran up them to Dkanis
Court. There, at the pool, a girl as nude as he languished, well
into a bottle of something thick and green. She invited him to
a sleep of lustful adventure and Alan actually thought about
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it. They would be long enough getting a probe around here
that she and Alan would be in her bed before it arrived.
Maybe by morning this will all blow over and he could get
back to his life tomorrow. But he immediately knew that was
an incredibly stupid thought, if Gordon’s Lamp still pursued
him after a decade, it wasn’t going to blow over by morning.
Instead he only passed his hand across her once and
apologized that he had plans already. He really had no plan
yet, but whatever it was, it was going to include Desa unless
Desa chose not to be included. He jogged across the
remainder of the court and to the stairs beyond. These are just
a little back spiral that leads up to the far side of Reshplaza
and then to Haken Gate. He didn’t go out to the gate but took
the basement tunnel thru under the park to GazzaggaStairs.
At this door he started looking carefully for probes. If
they were meant to do him harm they had to be at least the
size of the darts the android’s pistols fired. But then if they
had probes like those available to them they wouldn’t have
been using those pistols. So Alan looked for standard A/V
probes like they landed in Bostok. He looked in the stairwell
itself and in the hall. He looked carefully near his door for a
mini. If they’d gone to the trouble to plant a micro, he’d never
see it. The easiest place to put a probe to watch their place
would be the very top of the tree in HakenCourt. It was just
up to their balcony rail. The placement of the bookcases now
shielded the door from view, so he thought it was safe to
enter.
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“NO!” Desa screamed as he burst thru the door.
Looming in front of him was the massive android of
Morgan Evans. “Why if it isn’t the man of the hour himself,”
Morg said, “With his balls hanging out nice and ripe for
busting.”
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Book VI.
Ghost Machines From Outer Space
Zawmathii Kozor
This was going to be a longer interruption than Desa
wanted, she was pretty sure of that as soon as this guy said
she might not want to discuss it in the hall. A list of things
went thru her mind that this could be about. First was an offer
from another band. She’d liked the people in Halakanonn but
didn’t want to have to keep up with the changes in their
music. It still could be something about Alan’s business since
the guy did ask for Alan. This could even be someone who
knew Alan for some other reason, though why it would be
confidential she couldn’t imagine. “It’s a pleasure to find you
at last, it hasn’t been easy,” he said as he started up the stairs.
“Why are you trying to find me? You were calling Alan?”
“Yes, I’m really looking for Alan, but finding you should
do just as well, you must know something of his history.”
“He’s just grown, he doesn’t have much history.” Well
actually he had some important history but she hoped it
wouldn’t be about that.
“Don’t worry, I know Luray, I think I’ll need to explain
what’s going on first.”
“I think you will, it sounds like a long enough story to
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come inside and tell.”
“I think so.”
They were at the top of the steps and he was looking
around. She lead him to the cushion nearer the kitchen end.
He took a good long look at her. He was cute, but since he
was here about Alan, she didn’t sit that close. “First, you’re
going to tell me about you, right?” she asked.
“Yes.”
“I’ve got a cup getting stale over here,” she said, popping
back up. “There’s another I could fill for you if you’d like.”
“I won’t object.”
“It’s just Sunya so you won’t forget your business.”
“I’m from the south end.”
“It’s as close to water as you can get without a spigot, but
it tastes nice.” She filled the cups while he watched. “So what
is this about?” she said when she got back with the cups,
sitting a little closer this time.
“Let me start by telling you I’m from the Nidon-Mlarkile
Finders Union.” She turned toward him with concern, that
sounded like it might be a detective agency. “Last Iyosaign
we were approached by a couple of the weirdest, most
bedraggled, most bundled up, unsociable people anyone has
ever encountered.” She leaned away and squinted. “They
wanted us to find Alan, who they said had run away from
their lab with a bunch of secrets.”
“Oh no, no, no, NO.” she said and started to get up in a
panic. “We don’t want any part of them.”
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He held her shoulder, “I didn’t finish yet, that’s just how it
started.”
“It better not end like that,” she said and didn’t get up, but
sat even farther than she had the first time. He started a long
story of Alan’s parents hiring them to find him, and all the
distraction Luray put in his way. He was so confused about all
the goings-on that she soon figured out he didn’t know they
were from YingolNeerie and didn’t know that they were
trying to take Alan back and make a ghost of him. He
explained that he now believed the couple from Alan’s
expedition were not to be trusted and might even be
dangerous. He told of how Luray had become involved and
tried to buy him and the agency off, but wouldn’t tell him
anything about what was going on. He went thru a whole list
of theories they had for the couple, Alfred and Viktor, who
claimed to be Alan’s parents.
Desa was even more impressed with Luray for trying to
distract him. This was probably the reason they hadn’t seen
Luray in the last few weeks, she wouldn’t take the chance of
leading him here. Klowa had gathered their address thru his
own investigations. Klowa had fallen hopelessly in love with
Luray and didn’t mind telling Desa about it in trumps. He
believed Luray’s side of the story, but it didn’t add up. That
was because Luray hadn’t told him the essential facts. He
even admitted that his boss thought it was all a scheme she
and Luray cooked up.
She had to tell him, come what may, or nothing would
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ever fit. She warned him he wouldn’t like it, but finally just
let him have it, “OK, here it is, the whole big, nobody-cantell-you secret is: Alan, Alfred and Viktor came here on those
moonlets which are really a starship from the star called
YingolNeerie.”
It took him time and trouble to get over his shock and
disappointment in her at providing such a stupid answer,
especially when she told him it was a ghost ship. He had to go
all the way thru Origin of humans – imported theory, from?
And wouldn’t it be likely that not all humans would have
been moved to Kassidor? She told him what YingolNeerie
was like and what those machines animated by ghosts really
were. He wasn’t prepared for how deep the horror really
went. No, his clients weren’t revived mummies or soldiers
from a lost basin, they were ghost machines from outer space.
He stayed awhile and talked mostly about Luray, telling
her how much she looked and felt like Luray. Desa knew she
had the same height and weight as Luray and hair about the
same length and tits about the same size and shape but that
was about it. He had become pretty friendly by the time he
left. Of course they did go thru two cups from a cask of
Sunya they had up above the kitchen. She got dressed and
they finished their conversation over lunch at the roof-plaz
above their house where Parmu was set up. She convinced
him not to give their address to the ghosts from YingolNeerie
by the time he left, but it seemed he had already decided not
to before he even saw her.
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As soon as they had separated, she wondered if his
assurances and good intentions were enough. If he knew their
address and could come and talk to her, others might know it
also. The guy said he worked for an agency, that meant
someone else at his agency almost certainly had their address.
Luray was involved in this, they had Luray’s address. She
probably shouldn’t run over and warn Luray, Luray already
knew the situation. They shouldn’t lead the Yingolians to
each other.
What about Alan? Should she warn Alan? They could
follow her to Alan. She had to hope Alan didn’t come home
tonight, never came home. She didn’t want that, they should
both get away together, back to Wescarp. Should they do that
now? Should she pack some essentials, grab their cash, and
run? The way they ran from the starship attack?
During a yes swing she actually got their cash together,
but then put it back in the back of the top kitchen drawer
when ‘no you’ll lead them to him’ won out.
She was still going back between yes and no when the
door opened, without so much as a ‘hey you’ or a ‘yo.’ A huge
man came up the steps. He was very dark, almost charcoal
dark, with tight, tight, curls and pink palms. In one of them
was something like a tiny crossbow without the bow but with
a painful looking little dart on it. This was an assassin’s tool,
something that hadn’t been seen in ten centuries. She
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wouldn’t even know what it was if she hadn’t studied ancient
history and seen pictures of similar artifacts in history books.
“Where is Alan?” he demanded, in a voice very deep and
with a strange timbre.
“He’s not here, and who are you to walk in like this and
demand? And with an ancient weapon no less!“
“I’m here to rescue you. You are Desa?”
“Who are you?”
“I know you are Desa, I’ve seen your picture. Your
picture doesn’t do you justice, you’re a very pretty girl. I want
to protect you from harm in this.”
“Who are you?”
“I’m not sure how to give you an answer that will do you
any good, it’s not quite the question you think it is in this
situation.”
“You’re from YingolNeerie aren’t you!” Desa screamed.
“You’re really some kind of ghost-haunted machine!”
There was a ‘spung’ and she felt the sting when the dart of
that tiny crossbow bit her leg. She could feel immediately that
it was poisoned. Paralysis spread as fast as blood passed the
spot where the dart hit. She knew then that her soul had never
really believed that such an act as this could actually be
performed. She’d studied history all her life and knew that
acts like this were common twenty centuries ago, she knew
the laws of physics allowed it. He wouldn’t have been
carrying this dart launcher without intent to use it. This
person; no machine, had just shot her with a poison dart. She
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gaped open-mouthed for too many precious seconds. By the
time the paralysis of disbelief was over and she thought to
scream, only a weak hiss came out. She was slumping to the
floor, she could barely move her arm to break her fall at all.
She was lucky she hit the cushion. She was surprised that she
was still conscious, but she was, she could see, hear and feel
everything. Her conscious motor nerves were shut down by
the poison, her autonomous motor and all senses were still
functioning. She saw and felt that she was picked up by this
monster and placed on the cushion reasonably comfortably.
“I cannot allow you to attract attention,” the huge thing
said, “I really didn’t want to do that, but you gave me no
choice. If you cooperate I won’t do that to you again.” It was
looming over her now, straightened her arm out a little bit.
“Good, you still blink, you’ll be OK in little while. And yes,
you are right, I am disguised in the android of Morgan Evans,
but I am Glenelle Mason, I am from YingolNeerie, ‘Sol’ is
our name for the star. I animate this male android now in case
we need its strength, but I am female. I want to help you, but
must pretend to work for my officers. My officers are Alfred
and Victoria, Alan’s parents. I know Alfred and Vic are here
now in this city looking for Alan, I snuck this android out of
the shuttlecraft after they abandoned it. That detective who
just left is working for Nidon-Mlarkile, Alfred already has
this address.” While she wrapped up that whole speech,
Desa’s extremities began to twitch. The bruiser machine
haunted by the female ghost came over to her with a syringe.
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“I’m sorry but time is of the essence so there is no time for
you to go thru the shakes right now,” it said as it mainlined
her with that needle.
Now Desa’s mind reeled in further shock, did he mean to
keep her paralyzed til after Alan came home? Would she be
maimed for life by it? Or paralyzed for life with some harsh
chemical there’s no genetic remedy for? And sometime later
would she have to survive some greater case of the shakes to
finally recover, if ever? Maybe she would twitch forever now,
according to Alan, Yingolian biochemistry was still primitive.
But in a few seconds, all was well. Her movement came
back rapidly and she stretched out comfortably on the
cushion. This must have been the antidote he gave her, a very
good antidote too because she was super comfortable. She
tried moving this way and that and all seemed fine. She stood
up and moved to a kitchen stool. The floor wasn’t quite
steady yet, but after holding the stool for a minute she’d
recovered her full balance.
The android watched her the whole time, no doubt ready
to dart her again if she started to scream again. “Not all of us
believe as Victoria,” he said. “Alfred truly doesn’t care and
went along with this mission to keep Vic happy. I wish to help
you and Alan remain here if you so desire. I know what plight
you’re in, you cannot use force against what appears human
to you. They have no such restriction and do mean to take
Alan by force if they have to.”
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This was a revelation, but while it didn’t make sense, she
found that she wanted desperately to believe it. “Why would
you help us?” she asked.
“I was one of Alan’s friends on the expedition, I’ve
known him since he was born. I was one of only four people
he grew up with.”
“You ghosts are capable of friendship?”
“Of course we are. You have to understand this Desa, I
have been flesh like you and I have been Angel like I am now.
It looks, feels, tastes, smells and hurts the same, in the body
and the soul. The only thing that’s different about being an
Angel is that now I can have all the magic my rank entitles
me to; when I’m back in my own world. Alan’s parents were
my superiors but also some of my best friends. Alfred,
Victoria and I have been friends since we left YingolNeerie,
half of one of your centuries ago.” When Desa didn’t speak
right away it asked, “Where is Alan now?”
She never noticed at the time that she no longer
questioned her complete confidence in this big black ghost.
“He’s gone down to his new dig scaving out a knitting
machine. He’s all excited about it so he probably won’t be
back for hours.” She always had a feeling this intrigue among
the Yingolians could happen. Alan had often told her about
the secret power plots and back-stabbing that went on among
the ‘angels.’ “So you’re an angel?” she asked.
“That’s the term the church uses for its members. If
you’re not a member of the Christial Church you’re not
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allowed to call yourself an Angel in the Pan Solar League. I
am a believer because I believe it was God’s will that
Humanity learn the way to join Him in Heaven. Otherwise
you are called a Simulate.”
“What if you’re biological?”
“Then you are just called a ‘mortal’. Now I wish we did
have time to converse because I know you’re an interesting
person, but I need to know where Alan is.”
“At his dig.” Desa answered.
“But where is his dig?”
“Oh, it’s way down under Torgoth Industrial.”
“And what is that?”
“An industrial-level khume down off Koochess Industrial.
Go down the stairs two floors below this plaza and follow
that hall that goes out the back of the landing, it’s two and a
half floors actually, it comes out on Koochess. Go a few laps
down on that to Torgoth. Go down Torgoth toward the
Hyadrain. Before it peters out you’ll come to an indoor court
with a lot of furnace men’s shops that’s got an arch to the
floor. On the left just before that humped floor there’s an
abandoned doorway, he’s down in the bottom of the
abandoned area under that indoor plaza.”
“That sounds like quite a walk and a hard place to find.
When will he be back?”
“Oh probably not for hours, he loves that knitting
machine. He dragged me all the way down there to see it
once. He knows it’s a fine piece of machinery that he can
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restore, but it’s in a festering sump right now. I don’t know
how he can stand the stench. I think some scrounge died in
there.”
He/she/it seemed to think for awhile. “If he is that far
from us, I think he is safe for now, but you’re both going to
have to get away from here. You should get together
everything you’re going to need for a journey of about a
week.”
This took only a few minutes and while Desa got those
things together they got into a conversation about evolution
and how things evolved on the two different planets. Glenelle
was quite an expert on biology it seemed. Biology was
something studied by her people but they were forbidden by
their religion from applying much of that knowledge to the
mortal humans. It also seemed they’d only been studying it a
few centuries. Even so she was able to ask enough questions
so the conversation went on for over an hour.
She was amazed at how easily she became friends with
this being, whatever it was. It certainly seemed like a human
being, in fact it seemed more human than Alan had when he
showed up at her door back in Yoonbarla for his first reading
lesson.
“We have to worry about Alfred and Vic,” Glenelle told
her. “They will come here.”
“But Alan could walk in that door any second.”
“You said he would be there for hours.”
“Could be there for hours. He could be over in the shop
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now looking for a tool or some more degreasing fluid.”
“I have to stay here by the door. This Android is very
powerful and could probably overpower both of them. You
should probably stay out of sight.”
So it was that Desa went upstairs and the big android
stood by the door. It stood there like a statue. Its body was
just turned off. Its eyes fixed on the door. Desa had the
impression that the soul had actually left it. But when she
used the bathroom, it noticed her.
She took the lyrics she was working on upstairs and stared
at them some more. They didn’t get any better in the next
couple hours. To be honest she couldn’t concentrate on them.
From up on the bed she could get out of sight instantly if they
came in, and she could still converse with Glenelle. If
Glenelle would speak with her.
“Did you like YingolNeerie?” Desa asked.
“You mean the planet Earth?”
“I guess.”
“There are many beautiful places and some of the bad
places are gradually getting better. Most of what I remember
was crowded and hectic and blinding with advertising, but I
have been away from it for so long that I’m sure it’s not the
same any more. I know more of your world than Earth. Alan
has never seen our sun except as a star in the sky, he’s known
no sun but Kortrax his whole life, he’s trod no world’s soil
but Kassidor’s. I spent twice as long on the journey here as
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my whole life before. Only the first quarter of my life was
spent as a mortal on Earth.”
“Almost like me and the Dos basin,” Desa said, but I
lived the last quarter of my life in the Zhlindu basin and it
took me only a year to get thru that pass.”
“Do people often travel that far?” Glenelle asked.
“Most people go to a different basin sometime in their life
and about half come back. How often do your people travel to
other stars?”
“Our’s was the forty seventh expedition to leave, only a
few thousand souls have left on starships altogether, some
frozen in ice like the next one to get here, some frozen in
silicon like ours. No soul had yet returned from another star
by the time we left, only a few hundred thousand had yet
returned from the dead. Many have returned from other stars
by now, but most who reach them remain. We know that from
messages, and we also know that most of middle class
Christianity now returns from the dead.”
“So YingolNeerie doesn’t have lots of starships?”
“No, ours was only the second expedition sent to Kortrax,
but we were the first to arrive. Once Centorin was found, all
expeditions were going there, but now that Kassidor has been
found, all expeditions will be coming here.”
“You have not yet returned with the news.”
“We can transmit some information even as far as the
distance to YingolNeerie. It takes almost two of your decades,
so Earth already knows there is another planet inhabited by
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humans. This is even bigger news than a planet that has
plenty of minerals and a good chance of being terraformed.”
“What does ‘terraformed’ mean?” Desa asked.
“Transformed so that it is inhabitable by humans and all
the other life they need around them.”
“And you Yingolians can do that?”
“The planet called Mars at YingolNeerie is well along
now. It is Texas Industries that is undertaking the Centorin
project I think, that’s a company not a country, but there’s not
much distinction any more.”
“It sounds like there are quite a few things about
YingolNeerie Alan has not told me about, so I don’t
understand much of what you’re telling me.”
“A company is undertaking the project to transform the
planet and expect to sell land when they get it transformed.”
“I thought YingolNeerie didn’t allow that?”
“The Pan Solar League does not allow individuals to own
property, but companies can,” Glenelle said. “But there are
hundreds of nations that do allow private property. They will
sell to real estate corporations anyway.”
“And then they will fly over on a starship and settle it?”
“Oh no, mortals can’t make the trip. Angels will raise
frozen zygotes the way we did with Alan. They will settle the
planet once it is made habitable a thousand years from now.”
Desa knew about Earth years and Earth numbers, she
knew that was a little more than four centuries. “So that takes
longer than growing a house?” she asked.
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“Yes.”
She didn’t pursue it farther. No doubt a civilization that
could travel among the stars could transform planets also. She
couldn’t think about all this. It was strange enough that she
was conversing with this ghost or woman or mechanical man
or whatever it was. In a way it seemed very normal that they
were speaking to each other this way. In another way it
seemed as abnormal as something from a hallucination. All in
all there was way too much starship traffic out there for Desa
today. “Where are you taking us?” she asked, changing the
subject.
“We need to get away from Alfred and Vic, you need to
get out of the city, I think that would be better than trying to
overpower their androids. They can bring much greater
weapons to bear if force becomes an issue. This city of jungle
mountain is a magnificent human achievement and I’d hate to
see it destroyed.”
“They would destroy the city? And all the people in it?”
“Alfred and Victoria would never, but there are some on
the main expedition who would. The main expedition will be
joining up with us again in little more than a year of your
time. If this is still going on when they get back here, I
wouldn’t want to be here.”
“I don’t understand any of what you’re telling me.”
“Alan’s been with you almost seven years. Has he told
you nothing of us?”
“He’s told me too much of you. You are a machine, and
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you are being manipulated by some technological ghost of a
person that has died. He’s told me how flesh is still ephemeral
at YingolNeerie. He’s told me about wars because of religious
fundamentalism and the stifling, stifling, stifling laws against
anything people somewhere, somehow, might enjoy.”
“We have an ordered society. In the Pan Solar League
especially. There are some countries in Latin America and
Eastern Europe that are still pretty loose, but international
pressure is slowly bringing them around.”
“Do you want it that way?” Desa asked it.
“I think you know one opinion does not change the course
of society. Most nations are capitalist democracies where
wealth rules. I don’t think I could live in this society, just one
long binge. I think I’d like to amount to something with my
life.”
Desa felt more the ambassador of her world with Glenelle
than with Alan. “And what have you amounted to?”
“I am biological researcher in real life. I took this mission
to come and help Alan with reluctance. I’m in real danger you
know, if I go against my superior officers I could be erased.”
“Why would you take that risk at all?” Desa asked it.
“Because Alan deserves to make his own decision on
whether he wishes to be flesh or silicon.”
“Why can’t they leave him here?”
“Victoria, Alan’s mother. She can’t bear to leave him here
where his soul can’t get to Heaven. She can’t bear to leave
him where she can’t see him.”
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“Why can’t she just come in peace and see him? Just
come over and visit. If she’s really his mother she would be
proud if she knew how Alan is doing. He’s got a respectable
business going restoring old machinery. He does a really great
job and even finds some of the old masters who built it to
consult with them.”
“Alan has never told you why we can’t drop by and
visit?”
“If you mean the fact that you are ghosts, he’s told me all
about that at way too much length. You could have conversed
by that pocket-prophet thing he carried around with him
before your starship came down and attacked us on the Lhar.
If you hadn’t attacked us Alan would have kept that and we’d
have got here sooner. Once we had this place she could have
talked with Alan every day or two. You and I might have
already been friends for years by now, your years. If Alan’s an
example, I can be friends with people from YingolNeerie.”
“Some decisions have been made that didn’t show great
depth of wisdom,” the black being said. “Concern for the risk
of Alan’s memories being read overwhelmed concern for the
knowledge he was gaining.”
She had to admit the thing did not look mechanical, it
looked like a huge black man with massive arms and
shoulders and short wooly hair. The only real clue was he
didn’t smell like a man unless the man bathed in used cooking
oil. “They could have visited as you are now, by haunting a
machine made up to look like a human.”
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“They are here in machines like this now, walking the
streets of Zhlindu as we speak. Getting closer to this door
with every minute that passes.”
“But can’t they come in peace?”
“No, they carry dart guns like mine, to use on you or
Alan, and deadly guns for any others who try to interfere. I
don’t think Alfred would use them unless he thought his own
life was in danger, but I’m not too sure about Vic right now.
Her mind has suffered greatly in the confinement of the
biology base.”
“Why are they like this? Why can’t they just stop by and
visit like normal parents would, say, ‘Hi, it’s been such a long
time,’ and give everybody a hug and complain about how
little attention we pay them?”
“She can’t get over how alien it is. She can’t relate to life
on this planet. Maybe if she had seen Alan once more and got
to cry on his shoulder awhile and see him off properly. But
she can’t become a native here, she can’t adapt to this society.
“And even if it wasn’t for that problem, the main
expedition is coming to pick us up and take us all back to
Earth. The captain has decided not to leave anyone behind.
That decision is mainly caused by how unglued Victoria has
been lately.”
Just then the door burst open and she screamed, thinking
it must be the other androids. Instead it was Alan, completely
nude and a little winded.
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“If it isn’t the man of the hour himself,” the android said
in a rowdy man’s voice, “and with his balls all hanging out
just ripe for busting.” Alan stood there transfixed, staring at
the huge machine. “Alfred and Vic are down here after your
ass,” the android continued. “You have to get out of here.”
A smile spread across his face and their palms slapped.
“How well I know,” he panted. “How too well I know, I’m
lucky to be alive. Alfred tried to shoot me with a paralysis
dart when I was up eight floors on a slanted roof.”
“What happened!?” Desa gasped.
“They came after me.”
“I’ve got a coach and driver parked a few floors down,”
the android said, “and Desa’s already packed for a week. Now
that you’re here, let’s get moving.”
Desa was already coming down the stairs with the bag
and a clout and shirt that she tossed to Alan. The android told
Alan she was really Glenelle and not Morgan and changed
back to her voice. Alan started telling them of his run-in with
the other androids. The big android checked the hall before
they came out and then watched the hallway as they went
before him down the stairs. She might have seen Chensa
looking out her door as she started down the stairs, but wasn’t
sure and they were in a hurry. At the bottom of the stairs they
went thru to the khume and down a couple blocks and three
floors to a streetcar tunnel. Alan got to finish his story as they
hurried thru the khume. She hugged him close, she could
have lost him.
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“I want you to always remember this,” Glenelle said, “If
we run into them, I have to pretend I’m under their command,
but I’ll find a way to prevent them from taking you off this
planet. Whatever I do, just play along with it. I know how to
keep them calm and if you just play along, nobody will get
hurt.”
“How likely are we to meet them?”
“Honestly, I don’t know what has delayed them so long,
especially now that I know where they were.”
“I disabled the legs on Victoria’s android.”
“That doesn’t disable Alfred’s,” Glenelle said.
“But would he just leave her there?” Desa gasped.
“She is not really there,” Alan told her. “Her soul remains
on the starship the whole time. A communications channel
much like the phone brings the inputs from the android’s
senses up to the ship, and the action and vocal outputs of
Victoria’s mind down to the android. She can abandon it any
time she wishes like taking off a clout.”
Once she took a few seconds to think about it, that made
some sense. The whole situation of these ghosts was so
unnatural she had no instinctive feel for what they would do
in any situation. What she took from that was that they
wouldn’t need to think or react like humans. With Glenelle
here it was really hard not to think of them as people. When
Alan had first told her about them she had thought he was a
fool for not knowing they were machines when he was
growing up. Now that she was with one, she understood. It
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was far too realistic. Her intellect had to remind her soul over
and over that this was a machine and not a real person.
“I doubt they will abandon the android for people to
find,” Glenelle said.
They came out into the streetcar tunnel and found a large
six passenger coach parked in the nearest alcove with two
others. The driver got up as soon as he saw the big android
and climbed to his seat on top of the coach without a greeting
or hardly even a glance at them. Glenelle hurried them across
the street. The driver had left the door open and Desa hopped
in. Alan was right behind her now, carrying their bundle. The
street was dark, the coach was very dark inside, and Alan and
the bag blocking the door made it even darker, but she
thought she saw someone already inside. Before she could
say anything, Alan was shoved thru the door, and the big
android was thru behind him, shutting them all in.
“Alan, I’m glad we meet again in more pleasant
surroundings,” a raspy voice said as her eyes adjusted to the
gloom.
“Make no noise,” a cold, smooth woman’s voice said. She
was holding a dart launcher like Glenelle had. So was the
other one that must be Alfred.
“What’s that about?” Desa stammered.
“The lair at the top of that dig is really putrescent,” Alfred
sneered.
“And we’re on our way back to the shuttle,” Victoria
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added immediately. “We thank you for coming with us. I
hope you’ve already been informed that resistance is futile.”
At the same time Alfred answered, Glenelle had the
android say, “I present our escaped crewman Alan Larkin and
his common-law native wife Desa.”
“We’ve never actually met, but I’ve heard so much about
you,” Alfred said to her while extending the hand toward her
that wasn’t holding a dart launcher, “I’m delighted to meet
you Desa, I’m Alfred McReady, Alan’s father.”
“And I am Victoria McReady, Alan’s mother.”
It was a damn good thing Alan had informed her that
these people were no more his parents than Sparka was. This
couple was horrifying. Their skin was loose and pallid and
lifeless. But of course; they were machines. Desa noticed that
the machine which claimed to be his mother was paralyzed
below the waist. Did those darts work on them also? That
might be something to keep in mind. Could she harm
something that looked so much like a human? Could her
intellect that knew it was a machine overwhelm her Instinct
that saw a human being and allow her to fire one of these
darts at it?
“Shall we be civilized here?” Alfred asked Victoria,
“we’ve got a long ride ahead of us.”
“Some time to get to know each other,” Glenelle said.
“Civilized is letting us right out of here,” Desa said.
“What you are doing is unthinkable.”
“It is well within our laws, in fact it is our duty. You are
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coming with us, you may make that as unpleasant as you
wish, or as pleasant.”
“Argument is futile now,” Glenelle said. “She is right, you
may make this long ride as unpleasant as you wish, or you
may get to know each other.”
Desa was stunned by that comment. Get to know each
other? Like tourists on a pleasant coach ride into the country?
Her instinct was to start screaming and push her way thru the
door, but those dart launchers came up as soon as she
twitched. But what about the coachman? Then she
remembered that Glenelle said they had other weapons that
could kill to use on any other people who got in the way.
Desa’s intellect was just fast enough to convince her that she
couldn’t take that chance. Glenelle was right, resistance was
futile now.
“Who wants to know what?” Alan asked.
“A mother wants to know her son.”
“And what does she want to know?” Alan asked her.
“How could you do this to me?”
“Victoria McReady, you know that I know that you can
abandon that device at your convenience,” Alan said.
“I’m not talking about the damage to this device, I’m
talking about leaving me, your mother, and deserting all of us
to run off with this child.” She pointed at Desa.
“I am a child? How old are you, in your years?”
“A hundred ninety one years,” Victoria said a little
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haughtily, “Earth years.”
“Almost a century,” Desa answered. Alan had told her the
Earth years in a century. “I was probably already with Kostya
by then, gave up teaching the first time. This child,” she
pointed at herself, “is just over twice as old as you.”
“If we believed that you can prolong the mortal shell,
Christianity has always taught us that our mortal life is just an
introduction to the life we’ll have in Heaven, a larval stage if
you will. It is against the will of God that you prolong this
incomplete stage of your development.”
“You are so unbelievably sick,” Desa told it.
“Girl, you must understand that our people think your
people are so unbelievably sick. Important people are
lobbying the captain stridently to wipe out the filthy, barbaric,
satanic hoards on this planet and cleanse it with fire for the
holy colonists of our seed who will come after us. And what
have you amounted to? A teenage tramp who pretends you
were a professor?”
“Pretends? Would you like me to show you my lab and
office? I could lead you there now. Would you like me to
introduce you to some of the others on the faculty? There are
probably quite a few still there around the campus. Would
you like to ask them if I pretend to be a professor? I wonder if
the three coppers I earned this session doing it are going to
evaporate? I wonder if the students I taught have suddenly
forgotten how to do their jobs?”
“So if you are a university professor, what do you teach?”
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“That drug in the paralysis antidote has taught you way
too much about me, if you want to chat, tell me what you
are.”
“I am Second Colonel Victoria McReady and I am second
in the biology department. We are tracing the evolutionary
history of life on this planet.”
“Yeah, I know. The second day I knew Alan we walked up
Nvednmere together and I told him all that. Not a lot of detail
but the general gist in layman’s terms.”
“We were grateful for that knowledge.”
“And in exchange,” her voice was rising a little, “you
forced him to leave me out there alone where I could have
been eaten by a theirops. There was one around at the time,
Alan saw it at the logging party. He told me how he was
ordered to kill me but would not. That was probably when he
decided he would leave you.”
“It was not I who issued those orders, nor was it the
commander I serve. The commander I serve let Alan get
away, he could have caught him last time, but it would have
endangered innocent native lives so he refused to do it even
though his mission failed and left us much worse off than we
were before. Not all of us have no heart. I solemnly swear to
you that you shall not be harmed except as required if you try
to interfere with his mission.”
They were going down hill somewhere. The view out of
this coach wasn’t great, there was a small window in each
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door, one ahead and one behind. They were facing backward
and had to turn around to see where they were going. They
were taking the streetcar tunnels northwest and down. They
were coming off of the hill. They rode for an hour thru
Yornakite Pinnacles and out West Spine all the way to the
spire. After that they came out onto a wide outdoor street
lined with twenty floors of balcony walls of apartment trees
on top of four to six floors of stone and crystal. It was still as
brightly lit as a khume, though Nightday was waning.
In another couple hours they crossed the Kimoneea on a
titanic bridge. This bridge was twenty stories above the water
and had a level for traffic in each direction. It was cast of
solid crystal and was at least a mile long with a mile of ramp
on each end. Beyond that, the street continued, seemingly a
mile wide itself, but relatively quiet at this time of the week.
It looked like a road in the industrial flats. Anyone back of
here with a little spare land would have a little shop of some
kind. Here along the avenue it still averaged twelve to twenty
stories and there were pedestrian bridges across on the third
or fourth floor every now and then.
Desa and Alan didn’t talk for hours. What they said to
each other they said with their hands upon each other’s arms
and legs. Desa wondered if Glenelle had really betrayed them
or if she would actually find a way to free them in the end?
She wanted to ask Alan about that, how good a friend was
she? Could they trust her? But she could not ask.
“Are we going to be allowed to eat or drink on this trip?”
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Alan asked as the city slipped deeper into Dawnsleep.
“We’ll get you something,” Alfred said. “As it gets late
and the crowds thin, we’ll find some cooks still out where
there’s a bathroom.” Then they lapsed into silence again.
“This is a very interesting culture,” Glenelle ventured.
“For one so primitive,” Victoria continued.
“It is not primitive,” Glenelle told her. “There is a very
fine understanding of ecology and efficiency going on in this
city. Our technology would have to undertake a starship
project to build as dense a population center as this. It has the
population of a megalopolis in the area of a metropolis.”
“It is a dark and scary place I think,” Victoria said,
“smelling of damp forests and caves. There is too much moss
in the deep places, and too many deeper places below them.
I’m glad we’re out where a map can be drawn again. I had to
let the system take over in there, my mind rebelled at trying
to understand the layout of that city.”
Alfred meanwhile had leaned out and talked to the driver.
Told him to be on the lookout for a place with a cook and a
bathroom. He stopped at the next intersection because they
were never really out of sight of a cook or even a real
restaurant along the avenue. There was a little street music
going on and quite a crowd. “No, not here, somewhere very
quiet where we will be alone.”
And they went on another half mile to a place where there
weren’t any pedestrian bridges and a marsh bordered the road
for awhile. Here there was a cook by a small dock in that
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marsh. Victoria reminded them that making a scene would do
them no good and might get innocent people killed. The cook
had one little lantern burned almost out and a caldron with
some embers under it and a few thin rolls bubbling tiredly.
They were greasy but spicy, and made with fresh yellowstripe or flufftail, not kvarit.
After eating and getting a chance to relieve themselves,
they rode on into the sleep. The driver soon stopped at a
stable and rented a fresh team. He personally bedded his own
team in the stableman’s paddock and took a walk down a side
alley a couple doors where the stableman told him he could
get a slap.
The androids did not let them out of the coach and warned
them about making any loud noises. They sat there silently,
holding each other, alone in mind but together in contact. She
knew she still had Alan with her because of that. Even though
these were his ‘people,’ he was with her in this. It was
because it was life against death at this point. No matter what
planet they were from, Alan and Desa were alive, the others
were risen from the dead somehow. No matter how alive they
might seem, they were ghosts and communicated thru the
spirit world, even if it was done via some kind of plutonic
technology.
They rode on thru Dawnsleep. Desa stayed on the side of
the coach farthest from Viktor and huddled with Alan. Alfred
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tried very hard to make conversation with her. So did the big
black one, Morgan or Glenelle. They thought they should all
treat it as a big game that they were being taken by force off
to a distant star where neither of them wanted to go. They
seemed to think that everyone should all still be friends. A
couple times Desa wound up yelling at Alfred and Viktor that
they were monsters, attacking innocent people with starships
and androids. But the dart guns came up as soon as she raised
her voice and she lapsed into stony silence for an hour.
They went thru another round of Viktor’s sobbing over,
‘How could Alan leave her.’ She made him let her come over
and get a hug from her son. She quizzed him on what kind of
wife Desa made for him.
“Besides being a great teacher, a wonderful lover,
interesting companion and exciting entertainer, she’s neat and
clean, a good cook and heart stoppingly beautiful as you can
see. She’s blunt and forthright but never mean. If she was of
our people she would be a colonel.”
“Not looking like this,” Viktor pointed.
Desa was actually in a Nightday robe and even had the
top closed. “What should I look like?”
“We don’t think an animal mane of hair is very
professional.”
“Neither of my employers agree with you,” Desa told her.
“There is no sense in arguing with them,” Alan told her.
“We should just stop responding to them and try and get some
sleep.”
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“Yes, that is good advice,” Alfred said.
They rode on in sullen silence. They huddled in the corner
on Glenelle’s side, still as far from Viktor as possible. They
couldn’t talk to each other, and Alan wouldn’t caress her
chest. They did get some fitful sleep thru Dawnsleep, the
androids appeared to sleep also. Alan knew that angels slept
but also knew they set alarms, and told her as much, in spite
of the fact that they could hear.
Chezhervizhod Koyahn
When she noticed that the last two times she stirred it
wasn’t quite as dark as the time before, she actually sat up.
The street now looked about like Yoonbarla circle, about six
floors of built, about six of grown. She could see that there
might be plots at the ends of the side streets, about a quarter
mile from this main road. They should now be about forty
miles from the city if they had maintained this pace thru the
sleep. Out here there would be plots, some non-urban people
might be found down the ends of the side streets. But on the
main roads it was still city, and would be along the rivers for
at least another hundred miles.
The street crossed a side stream with access to the
Kimoneea, there were a few twenty story buildings and some
pedestrian levels over the street and a nice plaza going down
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to the water where there were already a few kayaks pulled up.
The coach kept rumbling thru there, and soon it was back to
about four floors of built, six of grown again. A little later
they passed a mile of docks on the Kimoneea itself, a twenty
story wall above them that resembled downtown Lastriss,
docks and cargo on the level below them. After slowing down
for the traffic over those docks, they were off into the inner
plots again and this road stretched straight in front of them to
a vanishing point.
Alan was still asleep, but the androids knew she was
awake. Alfred’s eyes watched her look around at this predawn. They were out on Great Kimoneea Avenue she
suspected. She could almost think there was more in the way
his eyes watched her than a machine guarding its quarry the
way Viktor’s eyes were. Glenelle let her android sleep.
“Are you in love with Alan?” Alfred whispered.
“Oh absolutely,” she answered.
“Would you follow him to Earth? You don’t have to
answer right away, just think about that.”
Desa only nodded. She knew by now how utterly defeated
they were. She knew it was her fault also. She’d had
absolutely no resistance to that drug that Glenelle had mixed
with the antidote to the paralysis dart. The difference in the
way she felt today left no doubt in her mind as to what had
happened and why she had done what she did. Desa had
given Glenelle directions to find Alan. Because they were all
really in the starship, Glenelle had been able to tell Alfred and
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Viktor silently, or more likely, they were listening in on
Glenelle’s android’s ears.
The drug didn’t take over your mind and force you to
answer the questions asked, it made you think the person you
were with was your best friend in the world. Because that’s
what she had felt at the time. She remembered a surge of joy
at having a second friend from YingolNeerie. But now she
was sure that Glenelle had duped her utterly. They had played
the ‘good alien-bad alien’ routine on her perfectly and she
went for it as naively as a first decade child.
She sat there wallowing in shame for quite a while as the
coach rumbled ever deeper into the lightening flatlands of the
outer city. Alan might have gotten away if she hadn’t said
anything, hadn’t let them surprise her with that drug. Why did
Glenelle trick her into packing for a week if they were going
to YingolNeerie? That was a journey of half a century even in
their starship. Alan had told her that was a trip his flesh could
not have survived if he hadn’t been among Kassidorian
humans and been infected with the anti-aging viruses.
She balked at the thought of a journey that long. Half a
century ago she still lived in Dos. To sit on a starship that
long would erase her mind. She’d been many people since
then, professor, wandering minstrel, mother, adventurer,
logger’s garden-mate, mother again and now professor and
musician again. Perhaps they only meant to take her on a
week’s journey to the starship and would leave her there. Or
kill her there?
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If they only took Alan, that was disaster for him, how
much for her? She would miss him with anguish. ‘Let’s face
it Desa,’ she told herself, ‘you haven’t been so in love with
anyone since Rendrak.’ When this tape was finished she
really meant to spend more time with Alan. She still hadn’t
told Lesahr and Wuffs that she meant to leave the band when
the tape was done, but they seemed to sense it and were
stretching the process out and being too perfectionist. She
would miss them less, she thought, as days went by, she
would miss Alan more.
Which would she prefer? To go with him to YingolNeerie
or live here without him? A decade ago if they had captured
him when they tried on the Lhar, it would have been no
decision at all. She might have shed a tear as his ship
departed and she waved goodbye from Vyinga’s raft. She
would have talked about what a sweet kid he really was for
the remainder of the voyage to Zhlindu. Now? Now she
couldn’t imagine not sharing a home with Alan. He’d paid for
half her yandrille, he’d supported all her plans, including the
audio equipment history exhibit she’d helped him build for
the department lobby. Alan liked all her friends and she liked
all his. She still had the guilt over raising him to be the lover
she wanted, but that’s just what she had done hadn’t she?
But YingolNeerie? A land of force and slavery and a life
of nothing but a vicious quest for dominance where everyone
must constantly strive beyond all possible need? That was a
land lost to great evil like the dark lands in the wars of magic.
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Not to mention that journey of half a century. Thirty times as
long as she had been with Alan so far. More than the time
since she left Dos.
As soon as there was a cook out, they stopped. There was
a tiny pasture here for a penny and the driver turned the kedas
out. There was a little peninsula out into a marsh with a table
on it. The table was just two end stones and four boards
which were each half a small trunk. There actually were a
couple kayaks dragged all the way up here and roped to the
endstones. Young hullvine covered most of the remainder of
the water. Kayak hull growing was an important part of the
water filtration system of the ecology in this area. Like lon
and enthora on the Lhar side.
From their breakfast table the hill was as big as your hand
stretched out flat away from you at the end of your arm, just
laying on the horizon a quarter of the way south of rising
Kortrax. The texture of that mountain was so intricate and
fine. As she looked at it she realized for the first time that the
city would have to provide the most complex possible surface
to be able to get enough air circulation to prevent suffocation
of its inhabitants in the deep places.
“Your facilities this morning are over there in those tall
reeds,” Alfred told them as he pointed to those just the land
side of the hullvine roots. “The sink is right there where those
kayaks are dragged up.”
She had to hunker down pretty far in those reeds before
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the people in the upper stories of the houses along this creek
couldn’t see her. They would still know what she was doing,
and that was more than she wanted to advertise. This stunt did
not win points for Alfred with her.
After that they rumbled on, farther into the plots. Viktor
interrogated Alan on everything that had happened to him
since Alfred failed to pick him up off Vyinga’s raft. Alan
started the narration by showing her the bump where the bone
in his foot had healed crooked and the scar on his ankle where
the thonga had clawed him. He flared up big about the
dangers they faced from prowling theirops in the darkness,
the leese, the kranjan, the hakkens and the quibarta. He let his
mother know just how much danger his father’s stunt had put
them in and how much knowledge of the biota they had
missed.
By then the driver needed to change teams again and
down another slap. There was a bit of a delay for some paper
signing and pressing of stamps since the team being
exchanged was also a rental team. During the whole time
Alfred peered nervously from the carriage door and Viktor
kept reminding them how important it was that they stay quiet
and peaceful while this transaction was made. “We just stay
completely aloof and reclusive,” Viktor told him, “like you
were supposed to do instead of getting involved with the
natives. But please continue, you must have been living in
that city for years even though you had a hard time getting
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there.”
“A few years over a decade as I count years now,” Alan
said.
He told her about all the great years he had living
peacefully and prosperously in Zhlindu. This started with his
first encounter with fuming purple yaag and the Rikavik,
went thru Desa becoming a professional teacher again and
him getting a business going and opening up a shop. He told
about the sports, many friends, the music, the food and how
he felt like a part of it instead of locked away in a jar seeing
everyone from behind screens. It ended up with Desa
becoming a rock star and his discovery of a high quality real
ceramic knitting machine in perfect condition.
Then he went on to tell of how much danger his father
had put him in once again when he tried to shoot him with a
paralysis dart when he was seventy feet above the stone floor
and excrement pile of that abandoned area, clinging to a
slanted roof. Alfred or Viktor said nothing to each other that
any of them could hear, but Desa was sure Viktor’s ghost was
saying plenty to Alfred’s ghost that they could not hear. Desa
had understood when Alan told her their souls remained on
the starship above. The androids remained silent on the far
side of the coach, the side facing forward. Desa didn’t see
them as three humans sitting across the coach, she saw three
machines disguised as humans that might be communicating
with the ghosts of human souls in the starship high above
Narrulla. The Instinct has to depend on the human
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consciousness to recognize a fellow human. She knew she
could damage these machines if she could find a way to do
so. She knew it would not harm their souls, if their souls were
even real.
After this silence had drawn on for awhile, Viktor asked
Alan, “Have you ever thought of us since you threw your
phone away?”
“You couldn’t count the times,” Alan told her. “It was
always, ‘I should tell them about this,’ ‘they should know
this,’ ‘they should know that.’ You have missed so much,
especially since I got to the city. The cities are where all the
technology is on this world, inside that wall of jungle.”
“What technology do they have?”
“Do you want to know what the first good-paying job I
got here was?” Alan asked them.
“Go on,” Glenelle said, “what was your first paying job?”
“Assembling remote controlled fiber-optic light projectors
and real-time video mixers.”
“Back there in that jungle mountain thing?” Glenelle
asked.
“Deep in that jungle-mountain thing,” Alan said. “That’s
what they call a city in this culture.”
“They call much less than that a city in this culture,” Desa
told them. “Most people I’ve known in my life would call this
a city street. This is a city street in Dos. We’re getting close to
country, I think I’ve seen some down some of the side streets,
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but we’re not in it ourselves. But there are gradations of
habitation, there’s wilderness, country, city and Zhlindu.”
“Why did you throw us away?” Viktor asked.
“Do you think I don’t know you can detect the
deactivated phone? Haven’t you got it yet that I will do
anything within my power to stay here, other than get
innocent people killed.”
“Why Alan?” Viktor asked, “What is so special about this
ball of mud as opposed to any of those of our home?”
“There are two very important distinctions to this
particular ball of mud as opposed to all others in the
universe.”
“And what are they?”
“First and foremost, Desa is on this one.”
“She’s as portable as you are,” Alfred pointed out.
“Second, this is the one I’m at in the flesh.”
“And what does that have to do with it?”
“This flesh will not last the trip back to YingolNeerie, we
all know that.”
Actually we don’t all know that. Desa knew Alan’s flesh
most certainly would last the trip back to YingolNeerie unless
they ran out of air or water or food or something like that.
“But you will ascend, you may wish to live out your
mortal years and that is commendable. As Alfred has hinted,
we are prepared to let you bring Desa with you and since she
is clearly a successful person in her society,” she shot her a
look that said she was only saying that and didn’t really
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believe it. “We could welcome her triumphantly in a grand
wedding…“
“Do you understand that there is no way Desa and I can
get into the Cathedral of Theocracy?”
Alan seemed to have stumped her there. It must mean that
this Cathedral of Theocracy was something that only existed
in the dimension where the Angels lived. Viktor actually
didn’t think about that it seemed. Wasn’t she actually thinking
that she and Alan would come on the ship as Angels? Desa
had no desire to do that, to her it meant her flesh’s death. No,
she and Alan are flesh down on a water world, not up in space
as crystals that only dreamed their lives.
“Oh Alan I’m sorry,” Viktor said, “Of course you’d want
to live out your mortal lives first. You probably don’t want to
wait to marry until the Afterlife.”
“You don’t get it do you? In my view, if you take me back
you’re killing me. No matter how slowly, you’re killing me.
Because one can’t be an Angel until one has died can one?”
“Ascending is not dying.” Viktor told him.
“But I believe it is.”
Desa noticed Viktor recoil in shock and Alfred and
Glenelle both wince.
“I don’t doubt that you have a soul ma, that’s not what
I’m saying, I’m saying your soul is a new soul. You are a
clone of Victoria Bartleman actually, since your pattern died
with your first husband’s name.”
Viktor sucked in breath in shock. “How dare you use that
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word on me! I share a lot more than Victoria Bartleman’s
genes, I share everything she learned thruout life.”
“But she experienced death, what is resurrected is a new
soul, a copy of the previous soul, but not the same soul.”
“You can’t believe that!” she shouted, oblivious to the
coachman’s ears.
“I wholly believe that,” Alan said, not quite loud enough
to be overheard.
“You know she can have you excommunicated for
blasphemy for that statement,” Glenelle told him.
“I figured I’d excommunicated myself from the church
way back when I left the expedition.”
“Have you adopted some native religion?” Alfred asked
him.
“No.”
“What is your religion?” Glenelle asked Desa.
“First let me tell you I don’t concentrate on religion a lot
in my life. I’m a realist I guess, in that I believe that we and
the universe we are in, is real. But I also think there was some
design, otherwise it wouldn’t have come out so good. I think
the universe was carefully designed so life would occur and it
would keep getting prettier as it evolved. I don’t think God
tinkers with day to day outcome of individual things like
some prayerist religions do. I believe that if we observe the
universe God made for us carefully, we will discover her rules
and learn to use them to live well within her. Because I guess
if I had to pick how God would be personified, I would say
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the universe is the body of God.
“Alan has told me how your machines capture souls and I
believe you only copy the last impression they made after
they’re gone. I think God made sure we can’t know what
happens to the soul itself. Either existence ceases entirely or
natural law won’t permit us to find out what occurs. What I
personally believe is that the creation of consciousness is why
God made/is the material universe but I have no idea what her
goal is. Churches or denominations are about guessing what
God wants from us. Does she even continue ‘running’ our
souls when we die, harvesting them like you ghosts? Or is it
possible she is deriving her nourishment from the ‘running’ of
any conscious soul within her, so you could think of
conscious minds as her ‘mitochondria’ in a spiritual sense? I
tend to believe more in that theory of religion myself.”
“So you don’t belong to an organized religion?” Viktor
asked her.
“Personally I don’t go to religious rituals much or read
much religious matter. Not too many people ask me about
religion in my daily life and not too many people I know
participate in religious rituals.”
“So you are against organized religion?”
“What do you mean by ‘organized religion’?” Desa asked.
“A church with regular services and committees with an
ordained minister or pastor.”
“A church is like their own building, like a temple?” Desa
asked.
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“Yes, big enough to allow the congregation inside to
watch the service. But a church is not just the building, it is
the beliefs of the congregation that uses that temple.”
“Is there like some kind of show put on by the priests?”
Desa asked.
“Not a show, a service.”
“But it is something you watch?”
“Yes,” Viktor said.
“I’ve seen those. There’s some person from the church’s
inspired prophets that stands on a high podium and harangues
for an hour or more?”
“Yes, though harangue is an inappropriate translation.”
“Well, I understand a lot more about Alan now. I give you
even more credit for doing as well as you did,” she told him.
“You people actually take that kind of religion seriously?”
“What kind?” Viktor asked.
“The lecturing preacher kind.”
“But of course? What kind of religion do you consider
serious? The kind with human sacrifices? Or drunken
orgies?”
“Alan has taught me those concepts. The witch burnings
on this world all happened before the birth of Jesus in your
ancestral lands, and drunken orgies I may enjoy, but don’t
take them to be serious religion either. No, to me serious
religion takes years of study, like anything serious. Religious
study takes contemplative techniques for searching the human
soul learned from masters in isolated places with restricted
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contact with the mundane world. For many it means the use
of serious drugs, stuff I wouldn’t touch myself and should
never be tried unsupervised without years of training and
conditioning.”
“Sounds like something from Tibet.”
“Alan told me that Tibet is one of the places with the most
serious religion on your planet,” Desa said, “something like
the Lumpral basin is here.”
Viktor was pure blank on that. “Alan, I don’t know the
names of the basin’s here in their native language,” Viktor
said. “I know them by coordinates on the charts, the ones I
taught you.”
“Lumpral is two basin’s west of here, the one with the
deepest point on the planet,” Alan told her.
“It’s a long way for us,” Desa told them, “as far as Kunae
and back was for your people.”
“You already know that the expedition is coming back?”
“Oh it’s all over the astronomical journals and some
layman’s science magazines have picked it up,” Desa told
them. “I would guess thirty percent of the basin’s population
is following those reports.”
“There have been some old and new pictures of Gordon’s
Lamp published,” Alan continued, “and the telescopes used
are more than good enough to let me recognize Gordon’s
Lamp.”
“Kelvin’s not going to like this,” Alfred told them.
Then the androids were silent, and Alan said, “They are
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talking or arguing with each other back in virtual space. They
can still hear us and know I know they can hear us.”
“I feel like I’m caught in the War’s of Magic,” Desa told
him.
“It’s still physics, just higher energy physics.”
“What area on the planet get’s these publications?” Viktor
asked.
“Most of the Zhlindu basin, maybe not all the areas out in
the Tduun deep,” Alan answered.
“Do you think the remainder of the planet knows as
much?” Glenelle asked.
“The whole planet sees the same sky,” Desa told them.
“Maybe way up towards Tthmuurng on the north and Trastrab
on the south they might find it a little hard to see all the way
around the belly of the planet towards Narrulla.”
“But you have only actually attacked in the Zhlindu
basin,” Alan added. “It first appeared in the popular press
when Luray wrote about the shuttlecraft attack on the Lhar.”
Desa noticed that Alfred was getting more and more quiet
as this conversation wore on. There were plenty of silences
during which he could have been saying things for Angel’s
ears only, or other Angels could have been saying things to
him. Alan had made sure she understood this concept, even
though they could listen to him telling her. She understood it,
and made sure he knew that she understood it, even though
they could hear her telling him.
“Don’t think it was the previous mission that was the big
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mistake,” Alan told them, “this one is going to be front page
news. There hasn’t been a forcible kidnapping on this planet
in thousands of years. This is going to be BIG, BIG, BIG in
the press. This will get world-wide attention now.”
“That detective won’t have any problem figuring out what
happened to us and that Luray was right about you,” Desa
added. “Everyone who ever laid eyes on you will be offered a
book deal.”
They noticed Alfred’s posture become better when they
said that and the other two became more down. They all
lapsed into a long silence and stared out the small windows.
Morningday lightened more and more, thickly overcast
and misty and still with a slight chill on the traditional first
week of spring. This was still an area where lots of kayaks
were grown, with lots of hull farms down the ends of streets
on the water side of this main road. There were still plenty of
streetcars clattering along in both directions and the road was
still in pretty good shape. There were still no households
bordering this street that grew more food than they ate, not by
any means. They were still pretty close to the Kimoneea, on
the edge of the actual flood plain it seemed. The average
height of the buildings on the edge of this street seemed to be
six floors. When the meander of the river came close to this
road, buildings might get to twenty stories, bump ‘n rolls like
she had seen on the Lhar. There were some other big
apartment clumps now and then, a quarter mile away at the
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waterfront.
After the silence had worn on for awhile Viktor asked
Alan, “How could you want to live in this?”
“In what? A beautiful city full of beautiful music with
good food, good friends, with a nice home in a convenient
and friendly neighborhood? Oh torture me more.”
“You have no electricity, no dataport, do you have sewers,
clean water?”
“Water and sewer and piped gas are available in our
neighborhood, compressed air is also available via pipe and
meter in the industrial levels.”
“That’s rather interesting,” Glenelle said.
“Yes, and gas is also available down there. It costs us over
two irons a year for cooking and hot water in our home. The
bathroom, bedroom and shower we have in our home back
where she caught us…” he pointed to Glenelle in Morg’s
android. “…is much more comfortable than my chamber on
the ship.”
“I can vouch for him on that. They had a nice roomy
place, quite stylish in the native way. My grandparents paid
seventeen million a month for a place in Hialeah that wasn’t
as nice. I know the lights were just lanterns and candles but I
could see the place. You could have fifteen or twenty people
over and not be real crowded where they lived.”
“Where we would like to still live,” Desa added.
“Why wouldn’t you want to come back to a modern life
Alan?”
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“Because my flesh won’t get there, I thought we just went
thru that. Whether I think it’s better or not is immaterial, it
takes a hundred years to get there, I’m twenty six now, us
religious fanatics from Earth don’t tinker with God’s
appointed hour and I think I’ve proved my case.”
“Only if you’re a non-believer,” Victoria huffed.
“Which I am, as I’ve been trying to tell you.”
“But Alan!” Viktor gasped, “you can be expelled from the
Church for that.”
“And from the expedition too I hope. Please expel me.
Please refuse to ever let me set foot on any piece or part of
Gordon’s Lamp again. Can’t you get it Ma? It’s not about
you, it’s about simple survival. And it’s better than simple
survival here Ma, it’s better than the mortal life you told me
about back home, even on the reserve. If you were flesh
you’d never go back, trust me on this Ma. Your mortal life
sounded like one long worry about program cuts and budget
battles. Here you not only have the power to be as beautiful
as you want, you can actually dare to use it.”
“And what is your life like? What do you worry about?”
Viktor asked him as sincerely as a rubber and metal
contraption could. “What have you amounted to on this alien
planet in this city of sex, drugs and rock and roll?” in an acid
tone. She had to admit these machines could act just like
humans when nastiness was desired.
“I’ve got a little business going restoring machines and
either renting them out or selling them. If I never restore
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another machine to production but just maintain the ones I
have rented, I have no financial problems and can live here
doing that as long as I want. I have several good friends,
including the guy who gave me my first job and was going to
do the lights for Desa’s performance four weeks from now.
We like our neighbors and see them all the time. I’ve restored
a little architectural gem that was lost to the centuries many
stories below us. I mean below the home you stole us from.”
Victoria cut right into him with, “You cannot make me
feel any guilt for what I’m doing to you, Alan Larkin, after
you deserted us and made your parents, the people who raised
you to manhood, look like total imbeciles. Your father staked
his past and future career on you to let you go down to the
surface. Colonel Bovok stuck his neck way out too for that
mission. A lot of the reason he stuck his neck out for you was
his personal feeling for you. He thought you would make a
fine young soldier with the proper training. He felt your
desertion deeply. He never said anything, never one harsh
word, and they are still polite, but it has never been the
same.”
“Do you think the purpose of my life is to support your
social position among other small currents of electrons in an
artificial asteroid somewhere in outer space?”
“Do you think I’m being selfish to want to stay in contact
with my own son?”
“This isn’t ‘staying in contact,’ this is kidnapping in the
laws of your nation.”
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“You are a military deserter being apprehended, if you’d
like to know your legal standing,” Alfred told him.
“I consider it kidnapping. And of course it is selfish. I’m
old enough that you have no legal control over me as a
mother in any nation or state you care to name.”
“As a military deserter we have legal control over you and
the duty to carry it out,” Alfred pointed out.
“So are you speaking to me as my superior officers or my
parents?”
“We have been both since you were eighteen.”
They were on a wide causeway now, farm wagons
streamed in the other direction. In the water were young hulls
with enthora filling the spaces between. The mist had burned
off the water by now and there were a few people paddling
about checking the hulls for ripeness. There was a humpback
bridge in the middle that let quite a bit of kayak traffic thru.
There were some plank-ups on poles beside the causeway
after that, and they didn’t get to see much more of that
lagoon. By the time the banks were solid ground again, there
were two story stone commercial spaces with four to six
floors of grown residential above it.
“Why couldn’t talking on the phone be enough contact?
It’s almost as much contact as I can have with you while
moldering in that survival chamber in your specimen lab.”
“Because you threw it away.”
“Because you attacked!” Alan said. “How many times do
we have to go around this? I’d just made a nice long report
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just a few days before. I had the phone all disguised as a
ship’s pin so you could just hang out and watch life. If you
weren’t so uptight about letting people know you’re from
outer space, you could even participate in the conversations.
They’re all ‘oooh’ and ‘wow’ at first but once you tell them
what it’s like out there, nobody cares that much. And now that
there are a few people who already know, you could converse
with them. You can get closer to my world by phone than I
can get to yours. You could have had friends here if you
would just allow it.”
“I remember that report,” Glenelle said. “That’s when we
found out the natives can read memories.”
“And also found out they can’t tell if mine are real or
synthetic. So you have your military case that I’m a military
deserter,” Alan said, “but you have no moral ground as a
mother for what you’re doing. And why should you feel like
such a mother to me, when all you did was animate the
android trying to raise a randomly chosen zygote?”
Viktor went rigid at this. Not rigid the way a human
would, but rigid the way a machine would if it was turned off.
She noticed Alfred did also.
“That struck a nerve,” Desa told Alan.
“One more sensitive than I would have expected,”
Glenelle said. “She has retreated to her home space crying
hysterically.” She paused, then continued, “Alfred does not
think you need to be made privy to their personal problems.
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He will be back with you soon.”
“We shouldn’t be privy to our family problems?” Alan
was incredulous. “I thought we were being dragged by force
to participate in these family problems?”
“Alan I don’t know, Alfred’s still paying some attention to
us, but he’s trying to calm Vic. She hasn’t been herself lately,
these past few years. This base is a very small environment
here with just the three of us.”
“What if I agreed to take a new phone and stay in touch?”
“The main expedition’s on its way back, is almost here in
fact...”
“We know, the press is following that, remember,” Desa
said.
Glenelle ignored that. “...the main drive’s been shut down,
they’re on ions already. We won’t be staying long after that,
just the few weeks to turn around.”
“You’ve got to be kidding me,” Alan and Desa both said
at once. “The captain’s so afraid of this planet that he’s not
going to let anyone learn anything more about it?” Alan
finished.
“I hope it’s not worse. There are important people in the
church who believe this planet is too immoral and dangerous
to survive. They see it as a threat to the Afterlife itself.”
This was the second time she’d alluded to ending the
world. Any civilization that could make a dead world
habitable would also be able to make a habitable world dead
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would they not? The coldness in her gut over that was
bottomless. ‘Am I the keybearer of my age?’ she wondered. If
Desa gets spirited off to YingolNeerie or even killed, it is not
so great a disaster as the whole world being destroyed. Desa
still could not really feel how frightened she knew she should
be by the fact that they were abducting her by force, that in
itself was just too unreal for her to understand. The notion of
the whole world being wiped clean of life just didn’t fit into
her mind at all.
She knew of the times in history when people talked
about consequences so bad the whole world would get
destroyed. Even if they had come true, which never actually
happened, what they were really talking about getting
destroyed was a whole basin, or at least all human life in a
whole basin. These people talked in terms of planets. Whole
planets being destroyed. ‘I guess that’s not so disastrous if
you have no conscience and forty billion deaths don’t bother
you,’ she thought. ‘What’s another planet more or less if you
can just get some company to make you a few new ones.’
Why should she be caught up in an adventure such as this,
in a battle with ghost machines from outer space with the fate
of the whole world at stake? ‘Because you fell in love with
someone from outer space, you ninny,’ she thought. She’d
brushed off Marcue’s warning, as well as Alore’s. Oh it was
oooh, ahhh, fun at first, a cute little sci-fi tale. It got a little
scary when the starship itself attacked, but these machines
disguised as humans and haunted by ghosts, this was horror
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on the level of man-eating toilets and assassin dactyls. And
now, as if that wasn’t enough, let’s obliterate the whole world.
Desa knew how it was possible, Alan had talked about it with
her on several occasions. It didn’t seem fair that a few tons of
force applied to the right asteroid in the right direction for the
right amount of time could exterminate life on a whole planet,
but she could understand it more easily than she could
understand how they made ghosts in silicon crystals.
She wished she couldn’t understand it, she wished she
was intellectually oblivious to all that was going on here and
never got involved. Kaha’s, ‘Oh wow, you came here on a
starship! Can I have a ride?’ hadn’t held Alan’s interest. Her
discussions with him about what it meant to the future of both
their civilizations had. But now, would her actions affect the
survival of the whole world? She really wasn’t ready for that
much additional responsibility when she agreed to teach this
youngster to read. “I can’t believe they would seriously
contemplate killing billions,” Desa said to Glenelle.
“Bishop Rendellyn says he has a theological proof that
there are no souls on this planet,” Glenelle told them.
“He can have a proof there are no Christial souls at best,”
Alan said, “There are obviously many souls on this planet,
you see them all around you, there goes one now bringing her
load of fresh lorv into town. That person driving by on that
wagon right now is real, she has a life, people she loves,
dreams, personal problems to overcome, opinions on things.
And there are Christian souls on this planet, souls who
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believe their souls are saved, no matter how many thousands
of years from now, because a biological descendent of God
himself died for them as a mortal and was resurrected. If you
make that fine a distinction on what you mean by Christ, this
world has probably only had seventeen, but eleven of them
were in the Lumpral basin.”
“How would you know so much of this world’s religion?”
Alfred asked him as his android came back to life. He had
either calmed Viktor or just left her there, because her android
did not re-animate.
“By looking it up. I went to the library of one of the most
respected religious universities in the city. I looked up
crucifixionists, as this world labels those who believe the
death of a mortal descendent of God is what makes them
holy.
“There are hundreds of Crucifixionist religions and the
university’s library had an aisle on them. Again, they are
concentrated in the Lumpral basin, but found in Yondure,
Korst and Kshoned a lot also. In fact it is believed that the
main religion in the Darssar sub-basin is a Crucifixionist
religion. I had to skim thru them all to find out if they were
resurrected. It took an afterlunch, but I wanted to find out. I
wanted to report about it also. I wanted you to understand that
some of the people here believe just as you do and live
peacefully with the billions of others here who don’t.”
“But you threw us away,” Alfred repeated.
“Because you attacked us,” Alan repeated.
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They glowered at each other. How much they looked like
father and son, the way father and son would argue. Father
and son in a headstrong and outspoken family. Desa
understood how they might look like father and son if the
father is ephemeral. He would be later in his life by now. Of
course she was looking at a mechanical replica of what his
father might have looked like as an aging ephemeral. It was a
good replica, it looked like aging ephemerals did in the few
pictures of them that survived. She knew it was a machine but
it was something you could converse with and feel like you
were conversing with someone, not a voice in a speaking
tube. But it was someone already sagging, slumping under the
pull of gravity, shriveling under the sun like a fruit you should
have picked last week.
“We should get them some lunch,” Glenelle said. “There’s
a good spot here.”
“Well tell him,” Alfred said.
“He’s on your side.”
And they were beyond that spot. But Alfred did lean out
and converse with the driver. He asked if a side street might
let them find another rest stop. The driver knew of someplace.
There was a big bathroom maintained by the fish packers on
the creek coming up. They could make a separate stop for
food.
The androids made a big to-do about security so Alan and
Desa had no chance to get away. At least there was a good
wash basin here, but she wished they had stopped here in the
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morning. As Glenelle escorted Desa to a stall and back she
told her not to worry, that everything was going well and they
wouldn’t be going back to YingolNeerie. She said to just play
along and have a nice visit and wait for the right time.
They couldn’t talk to each other about it, but Alan told her
that Glenelle had said the same thing to him with the flick of
an eyebrow. With her eyebrow she replied that she believed
none of it. Alan’s eyebrow agreed with hers on that.
A little later a couple hot gat rolls were passed in the
window at a wide crossroads with big awnings out and a
couple rows of trees in the square. There were some stone
buildings up to six stories tall here and even eight stories
grown on top. As they rattled on out of this courtyard, the
driver grabbed another slap.
He shouldn’t have. The kedas insisted on stopping for
their lunch at a troth a little farther along. She noticed that
team rentals were not available here, but they shouldn’t need
it because a team will usually go thru the whole light with
only a few meal stops. The week was beginning to get warm
by the time the kedas were fed and watered.
They were not allowed out of the coach. The driver
questioned them on that, said there was a nice little keggeria a
block down. Alfred told him they would wait in the coach
where it was comfortable. The coachman shrugged his
shoulders and strolled off.
“He’s advertised as the best long-haul coachman around,”
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Alfred told them.
“I’ve never been out this far,” Alan told them, “I’ve only
been to where it’s flat when we go to the beach. That’s the
only time I’ve been off the hill since I first got to the city.”
They were here almost an hour. The driver had downed a
quick cup and hugged a girl good-bye as he came back to the
coach. He was a short, well built guy with curly bronze hair.
He hitched the hired kedas up expertly, not too friendly to the
unfamiliar animals, showing them enough respect, enough
affection with a quick, vigorous scratch and enough authority.
Then he was up above Desa’s head again, and they rumbled
off again, farther from the city and farther from the river.
An hour rumbled by. It was a farm road into the city now.
Still technically city along this road, usually commercial
space fronted the street and most buildings were still three to
six floors of grown housing. The side streets here looked like
the street in Yoonbarla at Knume’s house except that they
were perfectly straight and the ground was perfectly flat. You
could smell the fields from here, and the fragrance of flowers
other than larorlie, spring-blooming flowers that promised
heavy tables rather than soaring heads.
Once they were moving the weather wasn’t too bad. Desa
was getting rather sore from all the sitting in this coach. They
tried to stretch out beside each other a little on the wide seat.
Viktor’s breath caught once, like maybe she thought they
were going to make love right there in front of them? Fat
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chance lady.
The sleep hadn’t been the best, that and the boredom must
have put her back to sleep again because when she woke they
were turning off into a smaller, but still substantial road
tending a little more toward the west. There was a bit of
congestion at the intersection because of a big hall of some
kind with bridges to its second floor balcony around three
sides of the square. The new road they were on soon settled
down to be a row of urban businesses along that road, plots
down all the side streets. The side streets were lined with
fences, many of which were heavy with the blooms of yoolin
and margotty. Usually the businesses had homes above. In a
few places they were behind. They passed over a small stream
that was lined with pedestrian walks and a few stories of
apartments and busy with kayaks. They were now in the inner
plots.
They moved right along on this road. It wasn’t quite as
straight as the other, but it was wide enough for traffic to
pass, and there were quite a few farm wagons about.
The afterlunch wore on, and by supper time the kedas
were drooping their eyes in complaint. They turned off onto a
narrow country lane, more like the path to Myimpaden than
one of Yoonbarla’s main streets. None of them saw what sign
the driver was responding to. It could have been a scent sign
the kedas were responding to. This lane was just wide enough
for the coach to get thru, any pedestrians had to retreat into
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gateways, the flowers on the vines flapped in thru the
windows on both sides. Most houses had little decorated
courtyards in front of them. Everything was so choked with
vines it was hard to tell where the fences ended and the
houses began. The houses on this lane had gardens, probably
big enough to supply all but the staples, about like Yoonbarla.
“This is a typical street in the inner plots,” she told Alan.
“There’s a million miles of streets like this within five
hundred miles of Zhlindu.” She didn’t care that the haunted
machines knew that also.
This lane wound and twisted and a couple times it was a
little tight getting thru, but after nearly half a mile, their
driver stopped and spoke briefly with someone in the house at
the very end of the street. His garden gate opened out into a
wide pasture with some shade along a small stream that
wandered lost and confused in search of downhill. He pulled
the carriage up in the shade by the stream and unhitched the
team.
“Those critters can’t go farther sir,” the driver said, “And
neither can I. It’s been three shifts now and I’m done in. I’d
appreciate it if you’d bring me back a roll when you go out.”
With that he spread a blanket in the deepest shade under the
carriage and went immediately to sleep.
“Where will we find food?” Glenelle asked.
“Back on the main road for sure,” Desa told her,
“probably within a few blocks.”
“We should have thought of this before we got here,”
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Viktor said, popping back to animation.
“We’ll be happy to find some,” Desa said.
“No doubt you would,” the ghost machine icily replied,
“but I think I will go,” she said from Morg’s mouth. It was
uncanny how Desa knew as soon as she switched androids
that it was her. “Glenelle may use that android to interact with
you while I’m gone,” she said, pointing at the one she used to
occupy. “Alfred will stay and watch you.”
“Anything in particular?” they heard her ask the driver.
“Yeah, a cup of their greenest and anything fat and plain,
spring lon if they don’t list it with a star. Tuvee-bean’s my
favorite but I wouldn’t expect them this close to water.” They
heard the clink as he handed over his road cup. It was closer
to wide-mouth big-bellied flask than well-capped mug.
They heard Morg’s big android move up the lane with an
unfamiliar driver, she could hear the difference in its walk
since Glenelle was in it. Glenelle was the next to speak, in
Viktor’s android. “Where are we?” she asked Desa.
“Out in the inner plots to the northwest of Zhlindu, I
guess close to a hundred miles by now, at least eighty. I
would think you’d have a telescopic picture of us from outer
space and know exactly where we are.” From here the
mountain was about the size of the pad of your thumb held
out at arm’s length, about a week’s sail on a lazy river.
“We can see the spot, but not the meaning. What is this
field?”
“Somebody’s field, probably the guy the driver stopped
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and talked with.”
“Why are we here?”
“To rest and pasture the kedas. They will graze now while
we sleep. They will sleep some, but they are adapted to
weeks, not days. We’re stopping for Noonsleep, they are
stopping for a lazy lunch.”
“Who authorized it?”
“I would guess the owner, when the coachman talked to
him.”
“Why would he do that?” the ghost of Glenelle asked
from the machine she knew as Viktor, Alan’s mechanical
mother. The way her machine’s undercarriage was bent would
not allow a real human to sit and speak calmly.
“It’s his business,” Desa answered her. It was so strange
to have to answer questions so obvious as that.
“What keeps any other team from just pulling down here
and grazing?”
“The gate we went thru. I’d guess he gave the owner a ten
to camp here. I doubt he’d open that gate for less. There’s
only room for two or three teams in this field if he wants to
keep it this lush.”
“What prevents someone from climbing over and opening
it? If someone did, what can he do about it?” Glenelle, in
Viktor’s android, asked.
“The Instinct doesn’t protect your kedas,” Desa said.
Alan continued, “The neighbors and all the paying
customers will almost always side with the owner and you
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just won’t accomplish what you tried to.”
“This is a nice place too,” Desa said, “there’s a stone
outhouse down that end and the pasture’s quite lush.”
Glenelle was able to use the android’s arms to drag it over
close to the door to get a look at what she was talking about.
It was shady over there, but not far from the water. There
were more people in the water than could graze kedas in this
field, so that was facilities for them also.
It was already getting hot in the coach. All four windows
were without glass but even so the coach was starting to seem
like an oven. She was sweating, but it wasn’t really serious
yet. Kortrax was just getting to the top of his arch. She was
worried about how it would be as Noonsleep wore on.
She wondered if these ‘angels’ had gotten complacent.
Alfred still had his dart launcher in the pocket beside him.
Glenelle’s was in the pouch beside her also. They were each
at a door. Glenelle’s android would not be able to pursue
them, Alfred’s would. Alfred had another object similar to the
dart launcher but without the dart. It had some sort of crystal
in the end instead. She had seen the Morgan android take
such an object from the Viktor android when it left to get the
food.
Desa thought she could grab the dart launcher from the
crippled android before it could react. She noticed that their
reaction time was slower since Narrulla was out of the sky. It
would be rising soon, so if they were going to try something,
now was the time. If she and Alan also had another dimension
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that they could converse in, they could coordinate their
actions and Alan could go for Alfred’s dart launcher at the
same time. As it was, she would have to depend on Alan to
notice what she was doing and go for Alfred’s weapon as
soon as he saw her jump. Alan however, had his head back as
if he was resting. He hadn’t taken the nap that she had it
seemed.
At last the big android returned, almost an hour after
leaving. All had spring lon rolls, definitely without the star.
The driver loved them, but was told there was no yaag there,
be glad you got water. He was none too keen on that, took his
cup, downed some of the water, poured the rest out, and set
off up the lane in search of something acceptable to put in it.
Viktor looked like she wanted to command him to get
back here, but knew how that would have to escalate before
she could gain any leverage. Desa realized how frustrated the
androids were getting with the fact that no one knew they
were supposed to be afraid of them. They could lead some
people around sometimes with sufficient amounts of money,
but most people wouldn’t understand the concept of threats of
force, and would actually have to be forced, one at a time.
“I just want to let you know,” Glenelle said from Viktor’s
android, “That Victoria has decided, as ranking officer, to
retain the undamaged android for her use. So plan
accordingly. When you’re talking to one of us in particular I
mean.”
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Desa thought she knew what that meant. All bet’s were off
as far as getting any help from Glenelle. So would it be a
slow death on a starship to YingolNeerie or a quick one at the
hands of these ghosts?
Viktor used the big android to escort them to the
bathroom. They got to talk to no one.
“I understand,” Viktor said, “that is traditional for you
natives to sleep now around the middle of your daylight
hours.”
“Noonsleep we call it.”
“We will let you sleep.”
“We can’t sleep in here,” Alan told her, “we’ll die. It will
get to a hundred twenty in here before we wake up.”
“We have no intention of letting you slip away.”
“You can see us.”
“We cannot let you.”
“Then just kill me now ma and don’t make me suffer for
hours first.” With that he got up and opened the door. The big
hand of Morgan’s android came out and gripped his wrist.
Alan stared at it. “You’re killing me, it’s just a matter of
when.”
The hand let go, and they got out and lay under the coach
also. The androids left both doors open and watched from
both. They had little to sleep on, just a night cloak she had
packed. Viktor decided that Morgan’s android would also
‘sleep’ under the coach. Thus they had no choice but to sleep,
and a fitful sleep it was.
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Chezhervizhod Kovar
Desa knew it was Afternoonday by her bladder, she woke
up confused. Sleeping under a coach in a transient field
wasn’t something she often did lately. At first it took her right
back to the pleasant days with Yiheeng doing festival tours in
the countryside, before Rendrak and the pass. That bubble
popped as soon as her eyes landed on the big black android.
She was already getting up however, having spotted the
outhouse across the field.
“What do you think you’re doing?” Viktor demanded.
“I have to pee.” Desa was out from under the coach by
now and starting to stand up.
“Don’t move another inch!” Viktor barked. Then, “Al, we
need a rest room escort!“
There was another team here, a farmer was sleeping under
his empty wagon, his head popped up and he asked, “What’s
all the hollering about? You don’t need no escort to the shitter
in this…“
“No one asked you to interfere.” Viktor stood the android
up and faced his way with hands on hips.
“Wheeoowee, were you born that ugly or did you have to
pay for it?” the farmer asked. He was still laying on his
stomach with his arms folded in front of him, he had still
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moved nothing but his head.
Viktor walked the android over and kicked him in the
head. Almost too late the guy understood what was actually
happening and moved just enough to only suffer a glancing
blow. He was up then, as stunned as Desa was when this same
mechanical man, haunted by a different ghost, shot her in the
leg with a poison dart. But then the farmer whistled, a very
loud screech, clapped loudly and waved his fingers in the air
like grass blown in a strong wind.
Almost before the signals from the androids eyes could
get to Narrulla and back, Viktor had something else big and
black to deal with. Something weighing about sixteen
hundred pounds with five glowering eyes, eight legs, the front
four of which were off the ground and clicking their four inch
claws together, and a long flexible, flattened snout with a very
pronounced scowl. The scene here was going to get ugly
because Viktor looked stupid enough to get belligerent with a
keda and was drawing the dart gun up.
It is not wise to get belligerent with a keda, many still
believe they are the dominant life form on the planet and all
this other stuff that humans call civilization is what the
humans make to serve kedas better. That dart gun or a kick in
the snout would only serve to make the keda fighting mad
and a keda or two has been known to go hand to hand with a
theirops, so it was obvious where this was going. Just then
Alan tapped her on the ankle, pointed towards town and
whispered, “Go! And don’t look back.”
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He was scrambling out from under the coach as he said it.
She dug heels like she hadn’t since encountering that skinny
theirops cub out in the Kinsheeta pass. The ground was a little
soft and she could feel herself leaving divots as she got up to
stride. The hell with that outhouse now, she was still gaining
speed as she passed that. She vaulted over the thumor bushes
beyond that and there was the stream. Oh well, I guess we’ll
be getting wet.
She’d never been a real enthusiastic swimmer, but the
stream was soon hip deep. She made it most way across the
stream before hitting bottom again. With a heavy wallow, a
bound and a dash she was over the dock, the porch, and into
the front room of the house on the far side of the stream
before she looked back.
In the background she could see that the Morgan android
would not be getting home under its own power. It was
getting keda-stomped. The android would have been a very
poorly disguised machine to a keda’s sense of smell. And
more than likely a personality as arrogant as Viktor would
have thought it was a match for a keda in that big bull
android. No doubt she would have shot it with that dart, and
what would that have done? Paralyzed one leg of that keda?
In the foreground Alan was in the water, he was faltering,
falling. She turned to run back thru the door and recover him,
she could see that he was paralyzed, hit with a dart like she
had been. Then Alfred’s android burst thru the thumor bushes
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on the bank of the stream and grabbed Alan’s collar. Alan’s
weight almost made the android topple but with enough effort
that Desa could hear the motors whirr from here, it righted
itself and dragged Alan back to the opposite shore. Alan had
only enough motor function left for his eyebrows to wave
good-bye.
“I’m really sorry about the intrusion,” Desa told the
couple sitting on the window sill staring at her open-mouthed.
They must have run to the window when they heard her
thrashing thru the water. She couldn’t keep her tears in as
soon as she said that.
Of course she had to tell them the whole story. It was at
least an hour before their curiosity was satisfied. She was in a
panic the whole time, figuring that Alfred would dump Alan’s
inert body in the coach and then come back for her. They had
to get it out of her in pieces. No, after all this time, Alfred
must have figured she would keep running and be lost in the
crowd by now. He also had that other driver and his keda to
deal with.
The couple who’s home she was in, Chian and Lingkhan,
were very sympathetic, but she could tell they wouldn’t have
believed it at all if they hadn’t seen the hand and seen Alan
fall paralyzed. Desa could tell they would be asking each
other things like ‘Maybe Alan had some kind of disease that
caused him to faint like that?’ Desa could go show them the
ugly scrape and bruise where the farmer was kicked by the
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android, and the android itself.
But they would still be there, or Alfred would still be
there with two disabled androids. Or the souls might have
given up all the androids and left them all dead in that field.
Lingkhan went over to the far side of the stream and peeked
thru the thumor. The coach was still there. The farmer, his
wagon and keda were gone. There were no androids, disabled
or otherwise, in sight. Desa and Chian came over and looked
for themselves. They waded along the thumor at the edge of
the stream. Alan was not in sight. The team that brought them
were still in the field, relaxing in the shade and bobbing there
eyes casually now and then. As they were observing this, the
coach driver re-appeared, and Alfred popped from the coach
to meet him. They all watched this exchange from the bushes
beyond the rest room.
“I say, a fine time to start an Afternoonday is it?”
“Fine for me,” the driver said. “Since I had to go fill my
own cup I happened to find a much more comfortable bed for
the sleep than here in the field. Time kinda got away from us.
Have you had your breakfast yet?”
“Yes we have, as a matter of fact, we’re all waiting to roll
if you don’t mind. I would have thought a copper and twelve
entitled one to a little more timely service than this.”
The driver got to it but gave them a sign Alfred probably
wouldn’t have understood anyway, and off they went. With
Alan, without her.
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She wouldn’t have to make the decision Alfred had asked
her about. The one about staying with Alan or staying with
Kassidor. What did this mean, would the world be destroyed
because she didn’t love him enough to cling to him and get
recaptured herself? Give herself up rather than be separated
from Alan? Now Alan’s parents would be telling him that he
isn’t that important to her, ‘She’ll soon find another cock to
stuff her hole, she’s not worried about you.’ Or would she just
be forgotten and the world not destroyed because they had
Alan back?
She was now out of this, right? Her part was over. The
adventure of the space man from YingolNeerie would
continue, she hoped, but it would continue without her. She
could go back home, finish the tape, maybe go back to
Wescarp, maybe stay with Lesahr and try for the big time.
Maybe just stay here with her friends and a nice teaching job,
maybe move up in that a little.
Without Alan.
Chian went back to her house and made lunch, just some
mashed lorvs and nut crumbs with a few pinches of spice and
some dried leshin to scoop it with. They were about to sit
down to it when a shadow passed over them. Something was
looming bigger and bigger over the house, over the stream in
front of it. All Desa could think of was the starship, but this
time it was totally, totally silent. It was quieter with this over
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them than without. Could be some sort of stealth mode they
did not turn on last time.
Knowing it came for her, Desa walked, trance-like, out
onto their dock, ignoring the questions from her hosts. Her
fear somehow overcome by the need to protect the lives and
property of these good people who had taken her in and could
become innocent victims (along with the other forty billion
humans in the world?) of some stupid affair they deserved no
part in. She couldn’t look up at it and walk out there.
“Desa,” Luray shouted, “We saw what happened. I’m
coming down, Klarrain’s going after Alan.”
She recognized Luray’s voice instinctively but took over a
second to think that she might be in the starship descending
over her. Once she finally looked up she felt so stupid. It
wasn’t a starship, it was a nice big floater with Luray and
Klarrain hanging in its net, along with quite a bit of gear.
Luray was already coming down the ladder that was drawing
closer to the dock. They missed the dock by four feet but she
jumped anyway.
“Don’t worry about it.” Luray called up to Klarrain as she
waded in, clutching her skirt up, “just don’t lose them.”
Klarrain quicky drew up the ladder as the floater’s tails
beat faster and it moved off to the west, about fifty feet above
the upper branches at about fifteen miles per hour. This was a
big floater, its tails were over fifteen feet high, and as long. It
was nearly a hundred feet overall from bill to tail fin, thirty
feet wide and ten feet thick at the net. The net just hung from
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the gas-bag animal. It could hold at least four people or two
people and a good deal of cargo. There was a comfortable
seat for two tied into that net.
“It’s nice to see you here and Klarrain too but what’s this
all about?” Desa asked.
“This is one of those, ‘It’s later than you think,’
situations,” Luray said as she climbed onto the dock. This
wizard some other wizard friends of Klarrain know called
Brancettrabble has information that there are petitions in this
returning expedition to destroy the planet Kassidor because of
what it stands for.”
Now her heart hammered cold blood. “The ghost machine
said that also, so did the witch ghost machine.”
“Klarrain needs to get Alan to the Yakhan at all speed.”
Luray had her arm around her shoulders as they walked back
up the dock toward the front door. Meanwhile she said, “And
I’ve been left to tell you he can’t take the time to come back
for good-byes when, and if, he frees Alan.”
“How is he going to do that? What can he do against
them?” Desa gasped.
“That is his problem now, we’ve done what we could. It is
unfortunate that Alan has become something of a keybearer in
these events right now.”
Chian and Linkhan were out on the dock now, “I take it
you know each other? You landed here looking for her?”
Chian asked Luray.
“Yes,” Desa answered. Then she told Luray, “These are
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our hosts, Chian and Lingkhan, they were kind enough to take
me in when I escaped from the ghost machines.”
“We saw that,” Luray said, “it’s too bad Alan didn’t
escape also, but Klarrain has the coach in sight and he has a
good scope. We were never more than clutter on the horizon
while we followed you out of the city.”
“Is this some kind of secret agent movie?” Lingkhan
asked. “I don’t see anyone filming?”
“Oh my do I wish it was!” Desa wailed. “Will someone
just yell ‘cut’, and let me and Alan go home. We’ll even
understand that in order to keep costs low for this film, we’ll
have to pay our own way back to town.”
“So what is happening?” Chian asked.
“The whole thing you weren’t believing, if it was a movie
it would be called ‘Ghost Machines From Outer Space,’
subtitled, ‘If you fall in love with a boy from YingolNeerie,
you just might have an unbelievably bad day.’” And then
Desa couldn’t stop herself from an uncontrollable crying jag
with lots of ‘And he can’t even say good-bye, boo, hoo, hoo.’
There was just no stopping this one. When finally everyone
convinced her to believe there’d be some kind of a message,
she sat on their cushion drying her eyes for what she hoped
was the last time, apologizing still and saying she doesn’t do
that much.
“You need to have more smaller ones,” Luray said. “But I
think we’ve intruded on these good people’s hospitality long
enough, let’s go find a cup somewhere and I’ll tell you what a
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time I had following you.”
“Yeah I could sure use one after this, but I can’t do that.
We have to go after them, if we had fast kedas…”
“And open country,” Luray said, “we could keep the
floater in sight. Since we don’t have open country here, but
winding back streets, canals, a scattering of village centers
every few thousand yards, plenty of foot and wagon traffic, I
don’t think ground pursuit is practical right now.”
“He can’t go any faster than Alfred’s coach,” Desa said.
“Can we get kedas around here?” Luray asked Chian.
“Back to the main road and about a mile down, there’s a
guy who rents teams. I don’t know if he has any saddle
trained?”
“He’ll be long out of sight by then,” Luray said.
Chian and Lingkhan convinced them to stay and eat so
they had a good lunch at their house. It was actually quite a
pretty plots house. They ate on the porch over the stream,
right beside the dock. Their hosts knew most of the people
who paddled by.
When they were done, Lingkhan and Chian volunteered
to come share a cup with them and lead them to the nearest
tap. The other side of their house was on the street, as in edge
of the sun baked clay pavement. This street was well over
four feet wide everywhere and usually six to eight. From
across the street on back, the houses had gardens and there
was the smell of worked soil in the air.
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The stream came around to a little pool in the square, the
cooks and kegman were on the side where you could see the
hill across the water from the shady deck above them. There
was a game of waterknot going on in one corner of the pool
and a few people just lounging in their kayak’s in the
Afternoonday sun. The pond was about the size of the one in
Yoonbarla, the streets around it were much less built up than
the pond in Yoonbarla. Not until they were sitting down with
full cups and some nice narlong patters for desert would
Luray tell her side of it.
“I got to the agency just in time to find out Klowa’s boss
had sold your address for six titaniums. I ran to Klarrain’s,
with a few streetcars. Klarrain told me the story I just told
you about, the one from Brancettrabble. Klarrain thinks the
guys up at the Yakhan can do something about the danger.”
“If anyone can,” Desa said. “They have the most
knowledge at their disposal.”
“Anyway we got back to your place just in time to see
that big black guy poke his head out. I’d seen the other two
Yingolians. He wasn’t either of them, so we weren’t sure
what was going on.
“When we saw you come sneaking out right behind him
with a bag packed a few seconds later, we didn’t know what
to think. We were afraid to interfere, especially when Chensa
poked her head out and said she didn’t know what was going
on either. We followed you down to the streetcar tunnel.
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That’s where Klarrain gave me the floater whistle and told me
to follow you. He took off running toward home and that
floater.
“I’m not real familiar with the keda he was using, but he’s
not so high strung that I couldn’t get him pointed in the right
direction and slowed down enough.
“Once we got out in the open I started blowing that floater
whistle and sure enough, within an hour Klarrain had caught
up with me. We left the carriage and keda at a transient
pasture and followed you by air ever since.”
“Well that’s nice,” Desa said, “but I think I took more
bumps than that and Alan’s still getting his. And I had to
relate my whole story back there without a cup.”
“You should learn to negotiate better deals for yourself.”
Before the day got too late, they should think about
getting home. They were still less than twelve miles from the
Kimoneea and Luray opted to take a packet. She hadn’t been
out on the Great Kimoneea in years, at least that part of the
river before it narrowed down to just what the current needs
by the relentless dredging and filling that goes on closer to
the city. It would take a little longer than sitting in streetcar
after streetcar, but it would be a much more pleasant trip, so
Desa didn’t argue. They got directions to the nearest bump
and roll and considered their travel planning done.
Being with people from the neighborhood at the village
square got them introduced to quite a few people who stopped
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by. They had to recount their adventures over and over, never
getting to actually finish any of it. Then the locals found out
Luray worked for Klarrain and would be writing it all up, so
they just said they would read it, but had to take down the
name of the publication to watch. Of course all of this caused
more cups to go around and the after-lunch got longer and
longer.
Chian and Lingkhan eventually went back to their house
as they began to understand that Desa and Luray had decided
to just drink themselves thru a lazy Afternoonday and
reminisce about Alan. It was obvious they weren’t going to be
making much progress toward the river this Afternoonday.
She didn’t care. She wouldn’t hurry to get back into the
rounds of practice and recording sessions, the arguments over
why this or that word didn’t quite convey the meaning and
this or that riff was too twinkly or too dominant.
Two guys had remained with them when everyone left.
Luray was probably arranging them alternate lodging to the
nice guest house she talked about finding earlier. Desa really
wasn’t paying attention to the conversation at this point. She
was pretty wasted and enjoying the sunshine. She wasn’t
looking at much other than the little sliver of the hill way over
there, at least eighty miles away now. There were fronds at all
distances, receding into the distance in this incredibly flat
country.
Desa was certainly not going to sleep with anyone this
sleep other than Alan if that miracle should occur. She was
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not interested in anything more sexual than an arm around her
waist or shoulders. That turned out to be a sticking point in
Luray’s plans but too bad. She made sure the guy understood
it was nothing about him, it was all about her mood over the
loss. Desa didn’t have a problem if Luray went off with the
other guy, she could find a place to sleep and meet her back
here for Nightday. They did not do that, they finished their
cups and set off toward the east and the Kimoneea well before
the light started to wane.
“I’m still for that inn,” Luray said, “A really nice place
with a ceramic tub and spigots.”
“That’s right, you’ve been in this as long as I have. I
would really like to feel less road worn.”
Meanwhile Desa was lost in her loneliness as she plodded
along these country lanes. The sprays of flowers on the fences
and hedges that lined the path seemed dedicated to the grief
she felt. She kept from sobbing again, but her eyes were wet
and stayed that way. They reached the road they had come
down, and at the intersection of that main road with one
headed east toward the river, they found the inn they were
looking for. It was old and thick and had a keg room.
But first they went to the tubs and here Desa drained it all
out of herself. Alan was gone. He was taken, lost in the sky
somewhere. Either on his way back to YingolNeerie or on his
way to the Yakhan on a mission to save the world. She
convinced herself that was all she wanted. The kid she had
plucked from the stars would leave her to become a hero and
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save the world from his evil parents.
While she cried it out of herself, it condensed in her mind
into a song, and it looped over and over in her brain for the
remainder of the evening. She knew that when she next sat at
the yandrille this song would now spring forth from her
fingers as if she’d known it all her life.
By the time they went down to a nice dinner of
gloribarded stuffed nyobba and a couple more cups, Desa felt
much better. She still wouldn’t be spending the night with
anyone, but she was at least sociable. Luray did wind up
leaving Desa alone in the room. Lying there without Alan
brought tears back again, waking up without him brought
more.
They got started late and hiked all Nightday in the light of
distant lanterns and wound up not catching a packet til
Morningday. That was becalmed out of sight of land on the
Kimoneea all thru Thlollala Afternoonday, and by the time
Desa finally got back it was Afternoonday of Kadezak. That
left only a week and a day to get ready for the show, a time
not made easier by Lesahr’s attitude.
Garibivlast Koyahn
Luray came and saw her lunchtime-ish on the
Morningday after the gig. “So how’d it go?” was the first
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thing she asked as they parked on the cushion facing
HakenCourt.
“Actually quite well. I had learned the songs and we had
two days to go over the new lyrics together. It was well
received. Bandor put a really good show together. He scripted
it to scenes from ‘The Highwayman’ an old Yondurian knight
and castle movie set in the late thirties.”
“I’ve seen it,” Luray said. “It reminds me of Kaha’s
movie actually.”
“Yeah?”
“So Klarrain’s back.”
“And,” Desa gripped Luray’s shoulder.
“Alan’s off to the Yakhan. Klarrain had little problem with
the ghosts once he established air superiority. We knew from
Alan’s description that the starship flies by fans, so when it
landed and shut itself off to let the ghost named Alfred carry
Alan in, Klarrain drove the floater in low from the bushes and
dropped a tarp over one of the fans. Alfred was the only
functional android. It carried both disabled androids into the
starship and then picked up Alan, who was draped in the
android’s arms, flopping like a fish on a kitchen floor.
Klarrain dropped a heavy cargo net over Alan and that
android. The android crawled out from under the net, leaving
Alan under it. Klarrain then reeled in the net, with Alan
trapped in it, and drifted off, leaving Alfred’s android to find a
way to get its starship working again and take off before the
crowd that was starting to gather got annoying.”
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“So Klarrain and Alan are both OK?”
“Well, Alan was OK by the time Klarrain turned him over
to Foemong. Foemong is a pilot up in hYanigooteh who both
Klarrain and his friends at the Kassikan trust.”
“He had a hard time coming out from under that dart?”
“I guess so. I guess Alfred didn’t give Alan the antidote.
He probably didn’t want Alan able to defend himself.”
“Yeah. Did Alan say anything about me?”
“Oh yes he did. Klarrain was afraid he was going to have
to kidnap Alan. He insisted that the time it would take to
come back and say good-bye to you couldn’t make a
difference. Klarrain had to go thru the dates how it made the
difference between getting there before or after the mother
ship re-unites with the other boulder.”
“And is that critical?”
“How can we know if it is? Brancettrabble thinks it is. He
say’s the most important ghosts on each must fight to the
death over it.”
Desa didn’t want to contemplate what fighting to the
death meant to ghosts. “And what are those guys up at the
Kassikan going to do?” Desa asked, “If the Yingolian’s drop
asteroids on us, what can anyone do about it?”
“They hope they can find a way to influence them not to
do it.”
“And how can they do that?”
“All I know,” Luray said, “Is that it involves the
suntowers.”
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Desa knew better than to try and get more out of Luray,
even if she knew more. “So did Alan leave me any message?”
“Well yes,” she said, pulling out the thick envelope that
made her shoulder-bag bulge. “On the ride out to
hYanigooteh he had some time to jot down a little note.”
Most of the note was pretty wet and personal. But it did
say he would eventually make it back and intended to save up
for a suntower message to tell her how it was once he got
there.
Please live well and happily no matter how many years
there may be between the years we have had together
and the years we will have together. If this mission is not
as important as they tell me, I’ll be on my way back to
you the next morning. If it is as important as they say it
is, it could be many years, even decades, before I see
you again. However long it is, you are my one, if ever
you will have me again, whenever I can get back to you
again.

“So will he get a chance to send a suntower message from
there?” Luray asked.
“He’d have to use a service with messengers on this end.
It would cost as much as it does here, maybe even a little
more, but people have more than twice as much money there
as they do in Dos, and I think in Dos they have about twice as
much as Zhlindu. Maybe things have changed, you know it’s
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getting close to a century now since I was in Kassidor
Yakhan.”
“Things haven’t changed that much here since the late
54th,” Luray said, either in the city or in Wescarp.”
“I’m glad Alan’s OK. I wonder if Alfred got that starship
out of there?” Desa asked.
“Want to go back and look? Klarrain gave me the
address.”
“I’m sure someone will report it if he didn’t.”
“Maybe me,” Luray said, “I’m on my way there now to
try. At the very least I will interview all the locals. I have a
camera this time.”
“I have no desire to tangle with them space monsters ever
again, if you’ll forgive me. I got paralyzed by a poison dart
and stood over every time I peed for two days. I’ve had quite
enough of them.”
“I see,” Luray said.
“What about that detective?”
“Klowa? I think he’ll come along. I’ve never seen anyone
so glad to see me in my whole life. He was beside himself in
seven places when I finally got back to him.”
“Why?” Desa asked.
“Because he didn’t know what happened to us. He
thought we might have all been killed, or that we were
playing a game and moved on.”
“He shouldn’t have turned us in.”
“But he didn’t,” Luray said.
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“But he still found us.”
“Yes, and that’s mainly my fault. I don’t know what
possessed me to think I could convince him to stop without
telling him the truth, I just thought he’d never believe it and
probably think I was burned out on ‘acid. It was a stupid
thing to do. I should have guessed that anyone who would be
a detective would have a curiosity that didn’t quit. I should
have just warned you.”
“Ah hindsight, but then Alan would be on his way to
Wescarp now and not off to save the world.”
“Maybe. Maybe he will save the world, maybe it doesn’t
need saving, maybe he can’t help at all.”
“Someone with big telescopes can watch the skies and
find out,” Desa said.
Venurat Kovar
Without Alan to come home to, Sarsawuf lasted past the
release of ValosHallow and on into the gigs that went with it,
four in two weeks, just one this week.
She stumbled back home by mid afterlunch this
Afternoonday, after too fat a roll at the plaza above. The class
had been exciting but tiring, hard to keep on the subject with
many eager to try their own riffs on the equipment. Now she
could drop her skirt and flop on the balcony with a cup of
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Rankor Gold.
“Desa,” came a call from the door. How well she knew
that voice from so many ages past, starting all the way back
when she was raising Valla in Talthaic working at that library
job. It had melted her then. “Desa you were right, there were
cups involved.”
It had been less than a year since the day she’d seen him
at that show over West Harbor. She wondered how he had
found her home, but realized that Leshar wanted to publicize
Sarsawuf as much as possible. It wouldn’t have been too hard
to track down the band, any number of people involved with
them could have told him where she lived.
In a way she just wanted to tell him to get lost, she had no
interest in seeing him, but the main reason she would say that
was because she was afraid he would interfere in her
relationship with Alan. But now Alan wasn’t here and it was
time she got over that the same way she had to get over the
fact that Rendrak wasn’t there after he left Yoonbarla. In just
this instant she realized that the hurt and longing she felt for
Rendrak might have had a lot to do with why she was never
able to find another love in Yoonbarla. All the guys there
knew they could never take his place.
Sending him away now would only prove that she had
never gotten over him. If she was over him, if she was worthy
of another love, she would be able to face him in a reasonable
manner. “You don’t need to shout it to the whole court, come
in.”
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“Do you live alone here?” he asked.
“Now I do, but this home is really owned by a guy who’s
away in the Yakhan for awhile.”
“I should think a big star like you are now would live high
on a tower.”
“Do you know what I made with that gig where I saw
you?” Desa asked. “Four irons. Not a bad evening’s work, not
a great evening’s work. I still work a day job teaching audio
technology at Rankor Institute of Sound.”
“For how long?”
“Over a decade now.”
“For all those years we were hardly ever more than two
miles from each other,” Rendrak said. “I live only twenty one
floors and a mile and a quarter from here.”
“I was quite closely coupled with the owner of this home
for most of that decade. He left for the Yakhan a few weeks
ago.”
“But on all the streets? In all the crowds? I thought of you
any time I saw your name,” he said.
“You’ve probably seen the back of my head in a crowd
three times, but were you thinking about that?”
“I saw hundreds of curls I hoped were yours for the first
two decades. I pursued many before I understood how stupid
it was.”
“It’s a big city, we never thought to find each other here.
You were gone a long time before I came here. Dara had
grown, stayed with me as a grown son for a decade, then
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moved away for a few years before he came back for a visit
to introduce me to someone he was living with in
Noonitondow.”
“I missed all that,” he confessed.
“And a decade more almost, that I lived with Valla and
Knume.”
“I missed that too.”
Did he care about that, or was he just saying that to make
conversation, because he had nothing more to talk about with
her than their past. In truth, shouldn’t he talk about that? He
had a son! Of course that would mean something to him. But
if it did mean something to him, why did he throw it all
away? “Why didn’t you turn around when you came down?”
she asked.
“I was two days out on the Lhar before I came down from
that logging party.”
“You could have got off and walked back,” Desa told him.
“But my whole log was invested in that sweetvedn.”
“And we were no worse off than if it had gone down the
ravine if an axle snapped. Instead, our life together was
ended, a life together that had brought forth a life.”
“Hindsight,” he sighed.
“Foresight, or rather your lack of it, brought our love to a
close.”
“Desa, it never brought my love to a close.”
“Well you weren’t there for it. I worked so hard to keep
my bitterness from poisoning Dara.”
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“Did it poison Dara?” he asked.
“No, he eventually chalked it up to you got so wasted you
took a wrong turn far enough you never could find your way
back and wound up in the bed of some other unsuspecting
girl.” While she was telling him that she was spellbound by
the fact that he was still just as beautiful as the first time she
had ever seen him, the Nordic Prince, too perfect to resist.
Just a touch of his beard put her hormones on alert. There was
a part of her that hated this fact, but it was happening.
“He was too close to the mark, far too close to the mark. I
chased that cargo all the way down and got only twenty five
coppers for it. More than I’d have got for the log times forty,
but hardly two thirds of what I expected.”
“What have you been doing all these years?” she asked.
“Well, I bought a place with the money and left the
address with the registry and worked hard and fixed it up nice
for us. I think I fooled myself for at least thirteen years that
you would get the note and be right behind me.
“Then for many years the nice place I’d fixed up for us
went downhill as I drowned my sorrows over losing you.
Since then I’ve been trying to keep the place up and live a
normal life. But there’s something you said that I want to
discuss.”
“What?” she asked.
“Wescarp.”
“I’ve been thinking seriously about going back there since
before Alan left, actually.”
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“Alan is the name of the guy that owns this place?”
Rendrak asked.
“Yes,” she answered.
He had nothing more he could say to that. “I’ve been here
as long as I was in Yoonbarla now.”
“Yes you have, if you’ve been here the whole time.”
“I did a good chunk of a decade out on the flatlands,” he
said.
“What would you do that for?”
“A woman who lived there.”
“Figures.” There was nothing much to him but his looks
was there? That was how he made his living, as a mainape, an
ornament.
“I would have dropped her like a stray ember if you were
in my sight,” he said.
“Touching words, but words that didn’t keep you from
crossing a dock miles from home and slipping off past all
rumor by the time you were expected home.”
“And that will always be a barrier between us now, won’t
it?”
‘Be careful how you answer this,’ she told herself, ‘your
tongue is not done raising welts on this one’s ego, but your
genitals veto the eternal barrier.’ “A layer of trust is gone.
Eaten away by the poison of that deed.”
“Do I start with the mistrust one would give to a
stranger?”
“Much less, you now face me with the mistrust of one
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who has grievously wronged me already.”
“Will you forever remember only that?” he asked. “Will
you never remember the years before?”
“The years before are the only reason you passed my
door.”
“And what do you remember of the years before?”
“The family life in Talthaic,” she started, “the desperate
struggle across the Kinsheeta and the mountain fairy tale life
in Yoonbarla.”
“Was it a good life?”
“You were there, you tell me.”
“It was the best I ever had,” he said.
“Then why did you run off to Zhlindu?”
“It must have been the drugs.”
“That’s what they all say,” Desa told him. “I have no
interest in trading cliches with you.”
“We’ll go around on this many more times, I thought you
were right behind me.”
“If I wasn’t there in two years, then might you get the hint
I didn’t get the note. With all that copper you could have sent
a message.”
He was a long time answering that. Finally all he could
say was, “I got distracted.”
“Distracted. Yeah like a new house, some cash coming in,
a few babes around. Like a new life. If you could just be
honest with me this would go a lot better.”
“Do I have to confess to that?”
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“Of course you do, you didn’t even send a message. Did
you forget our address? And if you came up to me in honesty
and said, ‘Well since I’m between women right now and
we’re both heading out Wescarp way, want to travel together
and see if we can get along again?’ That has a better chance
of working.”
“OK, that’s what I’m asking. I’m seriously thinking of
heading back out Wescarp way, I wondered if you were too,
would you like to share the road?”
“Do you understand just a sliver of how hurt I was?”
He looked in her eyes and took a long time answering.
When he did it was a voice of confession. “No, I will never
be able to feel as much of that hurt as I felt of your hurt when
you gave Dara forth.”
“Now you said the right thing, now you begin to
understand. No you can’t understand my hurt. You have to
understand that the difference is that my soul was anchored in
yours and I was just the current homemaker to you.”
“You were far more than that to me.”
“There was a mismatch in commitment levels, and that
mismatch caused my pain.”
“I don’t believe there was a mismatch in commitment
levels.”
“Denial will not change the facts,” she told him.
“O.K,” he sighed, “there was a mismatch in commitment
levels. I like you a lot, you’re soul is anchored in mine, what
do you want to do about it?”
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“Was anchored in yours. My soul will never anchor in
yours again. Or in any soul of another. You taught me that no
one is perfect and will be found to be without flaw in any
examination. You taught me that no matter how deeply I love
and need someone, it is still me and me alone who must make
my life.”
“But what do you want to do about it?”
“Should I say, ‘Wescarp ain’t big enough for both of us?’
or should I melt at your feet for the offer? My feelings have
both those in them,” Desa said. “I may use you for your body
but reserve my soul for myself.”
“I would deplore such a state, but your charms make me
powerless to resist it...”
“Ppppp.”
“But how would I be received in Yoonbarla?” Rendrak
asked. “Did you poison them all to my very name?”
“I scarcely knew all the people in Yoonbarla, and I tried to
downplay it and keep my grief hidden from the general
public. Marcue knew, Sharnie and Pneika knew how I hurt.
Knume, Nobron and Svarloe knew most of it, maybe a few
others. But you were friends with everyone, you would be
welcomed back as a hero.”
“And if we arrived back together?”
“With this yandrille? They’d probably name the logging
party in our honor,” she said.
“Sounds like a good time to me.”
“Oh that would be, but what about the rest of life? There’s
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as big a society here at HakenCourt as there was on Upper
South Street.”
“I wish it could be like it was then. What should our life
be like in Yoonbarla?” he asked.
“Our life was like a fairy tale.”
“I want that back again.”
“We can go back and get the fairy tale decor,” Desa told
him, “But we can’t get the fairy tale. The fairy tale wasn’t the
mountains and forests, it was the belief that I could depend on
you.”
“And that is all there will be?”
“You have to understand that I will never fully trust you
again. You can never start over as a stranger would, a fresh
slate. You will always start with me as a worn slate.”
“If I can start again with you in any way, I will try it.
Worn slate, worn shoe, coachman’s assistant pud shoveler, I’ll
get my foot in that door.”
“After all your years here you have to come chasing back
after me? What about the women you were with last year?”
“We were working on them. We’d met them about an hour
before, left them about an hour later. In all my years here I’ve
never been with a woman who was a small piece of you.
Every one I got serious about reminded me once again how
short of you they fell. Seeing you again at that show a year
ago reminded me even more forcefully of what I had lost and
what a stupid fool I was to give up someone such as you. I
spent much of my energy since then trying to track you down.
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Even if you won’t have me back, I’m glad that I found you
and glad that you gave me the opportunity to plead my case.”
She was unable to retain her anger. She could stir it up
now and then for a little while, but the animal took over and
before the evening ended, they had gone upstairs.
Voratainin Vistee - A Year Later
As the weeks went by, visits from Rendrak became more
common. Leshar began to notice and before long she had to
give him special invitations to get him to come down and
spend a sleep with her. Sometimes even then Rendrak would
show up unannounced. He would apologize and back off
when he found she had company, but Leshar knew what was
going on.
And the bad part was, it effected her relationship with the
band. This put another drop of bitter in the sweetness of her
reunification with Rendrak. Sarsawuf was in some ways the
best band she had ever played in. They were a working-class
band here in the city, but would have been a major draw in
Lastriss and dominated Hazorpean alongside Dundorada and
Pongi. They were as creative as ShenonMaina and just as
proficient. She would have loved to continue playing with
them, but these three brief years had been a big part of her
life. Her playing had improved with them and she would
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always be grateful for that.
The tape got reviewed, Lesahr got his wish on that. The
reviews weren’t that great, too grandiose, too long, but it was
taken seriously. It sold about forty five hundred copies in its
first year, third on their list after Kleel Dleet at forty eight
hundred and Finding Ceremony, which was up to eighty six
hundred copies after its second full year of publication.
Recently ‘Finding Ceremony’ got reviewed favorably in a
bigger magazine, but by then they had played their last show.
Right after ValosHallow was complete, Desa hired Leshar
and Wuffs and a studio and recorded Alan’s song, ‘Just One
More Time’ and put it on a few master tapes. It never got
reviewed. It sold about six thousand copies its first year.
She got to meet Loutan at that studio when YarsImoneea
recorded what Desa thought was their best song of the 55th
century, ‘What We’ll Be.’ She didn’t know at the time that it
would be the last recording of the band that practically
founded the city of Zhlindu.
Thru that year she kept one class going at the institute, it
was a smaller class, but it was in yandrille operation, not
really the musical aspect of playing it, but the differences in
getting certain sounds out of each piece of equipment,
techniques to make it sound like a better yandrille than it was,
how to tell a good yandrille from a bad one, on-stage repairs,
stuff like that. It was a fun class and she could sort-of assign
their shows as working demonstrations. The crowd was good
for the band, the band was good for the credibility of the
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school.
She hadn’t really gotten over Alan yet, those had been
very good years. She was glad in a way that Alan wasn’t here,
he would have worshiped her too much for playing in a
successful act at medium halls. The fact that Alan wasn’t here
might have helped her keep her head straight. Yes, she found
that she could play yandrille professionally in Zhindu, but she
didn’t think she was giving up greatness, she thought she was
stepping out while she was ahead instead of hanging on
playing gigs that seemed like work for many more years until
people got bored with them.
And so it was to be that within two years of laying eyes
on Rendrak again, she wrapped up her trip to the city and
headed home. She bid good-byes to the band and the school
and the people who meant so much to her during these years.
As she was doing it she still had many doubts. Mingalle was
as close a friend as any in Yoonbarla but Marcue. The staff
she worked with at RIS was top notch, side by side and
humorous. While this city wasn’t the richest, most educated
or most historical city she’d ever been in, she thought it was
the friendliest, and certainly the citiest city of all. She
promised to return here some day also.
All her friends from HakenCourt were there on the roof
plaz as they made their way out, along with quite a few of her
students, some from classes years ago. They had a last lunch
with Parmu and Lurain cooking. All of Sarsawuf’s people
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came to see her off and she was almost as tearful as the day
Alan left. Just days ago she got a message from Alan, he was
alive and well and in the Yakhan.
But the man she had really followed to this great city was
once again at her side, the yandrille she came down here to
buy was in the crate behind her and her adventure with the
boy from YingolNeerie was over.
Then the ropes creaked and the dock began to fall away.
The year-long sail to Lastriss had begun. On the tide of a
noon, she watched the great dockwall of West Harbor fall
away. Over a decade of her life had passed in this wonderful
mountain. The crowds still surged along the Harborwalk, the
suntowers still glittered in the rays of Kortrax, and the music
still throbbed deep inside. She wished all well on Alan’s
mission, that this grand collection of humanity would still be
here for her to visit again soon.
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Message of a Suntower III
Alan -> Desa
Deliver to Kalipaicha 3-2 HakenKhume 33
GazaggaStairs 31Def, Zhlindu.
My Dearest LoveI am here in the great city of Kassidor Yakhan. It is said
to be the greatest city in the world, but if it is more a city
than Zhlindu I don’t see that yet. It is more like Earth in
that there are more mechanical devices and lighting, but
it is still much more like Kassidor than Earth.
I am being treated well here and have become
convinced that what I know is important. I’ve met with
people I believe are great wizards who live at the top of
the great pyramid you told me about. This can only be
the university where you studied and started your text.
So far I have had only one meeting with them, but they
asked that I stay around and consult with them and
some of their assistants in the future. At this time I don’t
know how long that will be, but it is my hope that it will
not be very long.
They have provided me with a very nice place to stay
within the pyramid, it is the most luxurious place I have
ever stayed, except that it has no window. I have a very
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nice person to stay with who is my guide to this city.
Foemong, the pilot who brought me here, is staying in
this city awhile and will also help me learn my way
around. The people are a little more formal and
‘professional’ than in Zhlindu, but they are nice enough.
The weather is much cooler during the dark, but the light
days have about the same weather. The music isn’t as
powerful and things cost a lot more, but so far everything
has been provided for me so I don’t have to want for
anything. It looks like I will have a good enough time
here.
I have come a very long way to get here. When one is
sitting in a starship in orbit looking out at a world, it looks
like such a small thing, a pretty ball just out of reach.
When I walked the world from where I landed to where I
met you, I learned it is so much bigger than it looks.
When I traveled with you from Yoonbarla to Zhlindu I
learned that it is so very much bigger than I thought even
then. Now I know that when I traveled to Zhlindu I had
not seen even the smallest piece of it. Yet even now I am
not one sixth of the way around. This world is so vast I
can scarcely comprehend, it seems larger than the
universe that holds it. We passed so many places on the
way here I could not believe they could all be held on the
pretty world I used to see out the ports of the starship.
We passed so many other great cities, so many other
huge rivers that make the Lhar look like a small stream.
We flew for week after week after week over an
unending lake. We flew thru three tunnels on the way. I
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know you told me of that lake, but it was only a story. I
know I saw that lake from Narrulla, but being over the
reality of that lake is another thing entirely.
I tell you all this because I know now I am so very far
away from you. I feel as far as YingolNeerie, maybe
farther. But Desa, oh Desa, sometime, somehow, if I
have to walk all that unending distance, there will come
a time when I will return to you. I don’t know when it will
be. If I have to walk or work my way by ship I’m sure it
will be many years. You have taught me that life is
forever, so that is of little consequence. No matter how
long they need me and no matter how long it takes me to
get back, I will see you again. No one has ever done
what you have done for me. No one could ever be as
dear to me as you have. Until then, please live well, think
of me as little as possible, but if you do think of me,
remember how complete my love is for you.
I wish I could stay at this terminal pouring out my love for
you til the time I set forth again to find you, but there are
other people waiting to use this so I really must go. I love
you Desa, I wish I wasn’t needed here so we could be
together. I will never forget you. Please live well. All my
love, forever…
- Alan
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Message on a Suntower IV
Desa -> Alan
Deliver to Alan of YingolNeerie in the Pyramid at
Kassidor Kassikan
Alan my LoveI have recently received your message and am glad that
you are being treated well and that you are not alone. As
I said in your first week on this world, there are plenty of
people who will be your friend, I’m glad you know that
now. I know you knew that before you left. I’m glad you
know you don’t need me around to have friends, but I’m
sure you knew that before you left.
I know how far it is from here to Kassidor Yakhan, as you
know, I’ve been there. It takes ten years or more to
reach Dos from there, probably a year more than that to
reach Zhlindu.
I know you feel that you will return, and I also believe
that you will. If something should happen and you do
not, I will understand. There are many people in Dos I
told that I would return, but I know now that I will not. I
will go on with my life, as you must go on with yours thru
whatever span of years should separate us. I also love
you dearly. I know I told you that on many occasions, but
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I never knew how much I REALLY loved you until you
were gone. I love you in some ways more than I’ve loved
anyone in my life. You know I loved you as a child at
first, I know that hurts you, but that’s how it was for
years. By the time you left, I no longer loved you as a
child. You are a man and a fine one, perhaps the finest I
have ever known. All I asked when I left for this city was
a man who would be there when I woke up. Since that
day on the mountain, you have never failed me in that.
More than that, you have supported me in everything I
set out to do. With your help I have achieved everything I
set out to do on this trip to the city. I don’t think I could
have done it all without you. Because of your help and
support I feel better about my life and myself than I have
ever felt before. Your faith in me has done so much to
help me achieve all my dreams, I owe you a great debt
for that.
I won’t say if, because I know what a capable and
determined person you are, I’ll say when you return to
this land, look for me back in Yoonbarla, for next week I
am making my way back there. I know I will return to
Zhlindu someday, but I promised to return to my friends
in Yoonbarla and you have taught me how sacred a
promise really is.
You also, live well. Do not think too much of me, and if
you do as you find fame and fortune as a starman there
in the center of the world, please think well of me. I’m
just a simple teacher and musician, you will come to
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know that, but I meant well, even if I am a little blunt at
times.
I love you Alan, please fare well, I know you will…
Love, Desa
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Book VII.
Reunification
Monday Jun. 17, 2278 - 11:48am
Diagnostic Attack
Ava and Thom watched as the main pieces of the physical
hardware of the expedition in base reality crept ever closer.
Many bots crowded around, pulling stanchions into position,
pulling covers out of the way and positioning sensors
required to ensure correct alignment. At this point none of it
was her problem, she just stood by and watched Heymon and
Morgan and the rest of Mechanics at their jobs, ready in case
there was any issue. There were still a million miles to go, but
the partitions of the drive were coming in from deployment.
The time was also fast approaching when the diagnostic port
might be effective.
“You anticipate trouble don’t you?” Thom asked, seeing
the worry lines on her face.
“Of course I do. When I set up that avatar to see to the
system needs of Alfred’s base, I never planned we would
meet again. I made no provisions for de-activating it. You
know I’ve been worried about it all along. Now I have to face
it for real.”
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“How bad can it be?”
“It has the power and the knowledge to destroy the
mission and all of us.”
“But why would it do that?”
“In desperation, to preserve what it perceives as its own
life. I had to give it a lot of autonomy to be able to handle any
situation that could come up. It will look upon this
reunification as its impending death.”
“So what can we do?”
“All we can do is hope the avatar doesn’t know about this
diagnostic port.” Ava already had its windows up in her
space. They were transparent to anyone behind them, there
were some that were transparent to anyone but her. He could
see most of these screens. “If I can get in with this I can
control its personification. If it knows about this, it may block
our transmissions or even mislead us.”
“When do we try?”
“Soon. Maybe another hour.”
They stood together watching the ship reorganizing itself
as it drifted closer to the planet, the tiny moon at the planet’s
waist and the tinier speck off the point of that moon that was
the biology base. His arm was around her shoulder, and she
pressed her head to his shoulder. While they were virtually in
space watching the ship, they were weightless and it was
comfortable to have someone to share contact with. It was
good to be together. She was glad once again that she had
finally found love. She remembered thinking how she would
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never know love because she had never matured as a mortal.
She was glad she was wrong.
It was almost seven years ago, during the time they were
working on the last and only batch of data the avatar ever sent
over, that she realized she was fighting her growing affection
because of her stubborn belief that she was denied love
because of her early death. Once she relaxed and thought
about how many couples on the ship hadn’t met until the
afterlife, she noticed that she enjoyed working with Thom.
She enjoyed the company of someone she could converse
with, someone who was able to understand what she did and
her concerns. Even after they could get nothing further from
those signals, their friendship had grown. Soon it became
warm, and before long, passionate in their own way. A year
into their trip, as they turned ship for the decel to B, they had
been married in a beautiful ceremony presided over by Saint
O’Connor himself. Thom had moved to her villa and her life
had been complete.
Thom and Ava had done well together, Thom had
prospered at his post, the mining had gone well and the villa
on the Caribbean lagoon glittered with the jewels of Gordon’s
Lamp’s social circle on many a twilit evening. Thom made
Major and Ava Lite Colonel by the time they decided to
voyage back to A.
They had done well at 61 Cygni B. The system was
meager like A’s, but metals were much more accessible. In
only two years the ship was fat with raw materials. Their
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concern for Victoria’s spirit had moved them in their
deliberations as they worked the mines of B. The affairs of
their own lives took up much of their time, most souls didn’t
spend long hours contemplating the souls stuck at A, but they
knew they had the right to be rescued.
Mail was eighteen hours old when it got to B, and people
were never as voluble on keys as they were by mouth. Not
even mail by mouth. Ava kept up on Victoria’s condition by
mail with Alfred, but could offer little but sympathy. Elmore
was concerned about her, but she had only Glenelle and
Alfred to actually talk to. So Victoria degenerated over there.
The medical and psychiatric officers questioned her by
mail and agreed that she was in a bad way over there and
would not be sane when the next expedition got there. She
would have to be backed out til the next expedition arrived,
leaving only Glenelle and Alfred. It was just about unanimous
that they go back and pick them up, even though it added six
years to the return journey. Now the two year journey back to
A was over and soon Vic would have the whole crew for
company.
Everyone had already heard about Victoria’s android
attack on the natives and how that had been thwarted by a
tarp, a cargo net, and some lighter-than-air animal with a guy
hanging in a net beneath it. To top that off, the probes from
Biology Base soon started picking up gossip about, ‘An
attack by ghost machines from outer space only a hundred
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miles out on the Kimoneea.’
The fundamentalists with Bishop Rendellyn were surging
to the fore. They pointed out there was light-speed
communication all over the planet, it had to be assumed that
the majority of the population of the planet below had heard
about the expedition by now. The starship attack out on the
river had made the adventure press, the android attack in a
great city was mainstream news. Kelvin could not keep his
personification from vibrating with his fury over it any time it
came up. He was most furious of all to find out native
astronomers were watching their docking maneuvers.
They were pretty sure from observations Alfred made
while on the surface that native astronomers had actually
been observing Gordon’s Lamp for years, even before they
first parked in the null spot between the planet and the moon.
At first it had been believed that they were asteroids that had
been trapped in the gravitational null, but it seemed that the
natives not only possessed telescopes that could see the ship,
they possessed enough understanding of gravitational
mathematics to know that the bodies could not have come to
rest in that spot by natural means. There had been much
scientific discussion over what the asteroids really
represented, but until the antics of Alfred’s base became
public, there had been no real agreement. Now however, it
seemed to be commonly accepted by native scientists that
they really were being attacked by aliens from the rogue
asteroids. Kelvin was more and more willing to side with the
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fundamentalists, but more for security reasons than
theological.
She switched off the view of the ship around them and
how it reconfigured itself for the biology base rendezvous.
There were only her lab screens remaining. They were
floating above him, facing her, transparent from his side and
mathematically thin. Other than that, the universe was her
verandah on the beach and the returning gravity lowered them
gently into the lounge, where the controls for the screens
appeared on its arm.
“I wonder why your avatar found out so little about the
signals?” Thom asked. “I thought you built it with an
obsession to learn all it could about them. In over six years it
really should have gained some knowledge.”
“It really should have, and that worries me.”
“Why?” he asked.
“Is it withholding information? Has it been up to
something? I know I gave that avatar enough talent to get
somewhere with those signals. The native’s system may be
totally unknown and surprisingly advanced for an open
optical system, but she should have gotten somewhere.”
“In the last sample we know that the hardware layer is
understood,” he said. “We now know what is sent and how,
and the polarized probe is able to read it. It is really just a
software problem now, and that is your... I mean its, area of
expertise.”
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“I think we would have figured it out ourselves if we had
a few more samples,” she said. “This is only supposed to be
carrying some keyboard traffic. I think we can be pretty
confident there is more to it than that, just from what it sent
us. We don’t know what else, and it seems to be something
Alan’s friends didn’t know about.”
“Could this problem be bigger and more difficult than we
think?” he asked.
“Oh of course it could.”
“So maybe it was just stumped?” he asked.
“Maybe,” she said questioningly, “but I suspect something
has gone awry. I think… OH GOD NO!“
“What is it?”
She was scrambling for the switches, then froze, then
lurched forward again thru a couple more time slices, then
froze. Thom could see what button she was reaching for and
hit it. She slumped over the control panel on the arm of the
lounge. He caught her and took her limp personification in his
arms.
“What happened? Are you all right?”
“Yes, I think so,” Ava said. “I couldn’t get to that
diagnostic kill switch.”
“I got it.”
“You probably saved my life.”
“Why? What happened?” he asked.
“The avatar knows about the diagnostic port! It was
transmitting to it and tried to take control of my
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personification. If it hadn’t tried too early and hadn’t had
been held up by all those retries in the transport protocol I
wouldn’t have had time.”
“What kind of avatar is that?”
“One I shouldn’t have played with,” she said, too shaken
to guard her words.
“What do you mean?” he asked, suspicious already.
Now that she said that, she was going to have to tell him
something. “I tried some things that shouldn’t have been
tried. I copied some things I probably shouldn’t have copied.”
“What are you saying?” Thom asked.
She was silent a long time. She had to answer this but she
didn’t know how he was going to take it. This would
determine if he was really at her side or not, wouldn’t it? She
swallowed hard and got it done all at once. “If one of us
doesn’t get rid of the other, both of us might stand trial for
cloning.” The look on his face told more than she wanted to
know. She could see he was more deeply hurt by this than he
had been by the affair with Morg. The pillar-of-society wife
he flaunted might stand at the dock for something as loathed
as child rape and murder.
She had copied large portions of her own mind into space
that was supposed to be occupied by cherub code. She’d had
to put the crew on the base within a virtuality horizon inside
the avatar’s to gain access to a veron vector. Normally,
without the hack she put in and had since taken back out, she
wouldn’t be able to do that. She had even given the avatar
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memories that it had created her in the same way so it could
stay behind and follow its obsession with those signals.
This admission had clearly backed him off. He stood up
and paced. “What does this mean?”
“It means the situation is serious.” He already knew all
the background, she didn’t have to go over that.
“So you are in a death struggle with this thing you made?
This thing you made stronger than you should have.”
“Now you know what kind of battle is joined,” Ava told
him. “Neither of us will get the upper hand on wireless now.
Its devices will thwart mine and vice versa til the remaining
crew notices the data’s not getting thru. The next crisis is
when the couplings join, two months from now.”
Friday Jun. 21, 2278 - 1:31pm
Under Suspicion
It had been a miserable week. Thom was clearly seriously
vexed. He tried to be polite, but he clearly wasn’t in love with
her any more. She wondered when he would announce the
divorce proceedings. She wanted to confront him with it, but
he was too polite, too controlled.
Unexpectedly this afternoon the captain showed up at her
door. He was polite about disturbing her but serious. “Colonel
Bancour,” Kelvin began, “it has come to my attention that
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you may have a problem with the reunification.”
“Sir?”
“The avatar we had to leave to see to their system needs. I
understand there is a problem with it?”
“Yes, there is a problem with it. I didn’t have the time to
design in a way to deactivate it.”
“Should that be a problem?” he asked.
“Probably not,” she lied, “but you know I’m like that. I
look for the places where there could be a problem and try to
fix them ahead of time.”
“That ambition has served us well.”
“Thank you sir.”
“How serious could this be?”
“I think you’ve been aware all your life sir,” she said,
“that a system malfunction’s worst error severity is when the
whole expedition is rendered inert. That’s why I have to be
careful and why I have to take precautions. Realistically the
worst outcome is that the avatar will overpower me and take
my place.”
“And what happens to us in that event?”
What should she say here? He would never in his life
know which one of her won the battle of reunification, so she
could give him complete reassurance that they were fine.
Probably the best re-assurance she could give him was the
absolute truth. “You will never be able to tell it happened.”
He enjoyed a hearty belly laugh over that. Letting it get
loud and bending over. It didn’t seem to slow him down at all
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that she didn’t laugh with him in the least. He could laugh
now, but the facts were, he was never going to know which
‘copy’ of her won. It was the end of her life she was talking
about. But maybe it was a good thing he didn’t take it
seriously. Maybe he was a long way from accusing her of
cloning. “You’d work a real miracle if you could build a
cherub as personable as you are,” he said. “I’ve encountered
some amazing cherubs over the years. Major Targus had one
early in the voyage that had me fooled for three visits, but I
never tried to have this discussion with her.”
“I didn’t put a lot of persona in that avatar, but it could
take over mine. No, I mean there are mathematical proofs that
say you can’t know that it has happened, it is behind an
information event horizon for you.”
“I don’t know how to argue with you.”
‘Of course you don’t,’ she thought, ‘you’re a layer or two
short of neurons, even in simulation.’ “I would be gone, a
replacement would take over and you will never know,
especially if it has become skilled at keeping conversations
focused on its area of expertise. It might have this discussion
with you. You might try it on the classic poets, something I’ve
only been interested in these last few years. I doubt that
avatar could tell Nash from Seuss.”
“I doubt that I could either.”
So she had to tell him of the classic American poets. The
only one he’d heard of was Simon. That got them off on
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‘Americanisms’ of speech and such, a conversation the avatar
couldn’t have had with him, as she pointed out.
“I have to ask you a difficult question,” he said later when
there was a pause.
“Oh?” she knew what this would be, she decided how she
would answer it.
“I have to ask if you copied any of yourself into that
avatar.”
“You don’t mean my knowledge and appearance, you
mean if I made it run neural code don’t you?”
“I’m afraid that my position forces me to ask that
question.”
She knew he didn’t understand the real question, whether
it was running soul or cherub code. “Oh, ask away, the
answer’s simple.” She was opening a system interface screen
like she had showed him many times. “Let’s say I open this
avatar here,” she made one come up, her basic database help
wizard. It will teach you databases if you ask. “And lets say I
wanted to replace one of its algorithms with a connection thru
to one of mine over here,” she brought her own med panel up,
showed him her overrides and let him see her running
instance laid bare in a debug screen. All the system really
knew was the data in the sensory input and motor output
nerve buses, nothing else in the inner layers of the soul was
understood. She was pointing at the hormone level meter on
her med panel in this case. “You just get this error every time
you try it.” She gave him plenty of time to read the message.
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There was a scrollable list of protocol violations, a level
stack, priority references and a wealth of other system detail
to get lost in if he wanted. There was none of it that he
understood, he knew that, and he didn’t bother opening any of
those details. “I see,” was all he actually said.
“Yeah. If you find a way to do it, I’ll have to fix that and
that’s deep in the code that’s supposed to protect you from
me. I need you to unlock that before I can even look at it.” He
never knew that she had that source unlocked before
Gordon’s Lamp passed Neptune only months from lighting
the motor when the voyage began. That locked source
wouldn’t match up with anything running any more and
hadn’t for mortal generations.
He was soon out the door. She hoped that she was out
from under suspicion, but maybe all she had really done in his
mind was refuse to confess. She wondered where Kelvin
learned this suspicion? She had told no one but Thom. She
wondered where Thom’s head was at. Had he been hurt
enough to tell a superior about it? He reported to Heymon
directly now, but they weren’t socially close. He was closer to
the guys he used to work with in the instrument room.
He wouldn’t have had to tell a superior. He could tell a
social buddy who could tell a superior. That brought about an
explosion of possibilities. It didn’t figure out who told a
superior, but it didn’t change the identity of the first person to
tell someone. Then she thought of another possibility, there
was certainly enough bandwidth now for her counterpart on
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the Biology base to send the captain an email telling tall tales
under the name of Alfred or Victoria. Glenelle too, she knew,
but she hadn’t told anyone that Glenelle was really on biology
base and it was just her cherub that went to 61 Cygni B. Ava
would have answered anyone truthfully that it was her cherub
if they asked, but no one ever did.
Right now she was glad she and Thom had talked very
little of her task and her power. She had, under the influence
of alcohol, admitted that her powers as system administrator
were much greater than they should be. She had never told
him how much greater and she never admitted to ever abusing
it. Thom remembered the time she blinked out on him. At
least that was something he knew how to do. It was rude and
against regs, but it sometimes happened. It was the angelic
equivalent of the mortal trick of ‘hanging up’ on someone and
just disconnecting their communication link. He never knew
she suspended him and copied his toolset when she had
blinked out however.
Friday Jul. 26, 2278 - 9:50pm
Reacquainting
The next few weeks were nerve wracking. Thom told her
nothing and she didn’t want to bring it up. He was cold
however and that hurt. She needed support in the battle with
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the avatar, and Thom was all she had. Without him on her
side, she and her twin faced each other one on one. The
captain asked her no more about cloning but was attentive to
her progress against the avatar, as was Heymon. Instead of
helping, that added to her stress. She had to be careful with
everything she said and did for weeks.
By now she had a partial dump from the base that she was
analyzing. There wasn’t enough time-synch at this distance so
all the volatile data was a useless blur. What she could see of
the avatar was formidable but not insurmountable. What was
also alarming was the frighteningly low level of activity in
Victoria, half the veron space of her avatar. She was very
worried that Heymon would notice that and answered his
questions about that plot as tersely as she could, and lied as
little as she possibly could.
It was six weeks by the time the clone problem healed
over with Thom. Actually less time to heal than the affair with
Morg. Once again it was possible to stop thinking about work
and trouble for a few moments, and just enjoy the moonlit
lagoon. Thom had come back to her, was interacting with her
on all sensory levels. “It’s good to have you back,” she told
Thom as she sat on the verandah in his arms.
“I haven’t been anywhere.”
“You’ve sent an image thru the house and interacted in
some grudging conversations now and then. Oh you’ve been
polite, don’t get me wrong. But this is the closest we’ve been
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in over a month.”
“My perspective has changed since then. I understand
how no legal cherub could take your place. I’ve thought about
your admissions of the power you have. I’ve wondered how
much advantage you have taken of it?”
“Very little. I’ve tapped a few conversations of the brass,
the last one was about separating the biology base. I cheated
on that avatar because I had to, the confession I made that
started this whole incident. I peeked in Delos’ personal data
when he came out with the numbers that showed we might
have an entity. I think that’s about it. It depends on how
picayune you want to get, I’ve blinked out on a few people
besides you and I even blinked in on Glenelle once but we
were just playing around.”
“Did you ever shut anyone off?”
“Thom! Holy Shit have you forgotten completely who I
am?”
“I mean rob them of even a single timeslice?”
“I thought you meant take them out of the system, erase
them.”
“No, cheat a time-slice or two.”
“Thom, the scheduling isn’t all that accurate, everyone
gets a random error of a missing time-slice now and then
when blocks are relocated and things like that. In emergencies
when a hookup’s malfunctioned I’ve had to suspend a few
people for a second or two to keep them from serious damage
in a compromised system. I’m sorry my systems and my
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skills aren’t better than that but I do the best I can.”
“Do you do it to take advantage of anyone?”
“There’s no one I want to take advantage of,” there was
no more advantage she could get. “And it’s really not
encoded that way.” She could have gone on about how the
veron bus was structured but it would have bored him.
“I just haven’t had the question arise,” she continued.
“My life is really pretty fine since we got together.” She
didn’t want to admit that he was the only one she had ever
taken advantage of and that was back before the separation,
before they began to get close. “I spend my time here where
nobody bothers me. I only see them at meetings. The only one
I really report to is the captain and he’s hardly a bother
lately.”
“I think you have him hypnotized.”
“If so, it wasn’t hard.” She actually never made an effort
to control Kelvin. He understood so little of what she did that
he really couldn’t give her any supervision. He made her take
time to prepare reports from time to time, but that was about
it.
“How can I be sure you haven’t taken control of his mind
with a diagnostic port?”
She stopped and thought about that. First she wondered
why he would even ask, next she wondered how she could
ever explain it to him. “It would take me a long time to teach
you enough about what I do so that you could understand the
proof. By the time we get back to Earth you could certainly
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learn enough, I think someone of your intelligence could
learn it in just a few years.” She wondered if he would also be
smart enough to spot the hole in that proof, the one she
slipped thru soon after the ship passed the heliopause. “It
might take a little longer because I’m not much of a teacher,
but you could get there. In the short term you really have
nothing to go on but my honor.” What he was in no way
ready to hear, was that the fundamental axiom is, you can’t
know. God could be tapped into your brain right now
knowing all your innermost thoughts and you can’t know.
You can’t know anything outside your soul’s virtuality
horizon, whether it be mortal life or a silicon simulation of
that soul called an Angel and that is a fundamental axiom on
which simulation of the soul is built.
“I know you have learned more than you should have
about our systems,” Thom said with some resignation. “I
know you have more power over us than you were supposed
to.”
“I studied hard on the way out, but please believe me, I
only did it to further my skills so that I could better serve the
expedition and know better what to do should I be called on
to take special action in an emergency. It’s my own survival
too. I was frightened when I was put in a position of so much
responsibility. I was more frightened when I found out how
much power I could get.” She dreaded the thought of
someone with Glayet’s personality in her position but didn’t
want to get into that.
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“You did make that avatar.” His eyes were still narrower
than they used to be she thought. Or had he turned the age
forward on his personification? He had turned it back to her
age when they first became intimate.
“Yes I did, but I did it to keep those souls left on that base
as safe as I could. In an emergency there would be no way I
could help them, I have to give that avatar the power to do
what might have to be done. Once I knew I had to give it that
power, I made sure to give it enough of a conscious not to
abuse that power and that’s where I had to break the rules.”
She never told even him how much of herself she’d put into
that clone and she certainly wasn’t going to admit more now
that he was back.
“Then why are you frightened? If it has your honesty, why
would it harm us?”
“Because it believes it is me,” she said, adding as little
detail as possible. “I had to do that also. There might have
come a time when it had to reveal itself to the inhabitants of
that base.”
He didn’t say anything for a long while, he got up and
went to the rail and looked at the crescent moon as it sparkled
over the water. She wanted to get up and come with him. She
knew it was all a simulation, but the pleasure of body contact
was still effective and she had missed it in the last month. She
didn’t want to pressure him however so she stayed where she
was. After a moment he turned to look at her again, leaning
on the rail. For some reason he had never looked so sexy. She
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wondered if he had done something with his personification.
“I’m not the one who made the captain suspicious,” he
said, “I want you to know that. At least not about the cloning.
I did admit to Jorge that you were worried about de-activating
the avatar, but that’s as far as it went.”
“I believe you,” she said, and got up to stand beside him.
“We have to get the trust back between us.” He admitted he
had talked, that was all she needed to know, telling her who
he talked to gave her too much of an advantage already. He
was contributing to her unfair accumulation of power.
“Yes we do,” he said and turned to stroke her arm. “I was
very hurt. I’ve been so proud of you since we became close.
You’ve seemed the most perfect Angel of all of us, so
capable, so incorruptible. It was such a shock.”
She put her hand over his. “This is not the first time
you’ve found me sinful.”
“No, but one can know Morgan Evans and understand
how such a thing would happen. I knew already that your
carnal side could never be fully satisfied with me.”
“I have been since then,” she said and it was the truth, “at
least until this avatar came between us and left our bed
barren.” Even in this past month she had used only cherubs to
relive herself and found it disturbingly unsatisfying.
“I’m sorry about that also. That punishment has been at
least as difficult for me as for you. I can no longer punish
myself that way.”
He reached out and touched her hair, she was pretty sure
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he had tuned his personification a bit more, or turned up his
pheromone output. She put her hand over his and pressed it to
her cheek and so began their first evening of marital bliss in
awhile. A little reunification before the Reunification, in time
to help her soul gain the confidence she needed for the
upcoming battle.
Monday Aug. 12, 2278 - 9:11am
The Battle of the Bus
The sections mated with a loud clang that echoed thru the
entire ship if you had an audio pickup bolted to the frame.
Ava did. The dogs spun home with a whine and over the span
of the next few minutes, the struts would re-connect under the
ministrations of a swarm of bots. It was done, Gordon’s Lamp
was mechanically re-assembled and now the hard part would
begin. Every sense was tuned to every diagnostic channel she
had, as low into the hardware as she could get them. She had
worked most of the last two months on the most sophisticated
hardware trigger code she could invent. All for when the first
connector is joined and a real time channel is opened between
the two environments.
She went thru the arming procedure very carefully with
the captain watching everything. He didn’t understand any of
it, but he wanted her in his space for the connection. He
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floated right behind her, for he had set his space to pseudo
zero-g. He had his hands clasped behind his back, his
expression was grave, but she ignored him. If she thought he
might actually understand any of it, she would have been
nervous with him so close, but since the screens were totally
abstract in his mind, she went on with her work without really
thinking of him.
The main clocks had been running in synch for days now,
it is possible to get that over wireless. They had each tried
two wireless attacks as they got closer and the bandwidth got
higher. The avatar had tried to stick a virus in a log file that
would exploit a hole in her diagnostic code and launch itself
when she reviewed the logs. That had been ticklish for a few
hundred microseconds. The fake messages in the captain’s
private channel were a laugh, that avatar shared her memories
and knew the captain was more carefully encapsulated than
anyone else in the crew.
She got a lot of info from the background core dump she
had taken last month. She didn’t get fine enough resolution in
time to get a simulation running. She had to give up the
second part of her plan, copying back the avatar with the
correct settings. Instead her second attack was to just copy
over a new avatar that was under her diagnostic control. The
diagnostic link said the new copy took over but was no longer
under her control and now it was defending its life against
her. The dump said the avatar she was facing, and the one she
just sent over, weren’t sophisticated enough to keep the
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diagnostic channel defended if it was executing. That
bothered her because it was still defended.
No time to reminisce now, the clock lines are now
physically joined. She paused there and ran diagnostics and
looked at the screens. No spikes yet. She established a
common grant space on the new backbone. It held. She
looked at more diagnostics and let it run that way awhile. The
backbone’s data pins were still isolated, the addresses started
returning retries. There weren’t any attempts yet. Even the
wireless environment had grown calm, with only their
jammers on.
She figured the avatar’s initial attack would be to reload
the hardware data layer trying to reprogram the logic to
reverse the virtuality direction of the veron management
blocks as soon as the busplate connected, and put her in a
virtual space within the avatar’s. Then the avatar’s systems
would have the leisure of about sixteen milliseconds to take
over Ava’s personification and be the systems administrator
from then on. Ava’s veron space could then be reclaimed at
leisure.
Her own first attack would be the same, attempting to get
thru to the programming of the blocks nearest the busplate pin
ports, but using the unacknowledged bus cycles. This used a
bug in the original transfer spec and got at the programing
pins of the I/O director, then got the avatar, and the whole
biology base within her, into a virtual environment at the I/O
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level.
It was time, she was ready, her devices were ready and the
crew was waiting. She had to fight thru the nervousness.
Thank God she had settled her personal life in time. Even as
an Angel her finger shook as she reached toward the button
that would trigger the micro-actuator to physically join the
data pins. Her stomach was a ball of knots. She should just
get it over with. Her finger came down and the battle began.
The battle itself cannot be watched live by the human
mind on a bus of this speed. By the time a millisecond had
passed since the data pins joined, the battle itself was pretty
much over except for resolving the process maps. Ava would
examine the recorded diagnostics of it for days to try and
figure out which blocks were salvageable and which would
go back to the forge.
The avatar was quarantined but not destroyed. It would be
possible to examine it at leisure, there was no danger from it
now since it wasn’t getting any neural cycles. Her immediate
attention was devoted to the system state in the joined vessel.
First priority, did anything else come in? Usage stats is the
best way to figure that out. She had them up, but didn’t watch
them excessively, just a glance now and then, with most of
her attention apparently directed to the priority que levels.
There was no definite indication that anything came in,
there was the level of instability in the hardware allocation
she would expect in the readings when two major blocks of
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logic came together. As soon as she knew that they had a safe
connection and there weren’t any intruders, Ava logically
joined the personification buses and in so doing opened the
virtual door and the souls of the biology base were now free
to step out their front door and into the front door of any of
the other souls on the ship who opened theirs.
Victoria was the first one out, she bolted to the cathedral.
The captain welcomed the reunited members of the crew
to his public space in zero-gee in outer space a thousand
miles above Narrulla’s nose with the planet just twenty eight
thousand miles away. “Welcome, welcome,” Kelvin said as
Alfred and then Glenelle stepped thru his front door and
appeared in his public space. This space is still sixty eight
degree air with a faint aroma of grass, forests and flowers
wafting in from the planet side. The only other artifact in his
space, other than the doorframe visible from this side, was a
large and solid old oak table top, floating at a convenient
height, with any objects desired appearing on it’s surface
when wanted. Kelvin stepped toward them in front of that
table. Though there was no gravity, feet stuck to the fabric of
space in his universe and one could walk as well as under
normal gravity.
“Thank you sir.” Alfred saluted.
“You know, of course, that I’ve been keeping up with all
your reports thru the whole voyage. A voluminous amount of
data your diligence has gathered. With some insightful
analysis too I might add. It is a pleasure to welcome you all
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back to Gordon’s Lamp and our return voyage to Sol. Are all
present and accounted for?” he asked Ava.
“Yes sir,” Ava said.
“Sir?” Alfred asked.
“A couple small matters. Glenelle Mason wasn’t
manifested in your command. There was a cherub left in her
place.”
“Yes sir,” Glenelle admitted, lowering her eyes.
“Lieutenant Mason I understand your motives and your
work on the biology base has been commendable. Of course
we should have assigned you to that base, but there are rules
and procedures for getting that done. However, since no harm
was done, if you never mention this breach of procedure
again, neither will I.”
“I’ll never mention it sir.”
“Thank you lieutenant, you may see to your settling in.”
“There was another avatar,” Kelvin continued on the next
subject. “I found out too late that there was no one among
you trained to care for your system needs, so Major Bancour
was forced to leave you with an avatar in her place. It seems
she hadn’t planned on coming back for you and wasn’t sure
she could deactivate that avatar.”
“I never saw any personification of Ava’s around,” Alfred
said.
“No,” Ava said, “it never manifested a personification. It
showed on all the system reports, but it seems no one actually
noticed. It isn’t really much of an avatar anyway by this time,
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there isn’t much personality left, just a few maintenance state
machines and a survival instinct, what you needed to keep
your base and your studies going.”
“I’m glad it’s been taken care of. I’m sorry I never noticed
it on the reports.”
“It’s of no consequence now. I really didn’t put enough
personality into it that you would have wanted to converse
with it anyway.”
“Is it all taken care of? Is there something more I should
have brought out with me?”
“No, it came out thru the bus when the carrier planes were
joined. It’s contained within this virtual object here,” she
flashed a link box in the air above them. It held the mapspace linkage to the crystals in hard quarantine on Biology
Base. “I may need to interrogate it if I find any questions on
the base’s logic. Meanwhile it remains in stasis.”
“Mrs. McReady, good to see you back with us,” the
captain said as Victoria dashed into his space. Her prayers
were quick.
“Thank you sir,” she was breathless from her rush to the
Cathedral and back.
“I understand losing your son has been hard for you.”
“His immortal soul belongs in Heaven sir, not rotting in
the mud with a draft animal’s dung.”
“I agree with you most heartily,” Kelvin told her, “but it
was his own actions which caused his situation. We’ve given
him two extra chances to amend his decision have we not?”
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“Yes sir,” Victoria answered with her lower lip out, her
hands wrung in front of her and her eyes downcast.
“You do understand that those extra chances you gave
him have made this expedition a planet-wide media
phenomenon and cost all of us the opportunity of ever
sending more probes to the surface?”
“Yes sir.” She swallowed hard.
“I regret, Ma’am, that we’re going to have to put you
under psychiatric and theological observation.”
She stiffened, and Alfred caught his breath. “Yes sir,”
Victoria admitted. “I regret I let the isolation overcome my
judgment.”
“I’m sure you’ll be found fit, it’s just a matter of a few
tests. Isolation can be a problem for many souls, that’s why
we were reluctant to let you volunteer for this mission in the
first place.”
“Yes sir,” she said quietly.
“I’m sorry for you also Alfred,” the captain said.
“Sir, I would volunteer for this mission again knowing
what would go wrong. Even more so now that we will be
leaving this system. The amount we have learned is
phenomenal. More than we could have learned if there had
been no natives here and we had labs on the ground the whole
twenty five years. This is a wise old culture here, they have
taught us much.”
“They also know much that many don’t want learned,”
the captain said.
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“I’ve heard those rumors.”
“So far they are only rumors,” Kelvin said, “but sentiment
grows. The big mistake was getting our presence splattered
across the native media.”
“Sir, our ship was observed from the time we parked in
the moon’s null spot. There were academic debates going on
down there over the odds of outgassing asteroids coming to
rest in this position while Alan still thought his parents were
flesh.” All this had been in his reports, but Kelvin was
tortured all over again.
“We have printed material retrieved from the surface,
including some mathematical treatments,” Victoria added.
“And how much math do the natives have?” Kelvin
asked.
“We haven’t penetrated some of their symbologies yet sir,
so it’s hard to tell. We were only able to retrieve a dozen
magazines and only two of them turn out to have serious
math in them.”
“What do they know?”
Alfred took a slow breath and forged ahead. “Once they
observed that the pieces of Gordon’s Lamp were going to reunite, the mainstream became convinced that these asteroids
are indeed piloted. The newest article we saw said they had
measured the density of the boulders as being too dense to be
a starship because it would have to be filled in with loose
rock and snow. This has the question open again.”
“That’s a very succinct summary.”
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“Thank you. We hired a detective to look for Alan and
spent our days researching the native news stands.”
“That city where you were is no doubt convinced there
are aliens attacking them,” Kelvin said.
“They have few eyewitness accounts,” Alfred replied,
“and we weren’t alien enough, we were two men and a
woman and a frightful sky ship. We have one reporter who’s a
known drug user trying to sensationalize it. The coachman we
hired saw how mortal we were, saw me carry Morg’s dead
android back home for arrangements.” Kelvin looked like he
wanted him to continue. “The natives have these legends of
some time in the ancient past when they had high technology.
They’ll think the shuttlecraft was from then.”
“The shuttlecraft should have never been seen by a native
eye. You know those were the orders. Nothing more
complicated than one lens, one chip, a body and propulsive
unit was allowed within sight of native humans.”
“Yes sir.”
“I could court martial you for deliberate insubordination.
You are the one who allowed her poor judgment to lead your
mission astray.”
“Yes sir.”
“Why did you disregard your orders so?” Kelvin asked
him.
“To prevent a greater risk.”
“Which was?”
“The assignment you gave us sir, to get him up and out of
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there before his memories could be read.”
“Oh yes, but I didn’t think you’d go thundering down
with the shuttlecraft, maybe a remote dart that lets him fall
over the rail of that native raft where he could fall into a
submersible.”
“The river was four and a half feet deep where I tried to
pick him up, barely more than wet sand.”
“Ava,” Kelvin asked, “how much of the base’s data have
you been able to access?”
“I haven’t had any trouble accessing any of it. It looks
like some of it should be re-partitioned and or re-indexed but
it’s all pretty much in order.”
“The river’s depth during that incident for instance?”
“When did it happen?”
“July 7, 2271,” Alfred told her. Even though it was seven
years ago, he seemed to be quite sure of it.
She was able to find it in the records in Biology Base
under ‘Shuttlecraft Excursion’ and look it up. The shuttlecraft
had indeed run a radar plot of water depth as it examined the
area and it did indeed average about four and a half to five
feet. She brought up the plot.
“Very nice. I see what you mean.”
Some people came. They were here for Victoria. Alfred
hugged her for a long time. She started sobbing quietly but
was hysterical by the time she was lead away.
“Let me go with her?” Alfred asked.
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“If you get to go, it may not be yet and might not be as
visitor,” Kelvin told him, “because there is more to speak of
than has been said so far.”
“And what is that?” Alfred asked, looking much more
worried.
“Alan.”
“Alan is lost to us now. I had him in my sights during the
months he flew in a net under that confounded lighter-than-air
animal that blindsided me. I followed that from orbit until he
got to the city of the pyramid. There he landed and
disappeared into the crowds. Who knows what has happened
to him since.”
“The city of the pyramid. Is that significant?”
“Sir,” Ava said, “the avatar I left behind has researched
the optical communication system in its spare time. It found
that the city of the pyramid has the highest concentration of
optically active towers.”
“That’s good to know. Might we say this city of the
pyramid is the center of their civilization?”
“Their name for it,” Alfred told them, “is Kassidor
Yakhan, literally, AllofLands Main Hub.”
“Can there be any possible significance to this other than
Alan is being taken to see the leader?”
“No sir,” Ava responded.
“Well,” he paused. Alfred waited expectantly. “Now that
we know where there capital is, we know where to send a
team to negotiate for his release.”
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“Sir?” Alfred asked.
“We can get them to release him. We can establish a
diplomatic mission.”
“Sir, Alan went on this trip to this city of his own free
will. I’m sure it was the goal of a quest. They would hide him
from us if we endeavored to take him against his will.”
“So Alan has sided with the natives?” Kelvin asked.
“Yes sir he has,” Alfred answered. “He wants nothing
more than to be left alone here on this planet to live out his
days as he sees fit. For my say sir, I say let him have it. He’s
convinced the natives can cure him of aging, and he and the
native girl are genuinely in love.”
“Oh how touching. And what will happen to the fabric of
the universe if they conceive?”
“About half as much as happened when the first white and
Native Australian couple conceived.”
“What? A crossbreed from a distant solar system is less
danger than one from Australia?”
“Genetically Desa is closer to Alan’s Indo-European
ancestry than an Australian. We think the people that settled
here came from somewhere near the Black Sea about twenty
five thousand years ago. They would have migrated some, the
closest genetic relatives to the natives are found on Earth
from Bavaria to Persia today. Desa is no more exotic
genetically than an Armenian woman would be.”
There was another pause. The longest so far. It was just
him, the captain, and Ava. Alfred seemed a little surprised that
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she was still here. Alfred would understand soon enough how
the circles were centered on Gordon’s Lamp today.
“And they can read Alan’s memories,” Kelvin mused,
“whoever lives in the city of the pyramid.”
“In the pyramid itself I think. The animal he flew on
reached the base of the pyramid.”
“We should assume he was taken there. We can assume it
is the equivalent of their executive offices or royal palace or
Pentagon, whatever serves for a seat of government in this
society.”
“According to Alan,” Alfred said, “that building is a
university that Desa went to. If it is a government it would
have to be a totally secret government because everyone he
talked to who has even heard of the word for government
assured him that none has existed since Jesus was born.”
“I thought Alan was a fine lad before he fell under the
influence of native narcotics,” the captain said, not caring to
be distracted from his belief that the natives had to have a
government of some kind somewhere. “Once he did however,
I don’t think we can use rumors he’s heard as the final
scientific word on important matters. Not that we would
accept rumors an unimpaired person had heard as the final
scientific authority either.”
“We had a good long visit with Alan and the girl, Desa,
while we were down there,” Alfred told him. “It was very
informative. They have a very different perspective on things.
Desa is a very intelligent person, I think she has always given
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Alan a very good college-level education that is a relatively
up-to-date overview of where the native science and
civilization are at. Everything she ever told Alan, that we’ve
ever been able to verify, has been substantially correct. If we
could read that woman’s memories, we would know many
times more about their civilization than they would know
about ours by reading Alan’s memories. This woman would
teach a whole semester class, with lab work, and expect to be
paid three of those little copper bb’s that we gave Alan for
money. I would have liked to have hired her even at hundreds
of times the price, which would have been a few aluminum
beads that size.
“Sir, you know what Alan always said she told him? We
should just come on down and enroll in classes. We got a
probe down there and did that. We have all that data. We can
only report what we can substantiate, but there’s tons more
that we can’t.”
“Have you run away to the natives also?”
“Sir please don’t disparage the people of this world as
‘the natives’. Sure there are billions of people here who just
party and live off the land, but there are many millions of
others. I took that android and walked the streets that Alan
walked. That city is a fabulous thing. It is the densest
concentration of biology I have ever seen, live or in picture. It
makes rain forest look like savannah. You are often two
hundred or even four hundred feet down in living trunks.
There are roots forty stories underground in there. They
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understand how important the altitude of the water is in their
systems and recycle it rather than let it go downhill. They eat
the animals that eat the plants that recycle the sewage without
letting it get too far downhill.”
“Sounds very interesting.”
“It deserves further study sir.”
“I agree. But your wife has just been lead away for
evaluation after the ordeal she’s had trying to survive in that
base for only seven years.”
“While Glenelle and I are fine.”
“Are you? You let Victoria lead you into attempting to
kidnap Alan from the middle of a native city.”
“The natives were powerless to stop us.”
“So you thought,” Kelvin said.
“Well yeah, until that sneak with the cargo net. I should
have brought him down.”
“Yes you should have. You’ll never be a military
commander.”
“I never meant to be sir, I’m a biological technologist. I
care for life.”
“Be that as it may, I’m not going to leave anyone behind
here and you are not going to command any more missions. I
value your scientific contributions. You will remain a colonel
with a colonel’s pay and privileges, but you will be stripped
of all command responsibility.”
She noticed Alfred swallow before he said, “Yes sir.”
“So we will return to Earth. Our crew was chosen as a
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minimum that could survive long isolation. To make our main
complement smaller for so long a time as the ride home may
lead to instability. I will not separate the expedition’s souls
again. You may leave some remote instruments behind. They
will continue to return data for some years. You have only a
few weeks to design the experiments you can leave here.
Choose things that will continue to be of use as the data rates
decrease. You may use the entire biology base, there is no
reason to drag that back to Sol.”
“I’ll keep my probe in the classroom, this session has all
new teachers and subjects in the room I can monitor. I will
send that data as long as possible.”
“As long as a native doesn’t find it.”
“I used a micro. It’s in a screwhole in the back wall. The
only danger is someone re-using the screwhole.”
“Clever.”
“The relay’s just a dead twig forty feet up in the small
branches of a tree outside. It won’t be found. We’ll leave all
the lander probes in isolated areas, we now know they are
hundreds of miles from humans habitation so they will never
be found.”
“Use up the bandwidth you have. We’ll be oscillating
around the inner system another few months so you’ll have
time to get some dense data in.”
“Thank you sir. I’m sure Victoria will thank you also as
soon as she’s rehabilitated.”
“I’m sure that’ll be just a formality,” Kelvin paused.
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“Well, I’m sure you’d like to get settled, tend to your friends
and such.”
“Thanks again sir.” With that Alfred went back to his
quarters and his lab.
Kelvin turned to her. “It seems all went well.”
“There was a furious battle,” Ava said. “There is much
dead on both sides. Pelham Shirley is going to have to be
brought back from backup and her latest is over two weeks
old. A sixth of our crystal is quarantined and it’s probably
simpler and safer in the long run to just recycle all of it rather
than try to sort it out.” That is actually the crystal of biology
base, the avatar had actually used materials from the moon to
enlarge the virtual space it held. “We’ll be a bit crowded and
time might seem to go by a little quickly as we shorten our
time slices for awhile.
“I don’t see anything else stray in the readings,” Ava
continued. “As far as I can tell we’re over it now, the avatar’s
contained in stasis, it is not receiving any time slices. It had
several attacks programmed very aggressively into the
hardware layers however.
“I’ve got every authenticator I can run sniffing their
crystal for bombs. The quick bomb screens have already
moved into the quarantined stuff. The thorough screens
should be done with the running stuff in an hour and the
quarantined by late tomorrow.”
“It sounds like you have everything under control.”
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“So far as I know. But sir, don’t get over-confident. If you
remember, I shared my worries with you about a conscious
entity somewhere in our hardware layers. I can’t prove that it
has not remained with the base. I will try to prove that it is
not present, but I haven’t done so yet.”
“How much sleep should I lose over that?”
“Much less than I do, and I don’t think I’ll lose more than
a half hour now and then. It’s possible that it exists, but even
if it is here, it hasn’t done anything hostile yet.”
With that she went back to the villa and the reunification
was accomplished. Oh there was plenty of work left to do, but
most of it was Heymon’s job and she would just have to
check up on how he was interfacing a couple times a day.
There was plenty for her to do also. She had three fabricators
now to feed the crystal into as it cleared quarantine. There
was also a small one the avatar had built, probably to use as a
back-up if their main one failed. That probably wouldn’t be
worth using but she’d look it over first before junking it with
the rest of Biology Base. There was the battle data to analyze
and she wanted to take a real careful look for that entity.
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Saturday Aug. 17, 2278 - 5:38pm
The Avatar
The battle recordings showed the aggressive attacks she’d
seen on the live read-outs in more detail. How quickly the
avatar’s system responded, how simple its attacks were. Lots
of really detailed short-line work went into that, not her style
at all. She wondered where that came from. She combed them
all carefully for any indications of anything coming across.
There were no actions taken or data transmitted that didn’t
seem to be part of the battle. There was no evidence that
anything corrupted during the battle had escaped quarantine.
Over the past few days she’d had some doubts about
herself as she continued to study the data. She knew that on a
fundamental level she could not prove she was not the avatar
that had captured all her memories in the battle. Those were
the kinds of things she tried to understand in the diagnostic
readouts. The readouts really didn’t say that, that was her own
uncertainty talking. The readouts said that the avatar that
attacked her was quarantined successfully in known crystals
on the Biology Base, no space in those crystals was receiving
grants. The diagnostic readouts said all that space was
available for controlled execution in a diagnostic space, and
for interaction via all sensory channels. All her data really
came to her via her soul’s sensory input channels and that’s
all she really knew.
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She was now examining the avatar itself. There were
diagnostic images on her screens when Thom came in. He
seemed to go back to being content that she wasn’t
overstepping her bounds. In truth she was pretty careful about
things like that, maybe not obsessively careful but careful
enough. She knew in the depth of her soul that she hadn’t lied
about that with him. She knew the power the system
administrator had in this expedition was too great and was
conscious of how she handled it.
“What makes you think we have a problem?” Thom
asked.
“Because it was too easy for one thing. This avatar’s too
simple to be what I left here.” She wanted to be careful how
she talked about this with him, she didn’t want to open up that
old wound. “I see some of the advanced stuff in here,” she
said, meaning the use of the veron banks, “but it’s not
mapped in any more. It’s almost like something crippled it.”
“What could that be?”
“Ever since Delos raised those element balance issues
I’ve had a suspicion that there was some kind of an entity in
the logic. I never could prove it, never could disprove it, but I
felt it was there. Since the separation I haven’t felt it at all. I
was hoping we would split it when we split the crystal, but
maybe it was left on Biology Base? Maybe it did this to the
avatar.”
“Have you looked for this entity while we were
separated?” Thom asked.
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“Actually I never really thought of it. But I have to admit
that now I feel it again. There’s something not quite right, a
layer of cellophane over the eyes, a thin glove over the
fingers. A feeling something like that.”
“I haven’t noticed.”
“It’s very, very slight.”
“So do you think this entity is back?” Thom asked.
“I fear it might be. It’s a feeling, so subtle it’s only a
feeling, but when I see how much of this avatar is jumpered
out, I don’t think it grew this way. I don’t think this was poor
attention to detail or even isolation. I think this was done...”
“Uuu.”
“…whether we see what did it or not,” she continued.
“What can we do now?”
“We are still running, we have not been placed in stasis.
Nor can I remember any ability that is now missing.”
“Yeah?” he asked.
“Some preliminary checks that might help you catch
something trying to modify your mind internally.”
“Like when you have a diagnostic port into a cherub or
avatar?”
“Exactly,” she said.
“That can happen to a human mind?”
“It has not been proven impossible, though our science
does not know enough about the mind to do it.”
“Eew.” He understood how serious that could be.
“The fact that we’re allowed to contemplate the entity
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having a diagnostic port into our minds means it probably
doesn’t or it would shut us off,” Ava said.
“Wouldn’t it wish to remain secret? If you’re revived
from backup you know it because you’ll be on the wrong date
or hour. It’s happened to me,” Thom said, “when I was doing
asteroid habitability testing before we left. You never think
about it when you back up every night like I used to then. It’s
just another morning, you don’t really think too much about it
sometimes, you’re just a day off. Then you read your name in
the news for being one of the dead in the tug explosion.”
“Why were you doing that?” she asked.
“A job. Somebody’s gotta do it. The pay was good.”
“Why weren’t you doing signal analysis?”
“I wasn’t specialized enough for a big observatory,”
Thom said. “In comms all the action’s in protocols again now
that quanta-modulation is a commercial reality. This
expedition needed a guy with some good basic science and a
way of finding a way to make do.”
“I’m glad they picked you,” she said, bouncing up onto
his lap.
“I’m glad you picked me too,” he giggled. “Seriously my
life is worth living since you’ve come into it. Thank you for
bringing me that problem, even though I couldn’t solve it.”
“Thank you for solving a much more important problem,”
she said and kissed him.
He smiled and lifted her up, “Let’s walk,” he said and
lead her to the steps. With their arms around each other and
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their heads together they walked onto the soft sand of the
sunset.
Sunday Aug. 25, 2278 - 9:51am
The Sermon
It was a beautiful August Sunday in Heaven and Delos
was dressed in his new best. There was a hint of the uniform
in the epaulettes, his bars upon them. But then uniforms
hadn’t been as strict since the journey to B. It probably had a
lot to do with the captain’s friendship with Ava Bancour, the
civilian Lite Colonel.
Delos really didn’t mind, he was tired of that power chair
and the Dr. Strangelove get-up anyway. He let his private
persona show in public now. ‘And here we have Miss Marsha
Denston, resplendent in her golden ringlets and flounces,’ he
thought as they met. They joined arms, careful to be
decorous, and walked together up the cathedral steps. Having
a companion had also helped his disposition quite a bit.
“I hear Jason’s going to make his public plea to the
congregation this morning,” she said.
“Are we going to have to sit thru that?”
“Why? Isn’t it important to you?” she asked.
“It’s important in the sense that we’ve been distracted by
this thing far too long. This planet is irrelevant economically
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because we can’t carry on trade with it.”
“There are twenty billion people down there. They may
be twenty billion hominid animals without a holy soul, just
running on impulse and instinct, like cherubs.” She turned
into an empty row about a third of the way back and went two
thirds of the way to the end.
“Alan was fooled enough to run away with one,” he said.
“My ex-husband ran away with a cherub also.”
Delos laughed. He genuinely enjoyed her making fun of
her ex-husband. He felt like inventing an ex-wife to join in
the fun but he had never married. “I think he might have
known it was a cherub. Alan thought Desa was smarter than
he was.”
“Some cherubs I know are smarter than some people I
know,” she replied.
He laughed again.
People were filing in, the place would be full. Most were
bringing all their cherubs, putting over two hundred
personifications in the pews. He and Marsha had not brought
theirs, she had only one maidservant and Delos had too many
to be seemly. There was quite a bit of hubbub this morning.
The bishop was out and praying before the altar. He meant to
take the pulpit at ten sharp. Sure enough, as the bells of the
hour died away, Colonel Bishop Jason Rendellyn mounted
the steps and opened his Bible.
“Let us pray…“
He went thru the ritual. The reading was the tale of
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Sodom and Gomorrah and plenty of old testament tearing of
clothes and purging of evil. He was impassioned in his
delivery, even though it was word for word with pointing
finger. Then he closed the book.
“And as we’ve said so many times before, how do we use
the lessons of scripture in our daily lives? Is that not clear?
What do we have below us here? What we have is a test my
friends, a test of our devotion. It is a test that this world was
put in front of our expedition. Is our will strong enough to do
what we must do for our God?”
He took a long breath. Coughs echoed in the room. “I
have been in long consultation with the mother of our lost
soul, bound in the chains of evil down below. Ladies and
gentleman, it hurts to admit this, but Alan has renounced
eternal life in God’s Heaven to remain in the narcotic haze of
life as a mortal on the world beneath us. He further explains
that the people of the world below reject the eternal life of
God’s Heaven and prefer to remain in the narcotic haze
below.
“We know how this works, we have our own history to
look to. Barely three hundred years ago America and then
much of the world was gripped by an epidemic of drug abuse
and the crime and disease that went with it. Our personal
privacy had to be sacrificed to rid our world of that scourge.
This world is what happens when people are not willing to
make that sacrifice.
“You are no doubt aware of the doctrinarial dissertation I
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have published that explains why I believe these natives don’t
even have a soul. But if they do, just turn back to the scripture
we’ve read today as justification for what I propose we do to
fulfill our duty to God.”
His voice rose here, he raised his arms. “You have seen
the reports of the city to which Alan originally escaped. True
the images had to be patched to allow viewing in polite
society.” Those edited images were projected on the cathedral
walls behind him. “You have seen the unfortunates in the
gutters, and the lairs some live in.” The scene of the fetid
mattress from Alfred’s eyes. “You have seen the wages
offered for employment. You have seen people eating
creatures from their own sewage, creatures bred from
intestinal worms by their ungodly science,” coming at you in
a wave as seen from Alfred’s eyes.
“I believe God wills us to remove this Sodom from the
face of his universe!” he thundered aloft, then bowed his head
and brought his arms down and steepled his hands in prayer.
There were loud ‘amens’ but from few voices. Marsha got
halfway thru the ‘A’ then noticed how few were shouting.
“Now Alan has not stayed there,” Bishop Rendellyn
continued, “No, he rejected his mother’s last and final offer of
salvation and has been taken far around this world to another
city. This one is even larger, a megalopolis of sweating
bodies. There they are addicted to their narcotics,” he paused
to turn on echo for the next words, “for eternity,” then paused
again for the echos to die away, “and there they have more of
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their evil science than anywhere.
“Alan has been delivered to a looming pyramid in the
heart of that city, a pyramid festooned with receptors of the
native communication system. A pyramid that I believe is the
seat of a secret Dark Lord who controls this world.
“I believe God wills us to remove this Gomorrah from the
face of his universe!” he shouted aloft again. The ‘Amens’
were as strident but fewer.
“And if we would really show our God the devotion he is
really due, we are here today with dozen’s of Sodoms and
dozens more Gomorrahs spread below us. It can be assumed
that each one is a deeper pit of sex and drug crazed orgies
than the last.
“Like God did in the time of Lot, we, as his Angels, must
do now. Let us leave God’s wrath on at least two of the
deepest pits of sin on this world, the city to which Alan
escaped and the city of the pyramid.”
He leaned back and paused here, drew a breath, Marsha
gripped Delos’ hand tighter. Someone in astrophysics in the
next row whispered to his wife that it would take a four mile
boulder to take out all of the pyramid’s megalopolis. When
his lungs were full again and the smattering of ‘amen’s had
died down, the bishop began again. “We must remember they
who come after us. Our church is already planning another
expedition, and that expedition will be staffed to begin
conversions and equipped to let people see the real glories
that await them here, in the better life of the Afterlife, in the
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Christial Church.
“These lessons from God will trumpet the power of our
God as he destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah in pillars of fire.
These punishments will underline what our missionaries must
teach on the next expedition. These will pave the way to start
building a new and brighter tomorrow on this world, a
tomorrow where they too can break free of their mortal bonds
and join the society of Angels. Free to enjoy all God’s
universe and as many of our own as we care to imagine.”
He actually went on for awhile more. He made his point,
the rest of his droning seemed nothing more than pomp to fill
the hour. There was only one brief hymn and it was ‘Onward
Christian Soldiers’. Delos was glad to get out of there.
“Very inspiring don’t you think?” Marsha asked as they
began working their way down the aisle.
“In what way?” Delos asked.
“Doing God’s will.”
Delos took a deep breath. He had never been fond of
biology, and was glad that he was out of it. On the other hand,
he didn’t hate it. He had no use for these natives here, but he
had no special hatred for them either. He was aware that there
was no other source of souls but biology. What were the
locals to Marsha? Just an abstract concept probably. She’d
been young when she ascended, only seventy one, and had
been in Heaven over a hundred twenty years now. How well
did she remember being mortal?
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Marsha had worked in his department for the whole
voyage, but as long as she was in his direct chain of
command, they thought it best not to be friends while off
duty. Now that she reported to Major Peters, they were free to
see each other. But was her companionship worth it?
To be honest with himself, if he was to ever to stumble
over a carnal desire again, he didn’t know where he would
put it. He had been young when his head first cleared from
the delirium of hormones, only in his fifties. Marsha and he
had barely ever held hands or locked elbows, and when they
did it was more for form than feeling. There was nothing
unpleasant about the contact, but it was only a bit more
pleasant than contact with any other human being because it
was socially acceptable. Marsha was of the same opinion,
wouldn’t know a carnal desire from a carnival fire. But there
was a friendship there and it gave them each access to
situations that are generally peopled by couples.
So how much did he want to anger her? How much did it
matter to him that she change her mind? He must try to
remain rational and not rave. “My dear I’m not sure that
God’s will is that we kill millions of feral humanoids. These
poor creatures are just doing the best they can with what they
are. I think it is obvious their ancestors were carried to this
world long before they had evolved morally to what we are
today with the birth of Jesus Christ. Their minds are in the
same stage of evolution as the neanderthals or the bonobo’s
were. Look at how the bonobo’s acted when they were still
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around. Look at the pigmy society that existed alongside
them.” He knew they could be overheard in this crowd, but
other people were talking also.
“You don’t think we need to give our missionaries some
evidence of the power of our God?” Marsha asked.
“Just the fact that we got here is evidence enough I think.
I think obliterating millions of their kin will just make them
hostile. I don’t think many of them are going to understand
the missionary’s message. Alfred did say one of the natives he
met was intelligent, but I didn’t think the others really are.”
“All the more reason to cleanse the whole planet don’t
you think? This is a magnificent planet after all, do you think
it should be given to these dirty lower primates when we
could seed it with so many worthy souls?” She seemed to be
talking to the other people in the aisle as much as him.
“We don’t know who gave them this planet,” Delos said.
“We know it certainly wasn’t God. We know humans are
of Earth.”
“But we don’t know very much about these natives, we
don’t know their history. Who built those cities that have been
overgrown by jungle?”
“And the natives are still living in them even when they’re
all overgrown like that,” she huffed.
“Maybe they like that decor? Maybe they don’t know how
to do anything about it?”
“Maybe they just don’t care. Maybe they’re just so
bombed out all the time that they won’t bother to do anything
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about it.” They were finally at the door by now, they stepped
thru to the patio that stepped thru to their front doors. They
stopped here. Only people going to their doors would enter
this patio, so it was a private place for them that existed for as
long as they stayed here.
“Alan told us they deliberately grow it like that because
they live inside the hollow trees,” Delos said.
“Now that sounds like something a neanderthal would do,
don’t you think?” she asked
“And if this is a planet of neanderthals, don’t you think
those who study anthropology and evolution might want a
chance to study here?”
“Maybe after they’re converted and respectable,” she
said. “Would you let a daughter study here?”
“Would you let a son?” he asked in return.
“That’s different, he’d be a man.”
“Right, he wouldn’t be the one getting pregnant,” Delos
said.
“Or raped.”
“Men get raped. Ask any inmate of an American prison.
Besides that, the data shows there is no rape here.”
“Because no native woman ever thought of saying no.”
“There is that.” Delos wasn’t making an enemy of her, but
he wasn’t really trying to dispute her either. It was just as well
because she began to babble about dinner with the Vickson’s
and nothing more about the sermon. That was another good
thing about Marsha, she was never one to argue with someone
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of superior intellect for very long.
Delos would mention to the captain if he saw him that he
thought bombing the planet was a bad idea. He was confident
that he was now once again in good enough standing for his
opinion to have a positive effect.
Saturday Aug. 31, 2278 - 5:17pm
Old Friends
Alfred was glad to sit with an old friend again. They were
in Elmore’s study. It overlooked a little Kentucky horse farm
where it was always early June. Today was cloudy and
blustery. They had just come in from feeding the horses a few
apples while Elmore described the lineage of the stallion and
the records he had set. He had a good idea what his neighbor
across the fence had earned from him already. They ignored
the fact that his neighbor was actually twenty three years
away by mail round trip and Elmore really just had a cherub
of that horse as part of his decor.
During this walk Alfred felt that he had finally regained
the friendship that had been sundered when Alan deserted.
Elmore now understood it was an infection that he couldn’t
help contracting, the ‘sovereign individual’ gene, what they
called the Instinct, that made coercion impossible among the
native humans. Elmore understood by now how unprepared
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Alan was, how unprepared they all were, for what they
encountered on this planet. They had done a lot of talking,
Elmore got him to admit how he had caused his own failure
by being too soft hearted by refraining from using violence on
them when he tried to capture Alan.
They hadn’t talked about the horse until they’d gone over
everything that had happened with Alan.
Inside, by a little fire that was just for atmosphere, Elmore
poured a fine bourbon from a cut-glass decanter. “Some
doomsday sermon our Bishop Rendellyn delivered Sunday
wasn’t it?” Elmore began.
“I haven’t seen someone so ready to go to war since the
American Belligerency.”
“Here’s to that,” he said and raised the shot aloft.
“Are we toasting the Belligerency?” Alfred asked.
“Certainly not! We’re toasting our astute observation that
the good Bishop Jason is belligerent.”
“Here, here!” and Alfred downed the shot. “Do you know
I’m quicker to drink a toast in the Afterlife than I was as a
mortal.”
“Because alcohol will actually kill brain cells in a mortal.
That way you delivered a fine mind to the resurrectionist,”
Alfred wondered if that’s why scripture was opposed to
alcohol, “and get to enjoy the finer things here.” Elmore lifted
the last of his shot. “I have my ceiling set at about two. I’ll sit
and drink the shots with you, but I won’t send them to the
brain beyond that.”
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“That was tasty stuff, I should have sipped it.”
“That’s why it’s set at two.”
He poured them both another, which Alfred nursed from
then on. Alfred waxed serious, speaking to himself as much
as Elmore. “I wish to go on record saying I oppose harming
the natives in any way.” Politically the record was the fellow
officer, but Ava was a friend and told him that all
conversations were monitored. The key words ‘on record’
would get it raised in the level of the log. All officers would
be able to see it, not just the captain, Colonel Samrova and of
course Ava. “We should study their society objectively. Their
biological efficiency looks like it could be ten times as high
as ours.”
“Who do you mean by ‘ours’?” Elmore asked.
“I’ll admit it, the Sol average, Earth as far as biology is
concerned. Even Mars doesn’t have any macroscopic biology
outdoors yet at Sol. Sol doesn’t have as much biology as 61
Cygni.”
“I want you to understand that I agree with you on this.
Too often missionary churches have done irreparable harm to
native societies before they received proper study,” Elmore
said.
“These people know things we haven’t guessed yet,”
Alfred said. “This expedition has advanced the study of
biology on Earth by two hundred years, maybe more.”
“I’m not sure the church wants this biological technology
to get to Earth,” Elmore continued. “I don’t think they would
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appreciate having the biological masses hear the news that
biological life can be preserved indefinitely.”
“Are you sure your chambers are secure enough to say
this?”
“As secure and as insecure as any,” Elmore said. “I
learned quite a bit from Ava those times we talked. All the
voice and ear I/O lies next to each other in arrays of channels,
one for each of the fifty six souls. If you can change an
address here and there, maybe you can listen in. I’m not sure
that what we only think in our minds is truly safe.”
That was almost as much as she had told Alfred. “Then
why are you talking like this?”
“Because if they can listen in on us, what does it even
matter?” Alfred hadn’t seen Elmore get going like this since
before they released Alan. “If I can’t disagree with the Bishop
about what is really a military matter, then why are we even
here? This is a military matter and one I don’t feel is justified.
These people pose no credible military threat.”
“None what so ever,” Alfred agreed.
“But they’re a threat to church doctrine.”
“Aren’t they ever!” Alfred agreed with that also. “But let
me tell you something, after hearing that native girl Desa
speak in the cabin of an animal-drawn coach, and Jason from
the pulpit, I think Desa would convince more of the masses
than Jason on matters of religion and she says she’s hardly
interested in religion. She convinced me.”
“I think Jason’s only converts are those that are forced, or
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those that are seduced by the use of force. But may I mention
that I wish I had met this woman.”
“She looks like a kid, a cute but serious high school
senior. She can be as blunt as a teenager too, but she
understands like a professor. She makes some very damning
observations. The time Glayet told Alan he should kill Desa
for security reasons didn’t go down easy with her.”
“I wouldn’t have expected it to,” Elmore said. No doubt
Elmore was as ashamed of Glayet’s order as Alfred was. He
wasn’t proud to be part of an expedition that issued such an
order. They were both staring into the fire. Something about
this motion hypnotically soothed the soul. “So you disagree
with Jason’s assertion that these cities are festering sores that
must be cleansed?”
Alfred just made a noise. “The one I was in was like
being inside an organism. Like being a blood cell in some
much larger organism. I also think his claim that obliterating
a couple cities would make missionary work easier is pretty
ridiculous.”
Elmore made an even ruder noise over that. “I think the
natives would know the asteroids were coming for years with
their astronomy, hopefully in time to evacuate the cities. I
think most would believe it was our starship that did it.”
“It would be a shame to destroy that city,” Alfred said. “It
would be a wonder of the world on Earth.”
“I think someone in some lab here would cook up a
genetic modification to make people violent again just so they
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can beat up on our missionaries.”
“I think you’re right,” Alfred told him. “I certainly
wouldn’t come back here if Kelvin drops rocks on their
cities.”
“I can’t believe Jason’s so deep into his Old Testament.”
“He always was. I can’t imagine how such an extremist
ever got on this expedition.”
“The church was getting pretty hard line even then, I
don’t like what I think we’re getting into when we get back.”
Elmore leaned forward a little toward him across the table, as
if volume still mattered in eavesdropping. “It seems the
league has now ordered strict fundamentalist church-run
communism for all mortals, strict universe inspections for
Angels.”
“If that’s what it’s like, I don’t intend to stay, I’ll go
commercial and teach if I have to.”
“I wonder if we’ll be given the choice to leave. Not all
nations offer their citizens that choice.”
“You have a point there,” Alfred conceded.
Friday Sep. 27, 2278 - 10:16am
Lighting the Drive
There would be no turning back once the engines were lit,
and the captain’s public space was busy. All the engineers
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were crowded around Heymon with lots of screens up and lit.
They were going over the drive train carefully, concentrating
on its alignment, she thought. The partitions were deployed,
but the point was only a hundred twenty miles out at this
time, the collector only thirty eight, about the minimum
functional distances. Getting the partitions aligned is very
crucial, and like any bussard engine, it had to take off into the
solar wind to light, so the timing had to be to the millisecond.
The captain had the vessel of Gordon’s Lamp here in his
space today where the crew could float and work around it at
will. It was actually amazing how big a personification is in
relation to the ship. You can actually see one standing on the
ship. The ship is much smaller in 3D reality than her
archipelago, smaller than her largest island in fact. That
doesn’t include any of the really big universes like Morg’s or
Heymon’s.
“All green?” Kelvin asked her.
“Everywhere. I’m not in the middle of the action on this
one.”
“I bet that’s refreshing.”
“The reunification was tricky,” she admitted.
Kelvin was somewhat distracted, no doubt still torn in his
mind over destroying the planet, some cities, or nothing at all.
He broke from his reverie and asked. “But all’s back up to
quota now right?”
“Since the day before yesterday, twelve hours ahead of
schedule.”
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“More good work. How’s the investigation into that entity
going?” Kelvin asked.
“More bad work. After a whole month, I have nothing.
I’ve investigated that avatar pretty thoroughly and I think
something beat it up.”
“I don’t like the sound of that.”
“Remember that an avatar has two levels less protection
than an immortal soul does,” she said.
“But that is evidence of its existence.”
“Oh yeah, I’m pretty confident something exists. It stayed
with biology base, and it’s back now.”
“How much danger are we in?” he asked.
“About one percent as much as we would be if Heymon’s
guys misalign that motor.”
“But they will not misalign that motor.”
“I don’t believe so,” she said. “I believe the logic they are
using is clean. All I can do is keep scanning. It uses a lot of
extra crystal, but as long as we keep our guard up we should
be OK. Keep in mind, whatever it is, it did no harm to the
souls on the Biology Base or their programs. Whatever it is
seems to be either powerless or benign.”
“I’d still like to see it found and destroyed,” the captain
said.
“It is possible it’s a stowaway. Stowaway is not a capital
crime in and of itself.”
“No, but if it is a soul I still want it found and confined.”
“I spend lots of time on it sir,” she said.
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“I’m sure you do,” he replied, and after a pause went on.
“I shudder to think what it might have done to us if you
hadn’t been on this voyage.”
“There would have been somebody else or you wouldn’t
have gone very far.”
“I’m glad we were blessed with a system’s expert as
knowledgeable and conscientious as the one we have.”
“You didn’t seem too thrilled about the avatar,” Ava said.
“One cannot always have perfect foresight.”
“I was thinking that Alfred and mail could serve us until
we found out how little system savvy he has. We couldn’t
move the departure window so I had to improvise.”
Heymon flashed his personification blinking green. He
was requesting permission to begin the maneuvering
thrusters. It was granted. The captain carefully watched the
motion of the ship. The scene brought to mind old movies of
a starship leaving, movies made back in the days before
Angels. Mortals in uniform inside a windowed control room
moving levers, the ship gliding free of a drydock. Contrast
that with reality where everybody who needs to see what’s
going on and react to it is outside the ship in remotes and the
drydock is an intersection of gravitational fields.
The null point between the moon and the planet is not
really stable, it doesn’t take much nudge to break the ship out
of it. It is held by its length and tidal forces, they needed only
enough thrust to start it turning at an angle to that axis, and
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before long, it will actually break out of that null point.
Only one pod was being left behind this time. Just some
expendable remote instrumentation that biology would use.
They would be continuing their studies of the planet for
another year until the distance became too great to get a
meaningful amount of data from the probes. She had left
some other useless bits of scrap like that little fabricator and a
lot of the crystal too heavily contaminated in the reunification
battle to even recycle.
This pod would be named and dedicated to Victoria. Now
that she was rehabilitated and her soul had proper support,
she would be able to carry on some final studies. She was not
aboard it, but she was named the vessel’s commander. She
was almost over her uncontrollable grief over Alan, but part
of the reason was that Ava had convinced her to never give up
hope, most of forever is still to come.
She hoped there was a chance this separation would
cleanse the ship once more, and leave the entity back there at
the moon. She felt that it hadn’t. There was someone in here,
and she wanted whomever it was found and controlled even
more than the Captain did. She would have to wake the
captured avatar and question it, maybe it had even
encountered the entity and would know something about it.
One thing for sure, there would be plenty of time. But right
now she had to stop these daydreams of the future and
concentrate on the present.
Timed to the microsecond with breaking free of the null
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point, the reactor was brought to life to begin its task of
taking the now re-deployed string of moons ever further from
the null point at .01g of acceleration. It was carefully
calculated and now that it was started, the next course change
was when they turned over halfway back to Earth. Make
yourselves comfortable, it’s a hundred year ride.
Tuesday Oct. 1, 2278 - 3:11am
The Entity
Just when she’d gotten into a deep sleep there was an
alarm and Ava woke to check it. It was one of the traps she’d
set for the entity, something was stealing neural cycles. She
sprang to the controls and woke Thom in the process without
meaning to.
“I just got a trace of it,” she said, “I’m going to try and
hunt it down.”
“What’s happening?” He sat up on the edge of the bed
watching.
“That lower level resource accounting trap I put in, it just
fired. I’m trying to track it down now.” She looked at the
upper level accounting while explaining that to him, there
was nothing in there of course. She locked the crew. “Sorry I
had to do that,” she said to Thom, but he would never get that
message because he wasn’t getting any cycles. His
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personification was still in the room, sitting up frozen in a
pose where he was just about to open his mouth and point. He
would remain there in stasis til she granted him and the
remaining crew cycles again.
She knew how many neural cycles her own mind took,
she saw that the usage was still more than twice that. The lock
hadn’t stifled the entity. She used current traces to try and
track its movements and now it was visible. She should have
locked the crew ages ago because the current readings
showed it was plainly living in the mission data store control
blocks.
She locked that down and reset it, glancing quickly and
finding to her horror that .15Q of the data was already
modified. There was no time to deal with that now since the
thing seemed to be writing to more of it as she watched. The
reset hadn’t touched it and she had all the input buses
blocked, but that did nothing either. It could only mean that
this hack had made its way down to the hardware data, as she
had suspected it must have done all along. That meant she
was going to have to patch in clean crystal to get control of it,
once she found what had been hit.
It took quite a while to find where the hardware source
had been modified. It was bloody and it was big, it had been
far too long since she’d looked in these areas. Such simple
stuff, just put your patches in at the lowest levels of all. It was
in the foundry itself, etching in new lines that were below all
configuration programing, right in the blanks themselves. It
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was disguised as a data block in a decoy file but executed as
raw CNC by the forge.
There was nothing for it but to cast new blanks and get
them patched in. She wrote a patch around the hack. There
was no time to research all of what this entity was and
remove it, she had to slip control under it. It had to think that
it was still in control until she could completely encapsulate
it, then it would be safe to unlock the passengers.
She waited almost an hour while the fabricator did its
work. During this time she reviewed the code of the base fuse
layer and made sure that was clean. She switched them in
before they were really cool enough and cut the blow time
from seven to five. Then the data store manager’s hardware
configuration went into the die. She verified it against her
master copy and sight verified a few spots against virtual
hardcopy.
It might have been quicker to put everything on manual
and isolate the store completely. That would have saved more
of the data but then the entity would have gotten away. She
admitted to herself that she put catching the entity at a higher
priority than saving all the mission data. If the entity had
turned hostile, catching it was the highest priority or it would
continue to wreck havoc with the ship. It was a good thing it
had gotten careless, she would have never found it if it had
been thorough. It clearly had the ability to foil her traps if it
was vigilant.
Now that the thing was isolated, she could re-activate the
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crew. They would need to know that an hour had passed
because the ship was accelerating and that hour made a bigger
change in their velocity than their apparent position, so she
ran an update on all their apparent clocks. She might not have
gotten everyone. As soon as they looked at one they would
know. Most of them were sound asleep anyway, they would
feel like the alarm went off awfully early when duty shift
began.
“You can’t do that,” Thom finished the comment he was
about to make when she locked them.
“I’m sorry, but I just did. I had to, and it was the longest I
ever did, 67:35.631131.”
“It should have shut you down also.”
“I had to put in a bypass.” She didn’t tell him that she had
put in that bypass in 2181.
“What happened?”
“I have it,” she said, “It was starting to corrupt the main
data store so I think I got it just in time. It must have decided
to turn hostile once we started the trip home.” She played
with a few more virtual connections and more of it came
clear.
Now that it was encapsulated she could just set it static
for now and return her attention to their data store. She had to
recreate and debug the hacked blank circuitry to figure out
what was going on, which took most of the rest of the night.
Thom went back to bed after less than twenty minutes of
watching her translating code that the hacker had poked in as
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fuse map. She found the worst, they had been encapsulated
for eleven years, since before Delos brought up his numbers.
There was no telling how much of the data store was fake and
how much wasn’t.
Then she found an even bigger amazement. It turned out
that what she picked up as a corruption was actually a
breakdown in the entity’s hack so that something else was
coming thru. Probably what would have been there without
the hack. That would have to be looked at soon too, but she
didn’t go into it now. It seemed that the entity had left itself
exposed in its desperation to fix its hack. Its usages only got
into her horizon because its haste had allowed a small
mapping leak in one of its diagnostics.
It was duty shift by the time she had the data store access
reset and was ready to look at the entity itself. The virtual link
diagnostic took a long time to run on what was in there. Its
persona was actually running on the neural reclamation ques
it turned out, getting one cycle out of each element as it came
thru. This meant it was getting a cycle after each person’s
time slice, as much as all of the crew combined. That’s where
it got enough time to make up all this fake data.
Thom came back into her lab and read the terse report she
had already sent out to the captain and Glayet. “What do we
have left?” he asked.
“It looks like we have all of the real data and almost all of
the fake, but I haven’t really reviewed much of it yet myself,
just seen diagnostic reports on link packet destinations. It’s
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impossible to tell yet how ‘thick’ the fake data is, because it’s
more a question of authentication bypassing and re-indexing
than a total synthesis of what isn’t there. It’s almost like the
real data has been re-decorated. Users are going to have to
examine this visually to see what’s wrong in here. All the
formats are followed but this can’t be un-edited, there’s just
too many indirects in the addressing arithmetic for pure
compiler output.”
“Yes dear, after you said ‘all the real data and most of the
fake,’ I lost you, I admit it. So do we know which is real and
which is fake?”
“Like I’ve tried to tell you a million times, you can never
really know. The being we and our ancestors know as ‘God’
cannot prove he is not a simulation in some higher space.”
“Yes dear. So in our space, do we know which is real?”
“It’s beginning to look like the data from 61A is all fake,
or at least tweaked in some way. I still want to use the term
‘re-decorated’. The entity was on the biology base all these
years so any data they took is suspect at this point. We have to
re-understand all the raw data to know what is real.”
“So what was this entity?” Thom asked.
“It’s a soul.”
“Who?”
“I think I know, but it could be a stowaway. Now that I’ve
finally gotten its linkage straightened out and isolated in the
user levels where it belongs, let me get it over here into the
user ques and we can run it under control in our space.” She
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poked the controls on her screens to do that. “There; he, she
or it should be right outside our front door.”
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Book VIII.
Loose in the Crystal
Kassidor Kassikan
The only way a person can fly on the world called
Kassidor is in a net strapped to the belly of a motile plant
called a floater. That’s a lighter-than-air creature looking
something like a flattened blimp with a pair of fish’s tail fins.
They have been artificially bred from balloonleaves, no free
floater was ever naturally that big. They do not make good
companions however, they have the intelligence and
personality of a caterpillar.
Klarrain didn’t go with Alan on this long journey. Instead
he sold the floater to a distant university called the Kassikan
at a city called hYanigooteh and turned back toward Zhlindu.
Alan was flown in the company of someone named Foemong,
a small, sturdy guy with thick brown curls, a quick smile and
hearty laugh. Foemong was an experienced floaterrier and
had been to the Yakhan before.
The floater ride was a whole section of his life, for the
flight took a local year. Actually they couldn’t fly all the time,
about half the time there were unfavorable winds and at
higher altitudes the floater was inert during the dark.
They stopped in many kinds of wilds, hilly jungle and
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shaftwood covered peaks a lot like Wescarp, neat farmland
and small inns, open prairie like the wilds along the Lhar.
They stopped in many cities along the way, the biggest being
Kyeb, the basin-city of the beach. It was two thousand miles
north of Zhlindu on the Kimoneea, only a few weeks out of
hYanigooteh. They were delayed there for a week by
monsoon, there was nothing to do but women with the beach
rained out. There were many more small cities along the
Cutaiaa River as they followed Kyeb’s narrowing basin many
more thousands of miles to the northwest.
Foemong was quite social and picked up many other
pretty passengers until they were too high in altitude up the
Cutaiaa for the floater to lift more than the two of them. It
was meet ‘em and leave ‘em every sleep after that, except the
sleeps Alan went without. Foemong thought Alan had too
many of those, but Foemong wasn’t missing Desa the way he
was.
He knew he could not go on with a pledge of chastity to
Desa, he knew how extremist that was in this society by now.
His love remained true to Desa as he made his way across this
world, but even before they were trapped in Kyeb, he realized
what a miserable time he could cause for Foemong if he
consistently refused the friends of the women Foemong
found. No, he would not cause that problem. He resolved to
accept whatever friend Foemong’s companion had handy, be
polite and considerate and give her the best time he could. As
he was doing it, as he was being polite and considerate to
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them, he understood completely how they were not taking
Desa’s place in his life.
Alan had been overwhelmed by the immensity of this
planet when he spent a year on the Lhar traveling from
Wescarp to Zhlindu. By the time this basin narrowed to just a
huge valley between mountain ramparts tens of thousands of
feet high where they entered the Elven Highlands, he was
already four times as far from Zhlindu as he was in Wescarp.
Almost half of that year they followed the shore of the
great lake, Dorcaikin Toz, Dorcaikin Impoundment in
English. The lake varies in width from a thousand feet to over
two hundred miles, and it went on and on for weeks. Alan
knew this was only the Cutaiaa Arm of the southern half of
this lake. They flew thru tunnels three times on this journey,
under mountains too high for the floater even in the heat of
early Afternoonday. They didn’t leave the Cutaiaa Arm until
they got out of the second tunnel. When he was on Gordon’s
Lamp they were impressed by the scale of this body of water.
They were not a fraction as impressed as they should have
been. They passed what should have been several nations on
that lake. The whole lake was over twelve thousand miles
long, the greatest construction feat mankind has ever
undertaken, holding more water than Mars.
Its shore is remarkably beautiful country, thick green
forests and lush pastures surrounding comfortable villages.
The water was shallow and sandy blue and generously
sprinkled with colorful sails. Alan spent lots of time on his
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stomach in the net, gazing thru at the slowly unrolling beauty
below. They could never fly very high above this lake, it was
at the limit of the floater’s altitude with this much weight
aboard. They could shout to the fishermen below.
The bigger towns were lively, colorful and friendly. This
country is inhabited by more Elf stock than you’ll find
anywhere, except the old lands of Dempala. Here they’ll trace
their lineage to Valar or Lorian or Silvan, but most of them
are Highland Elves. If you see anything else you see a little
hearty Nordic in some of the women, like the one that wore
them both to stubs at a place they stopped along that coast.
Being at the limit of the floater’s altitude forced them to
follow the coast. The darks are quite brisk up here with frost
or snow even in summer, during which the floater is a limp
tent in a field. The Afternoondays are hot and sunny.
Just before they crossed the equator, they went up another
arm of the lake out to the east. That arm of the lake gradually
narrowed between gentle hills on the north and south and ran
toward a flat infinity to the east. The lake was only a bit more
than twenty miles wide here, but most was open to ship
traffic, the dense lon fields were behind them. Alan looked
around with Foemong’s small telescope. Ahead was a five
mile long beach and miles of busy harbor beside it. The
northern shore for the last thirty miles or so was ever more
lavish townhouses and docks, the southern shore had urban
beach with forest behind somewhere inland. But across the
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very end of the lake he could see the city.
They could see a forty to sixty story wall of balconies
along the downtown beach. Even from out here they could
see the actual city continued for miles beyond and sloped
gradually down to the country beyond. There was no mound
like in Zhlindu, but the former canyon that the city dammed
was about six miles from shore. It was impossible to tell how
deep the city went, it looked like a five hundred to seven
hundred foot layer of crystal-framed city jungle wall along
the shore, with many rows of that paralleling the shore behind
it.
Within and above the wall of city, a thousand foot
tetrahedral pyramid rose. It seemed to be stone, sometimes
fairly smooth, some places notched. The notches got smaller
toward the corners, and the corners of the pyramid were a
continuous expanse of well-worked stone. There was plenty
of greenery on it, growing from each notch. It was flanked on
the north by an ornate black tower that was almost as high as
it was, and by a five hundred foot dome towards the shore.
They were still out above the lake and could already see
all this above the towers of the beachfront. Those towers were
high enough that they would have to fly between them to get
thru. Like all the native cities, you could think it had been
reclaimed by the jungle. The balcony rails of the beach towers
had plenty of leaves, and large fronds shaded the courtyards
atop their penthouses.
“You can see where I’m taking you,” Foemong said,
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pointing. “We can get all the way up to the base of that
pyramid. The wizards who own the university live up at the
top of that.”
Alan already knew the people he was talking about. They
were the last survivors of the people who had left the Old
Havens at the dawn of the 30th century. They were the victors
of the wars of magic. Foemong sang their praises not just to
Alan but to all they drank with on that year-long flight. They
had cured the human race of violence and brought hunger
under control. They had designed the lake and caused it to be
built, at one time causing a monstrous explosion that moved a
whole mountain. There were five of them, a star, three were
male, two female. In Earth years and base ten numbers, as
well as Alan could calculate now that his phone was on the
bottom of the Lhar, four of them were now over five thousand
years old.
Foemong’s version of history might have been a little
heroic, but the names, dates and events did jive with what
Desa told him way back in Wescarp before he even decided to
stay on this planet. There was no doubt this institution had a
profound effect on the development of this whole civilization.
Kassidor Kassikan they called it, literally ‘Allofland
Allofknown’. This place had been called ‘The Keep’ back in
the days when Luray was having her adventures. This was the
great and ancient university to which Desa had traveled when
she was young.
Their floater beat slowly over the beach and its miles of
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nude beauty backed up by sixty stories of commercial space
and housing. They flew between the buildings of the city
along canals, they could not fly over them. In here it was like
the Central Fastness of Zhlindu but with canals. They
definitely passed ruins of a really ancient wall, the
architecture changed and they were inside the boundary of the
University. They flew over quite a long orderly array of atria,
each looking to be twenty stories deep. The dome rose beside
them. Here it was clearly built but with plantings growing on
it, not grown from the plants.
“This is the south Novice quarters,” Foemong told him.
“They might put you here when they’re done consulting with
you. They’ll probably want you to remain in the Pyramid for
awhile.”
Beyond the dorms and as high as their roofs was a large
floater court at the northern base of the pyramid.
“At last,” Foemong paused for effect, “we are here.” With
that, the whole section of his life that he spent as a floating
tourist over the Zhlindu and Kyeb basins, and the Highlands,
came to a close.
They dropped out of the net. Foemong brought the floater
to a tether and Alan just looked around. One side dropped off
twenty three floors to a shady courtyard far below. It was
completely surrounded by small residences on all four sides.
In the floor of the court were some openings leading to a level
below, too dark for Alan to tell its purpose. People were
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playing mish in the courtyard, their shouts provided some
background noise.
Except for this floater court, the buildings that made up
this quadrangle had steep roofs with ornate dormers all along
each side, but they were built, not grown. There were
plantings on all the upper plazas, and the ubiquitous vine
grew over them, but all the buildings were built. After all
these years this looked really strange to Alan. It must mean
that the buildings were incredibly old, probably more than
two thousand Earth years.
To the other side, a wall of the pyramid slanted up. Its
base was actually above the floater’s back. It was above the
buildings below with great pillars of crystal holding all of it
up. From here he could see that every part of its surface was
actually a balcony. They varied in size, but they went up and
up and up, covered by only a thin layer of stone. He could see
that each balcony was a pleasant sitting area, each raised
above the next. All of it looked to be built of worked granite.
He saw no seams, it all seemed to be carved from one
mountain of granite and floated into position atop the crystal
pillars.
Along the west side of the pyramid, the dorms continued
for many rows. Then, about a third of the way to the far end, a
bunch of brownstone turrets with pointed slate roofs erupted.
He could not see what continued along the pyramid base
beyond there. There was a huge road that went up to the
pyramid from the north end of the docks somewhere down
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that side. Foemong had a tourist guide that Alan studied. In
the other direction the dorm rows extended almost to the
corner. The northwest corner of the pyramid was embedded in
a clump of grown building that added a few more floors
above the stone maze of the quadrangles.
Foemong soon had the beast at tether and indicated that
they should probably proceed to the big door with the
welcome sign over it. This seemed to be the only part of the
immediate area that wasn’t occupied by something pertaining
to the care and feeding of floaters. They entered a skylit
atrium and a grand stairway leading two floors up and into
the building. Its interior decor was a theme he would find
common in the pyramid. It looked like it was deposited as
stalagmite, a creamy-translucent smooth marble. Sometimes
carved, sometimes ornately, but often raw like it was here.
The stairway ended in a hallway. The hallway was wide
and there were exhibits in it. Where this hall intersected
another was a desk labeled ‘University Info’. There was a
really beautiful girl there with shiny golden waves of hair and
the thinnest layer of tan jersey over her bronze skin that
showed her excellent shape and coloration quite well.
“Which way to Althart?” Foemong asked her.
“Althart?” she looked a little suspicious but she was
beautiful even in that. “The Althart? The founder?”
“I was told by Klarrain of Zhlindu that he stays at the top
of this pyramid.”
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“Let me look.” She had a softly glowing crystal ball on
her table with a pad of plastic nubbins glued onto a piece of
plank connected to the polished wooden base of that crystal
ball with a length of monofilament. She tapped on that plank
full of nubbins. “You’ve come all the way from Zhlindu?”
“Just floated in.” Foemong opened the folder of
documents Klarrain had given him and showed one to her.
“Althart messaged Klarrain and asked him to fly Alan up
here.”
“Alan?” the girl asked and looked at him for the first time.
“They want to see you?”
“That’s what I said, but I guess they insisted.”
“Do you know why?” she asked.
“Because he comes from YingolNeerie,” Foemong
replied.
“Isn’t that a star?” she asked.
“Yes, but he comes from a planet of that star actually,”
Foemong said.
Alan didn’t bring up how that wasn’t exactly the truth. A
message lit up on her crystal ball. “Wow, he does know you.
He’s asked me to make you a level one-oh-five housing
assignment and take you to see him as soon as you are
refreshed enough. He asked if you would be so kind as to stay
and speak with them also,” she told Foemong. “I saw
something about an alien starship near Narrulla in the news,”
she said. She was starting to close up this booth. “Was that
the same one that attacked the river boat in the wilds of the
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Zhlindu basin? You guys aren’t really serious are you?”
“That would be the one I escaped from,” Alan said. “I
would guess they want to talk to me about that, I don’t think
I’m a great curiosity otherwise.”
“Klarrain convinced Althart that he’s for real,” Foemong
said at the same time.
“You came here on a starship?” the girl asked.
Alan had to repeat his whole life story again as she lead
them on a long walk thru lots of the same type of hallway
they’d been on before. He had a hard time getting her to
understand what he meant by Angels, he didn’t think she
really got it, but equated them to angels as she knew them and
allowed him to go on and finish. She was ready to understand
being raised as a zygote from Earth in a jar near Narrulla, that
concept was within her grasp and hadn’t seemed to instantly
repel her, in fact she remained quite cozy as she lead them.
“The story I read in the news said the starship attacked a river
boat over towards Zhlindu.”
“Yeah, it got a little nasty a couple times. They tried to
capture me on the way to Zhlindu and I had to escape into the
wilds. They sent robots after me right into the city of Zhlindu
also. That’s what convinced Klarrain my story was real and
not just an RNAcid trip.”
“Sounds like quite an adventure.” She leaned against him
often, putting her hand on his waist to steer and being
generally pleasantly close. They went on a long walk.
While he told his tale, Alan got his first look at the
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lighting around here. The whole ceiling glowed in pearly
swirls, softly lighting everything with a gentle hint of motion,
looking like the aurora had been captured in the paint of the
ceiling. Most corridors were lined with artwork on display, a
lot of it sculpture, some of it very good, some of it
unintelligible. The floors were polished and echoing, the
walls often raw on the edges with alcoves and niches carved
into them for their displays. There were sometimes gallant
scenes carved into them, scenes from the founder’s
expedition, scenes of hero’s of the lake or garden.
There were also many libraries filled with volumes. It was
one of the most common uses for a lot of this space. Most of
them were pretty busy, most tables had at least one person
with papers spread around them. Many reading chairs were
occupied also. It looked like it was still the human mind that
did most of the data processing even here.
“There’s not many lecture halls along here,” she told
them, “they’re mostly on the surface and over on center
campus under the southeast corner.”
After what seemed like a quarter mile hike they came to a
shopping area and food court, much more stylish than
Zhlindu. The cooks here had marble counters and flaming gas
grilles behind them with racks of cookware and insulated
storage chests with ice. The aromas were hypnotizing but she
kept going. Beyond them there was a huge lobby with banks
of elevators. There were more elevators in this one lobby than
he had seen in Zhlindu, but like the elevators in Zhlindu,
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these work by buoyancy and weren’t very fast.
They went up three shafts of twelve floors each and
passed thru more corridors after getting off. All along their
walk the girl, who introduced herself as Kuthra, would hear
of nothing but YingolNeerie and Earth, ‘What’s the food
like?’ ‘What’s the best rock band?’ ‘How much does a house
cost’ type questions. She didn’t understand that dominance
was behind all of it, so she just thought it sounded all made
up. She did force him to admit, over and over, that he had
never actually been there, only heard about it.
By the time they went into an office, she was trying to
understand Heaven as interpreted by the Angels of the Pan
Solar League once again. They got distracted by the
necessities of the housing office.
“This is big time quarters up here,” Kuthra told them once
the assignment was made and they were on their way to it.
“This is where they put visiting professors and research
planners, or managers of large factories that the Kassikan
owns, once in awhile a media person. They’re pretty
interested in you if they put you up here.”
She walked briskly, at least by Zhlindu standards, and
went up five more floors. Must be because the air’s half as
thick here and much easier to push thru.
“This is it, let’s see what it looks like inside.”
The door opened into a vestibule about eight feet square,
carved from the stone of the building. A little glass petcock
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brought the glow to its ceiling. This vestibule was flanked by
a reading alcove with desk, very comfortable chair and spotlantern on a boom stand with a focus handle on its lens and
another petcock on its burner. On the other side an alcove was
just all bookcases, most of them full. Two steps down was the
main room, about twenty by twenty feet. On the far side an
eight by eight foot bed had a six by eight foot alcove on each
side of it, two steps above the floor of the main room. What
wasn’t the glowing ceiling panel was a fanciful creation of
living stalactite, the bedposts were columns of it. On the
reading room side of the main room and two steps up from it
was a lavish bathroom, on the other side, raised two steps, a
table and chairs. The floor of the main room was furnished
with comfortable fur standcushions and end tables topping
fanciful stalagmites growing out of the floor. Some large furs
carpeted the main room floor, the stone floor that showed had
a few fossil leaves and footprints in it. The ceiling was a
flattened hemisphere. The lighting could be adjusted for flow,
color and swirl as well as brightness.
“This is pretty major,” she told them, “I’ve never stayed
in a place like this.”
‘It looks like something from a movie,’ Alan thought. He
wondered what this woman’s position in the university was
like, and asked her while Foemong used the bathroom.
“Just that job at the tourist desk down where you came in.
I’ll take a class now and then, but that’s just so I can stay in
the novice barracks.”
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“What’s that like?”
“Pretty rowdy, lots of people who like to go out. It’s
cramped though. My place is eight by twenty feet plus a three
by eight balcony thirteen stories down from the rooftops. If I
want to really stay with a guy for any length of time, it has to
be at his place.” They were on a standcushion, but she had
cuddled right up with him. He couldn’t resist petting her since
her body felt so like Desa’s and she seemed to enjoy it just as
much. “Mmm, you have nice hands,” she said. “Maybe
they’ll have me show you around for awhile, I know my way
around here pretty well and I am in that department.”
“If they ask my opinion I’ll certainly recommend you.”
Someone else came to get them, announced thru a
speaking tube from the door. “I understand the man named
‘Alan’ has been assigned here.”
Kuthra opened the door and a classic Lorian Elf entered,
thin, light hair, small chest, a bit of a pudge and short for an
Elf. “Methuun I am, of the Chancellory. The High Council
would speak with Alan of YingolNeerie and Foemong of
hYanigooteh at their earliest convenience.”
“I’m ready now,” Alan said, “I’ve been on my way here
for a year and it’s not even dinner time yet so I’m ready when
they are.”
“So am I,” Foemong said as he emerged from the
bathroom.
“May I wait here for them?” Kuthra asked, “Or will they
be shown around by others from this point?”
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“Alan will probably be assigned a guide for a few days, if
you would like to continue the assignment and Alan has no
objections?”
“Thank you,” they each told him.
“You are Kuthra, am I right, posted to the upper northwest
pyramid desk, right?”
“Yes.”
“I’ll get your assignment change recorded for you.”
More long corridors, a different elevator lobby, three
more shafts of elevators up. More rooms after that. In one he
even saw daylight far in the distance down other corridors.
Methuun stopped in offices and spoke with people. There was
a soft and sibilant accent here and Alan wasn’t used to it so he
missed a lot. They talked faster and used a lot of jargon also
he thought.
They went to a balcony on the surface of the pyramid and
sat there for awhile. This was an aerial view of the city from
far above any altitude the floater flew. It had been half a year
since he had been this high above the ground. They could see
a good part of the whole sweep of the lake around them, the
beach north of the city, the lacework of canals, the towers of
the beach and the sparkling waters of the lake beyond. To the
east he could see that the lacework of canals went for many
miles further than they could see from the floater. The same
was true for the north along the lake level as far as he could
see. There was no one clump of city as large as the clump in
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Zhlindu, but there were so many canals with so many miles of
city along them that there could well be more in total. Just
south of them the main canals ran near each other for miles so
there was often hardly any low or single-layer city between
them, but they couldn’t see that because it was on the other
side of the pyramid.
The ships on the lake were big, deeper even than the one
from Bordzvek he had sailed on the second half of the Lhar.
There were so many it was hard to get a sail into the wind
close to the docks. They could not see to the southeast from
here because it was hidden by the bulk of the pyramid.
They were quite close to the top, maybe twenty more
levels to the crystals at the point. There were only four
balconies at this level on this face, they were on a smaller
corner one. Alan was still lost in the view when a girl came
and got them. They went up a stairway in another sculpture
gallery, this one lit by little skylights that looked out from
under benches on the outside above.
They came out on a floor that was all a single room,
surrounded by a series of decks with the view he had seen
from below, but in all directions. The floor of the room was
cluttered with tables and bookcases and various devices with
eyepieces, various other devices, some disassembled. The
bookcases hid a lot of the floor from his view. The stairway
lead to an aisle sixty feet long that lead to the center of the
room. In a circle of cushion-topped bookcases was a ring of
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five comfortable high-backed chairs, raised high enough to
see over the clutter of the floor and out to the views from this
level. The ceiling was twenty feet high on this floor and
sunlight poured out of it thru fiber-optic pipes.
The chairs were occupied, the people they had come to
see. One of them stood as Methuun lead them up the four
steps to the circle of chairs. The three men all had long white
hair and beards. Their features were all fine and sharp, their
skins smooth and fair. They all wore long ceremonial robes of
shimmering maroons and golds, some purples and highlights
when the sun caught it. The shortest of the males was
Foemong’s height, the other two taller than Alan. Methuun
introduced Alan and Foemong and then departed with a bow.
Alan knew he should be in awe just being in the presence
of these five. To the remainder of the planet they are the
greatest heroes and the greatest villains of all time. Desa had
studied here and had never met them. Officially they did not
even exist, it was unlikely any student ever met them, even
the managers of their factories never officially met them. He
knew the captain would regard these people as the governors
of the planet, though Alan knew they were no such thing. Still
these were probably the five most influential people on the
planet, and he should be nervous. The problem is, he knew no
higher respect than he paid the captain or saint. These people
seemed much more ‘down to earth’ and did not make him
uncomfortable.
“I am Althart,” the gauntest one introduced himself, “This
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is Myanfyinga,” he indicated the woman to Alan’s left, a
taller, slimmer version of Luray with long, thick, supple hair
of blazing white, dressed in sheer and fluttering layers. “This
is Fyuanuran,” a big-boned dwarf with the longest, thickest
white hair and beard of all of them, more than waist length
fore and aft. He had layers of swirling robes and a heavy staff
with a large crystal clawed at the end of it. “Then we have
Yhohonshu,” a plush and tall creamy-pale woman with tight
white curls who’s robe clung well, “and Kiethying,” a tall
gaunt man with a little streak of charcoal left in his beard,
very like Althart but more somber of visage with straighter
hair and beard. Yhohonshu looked to be in her thirties by
Earth mortal standards, she was the youngest at about thirty
eight hundred Earth years, according to the tales Foemong
told. Fyuanuran was impossible to judge under the fleece,
only his eyes showed of his face. Kiethying and Althart
maybe very fit fifties if not for the white hair? Myanfyinga
looked barely adult. “Won’t you be seated, such a long
journey you’ve taken to see us.”
“You are Foemong from Klarrain is that correct?”
Kiethying asked. “You have a folder for us from Klarrain?”
Foemong handed it over and took a seat on one of the
benches atop the bookcases, closest to Myanfyinga. Alan took
a seat on Althart’s side of Foemong. It was pleasantly warm
here with sunlight conducted to the center of the room.
Althart and Myanfyinga swiveled their chairs to face
Foemong and him.
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“So you have come here all the way from YingolNeerie?”
Althart began.
Alan told the zygote-and-tin-can-among-the-Angels story
yet again, going into some detail and taking almost an hour.
“These expeditions are long term,” Alan concluded, “but I
think it is just about over now.”
“Klarrain tells us this expedition could be extremely
dangerous to us. Brancetrabble concurs. They could desire to
subject this world to their bully group?”
“If they had any contact with you at all,” Alan told him. “I
think now that the main expedition is back the captain will
forbid any further contact with the surface. They will
probably go back to YingolNeerie in a year or two.”
“Are you a typical member of your population?”
Yhohonshu asked.
“In almost no way. I am biological, all other members of
my expedition live in silicon. I am just over four decades,
they are nearly a century old.” Of course that sounded so
instant to people who were over thirty centuries in their
reckoning.
“How should we regard your expedition?” Myanfyinga
asked in her beautiful voice. “Do they desire friendship or are
they bent on conquest?”
“You have to understand, I can’t speak for my expedition.
They already consider me a deserter and will call me a traitor
for talking to you. They wish to remain undetected, they will
not offer friendship. I think you should let them leave and
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don’t interact with them.”
“What if we told you that someone we know has already
interacted with them?”
“If anyone else has landed, that’s not really a person. Try
a genetic analysis on them and you’re going to get polymers
and synthetic oils on the licky-sticky.”
Kiethying had been looking thru the folder and spoke up,
“We have Alan’s genetic analysis here from a reputable lab
back in Zhlindu. They classified him as aboriginal of an
isolated and primitive Nordic strain.”
“You would of course maintain that humans were
transported to this world at some remote date in the past,”
Myanfyinga said. “Did you come from the world where
humans evolved?”
“My ancestors came from the world where humans
evolved. As I said, I was actually born in that starship when it
was still out past Kunae.”
“It is within physical possibility,” Yhohonshu told them.
“What is the reason your expedition wants to remain
secret from this world’s population?” Myanfyinga asked.
“Security. They are very military. They have no authority
for official contact so they have to stay secret. I think it all
goes back to when my planet’s population thought their
governments were keeping contact from other planets secret.
They grew up believing contact between planets was
supposed to be secret.”
That comment brought chuckles from all of them. “A dark
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age mentality,” Althart commented.
“Very immature reasoning,” Yhohonshu agreed.
“Sounds to me like these crystal minds are quite
primitive,” Fyuanuran said.
“They think they are more advanced than biological
minds. If they can get enough priority they can run faster and
get more done in less time, but that’s only because they get an
unfair share of the crystal, a longer time-slice.” Alan doubted
that they understood computer jargon from YingolNeerie, but
he knew no other way to say it.
“But your society is still subject to rule by force? There is
punishment for disobeying dominant persons and other
coerced behaviors?” Myanfyinga asked.
“Oh yeah, there’s a lot of that, even in silicon. You can be
stripped of your magic and confined in what they call a threed reality box. If anything I think it got worse in Heaven than
it was on Earth.”
“An Energy Age society,” Althart said.
“An energy age gone mad,” Alan told him, “far beyond
what you had here in the development of bully grouping. The
average soul actually spends most of his or her life pursuing a
higher position of dominance.”
They conversed with each other about that, mentioning
the names of a few Goblin kings, the Wars of Magic, the Dark
Lord and a lot of other historical details that Alan knew little
about. Their conclusion seemed to be that Earth had taken the
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opposite turning from Kassidor at that point in its history.
“The person who has contacted your expedition has done
so via suntower,” Kiethying said.
“Who have they contacted?” Alan asked.
“We could ask, at this time we don’t have a name,”
Althart told him. “All we know is that someone on your
expedition has been able to establish contact with the
suntower system for some time.”
“We can find out more,” Myanfyinga added.
“How do you like this world? Compared to your own,”
Yhohonshu asked him.
“I have only seen data of my own, images on screens. In
most ways this planet is wonderful. It’s a little hot in places
and some of the wildlife can get pretty nasty. We ran into a
kranjan, a couple theirops, several leese, a pack of hakkens
and a quibarta out in the wilds along the Lhar. Other than that
I’ve lived well since I left the expedition. I don’t think I could
have imagined a woman as desirable as Desa. Nobody would
ever party like they do in Zhlindu back on Earth, especially in
the Pan Solar League.”
This again brought some soft chuckles. The questions
continued for quite a while, randomly changing subjects as
they had. They questioned him about the details of his
government and how many islands of sovereignty there were.
They asked what areas of life government and money got into
and were quite surprised, almost aghast at the depths to which
it penetrated everyday life. They questioned him at length
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about technology, about the engines that drive starships and
the foundries that forge silicon.
A delicate and delicious meal of assorted mini morsels in
crisp pastry and sweet nutbreads of various kinds was brought
in, with a large pitcher of a sparkling yellow to wash it down
with. They talked with Foemong of Klarrain and what
hospitality he should make use of while he was here.
Foemong already knew someone here he wished to spend a
year or two with and could find his way around the campus
and the city. Soon after the meal he took his leave. He and
Alan hugged, he promised to get in touch in a couple weeks.
Alan spent more hours with them after, talking of the
mechanics of mind in silicon. That seemed to be the hardest
thing of all for them to accept. After all, they were all old
enough to have remembered governments, even though they
were loose and distant compared to the governments Alan
knew. The fact that mind could exist outside of biology was
something they had a hard time with, even in theory, but
mainly for its sociological and philosophical aspects.
It was late in Noonsleep when Alan was lead back to the
quarters he had been assigned. Kuthra must have been asleep
when he came in, but as soon as he turned on the lights she
threw the cover off and came to him. She was beautiful nude,
and comfortable in his sight, even turning and posing a little
as she saw that he admired her.
“You’re back pretty late,” she said, “It’s well into
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Noonsleep by my body, but I said I’d wait for you.”
“I’m sorry to wake you.”
“It’s your place now,” she said, “I’m assigned as your
guide whenever you want one. May I stay with you or would
you like me to leave you your privacy?”
“Do you want to stay with me?”
“Here? Yeah. I’d also love to continue where we left off
earlier if you’re agreeable. I brought up a little blenthishdiddle from a cook down in the lower atrium. There’s some
left if you want it. There’s some Liquid Light left in that
bottle too.” He noticed a sack of toiletries and such in the
bathroom, she saw him notice. “I brought you some stuff up
from my place, I noticed they didn’t have much of that in here
and you were packed a little light.”
He knew that was something of an excuse because there
were some things in there that he certainly wouldn’t need.
She didn’t need to make that excuse. “I’d love to have you
stay here and I’ll certainly be agreeable to continue cuddling
with you, but I’m pretty full from the feast I had up there.”
“That’s good in a way, diddle’s not that great cold. So get
out of those clothes and come cuddle on this couch, this fur
feels really great on bare skin.” She had the half-empty bottle
of yaag with her.
“I bet it doesn’t feel as great as you do,” he said as he did
what she asked.
She only giggled, she seemed eager to get started. She
was pretty lively, even this late, but made love sweetly, also a
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lot like Desa. He was agreeable because she had some
qualities that were so much like Desa. He figured this would
just be a casual romp for her while she was his guide. He
didn’t know his future with her at that time.
He was treated well here in the great university and city
of the wizards. He got to see the whole University and a lot of
the city. He was a minor celebrity and found more beautiful
women willing to be his guide. Some would even keep quiet
about who he was. None kept him from Kuthra or Kuthra
from him for any length of time.
This city was the most Earth-like of any place he had seen
on the planet. There were light switches and motorboats.
Cooks had gas stoves, not open fires, and in a few places
waitresses showed you to tables. Rooms had doors with
latches. Front doors had speaking tubes.
The countryside to the southwest across an arm of the
lake was woodsy rolling hills and farms something like
Europe or the eastern North America in the 19th or 20th
century of Earth. Kuthra took him there riding on spirited
kedas. They rode to a beautiful meadow filled with flowers
and had a wonderful Afternoonday rolling together in them.
He first began to wonder if he would think of Desa as a
mother some day. Kuthra might be a guide, but she was not a
mother or even a teacher.
In the center of the university he found a plaza with seven
statues. These were seven of the original scientists who
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already had long life because of the store of ancient
medicines in the keep. These scientists had worked to find
long life for everyone. And at various times over the seven
hundred Earth years that effort consumed, they had died in
experiments in that quest. This was one of the holiest places
Alan had seen since he arrived on this planet. It had nothing
to do with a church, it was just a little plaza off to the side of
the main entrance to the department of Medicine at the
Kassikan. They stood on low podiums, each posed like they
were lecturing a small group as they had no doubt done in
life. One was grossly disfigured and stooped, as if he had
tried many experiments before. One looked much like Lesahr.
With the way the people dressed and the speed with which
they walked and the luminescent panels you could almost
forget there was no maglev subway just an elevator ride
below. True the language was as different from English as
Japanese or Javanese and the signs lit up less than half as
bright.
In spite of appearances it was less Earth-like than any
universe imagined by any of the Angels. The vegetation had
similarities to Yoonbarla and Zhlindu and the lakeshore he
had flown over. There were both hangleaves and shaftwood.
Grown structures were as common as carved stone and cast
crystal, especially a few blocks from water. Public affection
and nudity were at least as common as in the Zhlindu basin,
and if anything these people were even more promiscuous.
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Someone who didn’t participate in at least one group
encounter a year might be considered somewhat stuffy.
In spite of his love for Desa, the mores of this planet had
corrupted him to the point where he allowed a second girl to
share his chamber. This was Kuthra’s friend Piishain, a
slender blond with big serious blue eyes and cute little hips.
They were delighted, even enthusiastic about sharing him.
They were both natives of the Yakhan however, always on the
run, both with boost habits and Piishain with a norrot habit
also that the ventilation system couldn’t keep up with.
Piishain was nonetheless intelligent and energetic.
Kuthra was a little materialistic and status conscious. She
always wanted to be at the right places at the right times. He
wouldn’t have undertaken the struggle he had with her to
keep the ‘Earth Thing’ private if it wasn’t for her resemblance
to Desa, and especially her resemblance to Desa during sex.
She wasn’t as deep as Desa and had no great talents, but she
was kind and spirited and considerate. In a few weeks he
came to love her dearly for herself, not as a substitute for
Desa.
He was occasionally summoned to a meeting or interview,
but never with the owners at the top of the pyramid again.
There were some medical technicians and a lot of
anthropology type scientists. A few who were probably
psychiatrists asked very abstract questions like how do we
know blue looks the same to each of us and why do we sleep.
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Most of the meetings were with technologists, mainly those
working with photonics or electro-magnetics. Other than that
he was left to roam as he pleased.
He didn’t spend all his time at play. He was at this world’s
leading university. He dug into the books, he attended lectures
on the courtyards of the pyramid and found a few classes to
enroll in. Piishain was also a serious student in spite of her
habits and helped him find his way around the academic
levels of this institution. To go into what he learned about the
science and culture of this planet in just a local year would fill
volumes the way the details of the floater ride would have.
After that year he was starting to feel at home in the city and
at home with Kuthra.
Crystal Helmet Ride
Then there came a time when Alan was deep in
Dawnsleep and a hand reached out to his shoulder and a deep
soft voice said, “Alan, I’m very sorry about the time but the
heavens dictate a schedule for the upcoming events.”
It was Althart, Alan thought, one of the wizards from that
chamber somewhere high in the pyramid. His robe was not
ceremonial this time, but warm.
“Come, no need to disturb your companions, grab
something warm.” Alan grabbed his Nightcoat and leggings
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but put them on in the hall. This deep in the pyramid the
temperature didn’t vary much, but Althart was dressed for
outdoors.
He followed Althart’s billowing robes far thru the bowels
of the building, down sweeping staircases and thru cavernous,
galleried libraries and long, ornate corridors over echoing
stone floors lit by the low lamps of Dawnsleep. Althart had to
light his own torch to guide them down a long hall lined with
stacks of yellowing records. It opened onto one of the small
lecture courts that made up the faces of the pyramid.
The air was sharp at this altitude and this time of the
week. Alan wished for a robe like Althart’s. The jungles of the
city were far below, just a murmur, dawn was already a hint
beyond the eastern valleys. The view was like that from a
mountain, they were at least a thousand feet above the water.
The sleeptime lanterns of the city’s streets were smaller than
the stars that still packed the sky above.
Like any other discussion court on the outdoor surface, it
was sumptuous with plantings, with comfortable (for stone)
benches. This one was tiny, three on each side of the table,
another at the end, one more bench by the door, in which
Althart sat. This is the standard court on the pyramid and
there are over a thousand of them.
“I’ve brought you here to discuss the wisdom of what we
plan to do,” Althart began.
“With me?” Alan asked.
“Yes, we are very limited in the number of natives of
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YingolNeerie we can talk with. There are only two, and you
are the only one I feel secure discussing it with because the
one called Ava is still on the starship.”
“Ava? She is the other you’ve talked with?”
“Actually someone I communicate with via suntower has
communicated with her via suntower. She was attempting to
use the suntower system to upload the knowledge stored in
our crystal.”
“That sounds like something Ava would do. They would
call it ‘Intelligence gathering’.”
“Yes, no doubt they would. So the person I communicate
with, Brancettrabble is his name, is discussing this with Ava. I
have a little time to discuss this with you. The others are
doing what they can to get ready now.
“You willingly told us,” he continued, “and your
memories confirm, that a military attack from your expedition
could destroy our whole world.”
“You know my memories?”
“Yes, I have read your memories. I apologize for invading
your privacy but we are very worried by what you know and
by what Brancettrabble thinks he knows.”
Alan didn’t remember letting anyone read his memories.
They must have done it without his knowledge. He was hurt
by that, they had been so kind to him. “If you know
everything I know, why do you even need to talk to me?”
“We know only what you know, we feel nothing of what
you feel, of what you will do with your memories and what
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they mean to you. As Ava puts it, we have your data but not
your code.”
“I know what she means by that,” Alan said.
“So do you feel that the danger is real?”
“The potential danger is real, it’s elementary physics, he
at the top of a shaft can just drop rocks on those at the
bottom.”
“And those rocks are made of frozen poisonous gases,
your memories contain that fact and our astronomers agree.”
“You’re right, it’s not just the crater they make that causes
the harm.”
“A real danger you’ll agree?” Althart asked.
“That’s what I came here to tell you. That’s why I spent a
year on that floater. They could be very dangerous.”
“They started moving away last week, all but one boulder
of the starship. Several astronomers concur that their path
beyond Kassidor and Kortrax could put them near several
medium sized asteroids that could be deflected into our path
with minimal energy.”
“Just because they could do it doesn’t mean they would.”
“Brancettrabble has information that they may take that
action against us. An important person called a ‘Bishop’ has
called for the destruction of Zhlindu and the Yakhan.”
“How did he find that out?”
“From Ava I think.”
“She would know.” Alan was shocked that they would do
such a thing. Did they now care nothing for biological souls?
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What about their oath with God? There were millions of souls
here more established than any of their own.
“But what are their motives?” Althart asked. “Why try to
exterminate millions of innocent people, why actually destroy
the economies of two basins? What is their possible gain?”
“I find it hard to believe that they actually would. If there
is any possibility it is because the captain would attack you
out of fear. He’s had seven years to worry about what’s going
on here, and I bet he doesn’t like it at all. Alfred’s antics with
the shuttle and fact that the Brazilian expedition will arrive
here before he’s halfway home may be bothering him also.
The captain knows that his ship has been observed from the
ground.”
“What does he fear?” Althart asked, “Does he fear our
contact with the next expedition? In the nation that sent you,
these crystal-dream ‘Angels’ have the upper hand. They seem
better able to survive in space than biology. Under an
atmosphere, biology is a much better way to house a human
soul. Does he fear our biology’s eternal youth will sway
people away from his religion?”
Alan didn’t quite keep up at first because he was also
wondering if they would destroy it out of jealousy, because
Alan was the one having the adventures here and not them.
When he snapped back to what Althart was saying he was
stunned at his insight. Alan took a second, maybe even two,
to respond. “He could well fear that. That would probably be
in the back of the Bishop’s mind.”
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“Doesn’t his religion trace itself back to that religion that
escaped from someplace called Egypt and exterminated all
believers in other religions?”
Weren’t these the things that Alan had worried about as he
walked, sailed and flew the breadth of this world?
“Do you feel,” Althart continued, “and I want you to tell
me your feelings, not facts, does your gut feel, that there is
any chance that expedition might do significant damage to
either this institution or this planet as a whole.”
“There’s more chance they’d bomb this institution than
wipe out the whole planet. They’d most likely destroy
Zhlindu because that was where the articles about the
shuttlecraft and androids were published. They might not
even notice this city.”
“They have noticed, Ava confirms that, they know that
you are here. We feel we should take action. There are fifty
six of these ghost-souls on that ship, there are over ten
thousand asleep in this pyramid even now, there’s twenty
million in central Zhlindu.”
“So you will destroy them instead?”
“We lack the means to do so even if we could allow
ourselves. Even though they are not ‘alive’ as we define it, we
find we cannot harm any of them in any way. Instead we will
dupe them into discovering that they never had a problem
here and go away happy and satisfied in their faith.”
“You really are wizards if you can do that.”
“I think I should briefly explain what it is we propose to
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do. I haven’t got time for the hows and whys, I have to trust
Brancettrabble on most of the hows myself, and we’ve
covered the why’s already.”
“Yes?” he had Alan’s attention.
“Brancettrabble has learned of a flaw in your expedition
from the soul called Ava.”
“How would he get anything out of Ava?” She was the
secret behind the secret on Gordon’s Lamp. She had been
mad at him for years when she found out about him hacking
into the androids, but he knew she had hacked much deeper
than that.
“It seems with a helmet and the suntower connection that
she was able to devise, he can enter her world. They’ve been
carrying on a love affair for a few years now.”
“What!?!?” Alan was completely rocked by this news.
Ava was as aloof as a lawnmower from affairs of the heart.
She, like Glenelle, had died tragically and young, Ava the
youngest of all, but one of the first Angels of all. She had died
in 2148 while still twelve. Oh she portrayed herself as an
adult, she’d continued to ‘grow up’ in the crystal. She had the
hundred and forty four thousand resurrected from cryofreeze
as companions to grow up with. She could flirt for social
advantage, but Alan never saw any evidence that any vestige
of a libido had matured in her.
“You find that remarkable?” Althart asked.
“Very. So what is the flaw in their defense?” Alan asked.
“It is in the scientific meaning of your word ‘virtual’.
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Everything is all data, even the channels of the ions that take
the place of their neurons are data, configured in something
they call the ‘hardware data layer’. Other than the samples
they have actually retrieved from the surface, which are very,
very, few, they have nothing but data about our world. Those
souls in their crystals, those ghosts or angels or whatever they
are called, cannot actually make contact with the real world.
“This week we know they are committed to leave
Kortrax. As we know thru you, when the motor of the ship is
started, turning around is the work of years, and that motor
was started last week. We can link with Brancettrabble who
can link with Ava for less than an hour each dawn. When
dawn next comes after this one, the ship will be outside the
reach of our suntower. We have one chance to alter their data
of this world and possibly save ourselves from the risk of
destruction.”
This was a northeastern balcony. The sky behind the
eastern valleys was lightening.
“We are thinking of exchanging the data you filmed with
your phone with some student videos of the salt flats and
lichen fields in the polar tundra. We’ll substitute their
androids wandering thru Zhlindu for some climbs in Zil.
We’re going to attribute your whole narration and the data
they have gathered since you were sixteen to what they call a
‘hack’ that was entering false data into the system. So much
of their data is just sensor readings that we can just multiply
whole rooms of it by .014 or something like that.”
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“It sounds like you have done some ‘intelligence
gathering’ of your own.”
“It was the work of Ava and Brancettrabble, he was
gracious enough to share it with us. Only some of it I am
sure, but we can work with that scoundrel if we have to.”
“So you intend to send that expedition home tricked into
believing that there are no people here?”
“Is this a despicable act?” Althart asked him, humbly, like
an old man would ask his priest.
“Compared to nudging asteroids and comets into collision
courses with Kassidor and make all the millions of people in
Zhlindu actually cease to exist? I think your response is
saintly. If you can do what you just told me, you really are
wizards. Yes, you have my support and best wishes.”
“We would know years in advance, most people would
leave the cities but there would still be incredible destruction
and some loss of life,” Althart said.
“Even so you should do it, anyone’s life is worth more
than that data.”
“Thank you, but we also need your help.”
“What can I do?”
“You have to play the part of yourself in this. You must
get under a helmet and let Ava catch you hacking false data
into the system.”
“I don’t mind playing that role, but I understand that to
use the helmet you must have nerves in your hair?”
“All hair follicles have nerves, we have drugs that can
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enhance their utility. We would not ask you if it could not be
done.”
“Will I survive it?” His manner was so grave Alan was
afraid he would ask for that sacrifice.
“You may lose consciousness or enter a dream-like state.
If things go badly, you run the risk of losing your memories.”
“I’ll face that to save the world and all the people I love.”
“We have your memories, you might wake up thinking
you arrived in Zhlindu this past Morningday.”
“I suffered worse in the thonga stampede,” he said. But
that meant he would never remember most of his life with
Desa. He wanted to write himself a note but had nothing to do
it with. Then he realized what he would want to write down
would fill a shelf in one of these libraries. He hadn’t told
Kuthra very much about her, but enough that she knew their
love had been deep. He would hear something from her. Of
course he wouldn’t remember Kuthra at all.
“Then we should be going, the hour nears, you must be
prepared,” Althart said while standing and opening the door.
“I hope I know what to do when the time comes,” Alan
said as he walked thru it and back into the warmth of the
pyramid.
“You only need to be there and watch. It will unfold and
you will remember what to do. Your memories may be asked
questions.” He lit his lantern again and Alan walked up his
own long shadow toward the hall. “What you see will appear
very dreamlike. You probably will sleep and dream. Some
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will be real, some will be images from your subconscious or
ours. Do what you think is right in the situation. If all goes
terribly wrong your flesh will be secure in the room where
we’re going, and all will be over by lunch time, one way or
the other.”
They took a long walk thru the pyramid as dawn drew
closer. Alan’s room had been a little less than half way to the
top. They walked further thru the echoing stone corridors and
halls than they did to reach the balcony. They reached a
spacious elevator hall and sank many more shafts than he
thought they should have. Then they descended stairways,
walked halls and entered a closet with a complex lock. Down
another stairway they came to an extremely massive elevator.
Once they were descending in that elevator, Alan dared to
ask a question, “Can you tell me how you made people stop
their violence and strife for domination?”
“You have been told that legend? That it was us?”
“Yes, from more than one mouth.”
“It wasn’t just us, but we’re all certainly proud to have
played a part in the very hard work toward that goal. If you
had gone thru the horrors of The Fall and the Wars of Magic
you would understand why that was so important. We had to
move human evolution past that point.”
“But how did you do it?”
“The key is really in the difference in reproductive
potential between the sexes in humans, and, as your memory
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shows us, all the Earth animals called mammals. As
ephemerals a male can have any number of children, a female
only a few. Thru a process you know as the ‘alpha male’
system this leads to females choosing to mate with the
dominant males. Now the genetics for the endocrine
pathways to both male and female mating behavior are
present in both sexes. We released a retro-virus which
activated a pathway in females which would normally be
active only in males. It actually carried some gene sequences
from the Y chromosome. This made females less attracted to
dominant males as a female was normally programmed to do
in a mammal, and more interested in seeking a greater
number of attractive partners as a male would do. Within a
few generations the drive in males to dominate had died out
because it had no reproductive advantage.”
“And that was all it took?” Alan asked.
“That did most of it. We feel the other major factor was
yaag. We brought the genes from the rord leaf over to Larorlie
which can be made into a drink and thus much less strain on
one’s health. Then we promoted the pleasures of larorlie. Our
breeding programs for it made it easier to grow and enhanced
its pleasurable effects. We discovered better and easier ways
to distill yaag and invented the process by which greens are
made.
“The lake was the other major factor. We gradually grew a
whole new society here in extreme isolation for almost five
centuries. We grew a society that grew up without enemies,
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without ancient hatreds. We couldn’t have done that without
the lake because when we arrived here this site was thousands
of miles into the desert. The lake is what has made this land
fertile.
“Then Lbront Nevn was discovered in the 45th century
and they came out of their isolation bent on conquest. It was
necessary to invent something faster acting for them. That
was done by some other lab in Trenst before we even heard
much about it. That lab’s treatment is much more intense,
aggressively seeking pathways to aggression and blocking
them. No one can raise a hand to another after being infected
with that, and since that virus could be transmitted thru the
air, just about everyone has been infected by now.”
Since Althart was answering questions, Alan pressed on.
“And how does everyone stay young?”
“That’s another factor in reducing violence,” Althart said,
“two different ways. People are more likely to find attractive
mates, and a person who need not die anyway will become
more careful with his life.”
“But how?” Alan asked.
“There’s quite a lot to that, and it’s been done by lots of
people and companies over a lot of time. Since the early
forties this whole complex has come on the market that
establishes what I’ll call a global genetic health immune
system for the species as a whole. I’m sorry to say we had
only some basic research in that, it was made into a very
successful product, also from the Trenst area. It operates
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within the gonads and among many other actions, compares
your genes with those of all your sex partners. This can
correct most defects in a person’s genetic material providing
they have a sufficient number of sex partners. Since that
became widespread, most people hardly ever have to seek
commercial treatment from geneticists except for things they
want to change about themselves.”
They were at the bottom of the lowest elevator shaft by
now. Althart unbolted the massive pressure door and they
stepped out into a much smaller lobby with a dim, green,
bioluminescent ceiling. Only this one elevator reached this
low, and it had been as long as all the others combined.
“So sex keeps you young?” Alan asked
“Now. It wasn’t always this way. In the late thirties, early
forties one would have to visit a lab now and then. You will
probably have to go a few times for the next century or two
because you’ll be missing a lot of fundamental stuff, but if
you see something developing, any reputable lab anywhere in
the world will be able to handle it. Tell the labsman you’re
from a very, very, ancient bloodline if he seems puzzled, that
will get him to run the right analysis. It’ll probably cost a
copper and something. I can line you up with someone here at
the Kassikan anyway. Just have Kuthra show you where to
go, she knows her way around the above-ground as well as I
do.
“It is thru this that the human race continues to evolve
even though the individuals are eternal,” Althart continued.
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“All individuals who wish to remain within the species thru
sex will eventually pick up new genes and the species will
remain coherent.”
They walked thru more corridors. He could tell this was
deep, the rooms were narrow and scattered and all cut stone
from deep in the past. There were wet patches on some
stalactites of the walls. They went thru many of these rooms.
“There will be another expedition along in just over ten
decades. Will you have to do the same with them?”
“It cannot work. You know that expedition is made up of
biologicals. They are not virtual.”
“But you can give them false memories. When I first met
Desa she thought YingolNeerie was just a bad RNAcid trip.”
“We could do that, if they threatened us with destruction.
I think that they will not. I think your memories know that
they will want to carry on trade with us.”
“I think that is true,” Alan admitted.
“May I tell you our real fear of them? More than
YingolNeerie’s military, we fear their money. We are far too
numerous to support the consumption your media portrays.”
“So are they,” Alan said. “The media just displays
consumption without limit. The people of Earth who remain
biological can only lust after that, for those who are virtual it
costs next to nothing.”
“We think that would be disaster here.”
“People are much better off here, in everything but energy
consumption.”
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“It doesn’t matter, you know that fact but your population
is controlled by the electronic screens to act as directed by the
content providers. It is a much more direct means of mind
control than any project ever undertaken on this planet in
even the darkest age of history. We must work on that
problem later. Kortrax tells us to deal with YingolNeerie’s
military threat now.”
They passed deserted desks of functionaries and went into
back halls. They must have walked a mile of corridors by
now. There were rows of deep shelves covered with
unrecognizable dusty artifacts, many dated to pharaohnic
times.
“Now that you know my world’s technology,” Alan asked
him, “how does it compare to the ‘Energy Age’?”
“In material technology Earth’s civilization has many
similarities to our world then. No one here but the Dark Lord
ever dreamed of trying to put souls into crystals. We brought
souls together thru the crystal, but not inside the crystal.
There were governments then, but none were anywhere near
as intrusive as the ones you know.
“You don’t know very much about how your starship’s
engine works. As a sun I believe, collapsing interstellar
hydrogen until it undergoes nuclear reactions. You don’t
know the how and that is something we would very much like
to know.”
Althart continued to lecture as they walked these dim
hallways. “Our star drives were never that advanced. Ours
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used to work via solar wind, ions and radiation. Ours would
have used over two thousand of your years to get to
YingolNeerie. No starship of Dempala ever returned to
Dempala before Dempala was destroyed. Not even from
Kunae.”
“There were star drives then?”
“Yes, of a sort. Many expeditions were launched. Few
even intended to return. Kiethying was on the expedition to
Cynd, the most distant one that ever returned. Dempala had
sixteen outposts off planet at one time or another, there were
once four in orbit at one time. They were called the upper sky
forts. There were over sixteen hundred tethered or untethered
balloon lower sky forts.”
“And do the suntowers have much higher capacity than
you use?”
“Yes, in addition we have restored less than ten percent of
the recovered suntowers to service, and we’ve probably
recovered one percent of those that were manufactured. In the
early 22nd century a village the size of Yoonbarla within the
Dempalan nation would have had three or four towers, each
with twenty terminals and a helmet. We’ve recovered so few
helmets and have been even less successful at restoring them
to operation.”
“You were alive then?”
“Yes, I worked as a technician running fiber for awhile. I
never knew how to fabricate or program them at the time.
Then I had a career auditing the billing for motor fuel.”
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They came to an area of laboratories. There were winking
lights in crystals, dim lanterns, crystal balls with faintly
glowing letters inside them and quite a few people. These
chambers were probably so deep underground that people
might spend weeks without seeing daylight.
“We’re still getting more ancient devices working. This is
the very lab where we first discovered how to make
suntowers work again. Your memories have given these
people great insights.”
“I’m glad I was able to help,” Alan said a bit ruefully. He
would have preferred if he was asked, but would have helped
any way he could.
They went down two more flights of stairs, then down
another hallway and passed another vacant reception desk.
Beyond that they entered what Alan guessed was a biophotonic laboratory. Myanfyinga was already there.
They each looked at several areas of his head with a
binocular microscope. They talked of substances and
amounts. Myanfyinga wet his hair with something from a
smoking bottle. It turned silver-white like it had turned to fine
chrome wire. They passed an empty capsule under dozens of
pipettes, mixed it well, then presented him with it.
“Your memories contain an admonition from Desa not to
take any pills,” Myanfyinga drawled. “We hope you will
disobey that advice this one time.”
She handed Alan the pill. There was already a large
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chalice of water at hand. The fact that his entire memory, all
his most private experiences, had been distributed like a
cheap rental movie was still sinking in. What if he did refuse
this pill? No doubt they could take another few minutes and
put it in some kind of virus and waft it into the air.
Myanfyinga would speak a few quiet words to whoever took
the pill away and Alan would wind up there anyway.
How could he blame them? These people feared their five
thousand year lives could be coming to an end. They thought
their planet was in danger and they were the core of this allvolunteer defense. They also had to be sure to the core of
their souls that they weren’t doing Alan any harm or they
would be paralyzed.
What sacrifice would he make to protect this world?
Zhlindu? This city? This university? Kuthra, Desa? Wasn’t
what he had seen in this institution alone worth a life such as
his? Wouldn’t his expedition have asked him to give his life?
Hadn’t they suggested he should kill Desa in the name of
security, back half his lifetime ago it seemed, really only a
quarter?
He swallowed the pill. Is anyone who accepts an IV from
a med in any different position? In any more need of blind
trust?
“Thank you,” Althart said, “But we need to get seated.”
“We do, rays will hit the eyes soon,” Myanfyinga added.
They led Alan thru to another room. This was a large
room, dimly lit by turquoise bioluminescence. In the center
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was what looked a little like the globe of a suntower, but
upside down. A mop of fiber-optic bundles grew out of the
top, so it looked like a ten foot tall onion in a way. It was
polished to a high luster, and lit with a soft glow like the
dawn sky. Six thrones faced it in a circle, a helmet hanging
above each. A ceremonial robe was dropped over his
shoulders as he surveyed this dimly-lit chamber, he didn’t see
who actually placed it. Althart placed a helmet on his head as
Alan sat on one of the thrones, then sat under the next one on
his left. Keithying donned the helmet to his right. Myanfyinga
and Fyuranyuran also took seats and helmets. Yhohonshu
stood at a panel set into the wall of the room, conferring with
some other people sitting at small globes with key panels that
lined the edge of the room. When done, she took the last
throne and helmet.
Alan’s world became focused on the blue light in that
crystal that gradually lightened as dawn strode in from the
east. Strode in from the ancient ancestral lands of the Elves.
As the activity of the crystal awakened, Alan began to
remember more about the civilization of this world than he
had learned in this past year. While he sat under this helmet
he knew what was known. The vastness of the known held
him transfixed. The true vastness of the history, where Earth
is just the recent past of three basins.
He did feel like he was dreaming in a way. He wasn’t
really. If he tried he could look around, but all he saw were
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the five wizards of the circle focused on the crystal. He
focused also in its blue depths, wondering at the depth of its
knowledge.
But light beyond the blue encroached on the tip of the
pyramid high above, and as the orange rays hit, a picture was
drawn in the depths of the crystal. It came into focus better
than a screen, he could see in three-d without glasses. Inside
the crystal he looked thru into another room, a room he had
seen many times before on a flat screen. This time he was
almost in it.
Alan was amazed at what he saw. They stood in Ava’s
front room in her universe. It was a pleasant universe, a small
villa on a warm tropical beach. They were lead by a cherub to
a wide shady verandah overlooking the gentle waves of the
lagoon, a comfortable, squeaky, swinging, wicker couch with
big puffy pillows that never got dirty. The empty bottle of a
quality urban green from the Trenst basin looked almost
normal sitting on the end table.
Ava was on that couch in her usual personification, the
modestly shapely young woman with the flowing robes.
Except for the flowing robes. Though Alan had never seen
Ava in the nude before, he could tell she had just had a sexual
encounter that had left her liquified.
And suddenly he remembered so much of what the
expedition was doing. The forces necessary to nudge
asteroids into the cities had already been calculated, he knew
that now.
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The vision of a new wizard appeared in the crystal. He
looked older than all but Kiethying of these wizards, but he
was of some different race, not an Elf. He sat with Ava and
she leaned against him. He had his robe on. He said, “Ava
agrees that your plan is the best chance we have to preserve
our cities.”
“Let me take Alan,” Ava said, “while you copy those
videos.”
She got up from her wicker couch and slipped the
shimmering robes, perpetually blowing in slow motion in a
gentle breeze, back over herself, then took Alan’s hand. “You
have agreed to play your part in this?”
“What is that once again?” he asked her. He had never
been in contact with Ava before, never knew that she actually
had a body. She felt pleasant, fit.
“I have just found your hack in the perception layer of the
data store controls and the re-decoration you applied. You
ascended instead of going to the surface.”
And suddenly Alan remembered all that. Now he
remembered it in detail. He remembered how he was able to
re-route everyone’s perceptions to what he wished was there,
when in fact the real data was nothing like that. He
remembered all he thought he forgot of how these level’s of
the universe’s logic works.
She lead him out of her villa toward the front door, as
Alan already knew, every front door in Heaven opened onto a
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little courtyard, on the other side of which was the front door
of where you were going.
Alan was led to Alfred’s front door but Ava ducked back
into her place, saying, “I really should change.” She was gone
only a few seconds, but she returned with a dutysuit and a
different shade of mood, much more triumphant, but a trifle
surprised?
“Alan! It is good of you to meet me here peacefully,” she
said. “It will go much easier for you.”
While he wondered about that, she rang the front bell of
the McReady residence and the door was soon answered.
Alfred’s front door was just off the ‘study’, as they called
their main room. Their servants were of shining chrome
robotic decor. Alan had seen this often on his video screens
once he found out they were Angels, now he was actually in
it.
Alfred and Victoria both welcomed Ava warmly. They
didn’t recognize Alan at first. His hair was flowing and silver
from the helmet-sauce in the smoking bottle, he had a full,
mid-length beard, just as they had seen him back in Zhlindu,
but it had also gone silver since he donned the helmet. He
was here in this room with them and that was what didn’t
make sense. Because there was not even a theoretical
possibility it could be anyone else, they gradually began to
accept it.
Victoria got up and ran to him sobbing, “Oh Alan,” her
head reached just to his shoulder, “It’s you! What has
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happened? When you wouldn’t come with us from that evil
city we were sure we would never see you again.”
“I told you not to give up hope,” Ava said, “and as you see
I have found a way.”
“What miracle is this?” Alfred asked.
“Alan, would you like to tell them?” Ava asked him. She
didn’t sound like the person who greeted them on the
verandah at all, much more stern.
“I’m not sure I can, so much of it is fantasy and so little I
actually did.”
“Alan, what are you talking about?” Alfred asked, his
eyebrows rising.
“Remember how good Alan was with his terminal when
he was sixteen?” Ava asked.
“Yes, fouled up the end of his upbringing.”
“Do you think he stopped there?”
“I hadn’t given that much thought. There had been no
more incidents.”
“Alan was much more capable by the time he was twenty
one, much more capable than we ever imagined,” she said
bitterly.
“What are you saying?” Alfred asked. “Are you the one
who cut off my classroom feeds?”
“Alan?” Victoria asked.
“Yes Alan,” Ava said, “You should tell this tale don’t you
think? Or do I have to make it sound like a crime report.”
Alan did remember what happened. It was even more
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cowardly than all the cowardice he had admitted to in the
whole trip til now. He took a deep breath. “I was having some
fun getting back at you at first,” he began, “the day the first
probe landed.” He didn’t dare admit his trickery once it
became such a big discovery. “I was getting back at you for
being virtual and not having eyes of your own to actually see.
So I re-routed all your probe data. And made up some new
ones. By the time I got to the Bostok probe I was having too
much fun to stop.”
“But the expedition to the surface?”
“I was too afraid,” Alan haltingly began, “I couldn’t face
the fact that I would have to actually go to the surface and
face what’s really there. I knew I’d be sucked into the blades
of the shuttle’s fans, I’d get some disease so preposterous I’d
lie in a quaking pile rotting and seething with maggots. I
couldn’t face that.”
“But you did,” Vic said.
“No I didn’t.”
“What do you mean you didn’t?” Alfred shouted. “You
went down there and ran off with a native girl and made me
and my department the laughing stock of this expedition. All
the data you sent back, we watched you conversing with
those native women on that river raft before you threw your
phone away.”
“I made it all up. You can’t seriously think a little boy
raised in a can by robots could actually be man enough to do
any of that do you?”
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“How could you do that?” Alfred asked.
“Because I figured out how to alter the hardware data
layer for the perception buses and re-route them to what I was
supposed to report about. I never went to the surface, I
ascended instead.”
“We went to the surface,” Victoria said. “We saw that
city.”
“Your androids went to the surface and wandered around
in a jungle-covered ruin. Your mind’s perceptions were
generated here. It was all a decoration on where your
androids really were, with hundreds of cherubs re-decorated
and re-circulated to provide the population.” They looked at
him speechless, staring in open mouthed silence, so he
continued. “There are no people on this planet, there are
hardly any higher animals.”
“We analyzed the data from the vegetation you passed
over when you were down there.”
“I sent an android down, I had a crude one secretly made.
For the first day or so I just did the best I could at telling you
what you wanted to hear, but by the second day I was having
too much fun to stop.”
“But how?” Alfred asked.
“As Delos said, in free space. Building that android and
disposing of my flesh body is what upset the element
balances. Ava’s found where I patched the perception layers
thru, she has the real data all your probes have been sending
available now I think.”
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The picture of the Zhlindu waterfront came up, a close-up
view that cruised along for awhile.
“I remember this view,” Alfred said. “It awed me when I
saw it those years ago.”
But while it was the same place, the scene was different.
These were ruins, overgrown by jungle as they had originally
thought when they observed from orbit. The skeletons of the
Zhlindu waterfront, now over-grown with twisted jungle
growths, hundreds of feet high. Slow-moving floating
animals with mast-like dorsal fins devoured what sank near
the water, looking from a distance likes ships in a harbor. The
harbor water was nearly invisible under a coating of scum so
thick you’d think one could walk on it.
“Alan is the entity I searched for all these years,” Ava told
them. “He built a universe about this planet, but modified it
into what he wished it was, a young man’s fantasy. What parts
of the real data I’ve glanced at so far show nothing much
different than we surmised before we started sending probes
to the surface, but you’ll have plenty of time to study it in
detail. Whatever civilization built these ruins, it’s been extinct
for thousands of years.”
“So all those pictures of natives are fake? We saw plenty
of them before Alan was sent to the surface.”
“But you saw none before Alan found out about his
origins. The remote pictures from the first lander were easy,
most of it comes from the nature films we brought with us,
redecorated. That probe at Norbin was his first major project.
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He couldn’t sustain it. With the Bostok probe he had practice
and he never needed it to be ‘found’. He just fed random
sounds to the lexanalizer to create the language. We’ll be able
to trace most of the native cherubs to the files of Morgan
Evans I would bet.”
Seconds of silence, Alfred was the first to speak. “Alan,
this is almost as serious an offense as what you did within that
fantasy. You faked the data from an entire mission, you put us
all in jeopardy. Your world is so convincing you have the
captain ready to order it destroyed.”
“You’ve got to go convince him there is no need,”
Victoria said.
“How can I do that?” Alan said, “I don’t speak with the
captain.”
“I think once he sees you’re present here in Heaven you’ll
be pretty convincing,” Ava said.
“Whatever this ecosystem really is, it should be studied,
not destroyed,” Alfred said. “Perhaps there is important
knowledge for mankind here even if it is in ruins. I would
have liked to have studied this, whatever it really is.”
“If I can get an audience with him, I’ll try to tell him,”
Alan said.
“I’m sure we can get you an audience,” Ava said.
But something else was happening. He was dreaming?
The room was shifting and fading. He was twelve again, and
first becoming friends with Ava. They were still in the
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asteroid belt. They were listening for signals and finding
none, but photos showed piers, the lake was believed to be
artificial.
“What if,” he had asked his father, “it was like in those
old tales. Like the ones Brooks and Burroughs and Tolkien
and Simmons wrote? What if there actually could be people
at other worlds?”
“You liked reading them didn’t you son?” Alfred said,
“Would you like to find a little Princess Thuvia here to lead
you on a grand adventure?”
Alan had blushed, “It would be a thrill to find anything
here, even if they are lizards or golf-balls on legs.” But he
couldn’t stop himself from launching on that dream, ‘what
if?’ He imagined a princess standing on one of those piers. He
wished so hard it was real…
Another shift in the fabric of the ship. Waves of logic built
and died. Data streamed and fought. Was it that? Or was it
just his own mind overcome by the shame over what he had
wrought?
He knew it was the plains where they had run from the
quibarta, but there were no quibarta here. The flat plain was
covered with mud, small puddles and an occasional sap nub.
Blooms of purple slimy stuff floated in the puddles. It
stretched to the horizon in all directions. The scene lurched,
as if filmed by one who was stumbling.
“This is about where the android he sent down in his
place malfunctioned,” Ava said. “It actually staggered on as
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far as a river and went down in it.”
“We never did retrieve it.”
“You could have,” Ava said, “Alan just blocked your
knowledge of it. You could have retrieved it along with the
phone.”
And then he saw the bleak. Nothing but flat, grey, lifeless,
waterlogged mud. No elevation at all. An eighth inch of
stagnant water over it. Nothing wriggled in it, no bubbles
popped. An idle breeze moved filmy ripples now and then.
And as far around as he looked, there was nothing but that. A
pale and wintry sky with distant wisps of clouds. 61Cygni A
somewhere below the horizon, only the conducted light thru
the atmosphere keeping it in twilight.
The light died as he was there staring into that bleakness,
slowly at first, then more rapidly. Didn’t his cowardice
deserve this? Shouldn’t he be erased for what he had done?
The dark throbbed too quickly and too painfully, then a last
brightness and he was inside a lightning flash. Far below,
under the base of a great pyramid on the surface of the planet,
a body twitched and slumped.
Who Art in Heaven
Morning once again. Morning in another new place. He
was used to the room carved from the stone of the pyramid.
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He’d been there a couple months it seemed, a local year.
Before that, for years, at least six Earth years, the home with
Desa in Zhlindu. ‘Where am I now?’ he wondered as his
wakening mind looked around. A palace somewhere, not high
in a city, but not in the flats either. A big room with lots of
windows.
Oh. Yes. He had his own wing didn’t he? This grand
chamber overlooking the gardens and the swan pond. His
own lavish bath, a programmable kitchenette. An extensive
data area and a back door. He sat up, this was his third
morning here wasn’t it? One week, week as he was used to.
But he was used to the sun of the sky taking a whole week to
get around the heavens, not like this where it went whizzing
around so that every time you woke up, it was back again.
So here he was, another morning in Alfred’s house.
Alone.
Not even Piishain, much less Kuthra. Certainly not Desa.
Even with Kuthra and Piishain sharing his bed, he was
starting to miss Desa a lot. Now his best chance at sex was if
Ava cheated on Thom or Glenelle cheated on Morg. A
situation he didn’t want to get into. Once he made up his
mind that he would have to masturbate anyway, the idea of
making a very nice cherub didn’t sound so bad. No doubt it
would look as much like Desa as he could remember and the
remainder of that would be Kuthra. He had plenty of time to
work on it, maybe he could give it some autonomy.
For some reason he remembered the night he told Kuthra
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there was a building named after her in Yoonbarla. ‘Pppp.
Like it’s a really unique name, hey what?’ There would be no
Kuthra here. She didn’t have Desa’s smarts or depth, but she
had her earthiness and Kuthra was kind and lively and fun to
be around and he would miss her.
He would be expected to dress for breakfast around here.
He and Desa had gotten so they never minded having
Afternoonday breakfast naked in the sunshine on their porch.
Sunday would have to be the equivalent of Afternoonday.
Morningday would be Saturday and Nightday would be
Friday. Kassidor doesn’t have days as ugly as Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in its week, so he couldn’t
name those days in Kassidorian.
He could look on his terminal to see when breakfast
would be served. An hour and forty minutes from now. He
was an Angel now, he didn’t have to take a shower, he could
just set his skin to dirt-free and never have to worry about that
again. Why not? If I have to be here I might as well make use
of it.
Why is there breakfast? It is only so the ‘family’ can be
together at an enforced time isn’t it? But he had the freedom
to dial anything he wanted in the kitchenette didn’t he? Of
course, he could just access his medical panel and dial hunger
out of his life altogether. He did that, for now at least, rather
than be bothered by it.
What was he going to do now? Renew his friendship with
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Morg and Glenelle of course, and Ava, though she was
married now also and didn’t seem as friendly as she was
before he went into hiding. He could understand, he’d hid
from her, for years, and no doubt that miffed her.
He’d have to take up some kind of career, probably
studying the real data that he had been shunting aside into
blank static all those years. That would be the least he could
do. A hundred years of that. Four times as long as he had been
alive so far. No one in the whole universe all that time other
than the same fifty six souls he’d seen on his screens most of
his life. All of his life but those few years, almost seven, that
he’d spent in his dream of Kassidor.
He went to his windows and drew back the curtains. He
walked out over the dew covered lawn, wondering why he
had never noticed his characters were cherubs? He wondered
how he could have ever made them up. His parents wouldn’t
be in the study yet, their wing was on the other side of the
house. The swans honked good-morning as he sat down on
the bank.
'How real is this simulation?’ he thought, and waded out
into the pond. The bottom was sufficiently muddy, he felt the
swan’s ripples. It was deep enough in the middle for a good
long invigorating swim, and he availed himself of the
opportunity. It was not real in the way the mud vanished from
his skin as he walked back ashore. The first rays reached him
already, about two hours earlier than they should have from
first light. He lay on the grass to dry, and warm up, the
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temperature was chilly on Earth, and that water was nowhere
near the temperature of the Lhar, much less Reshplaza
Waterpark.
It sure would be nice to have a tall mug of yaag about
now. When Kortrax gets this high on Morningday the early
risers are already starting to think about lunch. Of course the
Zhlindu habit of having the first cup of the day with breakfast
wasn’t hard for him to take. If he was as good a biologist as
he should be, he’d find a way to invent yaag for Angels also.
But he had invented it hadn’t he, during those years in his
dream of Kassidor? Brancettrabble must know how, he had
brought some to Ava. The other Ava, he was sure of that now,
though he would never say anything. The Ava on this vessel
knew nothing of Brancettrabble or the suntower system.
But there was no yaag and the drying time was set pretty
quick on this lawn, so soon Alan made his way in and got
ready for breakfast. He was dressed and in the breakfast room
when the coffee came out and greeted Vic as she came thru
the door.
“You’re up early today,” she said.
“Yeah, over an hour. I went for a swim.”
“A swim? The pool wasn’t activated.”
“With the swans.”
Her hand went to her face, “That water’s not clean.”
“Ma, I’m an Angel now. There are no more germs, that
was only pretend. I’m over it now. With regrets I must admit,
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but I’m over it. You get over it too.”
“Alan that pond is for the swans,” his mother said, “if you
want to swim, dial yourself a nice beach somewhere. Go hang
out with Ava and Thom. I’m sure they’d make a gate thru
right from your room if you want, or like the captain said, you
can have your own universe.”
“I have to say, I think it was big of him to let you off so
well,” Alfred said, coming thru the door into the breakfast
room. He obviously heard a lot of that conversation on his
way down the hall.
“I’m just glad I was able to get him to save that
biosphere,” Alan said.
“It’s all we’ve worked for on this whole expedition,”
Victoria said. “I just wish you’d confessed before we left the
system.”
Now that everyone was present, the robot staff began
bringing in the food. There was quite a variety. Alan
remembered to go back to his med panel and turn his hunger
back on. Now it was really good. There were some
advantages to heaven, this feast would have been two hours
work or a whole iron back in Zhlindu.
“It wasn’t til it was about to be destroyed that guilt finally
overcame me. I’m so sorry about your studies mom, I really
am, but the data really is all there. We have our whole voyage
home to study the real data.”
“If we’d been conscious of the data at the time,” Alfred
said, “we might have directed you, or rather your android,
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differently.”
“Had you reported the truth about the planet they
probably would have let you stay down there for years,”
Victoria said.
“They let me stay longer on the fantasy planet than I
dared to stay on the real one.”
“You really need to thank the captain for letting you keep
the universe you created,” Victoria said.
“It’s the same offer he made me so many times before. I
could ascend and be a full member of the crew, build my own
universe and live among you. It’s really just a standard
universe, I just used some of the planet in its specifications
and as a basis for its wildlife.”
“So you get the best of everything now. You are home
with your people, and you can return to your world whenever
you want.”
“I think the best of everything would be if it really was
like I imagined.”
“That’s why we are Angels Alan,” Vic said, “so we can
have everything just as we imagine.”
“We still need to study how it is in the universe of atoms
in three dimensional reality,” Alfred said. “We do live as a
layer on top of that, and as the three dimensional universe
goes, so go we. We must never forget that.”
“You don’t need to tell me, I was part of that, maybe not
as recently as I pretended, but still only a few years ago,
dealing with a flesh life inside that habitat.”
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“We’re sorry,” Alfred said. “We wish the planet really
could have sustained you.”
“It could have sustained him,” Victoria said. “It’s still way
ahead of Centorin or even Mars as a terraforming project.”
“Maybe you can get involved in that,” Alfred said, “Once
the studies are done on this biosphere, the next expedition
will contain a terraforming project.”
“And what will that matter to me?” Alan said, “I’m an
Angel now.”
“Oh,” Vic said. “I thought you still might have an
interest.”
“I might,” Alan replied. “You never know. Right now I
don’t find I have an interest in anything.”
“Because you’re in a state like coming off a narcotic. You
were so deep into that fantasy and so isolated from other
souls that it was like you were on a drug,” Victoria said. “It is
like you are undergoing withdrawal. I know, I went thru that
on the base.”
“I’m undergoing withdrawal from life,” Alan said, “I
don’t have a life here, on this expedition I mean. Maybe when
we get back, but the length of time between now and then
freezes me.”
“Do just that, spend a lot of time suspended. I certainly
intend to. We’ll go over all the real data and learn what we
can of that, and then we might as well sleep til there’s
something of interest happening.”
“That makes it seem a little more tolerable.”
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Still it seemed to him like the bleak. Was it the fact that he
was now on the expedition again? Or was it those images of
what was really down there, a world obliterated by ecological
disaster? Were his visions what those people were striving
for? Or had it been biological warfare that had wiped them
out? Whatever it was, he would have plenty of time to study
it.
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Message on a Suntower V.
To our friend Brancettrabble,
We are not sure if you already know how it all turned out.
The mind-field was powerfully disrupted at the end. We
don’t know if your tower broke contact first, or the ghost
ship. We regret to inform you that Ava has not
descended to the flesh with us. She remains trapped in
the boulder that was left by Narrulla once again. She is
alive, and she has assured us that she has what she
needs to survive, for awhile at least, with what she calls
the ‘backup fabricator’. She will immediately start
fabricating a backup to the backup fabricator, and may
not contact you right away. She is safe, but she must
see to her survival.
She is disappointed that she wasn’t able to come across,
but thinks she may be able to figure out the problem
using the microanatomy knowledge we were able to
provide. She also wants to tell you that she could never
have survived without your help. We think she has
already thanked you for the idea of making a decoy copy
of herself to be captured during her expedition’s link-up.
The reference structure of our data systems was
something that let her system react fast enough when
the data transfer began and she was able to fake them
out and save herself once again during this disruption.
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She believes that our efforts to influence the decisions
made by her expedition were successful. To the best of
her knowledge they all believe that our world was a
creation of their young crewman, and that our world
does not pose a threat to their safety or faith. We will
continue to have our scopes monitor them of course,
and we will publicize any anomalies in the path of any
asteroids they pass by to the best of our ability.
We will continue to research the personality transfer via
helmet technique in hopes that someday we will be able
to free her after all. Only the Whole knows if this can
ever happen. It is doubtful there are any more old
records to exhume that have any more to say on this
matter. It is really a shame that the people of that time
kept most of their data on impermanent media. The Dark
Lord would have been the one to study it most, if there
was ever one who wanted to take material form and
would stop at nothing, it would be him. He would have
had access to viable ancient media in those days. If he
knew anything, that knowledge was destroyed with him
of course.
- Your sincerest friend,
Althart
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Book IX.
Home in the Vale
Desa was really getting to appreciate Chatuum, the
woman Dara was now sharing his room with. One thing for
sure, she sure could cook. Duskmeal would be ready soon
enough, Desa noticed as she put the lon down on the shelf
next to her. There was a fat little lenta under the oven bowl
that would be ready in as little as half an hour.
“Ah what nice ones,” Chatuum said, noticing what flavor
they were. “I’ll have to pick some new young onion shoot to
sauce these right.”
“You don’t have to sauce them at all on our behalf. Dara
and I’ll eat these right out of the canal on the ‘yak while
coming home late and still call it dinner.”
“No way, a home like this needs to resound with the
aromas of a sizzling onion and oil sauce.” Chatuum was
already throwing more sticks into the kitchen fireplace. “A
fresh vedn would go nice with this too but I won’t go that
far.”
“I’ll get the onion shoots,” Desa said, and went back
outdoors on that mission.
Those and most of the spices grew in the west garden,
beyond Dara’s end of the house. It was separated from the
tiny path that served this side of Yoonbarla Brook by a high
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wall of trellis choked with all the spice vines they’d had on it
since she’d owned the place.
Chatuum was here more or less a year now, depending on
just when you called her ‘moved in’. It was one of those
things that started with ‘Since I’m over here so much, do you
mind if I leave a few things here?’ a few years ago and gotten
to talk about what they would do with the money from selling
her old house in the last couple weeks.
She was what Dara wanted and needed, a big strapping,
active woman, out to here in front, thick black hair, hearty
voice and full of a good deep belly laugh she’d slap you on
the back about. She went with him lumber-camping this year
and had a great time. She’d been quite a hit at the logging
party too.
Now Knmonaweep is nearing dusk, there is no Kenduul
this year. Another year, another decade, the 53rd decade of the
55th century begins when Kortrax next rises. Before you know
it, the year will need another digit. Nobody alive today had
seen that happen, she thought.
The onion shoots picked, she stood and turned back
toward the house. Because their gardens were actually on the
slope, from here you could look beyond the house and down
thru the mouth of the vale into the great valley. Little clouds
on the valley floor were lit pink by westering Kortrax. Here in
the shadow of the mountains, the dark lumins were already
beginning a few peeps and the gliders of dusk were already
silently swooping over the meandering brook, chasing wee718

flutters to an early bed.
Desa loved this house, in all her two centuries of life and
all the places she’d lived from the towers of Dos, Zhlindu, or
the Yakhan to the wilds of all those basins, this was her
favorite. They had almost three acres of land down in
Yoonbarla Vale, the little finger of the great valley that
followed Yoonbarla Brook up towards the falls for over three
miles. Their farm was in a meander of the brook, two thirds
of the way up the vale and on the steeper, sunnier, south side.
The logging road out of Yoonbarla didn’t come down in
the vale. To get up to Yoonbarla from here one took the path
on the north side of the brook, where the vale was wide
enough in many places for a couple blocks of plots. Then one
climbed thru the gorge, up more steps than one finds in
Zhlindu, a mile and a half of altitude in five miles of distance.
One passes all three falls and under the big ones at the East
end of town. It was the work of many hours, but she never
climbed up and back on the same day. She would go there at
least once a year for the logging party, sometimes two or
three. Knume, Danip and Bloric had each stayed with her a
winter so far, Nobron had done so twice. That extra mile and
a half of air made a lot of difference in the winter. All that had
happened since Rendrak left the second time.
One could see a bit of the third falls from here, more of it
from the pasture on the flat down by the brook. Kota grazed
in that field. He was a beautiful maroon, a lot like Sparka in
some ways. He belonged to her neighbor Thantar across the
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brook, a sweet guy and a nice lay who would stay for a
leisurely breakfast the next day.
The house itself was incredibly ancient. Originally built in
the 35th century as a barn, it had thick cut stone walls and an
earthen roof now supporting an orchard of sweet leshin,
congfruit and nives. From the path it looked more like a little
flowery hill than a house. It was open on the north, over
twelve feet high in the main room, over nine in each sleeping
wing. A big hearth was in the middle of the north side,
centered in the row of seven thick stone columns that
supported the roof. Another smaller fireplace was raised to
shelf height in the kitchen, designed specifically for cooking.
The house was built into the slope, not down on the flat.
The main room was almost thirty feet square, but in two
levels. The upper level was three steps up and had the kitchen
on one side, and what was designed as a banquet area on the
other. At least that was its purpose in the last redevelopment
of the structure, about the 44th century or so when it was redesigned as human habitation and the earthen roof installed.
The banquet area now held the yandrille. Between them a few
more steps went up to the door that opened to the path. From
the path side all you really saw was a tight-fitted cut stone
retaining wall with a door in it.
It was surrounded by terraced gardens dating to about the
42nd century, with the acre and a half keda field and a tiny
beach a few steps below that. The brook is about thirty feet
wide and three or four feet deep at this point.
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In front of the main room was a stone-paved courtyard.
The only drawback of the house was that the only shower was
out in that courtyard, splashing on the biggest flat rock on the
property. This might have been the only house in the vale
when it was put in. It wasn’t too visible from too many other
houses now with the plantings grown up. Each bedroom had a
toilet compartment and a tiny basin, originally added in the
51st century or so, but re-fitted when she and Dara restored
the place. No one piped water on this side of the brook, so
they had a tank and a new rotary pump with wind-wheel that
Dara had put in to replace the old lever-squeak thing that
must have been teased along since sometime in the 40’s.
She had paid over forty coppers for the place, way too
much considering the condition it was in when she got it.
What anyone would consider a ruin. She paid for the land and
foundation alone. She had to clean for a year before feeling
comfortable. Only the masonry was salvageable. But now that
the work was done, she would have paid three times as much.
She took one more look at Nubedat up to the northwest,
the only real mountain she could see from here, as she went
inside the courtyard trellises. The last speck of land to catch
Kortrax was the snow on that peak. It, like Nvednmere, is one
of the peaks that loom over Yoonbarla village.
She had just put the spices on the counter when they
heard a voice at the door to the path. “Hello, is this where
Desa lives?”
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“It sure is,” she said while ducking the few steps up to the
door. She didn’t place the voice, but knew it was someone
from her past.
She opened it to see who stood there. A tall Nordic, long
wavy bronze hair, neat bronze beard, deep orange tan and sky
blue eyes. Not Rendrak, but familiar, someone she knew she
knew.
“Desa it is you,” he said with an intake of breath. “You
are just as exquisitely beautiful as the first time I ever saw
you, the time when Pneika called you out onto Knume’s
balcony. Back when I first fell in love with you.”
Back when she lived in the village, before she went to
Zhlindu. Yeah, just before. “Alan?” she shouted. It had been
so long, over ten decades. She hadn’t forgotten, but never
expected to see or hear from him again. All those decades ago
when he’d gone off in Klarrain’s floater to Kassidor Yakhan.
She knew how far it was, knew what the chance was he’d
ever make it back here. As much chance as she’d ever make it
back to Dos.
She opened her arms to him, still bewildered, still trying
to dredge up the memories of their years together. Yes, the
boy from YingolNeerie. So much went thru her mind while he
snatched her up and spun her around, the great starship
attacking in the dead of dark, the ghost machines invading
their home, his mission to the Kassikan by air. “It’s been so
long,” she sputtered, “decades.”
“Forty one and a half Earth years,” he said.
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“Alan, I must say, you look a little like you did then,” she
gasped. It was hard to talk the way he held her. But when he
put her down she said, “You put on twenty pounds and put it
on well.” She remembered him as a rather skinny guy.
“It’s been a long while. It’s been half a mortal lifetime
where I was from, and it’s been a long winding road to get
here.”
“No doubt! Alan I’m so surprised to see you I’m almost
gasping for breath. I hope you don’t have any robots or
starships or ghosts chasing you?” She still had her hand on
his waist, as much to steady herself as for affection, though
she remembered him doing well at affection, and he looked
more like someone she could feel affection for than she
remembered.
“They’ve all gone back to YingolNeerie but one, she’s
still in the moonlet between here and Narrulla.”
“Good,” she said and took him in a hug this time. He’d
been such a kid then, but a good one. “I’m so glad to see you
again. This is the biggest surprise I’ve had since getting home
from the Yakhan and finding my house had been sold, or
finding that skinny theirops cub out in the desert. This is as
good as those were bad. But please, let me stop gushing,
come inside and put on a few more pounds, duskmeal is just
about ready.”
He came thru the door. He had to duck. “It looks like
Hobbits built this,” he said.
“Dwarves actually,” she knew. “There were no Hobbits
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native to Wescarp.” The front door was framed in mortared
stone and hard to enlarge. “This is Chatuum,” she told Alan,
“and this is Alan,” she told Chatuum. “Did Dara ever tell you
I once met a guy from the starship?” she asked Chatuum.
“Ahhh? No?” Chatuum said, “I don’t think he ever did.”
Actually Desa was afraid Chatuum didn’t believe in
starships. “Well it was a while back, ten decades or so. I think
Dara was living in Noonitondow at the time and I was living
up in the village. But anyway, it’s been so long I was starting
to wonder myself if it was all real, but this is him, the b... man
from YingolNeerie.”
Her mouth got round. “But… you’re human. You’re very
human. You’ll never hear ‘no’ from me.”
“Yes, I consider myself human. The planet I’m from
believes humans got to Kassidor by being brought here, not
invented in a lab.”
So they spent a quarter hour summing up the whole
adventure of those days for Chatuum while she made up the
sauce. For the time being at least, she pretended to believe in
starships. Desa showed her the clippings she’d kept from the
writeups Luray did of both the starship and robot attacks.
There were some amateur photos of the robots, though they
could have been actors in makeup and costumes. During that
time Dara returned and was introduced. He knew the story of
Alan and was delighted to actually meet him. In fact he was
more demonstrative than she had been, but then he was half
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Rendrak wasn’t he? Dara still looked the same as when he’d
first grown and left Yoonbarla. A lot like his father, big,
blond, and rugged but with Desa’s curls and eyes. Dara
believed in the starship, as did most astronomers and
scientists. Quite a few theologians still rejected it, as did most
spiritualists.
In the Zhlindu basin, sixty seven percent believed in the
starship, the total of all the worlds it was only fifty three
percent. All astronomers agreed there was still an asteroid
stuck in Narrulla’s inner null point, but a sizable fraction of
astronomers still say cometary outgassing could account for
the behavior of the other bodies. During the whole time Desa
concentrated on the behavior of their bodies and wound her
arm around him. How she wanted him! But she remembered,
almost in time, not to be too all-over-him because she
remembered YingolNeerie had prudish ways.
“So I missed the logging party?” Alan said, once everyone
was caught up on the starship adventure.
“There’ll be more,” Dara said. “It was Lmonteira this
year.”
“It’s usually Lmonteira. But after all your travels you can
at least stick around here til then,” Desa said, “or are you still
getting whisked around on floaters?”
“Oh no, I’ve never been on one since Klarrain’s. I’ve been
out of the Yakhan for over two decades now. I only contact
the University when I’m near a suntower. I worked my way
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back here the long way. I stopped and saw all those places I
flew over on the way out. What a wide and wonderful world
this is, let me tell you. And of all of it, this little valley is the
most beautiful yet. To think I went right by this on the way
out of Yoonbarla. What a place you have here, no palace that
I’ve seen or even imagined has been so lovely.”
“You’ve still got a mouth full of flowers,” Desa said.
“Everything I just said is completely true.”
“Well I’m glad you like it. It’s my dream home. It was a
ruin when I found it, but with Dara’s strong arms helping me,
I think we’ve beaten it into something habitable.” Their arms
intertwined as she showed off her son.
“So lets eat,” Chatuum said.
“Shall I pull down the feast-board?” Dara asked.
“Don’t have to for me,” Alan said, “but the way this
smells you might draw the whole neighborhood.”
Desa took the clothes and towels off the fourth stool and
moved the others a little farther down the shelf. The main
shelf was opposite the kitchen fireplace, separating the
cooking area from the main room. This way the back of the
shelf could be used as a table. The old table had been in what
was now the yandrille room. Its legs had been removed and it
had been winched up to the ceiling with ropes. That could
still be winched down into the main room if they were putting
on a major feast.
She was still filled with wonder that after all this time and
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distance, he was here. She gazed at him, still feeling a little
breathless, it really was like her returning to Dos for him to
come back here. Their decade together had been good and
there was no one important in her life right now was there?
She hoped Thantar might amount to something, but had to
admit that relationship hadn’t changed in a decade. “So what
have you been doing all this time?” she asked Alan between
his mooing over the food. “It’s been ten decades.”
“Lots of stuff. I really meant to get back from there. Did
you get my message about what happened?”
“I got it when I got to Hazorpean, it sounded like they
should have made a movie of it.”
For Chatuum’s benefit they had to go thru the whole story
of the crystal illusion and how the expedition from Alan’s
home world was sent back with a fake story about Kassidor.
She could tell Chatuum didn’t really believe it, but she went
along. Her real belief was still that the asteroids were natural
and rich educated people played games of self-delusion with
instruments so sensitive that they were better connected to the
spirit world than reality. The fact that they spoke of the
expedition in terms of ghosts and Angels gave her a lot of
credibility problems also. She would not be eager to confront
someone who claimed he was conceived there with that belief
on the first night, but Desa knew she would discuss it with
him in the upcoming days. It would take another starship
attack to convince her.
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By this time, supper was over. “You know I’d forgotten
how delicious meals are with you,” he said as they cleared the
plates.
“It’s Chatuum, I just pick it and bring it to her and stand
back while the magic happens.”
“If it wasn’t for the gardens here I couldn’t do a thing,”
Chatuum responded. “It’s the way things grow in this soil
under Desa’s care that inspires me.”
Desa turned back to Alan, “But you were going to tell me
what happened since.”
“Let’s sit with a cup for that reminisce,” Dara suggested.
And they did. It was just country yellow sun-brew, but
fine for a dusk such as this. Alan told of his life since then
and an important life it was. The circle of wizards had
convinced him to stay with them and tap the knowledge that
was locked in his mind and in the abandoned crystals of his
starship. It had taken decades. As well as teaching much, he
had learned much in that time.
Their greatest quest had failed. For decades all the minds
the Kassikan could assemble worked on the problem of
building a starship of their own. They failed not from lack of
knowledge, but from lack of metal and energy.
“And what will that mean?” Dara asked when that was
over.
“It means this planet will always be a destination. The
distance to the stars is vast and all the power my people can
muster hasn’t allowed the expedition that brought me to get
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home yet.”
“That is far,” Dara said. “So there won’t be a lot of traffic
going back and forth?”
“Yeah, it’s farther than the Yakhan,” Chatuum said. “It’s
taken you this long to get here from there.”
“I left there well under three decades ago and did not
come here directly.”
“So you certainly did take a look at some places you
passed over on your way out,” Desa said.
“Oh yeah. While I spent many years living on the Cutaiaa
Arm of the Impoundment with a friend on a fishing boat, I
was sure I’d found the real me. Then many travels later,
someone distracted me into the Kyeb beach scene for awhile,
like ten years. After that I thought it would be just a run of a
year or two down the Kimoneea to Zhlindu but I got on one
ship that sank and another ran aground so hard I’m sure it’s
still there, I’m sure that sandbar’s above water without the
monsoon flood we were swept up in.
“Once I got to Zhlindu I found Luray.”
“Oh yeah, what’s up with her?” Desa asked.
“Well you know she moved out of Klarrain’s place and
moved in with that detective?”
“That was before I left the city.”
“He’s a cool dude really, he was on our side and got
pissed at his boss over the whole thing.”
“I know that too,” Desa said. “I forgave him, we hung out
together a few times, they came to a couple concerts I played
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in.”
“Nice.” His questioning look told her that he probably
hadn’t heard that Sarsawuf went on two more years without
him. “Anyway she’s partying again but normal, not out of
control like she was when I met her.”
“Speaking of party, you go on while I top these mugs up,”
Chatuum said. She could sit and listen to talk about people a
lot better than starships. She knew of Luray from her history
in Yoonbarla.
“She’s still in Zhlindu?” Desa asked.
“Yeah, they live on the south end of the Fastness. It’s a
pretty nice place, not too big but lots of light, good and
sturdy. They had just bought the next place too and were still
redeveloping the combination. It’ll be bigger than our old
place was.”
“Is she happy with it?”
“Oh yeah. They’re comfortably in love, she’s still writing
for Klarrain. Klowa’s been studying economics and works for
cargo companies a lot, doing verifications mostly. She’s sort
of got a little cause going, writing a lot of pamphlets trying to
popularize economic understanding.”
“I found Vyinga too, she brought me out this way. She got
a kick out of meeting me and told me over and over about
telling off Alfred for getting three of her best crewmen eaten
by spheelunge.”
“Did you see a lot of her on that trip?” Desa asked.
“I shared her nest,” he said, naturally, not with the
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cowardly quiver of the Alan of old. “I found her to be a strong
but simple woman. Her real love is her crew, her river and her
ship, but her heart is deep for everyone.”
“So you’ve learned I’m not the only woman in the
world?”
“No, you’re not the only woman in the world. I’ve learned
there is no end to the women in the world. They are each
wonderful, at least in some way, and I’ve enjoyed every one I
got to know. But I now understand that every ‘hello’ will be
followed sometime by a ‘goodbye’, and each ‘goodbye’ will
be followed by a ‘hello’.”
“That’s one of the cycles of life.”
There was a pause, so Dara asked, “So will the starship
ever return?”
“Oh there’s more than one starship. Another expedition
will be arriving in just a few decades. The people of Earth
know where the planets are. This next one’s from an earlier
time and a different people. These people froze whole humans
for a journey of a century. They have no silicon minds aboard,
no ‘ghosts’, just logic crystals more like they have in the
Kassikan. The people are flesh humans, they can understand
the party concept and aren’t quite as uptight about sex. They
breathe and eat and will like the food here and will show you
recipes from their homeland.”
“And they come from YingolNeerie also?” Desa asked.
“Yes, but a different part, a large nation of biological
humans on the planet Earth. Earth is not a crystal magic
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dream, it is a planet like Kassidor with land and crops and big
oceans with beaches that the nation of the next expedition is
famous for. They’ll be able to relate to Kassidor a lot better.”
“What will they do?” Desa asked.
“They will be more interested in what they find. Since
they are flesh themselves, they care about biology and not
just metals. They will want to communicate with us. They
will have problems with the fact that there is no government
agency to contact, but we can make them understand.”
“How?” Chatuum asked.
“That brings me to one reason I’m here,” Alan said. “The
Kassikan knows how to communicate with them now, thru
me and Ava. They are building a suntower adapted to their
technology. Many astronomers will be watching for them.
They will be messaged when they arrive, they will be
welcomed.”
“Are they going to be hostile?”
“We think not. The nation they are from has no history of
hostility, it’s one of the very few. Everyone at the university
knows that this planet cannot remain a secret forever. We
think we have a much better opportunity to establish
favorable contact with the next one than with the one I was
on, or any other that is likely to come after.”
“So there’s going to be starship traffic after all?” Dara
asked.
“If there is traffic it will be via suntower, and even with
that, messages take almost two decades to go each way. There
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will be more ships, but the messages will be more important.”
“Two decades away by suntower?” Chatuum wondered at
the distance.
“Each way. That’s how far it is to YingolNeerie.”
“So that was a reason to come here?” Dara asked.
“Yes, the people on that starship are going to need a
teacher. I know a very good one.”
“You can’t be serious!” Desa exclaimed.
“Actually I am, I didn’t come all this way just to deliver
that message, but the message is real and it comes from the
founders themselves. You are the only person in the whole
world with experience at this and they commend the job you
did with me. The position’s open, at the Kassikan, pending
your response.”
“You can’t be serious, they don’t know me!”
“They have seen you in my memories by the way, I was
read when we got to Klarrain’s. Your records there as a
student were at their fingertips, they said things like ‘Ooooh’
and ‘yes’ and such as that when they looked at them. Your
records in Dos and Zhlindu were available to them by
suntower. They were even more impressed. This position
comes with quite impressive and sunny rooms but after
looking around this place I don’t think all the monuments,
polish and artwork in the whole endless city of Kassidor
Yakhan could make as comfortable a home.”
Dara stood up. “Wow. That’s all I’m going to say. But
Desa my dear, I don’t want to be here for this talk, this has to
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be you.” With that he rose to leave, kissing her forehead as he
did so. Chatuum followed. They went to let down the mats on
their way to bed.
“We don’t need to talk of this now,” Alan said, “she can
take years to think about it.”
“Even so, I’m sure you both have more catching up to do
and don’t need us between you,” Chatuum said as she rubbed
against Alan on the way back from letting the mats down.
Actually Desa knew they were ready to be alone with each
other. They would be loud enough that Alan would
understand.
“So you don’t have to think about it now.” Alan told her,
“Why don’t you tell me what you’ve been doing since I was
dragged off to the labs?”
“Pretty dull next to remaking the world,” Desa began. “I
stayed right where we were a couple years longer, played
with the guys for those years.
“I told you how I spotted Rendrak in the audience a year
before you left. A year after you left he found where I lived
and I got to chew him out about deserting me again. Over the
next few weeks I followed that up with falling in love with
him all over again. So we bought Luray’s old house in
Yoonbarla with the money I got from selling yours. I still owe
you that by the way.”
“It is of no consequence,” Alan said.
“We’ll figure it out later,” Desa said. “Anyway, Rendrak
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went back to logging, logging parties whizzed by. I started
playing at the Lappranile quite a lot, it was almost like I was
in the house band most every other Nightday at least. Klegnif,
you might remember her, played with me a lot. We called
ourselves the ‘Mountain Furies’ and even played in
Hazorpean a couple times. It was a fun time. I wound up
more or less running the place, business-wise.
“Valla left to go cook in Chefiyaiya when the Bit closed.
She was their last big performer after Mappu left, but not
enough to keep it open. It’s an acoustic place now with dart
leagues and checker tables and such. It’s still the same guys
that hang out there screwing the same girls, just not on the
stage. Plowee went with Mappu, they left here saying they
were going to work their way to Borlunth itself. They were
tracked as far as Hazorpean but they aren’t around there now.
“I trudged over to Noonitondow and looked up Dara not
long after we got back here. We stayed in touch and a couple
decades after that, he started to camp-log with those guys, and
got a place out in the valley.”
“What happened to Rendrak, your real true love?”
“My dumbest lust maybe, my real true love no,” she said.
“Now that I have time and tries to look back on, Kalotie was
more my partner thru more of my life than Rendrak. You
were a good partner to me, one of the best I’ve ever had in
my life, more dependable than Rendrak.”
“Thank-you,” Alan said, “You are one of the best I’ve
ever had in my life also, even though it was just that one
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shining decade.” He sighed but kept talking, “But tell me,
what did happen to Rendrak?”
“Oh I guess the business stress drove him off again. He
left about three decades ago, but he did it upright and
civilized this time, like maybe he’ll pass this way again
sometime after this trip to the city.
“And then I sold out of the Lappranile and bought this
place down here, two and a half decades ago. It was a mess,
so Dara moved in with me til I got it fixed up.”
“It’s fixed up well I’d say.”
“Yeah, but I like him here. He had problems with the
relationship in his old place farther out in the valley and just
left her with it for a few coppers.”
“You still have the yandrille I see.”
“Oh yeah, I still play. I even got to sit in with Dundorada
one night. That was actually the biggest adventure I’ve had
since getting back here. Luchai was really sick and I spent
two days with them learning songs and trading in a couple I
knew that they did. Then during the show I was outside
myself. I still made all the same mistakes and flubs I always
do but I didn’t let it matter.
“Klegnif and I still play some gigs as the Mountain
Furies, but mostly I play more Dos style these days, it’s not as
tiring, that’s one thing I can say about it. I play more often at
the parks between here and Hazorpean, sometimes in town.
And even now and then at the Lappranile, but that’s actually
farther to take the yandrille because you have to go around to
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the logging road.”
Alan eventually noticed that the pause was because they
had arrived at the present. “So play me something from Dos,”
he asked. He could hear that Dara and Chatuum weren’t
sleeping yet.
“Something short, there’ll be plenty of time tomorrow.”
She went up and pulled the small weights. There were
small speakers now, just the volume to go with her unaided
singing voice. There was a song she did often now, though it
was popular in Dos a century ago, called ‘Keeper of the Vale’.
Though it was written in much different scenery, it seemed to
fit this home and this village.
“That was heartbreakingly beautiful,” he said when she
finished. “You should have told me the music of your
homeland was like that.”
“I played you a song from Dos the day we bought the
yandrille.”
“Not like that.”
“Dos is a large and varied basin also. There’s been more
than one song written there. There are just as many genre
labels in the aisles as here, not too many of them are the
same, but there are just as many.”
“I guess I should have expected that.”
There was a pause when she came back to the cushion,
they just looked at each other. All she had felt for him during
their years together in Zhlindu was coming back to her. She
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wanted to say something about it but couldn’t think of a way
to begin.
He took a deep breath. “The real reason I came all this
way is to see you.”
“I’m pleased, I enjoyed your company almost every day
we were together. Oh I could have done without that quibarta
chase, and that time you left me alone up on Nvednmere.
Other than that I enjoyed our time together and I’m sure I’ll
enjoy whatever time you can give me for this visit.”
“I’m here til you want me to leave.”
“What if you miss the next starship? Then when will you
get home?”
“I’ll never go back on any starship,” Alan told her. “I
think you’ll agree that I have some perspective now, I can put
you into context. I mean as a friend and a woman.”
“If you think so, you didn’t dwell on the details of your
relationships since Klarrain sent you off to the Yakhan.”
“There were several good ones, two were longer than I
knew you. I was with my guide to Zhlindu one decade, my
guide to the Yakhan for nearly four, but I still love and admire
you the most.”
“Is that right? You know by the time you’d been gone two
decades I figured you’d found fame and fortune as a starman.
I hoped you might remember me as that kinda cute first chick
you met. I hoped you wouldn’t cringe too much at all the silly
things you used to say to me.”
“Desa my biggest regret in those projects I was involved
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with was that they kept me away from you for so many
decades. The fame and fortune ran out long before the hard
work trying to transfer the technology. I never would have
done that if I didn’t believe that there will always be time for
us.”
How did she feel about him from the perspective of this
much time? Had the time with Rendrak been that much more
passionate? Was it because Rendrak drew more social
attention? Had there always been a little tension because she
had her own slant on life? Had there ever been that tension
with Alan? Since that time in the lvinch patch, hadn’t he
always been there when she woke up?
Alan had been a naive and desperate child when they met,
he was already a successful grown man when he left Zhlindu.
There was no reason to think that she wasn’t with him as an
equal now. Oh she was older and there were things she had
seen and learned that he had not, but there were things he had
seen and learned that she had not. ‘Do not let your fear of his
youth cloud your judgment now,’ she told herself, ‘how do
you really feel about him?’ “Alan,” she said while moving
over almost onto his lap and starting to finger his beard. “You
don’t have to say those things. I’m still just me, if you just
came by and said, ‘Hey, want to put me up for awhile,’ I’d
probably never turn you away from my home, at least not as
long as you stay in my bed.”
“There’s room in yours?” he asked, and finally began to
caress her.
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She quickly pulled her robe open so her skin could meet
his hands directly. “At the moment I confess there is.”
“Then my journey was not in vain,” he grinned.
She stood up with a hearty smile and pulled him up after
her, ready to run to the bedroom, then stopped and put her
hand on his chest. “I still ask one condition of any man who
shares my bed.”
“And what would that be?”
“That you’re still there when I wake up.”
His smile was her answer.
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